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SUMMARY 

 

As front-line officers, police detectives and labor inspectors are often confronted with moral 

dilemmas. A moral dilemma can be defined as a difficult choice because not all values are 

simultaneously feasible. This study focused on three moral dilemma types with which police 

detectives and labor inspectors are confronted: (1) the decision to start or stop an investigation, (2) 

the decision to apply a certain investigative strategy or procedure and (3) the decision (not) to report 

colleagues’ misbehavior. This study aimed to describe how detectives and labor inspectors deal with 

these moral dilemmas and then to explain their choices, particularly focusing on the impact of 

organizational factors. 

 

This study combined grid-group cultural theory, role strain theory and moral disengagement theory 

to gain more insight into the relationship between organizational factors (e.g., leadership style, legal 

discretion, relationship with judicial authorities), on the one hand, and the behavioral style street-

level bureaucrats apply when dealing with a moral dilemma, on the other. It aimed to formulate a 

number of hypotheses that explain the underlying decision making processes. This study was 

conducted in Belgium, particularly in two Federal Police units that deal with human trafficking and 

economic exploitation crimes and four Directorates of the Inspection of Social Laws in a medium-

sized and a large judicial district. The data collection methods were observation, informal 

conversation, interviewing and documentary analysis. 

 

This study led to four main conclusions that need further testing in future research. First, it illustrated 

the tension between hierarchical control and autonomy in street-level decision making. As 

expected, police detectives and labor inspectors were often steered by supervisors and judicial 

authorities when making important decisions. This logically derives from the supervisor’s managerial 

role and judicial authorities’ role as ‘leaders of the investigation’. However, the results showed that 

detectives and labor inspectors also have the autonomy to make their own decisions and might have 

opportunities to bend rules. When orders from judicial authorities and supervisors conflicted, 

detectives sometimes managed to form a coalition with the actor whose orders they approved most 

of. Conflicting demands between different hierarchical actors did not always lead to the highest 

authority being followed (e.g., labor inspectors neglecting head office’s instructions in favor of 

supervisors’ orders). This study also revealed the risks of the wide discretion labor inspectors enjoy in 

terms of differential treatment of citizens. 

Second, this study showed that labor inspectors sometimes felt powerless to take action against 

frauding firms. Employers sometimes managed to get away with breaking the law as a result of 

legal loopholes or labor inspectors not using the legal powers they have. The latter can be illustrated 

with labor inspectors’ reluctance to use their legally sanctioned right to search. While this 

competence could be used to inspect incriminating documents employers refuse to hand over, labor 

inspectors often decided not to use it. This mainly resulted from their limited knowledge of this right 

to search, leading to anxiety concerning consequences when used wrongfully. Perhaps the new 
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Belgian Social Penal Code will provide clarity concerning these and other competences labor 

inspectors have, and limit legal loopholes. 

Third, police detectives sometimes felt powerless to ‘save’ victims of human trafficking or economic 

exploitation. This sometimes resulted from the fact that victims did not want to be saved. 

Particularly, some of them preferred their exploitative living conditions above returning to their 

home country or above having to comply with the legal conditions of becoming an officially 

recognized ‘exploitation victim’. Because these types of investigations often rely on victim 

statements, refusal or withdrawal of cooperation can be pernicious for the investigation. Detectives 

also sometimes complained about judicial authorities not wanting to invest in less serious types of 

exploitation cases, which were in detectives’ eyes worthwhile to work on. As for the latter, this study 

revealed differences in the way in which public prosecutors in different regions interpreted the 

concepts of ‘exploitation’ and ‘precarious conditions’. This implies the risk of legal inequality. 

Fourth, this study nuanced the assumptions of the police culture literature concerning the ‘blue code 

of silence’. This literature suggests that police officers are – more than other professional groups – 

reluctant to report on colleagues’ misbehavior because of strong group solidarity in police agencies. 

This study partly confirmed that there is a silence code in the police, but also led to the conclusion 

that there is a silence code in the labor inspection as well. In addition, the motives to keep quiet 

seemed to be more complex and varied than suggested in the police culture literature. Street-level 

bureaucrats sometimes kept quiet for opportunistic reasons (because they would need their 

colleague’s help in the future) or because they did not consider it their responsibility to report. This 

study also revealed that detectives and labor inspectors sometimes break the silence code. Motives 

for these decisions were trying to ‘score’ with their supervisor and trying to avoid being accused of 

complicity by their supervisor because they knew about the misbehavior and did not report it. 

 

To conclude, this study aimed to use different theories to enrich and broaden the lens of the current 

literature on ethical decision making, dealing with discretion and street-level bureaucracy. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In criminology, one of the most fundamental questions is how laws are enforced. Most law 

enforcement is conducted by public servants who work as front-line officers in governmental 

agencies. These front-line officers have a great deal of power and discretion. Lipsky (1980: 4) calls 

them street-level bureaucrats who are “agents of social control”. Although they are often part of the 

lower ranks and responsible for implementing policies issued by policymakers or higher ranking staff 

members, they are also considered “policy formers” (Hupe & Hill, 2007: 283). One of the most 

fundamental questions is how these street-level bureaucrats deal with their discretion, and 

particularly whether discretionary powers are used with integrity, because that is of the utmost 

importance in a democracy and relevant in the general debate of ‘inspecting the inspectors’ (e.g., 

Jensen, 2004; den Boer & Fernhout, 2008). 

 

A typical example of a street-level bureaucrat in the criminological domain is the police officer. The 

police have the monopoly of violence and can use their discretion in ways that harm fundamental 

civil rights, making democratic control essential. Besides the police, there is also a patchwork of 

public enforcement agencies, dealing with the enforcement of specific regulation in various issues, 

for example occupational health, environment, food safety, social security and taxes. Although the 

discretion of inspectors working in these organizations is obviously different from the discretion 

police officers enjoy, the power they are granted should not be underestimated (Peeters & 

Goossens, 2007). 

 

This study will focus on how street-level bureaucrats in several organizations deal with their 

discretion and whether these discretionary powers are used with integrity. Integrity will not only be 

defined as the avoidance of manifest ethical violations (e.g., corruption, fraud, physical violence, …) 

(Anechiarico & Jacobs, 1996), because the concept also has a second, more positive dimension, that 

considers ‘integrity’ as dealing in a competent and well-considered manner with moral dilemmas 

(Maesschalck, 2005). This study will focus on the second meaning of integrity by describing and trying 

to explain how street-level bureaucrats in several organizations deal with moral dilemmas. Although 

dealing with discretion is not entirely the same as dealing with moral dilemmas (as will be explained 

in the first chapter), both issues are related. The fundamental research question can be described as 

follows: 

 

• Fundamental research question: “How do organizational patterns impact the way in which 

street-level bureaucrats deal with moral dilemmas?” 

 

Because this fundamental question is formulated in an overly general way, it will in this study be 

specified as follows: 

 

• Specified research question: “How do organizational patterns, as they become visible in the 

differences between various units of the Belgian Federal Police and various units of the 
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Belgian Labor Inspection in a medium-sized and a large region, impact the way in which 

street-level bureaucrats within those units deal with specific moral dilemmas?” 

 

This research question will be addressed with a qualitative and exploratory study using ethnographic 

methods. This study does not aim at generalization to a wider population, but rather at analytic (or 

theoretical) generalization, as will be explained in the methodology chapter. Moreover, this study 

will identify a number of hypotheses that need further testing in future qualitative and quantitative 

research. The specified research question implies four fundamental choices. First, the dependent 

variable is the behavioral style street-level bureaucrats apply when confronted with specific moral 

dilemmas. Second, the independent variables are organizational patterns in the studied units. Third, 

this study applies a comparative research design on two levels of analysis, namely (1) ‘level of the 

decision’ or ‘case’ and (2) ‘level of the organization’ or ‘research setting’. Fourth, the relationship 

between independent and dependent variables will be analyzed by identifying causal mechanisms. 

These four choices will be explained and accounted for below. 

 

First, this study aims to explain why street-level bureaucrats apply a certain behavioral style when 

confronted with specific moral dilemmas. Hence, the behavioral style is the dependent variable in 

this study. The concept ‘moral dilemma’ is defined as a difficult choice because not all values are 

simultaneously feasible (Huberts & Naeyé, 2005: 22). The researcher will not take a moral stance and 

will thus not decide whether the choices street-level bureaucrats make are ethical or unethical. As 

will be explained in chapter 1, behavioral style will be operationalized on the basis of the grid-group 

cultural theory (GGCT). Particularly, behavioral style will be operationalized by means of the two 

dimensions in GGCT. ‘Grid’ refers to the extent to which an individual’s life is bounded by externally 

imposed rules and prescriptions. ‘Group’ refers to the incorporation of an individual into a bounded 

unit of actors. The combination of the ‘grid’ and ‘group’ dimensions leads to four types of behavioral 

style: hierarchy (high grid, high group), egalitarianism (low grid, high group), individualism (low grid, 

low group) and fatalism (high grid, low group). In other words, the behavioral style street-level 

bureaucrats in this study apply when confronted with a moral dilemma is characterized by one of the 

four types or a combination of different types. 

 

Second, this study focuses on the impact of organizational patterns, and not of individual factors, on 

the behavioral style street-level bureaucrats apply. The concept ‘organizational patterns’ is an 

umbrella term for different independent variables in this study. As will be explained in chapter 1 

and 2, the organizational patterns (e.g., managerial style of supervisors, (perceived) discretion, 

relationship with public prosecutor, etc.) will be structured by using open systems theory and 

operationalized by applying the GGCT framework. Like the behavioral style (i.e. the dependent 

variable), the organizational patterns (i.e. umbrella term for independent variables) will thus also be 

characterized by one of the four GGCT types or a combination of various types (see above). GGCT 

hypothesizes that organizational factors impact the way in which individuals in an organization 

behave. Hence, the fundamental hypothesis in this study is that organizational patterns (as 
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operationalized in GGCT’s fourfold typology) have an impact on street-level bureaucrats’ behavioral 

style (as operationalized in GGCT’s fourfold typology). 

 

Third, the choice was made to develop a comparative research design. Comparison is made on two 

levels of analysis, namely the level of the decision (i.e. ‘case’) and the level of the organization (i.e. 

‘research setting’). Particularly, this study focuses on decision making of street-level bureaucrats 

when confronted with specific moral dilemmas (i.e. ‘case’), in specific governmental agencies in 

Belgium (i.e. ‘research setting’). This type of research design allows studying differences and 

similarities in the way street-level bureaucrats in various organizations deal with specific moral 

dilemmas. For both levels of analysis, a specific type of sampling has been conducted. 

 

At the level of the individual decision or the ‘case’, the first type of sampling has been conducted, 

which is sampling of moral dilemmas. This sampling occurred in two steps. The first step consists of 

the theoretical selection of moral dilemma types. The second step consists of empirical sampling of 

particular moral dilemmas that are experienced by the respondents in their daily job. 

As for the theoretical selection (i.e. the first step), it is important to maximize comparability in the 

sense that the moral dilemmas that are analyzed in this study should be relevant for both groups of 

street-level bureaucrats that are involved: police officers and labor inspectors. Although inspiration is 

drawn from a number of moral dilemma typologies (see chapter 4), the selection of moral dilemma 

types is also partly done in an inductive way. This inductive selective is based on observations and 

conversations with respondents in the pilot study and the medium-sized region, as will be explained 

in chapter 4. The decision was made to select three types of moral dilemmas, which are all linked to 

questions street-level bureaucrats struggle with on a daily basis. The first dilemma type is related to 

the question: ‘How to do the right things?’. It concerns dilemmas about which types of investigations 

should be conducted or not. Although Van Buuren and den Boer (2008) consider questions about 

scope and priority of investigations typical examples of managerial dilemmas, this study shows that 

street-level bureaucrats also have an important role in making these kinds of decisions. The second 

dilemma type is related to the question: ‘How to do things right?’, which is linked to procedural 

aspects of an investigation. Street-level bureaucrats are often confronted with situations in which 

formal rules conflict with other values, such as effectiveness or efficiency, or in which formal 

procedures do not seem to be sufficient to solve an issue. The third dilemma type is related to the 

question of how to respond to peers who insufficiently deal with the two previous questions. Hence, 

this dilemma type concerns the question: ‘How to deal with peers not doing the right things or not 

doing things right?’ and confronts street-level bureaucrats with the difficult choice whether or not to 

report on peers’ misconduct. 

As for the empirical sampling (i.e. the second step), the researcher included all moral dilemmas that 

were mentioned by the respondents or observed during data collection (i.e. 400 moral dilemmas in 

total). In other words, the researcher analyzed the entire population of moral dilemmas that were 

discussed and did thus not make a selection of them. Obviously, the composition of this population 

of moral dilemmas is influenced by the way in which the researcher constructed her questions during 
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interviews and informal conversations and the way in which she did her observations. The 

methodology chapter explains in detail how this empirical sampling process was carried out. 

 

At the level of the organization or the ‘research setting’, the second type of sampling has been 

conducted, which is sampling of different settings. Like the selection of moral dilemmas (see above), 

the sampling of research settings also occurred in two steps. The first step refers to the theoretical 

choice to conduct a most different settings design. The second step refers to the empirical selection 

of four settings. 

As for the theoretical sampling (i.e. the first step), the choice was made to use a ‘most different 

settings design’. In this type of research design, various settings with different values on the 

independent variables (in this study organizational patterns) are compared. This is done to analyze 

whether these different values on the independent variables lead to different outcomes on the 

dependent variable in the four settings (in this study behavioral style) or whether these different 

values on the independent variables lead to similar outcomes of the dependent variable (i.e. 

equifinality, see chapter 4). In other words, this study aims at explaining how differences in the 

organizational characteristics of various police agencies and various labor inspections could lead to 

differences or similarities in the behavioral style police officers and labor inspectors apply when 

confronted with a moral dilemma. 

As for the empirical sampling (i.e. the second step), the choice was made to select field organizations 

of the Federal Police (specifically human trafficking and human exploitation units) and the Labor 

Inspection (specifically Federal Directorates of the Inspection of Social Laws) in Belgium in two 

different regions. These settings vary along two dimensions, being the dimension of the organization 

(i.e. Federal Police versus Labor Inspection), and the dimension of the region (i.e. medium-sized and 

large judicial district). As for the ‘organization’ dimension, the settings differ in three ways. First, the 

law enforcement domain in which street-level bureaucrats in both organizations operate differs. 

Particularly, police officers enforce ordinary penal law and labor inspectors enforce social penal law, 

the latter being a form of special penal law. Second, the relationship with judicial authorities in both 

organizations differs (see: 5.1.2.4 and 5.1.3.3). Third, the discretionary powers of labor inspectors are 

larger than the discretion police officers can use. These three differences will be further discussed in 

chapter 5. As for the ‘region’ dimension, the study is conducted in two judicial districts, a medium-

sized judicial district and a large judicial district. In both judicial districts, the field organizations of the 

Federal Police and the Labor Inspection are compared.
1
 The variation on these two dimensions (i.e. 

‘organization’ and ‘region’) should, however, not jeopardize comparability of the research settings. 

As will be explained in chapter 4, the human trafficking and human exploitation units of the Belgian 

Federal Police and the Directorates of the Inspection of Social Laws are comparable to a certain 

extent. Particularly, the respondents in both organizations are federal staff members working in a 

field organization under the supervision of a head office in the domain of law enforcement 

concerning overlapping issues like illegal employment and economic exploitation. Arguably, these 

                                                             
1
 As will be explained in the methodology chapter, a pilot study has been conducted in the field organization of the Federal 

Police in another medium-sized judicial district, but these results will not be included in the main analysis. 
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similarities lead to the street-level bureaucrats in both organizations having to deal with similar 

moral dilemmas. In conclusion, the empirical sampling described above meets the criteria of the 

most different settings design, because it leads to variation on factors for which variation in this 

study is aimed at and similarity on factors for which variation in this study is considered undesirable. 

 

Fourth, this study can be situated in the ‘causal mechanism’ tradition in social science research. The 

fundamental ambition of this tradition is to provide insight into the black box between two variables 

of which the correlation has been determined. Particularly, it aims at identifying the causal 

mechanisms and situational conditions under which they occur to examine exactly why and how two 

variables are correlated. The main goal of this study is theory development by constructing more 

specified hypotheses about the causal mechanisms that underlie the relationship between 

organizational patterns (i.e. ‘independent variables’) and behavioral style (i.e. ‘dependent variable’). 

Inspiration will be drawn from two theories in the causal mechanism approach, being role strain 

theory and moral disengagement theory, both of which will be explained in chapter 1 and 2. 

Observed differences in causal mechanisms that explain decision making in the Federal Police and 

the Labor Inspection will be interesting because they provide important input for the general debate 

of ‘inspecting the inspectors’ (see above). However, also the search for similar causal mechanisms 

can be valuable. If this study leads to the identification of common mechanisms in different settings, 

the next step could be to determine to what extent these mechanisms play a role in other 

organizations, both inside and outside the sector of law enforcement, in Belgium and abroad. Based 

on this analysis, it could be possible to identify broadly valid mechanisms to explain ethical decision 

making within organizations in future research. 

 

This dissertation is composed of nine chapters, each of them giving a particular contribution to 

answering the fundamental research question. In the first two chapters, the conceptual and 

theoretical framework are constructed. In chapter 1, the three central components of the conceptual 

framework – namely ‘behavioral style’ (as the dependent variable), ‘organizational patterns’ (as 

umbrella term for the different independent variables), and ‘causal pathway’ (as the link between 

them) – and their mutual relations are set out. This chapter builds on previous work in business 

ethics and the ‘dealing with discretion’ literature. 

 

In chapter 2, the dependent and independent variables are operationalized in the language of the 

main theoretical framework, i.e. grid-group cultural theory. GGCT is both a typology and a theory 

with causal claims. This chapter also introduces causal mechanisms of role strain theory and moral 

disengagement theory, respectively from sociology and criminological psychology. These 

mechanisms are constitutive parts of the causal pathway, and will be used to explain which 

organizational patterns have an impact on street-level bureaucrats’ behavioral style when dealing 

with the three selected types of moral dilemmas (see above). 
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Chapter 3 describes the history of the classic police culture ethnographies and frames this study into 

this tradition, thus emphasizing its criminological relevance. It shows in what way this study 

resembles and differs from the important tradition of police culture research. Similarities can mainly 

be found in the methodology, while differences can be found in the theoretical framework and 

scope. The latter is illustrated by presenting grid-group cultural theory as an alternative theoretical 

framework that could be used to enrich the traditional police culture literature. 

 

In chapter 4, the overall research design of this comparative study in four settings is described. It 

specifies how the data are collected and analyzed, explaining the method of within-case analysis and 

between-case analysis (in which ‘case’ refers to a particular decision being made by a street-level 

bureaucrat). It also presents strategies that were used to enhance quality of data collection and data 

analysis, and shows the limitations of this research project. 

 

Chapter 5 introduces the four research settings. First, the settings are presented in a general way by 

giving an overview of the organizational structure and explaining the differences in legal framework 

in which both professional groups operate. Then, the organizational patterns in the four settings 

(operationalized in GGCT and structured on the basis of open systems theory) are described in detail. 

 

In the three following chapters, the empirical results of this study are presented, each of them 

focusing on one of the three moral dilemma types. Chapter 6 deals with decisions regarding ‘how to 

do the right things?’ dilemmas, which is related to the selection of investigations. In this chapter, 

empirical findings are shown of how street-level bureaucrats in this study deal with the dilemma 

whether or not to conduct certain investigations. 

Chapter 7 describes decision making in ‘how to do things right?’ dilemmas, which are linked to how 

investigations are conducted. This chapter is divided in three parts. The first part focuses on how 

street-level bureaucrats in the four settings deal with dilemmas in which rules seem to conflict with 

other values, such as result-orientedness or equity. This part illustrates patterns of rule abidance, 

rule bending and rule breaking. The second part deals with more general investigative strategy 

dilemmas. It empirically shows how police detectives and labor inspectors struggle with these kinds 

of dilemmas and how organizational patterns can explain the way in which they deal with them. The 

third part is only relevant for the Labor Inspection, and throws light on how these street-level 

bureaucrats use their special discretionary powers. 

Chapter 8 shows the results of how police detectives and labor inspectors in the four settings deal 

with peer reporting dilemmas. Particularly, this chapter focuses on how street-level bureaucrats 

respond to situations in which colleagues, in their opinion, do not do the right things or do not do 

things right. In other words, it tries to explain how police detectives and labor inspectors in this study 

deal with colleagues’ misbehavior (as perceived by the respondents). 

 

Chapter 9 summarizes the main empirical results of the study. It first gives a general overview of the 

most important observations using the method of between-case analysis, thus explaining patterns of 
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decision making at work across different dilemma types with a focus on the impact of various 

organizational patterns. Second, it lists hypotheses that can be generated on the basis of the 

empirical results to explain different values on the dependent variable or, in other words, different 

behavioral styles. These hypotheses need further testing in qualitative and quantitative research in 

similar and different research settings. 

 

The final part of this dissertation is the general conclusion. The general conclusion shows how the 

research question has been answered in this study and provides a number of theoretical reflections 

and recommendations for practitioners. 
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1. A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK ON ETHICAL DECISION 

MAKING OF STREET-LEVEL BUREAUCRATS 
The question how street-level bureaucrats deal with moral dilemmas can be addressed from the 

perspective of various research strands. Relevant theories have been developed in many disciplines. 

Examples of interesting approaches are Lipsky (1980)’s theory of street-level bureaucracy, models of 

ethical decision making (Treviño, 1986; Bommer, Gratto, Gravander, & Tuttle, 1987; Jones, 1991) and 

typologies of regulatory styles (Kagan, 1994; Bakker & van Waarden, 1999b). Instead of selecting one 

of these theoretical traditions, we opt for a different approach. Grid-group cultural theory (GGCT) 

will form the basis of our conceptual framework. GGCT was developed in anthropology (Douglas, 

1970), and later applied to various other disciplines, including political science (Thompson, 

Grendstad, & Selle, 1999) and public management (Hood, 1998). It is both a typology and a theory 

with causal claims. The typology consists of two dimensions and four types, which have been 

conceived as ‘cultural biases’ or ‘ways of organizing’. The central hypothesis of the theory is that 

organizational structure influences the values and beliefs (bias) in any organizational setting, and that 

this bias also influences the organizational structure (Thompson, Ellis, & Wildavsky, 1990; Hood, 

1998). GGCT hypothesizes that structure and bias are “reciprocal, interacting and mutually 

reinforcing” (Thompson et al., 1990: 1), which occurs through positive and negative feedback 

dynamics (6, 2003: 399). This idea of a mutually supportive relationship between structure and bias 

can be situated in a long sociological tradition in which many scholars, like Durkheim (1893), Giddens 

(1984) and Bourdieu (1985; 1990), tried to look beyond the agency/structure dualism. GGCT is 

sometimes even referred to as a neo-Durkheimian approach (Peck & 6, 2006). For the purpose of this 

study, organizational structure is conceptualized as ‘organizational patterns’, which is an umbrella 

term for different organizational factors like supervisors’ managerial style, staff members’ discretion 

and cooperation with judicial authorities (see 2.1.2.2). Bias is conceptualized as ‘behavioral style’, 

which refers to the way street-level bureaucrats deal with moral dilemmas. This leads to the central 

hypothesis that organizational patterns impact the behavioral style street-level bureaucrats apply 

when dealing with moral dilemmas. 

 

Further elaboration on the GGCT typology and its theoretical assumptions will be done in the next 

chapter. The first chapter shows how GGCT will be used as an analytic lens to study ethical decision 

making of street-level bureaucrats by unraveling the conceptual framework into its three 

components. It also illustrates how other theoretical perspectives can be a source of inspiration for 

the overall conceptual framework. 

1.1. Explaining the three components of the conceptual framework 

The conceptual framework of this study consists of three parts (see Figure 1.1 below): behavioral 

style (dependent variable), organizational patterns (independent variables) and the causal pathway. 

The central idea is that organizational patterns have an impact on the behavioral style through a 

causal pathway, consisting of situational conditions and causal mechanisms. The arrow in Figure 1.1 
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refers to the causal relationship between organizational patterns and behavioral style, which is 

conceptualized as ‘causal pathway’. The lines under ‘causal pathway’, ‘situational conditions’ and 

‘causal mechanisms’ mean ‘consist of’. Hence, the ‘causal pathway’ consists of the ‘situational 

conditions’ and ‘causal mechanisms’. The ‘situational conditions’ consist of ‘dilemma type’ and 

‘investigation type’. The ‘causal mechanisms’ consist of ‘dealing with role strain’ and ‘moral 

disengagement’. The following three sections illustrate how the components of this conceptual 

framework will be operationalized in this study. 

 

Figure 1.1: Conceptual framework 

 

 

 

1.1.1. Behavioral style of street-level bureaucrats when dealing with moral dilemmas 

The main goal of this study is to explain how street-level bureaucrats deal with moral dilemmas, 

which is the dependent variable. This will be operationalized by using the notion of ‘behavioral style’. 

In order to gain conceptual clarity, this part provides definitions for the following concepts: ‘street-

level bureaucrat’, ‘moral dilemma’ and ‘behavioral style’. 

1.1.1.1. Defining ‘street-level bureaucrat’ 

This first part describes the concept of ‘street-level bureaucrat’. This concept has been borrowed 

from Lipsky (1980). He defines street-level bureaucrats as “public service workers who interact 

directly with citizens in the course of their jobs and who have substantial discretion in the execution of 

their work.” According to Lipsky, they include teachers, welfare workers, police officers, health and 

safety inspectors, and other public employees who control access to public programs or enforce 

public laws and regulations. An essential characteristic of these front-line officers is that their 

position in the policy implementation process can be described as “unique” and “uniquely influential” 

(Meyers & Vorsanger, 2003: 153). They are “agents of social control” (Lipsky, 1980: 4). One of the 

core arguments in this literature is the point that although often in the lower layers of the hierarchy, 

these actors “produce public policy” (Meyers et al., 2003: 154). Hupe and Hill (2007: 283) state that 

“to a certain extent, they are policy formers rather than implementers” and others go even further in 

emphasizing the influence of street-level workers by describing them in terms of “citizen-agents who 
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help create and maintain the normative order of society” (Maynard-Moody & Musheno, 2003: 23) or 

“street-level leaders” (Vinzant & Crothers, 1998: 147). 

This study focuses on street-level bureaucrats in the Federal Police and the Labor Inspection, as 

explained in the introduction. Our interest lays in the way police detectives and labor inspectors deal 

with moral dilemmas. 

1.1.1.2. Defining ‘moral dilemma’ 

The second concept that needs to be explained is moral or ethical dilemma. This concept can be 

defined in multiple ways. Cooper (2001) thinks of an ethical dilemma as a situation in which 

important ethical values are in conflict. Examples are the conflict between legality and efficiency, 

when applying certain procedural rules is considered a waste of time, or a conflict between respect 

for suspects and effectiveness, when hitting a suspect could lead to a confession. Some scholars use 

a much broader definition. Velasquez and Rostankowski (1985), for example, refer to situations 

“where a person’s actions, when freely performed, may harm of benefit others”. According to this 

definition, a dilemma becomes an ethical dilemma from the moment that a chosen action or decision 

has consequences for others (which actually includes most decisions), even if there is no value 

conflict. 

 

For the purpose of this study, the definition of Huberts and Naeyé (2005: 22) will be adopted. They 

use the concept of ‘moral dilemma’ and define it as a difficult choice because not all values are 

simultaneously feasible. This resembles the definition of ethical dilemma by Cooper (2001). The 

preference for ‘moral dilemma’ over the in academia more frequently used term ‘ethical dilemma’ is 

not based on philosophical considerations, but on mere linguistic reasons. The term ‘ethical dilemma’ 

will for many evoke the connotation of extreme and often religiously inspired issues, like abortion 

and euthanasia, while the focus in this study is on everyday dilemmas, for which the concept of 

‘moral dilemmas’ seems to be more appropriate. There is, however, a philosophical difference 

between the concept ‘moral’ and ‘ethical’. The word ‘moral’ is linked to ‘morality’, which refers to 

what is good, correct and right in human relations. Moral criteria or standards create a bond 

between people and are thus by nature part of the social system (van Willigenburg, van den Beld, 

Heeger, & Verweij, 1993). ‘Ethical’ is, however, linked to ‘ethics’, a concept that mostly refers to 

agreed upon values, principles and norms that guide individual behavior in an organization or a 

profession (Huberts et al., 2005: 21), but can also refer to a philosophical branch that addresses 

questions about morality, like good and evil, right and wrong, etc. In combination with the word 

‘dilemma’, the difference between ‘moral’ and ‘ethical’ diminishes, apart from the connotation in the 

general public (see above). Although this study speaks of ‘moral’ instead of ‘ethical’ dilemmas, it 

holds on to the concept of ethical decision making, because that is the most common label to 

address this strand in ethics research. 

 

This study focuses on three specific types of moral dilemmas. It is important to select moral dilemma 

types that are relevant for both groups of street-level bureaucrats (i.e. police officers and labor 

inspectors) and which are similar in the sense of seriousness, impact and scope. Only then one can 
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avoid that observed differences in behavioral style can mainly be ascribed to differences in the 

dilemmas both groups of street-level bureaucrats face. Therefore, this study focuses on specific 

moral dilemmas that are relevant for police officers and labor inspectors. The selection of dilemma 

types mainly occurred in an inductive way, on the basis of empirical data in this study, but was 

inspired by a number of moral dilemma typologies. The following dilemma types have been selected: 

(1) ‘how to do the right things’, which is linked to scope and priority decisions or, in other words, 

whether or not certain investigations should be conducted, (2) ‘how to do things right?’, which is 

linked to procedural issues, and (3) ‘what if colleagues don’t do the right things or don’t do things 

right?’, which refers to classic peer reporting dilemmas. The selection process or sampling of moral 

dilemmas will be further discussed in the methodological chapter (see 4.1.2.1). 

 

Before going to the next section, three remarks need to be made. First, it is important to explain how 

the researcher determines whether a certain decision can be called a ‘moral dilemma’. It is 

important to develop criteria for this, because some people consider a certain decision a moral 

dilemma, while others do not consider the same decision a moral dilemma. Hence, in addition of 

being linked to one of the three questions above (i.e. one of the three dilemma types), two criteria 

are used to determine whether a decision will be considered a ‘moral dilemma’ in this study. The first 

criterion is that rules are at stake. When a street-level bureaucrat doubts whether or not to break a 

specific rule the decision will always be considered a moral dilemma, even when the street-level 

bureaucrat does not consider the decision a moral dilemma him/herself. The second criterion is that 

one of the respondents (not necessarily the actor) working in the same or a different setting as the 

actor considers the decision a moral dilemma. These two criteria do not have to be valid at the same 

time. They enable to include both decisions that are, according to the respondents, the result of 

routine decision making and decisions that are, according to the respondents, the result of ethical 

decision making. 

The second remark is linked to the neutral moral stance of the researcher. Although this study 

focuses on morality and ethics, the researcher will not make any explicit value judgments regarding 

the correctness or acceptability of decisions street-level bureaucrats make. This study aims at 

explaining behavior by looking at causation and motivation. It does not aim at determining whether 

or not behavior is correct. Hence, the phrasing of ‘how to do the right things’, ‘how to do things right’ 

and ‘what if colleagues don’t do the right things or don’t do things right’ does not indicate that the 

researcher will determine whether street-level bureaucrats are doing the right things or are doing 

things right. Rather, these three sentences are questions street-level bureaucrats ask themselves 

when they are confronted with a moral dilemma in the performance of their job. An important 

consequence of this neutral moral stance is that the researcher will not make an assessment of the 

seriousness of, for example, rule breaking in the ‘how to do things right’ dilemmas or of unethical 

behavior in the peer reporting dilemmas. This implies the disadvantage that in the results chapters as 

much attention will be given to behavior that most people would consider harmless and not very 

serious, as to behavior that most people would consider extremely unethical and a serious violation 
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of norms and values. Despite this disadvantage, the neutral moral stance will be maintained because 

the determination of what is ethical and what is unethical is beyond the scope of this dissertation. 

Third, ethical decision making can be influenced by the seriousness of the moral dilemma one is 

confronted with. Jones (1991) refers to ‘moral intensity’ as an important factor in explaining how 

individuals deal with moral dilemmas. Table 1.1 shows the various components of moral intensity as 

operationalized by Jones (1991), being magnitude of consequences, social consensus, probability of 

effect, temporal immediacy, proximity of the moral issue and concentration of effect. Although 

empirical research indicates that these aspects can have an important impact on ethical decision 

making, they will not be included as such in this study. The main reason for this choice is theoretical 

parsimony. 

 

Table 1.1: Components of moral intensity (Jones, 1991: 374-378) 

Magnitude of 

consequences 

The sum of the harms (or benefits) done to victims (or beneficiaries) of the moral 

act in question 

Social consensus The degree of social agreement that a proposed act is evil (or good) 

Probability of effect The joint function of the probability that the act in question will actually take 

place and the act in question will actually cause the harm (benefit) predicted 

Temporal immediacy The length of time between the present and the onset of consequences of the 

moral act in question (shorter length of time implies greater immediacy) 

Proximity of the moral 

issue 

The feeling of nearness (social, cultural, psychological, or physical) that the moral 

agent has for victims (beneficiaries) of the evil (beneficial) act in question 

Concentration of effect The inverse function of the number of people affected by an act of given 

magnitude 

 

Magnitude of consequences, probability of effect, temporal immediacy and concentration of effect 

will be captured by the theory of moral disengagement, which will be used to enrich GGCT (see 

below). These four components can all be linked to the moral disengagement mechanism of 

distortion of consequences, which will be explained in section 2.3.2. Proximity of the moral issue can 

partly be captured by ‘dilemma type’, in the sense that the feeling of nearness is probably higher in 

peer reporting dilemmas than in investigative measure dilemmas. The aspect ‘social consensus’ will 

be mainly disregarded, because it is very difficult to determine whether or not there is consensus 

regarding the correctness or incorrectness of certain behavior. However, this concept is partly 

captured by looking at the impact of group interaction (which includes for example peer pressure) as 

one of the organizational patterns (see 2.1.2.2). 

1.1.1.3. Defining ‘behavioral style’ 

The third concept that needs to be defined is ‘behavioral style’. As stated above, behavioral style 

refers to the way in which street-level bureaucrats in the police and in the labor inspection deal with 

specific moral dilemmas. This concept is used in a value-neutral way in the sense that the researcher 

will not take a normative stance by considering certain types of behavior as ethical and others as 

unethical (see above). Behavioral style is related to the notion of regulatory style, central to the 

literature on regulation. Scholars in this tradition argue that individual functionaries develop routines 
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to reduce the complexities of their daily working life or to cope with occupational strains, leading to a 

limited number of styles constructed in typologies (e.g., Hawkins, 1984; Koolhaas, 1990; Kagan, 1994; 

Terpstra & Havinga, 1999). 

 

For the purpose of this study, the regulatory style typologies set forth in the literature on regulation 

will not be used, for reasons discussed in the next section. Behavioral style is, however, 

operationalized on the basis of the GGCT typology, which is the main analytic lens in this study. 

Particularly, behavioral style will be operationalized by means of the two dimensions in GGCT, ‘grid’ 

and ‘group’. Grid stands for the extent to which an individual’s life is bounded by externally imposed 

rules and prescriptions. The more grid, the less of life is open to individual negotiation. The ‘group’ 

dimension refers to the incorporation of an individual into a bounded unit of actors. The greater the 

incorporation, the more individual choice is subject to group determination (Thompson et al., 1990: 

5). The combination of the ‘grid’ and ‘group’ dimensions leads to four types of behavioral style: 

individualism (low grid, low group), egalitarianism (low grid, high group), hierarchy (high grid, high 

group) and fatalism (high grid, low group). 

 

Applied to the topic of this study, this means that in a specific moral dilemma individuals can use one 

or more types of decision making, which could be more or less grid or group oriented. It is, however, 

crucial to keep in mind the idea of individuals as “multiple selves” (Thompson et al., 1990: 265), 

referring to the fact that no behavioral style is dominant in a specific person, because people are 

confronted with several types of ‘organizational patterns’ in their life. While individuals could be 

more ‘rule-bound’ in one situation, ‘group loyalty’ may be more dominant in another context. In 

other words, the same person could in one situation violate a specific rule to protect a colleague, 

while (s)he would in other situations prefer to follow the rules over being collegial. The next chapter 

will elaborate further on the operationalization of behavioral styles in specific moral dilemmas. 

1.1.2. Organizational patterns as umbrella term for the independent variables 

For the independent variables, this study has an explicit bias in favor of organizational factors, 

further referred to as ‘organizational patterns’. Organizational patterns are hypothesized to impact 

the behavioral style police officers and labor inspectors use when confronted with moral dilemmas. 

This section first describes the concept of ‘organizational patterns’ and illustrates how it could be 

operationalized in GGCT. Second, it discusses the pros and cons of an organizational factors bias and 

lists a number of precautions the researcher took to minimize the risks. 

1.1.2.1. Defining ‘organizational patterns’ 

The concept ‘organizational patterns’ will be used as an integrative term for the complex 

constellation of organizational factors in a specific governmental agency (i.e. police or labor 

inspection). In other words, it is an umbrella term for different types of organizational factors, like 

supervisors’ managerial style and the formal discretion street-level bureaucrats enjoy. The concept 

refers to organizational factors that could shape how street-level bureaucrats perform their job, 

consisting of both personalized aspects, such as the relationship with their supervisor or colleagues, 
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and less personalized characteristics, such as how they perceive rules and regulations. First, a 

framework needs to be chosen to make a selection of organizational factors this study focuses on. 

Second, these factors need to be operationalized in GGCT. 

 

For the selection of organizational factors, inspiration is drawn from both the street-level 

bureaucracy tradition and the ethical decision making literature (see section 1.2). After comparing 

four different theoretical frameworks, the decision was made to use ‘open systems theory’ to 

structure these organizational patterns. The three alternative theories that were taken into 

consideration turned out to be less appropriate in our study for a number of reasons. For each 

framework the pros and cons will be discussed briefly. 

 

First, Giddens’ (1984) structuration theory is an interesting approach because it tries to solve the 

agent-structure problem by suggesting a middle-position or synthesis. The central concepts – like 

‘rules’, ‘resources’, ‘structure’ and ‘modalities’ – are, however rather vague and not neatly 

operationalized (Brante, 2001), which makes the framework less useful for structuring the 

organizational patterns in this study. Moreover, it does not offer mechanisms that indicate how 

structure (or agent) has an influence on agent (or structure) in a particular situation. 

The second theory that was looked at was Bourdieu’s (1985) theory of field and habitus. Bourdieu 

argues that social practice results from the interaction between the field and the habitus. Chan 

(2007: 324) applied both concepts to understand police culture, and she defines field as “the 

structural environment external to the actor” and habitus as “the set of physical, cognitive and 

emotional dispositions an actor has acquired through individual or group socialization”. Because the 

operationalization of ‘structural environment’ is not so clearly set out, the decision was made not to 

use this framework in this study. 

A third alternative that was taken into consideration is Tichy (1983)’s framework of organizational 

processes, that consist of political, technical and cultural processes. It has been applied by Vidaver-

Cohen (1998: 1215) in the context of moral climate, in which she considers the three organizational 

processes as stimuli “that signal managerial expectations for moral decision making and behavior”. 

Although her work suggests Tichy’s framework is relevant for ethical decision making, which is the 

topic of this study, it remains unclear how the three organizational processes should be distinguished 

and further operationalized. Moreover, the framework does not offer mechanisms that explain how 

these organizational processes impact decision making. 

 

Arguably, open systems theory seems to be a more appropriate framework in this study, particularly 

because it addresses two important criticisms that can be raised against the models above. First, it 

clearly defines the various components of an open system (see Table 1.2). In open systems theory, a 

system is defined as “a set of components interacting with each other” (Berrien, 1968: 32) or, in 

other words, an organization that interacts with its environment. Because the components are 

clearly distinguished and defined, ‘open systems theory’ can be used to structure the organizational 

patterns (i.e. independent variables in this study) that impact the behavioral style (i.e. dependent 
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variable in this study). Second, this framework explains that systems change through positive and 

negative feedback mechanisms, which resemble the causal mechanisms in GGCT, as will be explained 

later (see 2.2.2). There are two additional reasons why open systems theory can be applied in 

conjunction with GGCT. First, the idea of an organization as a dynamic system is linked to the idea of 

institutional viability which will be explained later (see 2.2.1). Second, open system theory can, like 

GGCT, be applied at several levels of analysis “ranging from interacting networks of organizations 

that produce a particular product or service (…), total organizations, interdepartmental groups (e.g., 

divisions), face-to-face teams (…), and individuals” (Harrison & Shirom, 1999: 46). 

Kast and Rosenzweig (1972: 450) distinguish between five interrelated components in an 

organizational system – the managerial subsystem, the psychosocial subsystem, the goals and values 

subsystem, the structural subsystem and the technological subsystem – and state that systems have 

“boundaries which delineate them from some broader suprasystem” (Kast & Rosenzweig, 1973: 11). 

For the purpose of this study, the interacting components of open systems theory are considered the 

constitutive parts of the organizational patterns. In other words, the environmental suprasystem and 

the various subsystems are used to structure the ‘organizational patterns’ in this study. Particularly, 

this study focuses on four of the five subsystems and the broader environmental suprasystem 

defined in Table 1.2 below. 
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Table 1.2: Defining various ‘organizational patterns’ by framing them in ‘open systems theory’ 

Environmental suprasystem Close environment: “[…] all the external organizations and conditions that 

are directly related to the system’s transformative processes and its 

technologies”, e.g., funding sources, supplies, distributors, unions, customers, 

clients, regulators, competitors, strategic partners” (Harrison et al., 1999: 45) 

General environment: “[…] institutions and conditions having infrequent or 

long-term impacts on the organization and its close environment, including 

the economy, the legal and political systems, the state of scientific and 

technical knowledge, social institutions such as family, population 

distribution and composition, and local or national cultures within which the 

organization operates” (Harrison et al., 1999: 45) 

Managerial subsystem “[…] central role in establishing goals, planning, organizing, and controlling 

activities, and in relating the organization to its environment” (Kast et al., 

1973: 15) 

Psychosocial subsystem “[…] individual behaviors and motivations, status and role hierarchies, group 

dynamics, and influence systems” (Kast et al., 1973: 14) 

Goals and values subsystem “Culture – shared norms, values, beliefs, and assumptions, as well as 

behavior and artifacts that express these orientations – including symbols, 

rituals, stories, and language. Culture includes norms and understandings 

about the nature and identity of the organization, the way work is done, the 

value and possibility of changing or innovating, relations between lower- and 

higher-ranking members, and the nature of the environment.” (Harrison et 

al., 1999: 46) 

Structural subsystem “[…] the ways in which the tasks of the organization are divided 

(differentiation) and […] the coordination of these activities (integration). In a 

formal sense, structure can be set forth by organization charts, job 

descriptions, and by rules and procedures. It is concerned with patterns of 

authority, communication, and work flow.” (Kast et al., 1973: 15) 

 

The next step is to operationalize the organizational patterns into GGCT, following the same logic as 

with the dependent variable. In a specific governmental agency the organizational patterns can be 

more or less grid or group oriented. Applied to, for example, the managerial subsystem, it means 

that supervisors in an organization could apply four types of managerial style. This can be 

operationalized by using Hood’s (1998) four types of control in public management. If the 

hierarchical style (high grid, high group) is dominant, oversight is the main concern of supervisors in 

the organization. The egalitarian style (low grid, high group) refers to a consensus-oriented 

managerial style based on mutuality. In the individualistic style (low grid, low group), the emphasis is 

on judgment by performance in a competitive environment. And the fatalistic style (high grid, low 

group) is reflected in brute domination or contrived randomness. The operationalization of the 

various organizational patterns in GGCT will be discussed in section 2.1.2.2. 
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1.1.2.2. Organizational factor bias 

This study has an organizational factor bias by mainly focusing on organizational patterns to explain 

the dependent variable. This bias implies a relative lack of attention for other factors such as 

individual variables. This focus is consistent with the GGCT framework and general theories in ethics 

research that underlie this study. The central assumption in both traditions is that staff members’ 

decision making and behavior are strongly influenced by contextual variables, such as organizational 

factors, but not completely determined by them. In GGCT, Mary Douglas (2001) refers to the 

organizational factors as “social constraints by which individuals are confronted”. This is, however, 

not the same as determinism because, although organizational factors are emphasized in GGCT, 

individual factors are certainly not denied. Gerry Mars (1982: 137) illustrates it as follows: “We can 

work on the assumption therefore, that it is situations which fix the broad limits of behavior and 

which indeed define what is considered permissible and appropriate. Variants in personality can then 

be seen to operate within limits set by the situation.” In the general ethics research, many scholars 

also focus on organizational factors when they try to explain ethical decision making or behavior. 

Sinclair, Crosbie and Vickery (1990), who conducted research on professional values of social workers 

for example state: “The organization […] may, however, be better described as enabling or inhibiting 

than as determining or compelling potential forms of behavior” (quoted in Denhardt 1994: 173). Also 

in most recent models of ethical decision making, that will be discussed later in this chapter, there is 

a bias towards organizational and other contextual variables, and when individual variables are taken 

into account the emphasis is on the interaction effects (e.g., Treviño, 1986; Bommer et al., 1987). 

This organizational factor bias can also logically be derived from one of the main objectives in this 

study, which is to map and explain differences and similarities between the police and labor 

inspections when dealing with moral dilemmas. By thus focusing on the type of governmental agency 

as the main basis of comparison, the bias in favor of organizational factors is inevitable. It should be 

emphasized, however, that this bias towards one specific category of explanatory factors will not 

lead to a complete blindness for other, alternative factors. 

 

Nevertheless, there clearly will be a bias in favor of organizational factors and it is important for the 

researcher to be aware that this has both disadvantages and advantages. As for the former, there 

could be a certain degree of blindness towards factors with a possible important effect. At the 

completion of the study, we will not be able to formulate conclusions about the relative impact of 

organizational factors in comparison with other categories of explanatory factors (such as 

psychological or broad social factors). The risks could, however, be decreased in at least three ways. 

First, the inductive empirical research design (which mainly consists of participant observation and 

interviews) provides ample opportunity for powerful explanatory factors from other categories (e.g., 

broader social factors and individual characteristics) or for interaction effects between organizational 

patterns and other factors to emerge. Second, the organizational factor bias in the independent 

variable will be balanced by bringing in two types of causal mechanisms at the individual level, being 

mechanisms of dealing with role strain and mechanisms of moral disengagement, which will be 

introduced in the section below (see 1.1.3.3). Third, if during data collection the researcher finds 
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individual factors or broader social factors that seem to influence respondents’ decision making to a 

great extent, these factors will be explicitly mentioned. Arguably, possible disadvantages are 

compensated for by the major advantage that an organizational factor bias provides the opportunity 

to gain a deeper insight into the impact of these factors. 

1.1.3. Causal pathways 

To link the independent variables (i.e. organizational patterns) with the dependent variable (i.e. 

behavioral style), another concept needs to be added which refers to the causal relationship 

between them. For this, the concept of ‘causal pathway’ will be used in this study. This concept can 

be defined as the process through which one or several causal mechanisms are triggered by specific 

organizational patterns under specific situational conditions. 

 

This section first explains how this approach fits into the broader research tradition with a focus on 

causal mechanisms. Second, it defines one of the constitutive parts of a causal pathway, being causal 

mechanism. Part three explains how the causal mechanism approach will be applied in this study, 

namely by focusing on specific mechanisms in sociology (i.e. mechanisms of dealing with role strain) 

and criminological psychology (i.e. cognitive mechanisms of moral disengagement). This part will also 

show how situational conditions can alter causal pathways in this study. 

1.1.3.1. The mechanism approach 

The concept ‘causal mechanism’ has gained importance as part of the development of what has been 

called the “analytical approach of social theory” (Hedström & Swedberg, 1998) or the “mechanismic 

understanding of causation” (Gerring, 2007: 162). The fundamental ambition of this approach is to 

provide insight into the black box between two variables of which the correlation has been 

determined. One not only attempts to specify that a relationship exists (i.e. the classical covering law 

model of Hempel), but one also aims to examine exactly why and how this relationship exists 

(Hedström et al., 1998; Mayntz, 2004), by identifying the causal mechanisms and the situational 

conditions under which they occur. Applied to the topic of this study, this approach can offer the 

tools to develop deeper, more fine grained, and more fully integrated theories that can explain how 

and under which conditions moral dilemmas are dealt with (Ford & Richardson, 1994; Scott, 1997; 

Meyers et al., 2003). The concept of causal mechanism can be introduced to distinguish between 

“genuine causality and coincidental association” (Elster, 1989), although it is not always possible to 

go beyond mere explanation of behavior because prediction is rarely feasible in social research. This 

becomes clear in the following quote: 

 

“Sometimes we can explain without being able to predict, and sometimes predict without being 

able to explain. True, in many cases one and the same theory will enable us to do both, but I 

believe that in the social sciences this is the exception rather than the rule.” (p. 8) “Yet for 

explanatory purposes the mechanism is what matters. It provides understanding, whereas 

prediction at most offers control.” (p. 10) (Elster, 1998: 8 and 10) 
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The literature offers many examples of particular mechanisms. In psychology, several mechanisms 

have already been identified, such as “cognitive dissonance”2
 (Gambetta, 1998), the “belief-

formation mechanism”3
 (Hedström et al., 1998), and the “contrast versus endowment effect”4

 (Elster, 

1998). A related set of mechanisms can be found in the more psychology-oriented part of the ethical 

decision making literature. The moral approbation model of Jones and Ryan (1997), for example, 

suggests a theoretical link between moral judgment and moral behavior. As in the tradition of causal 

mechanisms, it attempts to explain why and under what circumstances moral agents act on their 

moral judgments. The psychological mechanism “moral approbation” (i.e. the desire for moral 

approval from oneself or others) is explicitly described to indicate by which factors moral decision 

making and staff members’ behavior in organizations are affected. 

In political science, the mechanism approach is used as well, for example, by Tilly (2001) who 

provides a long list of mechanisms promoting democratization, such as “equalization of assets and/or 

well-being across categories within the population at large” and “dissolution of coercive controls 

supporting current relations of exploitation and opportunity hoarding”. 

Also in the domain of law, causal mechanisms have been identified, for example by Farnsworth 

(2007) who proposed mechanisms like the ‘slippery slope,’ and ‘framing effects’ to explain how 

people deal with laws and regulation. 

Finally, a small but growing line within this literature also focuses on mechanisms within 

organizations, using insights from public administration and organizational studies. Dubnick (2005), 

for example, tried to explain the assumed relationship between accountability and performance by 

referring to four types of causal mechanisms. This is based on the typology of Trondal (1999), which 

consists of (a) cognitive, (b) integrative, (c) social interaction, and (4) rational-choice mechanisms. 

1.1.3.2. Defining ‘causal mechanism’ 

There is no agreement in the literature about how to define a causal mechanism. Mahoney (2001) 

presented a still incomplete list of 24 different definitions by 21 authors. Gerring (2007) identified at 

least nine different types of meanings of the concept in current social science, of which some may be 

combined but others are clearly contradictory. Most disagreements are based on the following 

criteria (Gerring, 2007: 169): (1) observable (concrete level of abstraction) versus unobservable (high 

level of abstraction), (2) to be studied deductively versus inductively, (3) deterministic (i.e. a 

mechanism is sufficient to produce the outcome of interest) versus a probabilistic explanation (i.e. a 

                                                             
2 “The theory on cognitive dissonance predicts a counterintuitive result. On the one hand, the greater the awareness of the 
negative aspects of the system, the greater the likelihood of speaking up against it; however, since the greater the 
awareness, the greater the dissonance, if people do not speak up, the theory predicts the opposite effect namely that 
correspondingly more intense will be the activity to justify the existing arrangement.” (Gambetta, 1998: 109) 
3
 “The belief-formation mechanism states that the number of individuals who perform a certain act signal to others the likely 

value or necessity of the act, and the signal will influence other individual’s choice or action (e.g., self-fulfilling prophecy).” 

(Hedström et al., 1998) 
4
 Endowment means that “a good past tends to improve the present, a bad past to make it worse” (Elster, 1998). Contrast 

refers to the fact that “a good experience in the past tends to devalue less good experiences in the present, and a bad event 
in the past will similarly throw the present into favorable relief” (Elster, 1998). The net effect can be positive or negative. 
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mechanism can be insufficient to produce the outcome of interest) and (4) universal
5
 versus 

bounded
6
 (context-dependent) explanations. 

 

Hence ‘causal mechanism’ can be defined in multiple ways. Hedström (2005: 11), for example, 

defines it as “a constellation of entities and activities that are linked to one another in such a way 

that they regularly bring about a particular type of outcome.” Pawson and Tilley (1997) speak of 

“CMO configurations”, linking contextual conditions in a specific situation with regularly observed 

outcomes. Gambetta (1998: 102) refers to “complexes of interactions among individuals that underlie 

and account for aggregate social regularities”, whereas Stinchcombe (1991: 367) defines causal 

mechanism as “a piece of scientific reasoning which is independently verifiable and independently 

gives rise to theoretical reasoning, which gives knowledge about a component process (generally one 

with units of analysis at a lower level) of another theory”. Many other leading scholars in this field 

(e.g., Boudon, Brady, Coleman, Elster, Mahoney, Merton and Steel) have identified different 

definitions. Figure 1.2 compares a number of definitions on the basis of the four criteria listed above. 

 

                                                             
5
 See also: “mechanismic explanations, peering deeply into the box of causation, settle on the most fundamental building 

blocks of causation, and hence of those that are most general in their purview” (Gerring, 2007: 169). 
6
 See also: “explanations for a given causal relationship usually vary across different contexts.” “The same outcome is 

motivated by different causal mechanisms.” (Gerring, 2007: 168) 
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of a number of definitions of ‘causal mechanism’ on the basis of four criteria (based on Gerring, 2007) 

Author Definition Observ – Unobs Deduct – Induct Determ – Prob Univers – Bound 

Elster “[F]requently occurring and easily recognizable causal patterns 

that are triggered under generally unknown conditions or with 

indeterminate consequences” (1998: 45) 

 X X   X X  

Gambetta “[…] complexes of interactions among individuals that underlie 

and account for aggregate social regularities” (1998: 102) 
 X X   X X  

George & 

Bennett 

“[…] ultimately unobservable physical, social, or psychological 

processes through which agents with causal capacities operate, 

but only in specific contexts or conditions, to transfer energy, 

information, or matter to other entities. In so doing, the causal 

agent changes the affected entity’s characteristics, capacities, 

or propensities in ways that persist until subsequent causal 

mechanisms act upon it.” (2005: 137) 

 X X X  X  X 

Hedström “[…] a constellation of entities and activities that are linked to 

one another in such a way that they regularly bring about a 

particular type of outcome.” (2005: 11) 

 X X   X  X 

Mahoney “[…] causal mechanisms are posited relations or processes that 

the researcher imagines to exist; they do not refer to any 

particular set of empirical conditions”; ‘the analyst moves from 

a high level of abstraction (i.e. a causal mechanism) to a 

concrete level of abstraction (i.e. an empirical proposition)” 

(2001) 

 X X  X  X  

Stinchcombe “[…] a piece of scientific reasoning which is independently 

verifiable and independently gives rise to theoretical reasoning, 

which gives knowledge about a component process (generally 

one with units of analysis at a lower level) of another theory” 

(1991: 367) 

X   X    X 
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The current study, however, follows the approach of George and Bennett, who define causal 

mechanisms in the tradition of scientific realism as: 

 

“ultimately unobservable physical, social, or psychological processes through which agents with 

causal capacities operate, but only in specific contexts or conditions, to transfer energy, 

information, or matter to other entities. In so doing, the causal agent changes the affected 

entity’s characteristics, capacities, or propensities in ways that persist until subsequent causal 

mechanisms act upon it.” (George & Bennett, 2005: 137) 

 

George and Bennett (2005: 137-143) ascribe four basic assumptions to causal mechanisms (in terms 

of the criteria above) that are listed below: 

(1) Mechanisms are ultimately unobservable, because “no matter how far we push down the 

border between the observable and the unobservable, some irreducibly unobservable aspect 

of causal mechanisms remains.” (p. 143). However, the causal impact of mechanisms can be 

deduced from empirical data, for example, by process-tracing
7
 in which the observable 

within-case implications of causal mechanisms can be identified. A parallel can be drawn 

with gravity and electricity that can as such not be observed, but evidence of their effects are 

usually sufficient (e.g., dropping a rock off a cliff or switching on a light) (Astbury & Leeuw, 

2010: 369). Similarly, underlying mechanisms can be identified by referring to observable 

effects that could not be explained if not for the mechanisms (Sayer, 2000). 

(2) Mechanisms can be studied in a deductive and an inductive way. 

(3) Mechanisms only provide probabilistic explanation because they may be necessary, but not 

sufficient. 

(4) The nature of causal mechanisms is context-dependent or bounded, following the 

assumption that the same outcome can be explained by different mechanisms depending on 

the context. In other words, “mechanisms are sensitive to variations in context” (Astbury et 

al., 2010: 369), in the sense that a specific constellation of situational conditions is needed to 

trigger certain causal mechanisms. Sayer (1981: 124) compares the context-dependency of 

causal mechanisms with gunpowder that has the ‘causal power’ to explode, but will only be 

activated under a number of situational conditions, being the presence of oxygen, low 

humidity and a spark. 

 

Hence, in this study, mechanisms will be considered causal processes that operate in a specific 

constellation of organizational patterns and under specific situational conditions, which are 

essentially unobservable, but deductible from the data by process-tracing. These causal processes 

can be studied in a deductive or an inductive way, and can only offer probabilistic and context-

dependent explanations.  

                                                             
7
 Process tracing is a “method [that] attempts to identify the intervening causal process – the causal chain and causal 

mechanism – between an independent variable (or variables) and the outcome of the dependent variable” (George et al., 

2005: 206). 
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1.1.3.3. Two categories of mechanisms and the role of situational conditions 

For the purpose of this study, two categories of causal mechanisms are selected from sociology and 

criminological psychology, respectively causal mechanisms of dealing with role strain and cognitive 

mechanisms of moral disengagement. These can be very useful, because they can explain which 

components of the organizational patterns (independent variables) – and thus which types in terms 

of GGCT – have an impact on the behavioral style in a specific moral dilemma (dependent variable). 

This section only offers a few illustrations of how role strain theory and moral disengagement theory 

can enrich the analytic framework in this study, but the more in-depth elaboration will be presented 

in the next chapter (see 2.3.1 and 2.3.2). This section also lists a number of situational conditions that 

can alter the causal pathway, namely moral dilemma characteristics and investigation type. 

a. DEALING WITH ROLE STRAIN 

Role strain theory attempts to explain how and under which circumstances individuals deal with 

differing and sometimes even conflicting expectations (e.g., Merton, 1957; Goode, 1960; Biddle, 

1986) or role strain. Role theorists assume that the behavior of individuals can (in part) be explained 

by referring to their respective social identities and situational factors. As in theatre, individuals 

perform ‘parts’ or ‘roles’ for which ‘scripts’ were written (Biddle, 1986: 68). Scripts can be described 

as organizationally given role-demands, consisting of “norms, expectations, taboos, responsibilities 

and the like […] associated with a given social position” (Levinson, 1959: 172). These expectations or 

demands are generated by several sources, which can be identifiable persons – for example, 

supervisor, colleagues, citizens, etc. (Merton, 1957; Peterson & Smith, 2000) – or less personalized 

sources (Levinson, 1959; Peterson et al., 2000) – for example, internal guidelines, the law, HRM 

policy, etc. This combined group of personalized and non-personalized sources of role expectations is 

the ‘role-set’. 

 

The expectations generated in this role-set do, however, not necessarily lead to a coherent ‘script’. 

There may be differences or even contradictions between expectations generated by several 

sources in the role-set, leading to role strain (Goode, 1960). Role theorists have listed several types 

of role strain, among which role ambiguity, role conflict, role discrepancy and role overload. 

Interesting in role strain theory is the observation that, despite these tensions, “[…] it is obvious that 

humans are not incapacitated by role strain […]” (Sieber, 1974: 568), leading to the question: “Which 

processes are operative to counteract these strains and under which circumstances do they (fail to) 

operate?” (Merton, 1957: 112-113). Several role theorists explicitly described the social (or causal) 

mechanisms that explain how individuals manage to cope with the (sometimes contradictory) 

expectations in particular situations, and thus explain the way in which role expectations under 

specific situational conditions impact the actual role behavior (e.g., Merton, 1957; Goode, 1960; Hall, 

1972; Thornton & Nardi, 1975). In other words, they list causal mechanisms that explain how staff 

members manage to cope with conflicting demands. 
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Two main types of particular causal mechanisms have been identified in role strain theory. The first 

type refers to a potential contradiction between actual role expectations (as for example written in 

internal guidelines or expressed by a superior) and role expectations perceived by those who fulfill 

the role (Preiss & Ehrlich, 1966). In some cases, staff members misperceive what supervisors or 

internal guidelines expect from them. This could be explained by the mechanism of ‘alteration’ (i.e. 

changed perception of the actual role expectations) or the mechanism of ‘selection’ (i.e. selection of 

only a few role expectations). Both mechanisms can be illustrated by referring to an organization 

with problems of ambiguous communication and a lack of transparency. When role expectations are 

not clearly communicated or are not made transparent in an organization, they could be 

misinterpreted (i.e. the mechanism of ‘alteration’) by staff members. Lack of transparency or clear 

communication could also lead to staff members unconsciously focusing their attention on only a 

few role expectations (i.e. the mechanism of ‘selection’) – probably those that are communicated 

most clearly – and disregarding other (Solomon, Surprenant, Czepiel, & Gutman, 1985; Preiss et al., 

1966). 

A second type of causal mechanisms concentrates on the articulation of expectations that are 

generated in the role-set. Staff members then willingly emphasize certain role expectations so they 

experience less conflict or role strain. Higher power of one source in the role-set (i.e. the ‘differences 

of power’ mechanism) could lead to an increased impact of this source of expectations above other 

sources (Merton, 1957: 113-117; Rose, Kahle, & Shokam, 2000). This mechanism explains that 

expectations of a supervisor have more influence than expectations of colleagues, because the 

supervisor has higher power and authority than colleagues. However, the ‘power’ mechanism could 

be counteracted by the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism. When a supervisor cannot 

observe staff members’ decision making, staff members will probably more likely follow colleagues’ 

expectations. 

 

Both types of mechanisms could be used in this study to illustrate how insights from GGCT can be 

combined with insights from role strain theory to explain decision making, as will be illustrated by 

following examples. First, the selection mechanism will be applied in a specific ‘how to do things 

right?’ dilemma. The dilemma concerns a situation in which rule-abidance does not seem to be the 

most effective option, because it does not lead to the aspired effects. Particularly, a police officer 

thinks that by treating a certain suspect with respect, he will not make a confession. In this example, 

the police officer’s supervisor applies – in GGCT terms – a highly individualistic managerial style (low 

grid, low group) that is aimed at stimulating competition and individual performance. The supervisor, 

however, also considers following rules important (high grid), but does not emphasize this as much 

as the performance targets. Because the supervisor puts so much emphasis on performance and 

competition, police officers in his/her team could think that they have to get results no matter what 

(e.g., by hitting a suspect to get a confession). The particular police officer in this example might thus 

overlook that the supervisor also values rule-abidance. In other words, if in the supervisor’s 

communication towards police officers the expectation to balance results and legal rules is not 

clearly set out, the individualistic, and thus competitive, pressure to get results could become so high 
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that only a part of the supervisor’s expectations (i.e. effectiveness) is selected by the police officers. 

This could encourage a rather individualistic behavioral style of rule breaking in order to get results 

(e.g., hitting a suspect to get a confession). 

The second type of mechanism, the articulation of expectations in the role-set, can also be relevant 

in this study. In combination with GGCT, this type of mechanism could explain ethical decision 

making of street-level bureaucrats. As an illustration, it will be applied to a peer reporting dilemma. 

In this example, the supervisor applies a fatalistic managerial style (high grid, low group). Group 

interaction between different staff members is characterized by egalitarianism (low grid, high group). 

The fatalistic managerial style implies, among other things, that the supervisor would react in an 

arbitrary and unpredictable way when confronted with misconduct in the organization. Egalitarian 

group interaction implies high group solidarity, leading to the expectation that misconduct in the 

group is not reported, but covered up. Hence, these organizational factors lead to conflicting 

expectations. In the dilemma what to do when a group member misbehaves, the ‘differences of 

power’ mechanism could, on the one hand, explain that the observer would report the misconduct 

to his/her supervisor, because the supervisor is higher in rank than colleagues and has more power 

to impose his/her will (e.g., by firing staff members or giving them a bad evaluation). Moreover, 

because the managerial style of the supervisor is characterized by unpredictability (fatalism), the 

observer can never be sure whether or not (s)he will be accused of complicity if the supervisor finds 

out (s)he knew about the misbehavior and did not report it. This could lead to the observer reporting 

the misbehavior to protect him/herself (i.e. fatalistic behavioral style) from the possible 

consequences of being accused of complicity. If, on the other hand, the ‘insulation of behavior from 

observability’ mechanism is operating (e.g., because the misconduct occurred on the road at night 

without supervision), the impact of the supervisor will be decreased. The observer can then be 

almost sure that his/her supervisor will never find out that (s)he knew about the misbehavior. Hence, 

the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism could explain that the observer applies an egalitarian 

behavioral style to back up his/her colleagues. 

Both examples illustrate what has been stated above, first that prediction is rarely feasible in social 

research (Elster, 1998: 8), and second that ‘dealing with role strain’ mechanisms can, in combination 

with GGCT, be used to explain and understand how organizational patterns have an impact on the 

behavioral style. 

b. MORAL DISENGAGEMENT 

The second category of mechanisms that will be used in this study is based on Bandura (1990a; 

1990b; 1999)’s theory of moral disengagement. The basic argument is that individuals use cognitive 

mechanisms to reframe their behavior in ways that downplay their ethical content or moral 

implications. Specifically, this theory states that individuals’ behavior is restructured by cognitions 

that make their actions “appear less harmful, minimize one’s understanding of responsibility for one’s 

actions, or attenuate the perception of the distress one causes others” (Moore, 2008: 129). 

 

The theory was originally developed to explain why people are able to engage in inhumane conduct 

without apparent distress. A classic example is Milgram (1974)’s experiment in which individuals’ 
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level of aggression (i.e. electroshocks) towards harmless victims escalated when they were given the 

order and were explicitly told they would not be responsible for the consequences of their behavior. 

In terms of moral disengagement, the displacement of responsibility mechanism is operating here. 

This mechanism refers to the fact that people do not feel personally responsible for their actions, 

because they view them as stemming from the dictates of authorities. Bandura (1999: 196) explains 

it as follows: “Because they are not the actual agents of their actions, they are spared from self-

condemning reactions”.  

Moral disengagement can thus partly be explained by people’s propensity towards self-deception 

(Elster, 1987; Gur & Sackheim, 1979). Tenbrunsel and Messick (2004: 223) claim that individuals 

deceive themselves, because it allows them to “behave self-interestedly while, at the same time, 

falsely believing that one’s moral principles were upheld”. As a result of this self-inflicted illusion, 

individuals who apply moral disengagement, think their behavior is more common and acceptable 

than it really is, and are even surprised when other people challenge their acts on moral grounds. 

Bandura (1990a) mainly used his theory to explain political and military violence, but the 

mechanisms of moral disengagement also operate in individuals’ mundane, everyday decision 

making “to further their own interests or for profit” (Bandura, 1990b: 43). Therefore Bandura also did 

some work on the role of moral disengagement in the development of aggression and anti-social 

behavior among children and adolescents (Bandura, Caprara, Barbaranelli, Pastorelli, & Regalia, 

2001), the role of moral disengagement in the decision to take a human life by carrying out the death 

penalty (Osofsky, Bandura, & Zimbardo, 2005), and the role of moral disengagement in the business 

world (Bandura, Caprara, & Zsolnai, 2000; White, Bandura, & Bero, 2009). 

In addition, Celia Moore (2008) applied the theory to organizational corruption and illustrated how it 

can be used to explain how corruption is initiated, facilitated and perpetuated in an organization. The 

theory was also recently applied to the phenomenon of ‘social loafing’
8
 (Alnuaimi, Robert, & 

Maruping, 2010) and even antisocial behavior in soccer (Traclet, Romand, Moret, & Kavussanu, 

2011). 

 

An important assumption of moral disengagement theory is that, even though the mechanisms it 

proposes operate at the individual level, they are not considered stable personality traits. Rather, 

moral disengagement is conceptualized as a cognitive orientation to the world that is influenced by 

social contexts in an interactive relationship between personal and social influences (Bandura, 

2002b), as stated by Moore (2008: 131): “a result of the continued reciprocal influences of the 

individual on his or her environment and vice versa, rather than a measure of the ‘bad apple’-ness of 

an individual.” Sometimes situational aspects or organizational patterns can even ‘override’ 

individual values and compel people to engage in actions they would otherwise not take part in 

(Moore, 2008: 131). Furthermore, moral disengagement is considered context-dependent, meaning 

that it is more likely to occur in some situations than in others and that different cognitive 

mechanisms will operate in different situations (Moore, 2008: 131). 

                                                             
8
 Social loafing is the tendency of individuals to withhold contributions to a task in a team setting (Alnuaimi, Robert, & 

Maruping, 2010: 203). 
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In this study, moral disengagement will be used to explain how cognitive mechanisms can restructure 

individuals’ behavior to engage in questionable behavior (e.g., rule breaking to get results) or not. 

The theory distinguishes between eight cognitive mechanisms that are classified in three main types 

(Moore, 2008: 130): (1) cognitive restructuring of actions to appear less harmful to the individual 

occupied in them (i.e. moral justification, euphemistic labeling, advantageous comparison), (2) 

minimizing the role of the individual in the harm that is caused by an individual’s actions (i.e. 

displacement of responsibility and diffusion of responsibility) and (3) reframing the effects of one’s 

actions (i.e. distortion of consequences, dehumanization, attribution of blame to the victim). 

 

As an illustration of how mechanisms of moral disengagement could, in combination with GGCT, be 

used to explain ethical decision making of street-level bureaucrats in this study, three specific 

examples will be given, one for each type of cognitive mechanism. First, the euphemistic labeling 

mechanism could explain why rule breaking appears less harmful in the effectiveness versus legality 

(or results versus due process) dilemma. If in an organization the supervisor’s managerial style is 

performance oriented and focused on individual results (i.e. individualistic managerial style), labeling 

rule breaking as ‘being creative with rules’ can facilitate individualistic rule breaking, which is rule 

breaking to get results for personal benefit (or ‘to score’). The mechanism of euphemistic labeling 

could operate even when the rules are set out clearly (high grid) in an organization, because it helps 

to positively frame creativity in applying rules. The euphemism, if generally accepted, could even 

convince individuals of the necessity to obtain the skill of ‘being creative with rules’ in order to 

perform well in their job. 

 

In the second example, the psychosocial system is hierarchical, meaning that each individual has its 

specific role and responsibility, and the supervisor’s managerial style is mainly oriented towards 

oversight (hierarchy). In this example, there are certain organizational processes that unwillingly 

encourage racism. Particularly, inspections are focused on one specific sector, i.e. the catering 

industry, only because it has a bad reputation. If the catering sector is targeted more than other 

sectors, employees who work there feel disadvantaged. Coincidentally this sector employs, in the 

example, more immigrants than other sectors, which could lead to these immigrants suspecting that 

the inspectors are unfair and even racist. This example illustrates the self-fulfilling prophecy that the 

level of detected violations is higher in the catering industry than in other sectors only because most 

inspections occur in this sector, leading to even more inspections in the catering industry and 

simultaneously leading to the excessive targeting of immigrants by labor inspectors. In this example, 

the determination of priorities is (as usual) not done by one individual or one authority, but the 

result of group decision making involving inspectors, supervisors, and analysts from the head office 

with each individual playing his role (e.g., the analyst gives an overview of the statistical data, the 

labor inspector gives a full account of his experiences on the field, on the basis of which a decision is 

made by the supervisor). Therefore, the diffusion of responsibility mechanism can be used to justify 

for the questionable decision to target sectors in the way described above. If this mechanism is 
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evoked, individual labor inspectors use the argument: “Because I only played such a small part in the 

determination of priorities I am not really responsible for any harm that is inflicted.” 

 

The final example illustrates how the cognitive mechanism of dehumanization – which reframes the 

effects of ones actions – could be applied in this study. In this example, police officers are rendered 

high discretion on how to organize their investigation with little supervision (low grid). Group 

interaction among colleagues is individualistic (low grid, low group), based on competition and 

oriented towards personal benefits. If a specific police officer decides to beat up a suspect in order to 

obtain a confession (i.e. individualistic rule breaking), dehumanizing the suspect by portraying him as 

a monster, makes it much easier for a fellow officer to engage in this behavior as well, even though 

(s)he would normally not take part in the action (e.g., because (s)he believes one should treat 

suspects with respect). 

c. TWO CATEGORIES OF SITUATIONAL CONDITIONS 

Returning to the definition of causal mechanism by George and Bennett (2005: 137), it becomes clear 

that causal processes only operate in specific contexts and under specific conditions. In this study, 

the context refers to the organizational patterns (i.e. umbrella term for independent variables) that 

can trigger specific mechanisms, which is consistent with the context-dependency of moral 

disengagement (see above). The conditions are concrete aspects of the specific situation (further 

referred to as ‘situational conditions’). Arguably, the causal pathway that explains behavior largely 

depends on the specific situational conditions under which they operate. 

 

This study distinguishes between two categories of situational conditions that are likely to have an 

impact on the way in which organizational patterns trigger causal mechanisms that explain the 

behavioral style (see Figure 1.1). 

 

The first situational condition is related to the moral dilemma. As will be shown in the next section 

(see 1.2.1), this study hypothesizes that the moral dilemma type will be an influencing factor in 

ethical decision making processes. This means that the decision making process will probably be 

different in situations in which different values are at stake. For example, the causal pathway to 

explain the dilemma ‘What if colleagues don’t do things right?’ will probably be explained by a 

different causal pathway than the dilemma ‘how to do things right?’. 

 

The second category of situational conditions is the investigation type. It can be expected that the 

causal pathway that explains ethical decision making will be different depending on the type of 

investigation in which the dilemma occurs. This study hypothesizes that depending on the 

investigation type, other organizational patterns will be relevant and thus different causal 

mechanisms will be triggered. Three aspects of investigation type are looked at, all of which could 

explain which organizational patterns trigger which causal mechanism: size, source of initiative and 

cooperation. First, the size or scope of an investigation is an important situational condition. In a 

small investigation, different organizational patterns will probably be relevant than in larger 
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investigations. This is mainly due to the scope and implications of the latter type of investigation. This 

study, for example, hypothesizes that the managerial subsystem will play a bigger role in causal 

pathways that explains the behavioral style in dealing with moral dilemmas connected with larger 

investigations than in smaller ones. This can mainly be explained by the fact that management will be 

motivated to more intensively follow-up larger investigations that could have considerable impact on 

the organizational image and reputation (e.g., by media coverage) than smaller investigations.  

Second, the source of initiative in an investigation is relevant. An investigation could be initiated with 

an order from judicial authorities (part of the environmental subsystem), on the request of 

supervisors/head office (part of the managerial subsystem), on the street-level bureaucrats’ own 

initiative or on request of another agency at the same level (part of the environmental subsystem). 

Following the same argument as above, this study hypothesizes that, depending on the source of 

initiative, different causal pathways will occur. To illustrate, if the decision is part of an investigation 

that is started on the basis of a judicial order, the organizational patterns concerning judicial 

authorities (e.g., hierarchical or fatalistic relationship between the street-level bureaucrat and the 

judicial authorities) will probably have more impact than when the decision is part of an investigation 

that started on the street-level bureaucrats’ own initiative. The same logic can be applied to the 

investigation that starts with a supervisor’s request, leading to the managerial subsystem to probably 

be more emphasized in the causal pathway. 

Third, the number of people involved in an investigation is also relevant, or, in other words, the 

question whether an investigation is carried out by one individual on his own or as a team. This study 

hypothesizes that the psychosocial subsystem (i.e. group interaction) will be more relevant in the 

case of decisions taken in the context of a team investigation than in individual work. 

1.1.4. Building the framework 

This section identified the three main components of the conceptual framework is this study (see 

Figure 1.1). First, the dependent variable is the behavioral style. This refers to the way street-level 

bureaucrats deal with specific moral dilemmas and is operationalized by looking at how the behavior 

‘scores’ (i.e. high or low) on the grid and group dimension (based on GGCT). Second, the 

organizational patterns, the umbrella term for independent variables in this study, refer to the 

extent to which the four subsystems (i.e. goals and values, psychosocial, structural and managerial), 

and the suprasystem ‘score’ on the grid and group dimension (based on GGCT). Third, the causal 

pathway is the process that explains which organizational patterns have an impact on the behavioral 

style and how. The causal pathway consists of causal mechanisms – based on role strain theory and 

moral disengagement – that operate under specific situational conditions, being dilemma type and 

investigation type. Integrated into the framework, the hypothesis can be formulated that 

organizational patterns have an impact on the behavioral style through a causal pathway. 

 

This framework will be used in this study to attempt gaining further insight into ethical decision 

making of street level bureaucrats by identifying the causal mechanisms and situational conditions 

that can explain the link between organizational patterns and behavioral style. The researcher 

follows Elster (1998: 8 and 10)’s argument that it is often not possible to go beyond mere explanation 
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of behavior because prediction is rarely feasible in social research. Nevertheless, this study aims at 

enriching ethical decision making theories by reducing the potential explanations in the black box of 

causality. Particularly, it attempts to develop hypotheses regarding causal pathways that explain 

ethical decision making among two groups of street level bureaucrats (i.e. police officers and labor 

inspectors) that can be tested in future research applying it to similar or different contexts. 

 

After having identified the components of the conceptual framework, the next section illustrates 

how other theoretical perspectives can be used as a source of inspiration in this study, focusing on 

ethical decision making theories and the ‘dealing with discretion’ literature. 

1.2. Drawing inspiration from ethical decision making and ‘dealing with 

discretion’ literature 

Ethical decision making has been studied from the perspective of different disciplines, including 

business ethics, public administration, and developmental psychology. This had led to a number of 

models that combine explanatory factors for ethical decision making at the situational, 

organizational and individual level. This section discusses some of the most important models and 

identifies the main weakness of this strand of literature, being the lack of insight it provides into the 

black-box of decision making. 

In the second part, the perspective will be broadened by looking at a related field of research that 

focuses on the topic of ‘dealing with discretion’. After clearly marking out the boundaries and 

overlaps between the concept ‘discretion’ and ‘moral dilemma’, this second part offers an overview 

of three specific strands of literature in this domain: street-level bureaucracy, regulatory 

enforcement styles and police operational styles. 

This section concludes with the argument that while the models of ethical decision making and the 

‘dealing with discretion’ literature can be powerful sources of inspiration to specify the 

organizational patterns in this study, they are not entirely sufficient to identify the causal pathways 

that link these patterns with the behavioral style. 

1.2.1. The ethical decision making literature9 

Theories on ethical decision making are mainly based on the literature in the fields of business ethics 

(e.g., Treviño & Weaver, 2003), developmental psychology (e.g., Kohlberg, 1969 and 1984; Rest, 

1984), and organizational studies (e.g., Jones, 1991; Sims & Keon, 1999). Central questions in this 

research field concern the ways in which individuals (in the public or private sector) deal with moral 

dilemmas and the factors that influence decision making processes. To answer these questions, 

several models were developed. These models present various explanatory factors at the individual, 

situational and organizational level. By means of illustration, six such models will be briefly discussed. 

                                                             
9
 This section is mainly based on the article ‘Towards a theoretical framework for the ethical decision making of street-level 

bureaucrats: existing models reconsidered’ in the Journal ‘Administration and Society’ by the researcher and her supervisor 

(Loyens & Maesschalck, 2010). 
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Then, their main shortcoming is identified, being the fact that these models do not open the black-

box of decision making because they are factor rather than process studies. 

1.2.1.1. Models of dealing with moral dilemmas in organizations 

One of the first models of ethical decision making has been developed by Kohlberg (1969; 1984). As a 

psychologist, he mainly focused on the role of cognitive moral development, trying to explain how 

individuals think about moral dilemmas, not how they actually behave in a particular situation. The 

question is, however, whether the capability for ethical reasoning (which is connected to the level of 

moral development) guarantees ethical action or behavior. According to Treviño (1986) and Bommer 

et al. (1987), the real dependent variable should therefore be ethical behavior. 

Rest (1986) – in the tradition of Kohlberg – also pointed toward psychological processes in explaining 

ethical decision making. He intended to develop a model that could be used to explain ethical 

behavior and not just moral reasoning. He did so by referring to four psychological processes that are 

considered to influence whether or not individuals will behave ethically: ethical interpretation, 

ethical judgment, selection of the moral action, and implementation of the moral course of action. 

Treviño (1986) developed a more complex model, integrating the psychological variables of the two 

previous models with more contextual aspects. In her person–situation interactionist model, she 

identifies individual factors, such as moral development, locus of control and ego strength, as 

important determinants of ethical decision making. However, she combines them with situational 

variables or situational moderators, such as immediate job context, organizational culture, 

characteristics of the job itself and moral content of the organizational culture. Her framework is 

important because previous models tended to emphasize either individual or situational variables, 

but neither approach had captured important interaction effects between individual and situational 

variables (Wittmer, 2001). 

Bommer and colleagues (1987) use a different approach by identifying several environments that 

could have an impact on managerial decisions. In their model, work environment, 

governmental/legal environment, social environment, professional environment, and personal 

environment are all considered important in influencing ethical decision making. An interesting 

additional contribution of these researchers is that they distinguish between the degree of influence 

the decision maker perceives the various factors to have, on the one hand, and the actual influence 

the factors have, on the other. For example, even if a subordinate perceives the influence of a 

supervisor as rather low or completely absent, the supervisor probably has some influence on this 

particular subordinate. 

Jones (1991) adds an important aspect to this literature. He argues that virtually all existing models 

that claim to account for ethical decision making miss one crucial aspect: the characteristics of the 

moral issue itself. In his issue-contingent model of ethical decision making, he presents moral 

content as a multidimensional complex consisting of six components, for example, magnitude of 

consequences and proximity (see also Table 1.1 above). 

Finally, as stated by some scholars, an individual’s moral judgment is also influenced by his or her 

preferred ethical philosophies (Ferrell & Gresham, 1985; Hunt & Vitell, 1986; Stead, Worrell, & 

Stead, 1990). The two basic types of ethical philosophies are deontological and teleological 
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evaluation. Deontological evaluation refers to the inherent rightness or wrongness of a particular 

behavioral option (Hunt & Vitell, 2006) and teleological evaluation to the fact that one’s choice 

should be based on what would be best for all affected social units (Ferrell et al., 1985). These ethical 

philosophies could be learned through socialization (e.g., family, social group, formal education, 

professional environment). Zey-Ferrell and Ferrell (1982), however, found that the opportunity for 

unethical behavior is a better predictor of behavior than personal or peer beliefs. 

 

Of course, these are but a few of the existing models of ethical decision making. Despite the obvious 

variation, all these models have at least one thing in common: the tendency to list influencing factors 

of ethical decision making and/or ethical behavior. To provide a clearer overview of all these 

variables, several authors reviewed the empirical research (Ford et al., 1994; Loe, Ferrel, & 

Mansfield, 2000; Wittmer, 2001) and proposed a list of individual, organizational and situational 

factors that are believed to have an impact on moral reasoning and/or behavior. Despite mixed and 

even contradictory results, it is interesting to provide as complete a list as possible of influencing 

factors, be it just to show the broad variation and large amount of postulated determinants (see 

Table 1.3). 
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Table 1.3: Review of factors assumed to influence ethical decision making 

 Individual factors Situational/organizational factors 

Ford and Richardson (1994) Cognitive moral development 

Locus of control 

Age 

Work experience 

Years of employment 

Gender 

Machiavellianism 

Personal value systems 

Personal ethical philosophy 

Economic value orientation 

Foreign nationality 

Motivational orientation 

Reward and punishment structure 

Significant or referent others 

Organizational policies and codes 

of conduct 

Top management commitment 

Ethical work climate 

Opportunity 

Ethics training programs 

Formalization 

Centralization 

Control 

Organizational size 

Loe, Ferrell and Mansfield (2000) Cognitive moral development 

Gender 

Moral philosophy 

Age 

Education 

Work experience 

Nationality 

Religion 

Locus of control 

Intent 

Moral intensity 

Opportunity 

Codes of ethics 

Rewards and sanctions 

Culture and climate 

Significant others 

 

Wittmer (2001) Personal attributes: religion, 

nationality, sex, age 

Education and employment 

background: type of education, 

years of education, employment 

and years of employment 

Personality, beliefs and values: 

Machiavellianism, values, locus of 

control, role conflict, acceptance of 

authority 

Referent groups: peer group 

influence, top management 

influence, rewards and sanctions 

Codes of conduct 

Type of ethical decision 

Organizational factors: size, 

organizational level 

Industry factors: industry type, 

business competitiveness 
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1.2.1.2. The black box of decision making 

Even though listing and structuring possible explanatory variables could be an interesting exercise, 

the problem with all these models is that they fail to provide insight into the exact way in which 

these variables influence ethical problems. These models are “basically factor studies rather than 

process studies”, because “the ethical decision making process is often treated as a black box” 

(Thong & Yap, 1998: 215). Therefore, Brady and Hatch (1992: 314) draw the rather harsh conclusion 

that “these models serve the purpose of reviving interest in the empirical research tradition, rather 

than providing any new theoretical insights.” They speak of “models that betray their claim to 

theoretical status” (Brady & Hatch, 1992: 309), because they (a) only raise general issues, (b) create 

confusion regarding the nature of causal links, and (c) attempt to increase the predictive power 

through the simple aggregation of moderating factors. The latter possibly leads to a situation of 

“overdetermination” (Weick, 1979), which disregards individual differences. According to Brady and 

Hatch (1992: 314), the result is “work which on the surface resembles genuine theoretical 

contributions but underneath is really the reiteration of assumptions common to the empirical 

research tradition.” 

1.2.2. The ‘dealing with discretion’ literature 

It can be an illuminating exercise to broaden the perspective to a related field of research. Therefore, 

this section looks at several strands of literature that focus on how individuals in an organization deal 

with their discretion in policy implementation. After attempting to provide conceptual clarity by 

defining discretion in relation to moral dilemmas, three important traditions are set out. This section 

illustrates that these traditions suffer from the same limitations as explained above, namely the lack 

of convincing analytic power to gain insight into the black box of decision making. 

1.2.2.1. Defining ‘discretion’10 

Discretion in policy implementation has been widely studied and defined in various ways. Galligan 

(1990: 8) considers discretion “a sphere of autonomy within which one’s decisions are in some degree 

a matter of personal judgment and assessment.” Hawkins (1992: 80) states that “discretion might be 

regarded as the space […] between legal rules in which legal actors may exercise choice”. Dworkin 

(1977: 31) describes it as “the hole in the doughnut […] an area left open by a surrounding belt of 

restriction”, whereas Baldwin (1995: 25) points out that discretionary decision making is “a 

continuing process, a subtle and shifting affair that is the result of substantial human interpretative 

work”. Cooper (1998) speaks of attempts to “reconcile competing demands”, and Davis (1969: 4) 

states that a public officer has discretion “wherever the effective limits on his power leave him free to 

make a choice among possible courses of action and inaction”. Despite different nuances in these 

definitions, discretion is always about a tension between general and abstract rules, on the one 

hand, and specific situations, on the other — in other words, a flexibility versus uniformity dilemma. 

                                                             
10

 This section is mainly based on the article ‘Towards a theoretical framework for the ethical decision making of street-level 

bureaucrats: existing models reconsidered’ in the Journal ‘Administration and Society’ by the researcher and her supervisor 

(Loyens & Maesschalck, 2010) . 
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For some scholars, discretion is in fact a necessary evil that should be restricted as much as possible. 

Davis (1969: 223), for example, considers discretion “the major source of injustice”. Together with 

several others (Brigham & Brown, 1980; Edwards, 1980; Fyfe, 1979; Linder & Peters, 1987; Sabatier & 

Mazmanian, 1979; Thompson, 1975), he essentially pleads for procedural constraints in the exercise 

of discretion. Other scholars however think of discretion as “inevitable” (Jowell, 1973), a necessary 

element in tempering law with humanity (Pollock, 1994) or an essential condition for efficient and 

effective implementation of rules and policy (Bakker & van Waarden, 1999a; Deutsch, 1985; Handler, 

1986; Lincoln, 1985; Rogers & Joung-Imkim, 1985). Still, they admit that discretionary powers can 

(and will) be abused. Hence, the exercise of discretion should be managed properly, for example, 

through direct supervision, standardization of working procedures, performance-oriented reward 

systems or attempts to change the organizational culture. 

 

For the purpose of this study, the boundaries of the concepts ‘discretion’ and ‘moral dilemma’ 

should, however, be clearly marked out. Although dealing with discretion is related to and to some 

extent even overlapping with dealing with moral dilemmas, both concepts are essentially different. 

First, the possible overlap between the concepts obviously depends on the specific definition of a 

moral dilemma that is used in a particular study. If a situation is considered a moral dilemma when “a 

chosen action or decision that has consequences for others” (Velasquez & Rostankowski, 1985), the 

overlap between moral dilemmas and discretion is much larger than when it is defined as a situation 

in which important ethical values are in conflict (Maesschalck, 2005) or, like in this study, a difficult 

choice because not all values are simultaneously feasible (Huberts et al., 2005: 22). The broader 

definition will be more in line with the general discretion in policy implementation because actions 

that are taken “between legal rules in which legal actors may exercise choice” mostly have important 

consequences for others (Hawkins, 1992: 80). Some scholars in the ethical decision making literature, 

however, claim that most of the developed models are in fact applicable to decision making in 

general. They believe ethics to be only one of many dimensions in the decision process, besides 

economic, political, technological and social issues (Fritzsche, 1991; Fritzsche & Becker, 1983). Still, 

discretion can also refer to situations in which no moral values are at stake, and in which the 

consequences for others are limited (see Figure 1.3: left part). 

Second, of course not all moral dilemmas are connected to discretion in policy implementation of an 

individual staff member. A situation in which a person has to decide what to do if a colleague 

transgresses certain rules (e.g., should one report a colleague stealing something from the office to 

one’s supervisor, or should one just talk to one’s colleague) does usually not imply a policy 

implementation type of discretion
11

, while it is obviously an example of a moral dilemma (see Figure 

1.3: right part). 

Despite the fact that there are clear differences between the concept of ‘discretion’ and ‘moral 

dilemmas’, there is a common ground between them (see Figure 1.3: middle part). Hence, for the 

purpose of this study it is essential to distinguish between, on the one hand, moral dilemmas in 
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 Except, of course, if it is one’s job to examine and report misconduct of staff members, for example in an internal 

inspection or audit. 
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which one can choose between various options within one’s policy implementation discretion (e.g., a 

police officer can choose between giving a ticket or giving a warning for a traffic offence) and, on the 

other hand, moral dilemmas in which one may choose to act beyond one’s policy implementation 

discretion due to ethical reasons (e.g., an official who refuses to unite a homosexual couple in 

marriage due to religious reasons). 

 

Figure 1.3: The boundaries of moral dilemmas and discretion in policy implementation  

 

 

1.2.2.2. Street-level bureaucracy12 

The first framework with a clear focus on dealing with discretion that will be discussed is ‘street-level 

bureaucracy’. The central question that is addressed in this line of research is how front-line officers 

cope with the constant occupational strain they experience by systematically being confronted with 

an extremely demanding work environment and scarce resources to perform their job. The 

subsequent part provides an overview of the most important conclusions in this line of research and 

concludes with the statement that more insight is needed into the black box of causation. 

a. ROUTINES AS COPING MECHANISMS 

The framework of street-level bureaucracy is originally developed by Lipsky (1980). He argues that 

street-level bureaucrats (e.g., police officers, teachers and social workers) inevitably have a certain 

degree of discretion, which constantly forces them to make choices in a demanding and complex 

environment. Lipsky (1980) adds that these front-line officers develop routines as a way to cope with 

these daunting tasks. 

 

Before elaborating on which routines are developed and how they are explained in this tradition, 

four reasons will be distinguished why discretionary powers are inevitable and even essential in the 

work of street-level bureaucrats. First, street-level bureaucrats often work in situations that are too 
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 This section is mainly based on the article ‘Towards a theoretical framework for the ethical decision making of street-level 

bureaucrats: existing models reconsidered’ in the Journal ‘Administration and Society’ by the researcher and her supervisor 

(Loyens & Maesschalck, 2010). 
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complicated to be reduced to standard procedures or programmatic formats. This complexity 

combines with the problem of scarce resources thus creating a need for discretionary judgments 

(Meyers et al., 2003). Street-level bureaucrats mostly consider their discretionary power both a 

burden and an opportunity. In the words of Vinzant and Crothers (1998: 19): “The decision making 

environment provides the ‘stuff’ with which the workers work, from which they have to make choices 

and construct solutions as they do their jobs. This is a difficult and problematic task, of course, but it is 

both a curse and an opportunity”. Second, in making judgments about people, street-level 

bureaucrats need discretion to respond properly to the human dimensions of situations. In other 

words, their response depends on the particular situation clients are in. Third, as Lipsky (1980) 

argues, discretion promotes workers’ self-regard, which is important in a worker–client relationship. 

And finally, the practical independence and difficulty of direct supervision of front-line workers, like 

police officers or social workers, leads to a ‘de facto’ discretion (Brehm & Gates, 1997). This 

sometimes implies that street-level bureaucrats behave in ways that are unsanctioned, or even 

contradict official policy, because the structure of their jobs and the inescapable dilemmas they have 

to deal with make it impossible to fully achieve the expectations of the agency, the client, and the 

broader society (Behn, 2001; Vinzant et al., 1998). 

 

To deal with their discretion, street-level bureaucrats develop routines to avoid making endless 

individual choices in a demanding and complex environment. Research in this tradition attempts to 

conceptualize and understand mechanisms like creaming13, routinizing, and controlling clients 

(Fineman, 1998; Lipsky, 1980; Moore, 1987; Nielsen, 2006) that are often used to attempt achieving 

a fair and manageable workload. Most scholars focus on how negative aspects of the job — such as 

scarce resources and external, diverging demands — affect street-level bureaucrats’ behavior and 

thus describe these routines in terms of “coping strategies” or “defenses against discretion” (Lipsky, 

1980) and even “strategies of survival” (Satyamurti, 1981: 82). Nielsen (2006: 861), however, points 

out that coping mechanisms are not just a way to avoid frustration but can also be used in a more 

positive sense as a “way to gain satisfaction”. 

 

The literature on street-level bureaucrats identifies a broad variety of factors that are claimed to 

explain the process of front-line decision making or the development of coping behavior. Much 

empirical research has been done to examine the actual effects of these factors that are assumed to 

have an impact on how street-level bureaucrats deal with their discretion. However, the findings 

from these studies have reached mixed and sometimes even contradictory conclusions. 

In accordance with Prottas (1979) and Hasenfield (1983), Scott (1997) distinguished between three 

categories of influencing factors: individual decision makers’ characteristics, organizational 

characteristics, and client attributes. Vinzant and Crothers (1998) complete this list with extra-

organizational factors, such as the broader community, laws and regulations, the media, other 
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 ‘Creaming’ is the tendency of street-level bureaucrats, when they are confronted with more clients than can be readily 

accommodated, to choose “those who seem most likely to succeed in terms of bureaucratic success criteria” (Lipsky, 1980: 

107). Lipsky indicates that this is a consequence of an agency’s policy to reward success with clients and not provide 

rewards for the risks taken. 
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service agencies, and general situational variables. These four categories of influencing factors are 

explained below. 

First, the effect of individual decision makers’ characteristics is widely discussed. Miller (1967) 

already found a strong, positive relationship between the level of professionalism and the propensity 

to deviate from organizational standards and rules. This is confirmed by Brehm and Gates (1997), 

who found that street-level bureaucrats are largely self-regulating and that their decisions are more 

influenced by their clients and peers than by their supervisors. Kroeger (1975) concluded that 

sympathetic case workers tended to provide more benefits to clients than did rule-oriented workers. 

On the basis of a literature review, Meyers and Vorsanger (2003) conclude that individual interest, 

professional norms, and the processes through which workers construct meaning in their daily work 

routines have an influence on their decisions. Other studies reach a similar conclusion: professional 

norms, workers’ beliefs, and moral values of front-line officers are important determinants of street-

level decision making (Maynard-Moody et al., 2003; Sandfort, 2000; Winter, 2001). Vinzant and 

Crothers (1998) added to this list the presumed influence of gender, educational background, 

ethnicity, culture, role definitions, and religious beliefs. 

Interestingly, in Scott (1997)’s laboratory experiment, individual decision makers’ attributes were 

found to be among the least influential determinants of workers’ decision making. He came to the 

conclusion that organizational characteristics, the second category of influencing factors, had the 

most impact. Examples of these include the organization’s internal structure, workload pressure, and 

also rules and constraints. Wasserman (1971) and Peyrot (1982) concluded that case workers’ 

flexibility is severely limited by organizational routines. Aiken and Hage (1966) found that high levels 

of formalization in the organization created serious constraints on case workers’ decisions. The 

organizational culture is also an influencing factor. Not only the level but also the type of discretion is 

moderated by internal cultural characteristics (Kelly, 1994). Last but not least, coworkers and 

supervisors can strongly influence street-level decision making (Vinzant et al., 1998). 

Third, several extra-organizational factors are believed to have an impact on the exercise of 

discretion. Researchers do not only mention the community, with its specific culture, typical 

problems, and unique expectations, but also the media, other service providers, and even the 

climate (Scott, 1997; Vinzant et al., 1998). 

The most varied strand of research, however, concerns the assumed influence of the fourth category, 

client attributes. Goodsell (1980; 1981), for example, states that clients who exhibit greater levels of 

need tend to receive proportionally greater benefits, whereas others conclude that clients who are 

viewed as more difficult or troublesome receive fewer benefits because the high workload tends to 

force service providers to use tactics designed to make the application process more difficult for this 

specific group of clients (Hasenfield & Steinmetz, 1981; Smith, 2003). There is a lack of agreement 

about the relative importance of client attributes compared to other categories. In their empirical 

research, Ellis, Davis and Rummery (1999) observed that workers not always consider the clients’ 

needs but rather manage their workflow according to their own priorities, whereas Brodkin (1997: 

24) emphasizes the goodwill of street-level bureaucrats by concluding that “caseworkers, like other 
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lower-level bureaucrats, do not just do what they want or just what they are told to want; they do 

what they can”. 

b. THE BLACK BOX OF CAUSATION 

Empirical research on street-level bureaucracy appears to have reached mixed and sometimes even 

contradictory results. Together with Meyers and Vorsanger (2003: 154), we, however, believe, that 

these results suggest “complexity rather than contradiction”. Street-level bureaucrats are embedded 

in a complex environment influenced by organizational, professional, community, and socioeconomic 

systems. Neither one single factor nor one single theory can fully explain the exercise of street-level 

discretion (Hjern & Porter, 1981; Winter, 2003). Empirical research should thus focus more on the 

interaction between variables (Vinzant et al., 1998). Moreover, there is a need for more fully 

developed conceptual models that account not only for interacting but also for competing forces in 

the exercise of street-level discretion (Meyers et al., 2003). In other words, there is a need to develop 

more fully integrated theories of how individual, organizational, and situational factors channel 

street-level discretion into specific directions. This is possible by using an approach that examines the 

conditions under which specific types of bureaucratic discretion will be exercised and the relative 

importance of factors that may influence discretionary outcomes (Scott, 1997). 

1.2.2.3. Regulatory enforcement styles and police operational styles 

In addition to the street-level bureaucracy tradition, inspiration for the current study is drawn from 

two other strands of literature: regulatory enforcement styles and police operational styles. These 

traditions also try to explain how staff members in an organization, respectively regulatory officers 

(e.g., labor inspectors) and police officers, develop routines or styles to reduce the complexity of 

their daily working life. This section zooms in on both of them separately and in each case indicates 

several reasons why they will not be used in the conceptual framework of this study. 

a. REGULATORY ENFORCEMENT STYLES 

The literature about regulatory enforcement provides more systematic accounts of how inspectors 

deal with their discretion. Like other street-level bureaucrats, regulatory officers develop routines or 

enforcement styles as strategies to reduce their ‘de facto’ discretion and cope with the complex and 

demanding environment that surrounds them. By using standard operating procedures, they relieve 

themselves of the heavy burden to constantly make series of decisions. When these individual 

routines are transmitted across the organization they could even become part of the organizational 

culture. Fineman (1998)’s account – on the basis of ethnographic research – of the tension inspectors 

experience between the practices on the field, on the one hand, and the organizational or legislative 

demands, on the other, is complementary to the street-level dilemmas Lipsky (1980) already 

identified. Fineman states: 

 

“Like many street-level bureaucrats, the environmental inspector lionizes the field [...]. It is 'out 

there' in, and with, industry where the 'real' business occurs and where environmental legislation 

is cut down to size made workable; so much so that some inspectors pay scant attention to 

changes in environmental law, relying on well-tested assumptions that have always guided their 
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everyday practices. Field regulation 'law' is self-sustaining and only loosely coupled with the 

broader aims of the agency and the various legislative demands placed upon it. Such processes 

complicate centralized attempts at organizational change and the standardization of regulatory 

practices. Where bureaucrats at the center strive for similarity in practice, their counterparts in 

the field look for, and create, differences.” (Fineman, 1998: 971) 

 

Particularly prominent in the literature on regulatory enforcement are typologies of enforcement 

styles. Probably the most classic typology is one-dimensional: the continuum from an 

accommodative (or compliance-oriented) to a sanctioning (or deterrence-oriented) style (Reiss, 

1984; Hawkins, 1984). Several authors have, however, considered this one-dimensional approach as 

too simplistic and developed more complex typologies. Wiering (1999: 232-233) did so by identifying 

five sub-dimensions like the degree of goal-orientation or the degree of rule-orientation. May and 

Burby (1998) stated that enforcement styles cannot be comprehended by only one dimension and 

identified two dimensions on the basis of empirical research: formalism and flexibility (or 

cooperativeness) (see also May & Winter, 2000). Kagan (1994: 387-390) also distinguished between 

two dimensions, one referring to the level of administrative responsiveness (inactive or active) and 

another to the penal style (retreatist or cooperative). He also identified four groups of influencing 

factors: legislation, task description, political environment, and leadership. Hawkins (1984) and 

Koolhaas (1990) identified several other factors that could have an impact on enforcement styles, 

such as organizational structure, objectives of the organization, training, and the experience of 

officials. Finally, the work of Bakker and van Waarden (1999a: 30) is interesting because they 

attempted to summarize all enforcement style typologies by identifying two dimensions that play a 

crucial role in all of them: the handling of rules (rigid or flexible) and the handling of people 

(formal/distanced approach or informal/close relationship). 

 

Although the regulatory enforcement literature seems highly relevant for the purpose of this study, it 

will not be used for three reasons. First, due to the fact that the regulatory styles apply to inspectors 

in particular, it would take some effort and imagination to ‘translate’ the theory to the context of 

policing. In a comparison of two different professional groups a context-neutral approach, like GGCT, 

would be more sufficient. Second, the regulatory literature starts from the ‘dealing with discretion’ 

problem and, as explained above, this is not entirely consistent with the ‘dealing with moral 

dilemmas’ issue. The final and most important reason is theoretical parsimony. Looking at the 

summarizing typology of Bakker and van Waarden (1999a: 30), a clear resemblance with the grid-

group framework can be seen, the handling of rules being similar to the grid dimension and the 

handling of people being similar to the group dimension (Maesschalck, 2004: 88). Also the claim of 

most authors in this tradition to combine all four types, because all enforcement styles have their 

respective advantages and disadvantages, resembles the prescriptive assumption of a settlement 

between the four types in GGCT (as will be discussed in the next chapter). Hence, given the 

similarities between the typologies and GGCT, the argument of theoretical parsimony can be brought 

into account for the fact that not regulatory enforcement will be used in the remainder of the 

analysis, but the more context-neutral GGCT. 
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b. POLICE OPERATIONAL STYLES
14 

A second line of research that follows the same arguments as street-level bureaucracy is the 

literature that focusses on police operational styles. The central idea is that police officers might 

cope differently with similar occupational strains and may thus develop different styles. Police 

officers are said not to passively absorb the occupational culture, but to construct their own reality. 

This reality is considered a distinct worldview that is not always consistent with the ‘official’ goals 

and objectives of the organization, which police officers develop by the active interpretation of the 

norms they encounter (Shearing & Ericson, 1991; Chan, 1996; Singh & Kempa, 2007). The reason for 

this is that “not all officers see the occupational world through the same lens” (Paoline, 2003). 

Occupational socialization is a creative process, shaped by the individual mediation of the structural 

and cultural influences of the occupation (Fielding, 1988; Punch, 1985), the reflexive adaptation of a 

“grab bag of assorted schemas, tools and frames” to new and uncertain scenarios (Herbert, 1998: 

346), and the selective application of normative orders that both enable and constrain officers 

(Herbert, 1998). 

 

Empirical research led to a number of typologies with in each case a limited number of styles that 

can be applied separately or in combination with each other. The literature is not entirely consistent 

on the fact whether operational styles are constant in various situations or differ depending on the 

particular context. Wilson (1968) developed three types of operational styles, namely the legalistic, 

watchman and service style. Brown (1981) speaks of the service style as well, next to the old-style 

crime-fighter, the clean-beat crime-fighter, and the professional style. The real crime-fighter type 

and the professional type are also part of Reiner (1985)’s typology under the respective labels ‘new 

centurion’ and the ‘professional’. Besides these two, he speaks of the ‘uniform carrier’ who is rather 

cynical, and the ‘bobby’ who regards police work as an ordinary job. Broderick (1977) makes a 

different classification, when he refers to the ‘enforcer’, ‘realist’, ‘idealist’, and ‘optimist’. There are 

still other researchers who developed comparable typologies stressing specific aspects of the police 

job (e.g., Muir, 1977; Jermier et al., 1991; Van der Torre et al., 1998). Despite major differences 

between these theories, there is one important commonality in all these approaches. They all 

attempt to classify officers on the basis of their occupational attitudes and characteristics, and 

determine in what way these differ from the traditional conception of police culture. 

A specific strand in this literature is vignette research in which police officers are asked which action 

they would take in one or more specific situations (i.e. vignettes) and which values they consider 

most important in selecting an option (e.g., ideal of enforcing the law, keeping the peace, required 

procedure and ensuring due process, offender accepts responsibility) (Mendias & Kehoe, 2006; 

Klockars, Ivkovic, & Haberfeld, 2004). When respondents are confronted with different vignettes (or 

situations) the common conclusion is that actions and occupational styles differ in various situations. 
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 This section is mainly based on the article ‘Occupational culture in policing reviewed. A comparison of values in the public 

and private police’ in the International Journal of Public Administration by the researcher (Loyens, 2009). 
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To conclude, four reasons are distinguished why the framework of police operational styles will not 

be used as an analytic lens in this study. First, as in the regulatory enforcement tradition, this strand 

of literature focuses on only one of the two professional groups this research project aims to study 

(i.e. police officers), making it more difficult to ‘translate’ the concept to the context of inspection. 

Hence, the conclusion stands that a more context-neutral approach would be more satisfactory. 

Second, differently than in the regulatory styles literature, the dimensions for classifying the 

operational styles are often not made explicit, making the selection of styles appear rather arbitrary. 

Third, there is no mention of causal pathways or mechanisms that explain why this or that 

operational style is being used in a particular situation. This indicates that the analytic power of this 

framework is not sufficient for the study at hand. Finally, some authors in this tradition state that the 

application of an operational style is constant in different contexts, which seems to be rather 

simplistic if it implies that police officers would only use one specific operational style in various 

situations. 

1.2.3. Inspiration for the conceptual framework? 

Ethical decision making theories and the ‘dealing with discretion’ literature can be used as valuable 

sources of inspiration in the conceptual framework of this study. First, these traditions can be used to 

borrow some interesting concepts. This study applies the concept of ‘moral dilemma’, derived from 

the ethical decision making literature, and the concept of ‘street-level bureaucrat’ from the street-

level bureaucracy tradition, as explained above (see 1.1.1). Second, both traditions have identified 

organizational factors as explanations for ethical decision making and dealing with discretion (e.g., 

leadership, organizational structure, group culture). These factors are used in this study as a valuable 

source of inspiration to select the components of the organizational system that form the 

constitutive parts of the organizational patterns (see 2.1.2.2). 

1.3. Conclusion 

The first section in this chapter defined and operationalized the three components of the conceptual 

framework (i.e. behavioral style, organizational patterns and causal pathway) and explained how 

they will be applied in this study. The second part illustrated how inspiration could be drawn from 

the literature on ethical decision making and dealing with discretion. Although these research 

traditions are interesting because they list influencing factors that are relevant for the independent 

variables, they do not seem to be sufficient for this study because they fail to provide insight into the 

black box of causation. The next chapter illustrates how grid-group cultural theory could form the 

basis for a more fully integrated theory and how causal mechanisms from other research traditions 

(i.e. role strain theory and moral disengagement theory) could be used as building blocks to 

overcome potential shortcomings of GGCT. 
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2. A THEORY ON ETHICAL DECISION MAKING OF STREET-

LEVEL BUREAUCRATS 
The previous chapter explained how grid-group cultural theory (GGCT) will be used as the main 

analytic lens in this study. This chapter presents how the framework, that is both a typology and a 

theory, will be applied in this study. The first section illustrates how the two dimensions (grid and 

group) can be combined into four types and operationalizes the main concepts of the conceptual 

framework (i.e. behavioral style and organizational patterns) into GGCT. The second section gives an 

overview of the theoretical foundations of GGCT by listing its main assumptions and propositions. 

This part also illustrates how the mechanism approach (as explained in 1.1.3) has already been 

applied in the GGCT framework, be it at the macro level by identifying long-term institutional 

feedback dynamics in organizations (i.e. mechanisms of positive and negative feedback) that operate 

through the notion of ‘surprise’. Because the main interest in this study lies in mechanisms at the 

meso level, which GGCT does not provide, the third part shows how mechanisms in role strain theory 

and moral disengagement theory can be used as building blocks to refine and enrich the GGCT 

framework. This chapter concludes with an overview of the three levels of analysis (i.e. the micro, 

meso and macro level), that will be addressed in this study, with the meso level being the most 

important level of analysis. 

2.1. Presenting the grid-group cultural theory typology 

This section first presents GGCT as a typology with two dimensions, grid and group, that can be 

combined in four types. It then illustrates how both the dependent and independent variables in this 

study will be operationalized into the GGCT typology. 

2.1.1. GGCT with two dimensions and four types 

Grid-group cultural theory has originally been developed by the anthropologist Mary Douglas (1978), 

but was subsequently applied in different research domains, such as public administration 

(Thompson et al., 1990; Jensen, 1998; Maesschalck, 2004), but also other social sciences (e.g., 

(Coughlin & Lockhart, 1998; Coyle, 1997; Hendriks, 1999; Mars, 1982; Schwarz & Thompson, 1990). 

The GGCT framework provides a typology for a number of (sub)cultures, ways of life, rationalities, 

ways of organizing, solidarities, or interaction patterns (Mamadouh, 1999), based on two dimensions 

‘grid’ and ‘group’. The grid dimension refers to the extent to which an individual’s life is bounded by 

externally imposed rules, prescriptions and regulations. The more grid, the less of life is open to 

individual negotiation (Thompson et al., 1990: 5). Douglas (1982: 192) speaks of high grid when “an 

explicit set of institutionalized classifications” regulates and constrains interactions between staff 

members in an organization, whereas autonomy, control and competition are central when grid is 

low. The extent to which grid is experienced as excessively restrictive depends on the level of group 

affiliation (Vaughan, 2002: 413). Group stands for the incorporation of an individual into a bounded 

unit of actors or the extent to which individual choice is constrained by group choice (Hood, 1998: 8). 

The greater the incorporation, the more individual choice is subject to group determination or the 
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more “the individual’s life is absorbed in and sustained by group membership” (Douglas, 1982: 191). 

In other words, group refers to the extent to which commitment to a social unit constrains the way in 

which people think and behave (Verweij et al., 2006: 819). 

 

The two dimensions can be combined in a matrix (as shown in Table 2.1). Four ways of organizing can 

then be identified, that can each be high or low grid/group bound: hierarchy (high grid, high group), 

egalitarianism (low grid, high group), individualism (low grid, low group), and fatalism (high grid, low 

group). According to the impossibility theorem, there are four and only four ways of organizing 

(Schmutzer & Bandler, 1980; Thompson et al., 1999). Thompson and colleagues (1990: 5) state: 

“although nations and neighbourhoods, tribes and races, have their distinctive sets of values, beliefs 

and habits, their basic convictions about life are reducible to only a few cultural biases.” This 

assumption did, however, not remain uncritized, leading to the identification of other possible ways 

of life, like the philosophical one (Nowacki, 2004), the mutualist one (van Heffen & Klok, 2003) and 

the hermit. The latter way of life implies autonomy by withdrawal from social control in general 

(Thompson et al., 1990: 8). This study, nevertheless, follows the impossibility theorem, mainly 

because it stimulates theoretical parsimony, but also because empirical research in various contexts 

has proven the fourfold typology to be highly useful. However, because this assumption entails an 

empirical question, the researcher keeps open the possibility that some data in the empirical 

research might not fit the four types. Therefore she will not principally rule out the possibility that 

the framework could be enriched by adding more dimensions or more types. 

 

Table 2.1: Two dimensions and four types in GGCT 

 Low group High group 

High grid FATALISM 

Central idea: Individuals are bounded by a 

system of rules that is beyond their control. 

Suspicion towards other human beings; you 

do not know what to expect from them. 

Conflicts can be dealt with if you are lucky; 

just try to survive. 

Risk of inertia and the unwillingness to plan 

ahead or take necessary measures. 

HIERARCHY 

Central idea: Rules prescribe roles and 

responsibilities within a well-defined group. 

Human beings are born sinful but can be 

redeemed by good institutions. 

Conflicts can be dealt with by referring to 

rules and authority. 

Risk of misplaced trust in procedural rules 

and authority. 

Low grid INDIVIDUALISM 

Central idea: Individuals are entrepreneurs 

that operate in a competitive environment. 

Human beings are self-seeking and 

stimulated to strive for self-interest. 

Conflicts can be dealt with by one-on-one 

negotiation and bargaining. 

Risk of chaos due to a lack of cooperation 

and tendency to put the individual above 

the common good. 

EGALITARIANISM 

Central idea: Everyone is equal and should 

cooperate for the welfare of the group. 

Human beings are born good but can be 

corrupted by evil institutions. 

Conflicts can be dealt with by group 

negotiation in order to reach consensus. 

Risk of inefficient decision making and even 

disruption of the group. 
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Hierarchy is characterized by high grid and high group. In this organizational type, rules prescribe 

roles and positions, while the group attachment provides legitimacy for the organizational 

stratification (O'Riordan & Jordan, 1999). Hence, status is derived from one’s position in a well-

defined group (Breed, 2007: 70). The central assumption in hierarchy is that each individual has its 

place and role with accompanying responsibilities. Organizational arrangements are meant to “clarify 

and tighten up […] roles, regulations and procedures” (Smullen, 2007: 53). Individual interests are 

subject to the collective good and human beings are portrayed as being born sinful and only 

redeemable by good institutions (Thompson et al., 1990: 35). Therefore, conflicts can only be solved 

by referring to legitimate rules (Douglas, 1982: 208) and authority (Rayner, 1986: 581). The world is 

considered controllable, which is enhanced by standard operating procedures that result in 

routinization. Because problems cannot always be solved with rules and procedures and the world is 

not entirely controllable, this organizational type is not without limitations. 

 

In egalitarianism, grid is low, while group is high. This means that in this organizational type not rules 

and procedures are central, as in hierarchy, but deliberation and group negotiation in order to reach 

consensus (Smullen, 2007: 54; Rayner, 1986: 581). The group boundaries are clearly set, leading to an 

us-versus-them attitude, and a distrust of outsiders (Breed, 2007: 71). Within the group, solidarity is 

highly valued and individual interests are subjected to the welfare of the group (Rayner, 1986: 581). 

The central assumption in egalitarianism is that all individuals in the group are equal (Breed, 2007: 

71) and that authoritative systems should be distrusted. The latter originates from the belief that 

human beings are born good but can be corrupted by evil institutions (Thompson et al., 1990: 34). 

Essential in egalitarianism is also the premise of collective decision making (Jensen, 1998: 125; 

Smullen, 2007: 53). Despite the admirable idea that decisions should be made collectively and 

conflicts can be solved with group negotiation, consensus is not always feasible. Egalitarianism in its 

extreme form could thus lead to deficient decision making processes or even a disruption of the 

group into smaller subgroups of like-minded individuals (Jensen, 1998: 122). 

 

Individualism can be described as low grid and low group. This gives individualistic organizational 

types market-like characteristics. In other words, individualism implies a competitive environment 

where everyone works hard to develop skills that are necessary to get results (Rayner, 1986: 576). 

Individuals are considered strategic entrepreneurs that operate within performance-oriented 

organizations where status is derived from personal skills and efforts (Hood, 1998: 109-118; Smullen, 

2007: 52). Because human beings are considered self-seeking
15

, individualistic organizations 

stimulate the strive for self-interest (Verweij et al., 2006: 820) and competition rather than 

cooperation (Rayner, 1986: 581). The latter does not mean that there is no interaction with others. 

Ego-focused networks are developed from the opportunistic perspective of getting individual results, 

using tit-for-tat strategies to make deals. Conflicts are dealt with by bargaining and one-on-one 

negotiation. Undiluted individualism could, however, lead to an aggressive struggle for survival, as 
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Thompson and others (1990: 87) say: “Without some modicum of hierarchy to make rules and to 

enforce contracts, unmitigated self-regulation leads to chaos.” 

 

Fatalism, characterized as high grid and low group, is a special type. It is often considered a passive 

way of life, distinguished from the three active ones in GGCT. Central in the fatalistic organizational 

type is that individuals are (or feel) highly bound by a system of rules that is beyond their control, 

and against which they cannot take collective action, due to a lack of group affiliations (Vaughan, 

2002: 416). In other words, individuals are subjected to rules (high grid) without feeling connected to 

other individuals in the organization (low group). In fatalism, other human beings are looked at with 

suspicion, because one never knows what to expect from them (Thompson et al., 1990: 35). The 

fatalistic world is considered a lottery, characterized by unpredictability and pure chance, where 

fairness is not to be found. Moreover, individuals do not see any possibility to change it for the better 

(Verweij et al., 2006: 820). Hence, trying to survive is the only strategy to cope with fatalism 

(O'Riordan et al., 1999: 87; Breed, 2007: 71). This could lead to the unwillingness to plan ahead or 

take drastic measures when necessary. Despite the fact that fatalism seems an undesirable 

organizational type that is in no way useful or necessary to adhere to, Hood (1998: 28, 159 and 161) 

highlighted some of its positive aspects by referring to managerial instruments that have built-in 

elements of randomness (i.e. contrived randomness), such as random compliance checks and firewall 

arrangements in which related parts of decision making are separated in order to prevent corruption. 

Moreover, fatalism can be a valuable perspective to cope with the unavoidable impotence to find 

solutions for every single issue. Because the latter is obviously not feasible, fatalism can deliver 

individuals from the burden of the world’s problems on their back by introducing some form of 

acquiescence.
16

 

2.1.2. Operationalizing the dependent and independent variables in GGCT 

To illustrate how the GGCT typology will be applied in this study, both the dependent variable 

(behavioral style) and the independent variables (organizational patterns) will now be 

operationalized in GGCT terms (see Table 2.2). 

2.1.2.1. Four types of behavioral style 

As explained in the first chapter, this study analyzes the behavioral style of street-level bureaucrats in 

three types of dilemmas: (1) ‘how to do the right things?’ or, in other words, which investigations 

should (not) be conducted, (2) ‘how to do things right?’ or, in other words, which investigative 

measures should be taken in the investigations that are initiated, and (3) ‘how to deal with peers 

who don’t do the right things or don’t do things right?’ or, in other words, how to deal with peers’ 

misconduct. It is important to note that in this study the same typology will be used for both the 

occurrence and non-occurrence of behavior. Although most empirical research only attempts to 

explain the occurrence of certain behavior, we believe that, for example, the decision to blow the 

whistle on one’s colleagues’ misbehavior or the decision to apply a certain investigative measure in 
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an investigation are as interesting as the decision, respectively, not to blow the whistle or not to 

apply this investigative measure. This does not pose any theoretical problems for the conceptual 

framework because we do not claim to be able to make predictions but merely to explain. It only 

indicates that attention should be given to causal mechanisms that can explain why behavior occurs 

or does not occur under specific situational conditions. Moreover, most explanations are 

asymmetrical. This means that an explanation for the occurrence of behavior is not just the reverse 

of the explanation of the non-occurrence of behavior, since the causal pathway in both explanations 

could be entirely different (i.e. different causal mechanisms or different situational conditions). 
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Table 2.2: Four types of behavioral style applied to dealing with moral dilemmas 

 Hierarchy Egalitarianism Individualism Fatalism 

Doing the right things 

means…  

Following orders, rules and 

procedures because the 

system is legitimate and 

everyone has his role and 

responsibilities 

Doing what has been 

mutually agreed upon. 

Behaving in an opportunistic 

manner strategically aimed 

at personal benefits or using 

your discretion to your own 

advantage. 

Trying to survive by just 

getting the job done, 

because everything is 

arbitrary and individuals are 

powerless. 

Doing things right means… Following orders, rules and 

procedures because the 

system is legitimate and 

everyone has his role and 

responsibilities 

Doing what has been 

mutually agreed upon. 

Behaving in an opportunistic 

manner strategically aimed 

at personal benefits or using 

your discretion to your own 

advantage. 

Trying to survive by just 

getting the job done, 

because everything is 

arbitrary and individuals are 

powerless. 

What if colleagues don’t do 

the right things or don’t do 

things right? 

Peer reporting: 

Reporting is in line with 

orders, rules and procedures, 

and it is your responsibility 

to do it; escalating concerns 

through the chain of 

command. 

Peer reporting: 

We are the pure ones that 

should ban the bad ones or 

the ‘rotten apple’ (sense of 

righteousness); behavior 

harms the group. 

Peer reporting: 

Strategic, opportunistic 

behavior aimed at personal 

benefits (e.g., career 

planning). 

Peer reporting: 

You don’t have a lot of 

choice, because you could 

get punished if you don’t 

report. What if they find out 

you knew about it? 

No peer reporting: 

It is not your role to report; 

you are a team player who 

does not want to rock the 

boat. 

No peer reporting: 

Unethical behavior is not 

framed as unethical; group 

loyalty is more important. 

No peer reporting: 

Opportunistic behavior 

aimed at personal benefits; 

keep silent for your own sake 

(e.g., negative deal-making, 

precautions for the future). 

No peer reporting: 

It is not any of my business 

and being a snitch would 

only make life more difficult. 
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a. ‘HOW TO DO THE RIGHT THINGS OR DO THINGS RIGHT?’ 

First, the four types of behavioral style that relate to the dilemmas ‘how to do the right things’ and 

‘how to do things right’ will be listed. Both dilemma types focus on the behavior of the respondents, 

respectively on the selection of investigations the person will conduct and the selection of 

procedures or investigative measures to handle an investigation. 

 

In the hierarchical behavioral style, the street-level bureaucrat decides to follow orders, rules and 

procedures that are considered just and legitimate. If the procedure, for example, is that the 

supervisor distributes the investigations under his employees then the street-level bureaucrat will 

respect this procedure and perform the investigations that are entrusted to him/her. The right thing 

to do is always to follow procedures and rules that are part of a legitimate system where everyone 

plays his role and has his own responsibilities. 

When the egalitarian behavioral style is applied, front-line officers conduct investigations on the 

basis of consensus. Decisions of which investigations should be conducted are made by the team. In 

other words, doing the right things means doing what has been mutually agreed upon. Not only are 

the types of investigations selected on a mutual basis, also the course of action in an investigation is 

subjected to group decision making. Procedures and methods are discussed by the group in order to 

reach consensus. 

The individualistic behavioral style refers to behavior that is opportunistic and strategically aimed at 

one’s own personal benefits. Street-level bureaucrats who apply this behavioral style use their 

discretion to their own advantage. In the case of ‘doing the right things’ this means that they select 

the investigations in which they can ‘score’ or increase their chances of promotion. The same logic 

applies to ‘doing things right’. When street-level bureaucrats use an individualistic behavioral style, 

they will attempt to bend rules, procedures and methods to conduct an investigation as they please. 

When it is in their own best interest to get results, they will sacrifice due process if necessary. This is 

closely linked with two central concepts in the police culture literature: (1) the ‘dirty hands’ doctrine 

that states that violating the law is acceptable in order to make arrests (Kleinig, 1996) and (2) ‘noble 

cause corruption’ that is perfectly expressed by Johnson and Cox (2004: 69-70): “In their zeal to serve 

and protect, officers may feel little compunction about acting outside the rules when confronting 

those who they believe are not legitimate citizens or do not deserve constitutional protections.” 

Finally, in the fatalistic behavioral style the motto is ‘trying to survive’. Street-level bureaucrats who 

apply this style just try to get their job done because they want to get through the day in one piece. 

This behavioral style is inspired by the idea that everything is arbitrary and individuals are powerless, 

so one is forced to follow rules and orders to cover oneself. Decisions in both dilemmas are taken 

under the constraint of (seemingly) arbitrary and illegitimate rules and procedures. 

b. ‘WHAT IF COLLEAGUES DON’T DO THE RIGHT THINGS OR DON’T DO THINGS RIGHT?’ 17 

The two dilemmas described above can also be applied to colleagues’ behavior. Sometimes street-

level bureaucrats are confronted with colleagues who, in their opinion, misbehave. They are then 

                                                             
17

 This section is mainly based on the article ‘Why police officers and labor inspectors (do not) blow the whistle: A grid- 

group cultural theory perspective’ by the researcher that has been accepted for publication in ‘Policing: an international 

journal of police strategies & management’ (Loyens, 2012). 
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confronted with the question how to respond to this misbehavior, or, in other words: ‘What if 

colleagues don’t do the right things?’ and ‘What if colleagues don’t do things right?’ Hence, both 

questions deal with the same issue, being the question whether or not to react on colleagues’ 

misconduct by blowing the whistle. This will be further referred to as the ‘peer reporting dilemma’. 

 

For the operationalization of peer reporting styles in GGCT, inspiration is drawn from the work of 

Anthony Evans (2008), who used GGCT to explain whistleblowing behavior. His contribution is 

twofold. First, he managed to translate the cultural types into whistleblowing terms, identifying one 

reporting style and three styles of deciding not to blow the whistle. Second, he demonstrated how 

GGCT can be used to explain the failure of most management tools in dealing with dissent, making 

the link between organizational factors and whistleblowing behavior. 

The approach in this study is somewhat different, because it is based on the assumption that in all 

four cultural types different styles of reporting and different styles of keeping silent can be 

identified. This disagreement is mainly due to conceptual differences, in the sense that Evans 

(2008)’s definition of whistleblowing is stricter than the definition of peer reporting in this study. 

Being counterintuitive, this statement needs some clarification. Although peer reporting is often 

considered a subtype of the more general whistleblowing behavior (that is addressed in Evans’ 

work), it seems that Evans (2008: 270)’s interpretation of whistleblowing is more specific than the 

peer reporting definition in this study. His definition of a whistleblower is restricted to individuals 

with two key traits: (1) “a degree of empowerment – a willingness to challenge people in a position of 

authority […] weak grid” and (2) “a sense of righteousness – a belief in self-sacrifice for the common 

good […] high group”. This interpretation logically leads to the conclusion that whistleblowing is an 

egalitarian act. This is in accordance with the interpretation of Hood (1998: 26) who considers 

whistleblowing one possible egalitarian response to public-management disasters, next to 

participation and communitarianism. This study attempts to broaden the perspective by trying to 

identify other styles of reporting and keeping silent. As there are four ways of organizing and four 

‘ways of life’, arguably, there are also four ways of deciding whether or not to blow the whistle on 

colleagues’ misbehavior, each of them being more or less grid/group bound (see Table 2.2). 

 

First, the hierarchical style of peer reporting is characterized by the idea that reporting is in line with 

orders, rules and procedures. Individuals who apply a hierarchical style of peer reporting feel it is 

their role and their responsibility to blow the whistle when they see a colleague misbehave. The high 

grid aspect in this behavioral style refers to the idea that procedures need to be followed and 

responsibility needs to be taken. Because there is also high group, the individual endorses this 

viewpoint. Everyone plays his part and agrees upon the unequal distribution of power and 

responsibility in the organization. Hence, procedures, roles and responsibilities are considered to be 

part of a fair system that should be maintained, if necessary even at the expense of the individual. If 

one wants to report on colleague’s misconduct in a hierarchical way, one also follows the procedures 

of escalating concerns through the chain of command. According to Evans (2008)’s interpretation 

there is no hierarchical way of blowing the whistle, because he defines it as “the unauthorized 

revelation of wrongdoing” (Evans, 2008: 268). In other words, so Evans (2008) argues, if one follows 

the organizational whistleblowing procedures – for example, by going through the chain of command 
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– it cannot be considered an unauthorized act and thus not whistleblowing. However, in this study, 

all types of reporting are included, even the ones where official procedures are followed. Hence, a 

hierarchical style of peer reporting makes sense. This idea of whistleblowing in the sense of following 

duty is connected to what Near and Miceli (1996: 511) call ‘role-prescribed forms of reporting’, 

referring to instances where individuals consider it their role responsibility to report wrongdoing. 

Hierarchy also implies that there is a sense of fairness about the system and internal procedures. This 

is in accordance with findings in empirical research that individuals are more inclined to report 

misconduct when they perceive the organization to be more just (Near & Miceli, 1996: 511), or in 

other words when they think the organization has a higher intensity of procedural and retributive 

justice (Victor, Treviño, & Shapiro, 1993). 

When individuals take the hierarchical decision not to blow the whistle on colleagues’ misbehavior, 

they do not consider it their role or responsibility to do so. Only staff members who have job 

descriptions that include whistleblowing, like for example an internal auditor, should blow the 

whistle when confronted with peers’ misconduct. Evans (2008: 270) states that the hierarchical 

decision not to blow the whistle can also be induced by the perception that the individual in the 

organization has to be a ‘team-player’ who “would not want to rock the boat”. 

 

Second, there is also an egalitarian style of peer reporting. This type of whistleblowing is induced by 

ideas like uprightness and virtuousness. The whistleblower is convinced that (s)he is a pure one that 

should ban the bad ones, because one rotten apple can spoil the whole barrel. (S)he is also willing to 

self-sacrifice for the common good. This is the type of whistleblowing that Evans (2008: 270) refers 

to: acts that express empowerment and a sense of righteousness. The reporting act is in accordance 

with a higher moral code (Hood & Jackson, 1991). A slightly less noble egalitarian way of reporting is 

the disclosure of one group member’s misconduct because the behavior harms the group. Empirical 

findings suggest that peer reporting intentions will be higher when the misbehavior is perceived as 

harmful for the group (e.g., Treviño & Victor, 1992; Victor, Treviño & Shapiro, 1993). The latter has 

also been put forward by Horne (2001) who claims that cohesion might strengthen social control. 

Applied to the topic of this paper, this implies that group members are sometimes encouraged by 

other members to report on the misconduct of deviants in the group. Although a group member will 

then be punished, the reporter would still be praised for his/her behavior because (s)he managed to 

uphold the general group norms (see also: Chan, 2003; Westmarland, 2005). 

Egalitarianism can also manifest itself in egalitarian decisions not to reveal peers’ misconduct. This 

can occur in at least two ways. On the one hand, individuals can abstain from peer reporting because 

they want to remain loyal to their colleagues. This means that in the balancing of various values in 

the reporting dilemma, loyalty towards peers outweighs loyalty towards the supervisor or the 

manager. The group aspect in the GGCT framework is strongly emphasized here. Following rules and 

procedures or respecting the chain of command (grid) are considered less important than sticking 

together as a team (group). A case in point is the blue code of silence, which is a central concept in 

the police culture literature (see 3.2.2). This ‘blue code’ refers to loyalty and solidarity among police 

officers leading them to perceive peer reporting as a betrayal of their partners (Chin & Wells, 1998; 

Rothwell & Baldwin, 2007: 611). On the other hand, not blowing the whistle could also be induced by 

the fact that unethical behavior is not framed as unethical. The latter is closely linked to the ‘noble 
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cause corruption’ explanation of the blue code of silence (see 3.2.1). If breaking the rules leads to 

beneficial results, like a conviction or a confession, then police officers often do not consider it 

wrong, following the ends justifies the means principle (Ransley, 2002: 26). In other words, due 

process in investigations on designated perpetrators must sometimes be sacrificed for the good of 

all. The reality of the observer may also be reshaped, when being told by other group members that 

the behavior is actually accepted by the group and part of the way things are done within the team 

(Greenberger, Miceli, & Cohen, 1987; King & Hermodson, 2000: 314). 

 

Third, the individualistic style of peer reporting can be defined as strategic and opportunistic 

behavior aimed at personal benefits. This type of whistleblowing implies the consideration of the 

pros and cons of disclosing peers’ misbehavior and if the gains outweigh the losses then the rational 

and strategic choice is made to blow the whistle. The reasoning in this type of peer reporting is also 

inspired by competition between peers. This can be illustrated with the example of whistleblowing to 

search for promotion by getting in good terms with once supervisor (King et al., 2000: 312) or to 

avoid being sanctioned for one’s own share in the misconduct by snitching on other colleagues that 

were involved (Punch, 1985: 156). 

In the individualistic style not to report, strategy and opportunism are also emphasized. Observers 

of misconduct who make a rational calculation could come to the conclusion that whistleblowing is 

too costly, too risky and not at all beneficial (Evans, 2008: 270). Hence, they decide to keep silent for 

their own sake. Near and Miceli (1985) already suggested that individuals may oppose 

whistleblowing if they in any way benefit from overlooking misconduct. A case in point is negative 

deal-making that is sometimes referred to in the police culture literature. Because police officers are 

often highly acquainted with each other’s misconduct, they implicitly cut a deal with their partner 

not to snitch (Skolnick, 2002), mutually protecting each other’s reputation and career. Another 

example is the situation in which an officer refrains from reporting because (s)he makes precautions 

for the future; a fellow officer whose misbehavior (s)he observed might become an important ally 

when confronted with a dangerous situation. Peer reporting might in that situation not be the most 

opportunistic strategy. 

 

The fourth and final style of peer reporting that can be deduced from the GGCT framework is the 

fatalistic one. Both the decision to report and the decision not to report are then induced by the 

fatalistic idea of protecting oneself in a hazardous and unpredictable environment. Because behavior 

in fatalistic organizational cultures is often considered to be more or less passive – as in Evans (2008: 

270)’s statement that “[t]he fatalist would keep their head down” – it is expected that peer reporting 

is not as likely as in hierarchical, egalitarian and individualistic environments. Hence, most observers 

of misconduct would bury their heads in the sand because they convince themselves that it is not any 

of their business. Moreover, being a snitch would only make their life more difficult.  

Although it is probably less obvious to claim that an individual in a fatalistic environment would even 

consider reporting misconduct, empirical research mentions whistleblowing behavior that would fit 

the fatalistic type (Rothschild & Miethe, 1999: 119). This kind of reporting is then classified as 

defensive “in the sense that they feared that if they did not report and the malfeasance was 

eventually discovered, that it would be blamed on them” (de Graaf, 2010: 774). Hence, 
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whistleblowers feel they don’t have a lot of choice, because they could get punished if supervisors 

would find out that they knew about it but tried to cover it up. Especially in fatalistic organizations 

this is an important risk, because one never knows what to expect from one’s boss. The fatalistic 

style of reporting is nicely illustrated by Jubb: 

 

“[…] whistleblowing is a hazardous mode of dissent involving high risk to the individual and 

his/her dependents. It demands moral courage, given the typical nature of whistleblowers’ 

complaints. This is not to say that whistleblowing is necessarily proper conduct since the motives 

of the whistleblower and the circumstances of the action are crucial to its justification. One 

motive may be to escape complicity so as to protect personal integrity and the ability to live with 

oneself.” (Jubb, 1999: 82) 

2.1.2.2. Four types of organizational patterns 

As explained in the previous chapter, the concept of ‘organizational patterns’ is an integrative term 

or an umbrella term that refers to the complex constellation of organizational factors in a specific 

governmental agency. ‘Open systems theory’ will be used to structure these components. This part 

specifies which organizational factors will be focused on in each subsystem and how it will be 

operationalized in GGCT terms. 

a. THE ENVIRONMENTAL SUPRASYSTEM 

The environmental suprasystem consists of a close environment and a general environment. The 

close environment can be defined as “all the external organizations and conditions that are directly 

related to the system’s transformative processes and its technologies, e.g., funding sources, supplies, 

distributors, unions, customers, clients, regulators, competitors, strategic partners” (Harrison et al., 

1999: 45). In this study, there are three important actors in the close environment that could shape 

the decision making of the street-level bureaucrats: (1) judicial authorities, (2) other regulatory 

agencies and (3) citizens. The general environment refers to “institutions and conditions having 

infrequent or long-term impacts on the organization and its close environment” ((Harrison et al., 

1999: 45). Because this study focuses on organizational factors, it only includes the role of 

policymakers, because this actor has the most important long-term impact. All four actors will be 

discussed below by explaining the four ways in which street-level bureaucrats could interact with 

them (see Table 2.3). 
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Table 2.3: Four types of relationships to actors in the environmental suprasystem 

 Hierarchy Egalitarianism Individualism Fatalism 

Judicial authorities     

Investigative authority Each actor has his 

role & responsibility 

 

Mutuality Opportunistic 

interaction 

Arbitrariness 

Court’s decisions Not my responsibility 

I respect their role 

Show the world the 

system is unjust 

Use them in an 

opportunistic way 

I don’t care 

     

Other agencies Controlled network 

and cooperation on 

the basis of rules and 

procedures 

Mutuality and 

cooperation on the 

basis of shared goals 

Competition and 

opportunistic 

network 

Arbitrary interaction 

and occasion-bound 

network 

     

Citizens     

Suspect or inspectee Comply with the law, 

fairly and with 

respect 

Ally, trust-based or 

suspicion and disgust 

Reciprocal 

negotiation 

Arbitrary treatment 

or powerless against 

Victim or complainant     

- Definition by 

- Treatment 
System and rules 

Paternalistic 

System failure 

Common ally 

Front-line officer 

Reciprocity 

Chance 

Impotence to save or 

‘they abuse the 

system’ 

     

Policymakers Legitimate rulers  Common agreement Opportunistic Arbitrary 

FOUR TYPES OF RELATIONSHIP WITH JUDICIAL AUTHORITIES 

Judicial authorities form the first group of actors who have an important impact on street-level 

bureaucrats’ decision making. On the one hand, police officers and labor inspectors experience the 

impact of judicial authorities who have the authority to lead their investigations. These investigative 

authorities are the public prosecutor (‘procureur des konings’ in Dutch), his/her counterpart at the 

labor court (‘arbeidsauditeur’ in Dutch), and the examining magistrate (‘onderzoeksrechter’ in Dutch). 

On the other hand, street-level bureaucrats’ work is influenced by courts (both penal courts and 

labor courts). 

 

If the relationship with the investigative authority is hierarchical, then street-level bureaucrats 

emphasize each actor’s role and responsibility that are procedurally and legally determined. When 

investigative authorities are considered legally responsible to lead the investigation, street-level 

bureaucrats will respect that and follow their orders, as should be the case in a legitimate system. In 

the case of the courts, the same logic applies. When the relationship is hierarchical, detectives and 

labor inspectors will respect the courts’ role and consider their decisions just and legitimate. 

 

In an egalitarian relationship, mutuality is emphasized. In such a relationship, investigative 

authorities and the street-level bureaucrats form a team with common goals who make decisions on 

the basis of consensus. This is of course not possible in the case of the courts, because judges decide 

independently, so egalitarianism in this relationship will manifest itself in the form of an us-versus-
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them attitude. Street-level bureaucrats will try to unite as a team by doing real good investigations 

and showing the world that the system is unjust because courts do not do anything with it. 

 

In the individualistic relationship with the judiciary, opportunism is central. Both towards 

investigative authorities and courts, street-level bureaucrats are then constantly focused on their 

own benefits. In the one-on-one reciprocal negotiation with investigative authorities, front-line 

officers will try to mold the magistrate to their will in order to achieve personal benefits or results 

with which they can personally ‘score’. In the case of the courts, street-level bureaucrats will 

attribute successful judicial decisions (i.e. severe punishment or high penalties) to their own great 

investigations and less successful outcomes to the incompetence of judges. 

 

In the fatalistic relationship, street-level bureaucrats perceive judicial actions as arbitrary and 

random. In this type, there is a negative relationship with investigative authorities, characterized by 

distrust and suspicion. Street-level bureaucrats consider their expectations unfeasible and 

experience a lack of support (low group). Because of the high constraints (as a result of high grid), 

they feel forced to obey investigative authorities as required, even if they do not agree. Towards the 

courts, there is a comparable negative attitude, characterized by the impotence to take action 

against their bad decisions. This leads to an attitude of indifference and unconcern. 

FOUR TYPES OF COOPERATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES 

Other agencies
18

 with whom street-level bureaucrats cooperate (such as other police forces, other 

inspections and other regulatory organizations) form the second group of actors. These could also 

have an impact on street-level bureaucrats’ decision making. 

 

If the interaction with other agencies is hierarchical, then the way in which they cooperate is 

prescribed by formal rules and procedures. Street-level bureaucrats then interact with 

representatives of other regulatory organizations and share information through formal channels in a 

bureaucratic network. The system only works when each agency plays its role and respects other 

agencies’ responsibilities. 

When the interaction is egalitarian, cooperation is characterized by mutuality and shared goals. 

Street-level bureaucrats from different organizations then work together attempting to reach 

common aims. 

In individualistic interaction, opportunism is the keyword. There is competition between agencies 

and they only cooperate if it is profitable for all. Street-level bureaucrats use their personal network 

for their own benefit, nourishing a relationship of give-and-take. 

The fatalistic interaction is characterized by weak ties and occasion-bound cooperation. Other 

agencies are looked at with suspicion and distrust. Street-level bureaucrats then cooperate with their 

representatives only if necessary. 

                                                             
18

 The operationalization of the interaction with other agencies is partly based on the work of Perri 6 (2005: 99) and 

Schwarz and Thompson (1990: 66-67). 
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FOUR TYPES OF ATTITUDE TOWARDS CITIZENS 

Other relevant actors in the environmental suprasystem are citizens or clients with whom street-

level bureaucrats interact, being suspects or victims in the case of the police, and inspectees or 

complainants in the case of the labor inspection. Fineman (1998)’s ethnographic research among 82 

regulatory inspectors shows that street-level bureaucrats’ interaction with clients, including how 

both actors think and feel about each other, shape the course of action: 

 

“[…] street-level bureaucracy is more than a set of inspector-led cognitions and behaviors. It is 

interactional and requires considerable emotional and performatory work. What an inspector 

feels about an operator and the operator about him/her (e.g., anger, rage, embarrassment, fear, 

pride, admiration, shame) is intrinsic to rule making and the control process. Moreover, the cases 

show that the dramatization of emotions in ‘face work’ is a key strategic resource for the actors. It 

helps them to test each other’s boundaries and relative positions and it adds force or favor to a 

particular version of events.” (Fineman, 1998: 970) 

The attitude towards suspects or inspectees 

There are four ways in which street-level bureaucrats could interact with suspects or inspectees
19

. In 

the hierarchical way, the potential offender is typically treated as a subordinate who should first and 

foremost be pressed to comply with the law. Street-level bureaucrats then refer to the rules and 

procedures that need to be followed. This does not mean that suspects or inspectees are treated 

unfairly or without respect, because typical in the hierarchical attitude is also paternalism, or in other 

words, openness to change the rules if they would turn out to be unfair. 

 

From the egalitarian perspective, there are several possible ways of interacting with suspects or 

inspectees. First, suspects or inspectees could be considered allies with common goals. Although this 

seems highly unlikely in a governmental agency, it is possible that street-level bureaucrats nearly 

identify with criminals and consider their actions legitimate. A weakened version of that is a strong 

trust-based relationship with suspects or inspectees, which is the second type of egalitarian attitude, 

in which street-level bureaucrats (naively?) believe suspects’ or inspectees’ good intentions. The 

egalitarian perspective could, however, also refer to a third, rather opposite attitude, characterized 

by suspicion and prejudices against the ‘sinners and bad people’ outside. Then, street-level 

bureaucrats have oversimplified ideas about suspects or inspectees, as if they were all cheaters and 

mobs that will deceive you if they have the chance. This attitude can sometimes be disguised in a 

mask of empathy and understanding, making potential offenders believe one sympathizes with them 

while one actually disgusts them. For the police, this can be linked to the us-versus-them attitude 

that is often considered a typical aspect of their professional culture (see also 3.2.2). 

 

Individualism is characterized by reciprocal negotiation, where both parties give and take. This could 

mean that street-level bureaucrats make deals with suspects or inspectees so both benefit, e.g., “If 

you give me a hard time, I am gonna react even harder” or “I will turn a blind eye to this if you will 

confess that”. Individualistic negotiation could also be more implicit and concealed (e.g., treating an 

                                                             
19

 The operationalization of the interaction with inspectees is mainly based on the doctoral dissertation of Jeroen 

Maesschalck (2004). 
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inspectee differently because he gives an untrustworthy first impression). Central in this perspective 

is that street-level bureaucrats are mainly interested in achieving results and personal benefits, 

rather than following procedures of equal treatment. 

 

Fatalism could mean several things here. On the one hand, suspects or inspectees could be 

recipients of fatalism, in the sense that they are treated in an unpredictable and ad random way 

characterized by unclear communication or even brute domination. A weakened version of this 

fatalistic attitude towards suspects or inspectees is the abuse of their ignorance about suspects’ 

rights and their lack of knowledge of the competences street-level bureaucrats legally have. A 

suspectee could, for example, be under the misapprehension that a labor inspector can physically 

detain him or that he is obliged to respond to the inspector’s questions, while in fact the inspectee 

has, respectively, the right to walk away even if the labor inspector wants him to stay and the right to 

remain silent. For street-level bureaucrats it could be very convenient to deliberately leave 

suspectees in their stage of ignorant acquiescence, because then street-level bureaucrats encounter 

little opposition. 

On the other hand, street-level bureaucrats could suffer from fatalism when they feels powerless 

towards (potential) offenders who are dangerous or smart enough to manipulate the rules, who have 

no respect for authority, and who can dispose of resources front-line officers themselves cannot use 

because they are restrained by many legal rules and procedures. Hence, street-level bureaucrats 

could consider the ‘battle’ against suspects or inspectees an unequal fight they cannot win. Despite 

the fact that this seems rather pessimistic, a fatalistic attitude could also entail something positive. 

The fatalistic idea offers street-level bureaucrats the necessary tool to put things into perspective, 

because it shows them that you cannot win them all. This helps them to somehow reconcile 

themselves to unavoidable impotence. 

The attitude towards victims or complainants 

In the case of victims or complainants, this study not only focuses on how street-level bureaucrats 

interact with them, but also on the criteria that are used to consider someone a victim. For the latter, 

there are four ways to define a victim. From the hierarchical perspective, a person will be considered 

a victim if the system says he is a victim. This is, for example, the case when someone is considered a 

victim because the victimization results from a criminal offence in which formal rules are violated. 

Street-level bureaucrats will then not blindly help all individuals who present themselves as victims, 

but check whether or not their official status is that of a victim. A case in point is a prostitute who 

asks for the official status of victim of human exploitation because she feels abused by their pimp, 

after which the public prosecutor determines whether or not the person can indeed formally be 

called a ‘victim’. If a citizen feels victimized because he is not treated fairly by the system, which 

could be the case when official rules stimulate discrimination, he will only be considered a victim in 

the egalitarian viewpoint. The individualistic idea is that persons are victims if the street-level 

bureaucrats can benefit from that fact, for example, if street-level bureaucrats are rewarded for the 

total amount of victims they communicate with. Finally, in the fatalistic perspective, it is not so clear 

who is considered a real victim and who is not. In other words, the definition of a victim occurs in an 

arbitrary way and depends on chance. 
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After having determined who qualifies as a victim, there are four ways to deal with them. In the 

hierarchical way, there is a paternalistic attitude, referring to the fact that street-level bureaucrats 

consider it part of their role and responsibility to protect victims. In the egalitarian perspective, 

where the system is not considered fair, victims are allies with common goals that will fight the 

system together with street-level bureaucrats. The individualistic interaction with victims is 

characterized by reciprocity, in the sense that street-level bureaucrats only help victims if these 

victims give something in return that is beneficial for them. A case in point is a victim who gives a 

street-level bureaucrat important information to do a successful investigation for which the street-

level bureaucrat will be rewarded by his supervisor. Finally, in the fatalistic perspective, street-level 

bureaucrats believe there is nothing they can do to save the victims. As in the case of the relationship 

with suspects or inspectees, there is also a positive thing about fatalism, because the “you cannot 

save them all” idea helps street-level bureaucrats deal with the unavoidable fact that they cannot 

solve all problems. Victims could, however, also be perceived with suspicion and distrust, especially 

when street-level bureaucrats think they want to abuse the system for their own benefit because 

there are legislative gaps. A case in point is an illegal worker who wrongfully wants to obtain the 

official status of ‘victim of human exploitation’. 

FOUR TYPES OF ATTITUDE TOWARDS POLICYMAKERS 

Policymakers are the final actors in the environmental suprasystem. These are crucial for street-level 

bureaucrats in the public sector, because they are not primarily accountable to their clients, but to 

their political superiors (Bakker et al., 1999a: 35). This study only focuses on the way in which 

policymakers are perceived by front-line officers, because we believe this perception mediates the 

impact of this actor. 

The hierarchical perspective is that policymakers’ decisions are legitimate and should be respected, 

because policymakers play their role just like street-level bureaucrats play their role. In 

egalitarianism, policymakers’ decisions are considered legitimate when they are based on common 

agreement. When their decisions do not maximize equality and justice for all, they should not be 

followed. In the individualistic perspective, policymakers’ decisions are opportunistic, and only aimed 

at their own personal benefits. Hence, they should not always be followed. The fatalistic view sees 

policymakers’ decisions as arbitrary, but nevertheless street-level bureaucrats are compelled to 

follow them.  

b. THE MANAGERIAL SUBSYSTEM 

Although the central argument in street-level bureaucracy is that front-line officers are largely self-

regulating, since they only experience little influence from supervisors (Hupe et al., 2007: 282; Brehm 

et al., 1997), there is evidence that supervisors have a major impact on the ethical decision making 

processes and behavior of staff members (Baumhart, 1961; Brenner & Molander, 1977; Ford et al., 

1994; Wittmer, 2001; Maesschalck, 2004). Also top management commitment and expectations are 

considered to have an impact on ethical behavior (Newstrom & Ruch, 1975; Akaah & Riordan, 1989; 

Loe et al., 2000), although these results are mixed (Ford et al., 1994). 

  

Kast and Rosenzweig (1973: 15) refer to the managerial subsystem as having a “central role in 

establishing goals, planning, organizing, and controlling activities, and in relating the organization to 
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its environment” (Kast et al., 1973: 15). Management can influence street-level bureaucrats’ ethical 

decision making in various ways, for example by being a role model for desired behavior, by 

executing rewards and punishments for unethical behavior (Ford et al., 1994), and by communicating 

managerial expectations (Kahn, Wolfe, Quinn, Snoek, & Rosenthal, 1964). This study mainly focuses 

on the latter aspect, which will be labeled as ‘the managerial style’. This concept refers in this study 

to the top-down managerial role of three actors who could have an impact on street-level 

bureaucrats’ decision making: (1) direct supervisors such as section heads and department heads, (2) 

regional directors of the field organizations where street-level bureaucrats are stationed, and (3) 

head office or the board of directors in the central office of the organization. The staff evaluation 

system that includes rewards and punishments for (un)ethical behavior is part of the psychosocial 

subsystem (see below). 

 

Following the logic of the GGCT typology, there are four managerial styles. The operationalization of 

these managerial styles is inspired by Christopher Hood (1998) who speaks of four dominant 

mechanisms of control: oversight, mutuality, competition and contrived randomness (see Table 2.4). 

 

Table 2.4: Four managerial styles by supervisors, regional directors and head office (Hood, 1998) 

 Hierarchy Egalitarianism Individualism Fatalism 

Managerial style Oversight, ladder of 

authority, each 

person has its own 

role and 

responsibility 

Mutuality, stimulate 

group decision 

making and team 

cooperation, 

charismatic 

leadership 

Stimulate 

competition, 

judgment by 

performance, result-

orientedness 

Contrived 

randomness, brute 

domination, lack of 

recognition and 

fairness 

 

When applying a hierarchical managerial style, the boss will mainly exercise oversight by giving 

commands to his subordinates who carry them out. Decisions need to be made according to the 

ladder of authority. Street-level bureaucrats will respect their supervisor’s, regional director’s and 

head office’s decisions, because each person has its own role and responsibility in the broader 

system. 

In the egalitarian managerial style, mutuality is central. The boss who applies an egalitarian 

managerial style tries to stimulate group decision making and team cooperation in order to reach 

consensus. This resembles the idea of charismatic leadership that is based on egalitarian behavior, 

collective interests, and empowerment of staff members (McClelland, 1975). 

The managerial style of a supervisor, a director or head office could also be individualistic. The 

central aim of this style is to stimulate competition between individual staff members in a market-

like environment where each individual needs to reach certain targets. Performance management 

and result-orientedness are central in this managerial style. 

Finally, supervisors, directors and head offices could also apply a fatalistic managerial style. This type 

of management is characterized by perceived arbitrariness, a lack of recognition and fairness, unclear 

communication about managerial expectations and brute domination. The latter is linked to the 

mistrust between bosses and front-line officers in the police culture literature that leads to a sense of 

isolation between both (Reuss-Ianni, 1983; Harrison, 1998) (see 3.2.2). 
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c. THE PSYCHOSOCIAL SUBSYSTEM 

The psychosocial subsystem can be defined as “individual behaviors and motivations, status and role 

hierarchies, group dynamics, and influence systems” (Kast et al., 1973: 14). In this study, it consists of 

three parts: (1) group interaction, (2) status attribution and (3) staff evaluation. These three aspects 

of this subsystem can be more or less grid/group bound, leading to different organizational patterns 

(see Table 2.5). 

 

Table 2.5: Four types of organizational patterns in the psychosocial subsystem 

 Hierarchy Egalitarianism Individualism Fatalism 

Group interaction Mutual interactions 

are regulated by 

rules and procedures 

in a system where 

each person has its 

own role and 

responsibilities 

Mutual interactions 

are based on trust, 

focused on 

cooperation and in 

the interest of the 

group; internal 

cliques 

Mutual interactions 

are one on one, 

competitive and 

focused on personal 

benefits; each acts to 

one’s own advantage 

If they exist at all, 

mutual interactions 

are unpredictable 

and dominated by 

unforeseeable 

constraints; mutual 

distrust 

     

Status depends on… rank, seniority and 

knowing the rules 

position in the group individual skills, 

efforts and results 

arbitrariness 

     

Staff evaluation 

through… 

a formal and 

legitimate staff 

evaluation system 

mutual feedback a performance 

management system 

a powerless and 

ambiguous staff 

evaluation system 

FOUR TYPES OF GROUP INTERACTION 

The first aspect of the psychosocial subsystem is group interaction. The impact of peers on ethical 

decision making has been studied extensively in the ethical decision making literature. Loe et al. 

(2000: 199), who reviewed the literature, concluded that the research "show[s] overwhelming 

support for […] the pervasive influence of peers in ethical decision making”, which is consistent with 

social learning theory (Treviño, 1986). Survey research leads to the conclusion that interaction with 

significant others has a higher impact on (un)ethical behavior than personal factors (Zey-Ferrell, 

Weaver, & Ferrell, 1979) and codes of ethics (Bruce, 1994). Ford and Richardson (1994: 212) add that 

"[t]he direct influence of the person's peers increases as the intensity and frequency of contact with 

that person's peers increases.” This is related to the concept of ‘organizational distance’ in role-set 

theory, which claims that the greater the distance between the individual and the referent other, the 

less likely their influence on the individual’s (un)ethical behavior (Ferrell et al., 1985). It is also linked 

to the differential association theory, which hypothesizes that association with others who are 

perceived to be participating in unethical behavior is a major predictor of unethical behavior 

(Cloward & Ohlin, 1960). 

 

Following the logic of the GGCT typology, peers can interact in four different ways. When group 

interaction is hierarchical, it is regulated by rules and procedures in a system where each person has 

its own role and responsibilities. The extent to which peers interact is thus directly linked to formal 

arrangements, particularly the official distribution of tasks or duties. 
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In an egalitarian interaction, rules and procedures are not the central principles, because grid is low 

in this type. When street-level bureaucrats interact in an egalitarian way, there are two options. On 

the one hand, it refers to peers who function in a trust based relationship, focused on cooperation, 

whose actions are always aimed at sustaining group interactions. On the other hand, egalitarianism 

could also encourage the formation of internal cliques in which there is some kind of us-versus-them 

attitude between several sub teams of a bigger unit. 

Group interaction that is characterized by individualism refers to competitive one-on-one 

interactions between peers that are focused on personal benefits. All team members 

opportunistically act to their own advantage. 

When relationships between peers are fatalistic, cooperation is often absent. Each person tries to 

survive in an isolated way. If interactions exist at all, they are unpredictable and dominated by 

unforeseeable constraints, as a result of mutual distrust between peers. 

FOUR TYPES OF STATUS ATTRIBUTION 

The second part of the psychosocial subsystem is the way in which street-level bureaucrats ascribe 

status. There are four types of status attribution (Pepperday, 2009). In hierarchy, status is ascribed 

according to rank and seniority. Individuals with the highest rank and highest level of experience in 

the organization receive the most respect and are turned to for advice when decisions need to be 

made. 

In egalitarianism, all group members have the same status and equality between them is strongly 

emphasized. People who try to maximize group benefits and who stimulate group effort are valued 

most.  

Individualism is not so much aimed at the group, but at the individual. Each person has to compete 

for his place in the group. Personal skills, perseverance and individual results bring about power and 

high status. 

In fatalism, it is not clear how status is ascribed, because it occurs in an arbitrary and unpredictable 

way. Rank, individual efforts and seniority will sometimes be linked to status, but not always, leading 

to ambiguity in the conception of status. 

FOUR TYPES OF STAFF EVALUATION SYSTEM 

The third part of the psychosocial subsystem is linked to the types of rewards that are valued most in 

the organization (Pepperday, 2009). This will be operationalized by referring to the staff evaluation 

system that is emphasized. There are four types of staff evaluation systems. In hierarchy, the formal 

staff evaluation system is emphasized. When the rules and procedures of the formal assessment 

instruments are followed, street-level bureaucrats perceive the system as legitimate. Individuals with 

the highest rank or the highest seniority are in the position to evaluate other staff members. 

Although in most organizations a formal staff evaluation system exists, it is not always used in a 

bureaucratic way, as in hierarchy. It can also be used in an egalitarian way. Staff evaluation then 

occurs in the form of mutual feedback, in which supervisors not only evaluate staff members but are 

also evaluated by staff members (e.g., 360° feedback systems), and street-level bureaucrats mutually 

evaluate each other. 

An individualistic staff evaluation system is oriented towards evaluation on the basis of individual 

results. Street-level bureaucrats with the highest personal ‘score’ or the highest quantifiable results 
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are valued most. Initiatives like ‘employer of the month’ or performance based rewards are examples 

of this type of staff evaluation system.  

Comparable to the ambiguity of status in fatalism, also the staff evaluation system is ambiguous. It is 

unclear which actions lead to a good or a bad evaluation. It all depends on chance and arbitrariness. 

In this system, it does not matter if a street-level bureaucrat performs good or bad, because he will 

be treated in an ad random way. This could lead to a situation in which well-performing staff 

members, on the one hand, feel underappreciated and demotivated, because they experience a lack 

of recognition. For bad-performing staff members, on the other hand, it could actually lead to a more 

powerful status, because they get away with insufficient achievements. The latter can be the result 

of conscious favoritism on the part of the supervisor, but can also be the result of a powerless staff 

evaluation system that is incapable of punishing bad performance. 

d. THE GOALS AND VALUES SUBSYSTEM 

Harrison and Shirom (1999: 46) define the goals and values subsystem as: “[…] norms and 

understandings about the nature and identity of the organization, the way work is done […] relations 

between lower- and higher-ranking members […]”. In this study the goals and values subsystem will 

be operationalized in a rather narrow way: (1) street-level bureaucrats’ understanding of rules and 

regulations, and particularly how these should be applied in their opinion and (2) street-level 

bureaucrats’ perception of good leadership (see Table 2.6). Both are important aspects of Harrison 

and Shirom (1999: 46)’s definition, because applying rules is a central part of the ‘nature and identity 

of the organization’ in which police officers and labor inspectors work, and the perception of good 

leadership is linked to ‘norms about the relations between lower- and higher ranking members’. The 

latter could be an important predictor of the impact of the managerial subsystem. Arguably, when 

there is a fit between the actual managerial style and street-level bureaucrats’ perception of good 

leadership, street-level bureaucrats will more likely follow superiors’ orders. 

 

Table 2.6: Four types of street-level bureaucrats’ perception of rules and good leadership 

 Hierarchy Egalitarianism Individualism Fatalism 

Rules and 

regulations… 

should be followed 

because they are 

part of a legitimate 

system with a clear 

allocation of roles 

and responsibilities 

are legitimate when 

they are the result of 

deliberation and 

mutual agreement 

can be used to your 

own advantage 

- should be 

followed if you 

don’t want to get 

in trouble 

- are incoherent 

and arbitrary, so 

impossible to 

comply with 

     

A good leader is… a bureaucrat who is 

oriented towards 

following rules and 

procedures 

charismatic and 

oriented towards 

group interest 

entrepreneurial and 

result-oriented 

nonexistent, because 

all leaders are 

capricious and 

despotic 

FOUR TYPES OF PERCEPTION OF RULES AND REGULATION 

The first aspect of the goals and values subsystem is how street-level bureaucrats perceive and deal 

with rules and regulations. In the logic of GGCT, their perception could be fourfold. If street-level 
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bureaucrats look at rules and regulations from a hierarchical point of view, they think rules and 

regulations should be followed because they are part of a legitimate system with a clear allocation of 

roles and responsibilities. Adherence to rules and procedures is then considered the glue that holds 

the system together. 

 

The egalitarian perception is that rules are only legitimate when they are the result of deliberation 

and mutual agreement. Rules should above all serve the interests of the group. If the application of 

rules leads to unequal treatment, then they should not be followed. 

 

The individualistic point of view is that rules and procedures can and should be used to one’s own 

advantage. Street-level bureaucrats who hold on to this perspective apply a very pragmatic and 

opportunistic strategy (1) to break rules when it is in their best interest to do so, or, (2) to follow 

rules but bend them to their will. The latter occurs by applying rules in a creative way or looking for 

legislative gaps. The rule following aspect of the individualistic perspective seems to resemble the 

hierarchical point of view that rules should not be broken. Both perspectives are, however, 

completely different in the sense that in individualism the spirit or intention of the law is often 

neglected when rules are applied while following the spirit of the law is a precondition of the 

legitimacy of rules in hierarchy. 

 

In fatalism, there are two possible attitudes towards rules. On the one hand, rules and regulations 

should be followed because otherwise one might get in trouble. On the other hand, it is very difficult 

– if not impossible – to comply with all rules because they are so incoherent and (seemingly) 

arbitrary. In this respect, the following quote of Herbert (1998: 352), in which he discusses police 

discretion, is interesting: “Given that the law is ambiguous, sometimes contradictory, and difficult to 

apply to complicated social situations, it can rarely be invoked unproblematically.” 

FOUR TYPES OF PERCEPTION OF GOOD LEADERSHIP 

The second aspect of the goals and values subsystem is street-level bureaucrats’ perception of good 

leadership. The hierarchical perception is that a good leader is a bureaucrat who is oriented towards 

following rules and procedures. Street-level bureaucrats who hold on to this idea respect the ladder 

of authority of the bureaucratic system in which the supervisor legitimately gives order in a top-

down way. 

This top-down strategy is not accepted in the egalitarian perspective, because a leader should – 

according to this perspective – be charismatic and oriented towards the interests of the group. (S)he 

should also stimulate participation of staff members in decision making processes. 

The individualistic idea of a good leader is that of an entrepreneur who is mainly result-oriented. 

This leader should above all stimulate competition between staff members, for example, by 

introducing performance oriented reward systems. 

In the fatalistic perspective, there is no such thing as a good leader. All leaders are considered 

capricious and despotic, leading to an attitude of distrust to all bosses. 
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e. THE STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM 

Kast and Rosenzweig (1973: 15) define the structural subsystem as: “the ways in which the tasks of 

the organization are divided (differentiation) and […] the coordination of these activities (integration). 

In a formal sense, structure can be set forth by organization charts, job descriptions, and by rules and 

procedures. It is concerned with patterns of authority, communication, and work flow.” In this study, 

the structural subsystem consists of three parts that could impact decision making: (1) physical 

arrangements in terms of the offices and meetings rooms, (2) formal discretion, and (3) autonomy 

(see Table 2.7). The first aspect is not directly linked to the definition of Kast and Rosenzweig, but can 

be derived from it. Particularly, the arrangement of offices and meetings rooms is linked to the 

distribution of tasks and patterns of communication (e.g., when people have private offices and 

there is only a small number of meeting rooms, there will probably be less team cooperation than 

when offices are shared and there are plenty of meetings rooms). Formal discretion and autonomy 

are, however, directly linked to the definition of Kast and Rosenzweig (1973: 15). These concepts 

refer to, respectively, the legal discretion street-level bureaucrats can dispose of based on laws, rules 

or internal guidelines, and the sense in which street-level bureaucrats can organize their own work 

(e.g., agenda keeping, thoroughness of an investigation). Although the concept of ‘discretion’ is 

mostly understood in a broad sense in the discretion literature by using it as an umbrella term for 

both legal discretion and actual autonomy, we believe they should be treated separately, because 

even when street-level bureaucrats’ formal discretion is rather strict, the autonomy they have in 

performing their daily job could be surprisingly wide. 

 

Table 2.7: Four types of organizational patterns in the structural subsystem 

 Hierarchy Egalitarianism Individualism Fatalism 

Arrangement of…     

Offices Arranged by rank and 

function 

Office landscape, 1 

office per team 

Private offices Arbitrary 

arrangement of 

offices 

Meeting rooms Formal meeting 

rooms with written 

guidelines how to 

use them 

Many meetings 

rooms that can be 

used in a formal and 

informal way 

Small number or 

absence of meetings 

rooms 

Arbitrary 

arrangement and 

use of meeting 

rooms 

     

Formal discretion Discretion varies with 

formal status 

Use discretion to 

discuss and negotiate 

with others 

Use discretion for 

your own long-term 

benefits 

Discretion can only 

be used in a non-

strategic, short-term 

way 

     

Autonomy Individual organizes 

his own work 

according to rules 

and procedures 

Individual organizes 

his own work, but is 

constrained by 

controls in the name 

of the group 

Individual organizes 

his own work to his 

own benefit 

Individual organizes 

his work according to 

rules and procedures 

which seem arbitrary 

FOUR TYPES OF ARRANGEMENT OF OFFICES AND MEETING ROOMS 

The first structural aspect of a street-level bureaucrat’s working environment is linked to the 

arrangement of offices and meeting rooms. In hierarchy, offices are arranged by rank and function 
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and meeting rooms are used in a formal way. As for offices, a hierarchical arrangement refers to a 

system in which supervisors have separate offices that are bigger and more beautifully decorated 

than those of their subordinates. As for meeting rooms, hierarchy refers to many written rules and 

formal guidelines to use the available meeting rooms and a bureaucratic structure of different levels 

of authority being apparent in the arrangement of chairs and tables, for example, a special seat or a 

platform for the chair in front of the room. 

The office landscape is a typical example of an egalitarian arrangement. Also when all members of 

one team physically sit together this could imply egalitarianism. This is confirmed by Mars (1982) 

who states: “Communal architecture and shared space creates a public sphere within the company, 

which might also foster group solidarity” and Evans (2008: 276) who explains: “Indeed open-plan 

office space […] also provides a team-monitoring device to reduce opportunism [as in individualism].” 

In an egalitarian arrangement, there are many meetings rooms that can be used in a multifunctional 

way, both for formal meetings or informal occasions. 

When physical arrangement are individualistic, there are mostly private offices and only a few (or 

no) meeting rooms. 

In fatalism, offices and meeting rooms are arranged in an arbitrary and ad random way. 

FOUR TYPES OF FORMAL DISCRETION 

Formal discretion is the second aspect of the structural subsystem. Four types of formal discretion 

can be distinguished (Maesschalck, 2004: 19). When street-level bureaucrats’ formal discretion is 

hierarchical, it means that discretion varies with formal status. Lower ranking officers have then less 

discretion than higher ranking officers. In egalitarianism, discretion should be discussed with and 

negotiated with others. The group decides which type of discretion team members enjoy. In the 

individualistic version of formal discretion, street-level bureaucrats use their discretion for their own 

long-term benefits, while in fatalism discretion can only be used in a non-strategic, short-term way to 

try to protect oneself. 

FOUR TYPES OF AUTONOMY 

Autonomy is the final part of the structural subsystem and is linked to the opportunities street-level 

bureaucrats have to organize their own work, and to conduct their investigation. The impact of 

autonomy on decision making is a central part of the street-level bureaucracy tradition (Lipsky, 1980; 

Vinzant et al., 1998), and the more specific police culture literature. In the latter, the lack of 

independent observation and verification of misconduct in the unsupervised working environment 

are considered important stimuli of unethical behavior, because it is virtually impossible to detect 

(Johnson & Cox, 2004: 69). 

  

 This aspect is closely linked to the grid dimension, but the group dimension also has an impact. In 

other words, “[a]utonomy is, by definition, an aspect of the grid dimension, but it also helps to define 

the group dimension, as it indicates how strong the coherence is with colleagues” (Maesschalck, 

2004: 19). In hierarchy, street-level bureaucrats’ autonomy is rather low due to a high extent of 

social regulation. The individual organizes his work according to rules and procedures. In 

egalitarianism, there is only minimal regulation, leading to a higher degree of autonomy that is only 

constrained by controls in the name of the group. The individualistic type brings about the most 
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autonomy for the street-level bureaucrat. He can completely organize his own work. Due to a lack of 

standard operating procedures, this could lead to a situation in which everyone creates his own style 

and procedure to conduct an investigation. Although they all respect each other’s style, this type of 

autonomy becomes problematic when someone needs to take over an investigation (e.g., due to 

sickness) that is started by another person. Fatalism, with a high score on the grid dimension, is also 

characterized by a minimal degree of autonomy. Individuals then organize their own work according 

to rules and procedures that seem arbitrary. 

2.2. Causal claims and macro level mechanisms of GGCT 

The original aim of GGCT was to develop a typology of ways of organizing that was compatible with 

the classifications of the grand social theorists, such as Durkheim, Marx and Weber, on the one hand, 

and the evidence in ethnographic research (Douglas, 1978), on the other. It is, however, not only a 

classificatory system, but also a theory with causal claims. This section first lists the three causal 

claims GGCT proposes, being (1) the compatibility proposition, (2) the requisite variety proposition, 

and (3) the socio-cultural viability proposition. Second, this section illustrates how the mechanisms of 

positive and negative feedback that have already been identified in GGCT operate to avoid 

undesirable excesses when one of the four types is too strongly emphasized in an agency. These 

feedback dynamics, however, only operate at the macro level. Therefore, they will mostly not help us 

to understand how, at the meso level, organizational patterns have an impact on the behavioral 

style, which is the central focus of this study. Nevertheless, the notion of ‘collective memory’ will be 

presented as a concept that can be used to integrate the macro level in this study to a certain extent. 

2.2.1. Three causal claims in GGCT 

2.2.1.1. The compatibility proposition 

The first causal claim in GGCT is that the four cultural types explained above shape the behavior and 

values of staff members or, in other words, “[a]s people organise, so they will behave” (Thompson et 

al., 1990: 97). This has been referred to as the compatibility proposition and is the central hypothesis 

of GGCT. Applied to the topic of this study, the compatibility proposition means that street-level 

bureaucrats’ behavioral style is influenced by organizational patterns, in such a way that a higher grid 

or group bound behavioral style can be explained by higher grid or group bound organizational 

patterns. 

 

This proposition should be combined with two important assumptions of GGCT: (1) individuals as 

multiple selves and (2) the applicability of GGCT at all levels of human life. First, individuals should be 

addressed as ‘multiple selves’. This idea refers to the fact that no single behavioral style is dominant 

in a person’s life, because people are confronted with several types of organizational patterns in 

their life (Thompson et al., 1990; Jensen, 1998). Therefore, one should not speak of hierarchist, 

egalitarian, individualistic or fatalistic people. Rather, people “are every bit as plural as the other 

scale levels” (Thompson et al., 1999: 13). 

Second, cultural theorists claim that GGCT is applicable at all levels of social scale and all domains of 

human life (Verweij et al., 2006: 821), for example at the level of the nation, the level of the 

organization, the level of small groups, and even at the level of the individual. In other words, 
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“cultural dynamics are independent of social scale” (Thompson, 1996: 48). This can be illustrated by 

referring to the multitude of research topics for which the GGCT framework has been applied in an 

empirical way, such as radiation hazards in hospitals (Rayner, 1986), democracy (Jensen, 1998), 

punishment (Vaughan, 2002), organizational misbehavior (Mars, 1982; Maesschalck, 2004), climate 

change (Verweij et al., 2006; O'Riordan et al., 1999), multiculturalism (Hendriks, 2004; Bovens & 

Trappenburg, 2006; Olli, 2007), policy discourse (Smullen, 2007), values of top civil servants (Breed, 

2007) and social workers’ use of discretion (Raeymaekers, 2009). Still, some state that the theory is 

most useful in domains where people meet, communicate and argue, and that it is neither a good 

instrument to capture the entire complexity of individual’s behavior (apart from its social context) at 

the micro-level, nor to analyze large-scale, historical macro-changes (Dake & Thompson, 1999; 

Verweij et al., 2006: 838). Hence, for the meso level – as in our study (i.e. the interaction between 

staff members in organizations) – the framework appears to be very useful. 

2.2.1.2. The requisite variety proposition 

The second causal claim is the requisite variety proposition. It implies that the four cultural types are 

in constant competition with each other for dominance, but each type needs the other “to define 

itself against” (Maesschalck, 2004: 31). In other words, the four types are “self-defined adversarially” 

(Douglas & Ney, 1998: 104). As a result, according to the requisite variety proposition, “all four 

[cultural] types are at least potentially and usually actually, always present” (Maesschalck, 2004: 31) 

in a given social unit. 

 

Perri 6 (2003) explains that the term ‘requisite variety’ originates from systems theory (Ashby, 1947), 

where the principle refers to the idea of not excluding certain types to avoid the extinction of the 

system. Applied to GGCT, this means that all the types are needed to avoid the extinction of the 

organizational system as a whole. Perri 6 (2003) explains: 

 

“Therefore, any arrangement that constrains the violence of social disequilibrium dynamics must 

give ‘adequate’ or ‘sufficient’ articulation to all four solidarities. It is very difficult to know how to 

determine what the thresholds of adequacy or sufficiency can be, and this will have to be an area 

for future research and theory development.” (6, 2003: 402) 

2.2.1.3. The socio-cultural viability proposition 

Closely linked to the requisite variety proposition, the third causal claim states that each cultural type 

has its own built-in weaknesses or blind-spots that, taken separately, might lead to negative 

consequences or excesses (Hood, 1998). Hierarchy could, for example, lead to rule-fetishism, 

egalitarianism to schism, individualism to anarchy and fatalism to desperation, as illustrated by Barry 

Schwartz:  

 

“However, each way of life, unchecked, undermines itself. Individualism would mean chaos 

without hierarchical authority to enforce contracts and repel enemies. To get work done and 

settle disputes the egalitarian order needs hierarchy, too. Hierarchies, in turn, would be stagnant 

without the creative energy of individualism, incohesive without the binding force of equality, 

unstable without the passivity and acquiescence of fatalism. Dominant and subordinate ways of 
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life thus exist in alliance. Yet this relationship is fragile, constantly shifting, constantly generating 

a societal environment conducive to change.” (Schwartz, 1991: 765) 

 

Only by combining them in a settlement, these weaknesses can be compensated for by the strengths 

of the other types as necessary voices in the discussion (Pollock, Lilie, & Vittes, 1993; Thompson & 

Rayner, 1998). This proposition has been referred to as socio-cultural viability, which Perri 6 (2003) 

defines as follows: 

 

“By viability I mean, the capability of an empirical institution, or more relevantly a set of empirical 

institutions, for being sustained within their environment (the reproduction condition), despite a 

wide range of external pressures and internal tensions short of force majeure so great that no set 

of institutions could be viable against it (the robustness condition), albeit (if necessary) with some 

changes to that set of institutions, but where those changes are such that most people would 

consider it to represent the continuity of substantially the same set of institutions […].” (6, 2003: 

398) 

 

Hence, the argument is that for an agency to be viable all types of organizational patterns (i.e. 

hierarchy, egalitarianism, individualism and fatalism) should be present to some extent to correct for 

each other’s built-in weaknesses. If one of them is lacking there will be a disequilibrium that could 

even threaten the survival of the organizational system. Thompson (1997: 146) states that we should 

not “eliminate the positions that happen not to be ours but to negotiate between them and ours: to 

cobble together” and by doing so “clumsy institutions” (Schapiro, 1988: 1555-1569) arise, with 

“policies that, in giving something to each position, husband consent, avoid avoidable surprise and 

are themselves learning systems that are set up to learn through all the four ways of knowing that 

our solidarities make it possible” (Thompson, 1997: 146). This kind of plurality, or clumsiness, is 

considered a necessary condition for viability (Verweij et al., 2006). 

2.2.1.4. Working towards the central hypothesis 

When these causal claims are applied to the topic of this study, police organizations or labor 

inspections are viable if they consist of a repertoire of organizational patterns in which the four types 

are represented. This could mean two things. On the one hand, there should be a variety of the four 

types in one organizational subsystem (e.g., the fourfold repertoire of managerial styles). On the 

other hand, the requisite variety condition should also be met by the representation of the four 

types in the entire organizational system, i.e. the combined set of subsystems and the suprasystem 

(e.g., hierarchical and egalitarian managerial styles in combination with fatalistic and individualistic 

group interaction). The result is a viable organization where different types of organizational patterns 

can be relied on in different situations. 

 

Because, as a result of the requisite variety condition, all types of organizational patterns are present 

in all agencies to some extent, the main interest in this study is not which organizational types are 

present, but the “dose” (Thompson et al., 1990) of each type of organizational patterns in the specific 

agencies. Concluding, this study takes as central hypothesis: 
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“The relative dose of each type of organizational patterns is associated with similar 

doses of the corresponding behavioral style. If the organizational patterns are more 

grid or group bound, the behavioral style will also be more grid or group bound.” 

2.2.2. Positive and negative feedback mechanisms and the notion of ‘surprise’ 

Viability is sometimes mistakenly equated with stability. In practice, the opposite might be true, in 

the sense that innovation or adaptivity to change are sometimes necessary for an organization to be 

viable. Viability can, however, be threatened by external or internal pressures. In this study, only 

internal pressures are looked at, using the notion of positive and negative feedback (6, 2003: 396). 

Positive and negative feedback mechanisms are derived from systems theory, where they constitute 

two basic forces (Jervis, 1997) that explain how a system can be maintained. 

 

Positive feedback is a process in which, more or less like a virtuous circle, a phenomenon’s 

characteristics are constantly being reinforced. A case in point is a bureaucratic organization that 

becomes more and more bureaucratic and thus narrow-minded by proliferating rules and procedures 

(6, 2003: 399). Applied to this study, a hierarchical managerial style that emphasizes oversight and 

control could become more and more dominant, leading to extreme forms of hierarchy in which 

keeping oversight becomes a fetish or a goal in itself without checking whether it occurs in an 

effective way. 

Typical for positive feedback is that ultimately a phenomenon radicalizes itself (e.g., individualism 

could lead to anarchic, ruthless competition or hierarchy could lead to rule-fetishism). Self-

radicalization could, according to systems theory, in the end lead to the destruction of the system, in 

which the organization’s capacity to perform its core function is eroded. Therefore, positive feedback 

should be balanced with negative feedback mechanisms, where one force resists the other (6, 2003: 

399). Negative feedback is “transformational [..] which indicates that the system is deviating from a 

prescribed course and should readjust to a new steady state” (Kast & Rosenzweig, 1972: 450). 

Applied to GGCT, this means that other types of organizational patterns are brought in
20

 to control 

for excesses that could result from positive feedback (e.g., hierarchical measures to control for 

unrestrained individualism or room for individualistic decision making to compensate for an 

extremely hierarchical managerial subsystem). Uncontrolled negative feedback can, however, 

become vicious and destructive as well. Hence, both positive and negative feedback mechanisms are 

needed to keep the system balanced. Perri 6 (2003) explains it as follows: 

 

“[…] institutional viability must consist in the attempt to institutionalize some kind or kinds of 

settlement between the forces of positive and negative feedback, which gives them some space to 

operate (social systems are inherently dynamic and in disequilibrium, and cannot be made static), 

but which moderates both the violence of their own oscillations and of their destructive dynamics 

and of their encounters with each other.” (6, 2003: 402) 

 

                                                             
20

 Positive and negative feedback dynamics could operate as a result of an active decision by the actor, but often impact 

behavior in an unconscious way. 
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These positive and negative feedback mechanisms raise GGCT from a mere taxonomy to being a 

dynamic theory that explains how organizational patterns interact by constantly changing positions 

(Verweij et al., 2006: 821). To explain the shifts from positive to negative feedback the notion of 

‘surprise’ needs to be introduced, which can be defined as “the discrepancy between the expected 

and the actual” (Thompson et al., 1990: 3). Surprises occur when individuals in an organization are 

repeatedly confronted with situations in which the organizational patterns appear unsuitable, and 

thus stop making sense, while other perspectives seem to provide better solutions (Jensen, 1998: 

121). In other words, when certain organizational types become dominant (e.g., hierarchical 

managerial style or individualistic group interaction), street-level bureaucrats experience ‘surprise’ 

when they see the excesses of this dominance. This experience could lead to negative feedback 

dynamics becoming operational in which other types of organizational patterns (e.g., individualistic 

managerial style or egalitarian group interaction) are brought in to compensate for the excesses of 

the current organizational patterns. 

 

Positive and negative feedback mechanisms should not be confused with what has been described as 

‘stolen rhetoric’, which is another important concept in GGCT. ‘Stolen rhetoric’ refers to the situation 

in which individuals in an organizational system appeal to the core values of other GGCT types (i.e. 

hierarchy, individualism, egalitarianism and fatalism) for strategic reasons. This could, for example, 

occur when people want to ‘sell’ their own arguments to a wider audience. In other words, they 

bring in aspects from different perspectives than their own as an attempt to try to make their own 

argument appear more universally acceptable (Thompson et al., 1990: 263-265). A case in point is a 

street-level bureaucrat who justifies his individualistic decision to convince the examining magistrate 

to follow a different strategy than the supervisor ordered by referring to the hierarchical role of the 

examining magistrate to lead the investigation. Hierarchy is then used as a form of stolen rhetoric. 

Therefore, the researcher should be aware of the fact that street-level bureaucrats’ expressions 

about organizational patterns cannot be taken at face value, because they might be used in a 

strategic way. Trying to unmask stolen rhetoric in our study can thus be a valuable exercise. 

 

The story of sociocultural viability and feedback dynamics is situated at the macro level (Thompson 

et al., 1990: 77-78), because the analytic focus is on long-term evolutions of organizational systems 

that do not change overnight. Positive feedback mechanisms alternate with negative feedback 

mechanisms as a result of surprises – or “cumulative failures of a way of life to deliver on its 

promises” (Thompson et al., 1990: 87) – and can thus be used as explanations of the sequences of 

change and stability (Thompson et al., 1990; Breed, 2007: 75). This analysis results in some kind of 

‘grand story’ of the organizational system over a longer period of time. However, the main interest of 

this study lies at the meso level, because it aims at explaining how organizational patterns have an 

impact on the behavioral style in specific situations (i.e. moral dilemma), and not at explaining long-

term evolutions of organizational systems. The positive and negative feedback mechanisms are only 

suitable to explain these long-term evolutions and not to explain which organizational patterns have 

an impact on decision making in particular situations. The conclusion can thus be drawn that GGCT 

does not succeed in specifying the precise causal relationships between organizational patterns and 

individual behavior. This is probably due to its comprehensiveness, because ”the more 
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comprehensive a theory the less successful it is at explaining specific situations” (O'Riordan et al., 

1999: 91). Hence, the researcher decided to look for inspiration in middle range theories in sociology 

and criminological psychology that identify mechanisms that can be used to link organizational 

patterns with behavioral style, as illustrated in the next part. 

 

Nevertheless, the feedback dynamics of GGCT and the macro level will not be entirely abandoned in 

this study. The ‘grand story’ – or the long-term evolution of organizational systems caused by 

positive and negative feedback mechanisms – can provide an interesting background to the analysis 

at the meso level, since street-level bureaucrats’ current behavior is partly influenced by past 

experiences in the organization. Despite the fact that the empirical design in this study does not 

enable us to accurately trace back the ‘grand story’ of the organization over a longer period of time –

because this study does not apply a longitudinal research design – the notion of ‘collective memory’ 

could help to assess the influence of past experiences on current behavior. 

Durkheim (cited in Misztal, 2003: 124) links collective memory to a sense of collective identity that is 

reinforced through links to the past. It consists of "past events, promises, goals, assumptions, and 

behaviors" (March & Olsen, 1976: 62-63). It is developed by the constant sharing of interpretations of 

past experiences. However, by telling these stories over and over again some details and contextual 

data are often dropped or altered (Walsh & Ungson, 1991: 65). Collective memory is thus not a 

completely accurate representation of the past, but a collection of stories in an organization 

(Douglas, 1987; Kantrow, 1987). In specific situations, these stories (e.g., the so-called ‘war stories’ in 

the police culture literature, see Manning, 1980; Sherman, 1982) could be resummoned to facilitate 

current behavior – by not having to constantly reinvent the wheel – or could become obstacles to 

change due to the fact that they lose their efficacy over time (Starbuck & Hedberg, 1977). By calling 

upon the collective memory of street-level bureaucrats in our study, the researcher hopes to gain 

some understanding of the ‘grand story’ of the organizational system, at least the collective ideas 

about it, and how current behavior can be explained by perceptions of past experiences. 

2.3. Meso level mechanisms from sociology and criminological psychology 

As explained above, the mechanisms of positive and negative feedback that have been identified in 

GGCT can be very useful for a macro level analysis to explain institutional viability of organizational 

systems. Nevertheless, they do not suffice to trace the causal pathway between the organizational 

patterns and the behavioral style, which is situated at the meso level. Hence, this section shows how 

inspiration is drawn from middle range theories in sociology and criminological psychology, 

respectively role strain theory and moral disengagement theory. Mechanisms from these theories 

will be used to refine and enrich the GGCT framework. Because the causal mechanisms in both 

theories are not linked to specific types in GGCT – which will become clear in the examples below – 

they can be used to complement and enrich the GGCT framework. While in chapter 1 only a general 

overview was given of the various categories of role strain and moral disengagement mechanisms, 

this section describes all specific mechanisms in detail. 
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2.3.1. Seven mechanisms of dealing with role strain 

Role strain theory deals with one of the most important characteristics of social behavior: “[T]he fact 

that human beings behave in ways that are different and predictable depending on their respective 

social identities and the situation” (Biddle, 1986: 68). It is based on a dramaturgical metaphor that 

people follow scripts or “social cues that guide and direct an individual’s behavior” (Solomon et al., 

1985: 102) that are associated with the role (i.e. police officer or labor inspector) they play in a 

specific setting (i.e. police force or labor inspection). Particularly, role strain theory attempts to 

explain how and under which circumstances staff members in an organization deal with extensive, 

differing and sometimes even conflicting role expectations or the tensions arising from a flawed 

perception of them. It does so by identifying the causal mechanisms that explain how individuals deal 

with role strain (see, e.g., Biddle, 1986; Goode, 1960; Merton, 1957).  

 

There are mainly three reasons why role strain theory can be used to enrich GGCT in this study. First, 

the idea of searching for middle range theories to explain how and under which situational 

conditions individual behavior in organizations is influenced by organizational factors (or scripts) 

neatly fits the mechanism approach of George and Bennett (2005) (see 1.1.3.2). Because the 

institutional feedback dynamics and the mechanism of surprise in GGCT mainly operate at the macro 

level and not at the meso level, the middle range role strain theory can provide some building blocks 

to enrich the GGCT framework. 

Second, role strain theory provides mechanisms that are general enough to be applied in a variety of 

research domains but specific enough to still link it to behavior of individuals in an organization. They 

can thus be used in combination with the context-neutral GGCT framework. 

Third, and most importantly, there are clear parallels between the assumption of conflicting 

demands for a certain role in role strain theory (Goode, 1960), and the idea of a constant and 

necessary tension between the various types in GGCT to achieve socio-cultural viability (see 2.2.1.3). 

There are also parallels between the independent variables in our study (i.e. organizational patterns), 

on the one hand, and the personalized (e.g., supervisor, colleagues, judicial authorities) and non-

personalized (e.g., internal guidelines, the law, HRM policy) sources of role expectations in the role-

set (see 1.1.3.3), on the other. Therefore, mechanisms in role strain theory – that separately or in 

combination with each other can explain how and which role expectations have an impact on role 

behavior – can be used to explain how and which organizational patterns influence behavior and thus 

how the constellation of GGCT types at the organizational level has an impact on the behavioral style 

when dealing with a specific moral dilemma. 

 

The following section describe seven mechanisms of dealing with role strain, divided in two types: 

articulation of expectations in the role-set and contradiction between actual and perceived role 

expectations. 

2.3.1.1. Articulation of expectations in the role-set 

The first type of mechanisms is related to role strain that is caused by differing or conflicting 

expectations from the sources in the role-set (Merton, 1957: 112). Goode (1960) says this kind of 

role strain is normal and ubiquitous. Different ideologies may lie on the basis of the expectations of 
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various sources or the same sources express different ideologies under different circumstances (see 

also: Peterson & Smith, 2000: 113). The central problem is how people manage to deal with this kind 

of role strain, since, as expressed by Sieber (1974: 568) “it is obvious that humans are not 

incapacitated by role strain, and that society is not characterized by disorder”. Several mechanisms 

have been identified that explain how certain expectations expressed by sources in the role-set are 

articulated so that the individual is confronted with less conflict (Merton, 1957: 111). 

These causal mechanisms can be useful for this study, because they help us understanding why only 

certain organizational patterns seem to have an impact on the behavioral style and thus why only 

certain types in GGCT (in the complex constellation or settlement of different and sometimes 

conflicting types) do the explanatory work. Five different mechanisms will be explained below. 

a. RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF ROLE-RELATIONSHIPS 

The first mechanism articulates specific role expectations in the role-set that are more prominent or 

crucial, because the role relationships that create these expectations more important than other role 

relationships. In other words, some sources in the role-set are considered more crucial than others 

and the role expectations that originate from these sources are articulated in concrete behavior. 

 

This mechanism can operate in two directions. First, for an individual some sources in the role-set 

can appear to be more (or less) crucial than others, leading to a more (or less) committed 

relationship with these sources and a lower (or higher) capability of withstanding its expectations 

(Solomon et al., 1985: 102). For example, an individual could consider the expectations that are 

generated by the goals and value subsystem (e.g., the ethics code) less important than the 

managerial subsystem’s expectations (e.g., managerial style of the supervisor). In a situation in which 

these expectations conflict, the individual will probably be influenced by expectations of the source 

that is more crucial to him/her (i.e. the supervisor). 

Second, the mechanism could also operate the other way round, in line with Merton (1957: 113)’s 

operationalization. He states that for the members of the role-set, the role relationship with the 

individual can be of more or less important. If powerful members of the role-set are not so much 

concerned with the relationship they have with street-level bureaucrats, these street-level 

bureaucrats have a higher capability to withstand expectations from these powerful members of the 

role-set and are thus less vulnerable than they would otherwise be. In other words, if, for example, 

judicial authorities do not consider their relationship with police detectives important and thus do 

not care whether police detectives follow their orders, then police detectives can more easily 

disregard these orders. Merton (1957: 113) adds that when all the sources in the role-set would be 

equally concerned with the relationship with staff members in an organization, then staff members 

would have more difficulties to ignore expectations from some members in the role-set. In sum, the 

impact of various expectations generated by different sources in the role-set is mitigated by the 

variation of the intensity of role involvement of these different sources (Merton, 1957; Rose et al., 

2000: 439). 

b. DIFFERENCE OF POWER AND AUTHORITY OF SOURCES IN THE ROLE-SET 

The second mechanism refers to differences in power and authority that can explain why certain role 

expectations are more influential than others. Merton defines power as “the observed and 
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predictable capacity to impose one’s will in a social action, even against the opposition of others 

taking part in that action” and authority as “the culturally legitimized organization of power” 

(Merton, 1957: 113). The argument is that not all sources in the role-set are equally powerful or can 

in the same way legitimately assert authority to shape the behavior of staff members. Hence, the 

choice between incompatible expectations could partly be explained by the degree to which the 

person considers others powerful and their expectations legitimate (Gross, Mason, & McEachern, 

1958; Rose et al., 2000: 439). To illustrate this mechanism, one could refer to the managerial 

subsystem in which senior managers are more powerful than supervisors, leading to senior managers 

having more impact than supervisors when their expectations conflict. 

 

This, however, does not mean that those in the role-set with individually the highest power can in all 

circumstances simply impose their will. This could only happen when one source in the role-set has a 

monopoly of power or outweighs the combined power of the others. But coalitions of power could 

also develop among various sources in the role-set, potentially giving the individual more power to 

go his/her own way (Merton, 1957: 113-114). This could lead to a balance of power of the sources in 

the role-set, by which their power is neutralized. A case in point is the well-known example of the 

child who succeeds in having his father’s decision offset his mother’s opposed decision. Indeed, if 

conflicting powers in the role-set neutralize one another, the individual has relative freedom to 

proceed as (s)he intended in the first place. This mechanism can sometimes be inspired by self-

interest, particularly by trying to form a coalition with those sources in the role-set whose ideas one 

approves of most. 

 

This mechanism could also operate in combination with the previous one (i.e. ‘importance’). If 

powerful sources in the role-set are not so highly concerned with the role relationship, they will be 

less motivated to exercise their potential power to the full. The latter could diminish their impact on 

the behavior of individuals (Merton, 1957: 114). 

c. INSULATION OF ROLE-ACTIVITIES FROM OBSERVABILITY BY SOURCES IN THE ROLE-SET 

In the third mechanism, the influence of certain sources in the role-set is diminished by insulating 

activities from their observation. Merton (1957: 114-115) states that social control presupposes the 

structural feasibility to observe behavior, referring to the extent to which an individual’s behavior 

can readily become known to and scrutinized by others in the social system (based on Simmel, 

1950). When staff members’ behavior cannot be observed by sources in the role-set, the staff 

members are less subject to competing pressures. Behavior that is at odds with the expectations of 

some in the role-set can thus be continued without undue stress if the structural arrangements for 

observability are limited (Merton, 1957: 114-115; Rose et al., 2000: 439). In other words, when 

supervisors cannot observe street-level bureaucrats’ misbehavior, they cannot correct it and street-

level bureaucrats can easily continue misbehaving. 

 

It should, however, be emphasized that this mechanism is concerned with the structural 

arrangements that limit observability and not with the fact that individuals deliberately conceal 

their behavior from others. Merton (1957: 115)’s argument is that in some roles the extent to which 
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conduct is regularly insulated from observability is higher than in other roles. When it is, for example, 

the norm that police officers patrol on their own, the norm clearly has the function of maintaining 

some degree of autonomy and independence for the police officer. Not only certain roles are 

connected to specific structural levels of observability, but also some aspects of the job within the 

same role. When police officers are doing nightly patrols, the insulation of activities from 

observability by members of the role-set (e.g., the supervisor) will probably be higher than when the 

same police officers are doing paperwork in the police station. 

Obviously this could go wrong. A police officer whose behavior is largely insulated from observability 

may fall short on the minimum requirements of his role as a police officer. Hence, to some extent the 

behavior of staff members should be potentially observable to sources in the role-set to encourage 

ethical behavior (Merton, 1957: 115-116). 

d. OBSERVABILITY OF CONFLICTING DEMANDS BY SOURCES IN THE ROLE-SET 

The fourth mechanism deals with the extent to which the conflicting demands in the role-set are 

observable by the sources in the role-set themselves. There are two scenarios. First, it is possible that 

different sources in the role-set are “happily ignorant” (Merton, 1957: 116) that their demands are 

actually incompatible. Then they may all try to impose their will on the role-occupant, leading to a 

many against one scenario in which individual staff members are being drawn into different 

directions. 

Second, there is the situation in which it becomes obvious for all to see that certain demands in the 

role-set are fully contradicting. Then it is, as Merton (1957: 116) argues, no longer the task of the 

individual staff members, but of the sources in the role-set themselves to resolve these 

contradictions either by making a compromise or by struggling for power. Hence, if this mechanism is 

successful, the contradictory expectations are made manifest. The individual staff member is then 

released from role strain and can even become the rejoicing third (or n
th

) party who benefits from a 

conflict among others by giving support to specific sources in the role-set whose expectations (s)he 

adheres to most.  

 

The individual can also play a facilitating role to move from the first to the second scenario. He can 

do so by being the bystander who constantly highlights the conflicting demands made by sources in 

the role-set. By doing so, he can justify his inability to conform to all the contradictory expectations 

imposed on him, or at least explain that it does not result from willful disobedience. Applied to the 

topic of this study, a case in point is the contradiction between expectations of the supervisor (e.g., 

result-orientedness as a result of an individualistic managerial style) and expectations of the judicial 

authorities (e.g., rule orientedness characterized by high grid). In that case, street-level bureaucrats 

could release themselves from the burden to deal with this type of role strain by emphasizing the 

responsibility of both the supervisor and the judicial authorities to solve the problem. 

e. MUTUAL SOCIAL SUPPORT AMONG ROLE-OCCUPANTS 

The final mechanism emphasizes that an individual staff member is in fact not alone with his role 

strain. The fact that he performs a role in a specific social setting mostly implies that there are others 

who are in a more or less similar situation (in the same or another organization). Dealing with 

conflicting or contradicting expectations needs, therefore, not be a private problem. Staff members 
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who are in the same situation can unite themselves in social formations (e.g., professional 

associations) that could counter the power of the role-set, and provide social support to the 

individuals ‘under attack’ (Merton, 1957: 116-117; Rose et al., 2000: 439). They could, for example, 

create normative systems (e.g., professional codes) that anticipate and mitigate conflicting 

expectations, minimizing the need for individual coping behavior to having to deal with them. 

Concluding, this mechanism illustrates how individual staff members “curb the pressures exerted 

upon them individually by drawing upon the organizational and normative support of their peers” 

(Merton, 1957: 117). 

2.3.1.2. Contradiction between actual and perceived role expectations 

In the second type of mechanisms, role strain is not caused by differing, conflicting or incompatible 

role expectations in the role-set (as in the previous type), but by flaws in the perception of the actual 

role expectations. Preiss and Ehrlich (1966: 94-121) already stressed the importance of the 

interpretation of role expectations, because they observed differences in police officers’ perceived 

expectations and supervisors’ actual expectations in a study they conducting by using observations 

and vignette questionnaires in interviews. Solomon et al. (1985: 104) refer to this phenomenon as a 

lack of intra-role congruency21
 and state that the amount of overt communication about role 

expectations is an important mediating factor to strengthen this kind of role clarity. Two mechanisms 

can explain this flawed perception of role expectations: selection and alteration. 

a. SELECTION OF ROLE EXPECTATIONS 

If staff members in an organization give excessive attention to only a few expectations in the role-

set, while the actual role expectations are more diverse or balanced, the selection of role 

expectations could be operating. Staff members in an organization are then convinced that this 

selection of expectations is most relevant in the script or that only these expectations exist. Reasons 

for this selection mechanism to be triggered are mostly related to flaws in the communication 

process, particularly the lack of communication or unclear communication about certain 

expectations in the organization. 

 

This could be relevant for the topic in this study to explain why certain organizational patterns (e.g., 

competition and result-orientedness in an individualistic managerial subsystem) seem to have more 

impact on street-level bureaucrats’ behavior than other organizational patterns (e.g., following rules 

in a high grid goals and values subsystem), especially when the former are more stressed in the overt 

communication by supervisors or regional directors than the latter. This is confirmed by Yeager 

(1986: 110) who says that in certain result-oriented environments, the “implicit message received 

from the top may be that much more weight is attached to job completion than to legal or ethical 

means of accomplishment”. Street-level bureaucrats will often be more inclined to adhere to the 

organizational patterns that are emphasized to a great extent than to others that are not. 

                                                             
21

 “Intra-role congruence reflects the degree to which the service provider's conception of his/her own role is concordant 
with the organization's conception of that role.” (Solomon et al., 1985: 104) 
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b. ALTERATION OF ROLE EXPECTATIONS 

Also related to the contradiction between actual and perceived expectations is the alteration 

mechanism. This mechanism refers to the fact that certain role expectations are misinterpreted by 

staff members in an organization. This is often due to ambiguous communication processes and a 

lack of transparency about actual expectations of role behavior (Rose et al., 2000: 440). 

This could be illustrated by the following example. In a particular governmental agency the code of 

conduct (which is part of the goals and values subsystem) states that staff members who are 

confronted with colleagues’ misconduct have to first confront their colleagues with the misbehavior 

and only report it to their supervisor if they cannot solve the problem together. This is an egalitarian 

expectation because staff members are expected to try solving their own problems first before 

involving their supervisor in the matter. If the mechanism of alternation is operating, this expectation 

could falsely be perceived (e.g., due to a lack of transparent communication about the code of 

conduct) as a stimulus for snitching and betraying one’s colleague because of the risk of being 

accused of complicity if one does not report the misbehavior to one’s boss. The latter is a rather 

fatalistic interpretation of the goals and values subsystem. This flawed perception could lead to a 

fatalistic behavioral style in which staff members snitch on their colleagues to protect themselves, 

even though that was not intended in the code of conduct. 

2.3.2. Eight cognitive mechanisms of moral disengagement 

Moral disengagement – a concept developed in criminological psychology – is the cognitive 

restructuring of questionable behavior in ways that make it appear worthy, not harmful or by 

minimizing personal responsibility. Individuals are then released from guilt that would ensue from 

violating certain standards, making it easier and more acceptable to behave in a questionable way 

(Detert, Sweitzer, & Treviño, 2008: 375). Applied to ethical decision making, moral disengagement 

can shield off certain values that are at stake in a moral dilemma. By doing so, it can reduce the 

complexity of decision making by only giving attention to unethical alternatives (Moore, 2008: 132). 

An important assumption in moral disengagement theory is that morality should be addressed from 

an interactionist perspective, referring to the reciprocal interplay between personal and social 

influences, as illustrated by Bandura (1999: 207): “[…] people are producers as well as products of 

social systems. Social structures – which are devised to organize, guide and regulate human affairs – 

are created by human agency.” Hence, cognitive mechanisms of moral disengagement are context-

dependent because they are more likely to be triggered by certain organizational patterns or 

situational conditions. Cognitive mechanisms of moral disengagement have most often been 

examined to explain military or political violence, but they can also explain decision making in 

everyday life when decent people pursue profits at the cost of others (Bandura, 1990b). 

 

Before going into the three types of moral disengagement, two remarks need to be made. First, the 

literature on moral disengagement tries to explain how decent people engage in morally 

reprehensible behavior by referring to mechanisms that are triggered in a specific organizational 

context. As a result of the neutral moral stance in this study, the researcher will not decide whether 

street-level bureaucrats’ behavioral style can be labeled as ethical or unethical. Hence, moral 

disengagement will not be used to explain unethical or morally reprehensible behavior but 
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questionable behavior. This refers to (1) conduct that raises question marks among street-level 

bureaucrats themselves, their supervisors, judicial authorities or other actors that are involved in the 

study and (2) situations in which street-level bureaucrats violate specific rules or go against protocol. 

It should be noted that violating rules could sometimes – under specific situational conditions – be 

morally justifiable, but since the researcher does not take a moral stance, the appraisal of whether 

questionable behavior is ethical or unethical in a specific situation will not be made in this study. 

The second remark concerns a possible criticism to moral disengagement theory. The theory 

emphasizes that through cognitive mechanisms actions are restructured in ways that facilitate 

questionable behavior. The question remains, however, whether these mechanisms really operate as 

put forward in the theory (thus before the behavior is performed) or that they are merely used as a 

rationalization or excuse to justify one’s misbehavior afterwards. The latter resembles Sykes and 

Matza (1957)’s neutralization techniques that identify rationalizations used by juvenile delinquents 

to either justify or excuse for criminal behavior. The latter theory has later also been applied as a tool 

to understand noncriminal deviance (Davis, 2000; LaBeff, Clark, Haines, & Diekhoff, 1990) and even 

peer reporting (Pershing, 2003). The issue of how moral disengagement mechanisms work (before or 

after behavior) is, however, an empirical question that is extremely difficult to answer, because it is 

impossible to read people’s mind. Nevertheless, by using relatively intrusive research methods, such 

as observations and in-depth interviews, the researcher hopes to be able to discriminate between 

moral disengagement as the theory suggests and mere excuses. 

 

The three types of cognitive mechanisms of moral disengagement are discussed below, being (1) the 

cognitive restructuring of acts to appear less harmful, (2) minimizing one’s role and responsibility and 

(3) reframing the effects of one’s actions. For each type, specific examples will be given to illustrate 

how they can be applied in this study. 

2.3.2.1. Cognitive restructuring of acts to appear less harmful 

The first type of cognitive mechanism of moral disengagement refers to cognitions that are used to 

present the behavior as more beneficial, so it is not viewed as immoral or harmful to the individual 

occupied in them. This can operate in three ways, discussed below. 

a. MORAL JUSTIFICATION 

An act can be made to appear less harmful by using the cognition of moral justification. Detrimental 

behavior is then portrayed as being worthy because it serves higher social or moral purposes. Peace 

and saving a nation from the dominion of a harsh dictator are, for example, often used justifications 

for military action in certain parts of the world (Bandura, 1999: 195). A case in point in policing is the 

notion of ‘noble cause corruption’. The good end is then used to justify controversial or even illegal 

behavior when it serves a larger purpose, following an utilitarian logic (Crank, Flaherty, & Giacomazzi, 

2007: 103-104; Barker, Friery, & Carter, 1994). ‘Noble cause corruption’ is linked to the movie ‘Dirty 

Harry’
22

 that has been described by Klockars (1983) as an example of circumstances that could justify 

                                                             
22

 The movie ‘Dirty Harry’, tells the story of a young woman who has been kidnapped by a psychopathic killer who wants to 

exchange her for ransom. “Dirty” Harry Callahan has been assigned the case, and through an illegal entry, he finds the 

kidnapper, after which he brutally interrogates him until he provides the location of the kidnapped woman. The woman 

was nevertheless found dead. The movie ends with Callahan killing the kidnapper to prevent his return to society. Hence, in 
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the violation of procedures or protocols to control crime and disorder. He states that the Dirty Harry 

problem is a central issue in police work, in the sense that police officers sometimes face dilemmas in 

which they have to choose between legal means or good ends, because goods ends are sometimes 

not attainable with legal means. 

In this study, the cognitive mechanism of moral justification could explain why street-level 

bureaucrats are prepared to break certain rules or to take part in actions they would otherwise not 

engage in, so as to serve higher purposes. 

b. EUPHEMISTIC LABELING 

Language can also shape how people think about their behavior. Because “activities take on very 

different appearances depending on what they are called” (Bandura, 1999: 195), harmful behavior 

can appear to be innocent by using euphemisms that rename harmful actions so that they appear 

benign (Moore, 2008: 130). Tenbrunsel and Messick (2004) identified euphemistic language as a self-

deceptive tactic that justifies unethical behavior in organizations. 

 

Interesting applications of euphemistic labeling are sanitizing language and specialized jargon 

(Gambino, 1973; Bandura, 1999). There are two well-known examples of sanitizing language. A first 

example is that people are not ‘fired’, but they are offered a ‘career alternative enhancement’ or 

they are ‘selected out’. The second example is that killing civilians in war is called ‘collateral damage’ 

(Bandura, 1999). The misuse of specialized jargon is another form of euphemistic labeling, for 

example by calling bribery a form of ‘customer-friendliness’ or the participation of a group in 

unethical behavior within an organization ‘good team work’ (Jackall, 1988: 52-53). 

 

For the purpose of this study, the use of euphemisms could (partly) explain why certain behavior that 

seems questionable for outsiders is nevertheless undertaken. If euphemistic labeling is used, the 

actor describes his behavior with language that makes the behavior appear less harmful. 

c. ADVANTAGEOUS COMPARISON 

Questionable behavior can also be shown in the best possible light by using the cognitive mechanism 

of advantageous comparison. The activities then acquire a more favorable meaning by comparing 

them to something worse. This mechanism can restructure behavior in two ways. First, by comparing 

one’s questionable behavior with more flagrant misconduct of someone else, one’s own actions 

seem less problematic (Bandura, 1999: 195-196; Moore, 2008: 130). Examples that could be relevant 

in this study are street-level bureaucrats who compare their lack of respect to a client with their 

colleague’s rude and insulting behavior to clients or street-level bureaucrats who compare the fact 

that they only drink two glasses of wine during work with the fact that their supervisor is an alcoholic 

who always appears drunk at work. In both cases, one’s own questionable behavior is presented as 

trivial and innocuous compared to someone else’s. 

Second, the mechanism can operate in combination with the utilitarian logic of moral justification. 

The less harmful actions are then considered as ineffective to obtain the desired goals, and the 

                                                                                                                                                                                              

this example, ‘noble cause rule breaking’ occurs three times: (1) in the illegal entry, (2) in the torture of the kidnapper, and 

(3) in killing the perpetrator (based on Klockars, 1983 and Crank et al., 2007). 
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behavior in question will prevent more human suffering than it causes (Bandura, 1999: 196). A case 

in point is a police officer who beats up a human smuggler in order to entice a confession, and by 

doing so (s)he is able to prevent future harm done by the perpetrator. The advantageous comparison 

lies in the fact that beating up the suspect is nothing compared to the suffering (s)he inflicted on 

his/her victims. 

2.3.2.2. Minimizing the role of the individual in the harm that is caused by his/her actions 

Moral disengagement can also operate by obscuring or minimizing the individual responsibility in the 

harm that is caused. This can be done in two ways: by displacing it onto someone else (most often an 

authority figure) or by diffusing it among a larger group. 

a. DISPLACEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY 

When responsibility is displaced, people tend to attribute the responsibility for their actions onto 

individuals with a higher authority, who may have given an explicit order or may have implicitly 

condoned the behavior (Kelman & Hamilton, 1989; Diener, 1977). Individuals then use the argument: 

“I was made to do it by my boss”. A case in point is the Nuremberg Defense
23

 in which the plea was 

made that when actions are ordered by a superior an individual soldier should not be held 

accountable (see also: Andrus, 1969). Authorities that are aware of misconduct, but do not want to 

sanction it openly, can also deliberately keep themselves uninformed in the sense of “Just tell me 

what I need to know” and not look for evidence of wrongdoing (Bandura, 1999: 197). 

 

In this study, the mechanism of displacement of responsibility could operate in situations in which 

street-level bureaucrats – under the impulse of their superiors – engage in behavior that is in the 

best interest of the organization, but not in the general interest. 

b. DIFFUSION OF RESPONSIBILITY 

When responsibility is diffused, people tend to distribute blame across all involved actors who are 

together responsible for the questionable behavior. By doing so, they diminish their own 

responsibility. Individuals then use the argument: “I only played such a small part that I am not really 

responsible”. This mechanism can operate in three ways (Bandura, 1999: 198): (1) the division of 

labor, (2) group decision making and (3) collective action. 

First, if by the division of labor each individual only performs a small part of the work that together 

form harmful or immoral actions, the responsibility of each individual seems rather low. Moreover, 

every staff member can then focus on the operational details and technicality of the sub-functions 

(s)he performs and disregard the morality of his/her actions because (s)he loses sight of the bigger 

picture. 

Second, when everyone was to some extent involved in the decision, then no one individual is really 

to blame. In other words: when everyone is responsible, no one really feels responsible. 

The third way in which diffusion of responsibility can operate is through collective action. If harm is 

the result of group behavior, then individual people can always refer to other people who are more 

                                                             
23

 In the 1945-46 Nuremberg Trials, a series of military tribunals after World War II, the plea of ‘Superior Orders’ was raised 

during the defense of prominent members of the political, military, and economic leadership of the defeated Nazi Germany. 

Nevertheless, it was no longer considered enough to escape punishment, but merely enough to lessen punishment. 
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responsible than they themselves are (Zimbardo, 1995; Bandura, Underwood, & Fromson, 1975). 

Then, no one group member will feel personally liable for the collective action (Detert et al., 2008: 

375-376). 

2.3.2.3. Reframe the effects of one’s actions 

In the third type of moral disengagement, the behavior is restructured by looking at the 

consequences one’s actions have for others. These are reframed by trying to minimize the harm that 

is done by dehumanizing the victim or reversing the blame. 

a. DISTORTION OF CONSEQUENCES 

When the consequences of questionable behavior are minimized, people do not have to feel bad for 

what they have done. Distortion of consequences is thus a mechanism that can facilitate harmful 

behavior by ignoring severe implications of one’s actions. This can be done in several ways. 

Corruptive acts could, for example, be called ‘victimless’ (Schur & Bedau, 1974; Moore, 2008: 130-

131). In current military operations, there is often a temporal and physical distance between cause 

and effect by the use of lethal weapons through computer and laser-controlled systems, making it 

easier to inflict harm (Bandura, 1999: 199). Hence, Bandura (1999: 199) concludes that the “the 

farther removed individuals are from the destructive end results, the weaker is the restraining power 

of injurious effects”. 

 

In this study, the distortion of consequences mechanism can operate to facilitate rule breaking that 

appears victimless or to facilitate other types of harmful behavior in which the consequences are too 

remote for the street-level bureaucrat to feel guilty about. 

b. (DE)HUMANIZATION 

Moral disengagement can also operate when there is an altered perception of persons who are 

affected by the questionable behavior. When recipients of unacceptable behavior are stripped of 

human qualities, it is much easier to inflict harm on them. This mechanism is often applied to 

extreme violent acts during wartime where people are easily being brutalized because they are 

viewed as animals, savages or other inferior species (Keen, 1986; Ivie, 1980). Bandura (2002a), 

however, made the argument that dehumanization also occurs in more mundane circumstances. He 

states that bureaucratization, automation, urbanization and high mobility have led to an 

environment where anonymity and impersonality are central elements of social life, leading to 

“human estrangement that foster dehumanization” (Bandura, 2002a: 109). Dehumanization of 

strangers is much easier than dehumanization of acquaintances. 

 

Despite the fact that de-humanization has been given the greatest attention in the literature 

(Kelman, 1973; Bandura et al., 1975; Staub, 1989; Bar-Tal, 1989; Struch & Schwartz, 1989; Opotow, 

1990), humanization is also a very powerful mechanism. Several studies led to the conclusion that 

even under strong authoritarian commands it is very difficult for people to inflict harm upon 

personalized individuals without self-condemnation (Bandura, 1999: 202). The mechanism of 

displacement of responsibility can thus be counteracted by humanization. 
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For the purpose of this study, both dehumanization and humanization can be useful mechanisms to 

explain why people engage or do not engage in behavior in which harm is inflicted on individuals 

(e.g., treating suspects in an unfair or disrespectful way). Street-level bureaucrats who perceive 

suspects as monsters or mere numbers will probably be less inclined to treat them with respect. 

c. ATTRIBUTION OF BLAME 

The final mechanism that can restructure cognitions concerning questionable behavior is the 

attribution of blame. When this mechanism is operational, people portray themselves as being 

innocent, driven to harmful behavior by provocation. Some would, for example, say that torturing 

terrorists is acceptable, because they have brought it on themselves (Detert et al., 2008: 376). 

Another well-known example is the attribution of blame to rape victims, in the sense that 

perpetrators often claim that by wearing a tight skirt the girl encouraged the rape. But also in white-

collar crime this mechanism can operate, for example by facilitating corruption because people feel 

enticed to engage in it (Moore, 2008: 131). 

 

For the purpose of this study, the ‘attribution of blame’ mechanism could, for example be applied to 

explain questionable acts of street-level bureaucrats who feel induced to brutalize disrespectful or 

provocative suspects in order to maintain authority. 

2.4. Conclusion 

This chapter concludes with visualizing the three levels of analysis that will be addressed in this study 

(see Table 2.8). As explained above, the main interest of this study lies at the meso level and not at 

the macro level or the micro level. 

 

The meso level is the main focus of interest in this study. It refers to the level of behavioral styles 

street-level bureaucrats apply when confronted with a moral dilemma (i.e. dependent variable), 

which can be explained by specific organizational patterns (i.e. umbrella term for independent 

variables). Both the dependent and independent variables are operationalized in GGCT. The link 

between dependent and independent variables at the meso level is made by referring to causal 

mechanisms of role strain theory and moral disengagement theory. 

 

The focus on the meso level does not mean that the micro and macro level are not relevant in this 

study. The micro level refers to specific behavior that is performed by individuals in an organization. 

It has the same time dimension as the meso level (i.e. snapshots of behavior in the present or the 

near past, see Table 2.8), but is less abstract. This is the level of data collection in this study. As for 

the dependent variable, the researcher will collect data regarding street-level bureaucrats’ behavior 

by doing observations and interviews. By analyzing, sorting and categorizing these data and by 

operationalizing them in GGCT, they will be lifted to a higher analytical level, the meso level, where 

the link with specific behavior and specific individuals is partly loosened. In other words, the 

collected data will be considered indications of the behavioral style. By linking them to the four types 

of behavioral style (operationalized in GGCT), they will be brought to a more abstract level of 

analysis. As for the independent variables, the researcher will look for indications of organizational 
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patterns by doing observations and interviews. By operationalizing these data in GGCT, a 

comprehensive picture of the organizational patterns can be constructed. This brings the micro level 

observations and stories to a higher level of analysis (i.e. the meso level). 

 

Table 2.8: Three levels of analysis (micro, meso and macro) to operationalize the main concepts 

 Micro level Meso level Macro level 

Level of analysis Indication of behavioral 

style in a decision 

Behavioral style in GGCT Story about changes in 

organizational culture 

Time dimension Snapshots in present or past Long period of time 

Mechanisms Mechanisms of dealing with role strain and moral 

disengagement 

Positive and negative 

feedback mechanisms 

Independent variables Indication of 

organizational patterns 

Organizational patterns in 

GGCT 

Settlements of 

organizational patterns 

Main type of data 

collection 

Interviews and observations 

 

The macro level will also be addressed to some extent. At this level the ‘grand story’ of the 

organizational system is the central focus, referring to long-term evolutions of organizational 

systems. These evolutions can be explained by dynamics of positive and negative feedback that 

operate to maintain the systems’ viability (see 2.2.2). Because the macro level is not the central focus 

of this study, there is no specific dependent variable at the macro level. This additional analysis will 

merely be used to map the changes of organizational patterns over a longer period of time 

(independent variables) and to identify the mechanisms of positive and negative feedback that can 

explain these changes (causal pathway). Despite the lack of longitudinal design, evolutions in the past 

can, at least partly, be captured by calling upon the ‘collective memory’ of staff members in the 

various settings (see above). This analysis of past experiences could be an interesting background for 

the meso level analysis because street-level bureaucrats’ behavior is always to some extent 

influenced by past experiences in the organization. 
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3. FRAMING THIS STUDY IN THE CLASSIC POLICE CULTURE 

ETHNOGRAPHIES24 

3.1. Introduction 

This chapter aims to illustrate how this study fits into the tradition of ethnographies on police 

occupational culture. This study shows two important similarities with these classic criminological 

studies in different ways. First, the research questions in most police culture ethnographies focus on 

how front-line officers in the police deal with their discretion, which is also an important focus in this 

study. Second, the research methods used in the classic studies are observations and in-depth 

interviews, which will be shown to be important methods in this study as well (see chapter 4). This 

study differs in three ways from the classic police culture studies. First, this research project focuses 

on detectives (i.e. police officers who conduct criminal investigations) and not on street cops (i.e. 

police officers who do patrols) as in the traditional ethnographies. Second, many police culture 

studies are written from the insider perspective while the researcher in this study is an outsider to 

the research settings. Third, this study aims at comparing police officers with labor inspectors, which 

is the most important difference with the classic police culture literature that only focuses on the 

police. Because the theoretical framework in the police culture studies is highly specific and only 

relevant for the police, the researcher could not adopt the classic police culture conception, but 

needed to develop a theoretical framework that is suitable to compare different groups of street-

level bureaucrats. This chapter aims to illustrate that the newly developed theoretical framework in 

this study (mainly inspired by GGCT) could enrich the classic conception of police culture. Moreover, 

it also enables comparative research, which seems to be a gap in the classic police culture tradition. 

 

This chapter starts by introducing the basic concepts of the police culture literature, divided in job 

characteristics and cultural aspects of policing. Then, it lists the most important criticisms against the 

classic literature that have been formulated by different authors. By conceptualizing the police 

culture framework in GGCT terms, some of these criticisms will be addressed. The conclusion will be 

drawn that GGCT could enrich future studies on police culture and could also be used to study the 

culture in comparable professional groups, such as the labor inspection. 

3.2. Police culture: the basics 

Police occupational culture has been studied extensively, initially from an ethnographic perspective 

but later also in quantitative studies (McLaughlin, 2007). Many sociologists and criminologists have 

conducted (non-)participant observations and interviews among police officers to gain some 

understanding of how individual officers experience their day-to-day job. This has led to an 

impressive body of literature on police culture. This is mainly based on the – often implicit – 

assumption that specific job characteristics lead to a unique occupational culture in police 

departments across the world (see Figure 3.1). Somewhat surprisingly, job characteristics and 

                                                             
24

 This section is mainly based on the paper ‘Reconceptualising ‘police culture’: a grid-group cultural theory perspective’ by 

the researcher and her supervisor (Loyens & Maesschalck, 2012). 
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cultural aspects are often not treated as two separate categories, but are often merged in long lists 

of entangled structural and cultural aspects. For the purpose of conceptual clarity, this section 

attempts to separate both aspects of the classic police culture model. 

 

Figure 3.1: The link between job characteristics and cultural aspects in policing 

 

3.2.1. Characteristics of the police job 

In the classic conception of police culture, the following job characteristics are considered typical: (1) 

constant risk of physical and psychological harm, paradoxically combined with boredom, (2) constant 

pressure to get results (3) high degree of discretion combined with low managerial visibility, (4) 

status frustration, and (5) frequent encounter with lawbreakers. Each of these will be explained 

below. 

 

First, many authors emphasize that police work can be extremely dangerous and hazardous. Police 

officers should constantly be aware of potential threats of their safety in terms of their physical and 

psychological well-being (Skolnick, 1975; Brown, 1981; Van Maanen, 1974; Crank, 1997; Prenzler, 

1997). Although many other professions have higher death and injury rates (Swanton, 1987), policing 

is considered a high-stress occupation because of its unpredictability, as illustrated by Reiner (1992: 

110): “The police officer faces, behind every corner he turns or door-bell he rings, some danger, if not 

of firearms at least of fists”. Notwithstanding the need to constantly be alert for potential danger, 

police work is in reality characterized by boredom and triviality (Reiner, 2000). Dull paperwork and 

endless idle hours of waiting for something to happen during nightly patrols are just a few examples 

indicating that police work is not always full of action (Monjardet, 1994). According to the traditional 

police culture model, this combination of triviality and boredom, on the one hand, and possible 

dangers that are always on the lurk, on the other, is an important stress-inducing factor. 

 

The second job characteristic in policing would, according to this literature, be result-orientedness. 

Police officers experience a constant pressure, both internally and externally, to get results in terms 

of crime reduction. This could be an incentive to apply the ‘end justifies the means’ principle, 

implying that dubious actions can be justified by their potential outcomes. Following bureaucratic 

procedures could then be considered of relatively minor importance when they seem ineffective 

(Newton, 1998). 

 

Job characteristics of policing Cultural aspects of policing 

• Danger and boredom 

• Constant pressure to get results 

• Discretion and low managerial visibility 

• Status frustration 

• Frequent encounter with lawbreakers 

• Group loyalty and blue wall of silence 

• Social isolation and us-versus-them 

• Sense of mission and crime fighter 

image 

• Moral cynicism 

• Machismo 
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The third characteristic of the police job is the high amount of ‘de facto’ discretion individual officers 

enjoy. Authors in the police culture literature claim that police officers operate in “a sphere of 

autonomy within which one’s decisions are in some degree a matter of personal judgment and 

assessment” (Galligan, 1990: 8) with a lack of managerial visibility of their activities. This concurs with 

the central argument in the street-level bureaucracy literature that discretionary powers are not only 

inevitable, but also an essential condition for the efficient and effective implementation of rules and 

policy by front-line officers (Vinzant et al., 1998; Meyers et al., 2003) (see 1.2.2.2). Various authors, 

however, add that discretion also creates opportunities for abuse of authority, ‘creative’ rule 

application, ‘noble cause corruption’ (i.e. the use of illegal means to obtain legal goals), and even 

bribery (Sherman, 1974; Roebuck & Barker, 1974; Klockars et al., 2004). These risks become 

significantly higher when officers are bored (see above) or feel underappreciated (Barker, 1983). 

 

The latter is linked to the fourth presumed characteristic of the job, status frustration. Although 

police officers have an exclusive mandate to legitimately use force and coercive power, they are 

regularly laughed at by the general public and often disliked as well due to their punitive task-

orientation. This lack of public respect could weaken their professional pride and thus lead to ‘status 

frustration’ (Sherman, 1974). 

 

The final job characteristic in the classic police culture model is the frequent encounter with 

lawbreakers and the ‘dark side’ of society that could, as will be explained later, lead to ‘moral 

cynicism’. Authors refer to the police job as being ‘dirty work’ in ‘a jungle’ where crime, corruption 

and brutality are normal aspects of the everyday reality (see e.g., Westley, 1970; McLaughlin, 2007). 

3.2.2. Cultural aspects of policing 

The police culture literature hypothesizes that these job characteristics lead to a specific police 

culture. This section discusses the five most cited elements, being (1) group loyalty and the ‘blue wall 

of silence’, (2) social isolation and the us-versus-them attitude, (3) sense of mission and traditional 

crime fighter image, (4) moral cynicism, and (5) machismo. 

 

First, group loyalty in the classic studies on police culture refers to a deep-rooted solidarity in police 

organizations illustrated by rules of thumb like ‘don’t give up another cop’ (Reuss-Ianni, 1983) and 

‘cover yourself and don’t rat on others’ (Chan, 1996). The police culture literature perceives the 

police as a brotherhood or a family-like institution (Chin et al., 1998; Rothwell et al., 2007) in which 

telling on someone or ‘snitching’ is considered a betrayal. Skolnick (1975: 96) states that, despite the 

fact that in all occupations a certain degree of inclusiveness and identification can be observed, 

police show an “unusually high degree of occupational solidarity” (see also Gaines, Kappeler & 

Vaughn, 1994). On the one hand, this strong bond of solidarity between front-line officers is 

necessary to be able to depend on each other and work as a team in dangerous and highly emotional 

situations (see above), but on the other hand, it often leads to the willingness to cover up each 

other’s mistakes (Prenzler, 1997; Ewin, 1990; Shearing, 1981; Westley, 1970). The latter is referred to 

as the ‘blue code/wall/veil of silence’ (Paoline, 2003; Chan, 1996). 
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While rank and file police officers (“street cops”) (Reuss-Ianni, 1983) tend to be very loyal towards 

their colleagues, the literature mentions a high degree of suspicion towards management. This is 

often illustrated by expressions like ‘fly under the radar’ (Paoline, Myers, & Worden, 2000: 578) and 

‘cover your ass’ (Kappeler, Sluder, & Alpert, 2001). There is a perceived lack of support from 

superiors. Officers tend to view them as highly punitive and unpredictable (Brown, 1981; Manning, 

1995), prone to discipline them for small procedural errors (Westmarland, 2005: 162; Walker, 1977). 

Authors in this tradition also mention the paramilitary and commando-like management style that 

suppresses discretionary decision making by and consultation of staff members, which adds to 

officers’ resentment (Prenzler, 1997). Their attitude towards management becomes even more 

adversarial when there are rumors of high-ranking officers that are engaged in “ethical lapses, double 

standards, abuses of office and unprofessional conduct while preaching ethics and integrity to front-

line personnel” (van Buuren & den Boer, 2008: 8). 

 

The second presumed cultural aspect of policing is linked to the internal solidarity among officers, 

discussed above. Police officers, it is said, who consider themselves to be part of a specific social and 

occupational group, become more and more isolated from the general public and develop an ‘us 

versus them’ attitude (Paoline, 2003; Westley, 1970). This attitude is characterized by a high degree 

of suspicion and mistrust towards ordinary citizens (Kappeler, Sluder, & Alpert, 1998; Rubinstein, 

1973). Reiner (2000: 90) describes it as “the hard skin of bitterness, seeing all social trends in 

apocalyptic terms with the police as a beleaguered minority about to be overrun by the forces of 

barbarism”. This is related to the frequent encounter with lawbreakers, the fourth job characteristic 

mentioned above. Most citizens police officers are confronted with are felons and lawbreakers, 

nourishing the perception that they themselves are the ‘good guys’ fighting the ‘bad guys’ in society. 

Although in social life obvious displays of distrust are not appreciated, Crank (1998: 145) considers 

suspicion an important skill in policing, because it enables officers to identify wrongdoers on the 

basis of only a few indications. Reiner (2000: 91) agrees with that and considers social isolation “a 

product of the need to keep a lookout for signs of trouble, potential danger and clues to offences”. 

 

The third characteristic of the hypothesized police culture is a powerful sense of mission. The police 

is said to possess a strong sense of mission to serve a worthwhile purpose, which is the protection of 

the public from crime (Crank, 1997). This is reflected in their self-perception of being ‘the thin blue 

line’, in which crime fighting and safeguarding social order are central (Reiner, 2000; Chan, 1996). 

This sense of mission has two important consequences. On the one hand, police officers do not 

consider (‘soft’) strategies like community and service-oriented policing real police work (Terrill, 

Paoline, & Manning, 2003; Chan, 1996), because they are cops and not social workers. Police officers 

should, instead, participate in the ‘war against crime’ (Reiner, 1992: 112), or the ‘struggle between 

good and evil’ (Herbert, 1998). On the other hand, this idea of following a higher purpose in 

performing police tasks (i.e. crime reduction) could lead to misconduct as a result of a misguided 

pursuit of ‘noble cause’, trying to achieve valuable ends by unlawful or inappropriate means (Reiner, 

2000: 89). Because police officers believe they are the good guys, the crime control mission allows 

them to disregard procedures linked to suspects’ – or the bad guys’ – rights when they think these 
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are ineffective (Reiner, 1992). A case in point is beating up a suspect to induce a confession so he will 

be convicted. 

This traditional crime fighter image is, however, based on a collective delusion. Research suggests 

that police have only little impact on crime rates, that the detection level of crime is rather low 

(Morris & Heal, 1981; Waddington, 1999), and that law enforcement is only a small part of the day-

to-day police job (Manning, 1978; Punch, 1979). 

 

The fourth aspect of the alleged police culture is the risk of moral cynicism. This can be induced by 

two factors. On the one hand, there is often a discrepancy between what front-line officers in the 

police are commanded to do and what they realistically can accomplish (van Buuren et al., 2008: 7). 

In other words, the moral mission is difficult to achieve in practice. Moral cynicism can, on the other 

hand, also be stimulated by the frequent encounter with lawbreakers (see above). Officers are 

exposed to the most perverted and wicked aspects of society that are often well concealed for 

regular citizens. Goldstein (1975: 25), describes it as follows: 

 

“The average officer — especially in large cities — sees the worst side of humanity. He is exposed 

to a steady diet of wrongdoing. He becomes intimately familiar with the ways people prey on one 

another. In the course of this intensive exposure he discovers that dishonesty and corruption are 

not restricted to those the community sees as criminal. He sees many individuals of good 

reputation engaging in practices equally dishonest and corrupt […]. It is not unusual for him to 

develop a cynical attitude in which he views corruption as a game in which every person is out to 

get his share.” 

 

Authors in this tradition add that, although most police officers are aware of the skewness of their 

pessimistic perception, they are stimulated to go along the line of cynicism (Schafer & Martinelli, 

2008: 317). Reiner (2000: 90) emphasizes that cynicism is not only unavoidable, being “the Janus face 

of commitment”, but also desirable to some extent because being cynical can enhance resilience of 

officers’ sense of mission. In other words, one needs some kind of cynical acquiescence to cope with 

the heavy load of the crime fighter imperative on one’s shoulders. 

 

The final cultural aspect of policing in the traditional model is machismo or the ‘machismo 

syndrome’, as it is sometimes referred to (Reiner, 2000; Fielding, 1994; Crank, 1997). Front-line 

officers are said to adhere to a macho, action-oriented and paramilitary style of policing. In this cult 

of masculinity it is more important to ‘act tough’ than to ‘be tough’ (Waddington, 1999). It consists of 

five typical aspects: (a) desire for adventure and adrenalin (Herbert, 1998), (b) aggressiveness (Terrill 

et al., 2003), (c) authoritarian conservatism (Waddington, 1999), (d) racism (Chan, 1996; Reiner, 

1992), and (e) sexism (Hanmer, Radford, & Stanko, 1989; Reiner, 2000). Prenzler (1997) states that 

this is a logical consequence of the traditional crime fighter image, because this police model implies 

a bias in which not the more difficult white collar crime, but lower class street crime is targeted with 

more incentives for aggressive, racist and macho behavior (Manning, 1977). 
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3.3. Criticisms against the traditional police culture model 

The traditional police culture model did not remain uncriticized. During the last decades various 

objections have been raised against it. Three types of criticism will be discussed in this section: (1) 

the conceptual vagueness and unclear classification, (2) the normative approach and (3) the lack of 

variation due to narrowness in the empirical research. All three criticisms will be discussed briefly, 

identifying not only the weaknesses of the police culture literature, but also some attempts at a 

solution. 

3.3.1. Conceptual vagueness and unclear classification 

The first type of criticism is related to the vagueness in the definition and classification of the central 

concepts in the traditional police culture model. Three drawbacks can be identified. First, as 

mentioned above, the job characteristics and cultural aspects are often not treated as two separate 

categories, but are presented in long lists of entangled structural and cultural aspects. It is, in other 

words, not always clear how both structure and culture are operationalized in the traditional 

literature. This can probably be explained by the fact that the police culture literature is not 

integrated into the broader literature on organizational culture. 

 

Second, the logic behind the classification system is not clearly set out in the police culture 

literature. The characteristics of the presumed police culture are mostly presented as loose concepts 

that seem to be selected in an arbitrary way. Some of them deal with relations to colleagues, 

supervisors and the public, others with attitudes and job orientation. It is, however, not clear 

whether these aspects fit into a broader framework, and, if so, on the basis of which dimensions this 

framework is constructed. 

 

Third, there is often also a lack of clarity in defining the main concepts. Most concepts are illustrated 

with striking, and often caricatural, citations and rules of thumb. Although these illustrations give a 

good idea of what the concepts means, they do not provide conceptual clarity in terms of 

operationalization and demarcation of the concepts. 

3.3.2. A normative approach with a negative connotation 

The traditional themes that many police culture studies focus on, such as “sexism, racism, secrecy, 

anti[-]intellectualism, brutality, corruption, biased law enforcement and politicisation” (Prenzler, 

1997) give a rather negative connotation to police culture. Although recent studies lead to the 

conclusion that racism and sexism have diminished in policing, these topics are still considered 

central topics in studying police culture. The latter implies the risk of blindness to other, more 

positive aspects of police culture. This has encouraged several scholars to focus on the positive side 

of police culture. Paoline (2003), for example, referred to the value of police culture in the 

socialization process of new members. The latter learn the ‘craft’ of policing when being acquainted 

with day-to-day experiences of fellow-officers (Manning, 1995; Van Maanen, 1974). It has also been 

acknowledged that some aspects of police occupational culture that seem to only have negative 

consequences can be highly functional in some situations. A case in point is cynicism as the “Janus 
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face of commitment” (Reiner, 2000: 90), which refers to cynicism being to some extent desirable 

because being cynical can enhance resilience of police officers’ sense of mission (see above). 

Hence, there are conflicting statements about the role and nature of police culture. We believe, 

however, that these statements suggest complexity rather than contradiction. In this, we agree with 

Harrison (1998) who claims that “[…] the discussion of culture tends to be cast in the light of its 

potential negative effects”. He observes that “[li]ttle has been written about the possible beneficial 

effects of these same cultural characteristics on the organisation”. Arguably, the application of a 

more neutral organizational culture model could at least partly solve this problem. 

3.3.3. Lack of cultural variation 

The final criticism on traditional police culture studies relates to the overall lack of variation in the 

classic conception of police culture, in terms of (1) region, (2) scope, and (3) type of profession, all 

three of which will be discussed below. Although several authors have tried to look for empirical 

variation on some of these aspects (Reuss-Ianni, 1983; Chan, 1996; Herbert, 1998; Loftus, 2009), 

most of them use the traditional concepts as starting point. Because the latter are overly biased and 

focus on specific themes, they are not flexible enough to allow for variation in empirical research. 

 

First, the police culture model and its central concepts have predominantly been developed on the 

basis of empirical research in English-speaking countries. There have only been a few studies in 

other parts of the world, such as the Netherlands (Punch, 1979), France (Monjardet, 1994), Japan 

(Ames, 1981; Bayley, 1991), China (Jiao, 2001), and South Africa (Brogden & Shearing, 1993). Despite 

parallels, there are indications of a number of essential differences in the mission of police 

organizations, the education of individual officers, stringency of regulation, and the dangerousness of 

the police job (Skolnick, 1975; Monjardet, 1994; Harrison, 1998). Hence, the concepts used in the 

traditional police culture seem to lack relevance in non-Anglo-Saxon countries, which again illustrates 

the need for a more neutral organizational culture approach. 

 

Second, there is also a lack of theoretical development in police culture studies, leading to a lack of 

variation in scope. Despite a few conceptual adjustments in recent decades, most recent studies still 

focus on themes and concepts that have been addressed in the classic studies. Recent studies that 

look for variation between different police agencies often go no further than concluding that racism 

and machismo have decreased or that the traditional ‘crime fighter’ image has partly been 

abandoned (Loftus, 2009; McLaughlin, 2007; Reiner, 2000; Mastrofski, Worden, & Snipes, 1995). 

However, research that starts from the classic concepts and only refers to the absence or reduction 

of these traditional aspects seems to be biased against other developments in police culture that are 

not captured by the traditional model. In other words, although concepts like machismo, racism and 

the traditional ‘crime fighter’ image still bear some relevance, continuing to include them as central 

concepts in the model implies the risk of hindering researchers from looking beyond these traditional 

aspects. 

Some scholars in the field made promising attempts to capture the impact of societal developments 

and organizational reforms in their conceptual framework to study the police culture by looking for 

inspiration in the broader academic tradition that focuses on organizational culture and climate (e.g., 
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Douglas, 1970; Schein, 1992; Ashkanasy, Wilderom & Peterson, 2000). Illustrative in this respect are 

the works of both Herbert (1998) and of Chan (1996). Herbert (1998) developed the concept of 

‘normative order’ referring to a set of rules and practices related to a central value. Drawing on 

broader developments in the sociology of culture, Herbert perceives culture as a ‘tool kit’ filled with 

stories, rituals and world views that staff members in organizations use to determine how they can 

respond to both uncertain and routine situations (Swidler, 1986). He distinguished six normative 

orders in police organizations (i.e. law, bureaucratic control, adventure/machismo, safety, 

competence and morality) that are in constant conflict due to a lack of internal consistency. This 

classification allows for understanding differences between police departments (Herbert, 1998). 

Chan came up with “a new way of conceptualising police culture” (1996: 109) as well. She applied 

Bourdieu (1985)’s model of the interplay between field and habitus, or respectively, structural 

dispositions and cultural dispositions, to policing in Australia. Her conclusion about Bourdieu’s theory 

is that it “allows for the existence of multiple cultures since officers in different organisational 

positions operate under different sets of field and habitus” (Chan, 1996: 115). Both frameworks 

create the opportunity to understand the mechanisms of police culture by conducting comparative 

research in police departments across the world. However, the framework of Herbert is too 

profession-specific to compare the police with other professional groups. Although Chan’s 

framework could be applied to compare the police with other occupations – because of its 

profession-neutral conceptualization – we consider Bourdieu’s model to be overly vague and 

unspecific to facilitate such research. Arguably, a new conceptualization of police occupational 

culture is necessary (see below). 

 

The third aspect of narrowness in police culture research concerns the fact that the concepts used in 

this literature are specific for policing ‘on the beat’ (McLaughlin, 2007: 58), and thus, hinder 

comparison with other aspects of policing (e.g., the investigative work of detectives) and with other 

professional groups. The framework does not offer a generic language that would allow assessing 

whether the job characteristics and the cultural aspects that are identified are indeed typical for the 

police. In other words, the question whether these cultural aspects can also be found in other 

professional groups, such as labor inspectors, private security guards or magistrates, cannot be 

addressed due to conceptual narrowness. Although certain aspects of the traditional police culture – 

like the code of silence – have been considered typical for the police (Skolnick & Fyfe, 1993: 112), 

several studies led to the conclusion that other professional groups (e.g., doctors, attorneys and 

labor inspectors) also hold on to a strict code leading to internal misconduct being covered up 

(Pollock, 1994; Radelet & Carter, 1994; Loyens, 2012b). The conclusion stands that the hypothesis of 

the uniqueness of police culture has been a source of controversy creating a clear division between 

advocates and adversaries (Gaines, Kappeler, & Vaughn, 1994). Hence, genuine comparative 

research is needed, and for that purpose we need a profession-neutral conceptual framework. 

3.4. Using grid-group cultural theory to study police occupational culture 

This section attempts to address the three criticisms discussed above. The first criticism, about 

conceptual vagueness and unclear classification, will be addressed by introducing a new 

classification. The job characteristics that were explained in the first part can be divided in three 
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categories, which are more neutrally phrased than in the traditional police culture model: (1) hazards 

of the job, (2) individual discretion, and (3) leadership style of supervisors. For the cultural aspects, a 

classification that consists of two parts was chosen. First, there is the interaction of rank and file 

police officers with three important actors, being colleagues, supervisors (applied to the topic of peer 

reporting) and the public. Second, there are a number of general attitudes of police officers towards 

their job. 

 

The second and third criticisms, respectively about the pejorative connotation and the lack of cultural 

variation, will be addressed by presenting grid-group cultural theory as an alternative framework. 

Particularly, GGCT will be presented as a way to reconceptualize police culture by fitting the job 

characteristics and the cultural aspects mentioned in the police culture literature into the framework 

and illustrating how changes in the job characteristics lead to changes in the cultural aspects. 

3.4.1. Job characteristics in GGCT 

This section first translates the three types of job characteristics in the new classification into GGCT 

terms. First, the traditional police culture model states that police officers are confronted with a 

number of job hazards. From a grid-group perspective, some of these could be described as fatalistic 

aspects of the job, because they strengthen their feeling of impotence. According to the classic 

model, police officers often feel restrained by rules and procedures (high grid) that remain 

ineffective to catch criminals, who are not bound by these same rules. Hence, ‘the bad guys’ get 

away with breaking the law – and even profit from it – because ‘the good guys’ are incapacitated to 

catch them by rules that only seem to protect suspects’ rights. This is a form of fatalism because grid 

is experienced without feeling it is part of a fair system of rules (hence, there is a lack of group). 

Fatalism can also manifest itself in the insecurity and unpredictability that characterizes the police 

job, according to the classic model. The constant threat of physical and psychological harm (see 

3.2.1) can paralyze individual officers, leading to a pessimistic and fatalistic worldview. The 

traditional model also refers to hazards of the job that can be called egalitarian, closely related to the 

frequent encounter with lawbreakers and status frustration (see 3.2.1). Because police officers are 

often confronted with ‘the scum of humanity’, their aversion against criminals is said to increase. 

Combined with the lack of respect they receive from the general public, a strong demarcation line 

between themselves and society develops. At the same time, internal solidarity in police 

departments becomes stronger, leading to an egalitarian subculture of us, ‘the good guys’, versus 

them, ‘the bad guys’, which nurtures their moral mission (see 3.2.1). 

 

The second job characteristic in the traditional police culture model is linked to the discretion 

individual officers enjoy. Combined with the high pressure to get results, this could create 

competition between individuals who seek ways to improve their own position in the organization by 

personal effort and trying to ‘score’ at the expense of others or with disrespect for legality and 

proportionality, which is typical for individualism in terms of GGCT. These excesses become even 

more likely in a context, as is the case in the police, where managers are unable to observe officers’ 

behavior and can thus not compensate for the side effects of undiluted competition.  
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This is closely linked to the third job aspect, leadership styles. The police culture literature speaks of 

two typical leadership styles in police departments. On the one hand, there is the competition 

oriented leadership style with judgment by performance as a central characteristic. Supervisors in 

police departments are considered an important source of the constant pressure to get results, as 

discussed above (see 3.2.1). This individualistic leadership style is said to encourage police officers to 

fight crime at all cost, possibly leading to an ‘end justifies the means’ attitude in which anything goes 

as long as it is effective in terms of crime reduction. On the other hand, as explained above, there are 

also indications of a paramilitary and commando-like management style in many police 

organizations, which “stifles consultation and creative problem solving” (Prenzler, 1997). The latter 

would intuitively perhaps be linked to the hierarchical type in GGCT, mainly because police 

departments (as the military) are often considered to be typical hierarchies. However, we believe 

there is a higher resemblance with the fatalistic leadership style, because there is a high degree of 

grid without group. As explained in chapter 2, in hierarchy rules prescribe roles and positions, while 

the group attachment provides legitimacy for the organizational stratification (O'Riordan et al., 

1999). It is this legitimacy that is lacking when managers dominate their personnel in a disrespectful 

and brutal way. Combined with the idea among front-line officers that supervisors are unpredictable 

and willing to punish them excessively for small errors, which is typical in policing according to the 

traditional police culture model, the fatalistic nature of this leadership style becomes clear.  

3.4.2. Cultural aspects in GGCT 

As is hypothesized in the police culture literature, the job characteristics explained above induce 

certain cultural aspects. As there are three GGCT types (i.e. individualism, egalitarianism and 

fatalism) of job characteristics in the police, one would expect that there are also three types of 

cultural aspects. Following the new classification, the four categories of cultural aspects will be 

presented below in terms of GGCT. 

 

First, there is the high degree of group loyalty among fellow police officers characterized by robust 

internal bonds and mutual solidarity (see 3.2.2). Being loyal towards one’s colleague(s) is highly 

valued in police organizations, according to the traditional model, resulting in individual interests 

being subjected to the welfare of the group. This emphasis on internal solidarity and group loyalty 

completely fits the egalitarian subculture in GGCT in which group is high and grid is low (Rayner, 

1986: 581). The fact that individual officers consider themselves to be part of a separate social group 

in society and a team that should stick together accounts for the high score on the group dimension. 

The preference of informal rules above formal procedures – illustrated by the numerous rules of 

thumb in the police culture literature – accounts for the low grid. 

 

Second, there is the related issue of the blue code of silence (as explained in section 3.2.2). Although 

this seems to be the prototype of an egalitarian manifestation in policing, covering up misconduct 

could also be inspired by an individualistic subculture in terms of GGCT. A case in point is negative 

deal-making. This refers to the fact that police officers make implicit deals not to tell their bosses 

about each other’s misconduct to prevent their own misconduct being exposed (Skolnick, 2002), and 

to safeguard their relationship with colleagues who could (renounce to) protect them in future 
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dangerous encounters. This version of the blue code is not egalitarian, but individualistic, because it 

is not motivated by group interest, but by opportunistic motives. 

 

The third aspect that is central in the traditional police culture is the ‘us versus them’ attitude 

towards the general public (see above). This fits the egalitarian subculture, in which group 

boundaries are clearly set between insiders (i.e. police officers) and outsiders (i.e. criminals and 

society in general). 

 

Fourth, the police culture literature also describes the attitude of police officers. On the one hand, 

there is the strong sense of mission linked to the traditional crime fighter image (Reiner, 2000; Chan, 

1996), in which police officers consider themselves to be the good guys in the struggle between good 

and evil (see 3.2.2). A constable in Reiner (1978: 247)’s study even calls his police department “a sect 

[…] a religion”. This can all be related to the egalitarian subculture – that is sometimes also referred 

to as a sect (Rayner, 1982) – in which insiders consider themselves the pure ones who have to fight 

the bad ones as a result of a sense of righteousness. Because egalitarian subcultures blame the 

system when rules are unfair or ineffective, violating them to achieve a higher goal is sometimes 

necessary. This egalitarian attitude of fighting crime is expressed in a cult of machismo, sexism and 

racism, in which one should act tough to beat outsiders. The central model also implies the rather 

fatalistic moral cynicism, a pessimist perception of a rotten world for which they are unable to 

provide a solution due to a criminal justice system that constrains them in all possible ways (Kleinig, 

1996: 63). Although this seems to contradict their strong sense of mission and emphasis on the 

higher purpose, which is an egalitarian aspect, Reiner (2000: 90) states that cynicism is the flip-side of 

commitment that can even help to reinstate their sense of mission. This resembles the idea of 

fatalism, in which people feel bound by an unfair system of rules and procedures beyond their 

control (Vaughan, 2002: 416), but which can also help individuals to put things in perspective by 

introducing some form of acquiescence (see 2.1.1). 

3.4.3. New opportunities to study police occupational culture 

The previous section illustrated how the already identified job characteristics and cultural aspects in 

the traditional police culture literature (presented in a slightly modified classification) fit into GGCT, 

particularly by linking them to three of the four types (i.e. individualism, egalitarianism and fatalism). 

Although one would expect hierarchy to be part of the traditional police culture model – because the 

police is often considered the pre-eminent example of a hierarchy – we explained how the 

paramilitary management style, as described in this traditional literature, fits the fatalistic type better 

than the hierarchical type (see above). Looking at the job characteristics and cultural aspects from a 

GGCT perspective, however, leads to a more profession-neutral way of describing occupational 

culture in the police, thus enabling comparative research beyond the police.  

 

In addition, GGCT opens opportunities to look at other types of job characteristics and cultural 

aspects than those that have been identified in the traditional police culture model. By broadening 

the analytic lens, this theory allows us to identify aspects of occupational culture within the police 

that the traditional literature tends to overlook. A case in point is the classic ‘blue code of silence’ or, 
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in other words, police officers’ reluctancy to report when confronted with colleagues’ misbehavior. 

The police culture literature would account for this by referring to internal solidarity within the police 

(egalitarianism) or negative deal-making (individualism). Yet, GGCT suggests there are other 

dynamics that could explain the existence of a silence code, such as (1) the fatalistic argument that 

being a snitch would make life even more difficult than it already is, or (2) the hierarchical motivation 

that it is not one’s role and responsibility to report this (Loyens, 2012b). The implicit assumption that 

there is a silence code in the classic police culture model also leaves little scope for studying reasons 

to report, like reporting (1) because one wants to get in good terms with one’s boss (i.e. 

individualism), (2) because the behavior harms the group (i.e. egalitarianism), or (3) because one 

wants to prevent being accused of complicity if supervisors find out later (i.e. fatalism) (Loyens, 

2012b). For the other cultural aspects and job characteristics the lens can be broadened as well. The 

leadership style of police managers could, for example, also be charismatic (i.e. egalitarianism) or 

characterized by supervision and oversight based on a fair system of rules and procedures (i.e. 

hierarchy). 

 

Table 3.1 illustrates how the various categories of job characteristics and cultural aspects discussed 

above can vary according to the four types, the text in bold referring to the classic police culture 

model. This table illustrates that GGCT could be used as a conceptual framework to study how 

differences in the job characteristics in specific police departments could lead to differences in the 

occupational culture. When police chiefs adhere to a charismatic (or egalitarian) managerial style, 

the organisational culture will probably be characterized by a higher degree of internal solidarity than 

when an individualistic managerial style is applied that stimulates an opportunistic attitude of 

working for the numbers and striving for self-interest. The GGCT model could, however, also be 

useful when comparing police culture with the occupational culture of other professional groups, 

such as the labor inspection. Differences in occupational culture between specific police agencies and 

specific labor inspections could then be linked to differences in job characteristics. In other words, 

empirical research could apply the GGCT framework to identify the job characteristics in various 

professional groups in distinct organizations that are responsible for observed differences in 

occupational culture. Arguably, this approach allows for richer theoretical understanding and 

empirical analysis than both the traditional approach of merely listing cultural characteristics that are 

supposedly typical for the police and the more recent manifestations of that approach that merely 

remove or add characteristics from or to the list. 
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Table 3.1: Reconceptualizing police occupational culture in GGCT 

CULTURAL ASPECTS HIERARCHY EGALITARIANISM INDIVIDUALISM FATALISM 

Interaction with 

colleagues 

Interaction is 

regulated by rules 

and procedures 

Interactions are 

based on group 

loyalty and internal 

solidarity 

Interactions are one 

on one, competitive 

and focused on 

personal benefits 

Interactions are rare 

and characterized by 

mutual distrust 

Interaction with boss     

• Do not report 

misbehavior to your 

boss (‘blue code’) 

It is not your role and 

responsibility to 

report 

Do not betray your 

colleagues 

Opportunism and 

negative deal-making 

It is not any of my 

business and being a 

snitch would make 

life more difficult 

• Report misbehavior 

to your boss (‘break 

the blue code’) 

Reporting is in line 

with orders, rules and 

procedures  

We should ban the 

bad ones; behavior 

harms the group 

Strategic behavior 

aimed at personal 

benefits 

If you don’t report 

you risk being 

accused of complicity 

Interaction with public Citizens are 

subordinates who 

should be pressed to 

comply with the law 

‘Us versus them’ and 

social isolation 

Community oriented 

policing 

Reciprocal 

negotiation 

(tit-for-that) 

There is nothing we 

can do to save the 

public 

Attitude Follow procedure 

because the system is 

fair 

Sense of mission, 

crime fighter image 

Oriented towards 

self-interest and 

personal benefits 

Moral cynicism 

JOB CHARACTERISTICS HIERARCHY EGALITARIANISM INDIVIDUALISM FATALISM 

Hazards of the job Following seemingly 

useless procedures 

Frequent encounter 

with lawbreakers and 

status frustration, 

strengthening ‘us 

versus them’ attitude 

Loneliness, constant 

pressure for results 

Risks of psychological 

and physical harm; 

boredom 

Individual discretion Discretion varies with 

formal status 

Use discretion to 

discuss and negotiate 

with others 

Use discretion 

strategically for one’s 

own long-term 

benefits 

Discretion can only be 

used in a non-

strategic, short-term 

way 

Leadership style Supervision and 

oversight on the basis 

of a fair systems of 

rules and procedures 

Charismatic 

leadership; 

stimulating mutuality 

and reaching 

consensus 

Stimulate 

competition; 

pressure to get 

results 

Domination of 

paramilitary 

commando-like style; 

suspicion to 

management 

 

We do, however, not want to dismiss all concepts of the classic police culture model, because some 

of them are highly useful and illustrative. A case in point is the ‘blue code of silence’, which is a 

striking example of the excesses that could result from the high degree of internal solidarity among 
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police officers. However, using this concept implies two important risks. First, the ‘blue code’ 

combines different types of silence codes (i.e. egalitarian and individualistic), as explained above, 

while GGCT allows to analytically single out these two types. Second, there is the risk of blindness to 

other types of peer reporting that are not explicitly mentioned in the model. GGCT should, therefore, 

not be used to reinvent the wheel, but merely as an overarching framework within which various 

aspects of police occupational culture are captured and explained. The framework could, thus, be 

used to test the central hypothesis in the classic literature that certain job characteristics lead to a 

specific occupational culture, both in the police and in other professions. 

3.5. Conclusion 

This chapter aimed to illustrate how GGCT could be used as an alternative conceptual framework to 

study police culture and compare it with the culture in other professions, such as the labor 

inspection, by arguing that GGCT addresses a number of weaknesses of the traditional model. 

 

First, GGCT does not imply a pejorative connotation. Because of the requisite variety and the 

cultural viability propositions in GGCT (see 2.2.1) all four types need each other to define each other 

against and to make up for each other’s blind spots. A cultural type is thus not in se good or bad, but 

all four types are necessary to achieve viability in an organization. Although separately each type will 

lead to undesirable excesses, when they are balanced the built-in weaknesses of each type are 

compensated for by the other types. The egalitarian sense of mission, for example, should be 

balanced with the fatalistic acquiescence to avoid a burn-out when efforts do not lead to beneficial 

results. Also, the individualistic high degree of discretion should be balanced with group loyalty to 

avoid excessive competition and a harsh struggle for survival. Because it is all about balancing, the 

most important question researchers should ask is not which cultural types are needed in a police 

department, but the dose of each type. In other words, each cultural type is an essential piece of the 

puzzle, but one needs to determine how many egalitarian, hierarchical, individualistic and fatalistic 

pieces are needed to achieve viability. 

 

Second, GGCT allows for variation in the occupational culture in different police departments, and 

thus deals with the criticism on the cohesive, universal and unchanging representation of police 

occupational culture in the classic model. This advantage, however, creates a new potential risk. 

Models with broad ambitions run the risk of generating gratuitous, sweeping generalizations that 

have no real connection with empirical reality. Arguably, this problem can be avoided thanks to 

GGCT’s flexibility. The operationalization of the general categories can be adapted to specific 

domains, like the Belgian Federal Police and labor inspection as in this study. This in turn generates 

falsifiable hypotheses that can be tested in other professional groups because they allow for variance 

on the independent variable (job characteristics). Hence, GGCT offers the concepts not only to 

compare the occupational culture in different police departments, but also to compare the police 

with other professional groups (like the labor inspection), thus allowing for a genuine test of the 

hypothesis that ‘police culture’ is typical for the police. 
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4. EMPIRICAL RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
 

“Fieldworkers, it seems, have to learn to move among strangers while holding themselves in 

readiness for episodes of embarrassment, affection, misfortune, partial or vague revelation, 

deceit, confusion, isolation, warmth, adventure, fear, concealment, pleasure, surprise, insult, and 

always possible deportation… This may not be the way fieldwork is reported, but it is the way it is 

done.” (Van Maanen, 1988: 2) 

 

This chapter describes the methodological choices that have been made during this empirical 

research project that has been carried out from April 2009 until May 2011. The first section presents 

the general research design. The fundamental research question is addressed with a qualitative, 

comparative research in four settings, preceded by a pilot study in another setting. The selection of 

research settings is described, as well as the selection of moral dilemmas that are analyzed in this 

study. Then, the argument is made that generalization of the results will only be done in a theoretical 

and not in an empirical way. The second section presents the various data collection methods. The 

data in this study are collected by using ethnography as a method. This means that only the methods 

that are used in ethnographic research are applied, but not the philosophical ideas behind it. 

Ontology and epistemology in this study are based on subtle realism. The various data collection 

methods, like observation, informal conversation, in-depth interviewing and documentary analysis 

are discussed. This section concludes with a number of strategies that are used to enhance quality of 

data collection. The third section focuses on data analysis. It illustrates how data analysis in this 

study is prepared in the coding and memoing phase, after which the two types of case analysis are 

explained. The first type of analysis is within-case analysis in which causal pathways that explain 

individual cases (i.e. decisions) are analyzed and linked to organizational patterns by using the 

method of process-tracing. The second type is between-case analysis in which decision making 

processes in various cases are compared to develop hypotheses to explain ethical decision making 

among street-level bureaucrats. This section concludes with a number of strategies that are used to 

enhance quality of data analysis. The fourth section illustrates how the researcher has tried to 

protect the respondents in this study. Three ways of protection are aimed at: avoidance of harm, 

respect for respondents’ privacy and informed consent. This section shows that these goals 

sometimes conflict with the fundamental goal of empirical research, leading to a trade-off between 

different values. The final section in this chapter explains that, despite various strategies to enhance 

quality of data collection and data analysis, this study is still confronted with a number of limitations. 

Four types of limitations are discussed, which are linked to (1) fragmented data collection, (2) the 

author’s role as a researcher, (3) comparability of the four settings, and (4) theoretical bias. 

4.1. Comparative research design on two levels of analysis 

The fundamental research question is in this study addressed with a qualitative, comparative 

research design. Comparison is made on the basis of two levels of analysis, the level of the individual 

decision (i.e. the ‘case’) and the level of the organization (i.e. the ‘setting’). Both levels of analysis will 

be discussed below, after which the theoretical and empirical selection of ‘cases’ and ‘settings’ will 

be explained and accounted for. Although samples are taken from the wider population (respectively 
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the population of all moral dilemmas and the population of all possible settings), the results will not 

be generalized to the wider population but to theory. This will be further discussed below. 

4.1.1. Two levels of analysis 

This study starts from the following research question: “How do organizational patterns, as they 

become visible in the differences between specific units of the Federal Police and specific units of the 

Labor Inspection in a medium-sized and a large region, impact the way in which street-level 

bureaucrats within those units deal with specific moral dilemmas?” Decision making is analyzed and 

compared on the basis of two levels of analysis that will be discussed below. 

4.1.1.1. ‘Case’ as the level of the individual decision 

The first level of analysis in this study is the level of the individual decision. This is the main level of 

analysis or the ‘case’ on which this study focuses. As a concept, ‘case’ can be defined in various ways. 

De Vaus (2001: 220) defines it as: “[…] the object of a study […] the unit of analysis about which we 

collect information […] the unit that we seek to understand as a whole.” This resembles the definition 

of Brady and Collier (2004: 275) who state that: “Cases are the political, social, institutional, or 

individual entities or phenomena about which information is collected and inferences are made.” The 

object or the central unit on which information is collected in this study is the decision made by a 

street-level bureaucrat when confronted with a specific moral dilemma, including the underlying 

processes or causal pathways. In other words, the case is the story that tells how a decision has been 

made. This story includes the behavioral style (i.e. dependent variable) that was applied, the 

organizational patterns that had an impact on the decision (i.e. independent variable) and the 

mechanisms that operated under certain conditions (i.e. causal pathway). At this first level of 

analysis, the causal pathway in the various ‘cases’ can be analyzed and compared. As will be 

explained later in this chapter, the various cases will be analyzed by using the method of within-case 

analysis and compared by using the method of between-case analysis (see respectively 4.3.2 and 

4.3.3). 

4.1.1.2. ‘Setting’ as the level of the organization 

Brady and Collier (2004: 38) also present a second, slightly different, definition of the concept ‘case’ 

when they state that: “Cases are understood as the broader units, that is the broader research 

settings or sites within which analysis is conducted”. To avoid confusion, these broader units or sites 

will, in this study, not be referred to as ‘cases’, but as research settings or settings. This is the second 

level of analysis. Four main research settings are selected in this study (i.e. two police agencies and 

two labor inspections) and one pilot research setting (i.e. one police agency).  

The organizational patterns in these research settings will be considered the independent variables 

that are hypothesized to have an impact on the behavioral style. As explained in chapter 1 and 2, 

these organizational patterns will be operationalized in GGCT. This second level of analysis enables a 

comparison of decision making processes between various organizational settings. 
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4.1.2. Sampling 

As there are two levels of analysis, there are also two ways of sampling in this study. First, there is 

the sampling of specific moral dilemmas on which this study focuses. Second, there is the sampling of 

research settings in which this study is conducted. Both of them will be discussed below. 

4.1.2.1. Sampling of moral dilemmas 

The sampling of moral dilemmas occurs at the level of the ‘case’. Selecting moral dilemmas on which 

the study focuses is, however, not the same as selecting ‘cases’. As explained above, a case refers to 

the story about how a decision has been made, while the moral dilemma refers to the event that 

occurs at the beginning of the story or the event with which a particular case starts. The sampling of 

moral dilemmas is a very important phase in this comparative study, mainly because the moral 

dilemma types that are included in this study need to be relevant for the street-level bureaucrats in 

all four settings. 

 

As explained in the introduction, this sampling processes was carried out in two steps with in the first 

step the theoretical selection of moral dilemma types and in the second step the empirical sampling 

of particular moral dilemmas respondents in the study experience in their daily job. 

a. THEORETICAL SAMPLING OF MORAL DILEMMA TYPES AS THE FIRST STEP 

For the theoretical sampling, inspiration is drawn from four typologies, being (1) the typology of van 

der Torre, Muller, Rosenthal and in ’t Veld (1998) who distinguish between five domains in policing in 

which values conflict, (2) the typology of Kaptein and Van Reenen (2001) who list three fundamental 

types of conflicting interests (i.e. ‘entangled hands’, ‘many hands’ and ‘dirty hands’ dilemmas), (3) 

the typology of Van Buuren and den Boer (2008) who distinguish between four types of discretion, 

and (4) the typology of Wark and Krebs (1996) who list four types of real-life moral dilemmas. 

Particularly, the latter two typologies are used in this study. 

 

The typology of Van Buuren and den Boer (2008: 12) distinguishes between four types of 

discretionary decisions. Although this model has been particularly developed for the police, it seems 

to be general enough to also be applied in other organizational settings, like the labor inspection. The 

first type of discretion is linked to scope decisions or the question whether a matter falls within the 

police officer’s or labor inspector’s role. This is linked to the second type of discretion that deals with 

decisions about priority, which is according to Van Buuren and den Boer (2008) a management issue 

in which resources are balanced against priorities. The third type of discretion is linked to 

interpretative decisions or how to resolve incidents, for example in a formal way by using legal 

powers or rather in an informal way through negotiation. The fourth type of discretion is related to 

tactical decisions, which is according to Van Buuren and den Boer (2008) also a management issue in 

which rights are balanced and decisions are made about exercising intrusive powers in a specific 

matter. 

On the basis of this typology, the first two moral dilemma types for this study are selected, being (1) 

‘how to do the right things?’, which is linked to scope and priority decisions, and (2) ‘how to do things 

right?’, which is linked to interpretative and tactical decisions. Although the scope and priority 

decisions are according to Van Buuren and den Boer (2008) mainly management issues, the results of 
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this empirical study indicate that street-level bureaucrats have a great deal of power to influence 

these types of decisions (see chapter 6). 

 

The typology of Wark and Krebs (1996) distinguishes between four types of real-life moral 

dilemmas, being (1) philosophical dilemmas (e.g., abortion), (2) antisocial dilemmas (e.g., whether or 

not to react to colleagues’ misbehavior), (3) social pressure dilemmas (e.g., dealing with unethical 

requests from one’s boss), and (4) prosocial dilemmas (e.g., dealing with conflicting demands). On 

the basis of this typology, the third moral dilemma type in this study is selected, being the peer 

reporting dilemma or, in other words, how to deal with colleagues’ misbehavior. 

 

This first selection of dilemma types has, however, not only been conducted in a deductive way, but 

also in an inductive way. This inductive part was done by regularly confronting the empirical data in 

the pilot study and the two research settings in the medium-sized judicial district with the typologies 

in the literature. This was done to check which dilemma types in the literature are most relevant for 

street-level bureaucrats in the police and the labor inspection in this study. The three selected 

dilemmas appeared to be very relevant for both groups of street-level bureaucrats in the pilot 

project and the medium-sized region. 

b. EMPIRICAL SAMPLING OF MORAL DILEMMAS AS THE SECOND STEP 

The second step concerns the decision which specific moral dilemmas to include in the study and 

which not. The decision has been made not to make a selection of moral dilemmas that are observed 

by the researcher or mentioned by respondents during interviews, but to include all of them. Hence, 

the researcher has decided to analyze the entire population of moral dilemmas that are discussed. In 

total, the respondents in this study have mentioned 400 different moral dilemmas, including 131 

‘how to do the right things?’ dilemmas (i.e. first dilemma type), 219 ‘how to do things right?’ 

dilemmas (i.e. second dilemma type), and 50 peer reporting dilemmas (i.e. third dilemma type). The 

second dilemma type can be divided in three sub-dilemmas, being rules-related dilemmas (43 cases), 

investigative measure dilemmas (81 cases) and enforcement dilemmas (95 cases). The composition 

of this population of 400 moral dilemmas is of course influenced by the way the observations in this 

study are done and how the interviews are carried out, as will be explained in section 4.2.2 and 

section 4.2.3. 

4.1.2.2. Sampling of research settings 

The sampling of research settings occurs at the level of the ‘organization’. The setting refers to the 

organization in which street-level bureaucrats are employed. These organizations offer the 

independent variables that impact decision making. By comparing different settings, the impact of 

different combinations of organizational patterns on the behavioral style can be analyzed. As was the 

case in the sampling of moral dilemmas, the sampling of research setting also occurred in two steps, 

first theoretical sampling and second empirical sampling. 

a. THEORETICAL SAMPLING OF RESEARCH SETTINGS AS THE FIRST STEP 

Because this research project is an exploratory study, the principle of variation is important in the 

selection of settings, but only to the extent that the settings are still comparable. Therefore, a ‘most 
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different settings design’25
 (Gerring, 2006) is applied in which a number of variables differ but others 

are constant to achieve comparability. Hence, the choice is made to include settings that differ on a 

selection of independent variables, which are in this study the organizational patterns, but are similar 

on others (see below). This has a twofold benefit. On the one hand, this allows for analyzing multiple 

causation or equifinality, referring to the idea in qualitative research that different combinations of 

independent variables (i.e. organizational patterns in this study) can lead to the same outcome or 

dependent variable (i.e. behavioral style in this study) (Goertz & Mahoney, 2005; George et al., 2005; 

Mahoney, 2008: 424). In other words, there are multiple causal pathways that link organizational 

patterns in this study to the same behavioral style. On the other hand, the ‘most different settings’ 

design allows for the development of hypotheses on causal pathways that lead to different values of 

the dependent variable. 

 

As explained above, the principle of variation in the selection of settings should not lead to 

jeopardizing comparability of the settings. This is essential, because the moral dilemmas should be 

relevant for street-level bureaucrats in all settings and because the type of organizational patterns 

that impact ethical decision making should be comparable. 

b. EMPIRICAL SAMPLING OF RESEARCH SETTINGS AS THE SECOND STEP 

On the basis of 15 expert interviews in the police and various inspections, the choice is made to 

select human trafficking and human exploitation units of the Belgian Federal Police and Federal 

Directorates of the Inspection of Social Laws in Belgium. Arguably, the selection of these two 

organizations enables the maximization of variation while maintaining a minimum of comparability. 

Both types of street-level bureaucrats are comparable to a certain extent, leading to similar moral 

dilemmas they are faced with in their job. Particularly, the respondents in both organizations are 

federal public servants working in a field organization under the supervision of a head office and 

responsible for law enforcement concerning overlapping issues like illegal employment and 

economic exploitation. The units that are included in the study are all rather small, consisting of five 

to 16 street-level bureaucrats and one to three supervisors. 

Variation is achieved by selecting two different judicial districts, a medium-sized (judicial district 1) 

and a large one (judicial district 2), in each of which all field organizations of the Federal Police (POL1 

and POL2) and the Inspection of Social Laws (INSP1 and INSP2) are analyzed (i.e. one field 

organization in each judicial district for each organization, except for the large judicial district in 

which three field organizations of the Inspection of Social Laws are studied
26

), and by focusing the 

study on two different professional groups, respectively the police and the labor inspection. Both 

groups of street-level bureaucrats differ in a number of ways, particularly in their (1) discretion, (2) 

law enforcement domain, (3) relationship with judicial authorities, (4) relationship with the head 

office, and (5) relationship with other agencies. 

                                                             
25

 Gerring (2006) refers to this type of sampling as ‘most different case design’. However, because the interpretation of 

‘case’ in this study is linked to individual decisions and not to the settings, the researcher decided to use the phrasing of 

‘most different settings design’. 
26

 The decision to study all field organizations in the selected regions has already been announced in the introduction of this 

dissertation. This leads to studying three field organizations in INSP2. Because they are all located in the same building, 

studying all three of them is not only a practical but also a logical option. 
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Next to the four settings that are the core of the empirical research, a fifth setting is selected, namely 

a human trafficking and human exploitation unit of the Federal Police in another medium-sized 

region, in which a pilot project is conducted during two months at the beginning of the empirical 

research. This pilot project is aimed at getting acquainted with the data collection methods and 

inductively mapping moral dilemmas police detectives are confronted with in their job. The analysis 

of the empirical data in the pilot project will not be included in the results section of this dissertation 

because the pilot study is not comparable with the study in the four settings due to differences in 

measurement (see section 4.2). 

 

Table 4.1 below gives a visual overview of how the research design has been carried out. To 

maximize anonymity of the cases, the exact dates of the time periods will not be given, only the 

length. The 15 expert interviews (i.e. time period A) were carried out during eight weeks. The pilot 

study (i.e. time period B) was conducted during 13 weeks. Time period C, in which POL1 and INSP1 

were analyzed took 38 weeks. Time period D, in which POL2 and INSP2 were analyzed, took 35 

weeks. 

 

Table 4.1: Chronological overview of research design in four time periods 

Time period A 

8 weeks 

Time period B 

13 weeks 

Time period C 

38 weeks 

Time period D 

35 weeks 

15 expert interviews Pilot study 
POL1 POL2 

INSP1 INSP2 

4.1.3. Analytic generalization or theory-carried generalization 

Although samples are taken from the general population of moral dilemmas and the general 

population of law enforcement agencies (see 4.1.2), this study does not aim at empirical or statistical 

generalization to these populations, being a qualitative and exploratory study. This study is rather 

aimed at theory building and the development of hypotheses. Therefore, analytic generalization 

towards the theory will be strived for, using a replication logic (Yin, 2003). This logic goes back to the 

original idea of analytical induction by Znaniecki (1934), which “aims at forming a theory by 

systematically testing conjectures and hypotheses and reformulating them by means of intentionally 

chosen cases” (Smaling, 2003: 54). This concept is consistent with the “iterative-inductive approach” 

O’Reilly (2005: 27) aims for in her ethnographic research, as will be explained below (see 4.2.1). Seale 

(1999: 109) explains that in analytic induction the cases are not considered “examples of a class”, but 

“cases that illuminate aspects of a general theory”. 

 

For this study, the replication logic implies that the various settings are analyzed in sequence with 

intermediate steps of theory-building, as shown in Figure 4.1 below. Particularly, the first phase of 

the study consists of a literature review and a pilot study in a medium-sized region. The literature 

review is aimed at selecting theories for the conceptual framework and theoretical sampling of moral 

dilemma types (see 4.1.2.1). The pilot study aims at selecting moral dilemma types and adjusting the 

conceptual framework to the specific context of ethical decision making among street-level 

bureaucrats. In the second phase, two settings (POL1 and INSP1) in another medium-sized judicial 

district are analyzed. This part of the study aims at refining the conceptual framework, making a final 
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selection of moral dilemma types and composing a preliminary theory concerning causal mechanisms 

that under specific contextual conditions explain ethical decision making. The results of this exercise 

will thus constitute a preliminary theory. This theory is further tested and refined in the third phase 

in which the two settings in the large judicial district (POL2 and INSP2) are analyzed, using a 

replication logic (Yin, 2003). On the basis of the third phase, hypotheses are developed regarding 

ethical decision making among street-level bureaucrats, which can be tested in future research (in 

similar or different settings). This process implies a specific type of external validity, which Smaling 

(2003) refers to as theory-carried generalization. He explains that findings can be generalized to 

other cases when theoretical saturation is reached. The theory is then considered suitable to explain 

other cases than have been analyzed in the study. 

 

Figure 4.1: The relationship between empirical data collection and theory-building in this study 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2. Data collection 

The empirical data in this study are collected from an ethnographic approach. The data collection 

methods are observation, informal conversation, semi-structured interviewing, in-depth interviewing 

and documentary analysis. This section illustrates how these data collection methods are used in the 
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pilot study and the four settings. It concludes with a number of strategies that are used to enhance 

the overall quality of data collection, like triangulation, audit trail and member check. 

4.2.1. Ethnography as a method 

4.2.1.1. Defining ethnography 

Ethnography as a method has been used in multiple ways, in different traditions, leading to a varied 

set of definitions (e.g., Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995; Savage, 2000; Willis & Trondman, 2000; 

O’Reilly, 2005). Taylor (cited in O’Reilly, 2005: 1-2) defines it as involving: “[…] empirical work, 

especially observation, with the aim of producing a full, nuanced, non-reductive text […] that is 

defined or interpreted by each author”, while Willis and Trondman (2000) refer to ethnography as: “a 

family of methods involving direct and sustained social contact with agents, and richly writing up the 

encounter of human experience […] with a critical focus and relevance for cultural politics”. Richards 

and Morse (2007: 57-58) distinguish between traditional ethnography and focused ethnography. 

Traditional ethnography is in their opinion conducted in a culture unfamiliar to the researcher, 

sometimes in a single setting, with a broad focus in which the cultural group is described as 

comprehensively as possible (e.g., language, kinship systems, etc.). Focused ethnography is 

essentially different because it focuses on a specific topic that is identified before the researcher 

commences the study. This second type of ethnography is particularly suitable to study institutions, 

as is the case in this research project. 

 

Hammersley and Atkinson (1995) resist marking out clear boundaries between ethnography and 

other research methods, merely because they believe the boundaries that are set around 

ethnography in the traditional literature are unclear. They see ethnography merely as a set of 

methods. This concurs with the distinction Wolcott (2001: 93) makes between ‘method’ – referring 

to specific techniques – and ‘methodology’ – referring to the underlying principles of an approach. 

Ethnography in this study is looked at from the former perspective. Hence, the loose definition of 

Hammersley and Atkinson (1995: 1) is adopted, which states that ethnography involves “the 

ethnographer participating […] in people’s daily lives for an extended period of time, watching what 

happens, listening to what is said, asking questions – in fact collecting whatever data are available to 

throw light on the issues that are the focus of the research”. This approach seems to be particularly 

suitable for exploratory studies, as this research project aims to be, because it can lead to narratives 

that describe what is going on in groups or institutions in a rich and detailed way, or put differently, it 

can lead to “thick description” (Geertz, 1973).The iterative-inductive approach 

Ethnography is often considered a purely inductive approach. Ethnographer O’Reilly (2005), 

however, states that pure induction is in fact impossible and even undesirable when conducting an 

ethnographic study. She distinguishes between three types of approaches in empirical research, 

being (1) the deductive approach, (2) the simplistic inductive approach and (3) the more 

sophisticated inductive approach (O'Reilly, 2005: 26-27). In the deductive approach, which is most 

often used in quantitative studies, the researcher starts from a specific hypothesis that is tested in 

empirical studies. The main problem in this approach is that it mostly does not lead to the 

development of new theories or new hypotheses, which is the main reason why many qualitative 

researchers explicitly reject it. In the simplistic inductive approach “the researcher begins with as 
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open a mind and as few preconceptions as possible, allowing theory to emerge from the data” 

(O'Reilly, 2005: 26). However, according to O’Reilly, ethnographers always start from preconceived 

ideas or certain theoretical findings, and should better be open about their preconceptions and their 

influence instead of ignoring them. She, therefore, prefers the approach of “sophisticated 

inductivism” in which theory is considered the “precursor, medium and outcome” of the study 

(O'Reilly, 2005: 27), which concurs with the ideas of Willis and Trondman (2000). O’Reilly (2005: 27), 

therefore, pleads for an “iterative-inductive approach”. Ezzy (2002: 10) confirms that: 

 

“[A]ll data are theory driven. The point is not to pretend they are not, or to force the data into 

theory. Rather, the researcher should enter into an ongoing simultaneous process of deduction 

and induction, of theory building, testing and rebuilding.” 

 

In this study, the iterative-inductive or theory-driven approach is used in combination with the 

replication logic that facilitates theory-building in three phases (see Figure 4.1). This approach 

particularly helps to deal with the massive amount of messy data – which is typical when using 

ethnographic methods – in a well-considered, focused and consistent manner. 

4.2.1.3. Ontology and epistemology in this study 

Although ethnography is in the traditional approach – as opposed to the focused approach – linked 

with particular philosophical ideas, ontology and epistemology in this study are based on a different 

approach in the philosophy of science, being subtle realism. This is a philosophical approach that has 

been developed as a reaction to the more ‘naïve’ form of realism. It corresponds with realism by 

adopting the idea of an accessible, independent, knowable truth. It differs from realism by 

abandoning the idea that this reality can be exactly represented so that it completely corresponds to 

the one examined (Lofland, Snow, Anderson, & Lofland, 2006: 169; Hammersley, 1992: 50-52). 

Science can in subtle realism only try to secure “a close approximation of the empirical world" 

(Erlandson, Harris, Skipper, & Allen, 1993). Seale (1999: 26) states: “Knowledge is always mediated by 

pre-existing ideas and values […]. Yet some accounts are more plausible than others”. He places 

subtle realism in opposition to true constructivism because it opposes the view that knowing a real 

world separately from language is impossible. 

4.2.2. Observations and informal conversations 

This section describes two important data collection methods that are used in this study: 

observations and informal conversations. These methods are predominantly used to gain more 

insight into the organizational patterns in the research settings, but also to gather data on moral 

dilemmas that occur when the researcher is present. In the pilot study, 13 weeks of observation have 

been conducted, while in the four other settings more than 30 weeks of observation have been 

carried out (i.e. 35 weeks in POL1; 30 weeks in POL2; 38 weeks in INSP1; 31 weeks in INSP2), in which 

the researcher was present at the setting for one to three days a week. This has led to almost 555 

hours of observation and informal conversations. This long period of data collection confirms the 

conclusion of Bernard (2000: 323) that “participant observation is not for the impatient”. Part of the 

definition of ethnography that is used in this study is that the researcher stays in the field for an 

extended period of time, preferably until data saturation has set in (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995: 
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1). In this study, flexibility of entering and leaving the field is restricted by the obligation to ask 

different actors (i.e. head office’s managers, internal supervisors and judicial authorities) for 

permission for the empirical research during a specified period of time, to be determined 

beforehand. This leads to the researcher having to determine in advance how long data collection 

will probably take. Although it is risky to guess in advance when saturation will probably be achieved, 

the estimated period appeared to be long enough to gather the necessary data in this study. 

4.2.2.1. Different ethnographic roles 

Researchers can adopt different roles when doing observations and having informal conversations 

with respondents. Several academics have developed typologies of ethnographic roles. The typology 

of Junker (1960) and the typology of Schatzman and Strauss (1973) seem particularly relevant for this 

study. Junker (1960) distinguishes between four roles, being the complete observer, the participant 

observer, the complete participant and the observer participant. Because the researcher is not an 

organization member and does thus not have the discretionary powers and authority of the street-

level bureaucrats in this study (particularly, police detectives and labor inspectors), the roles of 

‘complete participant’ and ‘observer participant’ cannot be applied. The researcher rather switches 

between the role of the ‘complete observer’ and the role of the ‘participant observer’. Direct 

observation (as in the ‘complete observer’ role) is important because “the primary obligation is […] to 

be there when the action takes place and to change that action as little as possible by [one’s] 

presence” (Spindler & Spindler, 1992). The role of ‘complete observer’ is especially relevant during 

house searches, inspections and interrogations in which no action is expected or even allowed for 

the researcher. Closer involvement of the researcher (as in the ‘participant observer’ role) is, 

however, also useful, because it puts the researcher in the shoes of the one who is observed (while 

of course maintaining a minimal degree of distance). The role of ‘participant observer’ is, therefore, 

used during meetings, informal events and whenever street-level bureaucrats ask for the 

involvement of the researcher, for example, to translate an English manuscript from foreign police 

agencies or to do a spelling check of official reports. 

The typology of Schatzman and Strauss (1973) gives a more diverse overview of ways to carry out 

observation. They list six ways of doing observation, going from ‘watching from the outside’ to 

‘participation with hidden identity’. The aspects that seem relevant for this study are: ‘limited 

interaction’ and ‘the observer as participant’, which show similarities with Junker’s roles of ‘complete 

observer’ and ‘participant observer’. 

 

In rare instances the researcher has slightly crossed the line by participating too much. A case in 

point is the observation of a joint inspection where one of the labor inspectors requested the 

researcher to ask a few workers on a construction site for their ID cards so they would not flee. The 

researcher agreed with that because the labor inspector was inspecting the construction site by 

him/herself while the other inspectors were at the time on a construction site right across the road. 

Although the workers started explaining their situation to the researcher, thinking she was a labor 

inspector as well, the researcher drew a line there and told the workers that the interrogation would 

be carried out by the labor inspector, because she was only an intern, which was the official label the 

researcher had during the empirical research. This label has, however, sometimes led to confusion 
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among labor inspectors, because newly hired labor inspectors are also called interns. The main 

difference between the latter and the researcher is that the researcher does not have the 

competences to do interrogations or to make reports. The researcher recalls that this has led to a 

particular awkward situation. One of the labor inspectors gave an ID card to the researcher during a 

joint inspection on a construction site with many workers, expecting that the ‘intern’ (i.e. researcher) 

would interrogate this person. The researcher did, however, think that she only needed to collect the 

ID cards so they could later be returned. The result was that in the end the coordinator found out 

that one of the workers had not been interrogated, after which the labor inspector who gave the 

researcher the ID card threw questioning glances at the researcher. Other colleagues then explained 

to this labor inspector that the researcher did not have the competence to do interrogations. 

4.2.2.2. About ‘cover stories’ and bonding 

Next to ethnographic roles, the literature also speaks of the importance of preparing different ‘cover 

stories’ for different groups of respondents. During data collection, the researcher has always tried to 

be as honest as possible to respondents about her intentions. She did so by explicitly mentioning 

that the study deals with ethical decision making of different professional groups. Being honest is not 

only important from an ethical point of view, but also essential to gain respondents’ trust. Although 

referring to the focus on ‘ethical’ decision making obviously implies the risk of rousing suspicion and 

encouraging socially desirable behavior or speech, the researcher is convinced that a trust-based 

relationship – which is crucial when studying a sensitive topic like ethical decision making – can only 

be achieved by complete honesty. Lying about one’s true intentions could jeopardize the possibility 

of building a trust-based relationship. As confirmed in the literature, the researcher’s age and gender 

have helped to gain the respondents’ trust, because young students (in this case, PhD student) and 

female researchers are often seen as non-threatening (Punch, 1986; Philips & Brown, 1997). 

 

Towards citizens with whom the street-level bureaucrats interacts, the ‘cover story’ in this study is 

less clear than in the case of the respondents. The main reason for this lack of clarity is the fact the 

street-level bureaucrats are given the freedom how they wish to introduce the researcher to 

suspects, victims, employees or employers who are interrogated or inspected. Sometimes street-

level bureaucrats introduce her as an intern from the university who is conducting a study about how 

they work, but others introduce the researcher as a colleague. Hence, for most of the time the 

researcher is mistaken for a police officer or a labor inspector (Loftus, 2009: 208). The latter often 

leads to citizens asking the researcher technical questions believing she is a staff member of the 

organization like the other person who accompanies her. Even though the researcher can in most 

cases answer the citizens’ questions – having gained sufficient technical expertise during the 

observations and interviews – she decides not to do so and explain that she is in fact a researcher or 

an intern from the university. This sometimes leads to the awkward situation that the interaction 

with a particular citizen is interrupted by the street-level bureaucrat having to ask the citizen’s 

permission whether or not the researcher can be present, while the researcher has already been 

sitting there for a while. Except for one suspect of possession of child pornography, all citizens whose 

permission is asked agree with the researcher being present. One of them, however, explicitly asks 

not to include his/her ‘story’ in any publications, a request the researcher obviously complies with. 
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Further, the researcher constantly balances between the role of ‘incompetent learner’ and 

‘criminology expert’. Participant observation handbooks often recommend adopting the role of 

‘incompetent learner’, because this puts the respondents in the role of experts who can teach the 

researcher. However, this role implies the risk that the researcher is perceived as “frivolous or stupid 

and dismissed as such” (Lofland et al., 2006). Lofland and colleagues (2006: 46), therefore, state one 

“should have enough knowledge about the setting or people [one] wish[es] to study to appear 

competent to do so”. Only then the researcher’s incompetence is considered acceptable. They add 

that one has to prove to have sufficient knowledge and competences to ‘deserve’ the respondents’ 

time and attention. This becomes clear in this study when respondents ask the researcher questions 

about the interpretation of penal or social law and her opinion about the criminal justice system, 

putting her in the role of criminology expert. As for the former, the researcher tries to answer the 

questions as good as possible, but always adds that her expertise is less elaborate than that of law 

students. As for the latter, the researcher sometimes gives her opinion, for example about the 

upcoming changes linked to the ‘Salduz arrest’
27

, but always emphasizes that she can only give her 

personal opinion and that she is in fact more interested in the respondents’ opinion about the 

criminal justice system. 

 

In addition to balancing between being a learner and an expert, the researcher also has to balance 

between bonding with street-level bureaucrats and bonding with supervisors, because she needs to 

gain trust from both parties to successfully collect data. The risk of too much bonding with 

supervisors is that street-level bureaucrats will suspect that the researcher is in league with the 

supervisor and is going to report any misconduct she will observe, like some kind of ‘management 

spy’ (Loftus, 2009: 203-204; Reiner, 1978). The risk of too much bonding with street-level 

bureaucrats is that the supervisor(s) will not consider the researcher objective or neutral and will 

withdraw his/her cooperation. Therefore the researcher has to constantly balance her attention 

towards supervisors and street-level bureaucrats and prove her trustworthiness and dependability to 

both groups. In addition, the researcher also has to balance her time spent with certain groups or 

cliques of street-level bureaucrats to avoid the other groups or cliques thinking the researcher will 

develop a biased opinion of the setting or will snitch about them to members of the other group. The 

most successful trust creating strategies
28

 are having lunch with respondents, informally talking with 

them about private affairs like children or vacations and joining them during nightly inspections, 

especially in the weekends because that proves the researcher is really committed to her empirical 

study, which is confirmed by Ericson (1982). 

 

Especially for the street-level bureaucrats, trustworthiness is an important condition of gaining trust. 

This becomes clear when several respondents in this study mention that they have ‘tested’ the 

                                                             
27

 The ‘Salduz arrest’ was an arrest before the European Court of Human Rights on the 26
th

 of April 2007 linked the legal 

assistance of a lawyer before suspects’ first police interrogation (Application no. 36391/02). 
28

 Referring to gaining trust as a ‘strategy’, gives the impression that respondents are used in an instrumental way, solely to 

distract data. This is of course not entirely true, because the researcher truly respected the respondents and honestly 

enjoyed talking with them. However, she constantly experienced an inner struggle because in a way she knew that bonding 

with them was always at least partly strategic behavior. 
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researcher in different ways, for example by deliberately mentioning juicy details about misconduct 

in the team to figure out whether or not the researcher will report it to their boss. The researcher is 

glad to hear that she successfully passed their tests. In the labor inspections, there is another barrier 

to overcome, in the sense that some labor inspectors think that the researcher has been sent by the 

head office to inspect how they do their job. This can probably be linked to the fact that some labor 

inspectors are aware that they do not follow the head office’s instructions and get away with it as a 

result of the lack of oversight (see below). The researcher being there makes them believe that the 

head office is planning to keep more oversight on the way in which they perform their jobs. 

4.2.2.3. Making notes 

The final challenge of using observation and informal conversation as data collection methods, is 

making notes. Because the notes will in the end be the fundamental data on the basis of which 

conclusions can be drawn, the researcher always needs to adopt a “participating-to-write-style” 

(Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995: 18). This refers to an attitude of constant awareness that 

observation and conversation are not goals as such, but are aimed at collecting data, and should thus 

result in making good notes. The main challenge is not to be overwhelmed by the massive amount of 

data one is confronted with during the observations and informal conversations. Lofland and 

colleagues (2006) assure that one should try to capture all data by writing them up, but that one 

should not be worried if not everything is always properly and immediately written down by the 

researcher. The main reasons for that are the fact that things that matter often repeat themselves – 

life being characterized by routines and patterns – and the fact that staying in the field long enough 

helps to prevent that significant patterns are overlooked.  

 

Different types of notes can be distinguished, going from mental notes, jotted notes to full field notes 

(Lofland et al., 2006). In this study, the researcher tries to constantly make mental notes during 

observations and informal conversations. Although rather difficult in the beginning, especially in the 

pilot project, the researcher learns the ‘craft’ of making mental notes by practicing to “orient [her] 

consciousness to the task of remembering” (Lofland et al., 2006: 109) certain details like ‘who was 

present’, ‘who said what to whom’, ‘what happened chronologically’, etc. 

The next step is to make jotted notes by writing down short sentences or key words in a small book, 

which enables recalling memories later. In making these notes, the researcher is confronted with a 

dilemma in which she has to choose between two imperfect alternatives. On the one hand, she can 

decide to never make notes in public not to arouse suspicion among the respondents, possibly 

jeopardizing the quality of the notes as a result of forgetting. On the other hand, she can choose for 

the option of writing things down as quickly as possible in public, which could lead to socially 

desirable behavior but possibly also to more accurate notes. The researcher tries to combine the 

pros and cons of both alternatives. On the one hand, she sometimes make notes openly, for example 

during staff meetings in which making notes is obvious and expected. On the other, she sometimes 

make notes in a more concealed way, for example by typing in conversations between two 

respondents while pretending to work on the computer, by visiting the restrooms (a lot) or by texting 

oneself while pretending to text someone else. Although the researcher tries to let the jotting down 

not interrupt with everyday life in the settings, the respondents who notice she is writing things 
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down sometimes make remarks about it, like “you are not gonna write that down, are you?”, “wow 

you write really fast” or “shouldn’t you buy a bigger book?” when someone sees the tiny notebook 

the researcher uses during inspections. Although these comments are mostly meant as a joke, they 

clearly show that sometimes respondents are aware of things being written down. Although the 

latter can of course lead to respondents changing their behavior, the researcher is confident she has 

been able to reassure most of them by explaining that their identity will never be revealed. 

The final phase is turning jotted notes into full field notes. The human memory being rather limited, 

researchers should not postpone making these field notes. Most handbooks on participant 

observation recommend that one should not wait longer than a day for making full field notes (see 

e.g., Lofland et al., 2006; Emerson, Fretz & Shaw, 1995). These books also recommend not to observe 

longer than three to four subsequent hours and to plan as much time for making the full field notes 

as for doing the observations. Although the researcher truly tries not to postpone the process of 

turning jotted notes into full field notes in this study, she does not always manage to make them 

right away, especially when observations happen in quick succession. Particularly in the police 

settings, it is very difficult to plan ahead when important events, like a house search or an 

interrogation, will take place. The researcher constantly has to change plans because of new 

developments in the investigations, leading to sacrificing time that is meant for making full field 

notes. This problem has, at least partly, been solved by regularly recording full field notes while 

driving home after a day of observation. However, sometimes it takes the researcher a week before 

jotted notes are turned into full field notes, leading to certain details being forgotten. This can of 

course diminish accuracy of the field notes to a certain extent. However, being flexible to changing 

events in the settings is considered more important, mainly because in an exploratory study it is 

essential to gather data in various situations and because showing flexibility is important to gain the 

respondents’ trust. 

4.2.3. Semi-structured and in-depth interviews 

Another important data collection method in this study is interviewing. In this study, both semi-

structured and in-depth interviews are conducted during almost 118 hours with 59 respondents of 

whom 42 street-level bureaucrats, nine supervisors, five regional directors and three magistrates.
29

 

Table 4.2 below shows the number of interviewed respondents in each setting. 

 

Table 4.2: Total amount of street-level bureaucrats, supervisors and regional directors who were 

interviewed in each setting 

 Pilot study POL1 POL2 INSP1 INSP2 

Street-level bureaucrats 10 7 7 9 9 

Supervisors 1 1 3 1 3 

Regional directors 2 1 1 1 / 

Total 13 9 11 11 12 

                                                             
29

 This does not include the 15 expert interviews that were conducted for the sampling of research settings (see 4.1.2.2). 
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4.2.3.1. Semi-structured interviews 

The interviews with supervisors, regional directors and magistrates are aimed at gaining more 

insight in the organizational patterns in the settings, particularly concerning superiors’ intended 

managerial style, staff evaluation systems and the relationship between street-level bureaucrats and 

magistrates. For this, the method of semi-structured interview is used, which offers a flexible way of 

questioning respondents without jeopardizing comparability of the interviews. Particularly, the 

researcher starts from a topic list in which specific aspects of the organizational patterns are listed 

(Baarda, de Goede, & van der Meer-Middelburg, 2007: 26). This topic list contains a few similar 

topics for all actors, but also a few specific ones to check certain conclusions the researcher makes 

on the basis of the observations in the setting for which the actor is relevant. The semi-structured 

interviews last two to four hours. 

4.2.3.2. In-depth interviews 

The interviews with street-level bureaucrats are in this study predominantly aimed at mapping 

moral dilemmas the respondents experienced during the observation period and before. In addition, 

these interviews are meant to gain more insight into the organizational patterns in the settings. They 

can be used to confront the data that are collected during observations, informal conversations and 

the semi-structured interviews (see above). For this, the method of in-depth interviewing is used, 

because detailed questioning is essential to achieve ‘thick description’ of the various cases. This is 

only possible because of the trust-based relationship that has been developed during the many 

months of observations and informal conversations. These in-depth interviews last one to four hours. 

a. CALLING AN INTERVIEW ‘AN INTERVIEW’? 

Before going into detail about how these interviews are conducted, a remark needs to be made 

about how to introduce the in-depth interviews to the street-level bureaucrats and particularly how 

to call them. Because of the researcher’s fear that asking the street-level bureaucrats to cooperate in 

a formal ‘interview’, will change the informal relationship with them and possibly even jeopardize 

the trust that has been built up, the researcher decides not to call the interview ‘an interview’, but to 

refer to it as ‘a personal conversation’. This phrasing aims at letting the respondents feel as 

comfortable as they were during the informal conversations. However, the strategy does not really 

work out as planned. The reason for this is that the respondents consistently change the label of 

‘personal conversation’ to ‘interrogation’, comparable to the interrogations they have with suspects 

or employers, probably as a result of professional deformation. Because ‘interrogation’ is even more 

threatening than ‘interview’, the researcher has to break the ice at the beginning of each ‘personal 

conversation’ to conquer the awkward feeling the respondents have because they feel to be in the 

shoes of those they normally interrogate. 

b. A VARIED SAMPLE OF STREET-LEVEL BUREAUCRATS 

To gather as varied responses as possible, which is important in an exploratory study, the researcher 

tries to interview as many street-level bureaucrats in the settings as possible. Particularly, she 

interviews all street-level bureaucrats in the medium-sized judicial district (except for those who are 

absent due to a long illness), and more than half of the employed street-level bureaucrats in the 
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large region, where the researcher decides to stop interviewing respondents because saturation has 

been gained. Only one staff member explicitly refuses cooperation. Table 4.3 shows the respondents 

are sufficiently varied in terms of age, sex, education, professional background and religion. To 

avoid identification of the settings, the characteristics of the street-level bureaucrats are not linked 

to specific settings, but only to the professional groups they are part of.  
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Table 4.3: Individual characteristics of respondents who are interviewed 

 Police detectives Labor inspectors 

Number of respondents 20 23 

Age   

   Average 45,55 45,65 

   Min 25 26 

   Max 59 60 

Sex   

   Women 2 11 

   Men 18 12 

Religion   

   Christian 9 6 

   Other 1 5 

   Not religious 10 12 

Marital status   

   Married 13 13 

   Cohabiting 2 5 

   No partner 5 5 

Children   

   0 6 5 

   1 8 5 

   2 5 7 

   3 or more 1 6 

Education/degree   

   Secondary education 8 2 

   HOKT 4 12 

   University (bachelor) 2 2 

   University (Master) 6 7 

Professional background   

   Army 3 1 

   Teacher 1 / 

   Shop owner 1 / 

   Judicial function 1 4 

   Other labor inspection / 2 

   Social sector / 3 

   University / 2 

   Labor union / 1 

   Employee in other sector 8 12 

   No prior jobs 8 3 

Career in the police  / 

   ‘Rijkswacht’ 10  

   ‘Gemeentepolitie’ 2  

   ‘Gerechtelijke Politie’ 8  

   ‘FGP’ 2  
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As for age, marital status and religion, both groups of respondents seem sufficiently varied. This is 

not the case for sex, men being overrepresented in the police settings while there is a more equal 

distribution of men and women in the inspection settings. This is not only the case in the sample of 

respondents, but also in the population of the whole team. Also the education pattern is different in 

both groups of respondents. In the police settings, there are more respondents with no higher 

education degree than in the inspection settings. The latter is self-evident because a higher 

education degree (i.e. a HOKT or HOLT degree
30

 – which is higher education outside the university – 

or a university degree, either Bachelor or Master) is currently not obliged in the police (although it 

was obliged for people who wanted to join the former Judicial Police or ‘Gerechtelijke Politie’), while 

it has been obliged in the labor inspection for quite a while now. There seems to be sufficient 

variation in respondents having children or not, as well as their professional background and, for the 

detectives, their career in the police. 

c. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS 

The researcher has experimented with a particular way to construct the in-depth interviews in the 

pilot study, but as a result of varying success she decides to use a different approach in the four 

settings. In the pilot study, the researcher starts the in-depth interviews with the general question: 

“Have you ever experienced a moral dilemma during your job?” This sometimes leads to respondents 

starting to tell a story about a moral dilemma they experienced, which allows the researcher to ask 

sub-questions and gain in-depth knowledge of the case. However, most of the respondents react to 

this general question by saying that they never experience dilemmas in their job or by asking the 

researcher to give an example of a moral dilemma so they would know which type of situations the 

researcher is referring to exactly. Because the latter could jeopardize the very essence of an in-depth 

interview in which data come from the respondent and are not steered too much by the interviewer, 

the researcher tries to encourage the respondent by giving a general definition of a moral dilemma. If 

that still does not lead to the respondent sharing a self-experienced dilemma, the researcher gives a 

specific example. This is not a very successful strategy because the respondent then mentions a 

similar example (s)he has experienced before – which is not ideal in an exploratory study – or starts 

discussing whether or not this example is an actual dilemma for him/her. 

 

The researcher decides to use a different approach in the other four settings. To avoid discussions 

about whether or not a specific decision is a dilemma, the researcher selects her own definition of a 

moral dilemma from the literature. Specifically, she defines a dilemma as a difficult choice because 

not all values are simultaneously feasible (Huberts et al., 2005: 22). This definition is selected, 

because it is an acceptable definition within academic research on ethics (see 1.1.1.2) and 

comprehensible for the respondents in the study. As explained in section 1.1.1, the respondent does 

not necessarily have to consider the decision a dilemma. If not, it is sufficient that another 

respondent in the study, in the same setting or in another setting, considers the decision a dilemma. 

                                                             
30

 Although the Belgian educational system has been reorganized recently, respondents still referred to the previous terms 

of HOKT and HOLT and not the more recent term of ‘Professional Bachelor’, probably because most respondent obtained 

their degree before the reorganization. HOKT (‘Hoger Onderwijs van het Korte Type’) refers to higher education outside the 

university, and mostly consists of three years. HOLT (‘Hoger Onderwijs van het Lange Type’) refers to higher education 

outside the university and consists of four years, but no respondent in this study referred to this latter type of degree. 
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This choice is made to avoid that similar decisions that are mentioned by different respondents are 

sometimes included in the study because the respondent considers it a dilemma and in other cases 

excluded because the respondent does not consider it a dilemma. 

This, however, leads to the interviews having to be structured in a different way than in the pilot 

study. The researcher cannot start the interview with the a general question asking for moral 

dilemmas, because the selection of cases will then be based on whether or not the respondent 

considers a decision a moral dilemma. Therefore, the researcher decides to let the respondent select 

a number of investigations (s)he was involved in and mention all the important decisions that have 

been made during these investigations. To maximize variation, the respondents are asked to select 

the investigations on the basis of three criteria: size of the investigation (i.e. at least one small, one 

medium-sized and one large investigation), source of the initiative (i.e. at least one investigation 

initiated by the street-level bureaucrat and one by judicial authorities or the supervisor) and overall 

satisfaction (i.e. at least one investigation of which one is satisfied and at least one investigation of 

which one is not satisfied). This leads to a number of moral dilemmas that are mentioned 

spontaneously, not necessarily considered as moral dilemmas by the respondent but as important 

decisions during an investigation. In addition, the researcher asks the respondents explicitly whether 

they have already experienced a peer reporting dilemma (third dilemma type in this study), because 

these kinds of dilemmas are by the respondents mostly not considered important steps in their 

investigations. 

4.2.3.3. Recording the interviews and making notes 

Writing up the data collected during interviews is almost as challenging as making field notes of 

observations and informal conversations. The researcher has to make the decision whether or not to 

record the interviews. Recording interviews obviously leads to a higher accuracy of the data because 

one can literally transcribe what has been said and can really concentrate on asking the right sub-

questions (Baarda et al., 2007: 22; Beyens & Tournel, 2009: 227). However, it implies the risk that 

respondents answer the questions in a socially desirable way. As for the semi-structured interviews 

(with supervisors, regional directors and magistrates), the decision is made to only record a few 

interviews and to make notes for most of the other interviews. As for the in-depth interviews with 

street-level bureaucrats, recording is considered crucial because these interviews are aimed at 

collecting detailed information about the moral dilemmas the respondents experienced and the 

underlying decision processes. Detailed narratives and ‘thick description’ are needed to answer the 

fundamental research question. Moreover, social desirability does not seem to be a huge risk in the 

in-depth interviews, because the researcher has won the street-level bureaucrats’ trust through 

months of observation and informal conversations. Therefore the decision is made to ask them for 

permission to record the interviews, which they all give. 

 

When the not-recorded and recorded interviews are compared, an interesting conclusion can be 

made. Against all expectations, the researcher notices much more suspicion among respondents 

whose interview is not recorded than among respondents whose interview is recorded. Suspicion in 

the non-recorded interviews is expressed by asking not to write certain things down or by repeatedly 

asking what the researcher is planning to do with these notes. When interviews are recorded, the 
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respondents do not give comments like that, except for a few street-level bureaucrats who ask to 

turn out the recorder because they want to say something ‘off the record’, which the researcher can 

note down but not record (Beyens et al., 2009: 228). Although some respondents whose interviews 

are recorded are at first uncomfortable with the idea of being taped – as they tell the researcher 

afterwards when being asked about their feelings towards the recorder – they mention that they 

forgot about it after a few minutes. Those respondents whose interview is not recorded say 

afterwards that they were constantly aware that what they said was written down, which led to 

more carefully formulated responses. Moreover, some respondents whose interview is not recorded 

ask the researcher afterwards to have a look at the full notes she made of the interview to check 

whether she wrote down everything in a way the respondent meant it. Although the researcher asks 

all respondents whose interview is recorded whether or not they would like to have a look at the 

interview transcript (see ‘member check’ below), many of them refuse because they trust that the 

literal transcript would perfectly express what they meant. 

 

Lofland et al. (2006) add another risk of not tape-recording interviews. They argue that taping 

interviews is essential, because it gives the researcher the opportunity to concentrate on asking the 

right questions and responding to respondents’ non-verbal behavior, which is essential to properly 

conduct interviews. They specifically argue the following: 

 

“If you have to write down everything down at the same time, you are unlikely to be able to give 

him/her [i.e. respondent] adequate attention. You must be thinking about probing for further 

explication or clarification of what is now being said, formulating probes that link current talk 

with what has already been said, thinking ahead to asking a new question that has now risen and 

was not accounted for in the guide (plus making a note so you will not forget the question), and 

attending to the informant [or respondent] in a manner that communicates to him/her that you 

are indeed listening. All of this is hard enough in itself. Add to that the problem of writing it down 

and you can see that the process of note taking in the interview decreased your interviewing 

capacity.” (Lofland et al., 2006: 106) 

4.2.4. Documentary analysis 

The final data collection method that is used in this study is documentary analysis. This is aimed at 

complementing the data concerning organizational patterns collected during observations, informal 

conversations and interviews. The documents that are analyzed are meeting reports, internal 

regulations, summary of investigations, organization charts, annual reports, internal brochures, 

PowerPoint presentations about the organization, print-outs of software programs, action plans, etc. 

These documents are not all analyzed in detail, but merely serve the purpose of checking 

respondents’ statements concerning certain organizational patterns, which is a form of triangulation 

(Van Gemert, 2010: 165), and giving certain background information (Richards & Morse, 2007: 112). 

4.2.5. Strategies to enhance quality of data collection 

While acknowledging that collecting data is always imperfect, the researcher attempts to enhance 

quality of data collection by using a number of strategies, such as triangulation, audit trail and 

member check. These three strategies will be discussed below. 
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4.2.5.1. Data source and methodology triangulation 

Triangulation can be defined as "the combination of methodologies in the study of the same 

phenomenon" (Denzin, 1978: 291). It can be used to achieve a more “close approximation of the 

empirical world" (Erlandson et al., 1993), which is the main goal of science in the subtle realism 

approach. It is based on ideas in navigation and military strategies in which multiple reference points 

are used to locate an object’s position (Smith, 1975: 273). Campbell and Fiske (1959) were the first 

who came up with the idea of ‘multiple operationalism’, in the sense that different methods should 

be used in the validation process so results can be considered valid and not just fabricated by a 

specific method. Denzin (1978) distinguishes between five types of triangulation: (1) data source 

triangulation, (2) investigator triangulation, (3) theory triangulation, (4) methodology triangulation 

and (5) comprehensive triangulation. In this study, data source triangulation and methodology 

triangulation are relevant. 

 

Data source triangulation refers to looking for variance in events, situations, places and persons to 

improve the measurement of the main concepts in an empirical study. By talking to many different 

persons in different situations on different places, the findings become richer and more reliable than 

when data are collected from a few people in similar situations. In this study, data source 

triangulation is aimed for by doing observations and informal conversations in various situations 

(e.g., meetings, lunches, inspections, interrogations, parties, etc.) at different times of the day (i.e. 

both night and day), during different times of the week (i.e. both week days and in the weekend) and 

different times of the year (i.e. all seasons, both within and outside the holiday period). Arguably, 

these efforts can improve the measurement of the behavioral style and organizational patterns that 

impact ethical decision making. Although this type of data source triangulation is self-evident in 

ethnographic research to enhance the quality of data collection, it is important not to let the 

respondents find out that this type of triangulation is used because they can be ‘shocked’ that the 

information they give is double checked through other sources (Wolcott, 2001). 

 

As for methodology triangulation, Denzin (1978) speaks of within-methods and between-methods
31

 

triangulation, of which only within-methods triangulation is relevant in this study. Within-methods 

triangulation refers to a combination of several types of data collection that are used to complement 

and validate each other. In this study, different types of qualitative data collection methods are used, 

such as observation, informal conversations, interviews and documentary analysis. Combining these 

different qualitative methods leads to a more valid and comprehensive view of ethical decision 

making of street-level bureaucrats, because then one does not only focus on what people say they 

do but also on what they do (Denzin, 1978; Thurmond, 2001). This type of triangulation is in this 

study particularly relevant for the following four reasons. 

First, the trust that has been built during the months of observation and informal conversations is 

very beneficial during the in-depth interviews, in the sense that the street-level bureaucrats mention 

aspects of their work and personal life that they would probably not tell to a complete stranger. 

                                                             
31

 Between-methods triangulation refers to the independent application of two different methods, often qualitative and 

quantitative methods, for the same research issue, which are used for cross validation. This type of triangulation is not 

relevant in this study, because only qualitative research methods are used. 
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Second, the researcher is convinced that the street-level bureaucrats give a more reliable account of 

their work because the researcher has already been there for a while and could not be fooled by 

presenting reality in a more positive way. This is confirmed by respondents’ comments like: “You 

know how things are going on around here” and “I don’t have to tell you that it is not perfect here”. 

Third, the researcher is during the in-depth interviews sufficiently acquainted with the settings so she 

can ask relevant, to-the-point questions, which she would not have been able to ask without the 

observations and informal conversations. Fourth, during in-depth interviews street-level bureaucrats 

sometimes give many details about highly sensitive internal affairs (e.g., internal scandals and 

misconduct in the past), which are very influential to the current group dynamics. The researcher 

thinks the street-level bureaucrats open up on these issues because they are convinced that the 

researcher has already heard about them from other street-level bureaucrats and they want to tell 

their version of the story. In most cases, the researcher had indeed heard of the sensitive internal 

affairs, but most of the time her knowledge about it was rather limited during the observation and 

informal conversations phase, because most street-level bureaucrats were reluctant to speak about 

it. Hence, only when they give more details about it during the in-depth interviews the researcher 

has the complete story. This all leads to the conclusion that the different data collection methods 

that have been used in this study are essential to get a more complete picture of the research 

settings. 

 

The two types of triangulation that are used in this study – data source triangulation and 

methodology triangulation – can help to address the two types of errors Brogden, Jefferson and 

Walklate (1988) ascribe to observation research. The first type of error results from “participants 

successfully concealing aspects of their world to the researcher” (Brogden, Jefferson, & Walklate, 

1988: 45). Arguably, this can, at least partly, be solved by data source triangulation because the 

respondents then have to change their behavior in different situations during different events (e.g., 

formal and informal meetings, nightly inspections, lunches, etc.), which is much more difficult than 

only doing it during specific types of events (e.g., formal meetings). The second type of error results 

from “the inability to take into account unobserved processes, beyond the immediate world under 

observation, that nevertheless affect the social world being studied” (Brogden et al., 1988: 45). This 

can, at least partly, be solved by within-methods triangulation, because the unobserved processes 

can be captured more easily with informal conversations and in-depth interviews than with 

observations (Seale, 1999: 59). 

4.2.5.2. Audit trail 

The second strategy to enhance data collection is mainly used to increase reliability. During the 

course of this study, the researcher keeps a meticulous audit trail in which the various steps and 

choices made in the empirical research are listed (Seale, 1999: 141). This audit trail provides answers 

to questions like: ‘Which were the basic assumptions and hypotheses at the beginning of the study?’, 

‘How are the settings, cases and respondents selected?’, ‘How are the data collected?’, ‘How are the 

data coded?’, etc. (Maesschalck, 2010: 142-143). This ‘trail’ provides the basis for the methodology 

chapter in this dissertation. This audit trail thus helps to give a chronological overview of the data 

collection phase and to account for the decisions that have been made in this phase. Additionally, it 
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also enables replication of the study (Yin, 2003), even though a complete replication of ethnographic 

research is rarely done. 

4.2.5.3. Member check 

The third strategy to enhance data collection quality is performing a member check in which 

respondents are in a way asked to validate the data. The weak version of a member check is letting 

the respondents verify the raw data (Carlson, 2010; Seale, 1999: 63; Maesschalck, 2010: 137). This 

is, in this study, done by asking the street-level bureaucrats whether or not they would like to read 

the interview transcripts. Some of them do and give a few comments about how certain sentences 

should be understood, but most of them just ask it as a souvenir for later. Although this type of 

member check is meant to give the respondents the chance to comment on their quotes and to 

assure them that the researcher respects their opinion, for some the experience of reading through 

the transcripts is very confrontational in the sense that they feel embarrassed for their imperfect 

manner of talking. In other words, while member check is in fact meant to avoid harm – in the sense 

of avoiding that respondents would be quoted in ways they did not like to be quoted – it sometimes 

leads to another kind of harm. As for the semi-structured interviews that are not recorded, no offer is 

made to the respondents to let the respondents read the interview notes. The main reason for that is 

the fact that these interviews are merely meant to complement the data concerning organizational 

patterns collected during observations, informal conversations and in-depth interviews. One of the 

respondents, however, asks to have a look at a certain part of the interview notes, leading to an 

awkward discussion about whether or not (s)he had said some things that the researcher noted 

down. 

 

A stronger version of member check is confronting respondents with conclusions of the study 

(Seale, 1999: 63). This is the type of member check Lofland and colleagues (2006: 94) refer to as 

involving “the solicitation of group or setting members' assessment of the researcher's hypotheses, 

findings, or analyses”. This is, in this study, partly done by sometimes checking during informal 

conversations whether or not the interpretation of the researcher concerning certain events is 

correct according to the respondent (e.g., the logic of doing certain investigations purely to obtain 

high numbers). A more elaborate way of strong member check would have been to let the 

respondents read the entire report (i.e. this dissertation). Because the English report will be under 

embargo for five years, the decision is made not to let the respondents read the entire report in 

advance.
32

 

  

Asking respondents to validate raw data or overall findings of the study is not only relevant in terms 

of internal validity, but also an important aspect of research ethics (Maesschalck, 2010: 137-138). In 

studies that focus on sensitive topics, as is the case in this study, respondents should be given the 

opportunity to assess whether or not the findings will harm them when published. It is, however, the 

responsibility of the researcher to decide whether or not these possibly harmful elements will be 
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 However, the researcher will write a Dutch summary afterwards that will be discussed with a number of respondents, 

probably supervisors and/or regional directors, before it will be disseminated to other respondents and the wider public. 
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published, and if published how they will be published. This aspect will be further discussed in 

section 4.4. 

4.3. Data analysis 

Like data collection, data analysis is a crucial phase in empirical research as well. This section explains 

the various steps that have been taken in analyzing the data. It attempts to meet the criticism that in 

qualitative research data analysis is often described in an insufficient way by, for example, vaguely 

referring to “themes and patterns emerging from the data” (Lofland et al., 2006) without exactly 

explaining how this occurs, leading to some kind of “black box” or “analytic interruptus” (Lofland, 

1970) between data collection and writing, in which data analysis falsely appears the result of a 

mystic process or romantic inspiration. Although this section comes after the ‘data collection’ 

section, data analysis in this study is an iterative process, as is the case in many qualitative studies, in 

which "[y]ou learn something ('collect some data'), then you try to make sense out of it ('analysis'), 

then you go back to see if the interpretation makes sense in light of new experience ('collect more 

data'), then you refine your interpretation ('more analysis'), and so on" (Agar, 1996: 62). The iterative 

process in this study was shown in Figure 4.1 above. 

 

This section first focuses on the preparatory phase, which consists of coding raw data and making 

memos about preliminary analytic ideas. Second, within-case analysis is explained, which is done by 

using the method of process-tracing. This type of data analysis is used to explain in the different 

cases (i.e. decisions made when confronted with moral dilemmas including the underlying processes) 

which causal pathway links the organizational patterns with the behavioral style. Third, between-

case analysis is explained, which is used to look for patterns when different cases and different 

settings are compared, and to develop hypotheses that can be tested in future research. This section 

concludes with four strategies to enhance the quality of data analysis. 

4.3.1. Preparatory phase: coding and memoing 

4.3.1.1. Coding 

Coding is the process in which meaning is given to data by connecting them with ideas about these 

data, either emerging from the data or on the basis of a theoretical framework (Charmaz, 2001; 

Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). Coding is in this study only used to analyze the independent variables (i.e. 

organizational patterns in the four settings, operationalized in GGCT). For the analysis of the 

behavioral style and the causal mechanisms another approach is taken, which will be discussed in 

section 4.3.2 (i.e. process-tracing). Two types of coding are used to analyze the organizational 

patterns in this study, being topic coding and analytic coding (Richards et al., 2007). Topic coding 

refers to allocating passages to topics or “putting the data ‘where they belong’, a sort of data 

disposal” (Richards et al., 2007: 92), while analytic coding refers to “creating conceptual categories 

and gathering the data needed to explore them” (Richards et al., 2007: 94). For both types of coding, 

the qualitative data analysis software Nvivo is used. 

 

There are two important challenges or risks in topic coding. The first risk is too quickly trying to 

interpret the data by which one actually skips the phase of topic coding. Wolcott (2001: 42) explains 
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that many qualitative researchers have difficulties with topic coding because they do more than just 

topic coding, which is illustrated in the following quote: "If you are having trouble sorting things out 

[which is done in topic coding], you must be doing more than sorting things out" (Wolcott, 2001: 42). 

Hence, topic coding should be limited to categorizing data in various topics. 

The second challenge is not to be overwhelmed by the massive amount of data. Data-overload is a 

typical problem in qualitative data, especially when different data collection methods are used. 

Wolcott (2001: 44) states that: "The critical task in qualitative research is not to accumulate all the 

data you can, but to can most of the data you accumulate." In other words, one needs to turn the 

messy raw data into a structured set of data organized on the basis of relevant topics. This second 

challenge could lead to stepping in the ‘coding trap’. This concept refers to creating too much topic 

codes, which is very easy when using a software program. Instead of facilitating data analysis coding 

then hinders data analysis (Richards et al., 2007: 100-101). This study – as most ethnographic 

research – also includes a massive amount of data. To avoid stepping in the ‘coding trap’, the 

researcher experiments with different ways of topic coding in order to select a limited and relevant 

set of topic codes to organize the data. Particularly, after data collection is finished in a particular 

setting, the researcher codes the data collected in this setting with a number of preliminary codes. 

After data collection is finished in the next setting, these same codes are used to structure the data 

in the next setting, leading to new codes being added and some codes being replaced. The data in 

the first setting are then analyzed again with the new set of codes. This process is repeated until a 

final set of topic codes (e.g., methodology, relationship with judicial authorities, managerial style of 

the supervisor, managerial style of the regional director, group interaction, discretion, POL1, POL2, 

INSP1, INSP2, etc.), linked to the conceptual framework, is selected. The data in all four settings are 

then coded for the last time using this final set of topic codes. 

 

After topic coding is finished in the four settings, analytic coding is done. In this type of coding, the 

researcher makes an interpretation of the data. These codes are in this study entirely based on the 

theoretical framework. Particularly, the different topic codes are looked at from a GGCT perspective, 

leading to the different organizational patterns receiving a GGCT label. For this, a detailed coding 

framework (see appendix 1) is used that is developed on the basis of a focused literature review and 

discussions with a number of GGCT experts.
33

 For example, the topic code ‘managerial style of the 

supervisor’ is analyzed by confronting the text with the four types of managerial style that are 

explained in the coding scheme. The data fragments are then coded with one of the four sub-codes, 

namely ‘hierarchical managerial style of the supervisor’, ‘individualistic managerial style of the 

supervisor’, ‘egalitarian managerial style of the supervisor’ or ‘fatalistic managerial style of the 

supervisor’. By combining these sub-codes with the topic codes POL1, POL2, INSP1 or INSP2, by using 

the Matrix Coding Query function in Nvivo, the researcher is able to retrieve all data concerning a 

specific managerial style of the supervisor(s) for each setting separately. This analysis of the 

organizational patterns is the basis for writing the next chapter in which the organizational patterns 

are presented for each subsystem and for each setting. 
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4.3.1.2. Memoing 

During coding and reading methodological literature, the researcher is regularly struck by an 

interesting idea regarding the analysis or interpretation of certain data. To avoid these hunches 

being forgotten, the researcher always makes a memo regarding these ideas. These memos are all 

considered data as well (Richards, 2005: 60). Five types of memos are made. First, analytical memos 

are made in which the researcher maps issues regarding data analysis. This type of memos includes 

the researcher’s ideas about how to code, how to do process-tracing, how to deal with data 

overload, etc. The second type of memo is the methodological memo (Boeije, 2005: 71-72), in which 

broader methodological issues are discussed, like data collection methods, sampling, and protecting 

respondents when writing the final report. In the third type of memo, the researcher makes a 

detailed description of the interview context for each semi-structured and in-depth interview. These 

descriptions can be used to better understand the interview transcripts or interview notes when 

analyzing them by recalling contextual aspects of the interview (Boeije, 2005: 61). The fourth type of 

memo is linked to empirical results. These memos list preliminary findings that can later be 

confronted with other data leading to the final results. Finally, the researcher makes a few memos 

about how to write up the data. These are helpful for the researcher while composing the final 

report. 

4.3.2. Process-tracing as within-case analysis 

Process-tracing is a “method [that] attempts to identify the intervening causal processes […] between 

an independent variable (or variables) and the outcome of the dependent variable” (George et al., 

2005: 206) or “the technique of looking for the observable implications of hypothesized causal 

processes, including alternative explanations to the main theory of interest, within a single case [that] 

involves looking for as continuous a chain of contiguous and sequential events at as fine a level of 

detail as the evidence or the patience and resources of the investigator allow” (Bennett, 2010). This 

method – which is often but not exclusively used in historical research – tries to make causal 

inferences in situations in which controlled comparison is not possible. By tracing the chain of 

cause–effect relations, several intervening mechanisms can be identified and theories about the 

interaction of causal processes can be developed or tested (George et al., 2005: 209). In this study, 

especially the aspect of theory development is relevant, as explained in section 4.1.3. The most 

important benefit of using the technique of process-tracing is that it helps to address equifinality and 

interaction effects (Bennett, 2010), respectively by mapping different causal paths to the same 

dependent variable (i.e. behavioral style in this study) and identifying links between different 

independent variables (i.e. organizational patterns in this study) in these causal paths. The downsides 

of using this technique are that many data are required and that the results may still be 

indeterminate in the sense that evidence on certain steps in the causal pathway are missing. Because 

many data are collected in this study, this first problem is not relevant. Because this study is 

exploratory and aims at the development of hypotheses, missing steps in the explanation could be 

identified as aspects that need to be further developed and tested in future research. 

 

Various types of process-tracing can be identified, depending on the research objectives. They go 

from detailed narrative process-tracing or storytelling (Steel, 2004) to the less detailed general 
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explanation process-tracing (George et al., 2005). In this study, process-tracing is based on detailed 

narratives on specific moral dilemmas the street-level bureaucrats are confronted with. Process-

tracing is specifically used to trace the process of organizational patterns that triggered certain 

mechanisms that operate under specific conditions (forming the causal pathway) and led to a certain 

behavioral style. The main difference between this type of process-tracing and the one that is used in 

historical studies is the length of the process, which is shorter in this study than in most historical 

studies. However, also in this study for some cases the organizational patterns that impact the 

behavioral styles have to be traced back to certain events in the past. Although these events 

occurred before data collection in the settings is carried out, the researcher tries to capture them by 

using the concept of ‘collective memory’ as explained in chapter 2. 

 

To analyze the process in each case, the researcher has developed an Excel sheet, part of the audit 

trail (see 4.2.5.2), in which each row contains all relevant data concerning one case (i.e. the story 

concerning a particular decision). In this row, the case is broken down in the various aspects that are 

needed for detailed process-tracing, as illustrated in Table 4.4 below: (1) data source (i.e. interview, 

informal conversation or observation), (2) code (i.e. reference to setting and specific investigation in 

that setting), (3) year in which the dilemma occurred, (4) summary of the case, (5) narrator, (6) 

actor(s), (7) behavioral style that is applied in the case (B style), (8) organizational patterns that are 

relevant in the case (Org Patt), (9) values that are at stake, (10) moral dilemma type (D type), (11) 

type of investigation (I type), (12) causal mechanisms that are relevant (Mech) and (13) analysis of 

the causal pathway in the researcher’s own words. The benefit of this Excel file is that all relevant 

aspects of the case are kept together, so in-depth analysis of each case is enabled. In other words, 

the researcher can use this Excel file to analyze by which organizational patterns and which causal 

pathway (i.e. mechanisms and conditions under which they operate) the behavioral style in a specific 

case can be explained. 

 

To respect respondents’ confidentiality, the quotes and expressed opinions will in the results 

chapters not be linked to individual respondents. Neither will the researcher refer to personal 

characteristics of respondents who expressed a certain opinion. Moreover, when a certain 

respondent makes statements that strongly deviate from their colleagues’ opinion, the researcher 

will only include them in the results when verified in different interviews and observations. 
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Table 4.4: Dividing the various cases in 13 components to prepare for process-tracing as within-case analysis 

 

 1. 

Source 

2. 

Code 

3. 

Year 

4. 

Summary 

5. 

Narrator 

6. 

Actor 

7. 

B Style 

8. 

Org Patt 

9. 

Values 

10. 

D type 

11. 

I type 

12. 

Mech 

13. 

Analysis 

Case 1              

Case 2              

Case 3              

Case 4              

…              
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4.3.3. Between-case analysis to look for patterns on different levels 

The above described within-case analysis forms the basis for between-case analysis. In this second 

type of data analysis, the various cases (i.e. stories concerning particular decisions) are compared in 

order to look for similarities or differences in organizational patterns and causal pathway that explain 

why a certain behavioral style is applied in a particular case. 

 

Between-case analysis is done in different ways. First, the cases for each moral dilemma type 

separately are compared to check whether specific organizational patterns or specific causal 

mechanisms can explain decision making in a particular dilemma type. It is possible that certain 

behavioral styles are more relevant in certain moral dilemma types, or that certain organizational 

patterns and causal pathways are more explanatory for certain moral dilemma types. In other words, 

in this first type of between-case analysis, the three dilemma types are looked at separately to look 

for similarities or recurring findings concerning behavioral style or causal pathway and independent 

variables that explain the behavioral style. 

Second, the cases in which a particular behavioral style is applied are looked at separately. This form 

of between-case analysis aims for finding similarities in independent variables or causal pathway that 

explain a specific behavioral style. For example, all cases in which an individualistic behavioral style is 

applied are compared to check whether the individualistic behavioral style (applied in various moral 

dilemma types and in different settings) can be explained by similar organizational patterns or similar 

causal mechanisms. 

 

The Excel file that has been mentioned in the previous part (see Table 4.4 above) is very useful for 

both types of between-case analysis. By using the sort functions in Excel, the cases can be sorted 

according to moral dilemma type and behavioral style in order to look for patterns on the basis of 

both aspects. The two types of between-case analysis form the basis for the final chapter in which 

the main findings of this empirical study are summarized, first by focusing on the results for each 

moral dilemma type separately (see 9.1) and second by developing hypotheses concerning 

organizational patterns and causal pathways that explain the different behavioral styles (see 9.2). 

4.3.4. Strategies to enhance quality of data analysis 

During the three phases in data analysis, being the preparatory phase of coding and memoing, the 

within-case analysis phase and the between-case analysis phase, the researcher uses different 

strategies to enhance quality of data analysis. Three strategies will be discussed below. The first 

strategy, consistency of coding, is particularly relevant in the preparatory phase. The second strategy, 

looking for falsification, is relevant in the within- and between-case analysis. The third strategy, peer 

debriefing, is relevant for the overall data analysis process. 

4.3.4.1. Consistency of coding 

In qualitative research, it is essential that data are coded in a consistent way. If not, the study loses 

credibility. Two strategies are used in this study to monitor consistency of the coding process, the 

first related to topic coding and the second related to analytic coding. As for topic coding, the 

researcher does preliminary coding after data collection in a particular setting is finished to 
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experiment with different types of coding. After data collection in the final setting is completed, a 

final set of topic codes is selected and the data in all four settings are analyzed once more on the 

basis of this final set of codes. This strategy has two advantages. The first advantage is that the final 

set of codes is relevant for all four settings. The second advantage is that the researcher is sure that 

the interpretation of the codes is similar for the four settings, which is not necessarily the case when 

data in the first setting are coded in the first year of data collection and data in the final setting are 

coded after the second year of data collection. 

As for analytic coding, the researcher starts from a detailed coding framework that has been 

developed on the basis of an extensive literature review and conversations with different GGCT 

experts (see appendix 1). By using this framework consistently in all four settings after data collection 

in the final setting is finished, reliability of the coding processes is also enhanced. 

4.3.4.2. Looking for falsification 

The second strategy is particularly linked to within- and between-case analysis. When looking at 

empirical data from a specific theoretical perspective, there is a constant risk of theoretical 

blindness. Especially when starting from a specified conceptual framework, as in this study, this risk 

is relatively high. Looking for falsification of the theory can help to avoid this kind of theoretical bias. 

This strategy is inspired by Popper (1935), who developed fundamental ideas in the philosophy of 

science. Science is in his opinion a matter of constantly refuting hypotheses rather than confirming 

them. He explains that hypotheses can never be really verified or confirmed, but that they can be 

“corroborated” when sufficient attempts have been made to falsify them. Also in the constructivist 

tradition, looking for falsification is presented as an important strategy for improving quality of data 

analysis (Seale, 1999: 73). 

 

This study does not aim at falsification of the main theoretical framework GGCT, but of the way 

GGCT operates. GGCT would, according to Thompson, Ellis and Wildavsky (1990), be falsified if 

empirical research finds that different institutional contexts (as independent variables) generate 

similar cultural worldviews (as dependent variables) or if similar institutional contexts lead to 

different cultural worldviews (Thompson et al., 1990: 273). However, the researcher in this study 

decides to consider the GGCT typology and the three causal claims (see 2.1.1 and 2.2.1) as basic 

assumptions, which are not questioned as such. Although this implies the risk of theoretical 

blindness, the researcher believes GGCT has gained sufficient plausibility by its application in various 

empirical studies in different domains (see e.g., Mars, 1982; Rayner, 1986; Jensen, 1998; Coughlin & 

Lockhart, 1998; Grendstad & Selle, 2000; Maesschalck, 2004; Verweij, 2006; Smullen, 2007; Breed, 

2007; Raeymaeckers, 2009). Moreover, the hypotheses of Thompson et al. (1990) are very generally 

formulated and are thus, as such, difficult to falsify. 

Hence, this study aims at specifying these general hypotheses by complementing them with causal 

mechanisms from role strain theory and moral disengagement theory. In other words, this study 

aims to develop falsifiable hypotheses concerning the causal mechanisms that explain how GGCT 

operates or, in other words, how GGCT can explain ethical decision making among street-level 

bureaucrats. The search for this kind of falsification could be conducted in at least three ways: (1) by 
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developing alternative hypotheses, (2) by looking for negative cases, and (3) by avoiding 

anecdotalism. 

First, actively looking for alternative hypotheses is a form of theory triangulation (Denzin, 1978). 

When alternative hypotheses are confirmed, the theory can be adapted and improved, but when 

alternative hypotheses are falsified, the original hypothesis is corroborated. Although the researcher 

uses GGCT as the main theoretical framework for this study and not any of the alternative theories 

presented in chapter 1 – for reasons explained in chapters 1 and 2 – she complements GGCT with 

middle range theories from sociology (i.e. role strain theory) and criminological psychology (i.e. 

moral disengagement theory) to specify how GGCT operates. Moreover, this study aims at theory-

building by generating falsifiable hypotheses on the basis of exploratory research, which can be 

tested in future research. 

The second strategy, looking for deviant cases, is a stronger version of the search for falsification. 

When confronted with data that seem to contradict the theory, one needs to first find out whether 

these data really refer to a deviant case or are the result of faulty data collection (e.g., the 

unexpected absence of fatalism in the relationship with judicial authorities in one interview in a 

specific setting can be the result of having forgotten to ask the respondent about it) or badly 

performed data analysis (Maesschalck, 2010: 140-142). Seemingly falsifying information in this study 

does not lead to completely refuting the theoretical framework (see above), but to specifying the 

conditions under which it operates, being aimed at theory-building. 

Third, the avoidance of anecdotalism can also help to look for falsification (Silverman, 2005: 211). 

Qualitative researchers tend to use striking quotes and illustrative examples to ‘prove’ that 

hypotheses are confirmed by the data. These quotes and examples are, however, not always 

representative for the data and should thus not always be presented as such. An alternative 

approach is to systematically screen all the data that have been collected to check whether 

generalizations and conclusions are based on other data than just these striking quotes (Silverman, 

2005: 214-215; Maesschalck, 2010: 139-140). If not, one is confronted with a deviant case that could 

lead to adjusting the theory. In this study, the researcher only refers to quotes when they are 

supported by other data, or otherwise indicates that the quotes seem to contradict other data. 

4.3.4.3. Feedback from peers 

The third strategy to enhance data analysis is to ask other researchers for feedback on data analysis 

(Maesschalck, 2010: 142-143). This has been done by discussing data analysis with other scholars, 

such as GGCT experts and colleagues working in other domains. The researcher also asked a 

colleague, Kristel Wouters, and an international visiting scholar, Andreea Nastase, to read several 

results chapters in the dissertation to give feedback on how the data are analyzed.
34

 

4.4. Research ethics: protecting the respondents 

Protecting the respondents who provide data is an essential condition of ethical empirical research. 

In the literature, three principles of protection are often put forward, being informed consent, the 

avoidance of harm and respect for respondents’ privacy. This section lists the efforts that are made in 

this study to maximize protection in a threefold way. 
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4.4.1. Informed consent 

Probably the most cited strategy to protect respondents in an empirical study is informed consent 

(Boeije, 2005: 124; Sieber, 1992; Lofland et al., 2006; O'Gorman & Vander Laenen, 2010: 539-541). 

From an ethical point of view, it is important that respondents are aware of the exact purpose and 

scope of an empirical study before they can really give their consent to participate in it. The 

respondents should also be informed about possible consequences of participating in the study. The 

information that is given should be unambiguous and clear before one can speak of ‘informed’ 

consent. In this study, there are three relevant aspects of which the respondents need to be 

informed, being the topic of the study, the consequences of the researcher’s presence in the setting 

and how the data would be published. 

4.4.1.1. Informed consent concerning topic and scope of the study 

As explained in section 4.2.2.2, the researcher tries to be as honest as possible towards the 

respondents when explaining the research topic and the main purposes. This is mainly done by 

avoiding to disguise that the study focuses on the sensitive topic of ethical decision making. 

However, three challenges are experienced. First, the researcher notices that different respondents 

have different interpretations of ‘ethical decision making’, probably because it is a very broad 

concept that can be used in various ways. Some respondents think the researcher will predominantly 

focus on small procedural errors, like not showing one’s ID when doing an inspection or not properly 

reading suspects’ rights, while others think the researcher will solely focus on whether street-level 

bureaucrats show a respectful attitude towards the public. This leads to some respondents showing 

their ID explicitly, while they do not do that in other occasions – as explained by their colleagues – 

and other respondents excusing towards the researcher when they have raised their voice during an 

interrogation. The researcher repeatedly explains the general topic of this study by referring to 

making difficult decisions and not knowing what to do in certain situations, but because the moral 

dilemma types are not completely clear at the outset of the study, it is not possible to give specific 

information about the exact issues the researcher will focus on. When the selection of moral 

dilemma types is made – after data analysis in the first two settings – the researcher is also reluctant 

to name the dilemma types when talking to respondents. This is done to avoid respondents changing 

their behavior when confronted with these dilemmas, but also to avoid blindness towards other 

dilemmas that might be relevant as well. Lofland and colleagues (2006: 40) confirm that withholding 

information from respondents is unavoidable in participant observation research even when it is 

overt, and Roth (1970: 278) states that “all research is secretive in some ways and to some degree – 

we never tell the subjects everything”. 

 

The second challenge is that certain superiors in the settings, who are important ‘gatekeepers’ for 

the empirical study, agree that the highly sensitive topic of ethical decision making is studied, but 

seem slightly less cooperative when they find out that the researcher also studies the broader 

organizational patterns, such as the investigation management system, superiors’ managerial style 

and the staff evaluation procedure, which are considered independent variables in this study. 

Although the researcher thinks, at the outset of the study, that ethical decision making will be 

considered a lot more sensitive than these general issues, the reverse seems to be the case among 
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supervisors and regional directors. This leads to the necessity to renegotiate permission for the 

research project with some of the gatekeepers. Particularly, the researcher has to convince certain 

supervisors and regional directors that the fundamental aim of the study (namely to explain ethical 

decision making of street-level bureaucrats) is still the focus of the research project, but that she 

wants to analyze the impact of many different organizational patterns on ethical decision making, 

also those that are perhaps intuitively not linked to ethical decision making. These discussions with 

supervisors are thus aimed at clarifying the goals of the study. The researcher is convinced that such 

discussions do not necessarily have a negative impact on data collection. 

 

The third challenge is linked to the dilemma that the researcher experiences each time respondents 

share personal or seemingly confidential information. The dilemma concerns whether or not to use 

this sensitive material. Looking at it from the idea of informed consent, one could argue that the 

information can only be used when the respondent gives consent. Hence, if the respondent explicitly 

asks not to use the information, the researcher respects his/her decision, knowing that important 

information will be mentioned by different respondents. A dilemma arises when the respondent 

does not explicitly forbid using the information. The researcher then doubts whether the early 

informal consent given at the outset of the study is sufficient to be allowed to use the information, 

and whether or not the respondent is entirely aware of the exact role of the researcher when giving 

this information. It could, for example, be possible that the respondent only shares this sensitive 

information because the researcher has gained his/her trust. Therefore, the researcher tries to be 

very cautious with this kind of information and only uses it when it is complemented with other data, 

for example data from informal conversations or interviews with other respondents. This concurs 

with the advice of Lofland and colleagues (2006: 53): “When in doubt, the best advice remains: 

disguise or obscure”, because important data will be repeated by other respondents. 

4.4.1.2. Informed consent concerning consequences of the researcher’s presence in the setting 

The second aspect concerning which respondents need to be informed is linked to the consequences 

of the researcher’s presence in the setting. Formally speaking, the researcher only needs permission 

or consent from formal ‘gatekeepers’ (in this case superiors in the head office of the two 

organizations, superiors in the field organizations and judicial authorities) to be allowed to be 

present in the settings. However, to successfully collect data, informal consent from street-level 

bureaucrats is essential (O'Gorman et al., 2010: 540; Boeije, 2005: 54). In some settings, the 

respondents are sufficiently informed about the empirical study of the researcher by the supervisor, 

for example by an email announcement and an introduction on the first day of data collection. In 

other settings, the supervisor does not properly introduce the researcher, leading to the street-level 

bureaucrats being confused about details concerning the researcher’s presence in the setting. They 

keep asking the researcher questions like: ‘How long will you stay?’, ‘What are you doing all the 

time?’, ‘Are you allowed to participate in this activity or not?’ and ‘What do you expect from us?’. 

Especially in one of the two labor inspections, where street-level bureaucrats mostly work on their 

own, these questions continue until the end of data collection. Lofland and colleagues (2006: 45) 

state that it is perfectly normal that researchers doing participant observation constantly have to 

repeat what exactly they are doing in the setting. However, based on the different experiences in the 
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settings where the researcher is properly introduced and where she is not properly introduced, the 

conclusion can be made that a sufficient introduction at the outset of the study can avoid much 

confusion among respondents. 

4.4.1.3. Informed consent concerning publishing the results  

While the lack of clarity about the previous aspect only leads to confusion among street-level 

bureaucrats, the final aspect really leads to anxiety. Many respondents are concerned about how the 

results will be published, especially when the sensitiveness of the topic becomes clear during the in-

depth interviews. Because during data collection no decision has yet been taken about this aspect, 

the researcher fails to completely reassure the respondents. Street-level bureaucrats in the four 

settings are not so much concerned about the general public being able to read the results, but they 

are very concerned about insiders being able to read it. The detectives are particularly anxious that 

judicial authorities or their superiors will read the final report, because they fear retaliation for 

certain critical comments they made about these actors that could – in their opinion – be easily 

linked to specific police officers when one is familiar with them. The labor inspectors fear that they 

will be more closely monitored if the head office reads that their instructions are not always 

complied with. 

 

The researcher tries to reassure both groups by explaining that certain measures can and will be 

taken to protect their identity, for example, explicitly adding fictitious elements in the organizational 

patterns or switching organizational patterns between the various settings to deliberately confuse 

the reader who would of course be warned in advance that these measures would be taken to 

protect the respondents. However, during data analysis the more radical decision is taken to place 

the final report under embargo for a period of five years (see also 4.4.3). 

4.4.2. Minimizing harm 

The second principle in ethical empirical research is avoiding that respondents are harmed by the 

empirical study. Respondents can in various ways be harmed by empirical research. An empirical 

study can lead to stress, emotional arousal or image damage within or outside the organization. 

Researchers should thus look for ways to avoid the respondents being harmed as much as possible 

(O'Gorman et al., 2010: 550). The risk of stress and emotional arousal seem to be fairly limited in this 

study, but at least in two ways emotional stress can be evoked. 

 

First, in order to achieve good data, the researcher has to bond with the respondents and gain their 

trust. This is done best by sharing personal experiences with them and trying to make friends. 

However, the researcher is constantly aware that this bonding is at least partly done for 

instrumental reasons, for which she feels guilty. This is by Lofland and colleagues (2006: 30) referred 

to as an ‘ethical hangover’, which is “a persistent sense of guilt or unease over what is viewed as a 

betrayal of the people under study”. This can lead to respondents being disappointed when the 

contact with the researcher stops after data collection has been finished or when they find out that 

friendships are more or less used in an instrumental way. This risk seems to be rather low in this 

study, because the respondents know in advance which role the researcher will take and how long 

the researcher will stay. 
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Second, the in-depth interviews sometimes lead to respondents reliving certain painful events that 

have occurred in the past. Although the provocation of these painful memories can be anticipated, 

the topic of this study being rather sensitive, it is difficult to avoid, especially because some of these 

memories appear to be crucial to explain current decision making processes. The researcher makes 

various efforts to avoid the respondents being harmed even more when reliving these events. First, 

she lets the respondents enlarge on the matter in too much detail even though some of these details 

are not relevant for the study. Second, she avoids to manifestly make notes while the respondents 

explain painful events because that could be perceived as rude or disrespectful.
35

 Third, she 

emphasizes that the identity of the respondents and the settings from which they originate will not 

be revealed in any publication. 

4.4.3. Confidentiality 

The next effort in the avoidance of harm is related to the third principle that is important in ethical 

empirical research. Respondents’ identity should be kept confidential as much as possible (O'Gorman 

et al., 2010: 544-546). This does not only refer to not mentioning the respondents’ name, but also to 

concealing other individual characteristics that could by readers be linked with specific individuals. If, 

for example, there would only be one female Judicial Manager in all field organizations of the Federal 

Police, one should omit the reference to the Judicial Manager’s sex when giving his/her opinion. 

 

To maximize confidentiality in this study, the researcher takes six precautions. First, the Nvivo 

document with the observation and interview notes, and the Excel sheet are protected with a 

password and only saved on the researcher’s computer that is protected with another password 

(O'Gorman et al., 2010: 545). Second, the researcher does not save the audio files of the interviews 

on her computer, but only on an external, back-up server of the university (KU Leuven) that only the 

researcher can access with a password. Third, the researcher tries not to leave the notebooks with 

jotted notes lying around, but takes them with her everywhere she goes while being present in one 

of the research settings. This is facilitated by the small size of the notebooks that fit the researcher’s 

purse. Fourth, the researcher does not link the individual characteristics of respondents with the 

settings they originate from, neither in the methodology section of this dissertation (see 4.2.3.2), nor 

in the results chapters. This is done to avoid identification of the respondents or the settings 

(O'Gorman et al., 2010: 546). Fifth, the quotes that are used in the results section are selected 

carefully so superiors and judicial authorities – who are familiar with the way in which the street-

level bureaucrats they work with express their opinion – are not able to identify the respondent. The 

fact that the quotes are all freely translated by the researcher from Dutch to English also helps to 

avoid identification. The final precaution is the most radical one. The research report will for five 

years remain under embargo, and thus only be accessible for the researcher, her supervisor and the 

members of the examination board. This is done to avoid that insiders within the police and the labor 

inspection manage to identify the settings on the basis of the organizational patterns that are 

presented in chapter 5, which is always the risk when publications are accessible for insiders (Lofland 

et al., 2006: 51). In other publications, like journal articles, book chapters or a shorter version of the 
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report, the researcher will only give limited details about the organizational settings in order to 

protect the respondents’ identity. 

4.4.4. Trade-off between different principles 

The three principles mentioned above sometimes conflict with the fundamental aim of empirical 

research, and should thus sometimes be sacrificed, at least partly. A trade-off is then made between 

different principles (Maesschalck, 2010). 

 

There are three ways in which the principles above conflict with other values. First, referring to 

‘ethical’ decision making could jeopardize the purpose of this study, because it could encourage 

socially desirable behavior. However, the ethical costs of betraying the respondents and the risk of 

losing the respondents’ trust when they would find out that the researcher has not been completely 

honest about the research topic is considerably high and would jeopardize the empirical study even 

more. Therefore the researcher decides to be completely honest by not only mentioning the real 

research topic, but also by openly discussing the risk that street-level bureaucrats could (but should 

not) behave differently because they know that the researcher would focus on moral dilemmas and 

unethical behavior. Informed consent is thus preferred above avoiding the risk of social desirability. 

The fact that most respondents openly discuss unethical behavior they or their colleagues have 

committed in the past and that some respondents even break rules in the presence of the researcher 

suggests that this strategy is successful and that a trust-based relationship has been built during data 

collection. Some respondents, however, sometimes behave in a socially desirable way, but the 

researcher is confident that mostly she has been aware of this socially desirable behavior because it 

is displayed in an obvious or exaggerated way. 

 

Second, confidentiality can conflict with the scientific need to account for data analysis. 

Researchers need to show how the data can be linked to the final conclusions. As for this study, the 

researcher needs to illustrate how the organizational patterns can explain the behavioral style. 

However, giving many details about the organizational patterns could jeopardize the principle of 

confidentially, because the more details are given the higher the chance of identification of the 

settings. In the final report, this problem has been addressed by placing the document under 

embargo for five years. In the embargo period, only the researcher, the supervisor and the members 

of the examination board will be able to read the full report. The anonymized version of the Nvivo 

document and Excel sheet – including the raw data – are available for the members of the 

examination board if they would like to audit the data analysis process. Other publications, where 

not so much details are given about the research settings (e.g., journal articles and book chapters), 

are less problematic because the risk of identification is much lower. 

 

Third, asking informed consent from all involved parties can sometimes be considered annoying for 

the street-level bureaucrats in this study. In this study, the decision has been made not to ask 

permission for the study from employers and workers during joint inspections or from prostitutes 

and their pimps during inspections of houses of prostitution. Asking all these actors for their 

permission to participate in the study would mean too much interference of the researcher in the 
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event, which could lead to the normal interaction between the street-level bureaucrats and these 

actors being changed too much. Only when a suspect, victim, employee or employer is interrogated, 

they are most of the time asked by the street-level bureaucrat whether or not the researcher can be 

present during the interrogation. 

4.5. Limitations of the research 

As explained above, the researcher used a number of strategies to enhance the quality of data 

collection and data analysis. However, like all empirical studies, this research project suffers from a 

number of limitations. Four aspects will be discussed linked to the fragmented data collection, the 

author’s role as a researcher, the comparability of the four settings and theoretical bias. 

4.5.1. Fragmented data collection 

The first limitation of this study is linked to the unavoidably fragmented nature of data collection. 

Although ethnographic methods enable the researcher to become familiar with the settings and the 

respondents, the researcher cannot always be there when the action takes place or when important 

events occur. Sometimes the researcher cannot be present during important events due to other 

engagements, both work related and private, or because she does not have transportation to get to 

the research setting (e.g., during public transportation strikes). Another complicating factor is the 

result of doing data collection in two settings at the same time. This sometimes leads to meetings, 

inspections or house searches in different settings being planned on the same day. Then the 

researcher has to choose which event she will take part in. 

 

To compensate for the risks of fragmented data collection, the researcher applies two strategies. 

First, she tries to be present in the four settings as long as possible on various moments (i.e. both day 

and night, both week days and in the weekend, all seasons of the year) to collect data on a very 

diverse set of activities and events. Second, she asks the respondents the next day what has occurred 

during important events she unfortunately missed, so the most relevant data of these events could 

be collected anyway, albeit in a less detailed way and possibly more biased by the respondents. 

4.5.2. The author’s role as a researcher 

The second limitation of this study is related to the role of the researcher. The fact that a researcher 

is present when street-level bureaucrats make certain decisions can obviously have an impact on the 

way in which they behave. As explained above, social desirability is an important risk when doing 

research on ethical decision making (Randall & Fernandes, 1991). Despite measures to gain the 

respondents’ trust, which seemed to be effective most of the time (see 4.2.2 and 4.2.3), there always 

remains a risk that respondents behave differently when being observed by a researcher. However, 

this is not the only risk concerning the role of a researcher. A researcher can also have an impact on 

the setting in a more indirect way. Personality and individual characteristics of the researcher have 

a major impact on how data are collected, whether respondents open up, how respondents behave, 

and how data are analyzed, etc. To give just one example, the researcher’s sex has an important 

impact on the respondents. Because the researcher is female, some respondents regularly apologize 

when making dirty jokes and others flirt with her, which they would probably not have done if the 
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researcher would have been male. On the other hand, being female might have led to the researcher 

being perceived in a less threatening way (Philips et al., 1997) and respondents feeling more 

comfortable to share emotionally-laden experiences. 

4.5.3. Comparability of the four settings 

This study follows a replication logic (see also Figure 4.1) in which data collection in the medium-

sized judicial district (POL1 and INSP1) – which is phase 2 in Figure 4.1 – is replicated in the large 

judicial district (POL2 and INSP2) – which is phase 3 in Figure 4.1. Genuine replication is, however, 

very difficult to achieve. In this study, there are at least two issues that complicate true replication. 

 

First, the researcher’s perspective is slightly different in the second and third phase, because the 

conceptual framework has not been completely developed and the final selection of moral dilemmas 

has not been made yet when data collection in POL1 and INSP1 starts. As explained above (see 

4.1.3), the conceptual framework in this study is developed on the basis of data analysis in the pilot 

study (phase 1) and further refined on the basis of data analysis in POL1 and INSP1 (phase 2). The 

dilemma types are selected during data collection in the pilot study (phase 1), but the final selection 

is made only after the relevance of this selection is tested during data collection in POL1 and INSP1 

(phase 2). Although the researcher tries to approach the settings in the large judicial district (phase 3) 

with as open a mind as possible, like in the medium-sized judicial district (phase 2), it is possible that 

the researcher has been partly blinded when doing data collection in the large region. Data collection 

in the large judicial district settings (POL2 and INSP2) has also been five to seven weeks shorter than 

in the medium-sized judicial district (POL1 and INSP1), which could complicate the replication. This 

could, however, be explained by the fact that the researcher was already familiar with the street-

level bureaucrats’ job and the specific legislation they enforce. 

 

The second issue is the result of the sequential approach. Because data in the large judicial district 

(phase 3) are only collected after data collection in the medium-sized judicial district has finished 

(phase 2), the time frame of both data collection phases is completely different. The third phase 

begins approximately one year after the start of data collection in the second phase. It is thus 

possible that certain events that occurred during data collection in the large judicial district (phase 3) 

– like the introduction of new policies/regulation or certain media events – have had an impact on all 

four settings, but that only the impact of these events on the large judicial district have been 

captured in this study because the researcher was not present in the medium-sized judicial district to 

check the consequences of these events. This could lead to falsely claiming differences between the 

various settings. The researcher is not aware of important events that could have had an impact, 

except for the introduction of the new Social Penal Code in the labor inspection and the Ronald 

Jansen murder case
36

 in the police. Because the former occurred after data collection in the large 

                                                             
36

 Ronald Jansen was convicted to life for murdering three young people in the period 2007-2010. Because the first murder 

(of Annick Van Uytsel) occurred in the Leuven judicial district, the Leuven Federal Police was appointed to conduct the 

investigation. Due to internal quarrel and lack of cooperation (that was brought in the open by the investigation of the 

Comité P), the Leuven murder investigation team did not manage to solve the case. When the final two victims (Shana 

Appeltans and Kevin Paulus) were found in the Hasselt judicial district, detectives of the Hasselt federal investigation team 

managed to link these murders to Ronald Jansen. This case led to a shock wave in the Belgian police landscape in 2010, 
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region, the impact of this new law is not captured in this study. The latter occurred during data 

collecting in the medium-sized judicial district and could have had an impact on POL1 and POL2, 

making it less problematic for the comparability of the settings than events that would have occurred 

during data collecting in the large region. There, however, remains a risk, as explained by Fielding 

(2006: 288): “[…] even if one wished to conduct a replication, pursued identical analytical interests […] 

it would not be possible to satisfy the requirements of replication, because time does not stand still 

and settings change.” 

4.5.4. Theoretical bias 

The final two limitations are related to the risk of theoretical blindness as a result of the theory-

driven conceptual framework and the organizational factor bias in the independent variables of this 

study. Both limitations will be discussed below. 

4.5.4.1. Theory-driven conceptual framework 

Unlike most ethnographic research, this study applies a rather strong theory-driven conceptual 

framework. Although the conceptual framework is partly developed in an inductive way (on the basis 

of data analysis in the pilot study and the medium-sized region settings), it is steered by theory 

rather strongly. This results from the operationalization of dependent and independent variables in 

GGCT and applying causal mechanisms from role strain theory and moral disengagement theory. 

Using this theory-driven approach has the advantage that the study can be conducted in a purposive 

and focused way and that the results can be directly linked to other empirical studies that apply 

similar theoretical ideas. However, a theory-driven conceptual framework implies the risk of 

theoretical blindness leading to rigidity in the sense that the empirical data are ‘forced’ and 

‘manipulated’ to fit the framework. This risk is illustrated in the following quote: “Don't become too 

locked in or committed to a particular theoretical perspective or line of argument too early in the 

analysis process” (Lofland et al., 2006: 217). 

 

The researcher tries to limit this risk by developing the conceptual framework during data collection 

in a partly inductive way and by constantly keeping an open mind – during data collection and data 

analysis – to empirical data that do not seem to fit the framework. 

4.5.4.2. Organizational factor bias 

Theoretical blindness can also be caused by a bias towards organizational patterns as independent 

variables. Although organizational patterns are considered highly influential in the general ethics 

research within organizations, individual factors obviously also play a role in explaining ethical 

decision making. As explained in the first chapter of this dissertation (see 1.1.2), focusing on 

organizational patterns as independent variables does not lead to complete blindness for these 

individual factors. When a specific individual factor seems to be more important to explain a case 

than organizational patterns, the researcher explicitly mentions that. Still, the dependent variable 

bias implies risks of which the researcher tries to be constantly aware. 

                                                                                                                                                                                              

because the internal investigation of the Comité P (an independent body that inspects the police in Belgium) showed how 

problematic cooperation in a police investigative team could have deadly consequences. 
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4.6. Conclusion 

This chapter described and accounted for the most important methodological decisions that have 

been made during this research project. It focused on research design, ethnographic data collection 

methods and different ways of analyzing the data. It also illustrated strategies that were used to 

enhance quality of data collection and data analysis, and to protect the respondents in multiple 

ways. Despite these efforts, this chapter showed that this research project suffers from several 

limitations, like partly incomparable settings, fragmented data collection, social desirability, and 

theoretical bias. Consequences of these issues were explained and attention was given to a number 

of efforts to minimize the risks. In the next chapter, the step will be made towards the empirical 

results of this study by presenting the four research settings. 
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5. INTRODUCING THE FOUR RESEARCH SETTINGS 
As explained in the methodology chapter, this study is carried out in four research settings. These will 

be presented below. This chapter first introduces the Belgian judicial system of which the Belgian 

Federal Police and the Inspection of Social Laws are part. Second, this chapter focuses on the 

organizational patterns in the four research settings. The environmental suprasystem and the four 

subsystems will be discussed in-depth for each setting. 

5.1. The Federal Police and the Inspection of Social Laws as part of the 

Belgian judicial system 

5.1.1. The Belgian political and judicial system 

Belgium is a federal state with a civil law system consisting of three communities (i.e. Flemish, French 

and German speaking) and three regions (i.e. Flanders, Brussels and Wallonia), which partly overlap. 

The division in communities is based on the concept of language. Communities are thus responsible 

for areas that are linked to language, for example, culture (e.g., theatre, libraries, audiovisual media, 

etc.), education, the use of languages and matters relating to the individual that concern some 

aspects of health policy and assistance to individuals (e.g., protection of youth, social welfare, aid to 

families, immigrant assistance services, etc.). The division in regions is based on a broad 

interpretation of the concept of territory. Regions have powers related to economy, employment, 

agriculture, water policy, housing, public works, energy, transport (except for the Belgian Railways), 

the environment, regional planning, modernization of agriculture, nature conservation, credit, 

foreign trade, supervision of the provinces, municipalities and intercommunal utility companies.
37

 

 

The Belgian judicial system is organized at the federal level. In other words, justice is a federal 

government competence. The Belgian judicial landscape is divided in four specialties of law and five 

territorial levels. The four specialties are Social Law, Trade Law, Civil Law and Penal Law. The four 

territorial levels are the federal territory, the judicial area (‘rechtsgebied’ in Dutch), the province 

(‘provincie’ in Dutch), the judicial district (‘gerechtelijk arrondissement’ in Dutch) and the judicial 

canton (‘Kanton’ in Dutch). When the specialties are combined with the territorial levels, different 

courts can be identified (see Figure 5.1). The Court of Cassation operates at the level of the federal 

territory and consists of three specialized room in which the four law specialties are dealt with.
38

 It 

passes judgment concerning the legality of judicial decisions without looking at factual aspects. There 

are five judicial areas (‘rechtsgebied’ in Dutch) in Belgium (i.e. Antwerp, Ghent, Brussels, Mons and 

Liege), the territorial level on which the Courts of Appeal operate (see Figure 5.1).
39

 These judicial 

areas are divided in 27 judicial districts (‘gerechtelijk arrondissement’ in Dutch), each with a Court of 

First Instance (‘Rechtbank van eerste aanleg’ in Dutch), a Labor Court (‘Arbeidsrechtbank’ in Dutch) 

and a Court of Commerce (‘Handelsrechtbank’ in Dutch).
40

 In each judicial district, there is also at 
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 See: http://www.belgium.be 
38

 Art. 128 & 133 Ger. W. 
39

 Art. 186 Ger. W.; Art. 1-6 bijvoegsel Ger. W. 
40

 Art. 73 Ger. W. 
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least one Police Court (‘Politierechtbank’ in Dutch).
41

 The judicial districts are further divided in 187 

judicial cantons (‘Kanton’ in Dutch), each with a Justice of the Peace Court (‘Vredegerecht’ in 

Dutch).
42

 The Assize Court is a special court that operates at the territorial level of the provinces.
43

 

This Court is specialized in serious crime cases and unlike the previous courts does not only consist of 

professional judges but also of a civilian jury.
44

 

5.1.2. The deconcentrated units ‘Human Trafficking and Exploitation’ of the Federal 

Police 

5.1.2.1. The Belgian Police structured on two levels 

Several events have led to the reform of the Belgian Police in 2000, like the crimes of the ‘Bende van 

Nijvel’45
, the Heizel tragedy

46
 and the Dutroux scandal

47
. These three scandals have been linked to 

the rivalry or ‘Guerre des flics’ between the former three police forces, being the Gendarmerie 

(‘Rijkswacht’ in Dutch), the Judicial Police (‘Gerechtelijke Politie’ in Dutch) and the Municipal Police 

(‘Gemeentepolitie’ in Dutch). These three police agencies were therefore integrated in one police 

agency in 2000 on the basis of the Law of December 7
th

 1998.
48

 The Belgian Police is now structured 

on two levels: the Federal Police and the Local Police. Both levels perform an integrated police 

function, but remain autonomous.
49

 The Local Police comprises 195 police zones, each covering one 

or more municipalities. The Local Police employ approximately 33.000 staff members and their main 

responsibility is basic policing
50

, which consists of six police functions, namely neighborhood policing 

(i.e. ‘wijkwerking’ in Dutch), reception, intervention, victim support, criminal investigation and order 

maintenance.
51

 They also provide support to specific tasks of the Federal Police, like order 

maintenance during demonstrations and soccer games. 
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 Art. 60 Ger. W. 
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 Art. 59 Ger. W. 
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 Art. 114 Ger. W. 
44

 Art. 119 § 1 Ger. W. 
45

 In the 1980s, the Gang of Nijvel (‘Bende van Nijvel’ in Dutch), committed a series of violent robberies in which 28 people 

were killed. The police were not able to solve these crimes due to, according to some, their sloppy investigation. Rumors 

were spread that police officers were themselves involved in committing these crimes, but evidence of the latter has never 

been found. 
46

 The Heizel tragedy occurred on May 29th 1985 in the Heizel soccer stadium in Brussels. 39 people were killed due to 

hooliganism before the finals of the Champions Cup between Liverpool and Juventus. The Police were unable to deal with 

the violent, at least partly as a result of a lack of cooperation between various police agencies. 
47

 The case of pedophile, Marc Dutroux, who molested several children in the 1990s, was a sad illustration of the crisis in 

the police and the general justice system in Belgium. The failure to successfully deal with this case was again ascribed to the 

failing cooperation between the three police agencies and the inadequacy of the Belgian judicial system. 
48

 Wet 7 december 1998 tot organisatie van een geïntegreerde politiedienst, gestructureerd op twee niveaus, B.S. 5 januari 

1999. 
49

 Art. 3 Wet Geïntegreerde Politiedienst. 
50

 Art. 3 Wet Geïntegreerde Politiedienst. 
51

 See also: http://www.lokalepolitie.be  
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 Figure 5.1: Belgian judicial system with courts specialized in Social Law, Trade Law, Civil Law or Penal Law and divided in different territorial levels 
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The Federal Police comprises one Commissionership-General and three general Directorates
52

: the 

General Directorate of the Administrative Police, the General Directorate of the Judicial Police and 

the General Directorate of Support and Management (De Raedt et al., 2011: 147), in which 

approximately 13.000 staff members are employed. The mission of the Federal Police is to carry out 

judicial and administrative policing tasks that are considered specialized and outside the geographic 

scope or competence of the Local Police.
53

 The judicial tasks are linked to serious and organized 

criminal phenomena – as prescribed in the National Security Plan (‘Nationaal Veiligheidsplan’)54
, like 

crimes against persons (e.g., human trafficking and exploitation, terrorism), property crimes (e.g., 

armed robbery, car- and home jacking) and economic and financial crimes (e.g., money laundering). 

The administrative tasks are performed by the Highway Police, the Harbor Police and the Railway 

Police, which are all sections of the Federal Police. The Federal Police also provide support to Local 

Police agencies, like the provision of specialized resources (e.g., helicopters) and personnel for order 

maintenance. 

5.1.2.2. The General Directorate of the Judicial Police and Deconcentrated Judicial Directorates 

The two police settings that are analyzed in this study come under the General Directorate of the 

Judicial Police, which is responsible for the specialized and supra-local judicial competences of the 

Federal Police. This Directorate is managed by a Director-General to whom the Minister of Justice 

can give orders, instructions and guidelines, and performs the following tasks: collect and analyze 

judicial information that is necessary for the integrated police function, manage and coordinate tasks 

of judicial policing of the Deconcentrated Judicial Directorates, provide support to these Directorates 

and technical and scientific policing, etc. (De Raedt et al., 2011: 153-154). 

In each of the 27 judicial districts in Belgium, there is a Deconcentrated Judicial Directorate (‘FGP’ in 

Dutch) led by a Judicial Director (‘Gerechtelijk directeur’ or ‘Dirjud’ in Dutch).
55

 Although these 

Deconcentrated Directorates vary in size and focus on different priorities, they are all aimed at 

investigating serious and organized crime under the supervision of judicial authorities, both in a 

reactive and a proactive way (Van Thielen, 2009). 

5.1.2.3. Two deconcentrated units ‘Human Trafficking and Human Exploitation’ 

The Deconcentrated Judicial Directorates consist of various departments, units or sections. This study 

was conducted in two units that focus on human trafficking and human exploitation crimes
56

, which 

is a priority according to the 2008-2011 National Security Plan. Detectives in these sections conduct 

investigations on various forms of exploitation, like sexual and economic exploitation
57

, and 
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 Art. 93 Wet Geïntegreerde Politiedienst; From March 1
st

 2007, these three Directorates replace the five previous ones 

that had been established after the police reform in 2000/2001: (1) General Directorate of the Administrative Police (DGA), 

(2) General Directorate of the Judicial Police (DGJ), (3) General Directorate of Tactical Support (DGS), (4) General 

Directorate of Personnel Management (DGP) and (5) General Directorate of Resources (DGM) (De Raedt, Berkmoes, De 

Mesmaeker, & Liners, 2011: 151). 
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 Art. 3 Wet Geïntegreerde Politiedienst. 
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 ‘Nationaal Veiligheidsplan’, 2008-2011. 
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 Art. 105 Wet Geïntegreerde Politiedienst. 
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 Section 4.1.2.2 explains why the decision was made to include these units of the Deconcentrated Judicial Directorates of 

the Federal Police in the study. 
57

 The crime ‘human exploitation’ is regulated by article 433 of the Belgian Penal Code (Art. 433 Sw.), which has been 

changed by the Law of August 10
th

 2005 (Wet 10 augustus 2005 tot wijziging van diverse bepalingen met het oog op de 

versterking van de strijd tegen mensenhandel en mensensmokkel en tegen praktijken van huisjesmelkerij, B.S. 2 september 
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trafficking of human beings where Belgium is the destination or transfer country
58

, but they often 

also do investigations on child pornography and/or serial rape. The two units ‘Human Trafficking and 

Human Exploitation’ that were selected in this study are situated in one medium-sized judicial district 

and one large judicial district. The medium-sized police setting will further be referred to as POL1, 

and the large police setting will be referred to as POL2. For the sake of anonymity, the exact amount 

of staff members and specific characteristics of the individual detectives will not be mentioned. POL1 

consists of approximately ten staff members, predominantly men, with an average age of 

approximately 45. Almost half of them have a degree in higher education, specifically those who 

originate from the former Judicial Police, which is self-evident because a higher degree was one of 

the conditions to join this police force. The other detectives were part of the former Gendarmerie or 

Municipal Police, where a higher education degree was not required. The POL1 unit is not divided in 

different sections, unlike the POL2 unit, which consists of the section economic exploitation and the 

section human trafficking and sexual exploitation, both led by a section head. The first section in 

POL2 consists of less than five staff members, while the second section consists of approximately ten 

staff members. POL2 consists of predominantly men, with an average age of approximately 45. Apart 

from the supervisors, most of them have no degree of higher education, which is probably linked to 

the fact that most of them – although not all – originate from the former Gendarmerie. Table 5.1 

shows the general and organization-specific terms that will in this dissertation be used to refer to the 

various actors in the hierarchical structure of the police. 

5.1.2.4. Legal discretion of Federal police officers and cooperation with judicial authorities 

The police operate in the penal law system. Depending on the type of investigation, they cooperate 

with the public prosecutor or the examining magistrate connected to the judicial district in which the 

police agency is located, particularly the Court of First Instance. The public prosecutor (‘Openbaar 

Ministerie’ in Dutch) leads investigations during the ‘criminal investigation phase’ (‘fase van het 

opsporingsonderzoek’ in Dutch), which is the phase in which most investigations start.
59

 When special 

police techniques or coercive measures are needed (e.g., house search with a warrant, arrest, 

telephone tap, etc.), an investigation should be transferred to an examining magistrate 

(‘onderzoeksrechter’ in Dutch)
60

 who leads investigations during the ‘judicial investigation phase’ 

(‘fase van het gerechtelijk onderzoek’ in Dutch).
61

 All investigations that are not dismissed or handled 

in an alternative way (e.g., mediation) are ultimately brought to court by the public prosecutor, even 

judicial investigations that were led by the examining magistrate. Only the public prosecutor has the 

                                                                                                                                                                                              

2005), and can be defined as “the recruitment, transportation, transfer, housing, reception of a person, exchange or handing 
over of control over him, in order to let crimes be committed towards this person like employing him in conditions that are 
contrary to human dignity, removing organs in a way that it violates the Law of June 13th 1986 concerning the removal and 
transplantation of organs, and forcing this person to commit a crime. Except for 5° permission of the person who is the 
subject of the exploitation is irrelevant” (translation by researcher). 
58

 The crime ‘human trafficking’ is regulated by the Immigration Law of 1980 and can be defined as "contributing in any 
way, directly or through an intermediary, that a foreigner enters, travels through or stays in the Kingdom, by direct or 
indirect use of cunning maneuvers, violence, threats or any other form of force or abuse of the extremely vulnerable position 
in which the foreigner finds himself as a result of his illegal or precarious administrative situation, his minority, or as a result 
of pregnancy, mental or physical illness” (Art. 77 bis Wet 15 december 1980 betreffende de toegang tot het grondgebied, 

het verblijf, de vestiging en de verwijdering van vreemdelingen, B.S. 31 december 1980). 
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right to dismiss a case.
62

 Article 40 of the Law of the Police Function (‘Wet op het Politieambt’ in 

Dutch)
63

 and article 53 of the Belgian Code of Criminal Proceedings (‘Wetboek van Strafvordering’ in 

Dutch)
64

 state that police officers are obliged to make a report for every penal law violation and send 

it to the public prosecutor who will decide whether or not to start an investigation. The relationship 

with judicial authorities and the perceived legal discretion in the two police settings will further be 

discussed in respectively section 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.5.2. 

5.1.3. The external Directorates of the Inspection of Social Laws 

5.1.3.1. Federal Public Service of Employment, Labor and Social Economy 

The Federal Public Service (or Ministry) of Employment, Labor and Social Economy (‘Federale 

Overheidsdienst Werkgelegenheid, Arbeid en Sociaal Overleg’ in Dutch) consists of three supporting 

units (i.e. ‘stafdiensten’ in Dutch), four supporting services (i.e. administration, legal office, 

communication office and international office), and six General Directorates.
65

 Two of the latter are 

inspections, namely the Inspection of Social Laws (‘Toezicht op de Sociale Wetten’ in Dutch) – the 

setting in which this study was conducted – and the Inspection of Welfare at the Workplace 

(‘Toezicht Welzijn op het Werk’ in Dutch) (Blomme, 2008: 5). The general mission of the Federal 

Public Service of Employment, Labor and Social Economy is to guarantee a balanced professional 

relationship between employers and employees by, on the one hand, preparing and developing 

policies concerning social penal law, and on the other hand, monitoring whether regulations are 

being adhered to in practice.
66

 

5.1.3.2. The Inspection of Social Laws: head office and external Directorates 

The Inspection of Social Laws
67

 comprises a head office in Brussels (with approximately 40 staff 

members) and 36 external Directorates (with approximately 400 staff members) that are spread out 

in 22 regional offices, responsible for a specific geographical territory that is, apart from a few 

exceptions, similar to the jurisdiction of the Labor Courts (see above).
68

 It is part of the Labor 

Inspection, which is a general term used for five federal organizations (i.e. Social Inspection, Federal 

Social Security Service (RSZ), Inspection of the National Employment Office (RVA), Inspection of Social 

Laws and Inspection of Welfare at the Workplace) that are all subjected to the Labor Inspection Law 

of 1972
69

, which was on July 1
st

 2011 replaced by the Social Penal Code.
70

 Because the latter code 

was not valid yet during the data collection phase, it will be mainly disregarded in this study. 

However, a few reflections will be made concerning issues that have been changed in the new Social 

Penal Code, not only in this chapter, but also in the results chapters and in the conclusion. 
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The Inspection of Social Laws is managed by a Director-General and, in second line, an Advisor-

General Seven advisors oversee the external Directorates and coordinate their activities. Each 

external Directorate is managed by an attaché who is the direct supervisor of labor inspectors and 

administrative staff
71

 (see Table 5.1). The general mission of the Inspection of Social Laws is to 

supervise whether policy guidelines and regulations concerning collective and individual labor 

relations are complied with.
72

 This is carried out by inspectors who perform an advising, preventive 

and repressive role. The main tasks of labor inspectors in this agency are to conduct moonlighting 

inspections (‘zwartwerkcontroles’ in Dutch) in the fight against social fraud, to perform general 

inspections (‘algemene controles’ in Dutch) to check whether or not labor laws are complied with and 

to conduct investigations concerning the determination of joint industrial committees (‘Paritair 

Comité bepaling’ in Dutch)
73

 (Blomme, 2008: 16-21). Their investigations or inspections can be 

initiated by the inspectors themselves, by complainants (e.g., deprived employees), by labor unions, 

by judicial authorities and by governmental agencies. 

 

In this study, four external Directorates of the Inspection of Social Laws were selected, one in a 

medium-sized judicial district and three in a large judicial district. The medium-sized inspection 

setting will further be referred to as INSP1, and the large inspection setting will be referred to as 

INSP2. 

For the sake of anonymity, the exact number of staff members and specific characteristics of 

individual inspectors will not be mentioned. INSP1 consists of approximately 11 staff members, with 

an average age of 48, almost half of which are women. Most of them have a degree in higher 

education – of which almost half are from universities – which is self-evident because a higher 

degree has been one of the conditions to be appointed in this job for quite some time. INSP2 consists 

of three Directorates with three attachés and in each Directorate approximately 5 to 8 inspectors. In 

total, INSP2 consists of approximately 20 staff members, almost half of them women, with an 

average age of approximately 43. Most of them have a higher education degree, for the same 

reasons as in INSP1. Table 5.1 shows the general and organization-specific terms that will in this 

dissertation be used to refer to the various actors in the hierarchical structure of the Inspection of 

Social Laws. 
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Table 5.1: General and organization-specific terms for the hierarchical structure in the settings 

General term 
Organization-specific term 

Police Labor Inspection 

Head office General Directorate of the Judicial 

Police (‘Algemene directie van de 

Gerechtelijke Politie’ in Dutch) 

Head office of the Inspection of Social 

Laws (‘Hoofdbestuur van Toezicht Sociale 

Wetten’ in Dutch) 

Field organization Deconcentrated Judicial Directorate 

(‘gedeconcentreerde gerechtelijke 

directies van de Federale 

Gerechtelijke Politie’ or ‘FGP’ in 

Dutch) 

External Directorate of the Inspection of 

Social Laws 

(‘externe Directies van Toezicht Sociale 

Wetten’ in Dutch) 

Regional director Judicial Director 

 (‘gerechtelijk directeur’ or ‘Dirjud’ in 

Dutch) 

Advisor 

(‘adviseur’ in Dutch) 

Supervisor Department head 

(‘afdelingshoofd’ in Dutch) 

/ 

Supervisor Section head 

(‘sectiechef’ in Dutch) 

Attaché 

(‘attaché’ or ‘Directiehoofd’ in Dutch) 

Street-level bureaucrat Detective 

(‘rechercheur’ in Dutch) 

Labor inspector 

(‘arbeidsinspecteur’ in Dutch) 

5.1.3.3. Legal discretion of labor inspectors and cooperation with judicial authorities 

Labor inspectors operate under social penal law, which is a special type of penal law, but also inspect 

violations of joint industrial committees’ regulations, which are arranged outside the social penal 

law. According to article 9 of the Labor Inspection Law, labor inspectors have the discretionary power 

to give a warning, to determine a term in which the employer can rectify the violation or to make a 

report.
74

 Hence, their competences enable them to choose whether they settle cases within or 

outside the criminal justice sphere. This discretionary power only applies to social law violations and 

not to violations of common penal law, as will be explained later (see 5.2.5.2). 

Only when labor inspectors decide to make a report for a social law violation, the case will be dealt 

with by the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ who is the counterpart of the public prosecutor in the Labor Court. 

When special competences or coercive measures are needed, the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ can transfer an 

investigation to the examining magistrate, although this is in practice less common than in police 

investigations as will be discussed below. The relationship with judicial authorities and the 

differences in legal discretion between the police and the labor inspection will further be discussed in 

respectively section 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.5.2. 

5.2. Organizational patterns in the four settings 

The organizational patterns act as the independent variables in this study, as explained in chapter 1 

and chapter 2. This concept is an integrative term that refers to the complex constellation of 

organizational factors in a specific governmental agency. Its components are structured by using 

‘open systems theory’, which claims that an organization consists of an environmental suprasystem 
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and a number of subsystems (i.e. the managerial, psychosocial, goals and values, and structural 

subsystem). The organizational patterns are operationalized by using GGCT. This section gives an 

overview of the organizational patterns in the four research settings, based on observations, 

interviews and documentary analysis (see 4.2). This section aims to illustrate to what extent certain 

cultural types, in terms of GGCT, are present in the suprasystems and subsystems. In other words, it 

shows the dose of hierarchy, egalitarianism, individualism and fatalism in the various components of 

the organizational system in each setting. In order to stay close to the original data, a number of 

quotations made by street-level bureaucrats and supervisors will be shown. Arguably, these 

quotations could serve as illustrations that enable us to paint the picture of the four research 

settings. It is important to note that the quotations are freely translated from Dutch by the 

researcher. 

5.2.1. The environmental suprasystem 

As explained in part 2.1.2.2, the environmental suprasystem in this study refers to the relationship 

with or attitude towards two types of agencies. First, it refers to the relationship with actors in the 

close environment that could shape decision making of street-level bureaucrats, being (1) judicial 

authorities, (2) other regulatory agencies and (3) citizens. Second, it refers to the relationship with 

“institutions and conditions having infrequent or long-term impacts on the organization and its close 

environment” (Harrison et al., 1999: 45), being policymakers in this study. Various tables in this 

section give a summary of the interaction of street-level bureaucrats in the four settings with actors 

in the environmental suprasystem. 

5.2.1.1. Interaction with judicial authorities 

This part explains how street-level bureaucrats in the four settings interact with judicial authorities. 

First, it focuses on the interaction with investigative authorities that lead investigations, being the 

public prosecutor, the examining magistrate and the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ in the case of the police, and 

the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ and the examining magistrate in the case of the inspections. Second, this part 

illustrates street-level bureaucrats’ perceptions of court decisions (see Table 5.2). 

a. INTERACTION WITH THE PUBLIC PROSECUTOR 

The public prosecutor operates at different territorial levels (see 5.1.1 and  Figure 5.1). The public 

prosecutors-general (‘procureurs-generaal’ in Dutch) operate at the level of the judicial areas, hence 

at the level of the Courts of Appeal. They are assisted by attorneys-general (‘advocaten-generaal’ in 

Dutch) and substitutes public prosecutor-general (‘substituten procureur-generaal’ in Dutch).
75

 The 

five public prosecutors-general form the College of public prosecutors-general (‘College van 

procureurs-generaal’ in Dutch), which is responsible for determining the general prosecution policy 

by issuing circulars with guidelines and procedural rules.
76

 At the level of the judicial district, the 

public prosecutor (‘procureur des konings’ in Dutch) leads the public prosecutor’s office and is 

assisted by substitutes public prosecutor (‘substituten van de procureur des konings’ in Dutch), some 

of which are reference magistrates (‘referentiemagistraten’ in Dutch) for particular criminal 
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phenomena (see below). However, the public prosecutors at the judicial district form one entity that 

is indivisible.
77

 The public prosecutors at the judicial district level are hierarchically accountable to 

the public prosecutors-general and should thus adapt their policy plans to the general prosecution 

policy of the College of public prosecutors-general. The federal public prosecutor leads the federal 

public prosecutor’s office and is assisted by federal magistrates.
78

 The federal public prosecutor 

executes the prosecution in crimes listed in article 144 ter of the Belgian Judicial Code
79

 and enables 

international cooperation and coordination concerning the prosecution of crimes referred to in 

article 144 quarter of the Belgian Judicial Code.
80

 

 

The interaction with the public prosecutor is only relevant for the police settings. Detectives’ 

attitudes towards the public prosecutor have, as expected, in both police settings important 

hierarchical characteristics in GGCT terms (see Table 5.2). In both settings, there is a reference 

magistrate who is the responsible public prosecutor for human exploitation and human trafficking. 

Most detectives acknowledge that this reference magistrate has the authority to lead their 

investigations and can give them orders, because it is his/her responsibility to bring the case to court 

and give account for the decisions that have been made during the criminal investigation phase. This 

magistrate can, for example, decide to start or stop an investigation on the basis of his/her own 

interpretation of the legal criteria for exploitation or human trafficking, and decide which strategies 

to use in a specific investigation, although police detectives can give suggestions. In addition to the 

priorities of the Police that are laid down in the National Security Plan 2008-2011, the reference 

magistrate can also determine local priorities and develop a local prosecution policy. In POL1, several 

detectives and the reference magistrate explicitly claim that the chief public prosecutor – who is the 

leading magistrate in the public prosecutor’s office – has a major impact on the local priorities the 

Police have to focus on. 

 

An important difference between POL1 and POL2 is that the ‘group’ dimension in the relationship 

with the public prosecutor is stronger in POL2 than in POL1. This is mainly expressed by transparency 

going both ways. As part of the Investigation Management System (‘Recherchemanagementsysteem’ 

in Dutch), the decisions of the public prosecutor’s office are daily updated, so the detectives are 

always well-informed about decisions made by the public prosecutor. Street-level bureaucrats 

emphasize that it is essential to be, as a detective, entirely transparent about one’s intentions and to 

put all of one’s cards on the table during the formal meetings (approximately once a month), 

attended by detectives, supervisors and the reference magistrate, and in their personal contact with 

the reference magistrate. They find it counterproductive to, for example, exaggerate the importance 

of an investigation just to get the authorization for special tactics, which was in the past regularly 

done by several detectives in the team. The detectives explain that, although these special tactics are 

mostly very exciting and interesting, they want to avoid that the bubble of exaggeration pops if no 

results follow, possibly resulting in a damaged relationship with the public prosecutor. According to 
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the section head of POL2, this high ‘group’ attitude has only recently been established. (S)he refers 

to the previous section head who was not as transparent as (s)he is now. In conclusion, detectives 

and supervisors in POL2 highly value ‘group’ in the relationship with the public prosecutor, even 

more than being able to conduct investigations as they like. 

This does not mean that the reference magistrate brutally dominates the investigations. On the 

contrary, the detectives claim that (s)he appreciates their feedback and suggestions and even 

stimulates individualism in the sense that detectives should first filter the information reports (‘RIRs’ 

or ‘Informatie Rapporten’ in Dutch) from other police agencies about possible instances of human 

exploitation/trafficking before asking him/her whether an investigation should be started or not. In 

other words, (s)he trusts the detectives’ ‘gut feeling’ (‘buikgevoel’ in Dutch) in the start-up phase of 

an investigation. 

The relationship between the reference magistrate and the detectives also seems to have egalitarian 

aspects, in particular because both parties attempt to look for common goals and to make decisions 

in consultation. The street-level bureaucrats have the feeling that they can always count on the 

reference magistrate’s assistance when needed
81

. 

 

On the contrary, in POL1, detectives and their supervisor complain about a lack of ‘group’ in their 

interaction with the reference magistrate. They perceive the relationship with the reference 

magistrate as predominantly being characterized by high ‘grid’. This perceived fatalism (high grid, 

low group) is expressed in multiple ways (see Table 5.2). First, they consider the office of the public 

prosecutor a “barony” that develops its own policy without consulting with the police, and they 

accuse the magistrates of being unclear about their global vision and intentions. For example, in the 

detectives’ perception, it is unclear which criteria are used to define economic and sexual 

exploitation, which leads to a perception of arbitrariness. 

Second, the street-level bureaucrats in POL1 experience a lack of support, because they believe the 

reference magistrate and chief public prosecutor do not consider human trafficking and human 

exploitation priorities
82

, and because many investigations that are brought on by the police are 

dismissed, while in other regions similar cases are dealt with. One detective, whose investigation had 

been dismissed yet again, says: “I am not gonna beg the magistrate for work anymore”. According to 

several detectives, the lack of support is also expressed by late notifications of decisions (e.g., the 

supervisor is notified that a case is dismissed only during a formal meeting three weeks after the 

dismissal), unclear explanations of why cases are dismissed leading to the perception that the 

magistrate considers their investigations trivial, and long waiting periods when authorizations are 

asked for. Many detectives in POL1 draw the conclusion that the reference magistrate does not take 

initiative on his/her part, because (s)he does not care. They also fear that the reference magistrate 

wants to gradually close down the section. In an interview, the reference magistrate confirms that 

currently there are not too many urgent human exploitation/trafficking investigations. 
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Third, fatalism is expressed by mutual distrust. Police officers in POL1 question whether the 

reference magistrate and the chief public prosecutor have a realistic idea about human trafficking 

and human exploitation, for example, because (1) they urge the police to look for sexual exploitation 

safe houses
83

, which do not exist in this specific judicial district according to the detectives, (2) they 

seem to ignore clear signs of economic exploitation, and (3) they seem to encourage a local approach 

to the phenomenon whereas the police consider it a clear example of an international problem. The 

final example is probably linked to an attitude of distrust from the public prosecutor’s office towards 

a number of detectives in this unit who, in the past, had went on a rogatory commission (‘rogatoire 

commissie’ in Dutch) abroad in a certain investigation, which afterwards appeared to have been 

useless. This seems to have led to all detectives in the unit being labeled as profiteers. The detectives 

state that cooperation with some of the previous reference magistrates was much more based on 

mutuality and common goals.  

Fourth, the street-level bureaucrats complain about being the victim of internal conflicts among 

magistrates, not only between the reference magistrate and his/her superior, but also between the 

chief public prosecutor and the examining magistrates. The latter results, in the detectives’ opinion, 

from the fact that the chief public prosecutor does not want to transfer files to the examining 

magistrates, leading to investigations staying in the ‘criminal investigation’ phase where no special 

tactics can be applied. 

In conclusion, there is a fourfold perception of fatalism on the part of the street-level bureaucrats in 

POL1. In the first few months of the data collection, their response to this was (1) holding back 

information from the reference magistrate, (2) avoiding contact with him/her out of fear of being 

blown off or snapped at, or (3) eagerly trying to ‘sell’ their investigation by blowing it up, or, in other 

words, overemphasizing the importance of an investigation so the public prosecutor will more likely 

give permission to continue the investigation. These are all individualistic and thus low ‘group’ 

reactions that reinforce fatalism. However, towards the end of the data collection phase, both the 

police officers and the reference magistrate made efforts to try to re-establish ‘group’ as a form of 

positive feedback. The detectives did it by deciding to always discuss an investigation with the 

reference magistrate right from the start to check whether they are all on the same wavelength. 

They preferred this strategy above the option to apply a more individualistic approach by taking a 

few initial steps on their own and going to the magistrate only after the initial results are clear, which 

was the normal procedure before. The department head decided to talk things over with the 

reference magistrate in private and invited him/her to the meetings of the unit, although (s)he 

refused to attend them before. In an interview, the reference magistrate told the researcher that 

(s)he would willingly accept the invitation to be able to more closely follow the investigations and not 

only trust detectives’ ‘gut feeling’. (S)he also explained his/her desire to stimulate informal contact 

so decisions could be made in consultation. Arguably, there will be a shift from fatalism towards 

hierarchy in the near future. 
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Table 5.2: Interaction with judicial authorities and policymakers (operationalized in GGCT) in the four settings 

 POL1 POL2 INSP1 INSP2 

Judicial authorities     

Reference magistrate H: leads criminal investigations, can 

dismiss cases; local prosecution policy 

F: lack of clarity, lack of support, mutual 

distrust, victim of internal conflicts 

between magistrates 

H: leads criminal investigations, can 

dismiss cases; local prosecution policy, 

mutual transparency 

I: trusts detective’s ‘gut feeling’ 

E: partner, common goals 

/ / 

     

‘Arbeidsauditeur’ / H: leads economic exploitation 

investigations, can dismiss cases 

E: consensus, mutuality 

F: delays, no special measures 

H: chairs Regional Cell, can give orders in 

a specific investigation (‘alteration’) 

I: reciprocity 

F: suspicion of favoritism 

H: chairs Regional Cell, can give orders in 

a specific investigation (‘alteration’) 

I: reciprocity 

F: seemingly unnecessary re-inspections 

     

Examining magistrate H: leads judicial investigations, ‘à charge’ 

and ‘à décharge’, independent body 

I: reciprocal relationship 

F: perception of arbitrariness, lack of 

support, unexplained delays 

 

H: leads judicial investigation, ‘à charge’ 

and ‘à décharge’, independent body 

I: reciprocal relationship 

F: perception of arbitrariness, lack of 

support, not all motivated 

H: limits discretionary power H: limits discretionary power 

Court’s decisions H: courts play their part, we play ours 

F: too narrow definition of ‘precarious 

conditions’; many acquittals by 1 judge 

 

H: courts play their part, we play ours 

F: wide, but unclear definition of 

‘precarious conditions’ 

H: courts play their part, we play ours 

F: sentences are too low and come too 

late; more than 90% of dismissals 

H: courts play their part, we play ours 

F: sentences are too low and come too 

late; more than 90% of dismissals 

‘Studiedienst’ / / H: ‘studiedienst’ plays its part, we play 

our part 

F: fines are too low and come too late 

 

H: ‘studiedienst’ plays its part, we play 

our part 

F: fines are too low and come too late 

Policymakers H: they play their part and we ours 

F: asylum policy (mismanagement and 

incoherent) 

H: they play their part and we ours 

F: asylum policy (mismanagement and 

incoherent), undesirable interference 

H: they play their part and we ours 

F: asylum policy (mismanagement and 

incoherent), undesirable interference 

I: only interested in quantifiable results 

H: they play their part and we ours 

F: asylum policy (mismanagement and 

incoherent) 

I: only interested in quantifiable results 
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b. INTERACTION WITH THE ‘ARBEIDSAUDITEUR’ 

As explained above, the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ is the counterpart of the public prosecutor at the labor 

courts. Although this actor is more relevant for the labor inspections, there is also interaction with 

the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ in one section in POL2. This part explains the relationship with the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ in the police settings and the labor inspection settings. 

INTERACTION WITH THE ‘ARBEIDSAUDITEUR’ IN THE POLICE SETTINGS 

Detectives in POL1 never interact with the ‘arbeidsauditeur’, because there is a formal agreement 

that when the public prosecutor transfers a file to the ‘arbeidsauditeur’, the labor inspection, and not 

the police, will conduct the investigation. However, in POL2, there are agreements between the 

public prosecutor, the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ and the Federal Police that investigations that exclusively 

involve economic exploitation are conducted by the Federal Police, but led by the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ 

(see Table 5.2). As a consequence, in POL2 a special team that focuses on economic exploitation was 

installed. This special team or section almost exclusively cooperates with the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ and 

only rarely interacts with the public prosecutor. Although the reference magistrate in the office of 

the public prosecutor claims there are formal agreements and criteria on the basis of which files are 

appointed to one of both investigative authorities (which resembles hierarchy), the department head 

in POL2 – who is head of the department on crimes against persons – explains with a smile: “We can 

make this assessment ourselves by applying the method of ‘policing by initiative’.” Hence, the 

selection of investigative authority seems to be prone to individualistic police strategies. 

 

In POL2, the interaction with the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ is mainly characterized by hierarchy, in the sense 

that (s)he leads the investigation, gives orders and decides whether to bring the case to court or 

dismiss it. The street-level bureaucrats in the economic exploitation team recognize the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ as the investigative magistrate who is in charge. Still, they prefer a general ‘for 

further investigation’ order in investigations above a specific request for particular investigative 

measures (e.g., “Please interrogate person x”), because the general order gives them ‘carte blanche’. 

The preference for such general orders can be linked to the individualistic job context in which 

detectives have a great deal of autonomy (see 5.2.5.3). However, the street-level bureaucrats in 

POL2 add that it is in their own interest to always be careful not to ‘betray’ the magistrate’s 

confidence when they have ‘carte blanche’. Therefore, they apply the strategy of suggesting 

investigative measures to the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ but making clear that the magistrate is in charge, 

which looks like an individualistic strategy with a hierarchical stolen rhetoric so as to stay on good 

terms with the magistrate (see 2.2.2). 

 

The section head of the economic exploitation team in POL2 explains that the relationship with the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ is also characterized by mutuality and looking for consensus, which is an egalitarian 

relationship – e.g., when both of them have informal conversations about whether or not to start an 

investigation in which they mutually exchange expertise – with a touch of fatalism. The latter is 

illustrated by unexplained delays when authorizations are asked for, and the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ having 

the same legal competences as the public prosecutor but not using them often (e.g., referring an 
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investigation to the examining magistrate in order to start a judicial investigation because a 

telephone tap seems to be necessary) (see Table 5.2). 

INTERACTION WITH THE ‘ARBEIDSAUDITEUR’ IN THE LABOR INSPECTION SETTINGS 

The interaction with the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ is relevant for both labor inspection settings. However, 

one remark needs to be made in advance. Inspectors in the Inspection of Social Laws conduct two 

types of investigations: judicial and administrative investigations. The interaction with the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ is only relevant in the judicial investigations that deal with social penal law. As will 

be explained below (see 5.2.5.2), labor inspectors have – unlike the police – the right to not report a 

labor law violation to the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ but instead give a warning or determine a term in which 

the violation needs to be corrected.
84

 If they interact with the ‘arbeidsauditeur’, labor inspectors 

consider the relationship with the latter – as in the police – rather hierarchical (see Table 5.2). 

Hierarchy is mostly manifested in the prosecution policy that the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ develops, 

comparable to the public prosecutor (see above). In practice, the prosecution policy of the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ in both inspection settings results in more than 90% of the cases being dismissed. 

Except for the lack of clarity about the criteria for prosecution or dismissal that creates a fatalistic 

tension in both inspection settings, this high dismissal rate does not appear to be too frustrating for 

the street-level bureaucrats because the dismissed cases are all transferred to an internal agency of 

the Federal Public Service of Employment, Labor and Social Economy (‘Studiedienst’ in Dutch) that 

can impose administrative fines. 

In both INSP1 and INSP2, the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ chairs the monthly meeting of representatives of 

different inspections – the Regional Inspection Cell
85

 (see 5.2.1.3) – in which agreements are made 

concerning joint inspections (i.e. determining the where, when, who and how). His/her role is, 

however, limited to keeping track of the agenda, providing guidelines concerning his/her prosecution 

policy and supervising whether joint inspections have been carried out as planned. In both INSP1 and 

INSP2, the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ does not intervene in decisions about capacity the inspections reserve 

for the joint inspections, nor in decisions they make in the investigations that result from these joint 

inspections. Nor does the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ meddle in how inspections exchange information, except 

for the sole (hierarchical) rule that in investigations initiated by the ‘arbeidsinspecteur’ his/her 

permission needs to be asked before information can be exchanged.
86

 Several inspectors in INSP2 

explicitly add that the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ does not interfere with their joint inspections as long as the 

results are good, which resembles individualism. If not, (s)he will exert pressure because not 

succeeding in reaching the postulated goals (i.e. quantifiable results) would hurt his/her professional 

pride. 

 

Interesting in both inspection settings is the unclear perception of the hierarchical role of the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ (see Table 5.2). This lack of clarity is linked to investigations that are initiated by the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’. It is unclear whether the previous Labor Inspection Law of 1972
87

 – that was still 
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valid during the empirical data collection phase of this study – gives the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ the option 

to restrict labor inspectors’ discretionary power.
88

 In other words, it is unclear whether the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ can oblige a labor inspector to make a report in a specific investigation (s)he 

initiated. There is disagreement about this issue in the juridical literature. Some authors emphasize 

the legal discretion of labor inspectors, which – in their opinion – leads to judicial authorities not 

being able to oblige them to make a report (see e.g., Souverijns, Heirman & Schreiber, 1997; 

Blomme, 2008: 112). This standpoint is supported by the answer of Alfred Califice, minister of 

Employment and Labor in 1974-1977, to a parliamentary question
89

 and several decrees of Labor 

Courts and Labor Courts of Appeal.
90

 Other authors claim that labor inspectors can only use their 

discretionary power when they initiate the investigation themselves, while the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ can 

restrict it in investigations that are initiated by the latter (see e.g., Van Daele, 2006). This standpoint 

is supported by the answer of the Minister of Employment and Labor in 1977-1979, Guy Spitaels, to a 

parliamentary question.
91

 However, the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ cannot in general determine for which 

social law violations labor inspectors cannot give a warning or determine a rectification term, 

because that would violate labor inspectors’ legal discretion (Verbruggen, 2000: 169; Schram & 

Verbruggen, 2001). 

As a result of this lack of clarity, cooperation between the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ and the labor inspections 

appears in practice to be largely based on goodwill. Some labor inspectors are convinced that in a 

specific investigation they can hold on to their own discretion, without the obligation to follow the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’s vision. However, most inspectors in both settings claim that their discretion is 

restricted if the investigation is initiated by the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ and this magistrate asks the 

inspector to make a report for any violation that is found. Only when the warrant states ‘for further 

investigation’ do most of them think individual discretion can be applied. A few inspectors in INSP1, 

however, explain that they could refuse to follow the ‘arbeidsauditeur’s order because of their 

discretionary powers. However, in practice they almost always comply because if they do not, the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ will probably send the investigation to another inspector who will. The attaché in 

INSP1 adds that cooperation with the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ should be characterized by “mutual 

understanding”. The latter means that orders of the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ (e.g., the order to make a 

report and not just give a warning, see 5.2.5.2) are mostly followed, and if they are not followed then 

the labor inspector mostly gives an explanation why not and adds that, if the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ 

considers it necessary, (s)he will make a report anyway. In conclusion, labor inspectors in INSP1 tend 

to put aside their own discretion, in order to stay in good terms with the ‘arbeidsauditeur’, which is 

an individualistic strategy with hierarchy as stolen rhetoric. A similar logic is followed by an inspector 

in INSP2 who, in the following quote, emphasizes the significance of reciprocity in the relationship 
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with the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ concerning the numerous re-inspections requests that are typical for the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ in the large region: 

 

"We are not the magistrate’s subordinates. The ‘arbeidsauditeur’ asks us if we want to do a re-

inspection. Of course, if we want the magistrate to take our investigations seriously by bringing 

them to court, you have to give and take. When the magistrate sends an order, we will in practice 

never say ‘no’. […] But legally we have our own discretion, and I think the law stands above a 

letter from the ‘arbeidsauditeur’." 

 

Another inspector in INSP1 adds that the consequence of this reciprocal relationship is that when the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ does not fulfill his/her part of the deal – which is prosecuting as many cases as 

possible – (s)he will not be willing to make any more reports but use other means to solve an 

investigation (e.g., suggesting a rectification amount) if that is more beneficial for his/her own results 

(see below). 

 

The legal relationship between the inspectors and the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ changed with the 

introduction of the new Social Penal Code92
 (which has been valid since July 1

st
 2011) that explicitly 

mentions the magistrate’s lawful right to order inspectors to make a report concerning violations for 

which the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ has initiated the prosecution and has thus started a criminal 

investigation. This ‘right to prosecute’ thus partly restricts labor inspectors’ discretion.
93

 The 

Parliamentary documents explicitly state that this does not apply to administrative investigations.
94

 

However, because in practice labor inspectors already followed most of the magistrate’s orders, this 

new code will probably not change the relationship between both actors to a great extent, at least 

not in the two researched settings. 

 

As explained above, there is also a touch of fatalism concerning the prosecution policy (see Table 

5.2). In both inspection settings, there is a lack of clarity and communication about the criteria for 

dismissal and prosecution, which leads to a perception of arbitrariness. One inspector in INSP1 

mentions examples of favoritism in an inspection in a large judicial district where (s)he was 

previously employed – but which was not included in this study. This inspector explains that certain 

large construction firms were not prosecuted for social fraud because of political pressure, but 

explicitly adds that this does not occur in the judicial district (s)he currently works in. In INSP2, there 

is shared frustration about the lack of clarity concerning the true intentions behind the frustrating re-

inspections leading to different rumors. Some claim that the magistrates only use it for the sake of 

convenience to clear their desk and to get rid of their investigations for a while. Others say that the 

magistrates intend to lead shady firms into bankruptcy by ordering re-inspections of the same 

employer up to three times. And still others think the magistrates just do not value the inspectors’ 

assessment. 
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c. INTERACTION WITH THE EXAMINING MAGISTRATE(S) 

Street-level bureaucrats in all four settings cooperate with the examining magistrate in certain 

investigations, but this occurs much more frequently in the case of the police than in the case of the 

labor inspection. The interaction with the examining magistrate will be discussed below, first for the 

police settings and then for the inspection settings. 

INTERACTION WITH THE EXAMINING MAGISTRATE IN THE POLICE SETTINGS 

The relationship with the examining magistrate is, in the police settings, predominantly hierarchical, 

which is a logical consequence of his/her role as leader of judicial investigations. Street-level 

bureaucrats in both police settings recognize this authority. Although they are sometimes frustrated 

when, for example, a telephone tap is not approved, most detectives eventually reconcile themselves 

with that decision because the examining magistrate takes several criteria into account, like legality 

and subsidiarity. 

 

In the detectives’ opinion, the interaction with the examining magistrate differs in two ways from 

the relationship with the public prosecutor. First, detectives claim that the examining magistrate 

needs to look for any and all evidence (‘à charge’ and ‘à décharge’), while the public prosecutor only 

looks for evidence for the prosecution. As a consequence, police detectives take on a different role in 

a judicial investigation that is led by the examining magistrate than in a criminal investigation that is 

led by the public prosecutor. Several detectives state that investigations for the examining 

magistrate need to be more objective and thorough. This statement can partly be founded on article 

56 § 1 of the Belgian Code of Criminal Proceedings
95

 that explicitly says that the examining 

magistrate needs to treat all involved parties (i.e. suspects and victims) equally, and should look for 

evidence ‘à charge’ and ‘à décharge’, which is facilitated by the fact that the examining magistrate 

does not take part in the prosecution of suspects. Because the public prosecutor obviously takes part 

in the prosecution of the suspects, a neutral position is more difficult. Article 28 bis § 1 of the Belgian 

Code of Criminal Proceedings
96

 states that the public prosecutor should gather information that is 

beneficial for the execution of the prosecution. However, the Belgian judicial system is not 

accusatory like Anglo-Saxon judicial systems, but inquisitory, which implies that truth-finding is 

central and not the ‘clash of opinions’ between prosecutor and defendant that is typical for 

accusatory systems. 

Second, the examining magistrate is an independent body, unlike the substitute public prosecutors 

who act under the authority of the chief public prosecutor and thus need to comply with his/her 

prosecution policy and protocols that set out the cooperation with the police, but also under the 

authority of the College of Prosecutor-Generals that issues circulars with guidelines and procedural 

rules (see above). Since examining magistrates are not part of this system, they do not need to 

comply with these policy plans and circulars. This results in a fatalistic perception of arbitrariness 

among police detectives, because (in their opinion) the approach in a specific investigation seems to 

sometimes completely depend on the personality and preferences of the individual examining 

magistrate. Detectives are thus challenged to separately bond with each examining magistrate in 
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order to improve cooperation. In some cases, this leads to both actors working together as partners 

with common goals and a relation of trust (egalitarianism), and in other cases to applying 

individualistic, reciprocal strategies aimed at benefits for both parties (individualism). In POL1 and 

POL2, the individualistic approach is preferred by most detectives. Street-level bureaucrats in both 

settings state that you need to learn how to deal with each examining magistrate separately in order 

to get what you want. Hierarchical stolen rhetoric is then very convenient, in the sense that one 

should give the examining magistrate the impression that (s)he can make the first move, while in fact 

one has already whispered the idea in his/her ear. Some detectives add that most examining 

magistrates rely on the detective’s expertise, because they themselves are not specialized into a 

specific topic (unlike the reference magistrates in the public prosecutor’s office) and thus not entirely 

familiar with the usual approach in human trafficking/exploitation investigations. A detective in POL2 

illustrates it as follows: 

 

“We, the people on the floor, have a certain responsibility, because eventually we are the ones 

who decide what will be done in an investigation and, indeed, the examining magistrate writes a 

paper that says ‘Ok, bring this suspect to me. We will lock him up.’ But we, as detectives, decide 

the direction of an investigation. And if you ask me, some supervisors in this organization don’t 

respect this at all and treat us like toddlers.” 

 

The department head in POL2 points out what the risks are of these ‘ear whispering’ practices: 

detectives who are eager to conduct investigations that are not considered priorities by the internal 

management could form some kind of alliance with the examining magistrate who then initiates the 

investigation. (S)he adds that these magistrates must understand their authority, because they can 

appoint the agency that should conduct a specific investigation but they cannot stipulate the capacity 

to be invested in specific investigations or the individual person(s) conducting them, which is in 

accordance with article 56 § 2 of the Belgian Code of Criminal Proceedings.
97

 If the agency 

management states that no capacity will be reserved for these non-priorities, the examining 

magistrate is in fact powerless. 

 

There are also a few sources of fatalism in the relationship with the examining magistrate (see Table 

5.2). In both police settings, street-level bureaucrats have the impression that human trafficking and 

human exploitation are not considered priorities for most examining magistrates because such 

crimes are difficult to prove. This results, on the one hand, from the lack of physical evidence of 

human/economic exploitation, leading to the necessity of victims’ testimonies that are often 

withdrawn by the victims themselves (see 5.2.1.4). On the other, this results from the fact that 

human/economic exploitation rank at the bottom of the public's list of priorities so examining 

magistrates cannot ‘score’ with it. In POL1, there is a shared frustration about long waiting periods 

when authorizations are asked for. Although in some cases the examining magistrate responds really 

quickly, his/her response comes agonizingly slow in other cases without any explanation. Street-level 

bureaucrats in POL1 also claim that some examining magistrates seem to shirk their duties by 

refusing to go along with any suggestion. Detectives perceive it as if they do not want to work at all. 
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Similar complaints are heard in POL2. A number of front-line officers state that some examining 

magistrates work hard and others do not; the latter prefer, so it is said, to pick up their children at 

school during lunch time. Not explaining the reasons why suggestions were not followed also leads to 

a fatalistic perception of arbitrariness. To conclude, street-level bureaucrats in both settings plead for 

openness on the part of the examining magistrate, but simultaneously are not always entirely 

transparent to the examining magistrates themselves when they use hierarchical stolen rhetoric as 

an individualistic strategy. 

INTERACTION WITH THE EXAMINING MAGISTRATE IN THE LABOR INSPECTION SETTINGS 

The labor inspectors in INSP1 and INSP2 only rarely interact with the examining magistrate, and 

when they do, the relationship is predominantly hierarchical. An inspector in INSP1 explains: 

 

“No, it’s… well most of the files that are initiated by the examining magistrate include an order 

that says: ‘Do this and do that’. The magistrate mostly does not leave any scope for individual 

discretion. If I really don’t agree, I pick up the phone and call the magistrate (laugh). And then I try 

to negotiate by saying: ‘This is not right’ and explain my point of view, with which the magistrate 

would agree most of the time. But actually there is no room for discretion.” 

 

This quote beautifully illustrates hierarchy that consists of high ‘grid’, in the sense that the inspector 

feels that how his/her own discretionary powers are limited when the investigation is initiated by the 

examining magistrate in an authoritative role, and high ‘group’, in the sense that the inspector 

acknowledges this role and appreciates that decisions are discussable. In INSP2, the same type of 

relationship applies. A supervisor in INSP2 adds that investigations initiated by the examining 

magistrate should be dealt with within a short period of time “to avoid angry phone calls”. 

d. ATTITUDE TOWARDS COURTS’ DECISIONS 

The next judicial authority that is relevant for police detectives and labor inspectors in this study are 

the courts, albeit not as a steering authority during their investigation (like the public prosecutor, 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ and examining magistrate), but as an important actor in the criminal justice chain. 

In all four settings, a combination of hierarchy and fatalism can be identified in the attitude towards 

the courts’ decisions.  

 

Hierarchy is present in the sense that every agency plays its part: street-level bureaucrats conduct 

investigations and courts pronounce judgment. In other words, a police agency or an inspection has 

no bearing on the court’s decisions. Hence, detectives and labor inspectors have to reconcile 

themselves with the courts’ decisions, as a detective in POL1 states: “Sometimes you win and 

sometimes you lose”. Some street-level bureaucrats add that when you start your career as a 

detective or an inspector the jurisprudence could bother you, but gradually you learn not to take it 

personally when there is an acquittal, as long as you did your job. The following quote by a detective 

illustrates this point: 

 

“I always compare it with the carriage maker in a garage. You bring your car in, which is damaged 

as result of an accident and this man fixes it. Two weeks later you’re back in the garage because 
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you had another accident. Should this man be frustrated? He did his job. He will fix it again and 

you can take the car back home. And what happens afterwards is not this man’s concern.” 

 

An instructor in the Inspection of Laws, who was a supervisor in INSP2 but was transferred to 

another judicial district that is not included in this study a few months before the data collection 

phase started, stressed that, as an inspector, you should always look at things in perspective and 

realize that what you do is just “a drop in the ocean”. 

 

Fatalism in the police settings is expressed in two ways (see Table 5.2). First, street-level bureaucrats 

in both settings denounce the lack of clarity in the definition of human exploitation, and particularly 

the concept of ‘precarious conditions’ (‘precaire toestand’ in Dutch) in Belgian law, contrary to the 

law in the Netherlands that is based on the UN Protocol definition. Because the concept of 

‘precarious conditions’ is not clearly defined in Belgian law, the criteria for human exploitation are 

determined by jurisprudence, which leads to a different position in various regions. In the large 

judicial district (POL2), the court applies a wider definition than in the medium-sized judicial district 

(POL1), respectively based on a comparison with European standards and with conditions in the 

home country (which are often below European standards). These differences induce a perception of 

arbitrariness. Second, in POL1 the street-level bureaucrats complain about one particular judge who 

seems to like acquittals. According to the reference magistrate there are many individual differences 

between the various judges, sometimes leading to “a cold shower”. It is, however, striking, in POL1, 

that when the results are ‘good’ (i.e. long prison sentences) the supervisor attributes the successes 

to the efforts of his/her team, but when the courts pronounce an acquittal while the police consider 

guilt proven the supervisor accuses the judges of arbitrariness. This type of internal attribution of 

successes and external attribution of failures is a typical individualistic strategy. 

Fatalism in the inspections is mainly expressed by a shared frustration about the – in labor 

inspectors’ opinion – too low and probational fines given by labor courts. Street-level bureaucrats in 

both settings add that the sentences are not only too low but often also too late, so they do not 

deter perpetrators. Convicted employers do not feel punished and just continue committing fraud, 

because, despite the fines they receive once in a while, fraud pays. This results in labor inspectors 

feeling powerless against perpetrators, which is a form of fatalism. An inspector in INSP1 refers to 

the specific issue of imposing fines to foreign companies that cannot be easily recovered due to the 

lack of international cooperation. This labor inspector considered this practice favoritism towards 

Belgian firms and adds that the researcher should put it in her report. This issue will be discussed 

later in section 5.2.1.4. 

e. ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE ‘STUDIEDIENST’ 

As explained above, more than 90% of investigations are dismissed by the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ and 

transferred to an internal agency of the Federal Public Service of Employment, Labor and Social 

Economy (‘Studiedienst’ in Dutch) that can impose an administrative fine.
98

 The attitude of labor 

inspectors towards the ‘Studiedienst’ is similar to the attitude towards the labor court. Particularly, 

the attitude is, on the one hand, characterized by hierarchy in the sense of “the ‘Studiedienst’ 
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decides and I am not going to lose any sleep over it”. On the other hand, the attitude is also fatalistic, 

due to a lack of deterrence because the fine only comes after many years have passed (after which 

the ‘Studiedienst’ sometimes states it is inopportune to impose a fine after such a long period of 

time) and because the fines are often considered too low. 

5.2.1.2. Attitude towards policymakers 

Another actor in the environmental suprasystem are policymakers. Although some street-level 

bureaucrats claim policymakers do not come between them and their sleep because policies are not 

their responsibility (which is a hierarchical attitude), there is a shared, fatalistic, frustration about 

the asylum policy in Belgium, which is considered an example of political misgovernment and a 

compilation of illogical rules that are not enforced (see Table 5.2). 

 

First, the street-level bureaucrats in all four settings consider the asylum policy a prime example of 

political mismanagement, because policymakers utter concerns about the affordability of the Belgian 

social security system, and in the meantime give thousands of illegal migrants a legal status, which 

puts even more pressure on this system. Moreover, there are rumors that during the two regulation 

waves (the first in 2000 and the second in 2009) refugees have been regularized on the basis of false 

ID-cards and false employment contracts. A frustrated employee of the Belgian Federal Immigration 

Service (‘Dienst Vreemdelingenzaken’ in Dutch), with whom the researcher had a conversation during 

a joint inspection, says: "You have to be a terrorist to be excluded from regularization, and even 

then…” Street-level bureaucrats in the four settings also denounce the way in which refugees are 

treated, referring to the many years of uncertainty before the final decision is made. 

 

The latter is linked to the second complaint about the asylum policy, being the fact that it does not 

seem to consist of a coherent set of rules. An often cited example is the fact that refugees need to 

wait for months or years before they hear the final verdict, but in that period they are not allowed to 

work. A number of street-level bureaucrats correctly state that these people are drawn into either 

poverty and misery, or illegal employment and crime to be able to survive. They also consider the 

policy not strict enough, in the sense that some illegal immigrants are given the order to leave the 

territory within five days but are never repatriated, because there are no international agreements 

with the home country (as is the case with, for example, Indians and Tibetans) or because illegal 

persons cannot be identified. This leads to police officers and labor inspectors putting effort in 

carrying out inspections on illegal employment that appear to be meaningless in the end. Some of 

them, therefore, take command by not following the normal procedures when confronted with 

illegal employment but applying an individualistic strategy, as a form of negative feedback due to an 

overdose of fatalism, which will be discussed in chapter 7 (see 7.1.1). 

 

Fatalism towards policymakers can also be enforced by undesirable political interference. In POL2, 

specific examples are given by detectives and supervisors of local and federal political pressure in 

specific investigations. In POL1, detectives state that political interference is only relevant for the 

Local Police who, in their perception, have to pander to all the mayor’s whims. In INSP1, only one 

inspector, who started her/his career in a larger judicial district (not included in this study), mentions 
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instances of political favoritism towards big companies in the investigations in this larger region. 

(S)he stresses that this kind of political interference does not happen often in the judicial district of 

INSP1. 

An interesting finding concerning the attitude of labor inspectors towards policymakers is the 

tension between individualism and fatalism. Street-level bureaucrats in the two inspection settings 

perceive policymakers as only being interested in numbers they can ‘score’ with in their political 

campaigns, but at the same time these inspectors feel hindered to achieve such results because of 

political mismanagement. A case in point is the introduction of the VAT reduction in the catering 

industry that was supposed to lead to a decrease in moonlighting. In practice, however, it did not 

lead to the desired results (in the inspectors’ opinion) because the possibilities for inspection were 

not expanded, thus leaving ample scope for employers to circumvent the rules without getting 

caught. Inspectors in both settings denounce not having been consulted about possible ways 

employers manage to commit fraud and to use legal loopholes. Several inspectors state that 

although policymakers want to give the impression that social fraud is being dealt with, for example 

by appointing a State Secretary
99

 in charge of combating fraud, they doubt whether the topic is 

actually taken seriously by policymakers. 

 

To conclude, fatalism towards policymakers is induced in different ways, and seems to have 

increased by the political crisis due to the inability to form a Federal Government during one and a 

half year after the elections. 

5.2.1.3. Interaction with other agencies 

The street-level bureaucrats in the four settings regularly cooperate with other agencies (see Table 

5.3). In the case of the police, cooperation mainly occurs with different labor inspections, the Belgian 

Federal Immigration Service (‘Dienst Vreemdelingenzaken’ in Dutch) and other police agencies (i.e. 

Local, Federal and foreign police agencies). In the case of the inspections, there is regular 

cooperation with different labor inspections, the Belgian Federal Immigration Service and the Local 

Police. There are also three bodies that coordinate cooperation between different inspections, 

namely the SIOD that stands for ‘Sociale Inlichtingen- en Opsporingsdienst’ (Social Intelligence and 

Investigation Service), the Regional Inspection Cell and the GRI that stands for ‘besloten Groep voor 

Regionale Interventie’ (closed Group for Regional Intervention). The interaction with each of these 

different agencies will be discussed below. 
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Table 5.3: Interaction with other agencies (operationalized in GGCT) in the four settings 

 POL1 POL2 INSP1 INSP2 

Inspections H: formal meetings, joint inspections, 

formal rules for information exchange 

I: each agency aimed at own benefits 

H: formal meetings, joint inspections, 

formal rules for information exchange 

I: each agency aimed at own benefits 

H: formal meetings, Genesis database, 

permission of ‘arbeidsauditeur’ for 

information exchange, joint inspections 

on the basis of the 2003 Protocol 

H+E: unwritten rules in joint inspections 

I: each agency aimed at own benefits 

E: long history of cooperation 

F: suspicion of leaking future inspections; 

complaints about laziness, incompetence 

 

H: formal meetings, Genesis database, 

permission of ‘arbeidsauditeur’ for 

information exchange, joint inspections 

on the basis of the 2003 Protocol 

H+E: unwritten rules in joint inspections 

I: each agency aimed at own benefits 

F: suspicion of leaking future inspections; 

failure to pass on information 

DVZ H: formal procedure of calling DVZ when 

confronted with illegal persons 

I: DVZ involvement not in own interest 

F: complicated, seemingly arbitrary rules 

 

H: formal procedure of calling DVZ when 

confronted with illegal persons 

F: complicated, seemingly arbitrary rules 

H: formal procedure of calling DVZ when 

confronted with illegal persons 

I: DVZ involvement not in own interest 

F: complicated, seemingly arbitrary rules 

H: formal procedure of calling DVZ when 

confronted with illegal persons 

I: DVZ involvement not in own interest 

F: complicated, seemingly arbitrary rules 

Local Police H: cooperation according to action plans, 

distinct tasks (circular), information 

exchange through RIRs and ANG 

I: each agency aimed at own benefits 

E: contact person for each Local Police 

zone, but also us-versus-them attitude 

H: cooperation according to action plans, 

distinct tasks (circular), information 

exchange through RIRs and ANG 

I: each agency aimed at own benefits 

E: common goals with central Local 

Police zone; also us-versus-them attitude 

F: suspicion of leaking future inspections 

 

H: police assistance during inspections 

I: each agency aimed at own benefits 

E: fixed teams during joint inspections 

F: lack of motivation and unpredictable 

H: police assistance during inspections 

I: each agency aimed at own benefits 

E: fixed teams during joint inspections 

F: lack of motivation and unpredictable 

Federal Police H: information exchange through ANG 

I: shield investigations from other agency 

 

H: information exchange through ANG 

I: shield investigations from other agency 

 

/ / 

Foreign police H: cooperation via Interpol and Europol 

I: valuable informal networks, but also 

shielding investigations from each other 

H: cooperation via Interpol and Europol 

I: valuable informal networks, but also 

shielding investigations from each other 

/ 

 

/ 
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a. INTERACTION WITH (OTHER) INSPECTIONS 

Street-level bureaucrats in all four settings regularly interact with other inspections. All four types of 

GGCT are relevant for this interaction. Hierarchy is mainly manifested in (1) formal meetings, (2) 

information exchange and (3) cooperation during inspections. 

 

First, hierarchy is relevant during formal meetings. In the two regions, there are regular meetings 

(approximately every 3 months) between supervisors of different Police agencies (including POL1 and 

POL2) and inspections (including INSP1 and INSP2) on the topic of human exploitation led by the 

reference magistrate and the ‘arbeidsauditeur’, and regular meetings of the Regional Inspection Cell 

(approximately every month) where supervisors of different inspections (including INSP1 and INSP2) 

and the Local Police are present (see below) led by the ‘arbeidsauditeur’. These formal meetings 

represent hierarchy in the sense that only the supervisors are present, the agenda is formally 

structured and information exchange is facilitated by the magistrates. According to a supervisor in 

POL1, information that is passed on during these meetings often comes too late. 

 

Information exchange can, however, also occur outside the scope of these meetings, which is the 

second domain in which hierarchy is relevant, because it is arranged by formal rules. In the case of 

the inspections, information about investigations that are initiated by the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ can only 

be shared with other agencies if permission is asked of and granted by the magistrate. In other types 

of investigations, this hierarchical intervention is not necessary (see below). However, even in 

investigations initiated by the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ information is sometimes shared in a reciprocal, give-

and-take relationship between colleagues of different inspections without formal permission (which 

represents individualism: see below). Another hierarchical instrument of information exchange 

between inspections is the Genesis database, which is referred to by a supervisor in INSP1. The 

Genesis database contains information about all investigations of the federal labor inspection. It can 

be consulted to check whether other inspections have already done an investigation on a certain firm 

(Blomme, 2008: 54-55). The supervisor adds that this database is not often used in INSP1, and when 

it is used it is mainly to shirk one’s own responsibilities by referring investigations to other agencies 

that have already inspected a specific firm. 

In the case of the police, information exchange with inspections should officially occur via the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ or reference magistrate. In practice, information exchange, however, occurs in a 

more informal way inspired by individualism (give and take: see below). To be able to use the 

information officially in an investigation – or in the detectives’ own words “to make it official” – it 

needs to follow the official path via the magistrate. A supervisor in POL2 says: “During the police 

training they teach you: ‘This is not allowed’, but in practice you do it anyway”.100
 

 

Third, hierarchy in the inspection settings is relevant during joint inspections of, on the one hand, 

different inspections that cooperate in moonlighting actions, and, on the other, cooperation 
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between police agencies and inspections in a specific investigation. In POL1, a detective refers to 

joint inspections where each agency focuses on its own competences. In other words, during joint 

inspections police officers do not deal with, for example, issues of the food inspection, the labor 

inspection and the housing inspection, because they do not consider these issues their responsibility. 

In POL2, however, the special team that focuses on economic exploitation also performs inspections 

on labor laws. Cooperation with inspections is in POL2 arranged by Protocol agreements in which the 

responsibilities of each actor are listed. 

As for the inspection settings, there is formal cooperation that is arranged by the Regional Inspection 

Cells, which are established on the basis of the Protocol agreement in 2003
101

, albeit differently 

organized in INSP1 and INSP2. In INSP1, every inspector is obliged to do a number of joint inspections 

in one’s own territorial sector or in another sector, while in INSP2 specific inspectors are appointed 

for joint inspections in the catering, horticulture, and construction industry in the whole region
102

 

(see 5.2.3.1). An interesting similarity between both inspection settings concerns the type of 

discretion inspectors think they enjoy during joint inspections that are initiated by the Regional 

Inspection Cell. Although labor inspectors consider their discretionary powers very important (see 

5.2.5.2), most of them think they lose their individual discretion when they conduct joint 

inspections.
103

 They refer to unwritten rules that prescribe that serious violations of labor laws (e.g., 

moonlighting, illegal employment, part-time employment) should always be dealt with by making a 

report following the principle of equal treatment, even if an individual inspector considers it not 

necessary in that particular situation.
104

 This is illustrated by an inspector in INSP1: 

 

“Because at the end of the inspection they say: ‘Who is gonna make a report for this violation?’ 

They don’t say: ‘Who is taking this file?’ or ‘Who is dealing with this violation?’ No, they say: ‘Who 

is gonna make a report?’ So apparently there is an unwritten rule.” 

 

When doing inspections on their own, inspectors make an individual assessment of each violation 

and determine case by case whether a report is appropriate in that situation, often on the basis of an 

explicit or implicit negotiation with the employer (see below), and see things “from a different 

perspective” as explained by an inspector in INSP1. Although the reference to unwritten rules that 

restrict discretion in joint inspections seems to imply egalitarianism, we consider it a combination of 

egalitarianism and hierarchy – because the inspectors adhere to these rules as if they were formal 

guidelines. Apart from the cooperation initiated by the Regional Inspection Cell, inspectors 

sometimes initiate cooperation with other agencies themselves. In these cases, they mostly contact 

the inspector in the agency they want to cooperate with who is responsible for the same territorial 

sector they are. 
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Although hierarchical contacts between different agencies are important, street-level bureaucrats 

consider informal interactions more crucial because they lead to better cooperation. After one of 

the human exploitation meetings (where two representatives of POL1 and several inspectors of 

INSP1 were present) – that was observed in this study – a detective states that those meetings do 

not at all lead to personal contact and efficient exchange of information. (S)he adds that this could 

only be achieved by conducting joint inspections where you have to depend on each other. This view 

is confirmed by several detectives in POL2. Street-level bureaucrats in both police settings explain 

that an egalitarian attitude, where common goals and mutuality are stressed, can compensate for 

the high dose of individualism in the cooperation between the police and the inspections. Police 

detectives claim that they do not get much information from labor inspectors about possible cases of 

human exploitation and human trafficking although the labor inspectors are probably often 

confronted with this phenomenon. This can, according to these detectives, probably be explained by 

the fact that labor inspectors are blind to human exploitation signs and only focus on trying to 

achieve quantitative results on the basis of which their performance is evaluated (see 5.2.3). This is 

confirmed by a supervisor in POL1: “With all due respect, they [labor inspectors] don’t pay attention 

to signs of human exploitation and they almost never share information. What they do is just say: ‘Ok 

four cases of moonlighting. That is four times a fine of so much euro’.” A supervisor in POL2 states 

that in an individualistic relationship, cooperation occurs on the basis of goodwill with ‘friendly 

favors’ now and then that could lead to more results in a specific investigation. (S)he adds that it 

does not lead to a sustainable relationship aimed at common goals. 

 

Street-level bureaucrats in the police settings claim that only through regular cooperation between 

labor inspectors and themselves does this individualistic attitude diminish and does egalitarianism 

increase in the sense that labor inspectors then become more aware of and sensitive to human 

exploitation signs. A supervisor in POL2 states that cooperation leads to labor inspectors being 

socialized in the way police detectives conduct investigations. The latter is confirmed by the 

reference magistrate in POL1 who states that a few labor inspectors have become more and more 

“police-like”. 

Because the public prosecutor in the medium-sized judicial district of this study does not consider 

joint inspections a task of the Federal Police, but only of the Local Police, these joint inspections are 

only rarely carried out in POL1, leading to a shared frustration among the detectives. They state that 

because egalitarianism cannot be stimulated without these joint inspections, cooperation with labor 

inspectors is stuck on an individualistic level where each agency looks for its own interests and only 

exchanges information when it is beneficial for itself. A supervisor of POL1 adds that participation in 

joint inspections is crucial for the Federal Police to keep a finger on the pulse and to encourage 

mutuality with the labor inspection. However, the public prosecutor in this judicial district prefers 

Federal Police officers to sit behind their desks and wait for information to come. The latter would, 

according to police detectives’ in POL1, only be an effective strategy in an ideal world where the 

hierarchical information exchange systems between different police agencies would actually work 

(see below). 

In POL2 joint inspections with labor inspectors are regularly carried out, contrary to POL1. These are 

mainly conducted on the basis of a special warrant that allows labor inspectors to look for persons in 
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work places on any time of the day (‘visitatiebevel’105
 in Dutch), which is different from a house 

search warrant that is restricted to certain hours of the day.
106

 When this special ‘visitatiebevel’ is 

used, police officers are supposed to officially act in assistance of the labor inspection. However, in 

practice, the roles are often reversed, in the sense that the police lead the inspection and steer it 

towards their own interest (see 7.1.5). 

In the cooperation between different labor inspections, there is also a tension between individualism 

and egalitarianism. Although each agency is primarily focused on its own results, egalitarianism can 

improve cooperation and information exchange. In the medium-sized judicial district in this study, 

there is a long history of labor inspectors doing joint inspections, even before this was arranged in 

Protocol agreements. An inspector in INSP1 states: “These Protocol agreements have evolved from 

our many years of experience with this way of working”. Another inspector adds that they used to be 

strangers for each other, but now they try to achieve common goals, which adds value to his/her 

own investigations. Egalitarianism could thus compensate for individualism, in the sense that 

inspectors are not primarily aimed at reaching individual results they can ‘score’ with, but at 

achieving common goals. In certain territorial sectors, these informal contacts have led to “small 

groups of friends” (as a supervisor in INSP1 calls it) that do monthly joint inspections and quickly 

share information. However, this bonding increases the risk of preferential treatment of perpetrators 

who are familiar with one of the group members, as pointed out by an inspector in INSP1. Specific 

examples will be discussed in chapter 7. While the egalitarian relationship between different labor 

inspections in the medium-sized judicial district is primarily manifested in joint inspections 

concerning social fraud initiated by the Regional Inspection Cell, there is also mutuality in the 

cooperation concerning administrative investigations. 

In INSP2, there is no such history of cooperation. Joint inspections have been carried out only since 

the introduction of the Protocol agreement in 1993.
107

 Individualism seems, therefore, to be more 

dominant in their cooperation with other inspections, characterized by individualized networks and 

reciprocal relations, which are also present but less dominant in INSP1. 

However, an inspector of the Social Inspection claims – in an informal conversation with the 

researcher – that in both inspection settings (INSP1 and INSP2), staff members are often too easily 

satisfied. A case in point is not keeping on asking questions when an employee states that this is his 

first day of working on the side, while in reality it has probably been going on for a while. If the 

violation has indeed been going on for a while, the social security payments could theoretically be 

recovered by the Social Inspection or the RSZ (Federal Social Security Service). However, because the 

Inspection of Social Laws only focuses on the occurrence of the violation and not on its length, which 

is what counts for their personal results, trying to recover social security payments is often not 

considered worth the effort. Individualism could thus lead to blindness for aspects of the violation 

that are interesting for other agencies. In the same way, inspectors in both INSP1 and INSP2 state 

that in theory one should transfer certain information to other agencies, such as the fact that part-

time employees are working outside their timetable (so they can be considered full-time employees 
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by the RSZ). However, in practice labor inspectors in both settings often fail to transform this kind of 

information it is not beneficial for themselves nor the employees whose interest are considered of 

the utmost importance for them (see 5.2.1.4). 

 

Finally, fatalism is also present to some extent in the interaction between different labor inspections 

(see Table 5.3). This is mainly manifested in distrust and suspicion concerning leaking of details about 

future inspections of which inspectors in INSP1 and INSP2 give many examples in conversations with 

the researcher. Different labor inspectors explain that inspections regularly fail as a result of leaked 

information by other inspections. In INSP1, inspectors also complain about other inspections being 

lazy, not motivated and incompetent, thus leading to bad reports. In their opinion, the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ responds to that by sending these reports to someone from the Inspection of Social 

Laws because only then is (s)he sure the investigation will be properly conducted. In INSP2, fatalism 

is present in the sense that inspectors often fail to follow orders about information exchange 

towards other agencies
108

, considering it useless, because they doubt whether these agencies would 

take any action on the basis of this information. Only when forced by internal supervisors do most 

inspectors comply to exchange information. A case in point is the filling out of special forms for the 

RSZ (Federal Service of Social Security) each time moonlighting is detected so the RSZ can impose a 

new type of solidarity fine (‘solidariteitsbijdrage’ in Dutch). However, because there is a lack of clarity 

about how and when these forms need to be filled out and uncertainty about the actual 

consequences imposed by the RSZ due to a lack of feedback, inspectors in INSP2 consider filling out 

these forms a complete waste of time. As a result, some inspectors do not fill them out, others fill 

them out partly, and still others just comply. There seems to be an overall frustration about having to 

fulfill administrative tasks that seems to be pointless. In other words, there is ‘grid’ without ‘group’ 

(i.e. fatalism). 

b. INTERACTION WITH THE FEDERAL IMMIGRATION SERVICE (‘DIENST VREEMDELINGENZAKEN’) 

Street-level bureaucrats in all four settings regularly interact with the Belgian Immigration Service, 

further referred to as DVZ (‘Dienst Vreemdelingenzaken’ in Dutch), especially when they are 

confronted with illegal employees in the firms they inspect. In theory, the interaction with DVZ is 

hierarchical. The procedure for the police is as follows: police officers are supposed to call DVZ, 

administratively arrest illegal persons, await the decision of DVZ (typically for a few hours) and act 

accordingly (i.e. release the illegal person (with or without an order to leave the country within five 

days
109

) or bring the illegal person to a refugee center where (s)he will await repatriation). The 

procedure for the labor inspectors is as follows: labor inspectors are supposed to call DVZ and, if DVZ 

finds it necessary, call the Local Police who make an arrest, or call the Local Police who then contacts 

DVZ. This procedure is, however, not always followed, for at least two reasons (see Table 5.3). 

 

First, street-level bureaucrats sometimes feel so much compassion for illegal employees that they 

decide not to call DVZ. For labor inspectors, this egalitarian attitude of considering the illegal person 
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a victim of the bad asylum policy in Belgium (see 5.2.1.4) is facilitated by individualistic opportunism. 

For labor inspectors only the violation of illegal employment matters, because the employer will be 

punished on the basis of this violation, despite what happens to the illegal person. A similar practice 

can be observed in POL1, where some detectives do not consider it in their own or the illegal 

person’s (mostly a prostitute) best interest to call DVZ, and instead try to bond with the illegal person 

in order to gain information that could lead to an investigation on human exploitation. Police officers 

also face the dilemma of bonding with the illegal person that could lead to valuable information, or 

making an administrative arrest that is considered a positive result for the human exploitation team. 

 

Second, the rules that DVZ applies are perceived to be very complicated. Different respondents link 

this to the (in their opinion) incoherent asylum policy. Decisions of DVZ are tied to the individual 

status of illegal persons, and therefore unpredictable, leading to the perception of arbitrariness. 

Police officers and labor inspectors in all four settings give numerous examples of illegal persons 

being arrested and released
110

 after many hours of seemingly useless administrative work. As a result 

of constantly having to follow rules that do not seem to be rational or effective (which is typical for 

fatalism), police officers and labor inspectors sometimes decide to apply an individualistic strategy by 

not calling DVZ and just turning a blind eye when they think DVZ will ultimately decide to release the 

illegal person. However, especially because the rules DVZ applies are so complex and decisions are 

made on a case-by-case basis, the practice of street-level bureaucrats making the decisions 

themselves could lead to serious errors. Therefore, a number of inspectors and detectives decide to 

just fulfill their responsibility (as in hierarchy) and call DVZ, even though they may feel compassion 

for illegal persons (i.e. egalitarian attitude towards illegal persons, see 5.2.1.4 below) or fear that DVZ 

will not be able to take effective measures (i.e. fatalistic attitude towards DVZ). 

c. INTERACTION WITH (OTHER) POLICE AGENCIES 

The street-level bureaucrats in the four settings regularly interact with (other) police agencies. 

Detectives in the police settings mainly interact with the Local Police, other Federal Police agencies 

and foreign police agencies. Labor inspectors primarily interact with the Local Police. The interaction 

with all these police agencies will be discussed below for the four settings. 

LOCAL POLICE 

Cooperation with Local Police agencies is, in both Federal Police settings, hierarchically arranged by 

action plans that are drawn up by the department head. In these action plans, goals are set for the 

individual section/department, but also for partner agencies like the Local Police. The department 

head of POL1 states that the strategy to tackle private prostitution is, for example, described in detail 

with scenarios that should be followed, addresses that should be inspected and websites that could 

be consulted. Local Police agencies in this medium-sized judicial district have committed themselves 

to conduct a number of inspections in this domain and report about them to their contact person in 

POL1, where each detective has been appointed to a specific Local Police zone. 
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In both police settings, there are also formal meetings with representatives of Local Police zones that 

focus on human exploitation (see above). Formal information exchange occurs through RIRs, which 

stand for information reports (‘Rapports Information / Informatie Rapporten’ in French and Dutch 

respectively) that are stored in a common database of the integrated Police and the ANG, which 

stands for general national information database (‘Algemene Nationale Gegevensbank’ in Dutch).
111

 

Detectives and supervisors in both settings explain that this formal information exchange system 

works well in the interaction with some Local Police zones, and not so well with others. Some 

detectives in POL2 complain about the ANG being tainted with faulty information and incorrect links, 

and as such, one cannot trust that everything one reads in the database is correct (which is an 

example of fatalism). 

Hierarchy also refers to a clear distinction of tasks and responsibilities. Various circulars determine 

which tasks are performed by the Local Police and which tasks by the Federal Police. The main 

principle is that Federal Police agencies conduct investigations that meet one of the three criteria: (1) 

specialism, (2) supra-locality and (3) subsidiarity.
112

 Supervisors in both settings stress that detectives 

should stick to these federal responsibilities and not lower the level of their investigations to Local 

Police material. This often leads to discussions between detectives and supervisors about priorities. A 

case in point is the inspection of prostitution houses. According to the circulars, the inspection of 

prostitution houses is a sole responsibility of the Local Police. When the Local Police detect signs of 

human exploitation or human trafficking, they are supposed to inform the Federal Police who would 

then start their investigation. However, Local Police officers often only focus on nuisance caused by 

these houses of prostitution without putting up the right glasses to look for human 

exploitation/trafficking signs. This is, according to the respondents, the result of an individualistic 

attitude of each agency working for its own results. Moreover, they state that Local Police chiefs do 

not consider human exploitation a topic with which they can ‘score’. Hence, information is not 

exchanged properly in practice due to an individualistic attitude of each agency only looking at one’s 

own responsibilities. This observation leads Federal Police detectives in both police settings to argue 

that they themselves should be involved in these inspections and act as partners of the Local Police 

so they can pay attention to human exploitation/trafficking signs that might otherwise be neglected. 

In other words, detectives argue that increasing egalitarianism could enhance cooperation and lead 

to valuable information concerning human exploitation/trafficking, by compensating for the high 

dose of individualism. Supervisors, however, claim that detectives’ reasons for wanting to be 

involved in these inspections are – at least partly – opportunistic (and thus individualistic). They 

explain that these nightly inspections give detectives interesting opportunities for recuperative 

leaves and financial benefits and that detectives enjoy doing ‘real police work’. Specifically in POL1, 

an additional motivations to do the prostitution inspections themselves is that there are not enough 

investigations to work on due to an information deficit. The latter two reasons are beautifully 

described by a detective in POL1: 

 

"Pff in fact it is Local Police material, but I want to do it. Why do I want to do it? Because I don’t 

have anything else to do here. So I really want to help the Local Police, to get to know the criminal 
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environment. What kind of police officer am I if I don’t have any investigations and don’t come in 

prostitution houses anymore?” 

 

As for the inspections, cooperation with the Local Police mainly occurs in a hierarchical way. Most 

cooperation occurs when labor inspectors demand police officers’ assistance during moonlighting 

inspections and when labor inspectors detect illegal employment so they have to call the police as 

part of the formal procedure. In practice, there is a touch of individualism in both aspects. On the 

one hand, police officers seem to be more willing to give assistance when there is something in it for 

them, in the sense that they can make an arrest or gather information for their own investigations. 

This sometimes leads to a situation, as explained above, of the roles being reversed and the police 

taking command. On the other hand, police officers sometimes refuse to show up when called to 

arrest illegal employees because they consider it a waste of time and not useful for their own 

investigations. Because this arrest is in se not important for labor inspectors either, they do not take 

action against this refusal of duty. Moreover, the inspectors realize that they might need the 

assistance of the police officers to protect them in future inspections. 

Information exchange between labor inspectors and Local Police should in theory also occur in a 

hierarchical way, particularly during formal meetings and with permission of judicial authorities (i.e. 

reference magistrate or ‘arbeidsauditeur’). Employment data in the Dimona database – in which all 

employers need to register who they employ
113

 – can, for example, only be shared with the police 

with permission of the magistrate. However, in practice this kind of information is often informally 

exchanged as part of a reciprocal relationship (individualism) or egalitarian relationship. Only when 

the police need the information officially, they contact the judicial authorities afterwards. 

 

Many street-level bureaucrats, both in the police and in the labor inspection, state that hierarchical 

interaction is not sufficient for successful cooperation and should be complemented with informal 

contacts and looking for common goals. In GGCT terms, this would be called egalitarianism, which is 

illustrated as follows by a detective in POL1: “It doesn’t matter who solves an investigation, whether 

it is a Local Police officer or it is me or another colleague, that is basically irrelevant, but unfortunately 

there are still too many loners who always want to take credit for everything […].” In POL1, 

egalitarianism is manifested in the modest evolution from a system of hierarchical contact persons 

who are appointed to follow-up on private prostitution in a Local Police zone, into contact persons 

who are approachable for all kinds of issues. In other words, Local Police zones can make an appeal 

to the latter type of contact persons whenever they need assistance in doing inspections of houses of 

prostitution, not only in private prostitution. This egalitarian interaction is stronger in some Local 

Police zone than in other, so there is still a long road ahead. Nevertheless, in some cases it leads to 

Local Police officers not only becoming more and more aware of human exploitation signs, but also 

becoming more willing to exchange relevant information about their inspections. In POL2, the strive 

for common goals is most successful in the central Local Police zone, but not in the outlying zones. 
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Through consultation on and explanation of the regional action plans, the department head attempts 

to encourage these Local Police to adopt an egalitarian attitude. 

Egalitarianism can, however, also be manifested by an us-versus-them attitude between Local and 

Federal Police that is, according to the detectives in both settings, still present ten years after the 

reform of the Police.
114

 The Federal Police are said to look down on Local Police officers, while the 

latter consider Federal detectives to be arrogant. 

As for the inspections, egalitarianism in the interaction with Local Police agencies is in both 

inspection settings mainly shaped by fixed teams that carry out moonlighting inspections, for 

example in the horticulture, catering and construction industry (see Table 5.3). This leads to 

improved information exchange, but as explained above, also implies the risk of preferential 

treatment of the members’ acquaintances.  

 

Finally, fatalism is in two of the four settings manifested in the distrust towards Local Police officers 

concerning leaked inspections (see ‘Interaction with (other) inspections’ above). A case in point is 

detectives in POL2 waiting as long as possible to inform the Local Police agency about a future 

inspection in order to avoid the suspect being tipped off. Similar concerns are uttered by inspectors 

from INSP1. 

In both inspection settings, there are also complaints about a lack of motivation by Local Police 

officers when their assistance is demanded or when they are called to arrest illegal persons. Most 

inspectors claim that there is a big variation in the police officers’ responses when inspectors contact 

them. This results in the inspectors never really knowing what to expect, leading to fatalistic feelings 

of unpredictability and insecurity. Several inspectors in INSP2 also denounce the fact that certain 

police officers treat illegal persons in a disrespectful manner without consideration of their difficult 

living conditions. They say that one never knows in advance how the police officer one calls will treat 

the illegal person, but one cannot avoid calling them. 

FEDERAL POLICE 

As explained above, the interaction with the Federal Police is only relevant for the two police settings 

in this study, which are of course themselves part of the Federal Police. In the interaction with other 

Federal Police agencies, individualism is dominant in both POL1 and POL2, but there is also a touch of 

hierarchy and egalitarianism (see Table 5.3). Hierarchy is mainly relevant for the information 

exchange through the ANG.
115

 Police officers check this database to see if other police agencies are 

perhaps dealing with the same target in a different investigation, so cooperation seems to be 

essential. However, before arranging formal cooperation via the public prosecutor in both regions, 

there is often informal contact between detectives in both Federal Police agencies to discuss what 

the investigations are about and to look for commonalities (i.e. egalitarianism). 

 

Individualism is stronger than hierarchy and egalitarianism in the sense that each Federal Police 

agency tries to shield its investigations from other ‘intruding’ Federal Police agencies. In POL1, a 
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detective refers to a situation in which (s)he decided to postpone exchange of requested information 

to another Federal Police agency until (s)he had gained enough knowledge about the topic to 

develop his/her own investigation first. In POL2, an example is given of an investigation that was 

moved back and forth between different Federal Police agencies. And while the public prosecutors in 

the involved regions seemed to try and push it away, the detectives seemed to hold on to it to be 

able to ‘score’ with the investigation themselves. However, during informal meetings, egalitarian 

speech was used as a form of stolen rhetoric, for example: “That guy [suspect] needs to be caught. It 

doesn’t matter who does it.” 

FOREIGN POLICE AGENCIES 

Interaction with foreign police agencies is also only relevant for the police settings, and is formally 

arranged by Interpol and Europol (i.e. hierarchy). However, police officers consider informal contacts 

that are part of a reciprocal relationship often as more effective to exchange information than these 

formal channels, which (in their opinion) seldom lead to the desired effects. In both settings, 

developing individualistic networks with foreign police officers is considered extremely valuable. A 

detective in POL1 refers to a large investigation that started on the basis of information shared by 

Dutch detectives in an informal chat during a coffee break. In POL2, a ‘well-networked’ detective 

states that most of his/her colleagues do not have sufficient contacts with foreign police agencies. 

While they rely on the formal channels of Interpol and Europol – which effectiveness is highly 

dependent on chance (resembling fatalism) – (s)he has his/her own network by which (s)he can 

expedite the process of information exchange. Individualism is also manifested by an attitude of only 

looking for one’s own interest. In both police settings, several examples are given of foreign police 

agencies shielding their own investigation or trying to opportunistically use Belgian Federal Police 

agencies for their own benefit. 

d. INTERACTION WITH BODIES COORDINATING COOPERATION BETWEEN VARIOUS INSPECTIONS 

There are three important bodies that coordinate cooperation between various inspections in both 

settings, the SIOD, the Regional Inspection Cell and the GRI (which stands for closed Group for 

Regional Intervention or ‘besloten Groep voor Regionale Interventie’ in Dutch).
116

 The interaction 

with the GRI will only be discussed for INSP2, because in INSP1 no information was found concerning 

the GRI. The GGCT classifications of these organizational patterns are shown in Table 5.4 below. 
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 Art 325, Programmawet 27 december 2006, B.S. 28 december 2006. This law replaced the previous law: Wet 3 mei 2003 

houdende oprichting van de Federale Raad voor de strijd tegen de illegale arbeid en de sociale fraude, het Federale 

Coördinatiecomité en de Arrondissementscellen, B.S. 1 juli 2003; see also: http://www.werk.belgie.be/siodsirs. 
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Table 5.4: Interaction with coordinating bodies (operationalized in GGCT) in the two inspections 

 INSP1 INSP2 

SIOD H: yearly action plan concerning joint 

inspections and common goals 

I: only interested in quantifiable results 

F: lack of communication, guidelines and 

feedback 

 

H: yearly action plan concerning joint 

inspections and common goals 

I: only interested in quantifiable results 

F: lack of communication, guidelines and 

feedback (stronger than in INSP1) 

Regional Cell H: monthly meetings; sets local priorities 

I: only interested in quantifiable results 

 

H: monthly meetings; sets local priorities 

I: only interested in quantifiable results 

 

GRI No information on GRI in INSP1 H: sets local priorities 

I: only interested in quantifiable results 

 

SIOD stands for Social Intelligence and Investigation Service (‘Sociale Inlichtingen- en 

Opsporingsdienst’ in Dutch). The SIOD is an agency that comes directly under the Minister of Work, 

the Minister of Social Services, the Minister of Justice, the Minister who is responsible for 

independent professions and the State Secretary of the coordination of fighting fraud. It consists of 

the General Assembly of Partners (‘Algemene Raad van partners’ in Dutch) and the Federal Steering 

Bureau (‘Federaal Aansturingsbureau’ in Dutch). The former brings together representatives from 

different agencies, like (1) the chairs of the Federal Public Service of Employment, Labor and Social 

Economy, the Federal Public Service of Social Security and the Federal Public Service of Finances, (2) 

Administrator-Generals of, for example, the RVA and the RSZ, (3) the senior managers of various 

inspections, including the regional inspections, (4) the secretary of the National Labor Council 

(‘Nationale Arbeidsraad’ in Dutch), (5) the public prosecutor general (‘Procureur-Generaal’ in Dutch) 

appointed by the College of public prosecutors general (‘College van procureurs-generaal’ in Dutch), 

(6) the Commissioner-General of the Federal Police, (7) six representatives of the social partners and 

(8) the chair of the Federal Steering Bureau. The General Assembly of Partners is mainly an advisory 

body in the fight against social fraud and illegal employment and operational aspects of the Regional 

Inspection Cells (see below) (Blomme, 2008: 42-43). The Federal Steering Bureau consists of (1) a 

chair, (2) a representative of the office of the ‘arbeidsauditeur’, (3) representatives of the RVA, RSZ, 

Social Inspection and Inspection of Social Laws, (4) a member of the Federal Public Service of 

Finances, (5) members of the Federal Public Service of Social Integration, Fight against Poverty and 

Social Economy or the Public Institutions of Social Security, (6) analysts in social crime and (7) social 

law inspectors specialized in informatics. Its main task is to coordinate cooperation between 

inspections in order to fight social fraud (Blomme, 2008: 43-45). 

The same law that has established the SIOD imposes that in each judicial district, a Regional 

Inspection Cell has to be established.
117

 This body should organize regular meetings, led by the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’, and consist of representatives of various inspections (i.e. Social Inspection, 

Inspection of Social Laws, Inspection of Social Security, Inspection of the National Employment Office 

and Inspection of Taxes) and representatives of the police. During these meetings, joint inspections 

are organized and information can be shared. Within the Cell, a GRI is assembled that meets monthly 
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and is also led by the ‘arbeidsauditeur’. The GRI coordinates at least two joint inspections a month 

that focus on illegal employment and social fraud. 

 

The interaction with these three bodies will be presented in GGCT. The SIOD is a predominantly 

hierarchical body that sets up a yearly action plan in which specific goals are determined. These 

goals concern the sectors in which joint inspections need to be carried out (e.g., catering and 

construction industry) and the minimum number of joint inspections a year (i.e. the number of 

employers that are to be inspected). Sometimes the SIOD organizes a national action, which is one 

day on which all regions do inspections in a specific sector. The Regional Inspection Cell and the GRI 

can add specific prioritary sectors for their judicial district in which joint inspections need to be 

carried out. 

 

Inspectors in both settings, however, state that the SIOD and the Regional Inspection Cell are only 

interested in quantitative results. Particularly, they put much emphasis on whether the labor 

inspections carry out the minimal number of joint inspections with a detection rate of at least 

25%.
118

. This is predominantly meant to give account for their activities, as for the Regional Cell to 

the SIOD and as for the SIOD to the Federal Government. 

This idea of an individualistic type of opportunism by the SIOD and the Regional Inspection Cell leads 

to different reactions in INSP1 and INSP2. In INSP1, the supervisor encourages joint inspections to 

such an extent that the capacity reserved for social fraud is much higher than the capacity for 

checking whether income and labor rules are complied with, although the head office of the 

Inspection of Social Laws prescribes that only 40% of the activities should go to fighting social fraud. 

This emphasis on joint inspections partly results from the long history of cooperation between 

different inspections (as illustrated in 5.2.1.3), but can also be seen as a reaction to the SIOD’s urge 

for numbers. However, the SIOD criticizes the low detection rates in INSP1, leading to the 

supervisor’s response that (s)he – contrary to colleagues in some other regions – registers all 

inspections and not only those with positive results (i.e. detection of social fraud), even those where 

no employees were found so no social fraud can possibly be detected. 

In INSP2, street-level bureaucrats seem to misperceive the goals of the SIOD and the Regional 

Inspection Cell. This misperception concerns the fact that inspectors believe the SIOD and the 

Regional Inspection Cell prefer quantity above quality in the sense of as much inspections as possible 

despite the results. However, the actions plans of the SIOD clearly state that a detection rate of 25% 

needs to be strived for, and that a high amount of inspections without ‘positive’ results is not 

desirable. It seems that the role strain mechanism of ‘selection’ (see 2.3.1.2) is at play, in the sense 

that the objectives of the SIOD and the Regional Inspection Cell are reduced to the objective of 

achieving a specific number of inspections, regardless of the actual results. By doing so, it seems that 

street-level bureaucrats protect themselves, in their eyes, from having to reach for unachievable 

goals (which could induce fatalism). This is confirmed by statements of different street-level 

bureaucrats in INSP2. Several inspectors state that it is impossible to determine a detection rate in 

advance because it is beyond their control. They therefore conclude that the SIOD and the Regional 
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 ‘Strategisch Plan SIOD 2009’, ‘Actieplan SIOD 2010’ and ‘Actieplan SIOD 2011’. 

See: http://www.siod.belgie.be/siodsirs/publicationDefault.aspx?id=34706. 
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Inspection Cell cannot impose it. In other words, the mechanism of ‘selection’ protects street-level 

bureaucrats from fatalism in the sense of having to achieve (in their opinion) unfeasible targets. This 

can partly be explained by their experience with the joint inspections in the construction industry 

and the taxi business. The last few years there are less and less detections in the construction 

industry, as a result of rule compliance by employers and new ways to circumvent rules (e.g., 

employing workers as if they were independent contractors or ‘schijnzelfstandigheid’ in Dutch). 

However, the SIOD still demands that a minimum number of joint inspections in this industry is 

carried out. This leads to inspections in the taxi business – which have been selected by the GRI as 

priority for joint inspections – being suspended despite a high detection rate.
119

 Hence, some 

inspectors and supervisors in INSP2 conclude that the SIOD is not interested in self-imposed goals, 

even when there is a high detection rate, but only cares for its own numbers being achieved, despite 

lower detection rates. This misperception leads to three individualistic strategies by street-level 

bureaucrats during joint inspections. First, they avoid lengthy investigations (e.g., stop asking 

questions when a worker calls himself an independent, even though the inspector suspects that the 

person is in fact an employee) because they need to reach their numbers. Second, they sometimes 

consider it a ‘waste of time’ when they encounter illegal employees on a construction site because 

this ‘positive’ inspection takes so much time that the total number of inspections might not be 

achieved for that day, while in fact these kinds of detections are very serious and increase the 

detection rate. Third, they aim at inspections of large construction sites where detection is more 

difficult, but more employers are present so the numbers increase quickly. These and other 

individualistic practices will be discussed in chapter 7. 

 

There is also a touch of fatalism in the interaction with the SIOD, which is slightly more present in 

INSP2 than in INSP1. A supervisor states that the SIOD is “the great unknown and unknown makes 

unloved”, which is an apt summary of the attitude of many street-level bureaucrats in INSP2 towards 

the SIOD. They denounce the lack of clear communication and clear guidelines about how joint 

inspections need to be carried out, which induce a perception of arbitrariness. Moreover, there 

seems to be a lack of feedback concerning the achievement of goals, giving the impression that the 

SIOD is, after all, not particularly interested in what happens on the ground. 

5.2.1.4. Attitude towards perpetrators and victims 

Part of the environmental suprasystem is also how street-level bureaucrats perceive perpetrators 

and victims. The attitude of police detectives and labor inspectors in the four settings towards these 

two actors is looked at from GGCT below (see Table 5.5). 

a. ATTITUDE TOWARDS SUSPECTS OR INSPECTEES 

An important aspect of the environmental subsystem is how street-level bureaucrats perceive and 

interact with perpetrators. In the case of the police, relevant perpetrators are suspects and 

informants, while in the case of the inspections, relevant perpetrators are inspectees. This section 
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 The GRI had determined a minimum number of joint inspections in the taxi industry. When these were achieved, they 

stopped the inspections, despite high detection rates, because they needed to reserve capacity for the joint inspections in 

the construction industry imposed by the SIOD. 
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first discusses the attitude of street-level bureaucrats towards suspects or inspectees, and then 

focuses on the attitude towards informants who are considered a special group of suspects. 

SUSPECTS AND INSPECTEES 

The attitude towards suspects or inspectees is, in all four settings, characterized by hierarchy in the 

sense of maintaining a neutral attitude and a professional distance towards perpetrators. In POL1, 

one detective explicitly mentions that one should abstain from having a personal connection with 

suspects, not taking his possibly deplorable deeds personally, because otherwise one is not even able 

to talk to him or look him in the eyes. Another detective adds that one should always look for any 

and all evidence (‘à charge’ and ‘à décharge’), not only in a judicial investigation where the 

examining magistrate ensures this principle is adhered to, but also in a criminal investigation where 

this principle is (in detectives’ opinion) less stressed by judicial authorities. This is also set out in the 

ethics code of the Police.
120

 In POL2, there is also evidence that some detectives go further than their 

legal obligation by explicitly mentioning the right to remain silent before an investigation, even 

though it is not obligatory, and sometimes not in the police’s best interest. 

Hierarchy in the inspection settings presents itself as taking the middle position between the 

employer and the employee whose interests cannot be reconciled and who both tell a partial truth. 

This is particularly difficult for staff members who had previously worked in a labor union (like some 

inspectors in INSP1), where the employer is to a certain extent considered ‘the enemy’. It is equally 

difficult for staff members who had previously worked in a social secretary’s office
121

 (like some 

inspectors in INSP1), where the employer is always right, or for inspectors with a social work 

background (like some inspectors in INSP1 and INSP2) who are often prone to protect the weaker 

party (i.e. the employee). A supervisor in INSP1 emphasizes that inspectors should keep a 

professional distance towards employers in their own territory and not become too familiar with 

them. (S)he adds that equal treatment by different inspectors is also crucial and considers 

him/herself lucky that his/her inspectors react in a similar manner, because otherwise employers 

would complain about unequal treatment. The latter is confirmed by inspectors in INSP1 and INSP2, 

and can, for example, be achieved by a geographically equal distribution of inspections, and not, for 

example, a selection of inspection on the basis of race or bad reputation. 
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 Art. 22 tweede lid, K.B. 10 mei 2006 houdende vaststelling van de deontologische code van de politiediensten, B.S. 30 

mei 2006. 
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 A social secretary’s office is an organization that can be hired to arrange calculation and payment of wages and other HR 

activities. 
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Table 5.5: Attitude towards suspects/inspectees, victims/complainants and informants (operationalized in GGCT) in the four settings 

 POL1 POL2 INSP1 INSP2 

Suspect or inspectee H: Neutrality and professional distance 

I: implicit negotiation 

E: stereotypical distinction between 

real fraud and making a mistake 

F: can easily circumvent legislation, 

have too many rights and are becoming 

more and more aggressive 

H: Neutrality and professional distance 

I: implicit negotiation 

E: stereotypical distinction between 

real fraud and making a mistake 

F: can easily circumvent legislation, 

have too many rights and are becoming 

more and more aggressive; risk of 

preferential treatment 

H: Middle position between inspectee 

and complainant; equal treatment 

I: explicit and implicit negotiation 

E: stereotypical distinction between 

real fraud and making a mistake 

F: can easily circumvent legislation, 

have too many rights and are becoming 

more and more aggressive; risk of 

preferential treatment 

 

H: Middle position between inspectee 

and complainant; equal treatment 

I: explicit and implicit negotiation 

E: stereotypical distinction between 

real fraud and making a mistake 

F: can easily circumvent legislation, 

have too many rights and are becoming 

more and more aggressive; risk of 

preferential treatment 

Informant H: protecting informants from 

themselves 

I: give and take relationship to get as 

much information as possible 

 

H: protecting informants from 

themselves 

I: give and take relationship to get as 

much information as possible 

 

/ / 

Victim or complainant H: legal definition of human 

exploitation victim with 3 conditions; 

professional distance (code of conduct) 

E: victim of the system 

I: rare examples of reciprocal attitude 

F: some victims do not want to be 

saved and/or abuse the system; 

arbitrary treatment (unclear definition) 

 

H: legal definition of human 

exploitation victim with 3 conditions 

F: some victims do not want to be 

saved and/or abuse the system; 

arbitrary treatment by not always 

including all victims in the investigation 

 

H: Middle position between inspectee 

and complainant 

E: helping employees is important 

F: some victims do not want to be 

saved and/or abuse the system 

 

H: Middle position between inspectee 

and complainant 

E: helping employees is main concern 

(stronger than in INSP1) 

F: some victims do not want to be 

saved and/or abuse the system; 

arbitrary treatment by not dealing with 

all complaints. 

 

Illegal person E: compassion 

F: do not want to be saved, abuse the 

system or cannot be apprehended 

E: compassion 

F: do not want to be saved, abuse the 

system or cannot be apprehended 

H: turn them over to the police 

(‘moonlighting inspectors’) 

E: compassion 

I: not relevant for my investigation 

F: do not want to be saved, abuse the 

system or cannot be apprehended 

H: turn them over to the police 

(‘moonlighting inspectors’) 

E: compassion 

I: not relevant for my investigation 

F: do not want to be saved, abuse the 

system or cannot be apprehended 
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Despite attempts at equal treatment, the structural subsystem (that will be described below) shows 

that there are in fact major differences in decision making between inspectors in both settings. In 

INSP2, the supervisor claims that one would expect that remaining impartial could become difficult 

when inspectors work in their own territorial sector for many years, because employers try to draw 

them over to their side. However, in practice (s)he does not discern direct risks. An interesting 

similarity between INSP1 and INSP2 is that equal treatment and following the same line of decision 

making is considered essential during joint inspections that are carried out by different inspections at 

the same time, but not in other investigations where inspectors can decide at their own discretion 

by, for example, negotiating with the employer. Still, some inspectors in INSP2 state that negotiation 

has to be avoided at all cost because it shows favor to the best negotiator(s) above others. Most 

inspectors, however, consider negotiation an important aspect of their job. 

 

In terms of GGCT, negotiation between inspectors and inspectees can be considered an 

individualistic strategy because a win-win situation is strived for on the basis of reciprocity. In both 

settings, it occurs in two ways, an explicit and an implicit manner. There are three types of explicit 

negotiation. 

 

First, inspectors regularly propose to employers that they will not make a report for a number of 

violations if a rectification amount is paid to the employees. This mostly applies in situations 

concerning minor violations, like the absence of an internal labor regulations code 

(‘arbeidsreglement’ in Dutch), mistakes in the part-time working schedules or violations concerning 

the employment on Sunday rules. However, in INSP1 even serious moonlighting violations are 

sometimes responded to with only a warning if the employer agrees to pay the complete 

rectification amount. Inspectors in both settings add that they are not sure whether they are legally 

allowed to drop these violations, but they do so anyway, because payment of owed wages and 

compensations is in the best interest of the employees and gives inspectors, especially in INSP2 (see 

below), more satisfaction than making reports. Therefore, a supervisor in INSP2 states that in some 

cases it might be more beneficial to only give a warning for moonlighting if the employer 

retrospectively officially registers an employee for three months. 

 

The second type of explicit negotiation concerns the terms under which the rectification amount is 

paid. One inspector in INSP1 claims (s)he does not negotiate about money, because (s)he does not 

want to meddle with other people’s income. However, during the empirical data collection phase, 

(s)he regularly negotiated about the number of years (s)he would go back to calculate the 

rectification amount. The head office and supervisors generally take three years as a standard for 

retrospective payment of owed wages and compensations, but in practice it is often part of the 

bargaining. An inspector in INSP2 states that some employers utter the concern that having to pay a 

rectification amount that goes back three years could lead their firm into bankruptcy. Because the 

latter is in no one’s best interest, labor inspectors often agrees with a two year term. Because 

inspectors cannot check whether this concern of a threatening bankruptcy is correct or not, there is 

of course always the risk of being deceived by the employer. Labor inspectors sometimes also offer 

to disregard the obligation to pay certain less important monetary compensations (e.g., for clothes or 
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transportation) or agree to employees being paid in a lower category if specific deprived 

compensations are paid to all staff members. 

 

The third type of explicit negation is asking for aspects the inspectors cannot legally enforce. This 

type of negotiation resembles a poker game in which inspectors ‘bluff’ about their cards. Inspections 

in both settings state they sometimes ask employers to pay fired employees the legally obliged 

compensation for breaking a labor contract or to pay employees deprived vacation allowance, 

although these two aspects are not part of their competences. They, however, argue: if the employer 

does not know we cannot enforce it he might just pay it. An inspector in INSP1 states that (s)he 

sometimes exaggerates the possible consequences of writing a report to convince the employer to 

rectify. In the case of fraud concerning overtime hours, ‘bluffing’ is also a common practice. Because 

these violations are very difficult to prove, it is essential (according to several inspectors) to show 

one’s ‘poker face’ and act as if one has a strong case even if one has not. 

 

Negotiation is often also done in an implicit way. This is perfectly described by an inspector in INSP2: 

 

“Well there are people who think, umm there is one of those labor inspectors again, let’s give him 

a hard time, and then I think to myself: ‘Man, I have much more possibilities to give you a hard 

time’, but that is not my initial attitude. […] I try to give people a taste of their own medicine. 

When they are friendly and cordial then I am too.” 

 

Many inspectors in both settings state that when employers cooperate and do not betray their trust, 

they will enforce legal rules with clemency. When the employer, for example, shows his ‘goodwill’ by 

being in order with most issues (e.g., paying the employees above the minimum wage, presence of 

internal labor regulations code, correct part-time timetable), they will not ‘nitpick’ and look for minor 

violations. This, however, also works the other way round. In other words, if an employer never 

complies with the rules, he will get a report for everything (even very small violations) or will be 

threatened with getting an inspection every week for as long as he does not rectify. The importance 

of cooperating with the inspector is sometimes also made explicit to employers. Cases in point are 

investigations in which an inspector simultaneously makes a report for moonlighting and asks the 

employer to pay a rectification amount for pecuniary violations. In these situations, the labor 

inspector often adds that the employer would better cooperate by paying the rectification amount 

because then the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ would probably show leniency for the moonlighting violation. 

The latter is a well-known practice in the police settings as well. When suspects, for example, refuse 

the entrance of detectives who want to perform a house search without a warrant, the detectives 

explicitly state that the suspects have the right to do so, but add that not giving permission is not in 

their best interest because it makes them appear suspicious. In POL1, some detectives also use this 

implicit negotiation tactic to try to convince a suspect who is part of a criminal organization to 

confess. They then use the argument that only if the suspect confesses they can offer him the 

protection he needs. This argument is used even in situations in which detectives cannot actually 

guarantee protection. 
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Egalitarianism is also present in all four settings, which is mostly expressed in the ‘us-versus-them’ 

attitude towards perpetrators (see Table 5.5). Police officers and inspectors in this study often make 

a stereotypical distinction between real criminals/frauds and people who just made a mistake. They 

do this on the basis of only a few indicators, such as perceived trustworthiness and willingness to 

cooperate. This often comes down to some kind of ‘gut feeling’. When individuals are considered real 

criminals or real frauds, street-level bureaucrats show – according to their supervisors – no mercy 

and will try to beat them with all means “like a hunter towards his prey” or “a bloodhound who 

smells blood”. This is further illustrated by the following remarks by detectives: “I know these men 

[…] They’re mobs […] I would really like to knock them over with my car”, “We get the dirt of the 

street” and “[…] they didn’t arrest them! They should knock them to death!”. However, if individuals 

are considered people who just made a mistake, they are willing to show leniency. The latter 

resembles the attitude towards inspectees in INSP2, where a black and white distinction is made 

between frauds and non-frauds on the basis of a ‘gut feeling’. An inspector says: “In time, you 

develop an eye for that”. This stereotyping could, however, be risky, especially when it leads to 

unequal treatment of those one trusts and those one does not trust. In INSP1, egalitarianism 

presents itself mainly through the advisory role some inspectors take towards employers, which is 

considered by others as being too patronizing. Finally, egalitarianism can also be applied as a form of 

stolen rhetoric, which sometimes occurs in POL1 where detectives act as if they are bonding with a 

suspect, while in fact the detectives are disgusted by the suspect. 

 

Street-level bureaucrats in all four settings regularly show a fatalistic attitude towards perpetrators, 

mainly because they feel powerless towards them. This is sometimes coped with by some form of 

acquiescence, like an inspector in INSP2 says: “Well, it’s what they say, all we do is move paper 

around, so you catch someone and then you send the report to the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ and (s)he sends 

it to the ‘Studiedienst’ and the perpetrator can just continue committing fraud.” 

 

There are five ways in which fatalism is manifested in the relationship with suspects or inspectees. 

First, street-level bureaucrats in all four settings claim that perpetrators are constantly becoming 

smarter. They learn quickly how to circumvent legislation so as not to get caught. Policing in that 

sense is a tactic game of who is able to outsmart the other. Detectives in both police settings state 

that suspects know how they can organize sexual exploitation without being prosecuted. They 

mention examples of suspects who deliberately choose not to work with illegal prostitutes unless 

they have a false passport because it is too risky, not to threaten prostitutes directly but only uttering 

threats towards their family in the home country, to act as if they live together with the prostitute, or 

to prevent the victims from feeling victimized (e.g., by letting them keep a part of the money, mostly 

40 to 50% or giving them presents). Other ways to circumvent legislation are quickly spread, for 

example, as was mentioned by a detective in POL1, organizing a house of prostitution as a swingers 

club so illegal girls do not officially work there but act as ordinary customers that can unofficially be 

hired. In POL2, detectives and magistrates express concern about legal constraints when doing 

inspections of private prostitution. Because this type of prostitution occurs in private houses, the 

(rather strict) house search rules apply. If there are no concrete indications of law-breaking, a house 

search warrant will not be granted. Hence, police officers who want to inspect private prostitution 
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need to ask house owners permission. By doing so, they put themselves in a rather difficult position, 

because if they ask for permission they might alarm the suspects, who can at any time withdraw their 

permission, but if they fail to ask for it suspects can contest the legality of the search. So when one 

performs a house search without a warrant, one remains in a “blurry situation” (not translated) as 

one detective in POL1 states. Also, in cases of economic exploitation, suspects have developed the 

necessary know-how to avoid the risks of being apprehended. If the employer just puts everything 

right on paper, the police are powerless. A detective in POL1 states: “[…] I think everything evolves, 

our tactics evolve, but I guess that also counts for the modi operandi of the people we go after, 

because they learn from the verdicts. They would be stupid if they didn’t.” A detective in POL2 

explains that criminals organize contra observations, complicating police observations. And in both 

police settings, detectives state that smart criminals spread their criminal activities all over Europe, 

because this will make them less vulnerable due to differences in legislation and a lack of coherent 

European policy and overall cooperation. 

In the inspection settings, street-level bureaucrats also complain about employers becoming more 

and more experienced in exploiting legal loopholes. Employers in the catering industry, for example, 

circumvent the rules by letting employees use two types of cards for time registration so they can 

employ them full-time but only have to pay taxes for part-time employment. The part-time 

employment rules, where deviation forms need to filled in when the employee works on different 

hours than written in his contract, also leaves room for fraud. Some knowledgeable employers ask 

employees to work extra hours and complete the forms correctly. However, they throw them away 

later, so they do not have to pay taxes and social security contributions for these extra hours. In one 

of the regions in this study, there is even a specialized social secretary’s office that (according to 

labor inspectors) gives employers in the catering business advice on how to circumvent labor 

legislation by showing them the loopholes. Another strategy is to stall inspectors at the door to give 

moonlighters the opportunity to flee, while the employer only risks a report for hindrance of 

inspection (‘verhindering van toezicht’ in Dutch), which is (according to inspectors) almost never 

prosecuted. The ‘arbeidsauditeur’ will then just ask the inspection to do a re-inspection. This strategy 

is particularly successful in large horticulture companies that have become “armed fortresses” in the 

sense that they are severely secured with fences and dogs. Moreover, farmers in general almost 

always call around to warn other farmers when they notice the labor inspection is on the road, which 

is typical for this sector and not so common in other industries like the catering business. Not 

showing up at appointments with inspectors, and thereby delaying the investigation is also a 

successful strategy in hindering the investigation. Inspectors in both settings also feel powerless 

against the real frauds who manage to lead their firm into bankruptcy and start a new firm with a 

straw man – leaving them with the impression they can only catch the small fish. They feel as 

powerless against firms who organize employment of illegal employees under the appearance of self-

employment (‘schijnzelfstandigheid’ in Dutch). This type of fraud is stimulated in the sense that 

people from Bulgaria and Romania are not allowed to work in Belgium as an employee but only as an 

independent, which is very difficult to prove especially because it is in the best interest of both 

parties to stick to the cover story. To conclude, there are many ways defrauding employers can avoid 

getting caught, but, as an inspector in INSP1 states, it could even be worse:  
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“Some people think we are permitted to do many more things than we actually are, […] but if they 

would, for example, know that we cannot even stop people from running off, then they would all 

run off. […] If employers would know how little they risk, looking at how outnumbered we are, 

how few inspections we can do, how few of these inspections lead to detection, and how few of 

these detections lead to a serious fine; if they were aware of all that, pff I think most of them 

would sleep soundly and say: ‘Why worry?’” 

 

Hence, according to labor inspectors, the key is: do not make employers any smarter. Staff members 

in INSP1 and INSP2 confirm that many employers do not know inspectors cannot physically stop 

fleeing moonlighters. An instructor of the training program for new inspectors adds that one can only 

pretend one is allowed to stop them by using the strategy of “positional play” as in soccer, for 

example by blocking the door in order to induce a psychological effect. Inspectors in INSP2 mention 

other ways not to make employers smarter than they already are. The examples they give are: (1) 

not explicitly mentioning they have the right to remain silent, (2) not telling them they can request 

the assistance of a lawyer (because a lawyer will explain to them it is often in the employer’s best 

interest not to make a statement), (3) keeping silent about one’s true intentions when making an 

appointment so the employer cannot prepare himself and thereby putting the inspector in an 

advantaged position and (4) bluffing about legal means that the inspector could use as a ‘big stick’ 

even though legislation has changed.
122

 

 

Second, fatalism is (specifically for the police) manifested in the detectives’ idea that perpetrators 

have too many rights. Detectives in both settings complain that only suspects seem to have rights, 

while they themselves only have obligations. Although virtually everyone stresses the importance of 

suspects’ rights in a democracy, many detectives denounce the current trend in which they are – in 

their own opinion – completely constrained by them, thus leading to failed investigations. A 

detective in POL2 states: 

 

“I have the impression that, well there was a period when the victim was considered the most 

important actor, but now it seems like all the measures that are taken are for the suspect’s 

benefit. Obviously a suspect should have rights, don’t get me wrong, they are human beings as 

well. They have rights. And you are innocent until guilt is proven, but police officers should have 

the opportunity to get a guilty suspect convicted.” 

 

In both police settings, there is general concern about possible consequences of the so-called Salduz 

Law
123

 that was in preparation during the data collection phase of this study as a result of the Salduz-

arrest in 2008.
124

 This law gives detainees in Belgium since January 1
st
 2012 the right to consult a 
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lawyer before the first interrogation. Detectives fear this law would endanger their future judicial 

investigations, because suspects would be encouraged to renounce testimony. Another concern, also 

linked to the status of detainee, is the fact that from the moment the suspect has been arrested, he 

has the right to examine the case file. A detective in POL1 explains that from that moment on the 

detective is obliged to divulge his/her strategies for the suspect. If the latter is smart, he and his 

companions will watch their step next time and try to prevent the police from successfully applying 

that strategy again. 

 

A third aspect that reduces street-level bureaucrats’ power in all four settings is the penal justice 

system that does not seem to work effectively. Police officers in POL1 state they only manage to 

punish illegal prostitutes
125

, who they perceive as victims, by sending them back to their home 

country. However, they often fail to punish the real perpetrators, because these are convicted to 

prison sentences of only two or three years that are not executed. A detective in POL2 refers to 

perpetrators who are convicted and sentenced to pay large fines but cannot be enforced to pay them 

because on paper they do not own anything. In the inspection settings, there is mainly frustration 

about foreign employers who are imposed a fine for not complying with Belgian rules, but cannot be 

enforced to pay them due to a lack of international cooperation (see above). Another common 

concern is the fact that fines are sometimes lower than the profit the employer was able to make by 

breaking the rules, so only regular inspection is effective. According to inspectors in INSP2, there is 

also unequal treatment between small and large firms. They explain that the fines are comparatively 

higher and more damaging for small firms than for large firms, in the sense that the impact of these 

fines is less severe for the latter types of firms. 

 

Discrimination between small and large firms can sometimes also be attributed to other interests 

that are at play, which is a fourth aspect of fatalism. Inspectors claim that large firms are treated 

differently, because labor unions and employers’ organizations exert pressure. Also in POL2, other 

interests are mentioned as a constraint for genuine investigations. Several detectives state that the 

police are powerless against criminals who organize human trafficking because there is often political 

pressure in these criminals’ homelands to protect them. 

 

The fifth and final way in which fatalism is manifested, is linked to the risks street-level bureaucrats 

are exposed to when interacting with suspects or inspectees. One would expect police officers to be 

more likely at risk in their job than labor inspectors, because the former have to deal with criminals 

and not just with defrauding employers. Still, detectives in the two police settings in this study 

appeared to be less concerned about their physical well-being than some labor inspectors. The latter 

mentioned a constant awareness of potential danger even though real cases of aggression are rare. 

An instructor of the training program for new inspectors puts things into perspective by saying: “We 

should not tell cowboy stories, because I have never encountered an employer with a gun.” Still, in 

both inspection settings, examples are given of physical aggression, like being cut with a knife by a 

kitchen employee (INSP1) and being pelted with a food plate (INSP2). During the data collection 
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period, there was also a newspaper article about a murder attempt on a food inspector
126

 that led to 

serious concerns among the inspectors in both inspection settings. 

A possible explanation for this difference between the police and the labor inspection is the fact that 

labor inspectors, opposed to police detectives, are not armed and most of the time work alone. An 

inspector in INSP2 says that (s)he sometimes thinks: “Do I dare go in there by myself?” when (s)he 

stands in front of a shady bar or a remote residence, because no-one really knows where you are. 

Another inspector in INSP2 explains that (s)he is often confronted with potentially dangerous 

situations, because the employer might become angry when he finds out he will have to pay a large 

fine in the end. Some inspectors are believed to provoke this kind of behavior by being “arrogant” or 

acting as “Gestapo”, as an inspector in INSP1 suggests. The latter could be linked to the frustration 

that aggressive behavior by inspectees is often rewarded, as an inspector in INSP1 says: 

 

“[…] the slyest, the cheekiest, those with the most guts […] take advantage of everything and 

everyone… well yes… it is not that being aggressive is… often they are rewarded for it and I regret 

that. There are employers who showed aggression and who did not get a re-inspection afterwards 

[which is the normal procedure]. I think that is inexcusable.” 

 

Other inspectors in both settings confirm that aggressive behavior can only be responded to with a 

hindrance of inspection report, which is (according to them) often not prosecuted. They add that 

such reports are meant to protect inspectors, but in practice they do not, because employers tend to 

gain more by hindering an inspection than they risk to lose. 

INFORMANTS 

In the case of the police, perpetrators can sometimes also act as informants. In POL1, some 

detectives mention frustration linked to the fact that they are sometimes not allowed to use 

information the informant gives them because he does not want it on paper, being afraid of what 

might happen to his family or his own life when this comes out. As fits the hierarchical attitude, most 

detectives, however, hold on to the paternalistic principle of protecting the informant above all (see 

Table 5.5). One particular detective even goes a step further by protecting an informant from 

himself. This detective claims not to use all the information the informant allows him/her to use, 

when there is the slightest risk that this information would put him in danger. This attitude can 

probably be explained by a specific incident in this detective’s career of an informant who committed 

suicide when information about the informant was leaked by one of the judges during a hearing in 

chambers. 

 

In POL2, there is a tension between convincing informants to give detectives as much information as 

possible in order to strengthen their investigation (individualism) and protecting informants from 

themselves so they do not jeopardize their own safety by giving information that only they know 

about (hierarchy). The hierarchical viewpoint is taken by the department head, while the 

individualistic viewpoint is taken by some, but definitely not all, detectives. The latter can probably 

be explained by the fact that detectives are more closely involved in their investigations than 
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department heads and thus more eager to get results. For registered informants, these individualistic 

practices are hindered by the formal rule that the so-called ‘informant runner’ is not allowed to 

conduct the investigation that is linked to the information from the informant. This rule does, 

however, not apply to non-registered informers, and can be circumvented or bent leaving scope for 

individualistic strategies that could endanger individual informants, as will be discussed in chapter 7. 

Individualism is also present in POL1, in the sense that detectives try to achieve a win-win situation in 

a give-and-take relationship. In exchange for information, detectives sometimes turn a blind eye to 

certain crimes informants committed. They claim that they would never inform informants about 

future inspections in turn for valuable information, as some suspect. 

b. ATTITUDE TOWARDS VICTIMS OR COMPLAINANTS 

As explained in chapter 2, the attitude towards victims or complainants in this study has a twofold 

meaning. On the one hand, it refers to street-level bureaucrats’ definition of a victim and, on the 

other, to the way in which these street-level bureaucrats treat the victims. The attitude towards 

victims or complainants in the four research settings is multifaceted. All cultural types are to some 

extent manifested. However, in all four settings, hierarchy – in some settings combined with a dose 

of egalitarianism – and fatalism seem to be dominant (see Table 5.5). 

VICTIMS OR COMPLAINANTS 

Both in the police and the inspection settings, there is a hierarchical attitude towards 

victims/complainants combined with varying degrees of egalitarianism. The way in which both types 

are manifested is slightly different. In the police settings, hierarchy is mainly linked to the definition 

of victims. According to the Belgian Law of September 15
th

 2006
127

 and the ministerial circular of 

September 26
th

 2008
128

, an individual can be officially recognized as victim of human exploitation and 

human trafficking under three specific conditions, namely by (1) filing a complaint with the police 

against the perpetrators, (2) accepting support from a recognized refugee center and (3) abandoning 

the network in which one is being exploited. During the procedure, the reference magistrate plays an 

important role in determining whether or not the human exploitation status keeps applying to a 

certain person. In other words, it depends on the magistrate whether or not an individual illegal 

person is considered a victim. 

Because the reference magistrate has his/her own interpretation of the legal criteria for exploitation 

or human trafficking, as explained above, partly based on the regional jurisprudence, the definition 

of a human exploitation victim could be different in various regions (see also: Boels & Ponsaers, 

2011: 42). This is the case in the two studied police settings. With respect to economic exploitation, 

there is a stricter interpretation in the medium-sized judicial district (POL1) than in the large judicial 

district (POL2). In POL2, the magistrate compares the working conditions of the workers with 

European standards, and while in POL1 the criteria are not so clear, it seems that comparison is made 

on the basis of a perception of the situation in the victim’s home country. If the situation in Belgium 

is more beneficial for the victims, the reference magistrate in the medium-sized judicial district 
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would rather send the investigation to the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ to prosecute for illegal employment, so 

that (1) higher fines can be imposed
129

, (2) less resources need to be invested, and (3) the burden of 

proof is easier (see also: Boels & Ponsaers, 2011: 43). With respect to sexual exploitation, there is 

also a difference between both regions. Whereas in POL2 the reference magistrate speaks of 

exploitation when as little as 1 euro of the income is given to the pimp (even when it occurs 

voluntarily), the magistrate in POL1 does not apply the label of sexual exploitation in situations in 

which prostitutes involuntarily hand over as much as 40 or 50% of their income. This finding seems to 

be counterintuitive. One would expect that the magistrate in the large judicial district would set a 

higher threshold for prosecution (having to deal with many more cases) than the magistrate in the 

medium-sized region. However, it seems to be the other way round in practice. 

 

What does this mean for the attitude of the police detectives towards victims? In POL2, there is 

higher agreement between the police officers’ and the magistrates’ conceptualization of a victim. In 

other words, police officers in POL2 endorse the viewpoint of the higher authority and, therefore, 

adopt a rather hierarchical attitude towards victims. In POL1, there is much less conformity between 

the viewpoint of the police and the magistrate, as illustrated by one of the detectives: “If X [reference 

magistrate] can live with the fact that during two to three months youngsters are put in a basement, 

go hungry, uhm starve, are not getting enough food, and after this period return to X [their home 

country] in a disgraceful manner, then it is on them." Police officers in POL1 mostly do not subscribe 

to the magistrate’s definition of a victim, considering it arbitrary because the criteria are unclear to 

them. This resembles the overall fatalistic attitude towards the public prosecutor (see 5.2.1.1). 

Therefore, they develop their own definition of a victim as someone who is not treated fairly, with 

whom they sympathize and with whom they form an ally against a common enemy, regardless of 

how the reference magistrate (who is the official authority) defines them. This resembles an 

egalitarian approach towards the victim. As will be discussed in chapter 7, this egalitarian approach 

could lead to official rules and procedures being neglected to protect the victim. 

 

Another type of hierarchy in the relationship with victims is keeping a professional distance. This 

type of hierarchical attitude is in one of the two police settings, stimulated by a specific code of 

conduct concerning investigations on escorts that applies to the Local and Federal Police in the 

region. This code of conduct states that detectives should not have contact with a prostitute in their 

personal life. It also imposes the obligation of reporting any insinuations or advances made by the 

prostitute and any inappropriate behavior by colleagues.
130

 

 

As for the labor inspections, hierarchy is emphasized in the sense that labor inspectors consider 

themselves to be neutral actors between employers and employees. However, inspectors often 

sympathize with employees, considering them a partner in a joint fight against exploitative 

employers, which is an egalitarian attitude. In both inspections, the street-level bureaucrats claim 

that they get most satisfaction out of helping employees, especially those vulnerable ones who do 
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not know what their rights are. When an employer, for example, breaks certain labor rules (not 

including moonlighting), the inspector first checks whether this rule breaking bothers the employee, 

and if not, (s)he often turns a blind eye to it. A supervisor in INSP2 states that inspectors should put 

the employees’ interest first, by which (s)he seems to have implicitly chosen a side. One inspector in 

INSP1 states that (s)he is used to helping employees from her/his previous job in the labor union, 

and, therefore, (s)he sometimes gets carried away and tries to help them more than (s)he ought to 

do as a labor inspector. 

 

Despite this egalitarian attitude, many inspectors claim they take a neutral position between 

employers and employees. This hierarchical claim could in some cases be understood as a means to 

remind (and perhaps even convince) themselves of this neutrality. However, there seems to be an 

important difference between INSP1 and INSP2. In INSP1, there seems to be a stronger hierarchical 

attitude towards employees than in INSP2. This could be partly explained by the activities both 

inspections focus on. Inspectors in INSP2 are encouraged to conduct in-depth investigations on 

income and terms of employment, which are called general inspections (‘algemene controle’ in 

Dutch), while in INSP1 hit and run actions concerning moonlighting are prioritized. The employees’ 

interests are not so clear in these moonlighting inspections, because sometimes moonlighting is a 

win-win situation for both the employer and the employee. Because these joint moonlighting actions 

take up a great deal of time, inspectors are left with fewer opportunities to conduct in-depth general 

inspections, where the employees’ interests are much more clear-cut. When labor inspectors in 

INSP1 conduct in-depth general inspections, they mainly limit themselves to what the employee asks 

for in the written or oral complaint, without looking any further. Inspectors in INSP2, however, are 

used to digging deeper during the general inspections and bringing all violations to the surface that 

harm employees’ interests, thereby nourishing egalitarianism. Hence, differences in how the 

inspectors spend their time seem to have an impact on the inspectors’ attitude towards employees. 

 

As mentioned above, fatalism is also dominant in the four settings. It comes in three forms: (1) 

victims cannot or do not want to be saved, (2) victims abuse the system, and (3) victims are treated 

in an arbitrary way. 

First, victims of exploitation are sometimes not willing to file a complaint against perpetrators, 

sometimes out of fear, but mostly because they do not consider themselves real victims.
131

 The latter 

is confirmed in empirical research by Boels and Ponsaers (2011: 40) in one judicial district in Belgium. 

Other victims decide to just stay with their exploiters, because they have no other place to go, which 

is, for example, the case for prostitutes who come from poor regions in the North of France where 

there is massive unemployment. In all of these cases, police officers are powerless, because they 

need the victims’ statement in order to take action against perpetrators. Labor inspectors sometimes 

also feel powerless to help victims, for example, when employees who are deprived of their rights 

refuse to give a statement (e.g., when they are forced to work on the side so they lose certain social 

rights, like protection against unemployment and sickness). Because employees can for the moment 
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not be punished for working on the side
132

, moonlighting is in many cases a win-win situation for 

employer and employee (e.g., attachment of earnings, combining employment with an allowance). 

 

Second, street-level bureaucrats in the four settings state that victims sometimes abuse the system. 

Detectives in POL1 and POL2 refer to situations in which the line between victim and perpetrator is 

not so clear-cut. Cases in point are (1) prostitutes who make the allegation that they have been 

brutalized and exploited, but in reality started beating the pimp first because they were stoned or (2) 

prostitutes who file a complaint against their pimp but who are in fact part of the criminal network 

themselves. Detectives also mention situations in which prostitutes make up a story of abuse by a 

particular pimp so they can start working for another one. Employees who contact the labor 

inspection with a specific complaint also sometimes abuse the system, according to inspectors in 

INSP1 and INSP2. Street-level bureaucrats explain that they always have to be suspicious towards 

employees because sometimes they tell complete lies or utilize the labor inspection to settle family 

quarrels and messy divorces. 

 

Third, victims or complainants are sometimes treated in an arbitrary way by respondents in this 

study. In POL1, this is linked to the perceived arbitrariness of the exploitation victim definition, as 

discussed above. In POL2, an investigation is regularly restricted to a small number of victims 

because in the Belgian legal system the sentence is not linked to the number of victims but the type 

of offense. When an additional victim does not really add to the sentence, the supervisor can decide 

not to include any more victims, so the additional victim’s case will not be dealt with. This resembles 

individualism in the sense of only looking for those types of investigations that lead to the most 

interesting results. Also in INSP2, examples of arbitrary treatment are mentioned. Cases in point are 

not dealing with certain complaints because the supervisor does not know what to do with them and 

not taking certain rights complainants have into account because complainants themselves are not 

aware they have these rights. 

 

An individualistic or give-and-take attitude towards victim/complainants is very rare in the four 

settings, but one example is given by detectives in POL1. They mention a situation in which they 

invited a victim of sexual exploitation into the police agency under the false pretext of helping her 

with paperwork. However, in fact they wanted to extract information from her as part of an 

investigation. 

ILLEGAL PERSONS 

Some victims or employees with whom street-level bureaucrats in the four settings are confronted 

are illegal persons. The attitude towards this specific group is similar to the attitude described above, 

although egalitarianism seems to be stronger (see Table 5.5). 
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Hierarchy is expressed by only a few front-line officers in each inspection setting, particularly and 

probably not coincidentally, by those who perform most moonlighting inspections where illegal 

employment is a fixed topic. They state that, although they are compassionate towards illegal 

persons who often do not have another option than to work in an illegal way in order to survive, they 

take their responsibility by turning them over to the police. An inspector in INSP2 says: “No I mean, I 

try, in these cases, to act like a robot, because if you act like a human being you never call the police 

again. […] Then you have to turn your heart into a rock. You have no other options.” Although most 

inspectors agree that they should do their duty and call the police when confronted with illegal 

employment, it seems that their egalitarian sympathy is stronger, which sometimes leads to 

procedures not being followed when they feel too much compassion towards the illegal person. 

 

In the police settings, egalitarianism towards illegal persons is also very strong, in the sense that they 

consider illegal persons extremely vulnerable, especially when they are the victims of human 

exploitation. Although the detectives follow procedure when joint inspections are carried out 

because other agencies are present, they sometimes deviate from them when they are only among 

colleagues (see 7.1.3). 

 

Finally, the fatalistic attitude towards illegal persons is comparable to fatalism towards 

victims/complainants. Street-level bureaucrats in the four settings state that some illegal persons 

cannot or do not want to be saved, and that some of them even abuse the system. They also feel 

powerless to deal with illegal employment due to the bad asylum policy (as was discussed above). 

They refer to their experience with illegal persons who are arrested, but seldom repatriated and if 

they are repatriated, they often return to Belgium a few days/weeks later. The latter is, however, not 

a huge problem in labor inspectors’ eyes. Because their investigations are successful when illegal 

employment is detected and employers are prosecuted, what happens to illegal employees does not 

really matter to them. This is an individualistic attitude, in the sense that it shows that labor 

inspectors are sometimes only interested in whether they achieve results and not whether social 

fraud is stopped. Because most labor inspectors sympathize with illegal employees (see ‘egalitarian 

attitude’ above), they even prefer for them to be left alone and not sent back to their home country. 

5.2.2. The managerial subsystem in the four settings 

The managerial subsystem is the second component of organizational systems (see 2.1.2.2). Kast and 

Rosenzweig (1973: 15) explain that the managerial subsystem has a “central role in establishing 

goals, planning, organizing, and controlling activities, and in relating the organization to its 

environment”. In this study, the managerial subsystem refers to the managerial style of the head 

office, the regional director (i.e. Judicial Director in the police and advisor in the inspections) and the 

direct supervisor (i.e. department head and section head in the police and attaché in the 

inspections). This section illustrates how street-level bureaucrats in the four settings perceive the 

managerial style of all these actors. Table 5.6 shows the managerial style of the head office and the 

regional director in the four settings, while Table 5.7 shows the managerial style of supervisors in the 

four settings. 
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5.2.2.1. Perceived managerial style of the head office133 

a. PERCEIVED MANAGERIAL STYLE OF DGJ AND THE COMMISSIONER-GENERAL 

When asked for their opinion on the head office, police officers in POL1 and POL2 refer to both the 

General Directorate of the Judicial Police (‘Algemene Directie van de Federale Politie’ in Dutch) (DGJ), 

and the Commissioner-General during data collection in this study, Fernand Koekelberg. 

 

DGJ is responsible for the coordination, supervision and support of the Deconcentrated Judicial 

Directorates of which the two police settings in this study are part.
134

 However, many detectives 

claim that these hierarchical tasks are not performed well. One detective in POL1 states it very 

strongly: 

 

“All we receive from DGJ is spam. Yes ‘Infonieuws’, new code of conduct or yes blablabla. Kafkaian 

bullshit, which doesn’t concern us. […] I sometimes look at ‘Portal’, and when there is a subject 

that interests me I open it, but these mails are just pollution.” 

 

Other detectives confirm that the information DGJ gives, is most of the time not very useful. A 

supervisor and a detective in POL2 also refer to a lack of support from DGJ, which could, in their 

opinion, be explained by the lack of qualified personnel. 

Although DGJ has certain hierarchical tasks, the Judicial Director in POL1 explains that the only 

hierarchical influence his/her Deconcentrated Judicial Directorate experiences from Brussels is the 

fact that they must abide to the National Security Plan, and for all other matters “judicial district X is 

far away from Brussels (laugh)”. This is confirmed by the Judicial Director in POL2. In GGCT terms, the 

head office seems to apply an individualistic managerial style in which the Judicial Directors are given 

the freedom to organize their Directorate (see Table 5.6). The Judicial Directors in both settings add 

that DGJ is mainly interested in criteria like efficiency and effectiveness (typical for individualism), in 

the sense of capacity being used efficiently, overtime hours being limited and results being given 

account for (e.g., number of arrests). The department head of the Human Trafficking and Exploitation 

Unit in POL1 claims that the higher the numbers, the more money Brussels will provide, so putting 

emphasis on quantitative results is crucial. 

 

There is also a touch of fatalism in how street-level bureaucrats perceive the managerial style of the 

head office. Detectives explain that, although human trafficking and human exploitation are formally 

listed in the National Security Plan priorities, the head office does not seem to value investigations in 

this area. 
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Table 5.6: (Perceived) managerial style of head office and the regional director (operationalized in GGCT) in the four settings 

 POL1 POL2 INSP1 INSP2 

Head office DGJ 

H: coordination, supervision and 

support of deconcentrated 

Directorates 

I: not much steering, but interested in 

quantifiable results 

F: lack of support, human trafficking & 

exploitation not treated as priorities 

 

Commissioner-General 

F: scandals of Mr. Koekelberg, which 

decreased credibility 

DGJ 

H: coordination, supervision and 

support of deconcentrated 

Directorates 

I: not much steering, but interested in 

quantifiable results 

F: lack of support, human trafficking & 

exploitation not treated as priorities 

 

Commissioner-General 

F: scandals of Mr. Koekelberg, which 

decreased credibility 

H: coordination and supervision of 

external Directorates, ‘Administrative 

Instructions’, head office demands 

weekly reports 

I: only interested in quantifiable results 

I+F (randomized competition): targets 

that encourage competition in 

combination with ad random change of 

indicators 

F: ambiguous status of ‘Administrative 

Instructions’ and unfeasibility goals 

H: coordination and supervision of 

external Directorates, ‘Administrative 

Instructions’, head office demands 

weekly reports 

I: only interested in quantifiable results 

I+F (randomized competition): targets 

that encourage competition in 

combination with ad random change of 

indicators 

F: ambiguous status of ‘Administrative 

Instructions’ and unfeasibility goals 

     

Regional director H: coordination and supervision; 

decisions on capacity, organizational 

structure and special techniques; 

meetings with supervisors 

I: only interested in quantifiable results 

F: powerless towards lazy and 

demotivated staff members; faulty 

communication; lack of consistent 

management; distrust; rumors of 

favoritism and prejudice 

H: coordination and supervision; 

decisions on capacity, organizational 

structure and special techniques; 

investigation management system; 

meetings with supervisors 

I: only interested in quantifiable results 

F: powerless towards lazy and 

demotivated staff members; faulty 

communication; distrust; rumors of 

favoritism and prejudice 

I: does not interfere as long as the 

results are good 

F: uncertainty about what the advisor’s 

role is giving the impression that (s)he 

does not do anything 

Former advisor 

F: unpredictable, untrustworthy and 

unapproachable; unfair decision 

making 

 

Current advisor 

H: trustworthy; stricter than former 

advisor but fair and willing to solve 

problems 
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As for the Commissioner-General, the detectives in both police settings refer to a fatalistic 

managerial style, which is linked to a number of scandals Mr. Koekelberg was involved in during the 

past few years. He was criticized in the media for several questionable acts, like the anomalous 

promotions of various staff members, expensive business trips that were perceived as useless, and 

the purchase of pricey Delvaux suitcases on the budget of the Police. Detectives in both settings are 

stunned that those who impose the rules (i.e. the Code of Conduct of 2006
135

) do not comply with 

them, resulting in decreased credibility. 

b. PERCEIVED MANAGERIAL STYLE OF THE HEAD OFFICE OF THE INSPECTION OF SOCIAL LAWS 

The head office of the Inspection of Social Laws is responsible for the coordination and supervision of 

the external Directorates, and mainly does so by (1) supervising inspectors, (2) imposing 

‘Administrative Instructions’ and (3) setting yearly targets. The former two represent the hierarchical 

managerial style, and the latter one the individualistic style. Both types of managerial style will be 

discussed below. 

 

As will be explained later, inspectors enjoy a great deal of autonomy in organizing their work (see 

5.2.5.3). Therefore, the head office seeks hierarchical ways to supervise them, e.g., by obliging 

inspectors to fill out a weekly report in which information is given about their daily activities. Older 

inspectors claim that through the years more and more detail has been required in the weekly 

report, as if the head office does not trust them. Younger inspectors seem to be less frustrated about 

this type of control, which they consider necessary in exchange for their autonomy. 

The hierarchical managerial style is also represented by the ‘Administrative Instructions’ imposed by 

the head office (see Table 5.6). These ‘Administrative Instructions’, for example, determine the 

periods in which the different investigation types need to be finished (even when it seems – in some 

inspectors’ opinion – to be purely for bureaucratic reasons
136

). They also impose that the balance 

between moonlighting inspections and general inspections should be 40-60, and that a general 

inspection needs to be conducted in 75% of the cases (except for firms in which labor unions are 

installed thus in firms with more than 50 employees). It seems though that there is only a 

hierarchical follow-up concerning the periods within which investigations are finished and not on 

other ‘Administrative Instructions’ (e.g., 75% rule, 40-60 balance). 

 

Although the head office is the higher hierarchical authority, their instructions are not always 

complied with in practice. This can probably be explained in two ways. The first possible explanation 

is that the head office seems to only be interested in indicators or numbers, and not how these are 

achieved, which is typical for individualism. An inspector in INSP2 states that this urge for numbers is 

normal, because the Inspection of Social Laws has to account for its results towards policymakers on 

a yearly basis. Inspectors, on the one hand, believe that the head office is mainly interested in 

quantifiable results, such as the amount of money that is rectified, the number of reports for 

moonlighting, the number of investigations or the number of foreign employer investigations. They 
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 K.B. 10 mei 2006 houdende vaststelling van de deontologische code van de politiediensten, B.S. 30 mei 2006. 
136

 For example, investigations that are started on the inspector’s own initiative should be finished within a certain period of 

time, although in these cases no complainant is waiting for the investigation to be finished within a reasonable time. 
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thus try to focus on investigations that lead to these types of results. Attachés, on the other, try to 

boost their Directorate’s numbers by encouraging inspectors to do many simple investigations and 

avoid the complex ones, by looking for ‘easy’ rectifications
137

 or by using statistical tricks to make the 

numbers look good. An inspector in INSP1 illustrates this with an example: 

 

“But that is for statistical reasons; it really shocks me how important statistics are around here. 

And sometimes it is just ridiculous. When you do an inspection in a firm and you encounter four 

temporary employees, then you can make… if these four employees come from four different 

temporary employment agencies you can make four different case files. I have already done that. 

Then, you have four own initiative investigations on your list and you can say: ‘Oh wow, look at 

me, four initiatives,’ while in fact it doesn’t amount to anything, because you go home, you look 

those four names up in the computer, that’s ten minutes work, but you have four investigations. 

So the number of investigations is not really what counts." 

 

Chapter 6 will discuss these and other individualistic strategies that can be linked to the 

individualistic managerial style of the head office. To conclude, most inspectors and attachés in the 

two settings seem to recognize the necessity of the head office to impose goals and targets to 

compensate for the autonomy inspectors enjoy. They, however, add that these quantitative results 

should be evaluated with more common sense and complemented with qualitative aspects, like the 

complexity of investigations and respectful behavior towards employers, even though they are aware 

of the fact that these qualitative aspects are more difficult to measure. The attachés in INSP1 and 

INSP2 add that they would like to receive feedback from the head office concerning their numbers. 

They explain that currently if external Directorates do not achieve the head office’s targets there are 

no real consequences. Directorates that score below the minima are only in a way publicly 

humiliated, because the numbers are presented (albeit in an anonymous way
138

) during regular 

meetings of attachés, in order to stimulate competition. 

 

The second possible explanation for non-compliance with the ‘Administrative Instructions’ is that the 

head office seems to apply the managerial style of randomized competition (Hood, 1998). This is a 

hybrid of fatalism and individualism. An advisor of the Inspection of Social Laws explains in an 

interview that the head office imposes goals and targets to encourage competition (which is typical 

for individualism), but regularly changes the indicators in an ad random way so attachés do not really 
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 E.g., inspectors in INSP1 systematically inspect firms that install solar panels within the framework of the construction 

site reporting regulation (‘werfmelding’ in Dutch), which is actually a competence of the Social Security Service (RSZ). This 

regulation obliges construction firms to report every construction site with a value of more than 25.000 euro (which is 

almost always the case when solar panels are installed). If no report has been made by the firm, a rectification amount of 

5% can be imposed on the construction firm. When inspectors of the Inspection of Social Law detect this violation – which 

happens often with firms that install solar panels, because they are not familiar with this regulation – they can add this 5% 

to their individual ‘score’ of rectification amounts, even though they are not responsible for collecting the money because 

the latter is an RSZ competence; Art. 30 bis, wet 27 juni 1969 tot herziening van de besluitwet van 28 december 1944 

betreffende de maatschappelijke zekerheid der arbeiders, vervangen door de wet van 27 april 2007 en gewijzigd bij de wet 

van 27 december 2007. 
138

 During these meetings, only the numbers and not the names of the Directorates, are shown. However, it is mostly very 

obvious which Directorates they originate from (according to the attachés in both settings), because the respective attachés 

mostly defend themselves. Moreover, a few weeks after the meeting a document is distributed in which the numbers are 

shown in a non-anonymous way. 
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know what the head office is interested in (which is typical for fatalism). Attachés are thus 

encouraged to perform well on as many different indicators as possible, and not to just follow the 

‘Administrative Instructions’ that are formulated for a certain year. 

 

The managerial style of the head office is also partly perceived as fatalistic in the sense that the 

status of the ‘Administrative Instructions’ is, both for street-level bureaucrats and for supervisors, 

perceived as highly ambiguous (see Table 5.6). They denounce the fact that the head office does not 

properly communicate whether these instructions are goals, guidelines, rules or standards, and 

whether the targets should be achieved on the level of the Directorate or on the level of the 

individual inspector.
139

 To illustrate the (perceived) fatalistic managerial style of the head office, 

inspectors and supervisors also refer to the unfeasibility of certain goals (e.g., 75% rule), favoritism 

towards large companies in some external Directorates, anxiety that labor inspectors’ employment 

conditions will be altered (i.e. restriction of current liberties), late formulation of goals (e.g., 

sometimes only in the summer) and chaos on the extranet
140

, in the sense that it is – in the 

respondents’ opinion – very unstructured and inconveniently arranged. 

5.2.2.2. (Perceived) managerial style of the regional director141 

This part discusses the (perceived) managerial style of the regionals director (i.e. Judicial Directors 

and assistant directors in the two police settings and advisors in the inspection settings), first for the 

police settings, and then for the inspection settings. Sometimes respondents make a comparison 

with the managerial style of the previous regional director to better describe the managerial style of 

the current regional director. 

a. (PERCEIVED) MANAGERIAL STYLE OF THE JUDICIAL DIRECTOR IN BOTH POLICE SETTINGS 

In both police settings, the (perceived) managerial style of the Judicial Director and his
142

 assistant 

directors is characterized by hierarchy, individualism and a touch of fatalism (see Table 5.6). 

HIERARCHICAL MANAGERIAL STYLE OF THE JUDICIAL DIRECTOR 

The hierarchical managerial style of the Judicial Director mainly refers to his task of coordinating and 

supervising all activities in the Deconcentrated Judicial Directorates of the Federal Police that he is 

responsible for. Particularly, the Judicial Director makes decisions on how the organization is 

structured (i.e. the subdivision in specific units) and how capacity is used (i.e. how many detectives in 
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 Most inspectors and supervisors believe the targets should be achieved at the Directorate’s level. However, most of 

them are in a way suspicious because the head office develops computer systems that can easily display an overview of 

individual inspectors’ results. An inspector in INSP2 claims that the goals should, in principle, be achieved at the level of the 

Directorate, but the attaché is responsible for supervising his/her inspectors, to avoid some inspectors hiding behind the 

collective results. 
140

 Extranet is a combination of intranet and internet, because it is accessible for internal staff members and customers. The 

extranet that is referred to by the respondents in the labor inspection contains information regarding social penal law, 

companies and internal guidelines. Some parts are only accessible for labor inspectors, while others are also accessible for 

the wider public. 
141

 This section describes how street-level bureaucrats and supervisors perceive the regional director’s managerial style, but 

also how the regional director perceives his/her own managerial style. Moreover, these perceptions are complemented 

with the researcher’s observations of the managerial style of the regional director. 
142

 Because there are currently no female Judicial Directors in the Belgian Federal Judicial Police, using ‘he’ and ‘him’ will 

not jeopardize anonymity of the managers in the two police settings. 
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each unit). In POL2, this occurs on the basis of the Investigation Management System 

(‘Recherchemanagement’ in Dutch). This system consists of three levels. First, the individual 

detective uses an electronic tool to give a detailed overview of his/her investigation (i.e. ‘werkfiche’), 

which is additional to the legally obliged ‘DOS’ (i.e. a general outline of the investigation
143

). Second, 

supervisors and the Investigation Management Coordinator
144

 have access to these ‘werkfiches’. 

These are in the software Itinera
145

 linked with the hours performed in each investigation (on the 

basis of the activities report, which the detectives need to fill out as well) so they can supervise how 

investigations are conducted. This system enables them to check whether the lead time of an 

investigation is acceptable and whether there are enough ‘key moments’ or important events like an 

interrogation, a house search, an arrest, etc.
146

 Third, the Judicial Director can on the basis of Itinera 

steer capacity and priorities. During the observations in POL2, it became clear that the Investigation 

Management System really has an impact on detectives’ daily work. Before making a decision in a 

specific investigation, most detectives were already thinking about how they were going to justify it 

towards supervisors and the Judicial Director, knowing that concealing investigative steps for their 

superiors is now much more difficult than when the Investigation Management System had not been 

installed yet. In a conversation with the department head of POL2, (s)he confirmed this observation 

by saying that the detectives now have the reflex of doing what they should, in order to avoid 

superiors “nagging”. This can be explained by the fact that what detectives do is much more 

transparent than before. Detectives could, of course, still conduct investigative measures without 

notifying their supervisor. However, because they have to link every working hour with a specific 

investigation, supervisors will become suspicious if many hours are performed in an investigation 

without them knowing which investigative measures have been taken. 

The department head in POL2 adds that this system allows supervisors to quickly notice if a detective 

is working on a non-prioritized investigation.
147

 This was much more difficult to detect in the past. 

The coordinator of the Investigation Management System states that because Itinera links the 

‘werkfiche’ to the detectives’ working hours (on the basis of which detectives are paid), it is difficult – 

although not impossible – to cheat the system. When a detective keeps putting hours in an 

investigation without referring to ‘key moments’ like interrogations and arrests, supervisors are 

notified that something is going wrong in that specific investigation. The Judicial Director explains to 

the researcher that the Investigation Management System has – right before data collection for this 

study started in POL2 – revealed that several detectives in the Human Trafficking and Exploitation 

Unit were working in, as he calls it, “ghost investigations”. These refer to investigations that take up 

much capacity (in terms of working hours) but do not lead to any results, giving the impression that 

the detective has invented them or is not really working on them. Therefore, he decided in 2010 (a 
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 The ‘DOS’ is imposed by the Ministrial Circulair MFO-3 (Gemeenschappelijke richtlijn MFO-3 14 juni 2002 van de 

Ministers van Justitie en van Binnenlandse Zaken betreffende het informatiebeheer inzake gerechtelijke en bestuurlijke 

politie, B.S. 18 juni 2002). 
144

 Some Federal Police agencies employ an Investigation Management Coordinator. This person advices the regional 

director concerning the Investigation Management System. 
145

 Itinera is the computer software that is used in the Investigation Management System in POL2. 
146

 If there are no ‘key moments’ in an investigation during 60 days, then the investigation will, in Itinera, be marked in red. 
147

 Sometimes detectives start investigations that are not prioritary, purely because they consider a specific topic 

interesting or because an examining magistrate – who does not have to comply with the public prosecutor’s policy plan – 

thinks a certain investigation is important (see ‘Interaction with the examining magistrate’ in 5.2.1.1). 
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few weeks before data collection in this study started) to transfer a number of detectives and one 

supervisor to other units in the organization so as to give a signal to the group and start over with a 

more motivated group. In GGCT terms, the Investigation Management System seems to be a 

hierarchical instrument to compensate for excesses of the very individualistic work context of 

detectives. 

The Judicial Director in POL2 argues that a system like this is more essential and necessary in 

Deconcentrated Judicial Directorates in large regions (in which POL2 is located), than in medium-

sized (in which POL1 is located) and small regions. The main reason for that is that in the small 

regions Judicial Directors are able to keep oversight without having to use a sophisticated computer 

system. 

 

Although in POL1 no Investigation Management System had yet been installed when the data for this 

study were collected, management was preparing staff members for the introduction of an 

Investigation Management System. The Judicial Director in POL1 states in an interview with the 

researcher that decisions about capacity are currently rather subjective and based on mere 

guesswork. Therefore, he looks forward to installing an Investigation Management System. Only 

then, he will have an overview of how investigations are conducted in his organization. This will not 

only enable him to make well-founded decisions, but also to account for the decisions he makes. The 

latter (i.e. justifying decisions) seems to be particularly relevant for the Judicial Director in POL1. He 

explains that he already has a rather good idea about what is going wrong in his organization but 

does not have the tools to substantiate these claims. A case in point is the practice that in a certain 

unit (not the one included in this study) detectives only fill out the ‘DOS’ (i.e. electronic case file) 8 

months after the start of the investigation, while it should actually be completed within 5 days. The 

Judicial Director explains that, although he is familiar with these practices, he does not have the 

technical tools to prove that it occurs in a systematic way. A detective in POL1 states: 

 

“I think the main goal [of this Investigation Management System] is to look umm what is actually 

performed in each unit and to get a better grip on people who try to hide behind those who work 

hard.” 

 

Most detectives in POL1 seem to be anxious about how this system is going to affect their jobs. The 

department head in POL1 explains that detectives not only fear that they will be more closely 

monitored when the Investigation Management System is installed, but also that they will lose 

precious time by having to fill out all these extra forms. They think the latter only serves the purpose 

of ‘control, control, control’. Detectives in POL2 also complain about the bureaucratization and urge 

to control that seem to have increased with the introduction of the Investigation Management 

System. This is expressed by ridiculing the system during meetings in which new procedures are 

presented (e.g. the registration of arrests and the introduction of new walky-talky channels) with 

cynical expressions like: “Why don’t we link this to the ‘werkfiche’ as well?”. The department head in 

POL1 adds that if used correctly this system could give valuable information about how investigations 

are conducted, but of course its success highly depends on the way in which detectives fill out the 

electronic forms. 
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Hierarchy is expressed as well in the regular meetings of department heads, Judicial Director and 

assistant directors that are organized weekly in POL1 and daily in POL2. During these meetings, 

activities and problems in each unit are discussed. Also new developments in regulation and police 

strategies are put forward by the Judicial Director so they can be implemented through the chain of 

command. In both settings, detectives additionally refer to the assistant directors as being 

hierarchically responsible for the assessment on whether special techniques like observation, 

infiltration and working with informants (‘BOM-maatregelen’ in Dutch) can be legally applied in 

certain investigations. 

INDIVIDUALISTIC MANAGERIAL STYLE OF THE JUDICIAL DIRECTOR 

Although the Investigation Management System is meant as a hierarchical instrument to keep 

oversight, it is also perceived by many detectives as an individualistic measure to stimulate 

quantifiable results with which the Judicial Director can ‘show off’ during New Year receptions and 

polish his organization’s image. Detectives in both settings explain that the Judicial Director needs to 

account for his results towards the head office in Brussels that is mainly interested in the numbers of 

arrests, telephone taps, house searches, reports, etc. The department head in POL1 explains that 

although the Judicial Director regularly claims that the raw numbers do not count, these numbers are 

the only thing he asks for. That is the main reason why the department head keeps an Excel file with 

an overview of quantitative indicators. In POL2, a similar story is told. Different detectives state that 

the Judicial Director only uses Itinera as a way to boast about his statistics even though high numbers 

do not always indicate that investigations are run well. Therefore, the Judicial Director should – in 

these detectives’ opinion – look more carefully at the content of investigations, and not only at the 

indicators that are measured in the Investigation Management System. Several detectives denounce 

this urge for numbers, because it leads to competition and market-like performance management in 

the sense of “You are not profitable, so you are out”. They consider this attitude not suitable in a 

governmental organization that should not only focus on quantifiable results. In both police settings, 

these quantifiable results also seem to be important for department heads, because high numbers 

enable them to ‘sell’ their unit to the Judicial Director and possibly ask him for more capacity (in 

terms of people and money). 

FATALISTIC MANAGERIAL STYLE OF THE JUDICIAL DIRECTOR 

Finally, detectives in both police settings mention a few signals of fatalism in the Judicial Director’s 

managerial style (see Table 5.6). First, in both settings the Judicial Directors seem to be powerless 

towards staff members who do not work hard enough, due to demotivation or laziness. In POL1, 

these people are said to form the “Department Remainder” (‘Afdeling overschot’ in Dutch), and 

although the Judicial Director is aware of the problem, he fails – in their opinion – to take action. The 

Judicial Director in POL2 states: “I also have a number of hopeless staff members who won’t ever be 

profitable, no matter which unit you put them in”, but adds that he cannot just ‘get rid’ of them. 

 

Second, in both settings, detectives complain about a lack of communication by the Judicial Director 

and his assistant directors, for example about procedures that need to be applied, leaving street-

level bureaucrats with the fear of being punished for breaking rules they were not even aware of. A 

case in point is the internal procedure in POL2 for dismissing traffic violations detectives make when 
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being on duty. The department head states during a staff meeting that traffic violations committed 

by police officers will only be dismissed when they were essential for the operation, and otherwise 

detectives have to pay the fines themselves. (S)he, however, fails to indicate the conditions under 

which traffic violations are essential, even when several police officers explicitly ask what these 

conditions are. Hence, the detectives are left with the responsibility to make an individual 

assessment without ever knowing whether this assessment is according to the rules. In other words, 

there is fatalism because front-line officers are constrained by rules without knowing the rules. This 

leads detectives to believe that the way in which internal rules are applied is rather arbitrary. 

Specifically for POL1, there are allegations concerning the (perceived) lack of consistent 

management
148

 and distrust because they think the Judicial Director has a secret agenda of making 

their unit smaller and even abolish it. In POL2, there are also signs of distrust towards the regional 

director, albeit not shared by everyone. Some police officers say that everything that is written down 

can and will be used against them. They add that if they (i.e. superiors) want to bring a specific 

detective down they will, even when this detective only made a number of small errors (e.g., being 5 

minutes late). Other detectives nuance this statement by saying that those who work hard will not be 

pulled down by futilities, but those who do not work hard or do not work at all, will be attacked by all 

means. 

 

Third, there are rumors about favoritism and prejudiced decision making by Judicial Directors in 

both settings. Arguably, this could partly be explained by the lack of communication about certain 

decisions. A case in point is the reorganization in POL2. Although this decision can largely be justified 

on the basis of performance indicators in the Investigation Management System, the communication 

from the Judicial Director about it is not very clear. Therefore, the wildest rumors are spread, which 

are not always substantiated. According to the detectives, the Judicial Director ascribed the 

reorganization to a lack of enthusiasm in the unit (‘sjwoeng’ in Dutch), without going into detail 

about what he meant by that. Arguably, this leaves ample room for paranoia regarding the real 

motives of the Judicial Director (e.g., to settle a personal score or favoritism), which could have (at 

least partly) been avoided by transparent and clear top-down communication. 

b. (PERCEIVED) MANAGERIAL STYLE OF THE ADVISORS IN BOTH INSPECTION SETTINGS 

The advisors in the Inspection of Social Laws are responsible for supervising a number of external 

Directorates. In INSP1, the advisor’s managerial style is perceived as predominantly individualistic 

and fatalistic. In INSP2, the inspectors attribute a fatalistic managerial style to the advisor who was in 

service during the first part of the data collection phase, and a hierarchical managerial style to the 

advisor who replaced him/her (see Table 5.6). 

 

In INSP1, the advisor is said to apply an individualistic managerial style, because as long as the results 

are good – which is currently the case according to the inspectors – (s)he does not interfere in their 

region. They, however, complain about not knowing what his/her role is. This leads to the fatalistic 
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 E.g., the Judicial Director in POL1, on the one hand, issues the general rule of ‘there will be no more overtime work 

unless it is absolutely necessary for the operation’. However, on the other hand, he does not deal with detectives who do 

overtime work that does not seem to be essential. A detective states: “Then you undermine your own guidelines if you ask 
me.” 
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perception that the advisor does not do anything and that this function is only created to give a 

number of attachés a favorable promotion right before they retire. 

The latter is also mentioned by inspectors in INSP2. As for the advisor who was in charge of INSP2 

during the first data collection period, the managerial style is considered to be very fatalistic. 

Inspectors claim (s)he is unpredictable, untrustworthy, unapproachable, and that decisions (s)he 

makes are undiscussable and often unfair in their opinion. As for the advisor who was in charge of 

INSP2 during the second data collection period, the perception is more positive. Inspectors have 

much more trust in this person. Although (s)he is considered stricter than his/her predecessor, (s)he 

is considered fair and willing to look for solutions when problems occur. 
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Table 5.7: (Perceived) managerial style of supervisors (operationalized in GGCT) in the four settings 

 POL1 POL2 INSP1 INSP2 

Supervisor Department head 

H: writes action plans; distributes work 

in a fair and balanced way; keeps 

oversight by reading activities reports 

E: stimulates deliberation; gives advice; 

sympathizes with detectives who have 

problems 

I: gives scope for individual autonomy; 

mainly interested in quantifiable 

results to account for his/her 

department 

F: powerless towards detectives who 

are demotivated or lazy 

Department head 

H: writes action plans; keeps oversight 

mainly by his/her role in the 

investigation management system; 

perceived as very bureaucratic 

I: respects detectives’ autonomy as 

long as results are good 

F: favoritism and arbitrariness; lack of 

clear communication; too dominant; 

lack of support 

 

Section head 1 

H: selection and distribution of RIRs; 

operational steering; wants to know 

where detectives are at all time 

E: evolvement to consultative approach 

F: not acknowledged by everyone; 

rumors of favoritism when (s)he was 

appointed 

 

Section head 2 

H: distributes investigations and keeps 

oversight 

E: open for discussion and deliberation 

I: leaves scope for autonomy 

Attaché 

H: distributes work, inspects the case 

files and weekly reports 

E: open for deliberation; perceived as a 

colleague; participatory leadership; 

socially concerned; willing to help 

when necessary; encourages 

consultation among inspectors 

I: respects inspectors’ autonomy; no 

steering as long as numbers are good 

F: powerless to deal with inspectors 

who do as they please 

Attaché 1 

H: distributes the work; mainly 

encourages general inspections; 

stimulates equal decision making 

between inspectors 

E: inspectors can always ask advice; 

socially concerned 

I: respects inspectors’ autonomy and 

discretion 

F: recent lack of availability; no support 

concerning new legislation 

 

Attaché 2 

H: high demands concerning depth of 

general inspections; regularly recalls 

inspectors’ discretionary powers; strict 

I: encourages quantifiable results; 

stimulates competition 

 

Attaché 3 

H: distribution of work and advice in 

determination of joint industrial 

committee investigations; strict 

towards new inspectors (e.g., case file) 

E: does not show (s)he is a supervisor; 

gives informal advice 

I: respects older inspectors’ autonomy 
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5.2.2.3. (Perceived) managerial style of the supervisor149 

The following part illustrates the (perceived) managerial style of the supervisors (i.e. department 

heads and section heads in the police settings and attachés in the inspection settings) in the four 

research settings (see Table 5.7). Sometimes respondents make a comparison with the managerial 

style of the previous supervisor to illustrate the managerial style of the current supervisor. 

a. (PERCEIVED) MANAGERIAL STYLE OF THE DEPARTMENT HEAD IN THE POLICE SETTINGS 

(PERCEIVED) MANAGERIAL STYLE OF THE DEPARTMENT HEAD IN POL1 

In the (perceived) managerial style of the department head in POL1, all four cultural types are 

represented (see Table 5.7). Hierarchy is present in the sense that the department head writes the 

action plans and distributes the work (e.g., orders from the public prosecutor and RIRs or information 

reports). The latter is, according to the detectives, done in a fair and balanced way. In a conversation 

with the researcher, the department head states that (s)he tries to distribute the work on the basis 

of the amount of investigations each detective leads as case officer and the number of reports each 

detective makes. (S)he adds that, in order to give account to the Judicial Director, (s)he makes an 

overview of the investigations that are conducted in the unit. Moreover, (s)he also maps which 

decisions have been taken concerning RIRs (e.g., dismissed, investigated, put aside for later, used as 

‘nice to know’, used in another investigation). To enable oversight, (s)he reads the activities reports 

the detectives have to fill out. The detectives explain that this department head is more directive 

than the previous one in the sense that (s)he regularly asks critical questions concerning their 

investigations while the previous department head did not. While most detectives like this critical 

attitude, some complain that there is still a lack of oversight because (s)he is often absent.
150 

 

According to the detectives, the managerial style of the department head also shows some 

egalitarianism. This is expressed in the sense that (s)he stimulates deliberation and thinks along with 

detectives, both during staff meetings and on an individual basis. This was confirmed by observations 

during the data collection phase about detectives going to and from the department head’s office to 

ask for advice, and the department head going past the detectives’ offices after arrival in the 

morning for an informal chat. Detectives state that, although the staff meetings are meant to be an 

egalitarian get-together with members of the department, in practice it is a hierarchical exchange of 

information between each individual detective and the supervisor, probably due to the very 

individualistic group interaction (see below: 5.2.3.1). According to the detectives, the department 

head is also socially concerned in the sense that (s)he sympathizes with them when they experience 

problems in their personal life. 

 

Individualism is mainly represented by the individual freedom and autonomy the department head 

grants his/her staff members. (S)he, for example, gives case officers a large amount of responsibility 
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 This section describes how street-level bureaucrats and regional directors perceive the supervisors’ managerial style, but 
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in how they want to conduct their investigations. One detective states: “X [department head] is 

someone, in my eyes, umm if (s)he knows you want to work, (s)he will give you carte blanche.” Most 

detectives consider it normal that (s)he gives them freedom in their investigations. It is after all the 

detective’s name that is written under the reports. Moreover, detectives (and not supervisors) have 

to justify themselves in front of the court when asked by the judge. The downsides of the 

individualistic approach – in the detectives’ eyes – are (1) the lack of steering (which is necessary in 

the opinion of most detectives), (2) the fact that the department head does not always know what 

the detectives’ plans are, which sometimes complicates the role of the researcher (see 5.2.5.3) and 

(3) detectives using tricks to shirk conducting an investigation.
151

 Most detectives add that the 

situation has improved significantly since the new department head was appointed. They state that 

the previous department head simply put the RIRs in a pile, so detectives could go “shopping” for 

RIRs, which led to all kinds of opportunistic behavior such as selecting investigations with an 

international dimension because then there is a chance of going abroad, and not selecting the more 

difficult or less interesting investigations. Finally, the individualistic managerial style of the 

department head in POL1 is expressed in the importance that (s)he attaches to quantifiable 

indicators, like the number of arrests, the number of house searches that are carried out and the 

number of special police tactics that are used. The department head explains that (s)he keeps track 

of these indicators by putting them in an Excel file in order to account for the unit’s activities with the 

Judicial Director (see 5.2.2.2). Because the number of investigations has dropped over the past few 

years and was unusually low during data collection, the department head had more difficulties trying 

to ‘sell’ the department. According to most detectives, this led to the department head trying to ‘sell’ 

the department too enthusiastically by presenting the investigations as bigger and more important 

than they in fact are (e.g., by using words like ‘dismantling criminal gangs’ in action plans and by 

trying to get permissions for telephone taps even when it is not appropriate). This could, however, 

lead to a situation in which other department heads and the Judicial Director become aware of the 

practice of ‘blowing’ things ‘up’, as noted by a detective: “You can blow things up, but if you keep on 

blowing air in it, then one day it pops.” 

 

The managerial style of the department head in POL1 is, finally, also partly characterized by fatalism. 

This is mostly linked to the supervisor being powerless toward detectives who are on a so-called 

“pre-pension”152
, metaphorically speaking, or who take overly long lunch breaks as a result of the 

high degree of autonomy they enjoy (see 5.2.5.3). 

(PERCEIVED) MANAGERIAL STYLE OF THE DEPARTMENT HEAD IN POL2 

The managerial style of the department head in POL2 is perceived as being mainly hierarchical and 

individualistic, with a touch of fatalism (see Table 5.7). This department head shows hierarchical 

oversight in the inspection of the ‘DOS’ (i.e. electronic case file) and the ‘werkfiche’ (part of the 

Itinera system discussed above). These are two types of overviews of an investigation; the first is not 
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very detailed and is legally imposed
153

, while the second is rather detailed and imposed by internal 

management as part of the Investigation Management System. Some detectives consider him/her 

too bureaucratic in the sense that (s)he focuses on minor administrative details that sometimes seem 

to be useless
154

 and are not considered the essence of a good investigation. The department head 

explains that it is his/her job to be a ‘hairsplitter’ because these overviews have three advantages. 

First, they provide an up-to-date summary of an investigation. Second, they enable an investigation 

to be easily taken over when the case officer is sick. Third, they can be used as an instrument to give 

account for results. The department head of POL2 adds that this hierarchical instrument is necessary 

to compensate for the individual freedom detectives have, and it serves the purpose of control, not 

just to control, but to optimize investigations. However, some detectives in POL2 consider their 

department head a “control freak”, partly because (s)he sometimes interferes in oversight activities 

that are the responsibility of the section head. A case in point is the fact that the department head 

sometimes tries to tactically steer in an investigation by thinking along with detectives about 

strategies and special techniques, while tactical issues are in fact the joint responsibility of the 

section head and the detective. Detectives state that the department head should stick to his/her 

own responsibilities, which consist of making action plans and keeping the general overview of the 

department. Further, the department head has a say in which investigations are run, because – in 

his/her own words – “This is no private detective’s office, in which they [i.e. detectives] can try to 

solve any cases they like.” (S)he adds that .investigations should in general be in conformity with the 

criteria displayed in the action plans, but that exceptions can be made in agreement with the 

department head. Itinera is very helpful in this respect, because it gives a quick overview of the 

investigations that are run so the department head can intervene fast when necessary. 

 

The department head in POL2 also highly respects detectives’ individual autonomy and states: 

“They lead the investigation, but I lead the department.” Most detectives agree with that, except for 

the fact that the department head sometimes interferes in tactical decisions (especially in ‘high 

profile’ investigations), which are in their opinion the joint responsibility of the section head and the 

case officer (see above). The managerial style is also individualistic in the sense that as long as the 

results are good, detectives are given enough freedom to determine the investigative strategy. As is 

typical in individualism, quantifiable results are valued most. The number of reports, the number of 

special techniques and the number of arrests are considered important indicators when accounting 

for the unit’s activities
155

. This sometimes leads to detectives trying to boost their numbers by, for 

example, making many small reports, even though it would be more effective to combine them in a 

smaller number of large reports.  
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 Gemeenschappelijke richtlijn MFO-3 14 juni 2002 van de Ministers van Justitie en van Binnenlandse Zaken betreffende 
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 For example, (1) having to make a DOS in an old investigation in which nothing has been done yet and nothing will ever 

be done, or (2) having to make an update in the DOS while one is waiting for a response from a foreign police agency. In 

both examples, the administrative report is asked only because these investigations are marked in red in the Itinera system. 
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 The department head explains that in the past (s)he has also used it as an argument to support his/her request for more 

detectives in the unit, but adds that this is not relevant at the moment. 
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Finally, detectives complain about several aspects of fatalism in the department head’s managerial 

style. First, they refer to favoritism and arbitrariness concerning internal transfers of staff members, 

which is probably caused by the lack of clear communication about these decisions. Second, the 

department head is sometimes considered to be too dominant, in the sense that his/her word is law. 

Detectives’ frustration about this becomes clear in the following quote: 

 

“[…] it seems like (s)he doesn’t consider us human beings with a certain well-considered opinion 

who do not just say things ‘out of the blue’, but think about things before we say them.” 

 

Third, some detectives complain about a lack of support, in the sense that, as a case officer, one is 

completely left alone with the investigation. This can mainly be explained by the lack of steering 

(especially in regular, ‘low profile’ investigations)
156

, which can be linked to the individualistic 

managerial style. However, if one makes the wrong decision one is overly criticized. 

b. (PERCEIVED) MANAGERIAL STYLE OF THE SECTION HEADS IN POL2 

As explained above, POL2 is divided into (1) the human trafficking and sexual exploitation section, 

and (2) the economic exploitation section, both of which are supervised by a section head. Although 

the section head of the first section (which is the larger of the two) claims (s)he applies a 

participatory managerial style (which is egalitarian) because (s)he is new in the section, most 

detectives consider him/her rather hierarchical. (S)he selects the RIRs that are investigated, 

distributes them to the detectives, gives operational steering and wants detectives to transparently 

report about their ongoing investigations. Moreover, (s)he wants to constantly know where the 

detectives are. Some detectives consider this approach too paternalistic and controlling, but add that 

his/her style is evolving towards a more consultative model. This section head’s managerial style is 

also partly characterized by individualism, in the sense that (s)he respects each detective’s individual 

style. (S)he explains: “We don’t work in a factory. […] And if you expect detectives to give 150% of 

themselves, you ought to give them the freedom to do their work in their own way.” However, (s)he 

wants to keep the oversight in order to break with the past where the section head allowed 

detectives to do whatever they liked and did not supervise the section at all. The approach of this 

new section head thus seems to be a hierarchical strategy to compensate for the individualistic style 

of his/her predecessor. Finally, there are also some fatalistic aspects in the managerial style of this 

section head, in the sense that his/her new position is not acknowledged by everyone. This can partly 

be explained by his/her minimal experience and young age, but also by rumors of favoritism when 

the new section head was appointed. The consequence is that, according to the section head, all 

detectives verbally agree with the importance of transparency but are in practice not completely 

open about their investigations. 

 

The head of the economic exploitation section is perceived as mainly egalitarian and individualistic, 

because this supervisor, on the one hand, discusses everything with the detectives in the section, and 
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stimulates deliberation as a team
157

, and, on the other, leaves scope for individual autonomy (see 

Table 5.7). The managerial style of this section head is, however, also partly hierarchical, because 

(s)he is responsible for distributing investigations and keeping oversight. 

c. (PERCEIVED) MANAGERIAL STYLE OF THE ATTACHÉS IN BOTH INSPECTION SETTINGS 

The role and influence of the attachés in the Inspection of Social Laws is considered very important. 

They are given the freedom to organize their Directorates and focus on regional priorities. An 

instructor in Brussels confirms the importance of this role when (s)he says to the new inspectors: 

“You can ask your instructors questions, but don’t go shopping [between different instructors] to be 

proved right or come into conflict with your regional attaché.” The role of the attaché in the 

Inspection of Social Laws is also not easy, because there is a difficult tension between hierarchical 

oversight and the broad discretionary power (‘appreciatiebevoegdheid’ in Dutch) labor inspectors 

legally have (see 5.2.5.3). 

(PERCEIVED) MANAGERIAL STYLE OF THE ATTACHÉ IN INSP1 

The managerial style of the attaché in INSP1 is characterized by all four cultural types (see Table 5.7). 

Hierarchy is shown in the attaché’s responsibility to distribute the work after having filtered the 

complaints and requests from employees, labor unions, governmental agencies, etc. Further, the 

attaché inspects the case files (an overview of all the steps taken in an investigation) and the reports 

inspectors make. The attaché in INSP1 explains that an attaché can much more easily have an 

influence on the young inspectors compared to the older inspectors, probably because the latter 

think they can disobey under the (false) pretense of their discretionary power 

(‘appreciatiebevoegdheid’ in Dutch). This could induce fatalism, in the sense that the ‘group’ aspect 

in hierarchy is reduced when the legitimacy of supervisor’s orders are questioned. Nevertheless, 

most inspectors in INSP1 seem to have accepted the attaché as the new supervisor, despite the fact 

that (s)he is their previous colleague and had the least experience (but still more than 10 years) when 

(s)he was appointed. This can be illustrated by the statement of some inspectors that the attaché 

steers their investigation and can recall their discretionary power. The attaché of INSP1 explains that 

if inspectors only give a warning, while (s)he him/herself thinks a report should be made, (s)he 

cannot make the report on their behalf, but (s)he can decide to give the case file to someone else. 

 

Compared to the previous attaché, the inspectors in INSP1 consider this attaché less dominant, less 

strict, and much more open for deliberation. The latter aspect is the egalitarian side of this new 

attaché’s approach. Several inspectors in INSP1 explain that they do not consider the attaché as their 

supervisor, but merely as their colleague, probably partly because (s)he was in fact their colleague in 

the past and because (s)he wants to discuss things instead of saying ‘this is how it’s going to be’ like 

his/her predecessor regularly did. Inspectors refer to his/her managerial style as participatory and 

deliberative leadership, because (s)he discusses everything (e.g., the distribution of territorial 

sectors, guidelines about the classification of files, how to do their investigation). (S)he is also 

considered socially concerned and ready to help where necessary. The attaché in INS1 explains that 

(s)he tries to stimulate deliberation and consultation with and among inspectors to compensate for 
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their very individualistic job context and because applying too much hierarchy would lead to protest. 

In other words, (s)he tries to increase ‘group’ in order to evolve from individualism towards 

egalitarianism, and does not impose too much ‘grid’ to avoid ending up in fatalism (see Figure 5.2 

below). Perhaps when ‘group’ is better established, ‘grid’ can be increased so hierarchy will become 

stronger. 

 

Figure 5.2: Increasing ‘group’ to avoid fatalism by the attaché in INSP1 

 

 

Despite attempts to increase ‘group’, the managerial style of the attaché in INSP1 is still rather 

individualistic, partly because of the large discretion inspectors can enjoy, but also because of the 

head office’s urge for high numbers. The former leads to the attaché respecting inspectors’ 

autonomy in conducting their investigations – which for some means too little steering – while the 

latter leads to not commenting on their work as long as the numbers are high enough. The 

importance of quantifiable results is expressed in showing individual results during staff meetings. 

Those with high numbers are then positively appraised by receiving compliments about their ‘score’. 

Those with low numbers are not explicitly mentioned, but by showing their numbers to others 

competition is encouraged. The attaché nuances this strive for numbers by emphasizing that (s)he 

does not turn it into a competition like some other attachés do and that the numbers are only shown 

once a year. However, so (s)he adds, showing the numbers can be useful to correct individual 

inspectors and stimulate them to work harder. 

 

The managerial style of the attaché in INSP1 is, as explained above, also partly characterized by 

fatalism. (S)he is sometimes powerless to deal with inspectors who want to do as they please
158

, 

which can largely be explained by the high extent of autonomy and discretion inspectors enjoy. 

Moreover, (s)he is only temporarily appointed for this function without having complete certainty 

that it will be made permanent. Hence, (s)he decides to accept the insufficient achievements of some 
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inspectors, so as to avoid them refusing to work at all, like (s)he says: “One has to work with the 

people one has.” 

(PERCEIVED) MANAGERIAL STYLE OF THE ATTACHÉS IN INSP2 

As explained above, there are three external Directorates in INSP2, and thus three attachés. The 

(perceived) managerial style for each of them will be described below, but first a general remark 

needs to be made. Although the three Directorates in INSP2 are located in the same building on the 

same floor, each attaché is responsible for his/her and only his/her Directorate. Therefore, one 

should not interfere in the other attachés’ Directorates. This has led to the three Directorates having 

evolved into different directions with completely different methods of working, displeasing certain 

inspectors who sometimes think they have to work harder than colleagues from other Directorates in 

INSP2. With the recent appointment of two new attachés, the situation has changed. In regular 

meetings, the three attachés try to bring the three Directorates in line, mainly by agreeing on 

common guidelines (e.g., concerning the administrative case files and the weekly reports) to avoid 

inspectors ‘shopping’ between different attachés and comparing their work context with that of 

colleagues in other Directorates. 

 

The (perceived) managerial style of the first attaché in INSP2 is characterized by the four cultural 

types. As hierarchical supervisor, the attaché is responsible for distributing the work. Typical for this 

attaché is that (s)he attempts to direct the work as much as possible into general inspections, which 

(s)he considers the top priority or core business of the Inspection of Social Laws. Social fraud 

inspections that focus on moonlighting should, according to him/her, be mainly left to other 

inspections. (S)he considers the two monthly joint inspections in the catering business, which are 

conducted by inspectors of this Directorate for the whole judicial district of INSP2 sufficient to fulfill 

his/her duty in respect of fighting social fraud. During staff meetings, this attaché always stresses 

that when inspectors decide to initiate an investigation (i.e. not on the basis of a complaint) it should 

always be a general inspection and not just a social fraud inspection. Some of the inspectors in this 

Directorate do not agree with this point of view, but cannot help but go along with this hierarchical 

approach, because the attaché has to approve the investigations before they can be classified. 

Hierarchy is also manifested in the attaché’s intention to stimulate equal decision making between 

inspectors. 

As for egalitarianism, the inspectors feel they can always ask this attaché for advice, for example 

concerning the interpretation of legislation and joint industrial committee regulations or the 

direction that should be followed in an investigation. One inspector even calls him/her: “My coach”. 

However, recently (s)he seems to be less available, due to private issues. Further, (s)he is considered 

socially concerned and understanding when staff members are confronted with private problems. 

According to the inspectors, this attaché also leaves room for individual autonomy (e.g., how to 

structure the case files) and respects their discretionary power (e.g., the decision whether or not to 

make a report). However, most of them try to adjust their decisions to what they think the attaché 
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would prefer, in order to avoid conflicts.
159

 The latter is typical for a give-and-take relationship in 

individualism. Notwithstanding the head office’s urge for numbers, this attaché is not so interested in 

quantifiable results. The inspectors are thus not confronted with their numbers and the supervisor 

only looks at them once in a while to check whether individual inspectors are hiding behind the 

collective results. The attaché adds that if supervisors are interested in numbers they should focus 

solely on social fraud inspections in the catering business, but that this is not the core business of the 

Inspection of Social Laws. 

The fatalistic aspect of this attaché’s perceived managerial style is mainly linked to his/her recent lack 

of availability. Therefore, inspectors feel they are left to their own devices. (S)he also does not follow 

up on changes in legislation and guidelines of the head office anymore, leading to inspectors having 

to figure it all out themselves.
160

 

 

The second attaché in this Directorate is more recently appointed than the first one. Street-level 

bureaucrats in this Directorate consider his/her managerial style to be predominantly hierarchical 

and individualistic. Hierarchy is manifested in the attaché’s high demands concerning the depth of 

general inspections. These types of inspections should, in his/her opinion, be really elaborate (i.e. 

checking not only employees’ wages, but practically all types of compensations
161

). (S)he steers 

inspectors towards trying to follow all (or at least most) of the head office’s instructions (see 5.2.2.1), 

which is – according to his/her inspectors – not the case in the other Directorates of INSP2. If certain 

types of compensation are overlooked, this attaché typically returns the case file to the inspector and 

asks to add them to the rectification request. Some say this can be explained by the fact that (s)he is 

a new supervisor who still needs to justify him/herself to the head office. Many inspectors in this 

Directorate, therefore, believe the attaché can recall their discretionary power. To avoid getting the 

case file returned to them, they adapt their decision to what they believe the attaché wants it to be. 

The attaché explains that the inspectors do have their own discretion, but should not forget that they 

work in a hierarchical organization. In comparison with his/her predecessor, this attaché is 

considered stricter concerning the depth of general inspections, but less steering in the sense that 

(s)he does not – unlike the previous one – give advice or instructions in advance on how to conduct a 

specific investigation. 

This attaché’s managerial style is also considered to be very individualistic. Individualism is not so 

much expressed in the sense of leaving room for individual discretion (although some inspectors give 

examples of not going back three years for a rectification as prescribed without getting back the file 

from the attaché with a request to go back three years), but in the sense of stimulating quantifiable 

results. A case in point is the introduction of a game during the data collection phase in which three 

bottles of wine (that (s)he had received after a lecture (s)he gave) could be won by individual 

inspectors. The first bottle would go to the person with the highest amount of rectifications, the 

second to the one who compiled the most correct weekly report and the third to the inspector who 
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 One inspector who often does moonlighting inspections in this Directorate prefers to combine social fraud and general 

inspection aspects when conducting investigations on his/her own initiative, while his/her attaché would prefer only the 
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turned in his/her balanced scoreboard first. The supervisor thought this would be a fun initiative to 

stimulate not only quantifiable results (i.e. the amount of rectifications), but also other less 

measurable aspects, like working neatly and correctly. It was, however, responded to by his/her 

employees with a storm of protest because it would increase competitiveness and conflicts. 

Therefore, the supervisor retracted his/her original decision and decided to open the bottles during 

the next team building activity. This attaché also shows the individual numbers of all inspectors 

(albeit anonymously) during staff meetings, which is an illustration of his/her individualistic 

managerial style as well. 

In the third attaché’s managerial style, all four cultural types are represented, albeit with an 

emphasis on egalitarianism and individualism (see Table 5.7). Hierarchy is mainly manifested in the 

distribution of work and the advice given concerning the determination of joint industrial committee 

investigations. The latter can mainly be explained by the fact that before (s)he became a supervisor 

joint industrial committee investigations in the regional territory of this Directorate were exclusively 

conducted by him/her. Towards the new inspectors, hierarchy is also manifested in his/her strictness 

concerning, on the one hand, administrative aspects of the case files and weekly reports (i.e. extent 

of detail) and, on the other, his/her advice in complex investigations. However, this attaché does not 

need to impose grid in order to let the new inspectors follow his/her advice. The latter explain that 

they have a good relationship with the attaché because (s)he always tries to help them out, and, 

therefore, (s)he can ask whatever (s)he wants and they will do it. Hence, there seems to be a high 

group interaction between the attaché and the new inspectors. The attaché confirms that if trust 

increases, oversight can be diminished. Towards the older inspectors, (s)he therefore attempts to 

apply a rather egalitarian managerial style by not showing that (s)he is their superior. However, in 

practice, only the managerial style towards new inspectors seems to be egalitarian, while the 

managerial style towards older inspectors seems to be individualistic in the sense of giving them the 

freedom to conduct their investigation as they like (i.e. in-depth or not in-depth, focused on 

moonlighting or general inspections, only dealing with the complaint or also doing a general 

inspection). This implies the risk of becoming powerless towards older inspectors – his/her previous 

colleagues – who refuse to do certain investigative steps that are proposed by the attaché or refuse 

to amend their case files even though the attaché would like them to be more in-depth. 

5.2.3. The psychosocial subsystem in the four settings 

As explained in chapter 2, Kast  and Rosenzweig (1973: 14) define the psychosocial subsystem as 

“individual behaviors and motivations, status and role hierarchies, group dynamics, and influence 

systems”. The psychosocial subsystem in this study consists of three components: (1) how street-

level bureaucrats interact, (2) how status is attributed, and (3) how the staff evaluation system is 

perceived. For each of these components, the following section illustrates which dose of each 

cultural type is present in the four research settings. A summary is shown in Table 5.8 below. 
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Table 5.8: The psychosocial subsystem (operationalized in GGCT) in the four settings 

 POL1 POL2 INSP1 INSP2 

Group interaction H: clear distribution of tasks and 

specialties (i.e. economic versus sexual 

exploitation, investigations on Indians, 

contact person for each police zone); 

formal meetings 

E: mutual feedback, informal contact, 

cooperation in small, fixed teams; 

schism linked to former police 

agencies, schism between economic 

exploitation detectives and other 

detectives (less strong than in POL2) 

I: ‘don’t meddle in my investigation’, 

system of case officer; opportunism 

(i.e. getting the best investigations) 

 

H: clear distribution of tasks/specialties 

(i.e. two sections); formal meetings 

E: mutual feedback, informal contact 

(less common than in POL1), 

cooperation in small teams (less 

permanent than in POL1); schism 

linked to former police agencies (less 

strong than POL1), schism between 

economic exploitation section and 

others detectives 

I: ‘don’t meddle in my investigation’, 

system of case officer; opportunism 

(i.e. wage differences frustration, 

getting the best investigations) 

F: signals of distrust 

 

H: clear distribution of tasks (i.e. 

territorial sector; specialists for foreign 

employer investigations, transportation 

investigations and CAO investigations); 

formal meetings 

E: mutual feedback (less than in 

police), informal contact (less than in 

POL1) 

I: ‘don’t meddle in my investigation’, 

“lone wolves”; opportunism (pass on 

work); competition in terms of high 

numbers 

 

H: clear division of tasks (i.e. territorial 

sector; specialists for transportation 

investigations, CAO investigations, and 

joint moonlighting inspections); formal 

meetings 

E: mutual feedback (less than in 

police), informal contact (less than in 

POL1); schism between three 

Directorates in INSP2 (e.g., “Ibiza”) and 

cooperation is not encouraged 

I: ‘don’t meddle in my investigation’, 

“lone wolves”; competition in terms of 

high numbers 

F: signals of distrust 

 

Status attribution H: rank, function and seniority 

I: status by performance (i.e. ‘function 

above rank’) 

F: lack of clarity about the role of rank 

and function 

 

H: rank, function and seniority 

I: status by performance (i.e. ‘function 

above rank’) 

F: lack of clarity about the role of rank 

and function leading to the legitimacy 

of certain supervisors being questioned 

 

H: degree and seniority 

I: those with higher results are valued 

more 

H: degree and seniority 

I: those with higher results are valued 

more 

Staff evaluation 

system 

H: fair system of planning and 

performance interviews 

I: positive performance notes 

F: powerless staff evaluation system 

leading to demotivation; too complex 

disciplinary procedure 

H: fair system of planning and 

performance interviews 

I: positive performance notes 

F: powerless staff evaluation system 

leading to demotivation; too complex 

disciplinary procedure 

H: fair system of developmental circles 

with a cycle of function, planning, and 

performance interviews 

I: high results rewarded by less steering 

F: powerless staff evaluation system 

leading to demotivation; too complex 

disciplinary procedure 

H: fair system of developmental circles 

with a cycle of function, planning, and 

performance interviews 

I: high results rewarded by less steering 

F: powerless staff evaluation system 

leading to demotivation; too complex 

disciplinary procedure 
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5.2.3.1. Group interaction 

Group interaction in all four settings is, in terms of GGCT, a mix of different cultural types. Each of 

them will be discussed below. 

a. HIERARCHICAL GROUP INTERACTION 

Hierarchy is mainly manifested in the clear distribution of tasks and responsibilities. In POL1, there 

is, for example, one detective who is responsible for conducting a pre-investigation on the basis of 

incoming information, after which the department head decides whether a criminal investigation will 

be carried out. There is also a distribution of specialties in POL1; two detectives focus on economic 

exploitation, two on sexual exploitation and one on investigations involving Indians. Furthermore, 

each detective has been assigned as the contact person for a specific Local Police Zone (as discussed 

in 5.2.1.3). In POL2, there is also a distribution of specialties, partly based on the situation before the 

reorganization, e.g., a specialist in China and a specialist in Africa. After the reorganization, there are 

two sections, each led by a section head, namely a small section that focuses on economic 

exploitation and a large section that deals with everything else (i.e. sexual exploitation, human 

trafficking, etc.). Some detectives in POL2 find it frustrating that they are only allowed to deal with 

the phenomenon of human exploitation/trafficking and risk losing investigations to another 

department when human exploitation or human trafficking crimes are intertwined with, for example, 

theft or assault. In both police settings, POL1 and POL2, there are only a handful of detectives who 

are legally allowed to run registered informants, although other detectives can develop contacts with 

non-registered informants. 

 

In the inspections, there is also a hierarchical distribution of tasks and responsibilities. Each inspector 

is responsible for his/her territorial sector and, in addition, some inspectors have specific specialties 

and, therefore, sometimes carry out specific tasks outside their own territorial sector. In INSP1, there 

are specialists for complex investigations on foreign employers, transportation and determination of 

joint industrial committee investigations, some of which are not considered specialties in INSP2. A 

special section is established in INSP2 (which is not included in this study) to conduct complex foreign 

employer investigations, and only in one of the three Directorates, there is a specialist for 

investigations in the transportation industry and one for the determination of joint industrial 

committee investigations. Additionally, there are specific inspectors in INSP2 who are assigned to 

cooperate in joint inspections in certain sectors, for example two for the catering industry and three 

for the construction industry. In both inspection settings, the division on the basis of territory and 

specialty sometimes conflict, because specialists can perform their specialized investigations in 

territories for which other colleagues are responsible. This could lead to inspectors feeling annoyed 

when specialists operate in their territory and meddle with issues that are not part of the domain 

they are specialized in. A case in point is a specialist in moonlighting inspections who tries to make a 

deal with an employer in a territory for which a colleague is responsible about rectifying unpaid 

wages in exchange for not making a report. A supervisor in INSP2 compares an inspector to “a police 

officer on the beat” who checks what is going on in his/her area. However, a supervisor in INSP1 

warns that this territorial sector should not be considered a barony in the sense that inspectors 

should not become too familiar with the employers they inspect. 
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Hierarchy is also expressed in formal staff meetings. In both police settings, there are regular 

meetings to discuss specific investigations. Although the supervisor in POL1 tries to stimulate mutual 

feedback on each other’s investigations (so as to stimulate an egalitarian culture), the detectives fail 

to do so because they consider it the role of the department head. This leads to the section meetings 

becoming separate one-on-one discussions between an individual detective and the department 

head (see also: 5.2.2.3). The latter resembles the situation in POL2, with the difference that the 

department head in POL2 does not expect detectives to comment on their colleagues’ investigations. 

The reluctance to give feedback on each other is partly inspired by individualism, in the sense that 

detectives avoid poking one’s nose in colleagues’ business to avoid their relationship being 

jeopardized (see below). 

In the inspection settings, there are also formal staff meetings. However, during these meetings 

individual investigations are not discussed – because they are left to the individual discretion of the 

inspector – but general guidelines or instructions are given by the attaché. 

b. EGALITARIAN GROUP INTERACTION 

Egalitarianism is present in all four settings in multiple forms. As explained in chapter 2, there are 

two types of egalitarian manifestation concerning group interaction, one being egalitarianism as 

mutual interactions based on trust and in the interest of the group, and the other being internal 

cliques or schism. 

 

The trust-based egalitarian group interaction type can be divided into three subtypes: (1) 

consultation and giving of advice, (2) informal contacts, and (3) team cooperation. First, 

egalitarianism can manifest itself in street-level bureaucrats giving feedback on each other’s work 

and discussing the options that can be taken. In the police settings, consultation among colleagues 

about investigative strategies and decisions is rather common, even though it sometimes conflicts 

with the individualistic idea of case officers, referring to a system in which every investigation is 

appointed to one detective who is responsible for it. Although street-level bureaucrats in both police 

settings are careful not to interfere too much in a colleague’s investigation, feedback and advice are 

gratefully accepted by most detectives. A detective in POL1 states that this was not so common in 

the financial unit where (s)he used to work, because there everyone did their investigations alone 

and on autopilot. However, in this unit investigations are always discussed among colleagues and 

everyone is invited to give constructive feedback. In POL2, a detective talks about the balance 

between individualism and egalitarianism, in the sense that the case officer makes the final decision 

(i.e. individualistic group interaction), but feedback of colleagues is not just blindly disregarded (i.e. 

egalitarian group interaction). 

In the inspection settings, there is also room for consultation and feedback on each other’s work, 

albeit to a smaller extent than in the police settings due to different working conditions. Inspectors 

mostly work alone and not in small teams, like police officers (see below). An inspector in INSP1 

explains that inspectors only rarely ask advice from their colleagues or chat about their investigations 

because they do not see each other very often. However, both in INSP1 and INSP2, street-level 

bureaucrats state that, if necessary, they can count on other colleagues for help, for example joining 

them during a risky moonlighting inspection, advising them on interpretations of labor rules, showing 
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them to make certain calculations and explaining how to work with a specific computer program 

(e.g., Tools, e-PV). 

 

Second, egalitarianism is also expressed in informal contacts. In POL1, there are numerous activities 

in which detectives from different units can participate to get together with colleagues, for example 

the monthly breakfast, small parties on Friday evening and a lunch organized by the Party Team. But 

also during coffee breaks – every day at 10.30 AM – detectives from several units join to chat in a 

loose atmosphere, sometimes leading to a meeting about an investigation, as illustrated by one of 

the detectives in POL1: 

 

“[...] you gather with colleague X and colleague Y and you have an informal chat with a coke, but 

in fact you are always talking about work. And then a meeting spontaneously develops […]. That’s 

in fact companionship, good atmosphere, like I have never experienced before in other units.” 

 

In POL2, these kinds of informal get-togethers are not as common, and if detectives go for a coffee or 

lunch break in the cafeteria they mostly only interact with colleagues from their own unit. However, 

many detectives take lunch behind their desk. This does not mean that there is no team spirit, 

because when it comes to the crunch they stick together as a team. This becomes clear during the 

data collection phase when one of the detectives is confronted with a death in his/her close family. 

As for the inspections, informal contact is present, but not as common as in the police settings. In 

both inspection settings, there is a yearly dinner party and teambuilding activities. There are also 

informal chats during coffee and lunch breaks, but because many inspectors work at home these are 

not so frequent. The supervisor in INSP1 firmly claims that (s)he considers informal contact between 

inspectors important, although (s)he knows of supervisors in other regions who are as a sort of speak 

“allergic” to inspectors coming to the office as they should in fact be on the road. 

 

The third manifestation of egalitarianism is team cooperation, which is particularly relevant for the 

police settings. Cooperation in small teams of two or three is most common rather than the whole 

team working together, basically because most investigations are not suitable for working on them 

with the whole team. In practice, one person is case officer, his/her partner gives assistance, and 

when observations, searches or arrests need to be carried out, the rest of the team steps in. There is, 

however, an important difference between POL1 and POL2. As for POL1, there is a formation of quasi 

permanent small teams of two that almost always work together. This is illustrated by quotes like: 

“They form an inseparable couple”, “Well, it’s like a marriage, you have to find out who is good at 

what”, “We think in ‘we’ terms” and “You get to know your partner. You know where you’re at with 

him/her and how (s)he is gonna react when you come in a certain situation.” Detectives explain that, 

together with their partner, they constantly brainstorm about strategies and discuss which decisions 

to take, and only when both are convinced, the decision is carried out. This way of working in quasi 

permanent teams goes back a long time. The department head in POL1 states that when (s)he 

became a supervisor ten years ago, (s)he wanted to change the system into “occasion-based teams” 

to encourage an egalitarian group atmosphere, when the unit had to move to a different floor of the 

building. However, the first thing that needed to be done after the move was to distribute the 
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detectives over different offices. Because the offices were as small as the offices on the other floor 

and working together with people in the same office works better from a practical point of view, the 

system was kind of automatically maintained. (S)he adds that some detectives prefer working with 

their regular partner, so (s)he made the decision not to deliberately draw them apart, because 

forcing people to work together while they do not hit off well is – in his/her opinion – 

counterproductive. Moreover, this system also has advantages, according to the supervisor, in terms 

of sympathizing with each other and developing a trust-based relationship. Nevertheless, (s)he 

sometimes tries to deliberately sabotage the system by stimulating cooperation between detectives 

from different teams, partly because some detectives want to evolve to a system in which team 

members are interchangeable. 

In POL2, cooperation in small teams is also more common than in large teams, but the teams seem 

to be less permanent than in POL1. This can probably be explained by the reorganization a few weeks 

before data collection started. As a result of this reorganization, the former teams of four were 

separated, because several detectives were transferred to other units. This led to a few detectives 

being ‘left behind’ without their partners and new teams being formed. This is illustrated by a 

detective in POL2: 

 

“Before the reorganization, I was part of a team of four and we did all the investigations together 

and made decisions as a team. After the reorganization, umm not umm I was out of luck that 

umm my two other colleagues had applied for a transfer to another unit right before the 

reorganization. So umm those two went to another unit and I stayed with the fourth man, with X. 

We had to finish a few investigations, large investigations […]. And then we started a few smaller 

investigations, but then my companion was forced to leave with the reorganization (laugh), so I 

was left alone.” 

 

In the after-reorganization phase, a number of small teams developed, specifically a few teams of 

three or four detectives who share an office. These teams seem to also be acknowledged as ‘teams’ 

by the department head, in the sense that the regular meetings in which investigations are discussed 

with the reference magistrate are distributed in smaller meetings with each team separately. Only in 

the really large human trafficking investigations, detectives in POL2 work together as one big team 

coordinated by the case officer. The small economic exploitation team, which forms a separate 

section in POL2, seems to cooperate in a more egalitarian way. 

In the two inspection settings, there is not so much team cooperation. Inspectors mostly work alone, 

but if necessary they ask assistance from a colleague, e.g., for a risky moonlighting inspection or a 

tough negotiation in a large firm. A few inspectors in INSP1 and INSP2 regularly do inspections with 

the same partner, because they have adjoining territorial sectors and like working together. 

Sometimes there is consultation about decisions, but in the end the decision is made by the case 

officer. 

 

As explained above, egalitarianism can also manifest itself in schisms and internal cliques. There are 

different types of schisms in three of the four settings. In both police settings, there is an important 

schism between former officers of the Gendarmerie (‘Rijkswacht’ in Dutch) and the Judicial Police 
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(‘Gerechtelijke Politie’ in Dutch) – two police forces that were, together with the Municipal Police
162

 

(‘Gemeentepolitie’ in Dutch), integrated into one police force more than ten years ago as a result of 

scandals in the police landscape. As explained above, these scandals have been linked to rivalry 

between the three police agencies or the ‘Guerre des flics’.163
 Specifically for the units on human 

exploitation/trafficking in this study, there is an additional schism, namely the schism between 

detectives who conduct economic exploitation investigations and the ones who conduct sexual 

exploitation and human trafficking investigations. As for the inspections, there is a schism in INSP2 

between different Directorates. 

 

First, in both police settings, there is an us-versus-them attitude between ex Gendarmerie and ex 

Judicial Police officers. This schism is more dominant in POL1 than in POL2, simply because in POL1 

there is a more equal representation of both groups, while in POL2 there is an overrepresentation of 

ex Gendarmerie. More than ten years after the integration, both groups seem, to a certain extent, to 

still stand across each other with negative ideas about the other group. When two police officers 

meet for the first time, the conversation almost always starts with: “And… which brand?” referring to 

their background. A detective in POL1, who comes from the Judicial Police, says: “They [ex 

Gendarmerie] have learned everything from the book, while we use common sense.” An ex 

Gendarmerie officer in POL1 says: “It’s more like a family. Helping each other out, be open for each 

other, and not look down on each other. We are all but the people without a degree. […] Those others 

[ex Judicial Police] feel superior.” An interesting finding is that, although detectives state that the 

approach of the other group is completely different than their own approach, they cannot come up 

with many concrete differences. Moreover, the same differences that are mentioned (e.g., in how 

reports are made, how interrogations are done, and how an investigation is set up) are by some 

ascribed to the ex-Gendarmerie and by others to the ex-Judicial Police. There is, however, one main 

difference that is mentioned by most detectives, which is that ex Gendarmerie officers apply the 

‘policing by initiative’ approach, while ex Judicial Police officers apply the ‘wait for a mandate of the 

magistrate’ approach. This difference is self-evident because the Gendarmerie was a federal 

organization with brigades in every municipality that were responsible for both administrative and 

judicial police tasks. It stood further from the public prosecutor than the Judicial Police that only had 

judicial police tasks and was divided in 22 brigades, one in each judicial district, and thus more closely 

linked to the public prosecutor. According to a few detectives and supervisors, some detectives seem 

to have ‘switched sides’ because they now take on the other group’s approach. Despite the fact that 

objective differences seem to have faded, the tension and frustration remain, probably due to 

inequalities in wages and compensations in favor of ex Judicial Police officers. On the question when 

they think this schism will be over, some street-level bureaucrats answer: “When the last of the 

Mohicans is gone”, but others are less optimistic and state that it will never go away, because even 

those who entered the Police after the integration are affected and partly brainwashed. They add 

that even those who want to stay neutral, will always be part of one of the two categories. 
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 Ex members of the Municipal Police were all integrated into the current Local Police, so this group is less relevant for this 

study. 
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 Wet 7 december 1998 tot organisatie van een geïntegreerde politiedienst, gestructureerd op twee niveaus, B.S. 5 januari 

1999. 
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Although in POL2 there are only a few ex Judicial Police officers and, therefore, the schism is less 

dominant, there are some traces of a conflict underneath the surface. An ex Judicial Police officer 

says: 

 

“Until the 1990ies, the Gendarmerie was a part of the army. […] And if there is one thing you 

shouldn’t do in the army is think for yourself, right? […] Sometimes I get the feeling that when I 

enter my office in the morning, I have to put my brains in the cabinet and put them back in my 

head when I go home at night.” 

 

Another detective in POL2, who entered the Police after the reorganization, states that verbally (s)he 

notices a difference between both groups, for example when jokes are made in the elevator, but 

(s)he is not aware of any real difference in way of working. (S)he concludes: “I think it is just 

something psychological (laugh).” 

The second type of schism in the police settings is the schism between detectives who do economic 

exploitation investigations and detectives who do other types of investigations. In both police 

settings, the latter group seems to look down on the former group. A detective in POL2 (who does 

not conduct economic exploitation investigations) says with a smile: “[…] there are always people 

who like to do that, so just let them do it. You shouldn’t punish other people with it.” Another 

detective in POL2, who is part of the economic exploitation team explains that the investigations 

(s)he does are not only the least favorite, they are even looked at with contempt, because they are 

led by the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ and not the public prosecutor, although both magistrates have similar 

competences. Also in POL1, where economic exploitation investigations are led by the public 

prosecutor, these economic exploitation investigations are considered less important. 

 

In INSP2, there is a schism between the three Directorates. Many inspectors have negative ideas 

about how inspectors in the other Directorates perform. One Directorate is called “Ibiza” because 

the inspectors supposedly do not have to do their investigations as thorough as inspectors in other 

Directorates. Moreover, their supervisor is said to be content with reports that are not worked out in 

detail, while supervisors in the other Directorates ask for more elaborate reports. However, because 

inspectors from different Directorates are not encouraged to work together, they do not really know 

how things are arranged in other Directorates. The schism is thus mainly based on gossip and 

rumors. As explained above (see 5.2.2.3), the three supervisors have recently started with having 

regular meetings to try to reach consensus on internal guidelines, as to stimulate equality between 

the three Directorates. 

c. INDIVIDUALISTIC GROUP INTERACTION 

As stated above, the egalitarian trust-based interaction sometimes conflicts with individualism. This 

is in this study relevant in three ways. First, there is the idea that an individual street-level 

bureaucrat ‘owns’ his/her investigation(s) and can thus deal with it at discretion. In all four settings, 

there is to some extent a ‘don’t meddle in MY investigation’ attitude. In the two police settings, an 

investigation is assigned to a case-officer, while in the inspection settings the titular of the territorial 

sector is responsible for investigations on employers in that area. Street-level bureaucrats in the four 

settings all have a specific style of conducting their investigations and their colleagues seem to 
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respect that. A detective in POL1 states: “Some people feel easily attacked when you comment on 

their investigation, and make clear, both verbally and non-verbally, that you should mind your own 

business.” Hence, so (s)he adds, when a colleague makes a misjudgment, it is very delicate to 

confront him/her with that. In POL2, a similar attitude can be observed. A detective states: "But 

everyone is different you know. I umm I have always tried to copy the good things from colleagues 

and to hear no evil, see no evil, speak no evil.” Likewise, inspectors seem to be reluctant from 

interfering in colleagues’ investigations. When asked for an explanation of this type of individualism, 

an inspector In INSP1 replies: 

 

“But I think it is also linked to the fact umm everyone sit on his island. And I think, everyone has 

his own style. Everyone will sometimes do things that are perhaps not 100% according to the rules 

[…] and I think that’s the reason why they leave each other alone, at least that’s what I think.” 

 

In the inspections, the feeling of ownership of one’s investigations is probably even higher than in 

the police settings. This can be explained by the fact that inspectors often work alone, like “lone 

wolves”, as one of them asserts, resulting in individual inspectors not knowing how other colleagues 

perform their job. Some even consider inspectors from other agencies (like the Social Inspection or 

the Federal Social Security Service) more as colleagues than their own co-workers, because they 

cooperate more with the former than with the latter. A supervisor in INSP1 explains that inspectors’ 

individualistic attitude is stimulated by the head office. During the interview for the job of inspector, 

(s)he was asked why (s)he wanted to become an inspector. (S)he responded with: “I would like to 

cooperate with colleagues”, which led to the reaction of the Director-General that it is a solitary job, 

in which cooperation is not encouraged. Several inspectors in INSP2 emphasize the downside of 

working alone, for example that no-one really knows where you are if you are in risky situations (e.g. 

when inspecting a shady bar). They add, however, that the freedom to determine one’s own time 

schedule outweighs these risks. 

 

Second, individualism is also manifested in opportunism. In POL1, several detectives refer to the 

situation under the previous department head. (S)he did not distribute investigations between 

detectives – like the current supervisor does – but just had a pile of information reports (‘RIRs’ or 

‘Informatie Rapporten’ in Dutch) detectives could search through. This often led to the most 

interesting and spectacular investigations being taken first and the less interesting investigations 

being neglected. Although this kind of expediency – which was also a problem in the pilot setting of 

this study
164

 – has now been suppressed, these examples show that detectives are susceptible for 

opportunism as long as the system allows it. In POL2, the department head states that, as a result of 

frustrations about unequal financial treatment of former Gendarmerie and former Judicial Police, 

some ex Gendarmerie officers adopt an attitude of ‘I will work in proportion to my wage and if they 

(former Judicial Police officers) only make so little reports with such a high wage, then I ought to 

make even less’.  
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 One day there was a situation – in the pilot police setting – in which the department head found out that two detectives 

in his/her team had been working on the same information report separately for several weeks without knowing that the 

other colleague was also working on it. 
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Opportunism in INSP1 is mainly manifested by attempts to pass on work to other colleagues. One 

inspector in this setting says that a particular colleague always tries to do that with the new 

inspectors, so newcomers need to watch out. Work that is most often avoided is participating in joint 

moonlighting inspections and investigations on foreign employers. 

 

Third, in the two inspection settings there is individualistic competition. Inspectors are stimulated to 

achieve quantitative goals or targets, with the nuance that they are not measured on an individual 

but on a regional level. Still, the individual ‘scores’ are regularly shown and discussed during 

meetings in INSP1, which is perceived by the street-level bureaucrats as “a public humiliation” that 

leads to “a competitive spirit”, “inspectors being played off against each other” and “resentment”. 

This atmosphere of competition seems to have intensified by the arrival of a young inspector who 

was temporarily transferred to INSP1 from another judicial district that was not included in this 

study. At his/her farewell party, the attaché thanks him/her for teaching them how to deepen an 

investigation. This is confirmed by another inspector who states that because of his/her thorough 

investigations that lead to high amounts of wages and compensations being rectified, the other 

inspectors now put in more effort than before, trying to increase their numbers. However, some 

street-level bureaucrats fear this drift for quantifiable results will only get worse in the future, 

possibly jeopardizing group collegiality. They refer to a bad example in another judicial district where 

competition has led to a negative atmosphere among inspectors. In their ‘collective memory’, the 

situation in this Directorate is a dreadful example they need to avoid. 

In one Directorate of INSP2, the attaché (the one who proposed the game with the three bottles of 

wine, explained above in 5.2.2.3) also shows inspectors’ individual results during staff meetings, 

albeit anonymously (in contrary to the attaché in INSP1). The inspectors, however, claim that they 

mostly know which numbers belong to which colleague, and add that it creates an uncomfortable 

atmosphere in the team. An inspector in another Directorate in INSP2 explains that a bit of 

competition between inspectors is normal: 

 

“All these inspectors here are strong personalities, because otherwise you cannot handle the job. 

If you put them all together, you should expect that their characters clash, because everyone is 

very assertive and has his own opinion he wants to enforce. So well, it is really individualistic here, 

you know.” 

 

Another, rather young, inspector in this Directorate states that (s)he actually likes a bit of 

competition, especially when it leads to comparing rectification amounts, because the higher the 

amount the better for the employees. Also between the three Directorates, a dose of individualistic 

competition can be observed, as explained by a supervisor who always checks the numbers of the 

other two Directorates in this judicial district when they are made public. 

d. FATALISTIC GROUP INTERACTION 

Finally, a bit of fatalism can be observed in the interaction between street-level bureaucrats in the 

two research settings in the large judicial district, manifested in an atmosphere of distrust and 

suspicion. A detective in POL2 states: “[…] here you have got to have 36 eyes, because (laugh) you 

need to look out for people stabbing you in the back.” Another detective confirms. These remarks are 
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mostly linked to issues like appointment and displacement of staff members, which lead to the 

spreading of rumors of favoritism and unequal treatment. Belonging to the right clique is crucial, to 

some detectives, in order to safeguard one’s own position. In INSP2, there are also signals of distrust 

in the interaction between inspectors. An inspector explains that you should be careful what you say 

and do, because people will tattle and use it against you. Therefore, (s)he keeps his/her head down 

by not interfering in other people’s business, partly because (s)he is a newcomer. 

5.2.3.2. Status attribution 

The second component of the psychosocial subsystem is the basis on which group members receive 

status in the group. In the police settings, status is mainly derived from, on the one hand, hierarchical 

position in the group and rank. This hierarchical attribution of status sometimes leads to fatalism due 

to a lack of clarity about the responsibilities that are connected with specific ranks and functions. On 

the other, status is also attributed on the basis of individual effort and performance, which is typical 

in individualism. In the inspection settings, status is derived from hierarchical position and individual 

performance (see Table 5.8). 

a. STATUS ATTRIBUTION IN THE POLICE SETTINGS 

In POL1 and POL2, supervisors and street-level bureaucrats refer to three hierarchical aspects that 

determine status in the organization: (1) rank, (2) function, and (3) seniority. First, there are three 

categories of rank in the Belgian Police: lower ranks (Inspector or Head-Inspector), middle-

management rank (Commissioner) and higher management rank (Head-Commissioner). Most street-

level bureaucrats in this study are Inspector (‘Inspecteur’ in Dutch) or Head-Inspector 

(‘Hoofdinspecteur’ in Dutch), although in POL1 some front-line officers are Police Commissioners 

(‘Commissaris’ in Dutch). The supervisors are, in POL1, Police Commissioner, and in POL2 Police 

Commissioner or Head Police Commissioner (‘Hoofdcommissaris’ in Dutch). In theory, police officers 

with a higher rank have more responsibilities. 

The second hierarchical principle in status attribution is function. The street-level bureaucrats in the 

two police settings are all detectives without any executive powers, not even the Police 

Commissioners who according to their rank should be part of the middle management. The 

supervisor in POL1 is department head and in POL2 there are three supervisors, i.e. two section 

heads and one department head. In POL1, there is also an assistant department head, who is a Police 

Commissioner, and in POL2 there is an assistant section head, who is a Head-Inspector. In theory, 

police officers with a higher function have more responsibilities. 

The third hierarchical principle to attribute status is seniority. Some street-level bureaucrats state 

that those who have more years of experience have more responsibilities. Concluding, 

responsibilities come with higher rank, higher function and higher seniority (see Table 5.7). 

 

There is, however, a fatalistic tension between these three principles. This results from the surplus 

of Federal Police officers with a middle-management rank and the different interpretations of the 

‘function above rank’ idea that was introduced by the Royal Decree of 2001 (referred to as the 

‘Mammoetwet’ or ‘Mammoetbesluit’ in Dutch) in which the new statute of the Police is arranged.
165
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 K.B. 30 maart 2001 tot regeling van de rechtspositie van het personeel van de politiediensten, B.S. 17 februari 2012. 
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As for the former, the police reorganization in 2000 has led to many police officers being promoted 

to a higher rank with a higher wage – mainly to keep the peace – without the obligation to perform a 

function according to this higher rank. In the Federal Police, this has led to internal troubles, contrary 

to the Local Police
166

, due to the surplus of police officers with the rank of Police Commissioner in the 

Federal Police. This resulted in jealously and dissatisfaction. On the one hand, there was discontent 

from detectives with a lower rank who perform the same tasks with the same responsibilities as 

detectives with a higher rank, but for much less money.
167

 On the other hand, there was 

dissatisfaction from the part of some supervisors with a lower level rank who have more 

responsibilities than their subordinates but a lower wage. This results from the fact that police 

officers in a middle-management function are not entitled of compensations for overtime hours, 

night hours and weekend hours that their subordinates receive. 

Second, the interpretation of the ‘function above rank’ principle has led to fatalistic uncertainty, 

because it is not clear under which conditions this principle applies. In theory, this principle could be 

used by the Judicial Director to bypass the principle of ‘rank’ by giving police officers with a lower 

rank executive powers, because they seem highly qualified for that. In other words, the hierarchical 

principle of status by rank can be compensated for by the individualistic principle of status by 

performance. There is, however, much confusion about how the principle ‘function above rank’ is 

applied in practice. Some say that it can only be used for the lower ranks of Inspectors and Head-

inspectors who are all considered detectives without any hierarchy between them, and not to the 

middle-management or higher-management ranks who should always be put in change (respectively 

Commissioner and Head-commissioner). This interpretation implies that Commissioners could never 

be subordinate to Head-Inspectors. Others, however, say that the principle of ‘function above rank’ 

means that front-line officers with different ranks (i.e. Inspector, Head-Inspector and Commissioner) 

all have the same function, i.e. detective. In other words, they adhere to the egalitarian principle that 

all detectives are the same (despite rank) and rank can be bypassed even in the case of Police 

Commissioners. This would imply that Head-Inspectors could perform a higher function and even be 

in charge of Commissioners who are higher in rank, as long as they have executive qualities or many 

years of experience. In other words, some street-level bureaucrats consider capacities and individual 

results more important than rank, and if an Inspector has executive qualities and expertise in the 

domain, (s)he should be able to become a supervisor and receive a higher wage.
168

 The latter is, in 

GGCT terms, an individualistic way to ascribe status because it is linked to performance. 

The division between supervisors and detectives in POL1 and POL2 is rather logic, in the sense that 

supervisors are all equal or higher in rank than the detectives. Still, there is in both settings a strong 

ambiguity about the ‘function above rank’ principle, because there are many examples in other units 

of both police settings and in other regions (e.g., the pilot police setting) of Head-Inspectors being in 

                                                             
166

 Several detectives in POL1 and POL2 state that Head-Inspectors in the Local Police have a bigger office with a nicer view, 

and are in charge of a team of Police Inspectors. They say this is certainly not the case in the Federal Police where there are 

more Generals than Corporals. This leads, in their opinion, to many detectives thinking they are Generals, because of a 

higher rank they are not entitled to as a result of their lower function. 
167

 A detective in POL1, for example, states that his/her colleagues with the rank of Police Commissioner should in theory 

conduct the most complex investigations, because they have the rank and the degrees to perform more difficult tasks. 
168

 Performing a higher function does, however, not lead to a higher wage under the current legislation. On the contrary, a 

middle-management position often leads to a lower income, because one loses the right on compensations for overtime 

work, night hours and weekend hours. 
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charge of Commissioners. These examples lead some detectives to question executive qualities of 

higher ranking police officers who are in charge of their unit. This problem is not as apparent in POL1 

as it is in POL2, because the supervisor in POL1 has a high seniority and is considered capable of 

performing executive tasks. In POL2, this problem is, however, more relevant. Some detectives 

consider the newly appointed section head who has the rank of Commissioner too inexperienced and 

incapable of leading a section. Hence, some detectives do not acknowledge the fact that (s)he is 

appointed as the new section head, despite his/her rank. In addition, some do not acknowledge the 

fact that another detective is appointed as his/her assistant. This person has the same rank as most 

detectives (i.e. Head-Inspector), but is considered less experienced in the topic of human 

exploitation/trafficking than other street-level bureaucrats in the team. Finally, a specific Police 

Commissioner who was at first subordinate to the newly appointed section-head did not 

acknowledge this person as a supervisor, and therefore kind of forced the department-head to 

appoint him/her as section-head him/herself on the basis of his/her rank (same rank as newly 

appointed section head). The newly appointed section-head in POL2 responds to this by saying: "Isn’t 

it sad that you can’t just say to your team: ‘This is your boss and this is his assistant’, without stepping 

on someone’s toes?!” Concluding, due to fatalistic misperception and uncertainty, the hierarchical 

idea of rank and function becomes a source of irritation, envy and suspicion. This can be illustrated 

by the following quote of a detective in POL2: “This principle is only applied for people of the former 

Gendarmerie.” 

b. STATUS ATTRIBUTION IN THE INSPECTION SETTINGS 

In the inspection settings, status attribution occurs in a hierarchical and individualistic manner (see 

Table 5.8). As for hierarchy, one can only officially become an attaché in the Inspection of Social Law 

with a University degree or a degree of higher education (‘Hogeschool diploma’ in Dutch). People 

with the latter type of degree can only become an attaché if they have obtained a number of 

additional certificates and if they have passed a number of exams. In the relation between individual 

inspectors, status is derived from seniority. Front-line officers with high seniority are seen by 

themselves and others as very experienced and not in need to ask advice from colleagues or their 

supervisor. Younger inspectors, however, should mainly follow orders from their older colleagues 

and supervisors. The pressure of achieving numbers is also considered less relevant for older 

inspectors than for younger inspectors. This perception seems to give older inspectors a status of 

unassailability, increasing supervisors’ feelings of powerless towards them (see 5.2.2.3). 

 

The hierarchical principle of status by seniority is, however, sometimes bypassed. In both INSP1 and 

INSP2, supervisors have been appointed not on the basis of seniority, but of managerial qualities, as 

perceived by advisors, which is a form of individualistic status attribution. In INSP1, this has led to an 

older inspector feeling offended for not being asked by the previous attaché to be his/her successor 

when (s)he left (although (s)he was not really interested in the function). This inspector is now more 

or less unwilling to follow orders from the new supervisor, who was much younger than him/herself, 

but had more than ten years of experience. In INSP2, there were also a few tensions among older 

inspectors when a young inspector with no more than five years of experience became supervisor in 
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one of the Directorates. In another Directorate of INSP2, there were frictions when one of the well-

experienced inspectors became his/her previous colleagues’ boss. 

Individualism is also relevant in a different way. Some street-level bureaucrats in the inspection 

settings believe that those who achieve higher results are valued more. As stated above, this mainly 

applies to younger inspectors, at least in the perception of the older inspectors. The individualistic 

strive for numbers and results is, however, put in perspective by several inspectors in both settings. 

They state that one should at all cost avoid making certain decisions solely to achieve quantifiable 

results. In other words, one should avoid working for the numbers, but unfortunately, so they add, 

some colleagues act that way to ‘score’ with their supervisor (see, for example, 6.3.3.2). 

5.2.3.3. Perception of staff evaluation system 

The third aspect of the psychosocial subsystem is how street-level bureaucrats perceive the staff 

evaluation system. Although in all four settings there is a hierarchical staff evaluation system that 

seems to be fair, there is a lot of fatalism among detectives and inspectors concerning the way it is 

used in practice. Further, they also experience a touch of individualism in the way work is 

appreciated (see Table 5.8). 

 

Hierarchy is, in the police settings, manifested in the formal system of planning and performance 

interviews with a two year cycle. The planning interviews aim to make general and individual 

agreements and set goals. The performance interviews aim (1) to check whether these agreements 

and goals are met and (2) to evaluate the detectives’ performance on a number of criteria. After two 

negative evaluations, police officers can be fired. The supervisor can also make an additional 

performance note (‘functioneringsnota’ in Dutch) when necessary, which can be used in a positive or 

a negative way. The department head in POL1 refers to the downside of this hierarchical system of 

performance notes, in the sense that it could lead to detectives saying: ‘I’ve got five positive notes, 

so I can afford to get two negative ones’. Moreover, (s)he does not want to think in black-and-white 

terms of counting the pluses with the minuses, and, therefore, (s)he prefers to just talk to detectives 

when something went wrong in an investigation. In GGCT terms, this is an egalitarian nuance to 

compensate for excesses of hierarchy. In POL2, the Investigation Management System Itinera can be 

used as an instrument to evaluate staff members’ performance, although it is (according to the 

supervisors and regional director) not meant for this purpose. 

In the inspection settings, there is a similar, hierarchical, system of developmental circles 

(‘ontwikkelcirkels’ in Dutch), with a cycle of function interview (‘functiegesprek’ in Dutch), planning 

interview (‘planningsgesprek’ in Dutch), performance interview (‘functioneringsgesprek’ in Dutch) 

and evaluation interview (‘evaluatiegesprek’ in Dutch). An inspector in INSP1 states that the attaché 

is the best person to conduct an evaluation, because (s)he keeps the overview of investigations. 

However, an inspector in INSP2 explains that it is not always easy for the attaché to stay neutral and 

objective when making these kinds of evaluations. An inspector in INSP1 confirms that staff 

evaluation by the attaché is often very subjective. Therefore, (s)he is content that the competency 

test of the Federal Public Service (i.e. ‘FOD WASO’ in Dutch) they are employed in – on the basis of 

which a bonus of 1250 euro is paid to those who pass – is not at all related to the job content, but 

merely a mailbox exercise. A prejudiced attaché could otherwise affect staff financially. The attaché 
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in INSP1 adds that these tests are not without risks, because if someone does not succeed, (s)he 

might say: ‘Well, I cannot perform this task, because I am not considered competent by the Public 

Service that employs me’. The latter is an indication of the powerlessness of the staff evaluation 

system.  

 

In all four settings, street-level bureaucrats and supervisors complain about the staff evaluation 

system being powerless. Many detectives and inspectors state that good performance is not valued 

and bad performance or unethical behavior is not dealt with, leading to a decreased motivation to 

perform well. Moreover, those who perform well are burdened with even more work than others 

who are in a sense rewarded for their laziness. The staff evaluation system in all four settings seems 

to be particularly powerless towards front-line officers at the end of their career who are on a so-

called “early retirement” (metaphorically speaking). 

The formal disciplinary procedure is also extremely complex and difficult to apply by supervisors, 

partly because of the appeal procedures that are often won by staff members who received two 

negative evaluations. When they return to the organization, their power will have increased, feeling 

unassailable. Holding this risk in the back of their minds, most supervisors do not even consider 

starting a disciplinary procedure. They mostly either decide to leave the person alone for the rest of 

his/her days in the organization being content with everything the person is still willing to do (which 

increases demotivation among others) or to ask for his/her transfer to another unit (which only 

replaces the problem). A detective in POL1 says: “Pff I can’t imagine X [supervisor] giving someone a 

negative evaluation, even people who are on an early retirement. (S)he won’t, because (s)he has to 

cooperate with these people day in day out.” Several inspectors and supervisors in POL2 refer to the 

reorganization in the unit (see 5.2.2.2) as an example of the failure of the staff evaluation system. 

They explain that several people did not fulfill their obligations, and the only response of 

management was replacing them to another unit. A section head claims: “In the public sector, you 

cannot take appropriate action towards these people, but by replacing them they can at least not ruin 

the atmosphere in this team anymore.” Supervisors in both inspection settings also claim that they 

do not have many options to deal with a malfunctioning inspector. They add that if they would give 

the person a negative evaluation they would even be obliged to coach him/her. The supervisor in 

INSP1 concludes by saying that a supervisor can only try to stimulate these people’s good aspects 

and close his/her eyes for the bad aspects. 

 

Despite a fatalistic perception of the staff evaluation system, some street-level bureaucrats in all four 

settings claim that individual performance is valued. In GGCT terms, this is typical for the 

individualistic type. In the police settings, this occurs by making a positive performance note, which 

is relevant when detectives want to be transferred to another unit. In the inspection settings, several 

street-level bureaucrats state that when they perform well (meaning that they have achieved high 

numbers), supervisors will reward them with leaving them alone. If not, supervisors will have a much 

closer look at their files and try to motivate them to achieve higher numbers. A supervisor in INSP1 

adds that one should not take this approach of staff evaluation on the basis of numbers too far, so 

inspectors will not solely work for the numbers. 
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5.2.4. The goals and values subsystem in the four settings 

As explained in chapter 2, Harrison and Shirom (1999: 46) define the goals and values subsystem as: 

“[…] norms and understandings about the nature and identity of the organization, the way work is 

done […] relations between lower- and higher-ranking members […]”. However, in this study the 

goals and values subsystem is operationalized in a more narrow way. It refers to, on the one hand, 

street-level bureaucrats’ perception of rules and legislation, and, on the other, their perception of 

good leadership. 

5.2.4.1. Perception of rules and legislation 

Street-level bureaucrats in all four settings state that rules are necessary and should to a certain 

extent be followed even when one does not agree with them. In GGCT terms, this is a hierarchical 

attitude. Nevertheless, they give many examples of rules that are not clear, not logical or too 

complex to comply with (leading to fatalism) and rules that can be bent in an opportunistic way 

(referring to individualism), as shown in Table 5.9. 

 

Fatalism in the police settings is mostly manifested in rules being so complex that detectives are 

sometimes not even aware of breaking them. This is, for example, the case in proactive 

investigations, certain criminal procedures and cooperation with foreign police agencies. Some rules 

are also considered counterproductive. A case in point is the rule that an investigation needs to be 

run in the judicial district where the main suspect is domiciled. Different detectives explain that 

applying this rule sometimes leads to files being transferred back and forth between two regions, 

leading to a decrease of motivation among detectives because they constantly have to let go of 

‘their’ investigation. Fatalism is, finally, also manifested in detectives’ loss of credibility in the ethics 

code.
169

 This mainly results from the fact that that those who made the rules do not seem to comply 

with them, by which they refer to the Koekelberg scandals (see 5.2.2.1). ‘If the top of an organization 

does not follow the self-imposed rules, why would we?’, so they argue. 
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 K.B. 10 mei 2006 houdende vaststelling van de deontologische code van de politiediensten, B.S. 30 mei 2006. 
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Table 5.9: The goals and values subsystem (operationalized in GGCT) in the four settings 

 POL1 POL2 INSP1 INSP2 

Perception of rules 

and legislation 

H: most rules should be followed, even 

when one does not agree with them 

F: some rules are too complex and 

counterproductive; loss of credibility in 

the ethics code due to Koekelberg 

scandals 

I: some rules can easily be bent or 

broken (e.g., information exchange 

between and cooperation with other 

agencies; rules concerning suspects’ 

right) 

 

 

H: most rules should be followed, even 

when one does not agree with them 

F: some rules are too complex and 

counterproductive; loss of credibility in 

the ethics code due to Koekelberg 

scandals 

I: some rules can easily be bent or 

broken (e.g., information exchange 

between and cooperation with other 

agencies; rules concerning suspects’ 

right) 

H: most rules should be followed, even 

when one does not agree with them 

F: some rules are too complicated and 

difficult to enforce (due to lack of 

available control measures and lack of 

clarity); head office’s rules are 

unfeasible and unclear 

I: some rules can easily be bent or 

broken (e.g., information exchange 

between and cooperation with other 

agencies; rules concerning suspects’ 

right) 

H: most rules should be followed, even 

when one does not agree with them 

F: some rules are too complicated and 

difficult to enforce (due to lack of 

available control measures and lack of 

clarity); head office’s rules are 

unfeasible and unclear 

I: some rules can easily be bent or 

broken (e.g., information exchange 

between and cooperation with other 

agencies; rules concerning suspects’ 

right) 

Perception of good 

leadership 

H: more leadership, guidance and strict 

orders are needed; supervisor needs to 

know what is going on, which is 

currently not the case due to his/her 

teaching job 

F: one detectives states: “There are no 

good bosses, only bad ones and terrible 

ones.” 

H: more leadership, guidance and strict 

orders are needed; supervisor needs to 

know what is going on; supervisor 

should not only be involved in decision 

making during formal meetings, 

because that is often too late. 

I: more give and take relationship with 

section head instead of “kindergarten 

rules” 

H: supervisor should have legal 

expertise; supervisor should deal more 

firmly with ill-working inspectors by 

confronting them with their behavior in 

person 

E: drive for numbers should be 

compensated for by egalitarianism  

H: supervisor should have legal 

expertise; supervisor should 

communicate more about what (s)he 

expects from inspectors (linked to 

problem in the past of different 

guidelines in three Directorates) 

E: drive for numbers should be 

compensated for by egalitarianism; 

inspectors need a social, caring 

supervisor who supports and trusts 

them 
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In the inspections, street-level bureaucrats consider many labor rules too complicated (e.g., 

concerning foreign employers) and difficult to enforce due to a lack of available control measures 

(e.g., to inspect overtime hours and part-time work) or a lack of clarity (e.g., joint industrial 

committee descriptions). This leads, in their opinion, to ample opportunities for employers to 

circumvent the rules (e.g., practice of throwing away deviation forms concerning part-time work or 

to employ workers under the pretense of hiring independent contractors). They also complaint about 

internal guidelines issued by the head office. These rules are seen as unfeasible (e.g., the terms 

within which an investigation should be finished, general inspection in 75% of the investigations) and 

sometimes unclear (e.g., exact meaning of a general inspection
170

 and status of the document 

‘Administrative Instructions’
171

). 

 

Street-level bureaucrats in all four settings also refer to several rules that leave scope for 

individualistic rule bending or rule breaking. They give examples like rules on information exchange 

and cooperation with other agencies
172

 and rules concerning suspects’ rights
173

. The various types of 

rule bending and rule breaking that have been observed in this study will further be discussed in 

chapter 7. 

5.2.4.2. Perception of good leadership 

When asked for their perception of good leadership, street-level bureaucrats seem to mainly refer to 

managerial aspects they miss in their current supervisor. Several detectives in POL1 and POL2, for 

example, express their need for more hierarchical leadership. They need their supervisor(s) to give 

more guidance and strict orders, as was done in the former Gendarmerie. Although the hierarchical 

structure of the Gendarmerie was not ideal, it gave – according to ex Gendarmerie officers – security, 

structure and something to hold on to. Street-level bureaucrats in the police settings also stress the 

importance of a supervisor who knows what is going on in his/her unit, and who takes measures 

when things go wrong. In GGCT terms, street-level bureaucrats seem to appreciate hierarchical 

steering from the supervisor as to compensate for the great autonomy and ‘de facto’ discretion 

detectives can enjoy (see 5.2.5.2 and 5.2.5.3 below). In POL1, the supervisor partly fails doing so 

because (s)he combines the function as department head with other responsibilities and is thus not 

always physically present on the floor. In POL2, the detectives complain about supervisors only being 

involved in their decisions during formal meetings, which is often too late. 

 

In POL2, there are a few detectives who consider the approach of the new section head too 

hierarchical. They explain that (s)he applies certain ethical guidelines as “kindergarten rules” (e.g., 

the section head wants to know where the detectives are at all time and that they are completely 

                                                             
170

 During a meeting of the national working group of inspectors of the Inspection of Social Laws, one hot issue was the lack 

of clarity about the head office’s definition of a general inspection. 
171

 The street-level bureaucrats in both inspection settings doubt whether the ‘Administrative Instructions’ should be 

perceived as guidelines, goals or strict rules.  
172

 E.g., informally exchanging information with inspections without asking the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ for permission, not calling 

DVZ when confronted with illegal employment, exchanging roles during cooperation between the police and the labor 

inspection on the basis of a ‘visitatiebevel’ (see 5.2.1.3). 
173

 E.g., not giving the suspect, when arrested, access to all the relevant information on the police investigation against him 

or conceal the right to remain silent and the right to consult an attorney. 
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transparent about their investigations). They plead for more individualism in the relationship with 

their section head, which is in their opinion a matter of give and take. They explain that if a 

supervisor, for example, does not allow detectives to charge the batteries of their car during work or 

does not give them enough free space do their investigation, then the supervisor should not be 

surprised if detectives respond by cutting orders in the sense of doing their job but no more than 

that. One detective in POL1 is really pessimistic. (S)he states: “There are no good bosses, only bad 

ones and terrible ones”, which resembles fatalism. 

 

In the inspections, the street-level bureaucrats refer to different hierarchical aspects they miss in 

current leadership. They state that supervisors should have the necessary expertise to deal with legal 

questions, which is a quality they are supposed to have in their position. A front-line officer in INSP1 

adds that the supervisor should also deal firmly with problems concerning ill-working inspectors, not 

by issuing general rules that are actually meant for one inspector, as was done by his/her previous 

supervisor in another region, but by confronting the person individually with his/her behavior. In 

INSP2, several inspectors argue that the supervisors should – more than now – communicate what 

they expect from the inspectors. They could do so by giving more clear guidelines (e.g., concerning 

what is a general inspection, how to deal with the employer’s right on an attorney), so clients receive 

equal treatment no matter which inspector conducts the investigation. A number of inspectors in 

INSP2 add that the latter is not always the case as a result of the judicial district being split up in 

three Directorates in which different guidelines lead to a different approach. As explained above, the 

supervisors in the three Directorates have recently decided to issue equal guidelines, as to achieve 

this (see 5.2.2.3). 

Inspectors in both settings state that the managerial style of their supervisor is currently too much 

characterized by individualism. In their opinion, supervisors put too much emphasize on performance 

management based on quantifiable results. Therefore, different inspectors emphasize that there 

should be more egalitarianism to compensate for this drive for numbers. Inspectors need a social, 

caring supervisor who supports and trusts them. In INSP1, most inspectors are in that respect 

satisfied, but this is not the case in all three Directorates of INSP2. 

5.2.5. The structural subsystem in the four settings 

The final subsystem that will be discussed in this chapter is the structural subsystem. As explained in 

chapter 2, the structural subsystem can be defined as: “the ways in which the tasks of the 

organization are divided (differentiation) and […] the coordination of these activities (integration). In 

a formal sense, structure can be set forth by organization charts, job descriptions, and by rules and 

procedures. It is concerned with patterns of authority, communication, and work flow” (Kast et al., 

1973: 15). In this study, this subsystem is operationalized in three aspects, being (1) the architectural 

aspects of how offices and meetings rooms in the four settings are arranged, (2) the (actual and 

perceived) legal discretion street-level bureaucrats can enjoy and (3) the autonomy they experience 

in doing their job. The latter refers to opportunities street-level bureaucrats have to organize their 

own work and to conduct their investigations. 
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5.2.5.1. Arrangement of offices and meeting rooms 

a. ARRANGEMENT OF OFFICES 

As for the arrangement of offices, in all four research settings the supervisors are entitled of their 

own office apart from street-level bureaucrats. Hence, offices are distributed on the basis of 

hierarchical position in the organization, which is typical for the cultural type hierarchy. In POL2, 

there is one exception for the section head of the economic exploitation team who sits in the office 

with the detectives. 

 

There is, however, a big difference between the police and inspection settings in how the street-level 

bureaucrats’ offices are arranged. In POL1 and POL2, this is mainly characterized by egalitarianism, 

because detectives share an office with a few other colleagues. This encourages the formation of 

small cliques of two, three or four detectives who only seldom work together with members of other 

cliques (as explained in the psychosocial subsystem). This arrangement could, however, in its 

extreme form lead to an egalitarian schism (see Table 5.10). 

 

In the inspections, the office arrangement does not promote egalitarianism but individualism. 

Inspectors can use various rooms in which two or three inspectors can work individually when they 

come to the office, without having their own office space. When the rooms that are meant for office 

space are all taken, they can have a seat in the meeting room. Because there are less office spaces 

available than there are inspectors, the inspectors are encouraged to work at home and be on the 

road as much as possible. This results in little opportunities for informal contact between colleagues. 

b. ARRANGEMENT OF MEETING ROOMS 

The arrangement of meeting rooms occurs in three of the four settings in a hierarchical way. In the 

two inspection settings and POL2, there is a clear distinction between, on the one hand, meeting 

room(s), and on the other, informal rooms like the cafeteria. The meeting room(s) is/are used for 

formal meetings, while the cafeteria is used for coffee and lunch breaks.
174

 

 

In POL1, the arrangement of meetings rooms occurs in a more egalitarian way. There is one room 

with a table, bar, television and fridge. This room is used in a multifunctional way by different units, 

not only for formal meetings, but also for lunch and coffee breaks, watching the news together (e.g., 

when big investigations of the Federal Police are discussed), receptions and a joint breakfast every 

month. Informal conversations between detectives of different units sometimes lead to actual 

meeting on a specific investigation. 
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 In INSP2, the meeting room also serves the purpose of banquet room for the yearly personnel party. 
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Table 5.10: The structural subsystem (operationalized in GGCT) in the four settings 

 POL1 POL2 INSP1 INSP2 

Arrangement of 

offices 

H: offices are distributed on the basis 

of hierarchical position 

E: office is shared with a few colleagues 

leading to small cliques 

 

H: offices are distributed on the basis 

of hierarchical position (except for 

head of economic exploitation section) 

E: office is shared with a few colleagues 

leading to small cliques 

 

H: offices are distributed on the basis 

of hierarchical position 

I: one does not have one’s own office 

but uses an office that is available; not 

enough offices for all inspectors 

H: offices are distributed on the basis 

of hierarchical position 

I: one does not have one’s own office 

but uses an office that is available; not 

enough offices for all inspectors  

 

Arrangement of 

meeting rooms 

E: meeting room is used in a 

multifunctional way 

 

H: clear distinction between meeting 

rooms and informal rooms 

H: clear distinction between meeting 

rooms and informal rooms 

H: clear distinction between meeting 

rooms and informal rooms 

(perception of) legal 

discretion 

H: police officers have no formal right 

to dismiss a case, because the public 

prosecutor decides whether or not an 

investigation is conducted 

I: public prosecutor grants detectives 

the discretion to make a first selection 

of RIRs 

F: lack of clarity concerning criteria the 

public prosecutor uses to start/stop an 

investigation 

 

 

H: police officers have no formal right 

to dismiss a case, because the public 

prosecutor decides whether or not an 

investigation is conducted 

I: public prosecutor grants detectives 

the discretion to make a first selection 

of RIRs 

 

H: formal discretion to (1) give a 

warning, (2) propose a rectification 

term or (3) make a report; discretion is 

limited by the head office, but 

inspectors do not know; think 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ can limit discretion 

E: head office wants a common 

‘inspection culture’, but encourages 

different ‘inspection cultures’ 

I: individualistic interpretation of 

discretion (i.e. styles and ‘alteration’) 

F: fear to use the right to search 

 

H: formal discretion to (1) give a 

warning, (2) propose a rectification 

term or (3) make a report; discretion is 

limited by the head office; think that 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ can limit discretion 

E: head office wants a common 

‘inspection culture’, but encourages 

different ‘inspection cultures’ 

I: individualistic interpretation of 

discretion (i.e. styles and ‘alteration’) 

F: fear to use the right to search 

Autonomy H: activities report and ‘werkfiche’; cuts 

on extra time and weekend hours; no 

Local Police tasks 

I: agenda keeping, investigation 

structure, case file and phrasing in 

reports 

H: activities report, ‘werkfiche’, and 

forms in Investigation Management 

System; cuts on extra time and 

weekend hours; no Local Police tasks 

I: agenda keeping, investigation 

structure, case file and phrasing in 

reports 

H: weekly report, case file and forms 

for other inspections; cuts on extra 

time and weekend hours; all inspectors 

do a few joint inspections every year 

I: agenda keeping, investigation 

structure, case file and phrasing in 

reports 

H: weekly report, case file and forms 

for other inspections; cuts on extra 

time and weekend hours; inspectors 

conduct many general inspections 

I: agenda keeping, investigation 

structure, case file and phrasing in 

reports 
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5.2.5.2. (Perception of) legal discretion 

There are important differences between police officers and labor inspectors concerning their legal 

discretion. This part first describes the (perception of) legal discretion in the police settings, and then 

focuses on the (perception of) legal discretion in the inspection settings. 

a. (PERCEPTION OF) LEGAL DISCRETION IN THE POLICE 

As for the police, article 40 of the Law of the Police Function (‘Wet op het Politieambt’ in Dutch)
175

 

and article 53 of the Belgian Code of Criminal Proceedings (‘Wetboek van Strafvordering’ in Dutch)
176

 

apply, which state that any police officer who is informed about a criminal offence (‘misdaad’ or 

‘wanbedrijf’ in Dutch) during the exercise of his/her official duty must report it to the public 

prosecutor immediately. Article 54 of the Belgian Code of Criminal Proceedings adds that charges 

about criminal acts that are beyond the officer’s competences should also be reported to the public 

prosecutor.
177

 All three articles imply that police officers have no formal right to dismiss a case, 

because this is an exclusive right of the public prosecutor.
178

 This can be justified by the fact that the 

public prosecutor has been given the responsibility to lead criminal investigations and to make an 

assessment concerning the necessity of prosecution.
179

 In GGCT terms, there is a hierarchical 

restriction of police officers’ legal discretion. 

However, in practice detectives in POL1 and POL2 are granted a larger discretion. Particularly, the 

reference magistrates in both settings allow detectives to make a first selection of the information 

reports they receive from other police agencies, so the former are not constantly disturbed by 

detectives asking whether or not they should start an investigation on specific information reports. In 

GGCT terms, the reference magistrates create individualistic space because they trust the detectives’ 

expertise on selecting information that is interesting and significant enough to start an investigation. 

Obviously, the decision authority remains with the public prosecutor, who can dismiss investigations 

that passed the pre-selection by the police. This tension between hierarchy and individualism, could, 

as is the case in POL1, lead to fatalism. This can mainly be explained by a lack of ‘group’ between 

detectives and the reference magistrate in POL1, in the sense that detectives are not aware of the 

criteria the reference magistrate uses to prosecute or dismiss cases. 

b. (PERCEPTION OF) LEGAL DISCRETION IN THE LABOR INSPECTION 

The discretionary power of labor inspectors largely differs from that of police officers. Contrary to 

police officers, inspectors do have the right to not make a report when confronted with a labor law 

offense, as a result of their discretionary power (‘appreciatiebevoegdheid’ in Dutch). Article 9 of the 

Labor Inspection Law of 1972 – which applies not only to the Inspection of Social Laws but also to 

the other four inspections that form the Federal Labor Inspection – states that labor inspectors can 

case-by-case decide whether to (1) give a warning, (2) propose a term in which the perpetrator can 

rectify the violations or (3) make a report for the ‘arbeidsauditeur’. The warning is aimed at avoiding 
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future violations, while the rectification term is aimed at recovering the situation, if necessary also in 

a retroactive way. The report could lead to criminal prosecution or dismissal by the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’.180
 Labor inspectors’ discretionary power does, however, not completely undermine 

the authority of the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ to prosecute social penal law violations. If labor inspectors 

decide to only give a warning, the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ could still decide to prosecute the violation. 

However, in these cases the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ is mostly not informed about the violation, which 

makes it rather difficult for the latter to take action (Van Daele, 2006). The discretionary power of 

labor inspectors is an exception on article 29 of the Belgian Code of Criminal Proceedings, which 

states that public officials who are informed about a criminal offence must report it to the public 

prosecutor immediately.
181

 This exception, which can be called ‘lex specialis’ (Verbruggen, 2000: 

165), can be legitimized in a twofold way. First, social penal law is considered a special type of penal 

law that is primarily aimed at prevention and not at repression. Making a report is then considered 

an ‘ultimum remedium’ (Van Daele, 2006: 37-38; Vanden Broeck, 1991). Second, giving labor 

inspectors the discretionary power to handle cases outside the penal law context can be considered 

a compensation for the high degree of criminalization in social law (Van Daele, 2006). For specific 

crimes, like forgery and abuse of trust, labor inspectors are subjected to article 29 of the Belgian 

Code of Criminal Proceedings. When they detect such violations, labor inspectors are thus obliged to 

make a report and send it to the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ (Van Daele, 2006). 

 

This wide discretionary power implies the risk that labor inspectors only rely on their personal 

assessment of the situation when making enforcement decisions (Ponsaers, De Keulenaer, & 

Vanhaverbeke, 2003: 41-43). Therefore, the head office of the Inspection of Social Laws emphasizes 

that the application of labor inspectors’ discretionary power should not be arbitrary. First, inspectors 

need to motivate their decision. Second, their discretion is moderated, and in fact reduced, by 

internal guidelines of the inspection’s head office (i.e. a hierarchical limitation of their discretion). 

Table 5.11 lists a number of restrictions on the inspectors’ discretion issued by the head office of the 

Inspection of Social Laws. The X’s represent the options labor inspectors have when confronted with 

the listed violations. One of the older labor inspectors in INSP1, however, states that in his/her 

opinion, younger inspectors are much more compliant when it comes to following these internal 

guidelines than more experienced inspectors, which (s)he explains by saying: 

 

“Because when we started, we were not given any guidelines from Brussels. And then, I have 

always remembered what they told me: ‘You can make your own decision’. The well-known 

discretionary power. Through the years, those in Brussels have been tampering with our 

discretion, so to speak (laugh), but to be honest I never lost any sleep over it.” 

 

A supervisor in INSP2 stresses that the head office’s guidelines cannot just be disregarded under the 

false pretense of individual discretion, because not the discretionary power pays the inspectors’ 

wage, but the employer (i.e. the Federal Public Service) does, so the latter can impose rules. Another 

supervisor in INSP2 refers to the ‘Administrative Instructions’ as “Administrative obligations”. An 
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interesting difference between INSP1 and INSP2 is that most inspectors in INSP1 are not familiar with 

the restrictions listed in Table 5.11 below, while a number of inspectors in INSP2 are. Next to the 

head office, attachés in the Inspection of Social Laws can also restrict the discretion of street-level 

bureaucrats, albeit not in a juridical way, but through the chain of command (see: 5.2.2.3). 

 

Table 5.11: Restrictions on inspectors’ discretion for different types of violations, formulated by 

the head office of the Inspection of Social Laws182 

 Warning Rectification Report 

Small, non-financial violations X X X
183

 

Previous warning by Inspection of Social Laws or other 

inspection 

X X  

Moonlighting X
184

  X 

Illegal employment   X 

Economic exploitation   X 

Violations by bankrupt employer X   

Violations concerning wages and compensations  X
185

 X
186

 

Administrative obligations (e.g., Sunday/night employment, 

post up timetables, overtime hours) 

X X X 

Payment below wage scales  X X 

Non-payment of end-of-years bonus  X X 

 

As explained above (see 5.2.1.1), the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ (as well as the public prosecutor and the 

examining magistrate) can, since the introduction of the new Social Penal Code on July 1
st
 2011, also 

reduce labor inspector’s discretion
187

, while it is not clear whether or not the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ could 

do that when the 1972 Labor Inspection Law was still valid (see 5.2.1.1). However, in practice, most 

inspectors were – even before the introduction of the new Code – convinced that when the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ asks to make a report, this should be considered an order that must be complied 

with (see hierarchical relation towards ‘arbeidsauditeur’ in 5.2.1.1). Only a few inspectors, for 

example an inspector in INSP1 who studied law, were during data collection convinced that the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ could not restrict their discretionary power. In addition, there is still discussion 

among practitioners and academics, whether labor inspectors can dismiss a case without even giving 

a warning. Some say they can, while others (like a supervisor in INSP2) say they could not just turn a 

blind eye. It is, however, extremely difficult to supervise whether or not inspectors always at least 

give a warning when confronted with a social law violation. 
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Despite clear hierarchical guidelines, the document ‘Administrative Instructions’ states that the 

Inspection of Social Law should evolve towards an “inspection culture to avoid the excesses of the 

individualistic application of the discretionary power”.
188

 In GGCT terms, this quote seems to imply 

the mission to encourage an egalitarian framework of shared goals, values and practices to 

compensate for the high degree of individualism. It appears that the head office wants to emphasize 

that the rules should not be followed purely for the sake of the rules, but merely because there is a 

shared culture in which everyone in the organization agrees upon the intention of the rules. 

However, what they really achieve is that supervisors in different regions develop their own 

“inspection culture”, separate from the other region. The supervisor in INSP1, for example, states 

that it is their style to do “hit and run” (not translated by researcher) actions, leading to a high 

number of reports for moonlighting. Supervisors in INSP2 consider it their mission to safeguard 

employees against being exploited, leading to a high number of rectification amounts. When an 

inspector of another region, with a similar mission as INSP2, was temporarily transferred to INSP1, 

there was a real ‘culture clash’. Inspectors of INSP1 did in the beginning not accept the new 

inspector’s approach of “pushing for money, because that is not the way we do things around here” 

(quote of an older inspector in INSP1). However, towards the end the new inspector seemed to have 

altered the culture in INSP1 to a certain extent. An advisor of the Inspection of Social Law concludes 

that the head office’s attempts to encourage one inspection culture have led to differences in 

approach between various regions, mainly between Flanders and Wallonia, but also between the 

East of Flanders – which is rather repressive – and the West of Flanders – which is more regulative 

(i.e. more focused on rectification amounts). 

 

Not only between inspections but also between individual inspectors, a different interpretation of 

discretion can be observed. Inspectors tend to individualistically fill in the discretionary power they 

have. This is manifested in two ways. First, in both inspection settings, street-level bureaucrats tend 

to have different styles of decision making. Some apply a style that is by colleagues considered really 

strict or “Gestapo-like”, while other apply a style that is considered rather soft or “naïve”. Still others 

apply a style that seems to be a bit in between. A new inspector in INSP1 states that observing these 

“caricatural styles” was, in the beginning, really shocking, especially because no-one tells newcomers 

what the ‘right’ style is. At the same time, (s)he considers the differences comforting in a way, 

because it shows that no matter which style one adopts it seems to be acceptable in the supervisor’s 

eyes. This observation can be illustrated by the following quote: “If you consider that the supervisor 

does not disapprove of these extreme styles (laugh), then I guess anything goes.” This type of 

individualism could, however, lead to unequal treatment of employers due to the perceived 

arbitrariness of inspectors’ decision making, a risk that is only acknowledged by a small number of 

inspectors and supervisors, despite apparent differences in style. 

 

The second way in which individualism is manifested, is through the role strain mechanism of 

‘alteration’. Although the discretionary power of labor inspectors refers, in its legal meaning, to the 

choice between three actions (i.e. warning, rectification amount or report)
189

, inspectors seem to 
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extend its meaning to aspects that are not really part of the legal definition. In practice, almost all 

elements that are used in the negotiation with the employer are labeled as being part of the 

discretionary power. Specifically, inspectors do the following concessions under the pretext of 

applying their discretion: (1) shortening the rectification term, while the standard is three years 

according to the ‘Administrative Instructions’ despite a limited number of exceptions, (2) dropping 

the obligation to rectify for employees who did not file a complaint or who are not in active service 

anymore, while this is prescribed by the ‘Administrative Instructions’
190

, and (3) dropping the 

obligation of paying certain compensations in exchange for other, which is according to the 

‘Administrative Instructions’ considered inappropriate in investigations initiated by the inspector. As 

for the latter, one inspector in INSP2 claims: 

 

“Making these kinds of deals has nothing to do with our legal discretion – although some 

colleagues think it has – but it is the only thing that works in practice; it is better to get 100 Euro 

for the employee than not getting 150 Euro.” 

 

There are two possible explanations for the operation of the ‘alteration’ mechanism. On the one 

hand, inspectors and supervisors complain about the lack of clear communication by the head office 

about their legal competences and how these are restricted. In both settings, respondents refer to 

the extranet that should be a source of information for the inspectors and supervisors. In fact it is, 

however, too chaotic and unstructured to find the information they need, so eventually they give up 

the search. By the end of the empirical data collection in INSP2, several inspectors state that the 

situation has improved, because they now receive a newsletter that highlights the new documents 

that are put on the extranet. On the other hand, the job of a labor inspector is characterized by a 

high degree of autonomy, which will be discussed in the next part. The individualistic way in which 

inspectors can organize their job, seems to expand to other aspects of their job, like the way in which 

they perceive their legal discretion. 

 

Finally, fatalism is also, to some extent, present in the two inspection settings. A case in point is the 

way in which street-level bureaucrats deal with their right to search (‘zoekingsrecht’ in Dutch), a 

competence which has been extended in 2006.
191

 The Labor Inspection Law gives inspectors the right 

to search for documents and other data carriers that contain information concerning labor and social 

security law in places of employment or where employment can be suspected.
192

 This right can only 

be applied after the inspector has unsuccessfully appealed to the voluntary cooperation of the 

employer, and is thus applicable in two situations: (1) when the employer refuses to hand over the 

documents or (2) when the employer or his representative are not present.
193

 The right to search 

should be applied with caution and reason, and with respect for three principles, being legality, 
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finality and proportionality. Moreover, it should not be part of a ‘fishing expedition’
194

, which is 

forbidden by the European Court of Human Rights (Blomme, 2008: 85).
195

 If the employer or 

representative are not present during the search or manifestly disagree, the inspector who manages 

to perform the search should inform the employer in writing about the search, the data (s)he finds, 

and the subsequent investigative acts that will be taken.
196

 

 

This (rather intrusive and far-reaching) right was, according to inspectors and supervisors in INSP1 

and INSP2, almost never used in practice during the data collection phase. This can be explained in 

two ways. First, inspectors feared investigations would be annulled if they used the right to search in 

an unlawful way. Moreover, due to a lack of clarity about the conditions under which this 

competence could be applied before the introduction of the new Social Penal Code (which, for 

example, clarifies what can be done if the employer resists, etc.), they could never be sure whether 

the competence was used lawfully or not. The only solution they saw, under the previous law, was 

not to use it. Consequently, labor inspectors often remained in a powerless position against 

employers who refused to hand over specific documents to the inspector, because they could only 

respond with a hindrance of inspection report.
197

 In other words, inspectors sometimes reinforced 

fatalism towards employers by their own acts. The ‘arbeidsauditeur’ in the medium-sized judicial 

district states that (s)he regularly recommends the labor inspections to use this competence to an 

extent they think is legally possible in order to provoke jurisprudence on this topic. The latter could, 

in the opinion of this ‘arbeidsauditeur’, resolve the legal vagueness under the previous law. 

A second explanation for not using the right to search is given by an advisor of the Inspection of 

Social Laws in an interview with the researcher. The advisor refers to a general resistance to change. 

(S)he explains that the right to search was extended in 2006 but adds that well-experienced 

inspectors do not change their way of working and new inspectors to a large extent adopt this 

attitude. An older inspector in INSP2 adds that the recent changes (that have increased the powers 

of labor inspectors) have confused many people, so they decide not to use it to avoid trouble. 

5.2.5.3. Autonomy 

As explained in chapter 2, autonomy refers to the extent to which street-level bureaucrats can 

organize their own work. Police officers and labor inspectors in the four settings can fill in their job in 

a very individualistic way. Obviously, there are a few hierarchical restrictions on their autonomy, 

concerning paper work, working regime and task orientation (see Table 5.10). 

 

First, street-level bureaucrats in all four settings claim that paperwork takes up a lot of their work 

time. Most police officers complain about the activities report (in which they report their daily 

activities in detail), and the ‘werkfiche’ (an overview of the various steps taken during an 

investigation), both meant to supervise them. In POL2, these are linked to the broader Investigation 
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Management System, which was discussed above (see 5.2.2.2). The inspectors also explain that they 

have to do a lot of paperwork. Especially the weekly report, the case file (an overview of the various 

steps taking during an investigation) and the forms they need to fill out for other inspections, such as 

the already mentioned form concerning the ‘solidariteitsbijdrage’ that they need to fill out for the 

RSZ, are considered time-consuming. As explained above (see 5.2.1.3), due to fatalism in the 

relationship with the RSZ, the latter is not always filled in. 

Second, there are also restrictions on street-level bureaucrats’ working regime in all four settings. 

These are mainly linked to cuts on the expensive extra time and weekend hours, for which street-

level bureaucrats need to ask the supervisor for permission. 

Third, also autonomy in task orientation is restricted by hierarchical measures. Specifically for the 

police settings, the front-line officers are restricted due to task agreements between Local and 

Federal Police. The Federal Police officers in POL1 and POL2 feel as if they are more and more 

evolving towards the idea of “the Federal detective as a desktop researcher” because they are not 

allowed to conduct inspections in houses of prostitution and firms in the catering industry, implying 

the risk of losing touch with the ‘underworld’. In POL2, a detective adds that they are also restricted 

in the sense that management does not allow them to conduct investigations on other topics than 

human trafficking and exploitation, which hinders them to work holistically. In the inspections, task 

orientation is restricted in a different way in INSP1 and INSP2. As for INSP1, inspectors are imposed 

to perform a number of joint inspections each year, which is in INSP2 reserved for only a few 

inspectors. As for INSP2, inspectors are imposed to conduct a general inspection in as many 

investigations as possible, which is in INSP1 left to street-level bureaucrats’ individual discretion. 

 

The street-level bureaucrats in the four settings can, however, individualistically organize their work 

in multiple ways. Individualism is manifested in four job aspects, being (1) agenda keeping, (2) 

investigation structure, (3) case file and (4) phrasing in reports. 

 

First, police detectives and inspectors in the studied organizations have a great deal of autonomy in 

keeping their agenda. Police officers in POL1 claim that they can freely decide how to organize their 

day, without anyone rushing them. Their department head also respects the detectives’ autonomy in 

keeping their agenda, and often does not even know where everyone is.
198

 (S)he argues that as long 

as they inform him/her about on-going investigations, individualism should be encouraged in order 

to keep the detectives motivated. This is not the case for one unit in POL2. This can be illustrated by 

the so-called “kindergarten” rules of the new section head that are – in the section head’s opinion – 

a reaction to abuse of work time in the past (see 5.2.2.3).
199

 The freedom inspectors can enjoy is 

much higher because they often work at home and cannot easily be supervised. They keep their own 

agenda
200

, decide when
201

 and where
202

 they work, and can, in INSP1 and two Directorates in INSP2, 
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take part in deciding whether they want to focus on moonlighting or general inspections. The 

respective supervisors state that the latter is important to keep staff members motivated. Inspectors 

in both settings add that keeping one’s own agenda is not only a matter of working enough, but also 

of not overdoing it because one can keep on working in this business. 

As stated above, police officers need to fill out an activities report, but both street-level bureaucrats 

and supervisors agree that this is a “sheet of lies” (‘leugenblaadje’ or ‘leugenboek’ in Dutch), because 

supervisors cannot really check it. Also for the inspections, the weekly report is not always filled in 

honestly. One inspector in INSP1 states (s)he sometimes writes to have performed administrative 

work, while in fact (s)he has done some work in the house. However, unlike other colleagues, (s)he 

does not abuse the system, because (s)he then does the administrative work in the evenings. 

In all four settings, there are signals that some front-line officers have been inventing investigations 

they did not really work in (see ‘ghost investigations’ in POL2 as referred to in part 5.2.2.2) for many 

years before supervisors found out. Only in POL2, this had led to a structural reorganization as 

explained above. Various street-level bureaucrats in the four settings add that certain colleagues 

cannot deal with the autonomy they have and, consequently, lapse into laziness and loafing.
203

 An 

inspector in INSP1 states:  

 

“You have to be careful in this job. You have a lot of freedom and you should not fall into laziness. 

Sometimes I have to (laugh), yes it’s true, tell myself: ‘X, just do your job’ (laugh), because it is so 

easy to just turn a blind eye [to labor law violations you observe during inspections]. Nobody 

knows what you encounter when you’re on the road.” 

 

In all four settings, this leads to other colleagues being frustrated for two reasons. The first type of 

frustration results from the fact that these profiteers betray the trust that is granted by supervisors, 

who on their turn respond by issuing general measures to control how street-level bureaucrats deal 

with their autonomy (e.g., asking more detail in the activities report or weekly report).
204

 Hence, 

other colleagues become victims of some colleagues’ misbehavior. The second type of frustration 

results from the fact that those who work hard are equally paid as those who do not work hard, 

which is highly demotivating for the former category. 

 

Second, individualism is manifested in the autonomy street-level bureaucrats have in deciding how 

to structure their investigations. They can conduct an investigation according to their own style. As 

for the police, the following differences in style are referred to: (1) preference of special techniques 

(e.g., telephone tap, camera observation, DNA analysis) versus preference of traditional methods 

(e.g., regular observation, talking to informants) and (2) the ‘bait and capture’ approach (‘erop-en-

erover’ in Dutch) versus the shrouded approach. Being able to choose one’s own style makes the job 

challenging according to a detective in POL1 and leads to job satisfaction according to a detective in 
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POL2. A supervisor in POL1 states that the involvement of the detective is often bigger when (s)he 

has been puzzling with the information and the strategies him/herself, compared to just having 

followed orders. The department head in POL2 adds that supervisors should sometimes trust 

detectives’ ‘gut feeling’ (‘buikgevoel’ in Dutch), although giving detectives too much freedom could 

lead to investigations expanding until they become unmanageable. 

Typical for investigations concerning human trafficking and exploitation is that detectives are not 

only ‘given’ the freedom to structure their own investigations, they are in fact ‘forced’ to do so in the 

sense that most investigations in this area are proactive instead of reactive. Several detectives 

explain that reactive investigations, for example in the Property Offenses Unit or Narcotics Unit, are 

conducted along established lines. This is not true for human trafficking and exploitation where one 

has to delve into the investigation to make a case. Detectives and supervisors mention three tricky 

problems in human trafficking and exploitation investigations. First, it is difficult to demonstrate a 

crime has been committed because no objects have been stolen or drugs have been found. 

Detectives mainly depend on victims’ statements that could be easily withdrawn, as often occurs 

(see 5.2.1.4). Second, right from the start detectives need to worry about how to bring these crimes 

to court, because they are so difficult to prove. Third, detectives are convinced that permission for 

special police techniques (like telephone tap) is less easily granted for human trafficking/exploitation 

than for other types of investigations, e.g., drug-related crimes. They add that not getting these 

permissions sometimes makes furnishing of proof even more difficult. To conclude, police detectives 

in both settings, on the one hand, appreciate the autonomy in structuring their investigation, but, on 

the other hand, consider it both a blessing and a curse. Once in a while, they really long for just doing 

– in their eyes – a ‘simple’ reactive investigation. 

As for the inspections, the thoroughness of an investigation is left to the inspectors’ discretion. In 

both settings, street-level bureaucrats can decide whether to limit their investigation to moonlighting 

or to also conduct a general inspection (i.e. looking at wages and labor conditions). In INSP1 and 

INSP2, there is an unwritten rule that for joint inspections one should limit the investigation to 

moonlighting and for inspections in one’s own territorial district the inspector can decide 

autonomously. However, during data collection in INSP2, several observations were made of 

inspectors looking at wage scales and valid joint industrial committee during joint inspections, while 

this is normally only done as part of a general inspection. This could partly be explained by the 

presence of the researcher, leading to inspectors putting in an extra effort, or by inspectors wanting 

to collect information for the inspector responsible for the territorial district who will conduct a 

general inspection afterwards. The lack of a clear definition of ‘general inspection’ also leaves scope 

for discretion. For some inspectors, checking wages is sufficient to call it a general inspection, while 

for others it should be more in-depth by not only checking wages but also other compensations that 

are regulated by the joint industrial committees (‘CAO-bepalingen’ in Dutch). In INSP1, inspectors 

also autonomously decide whether to limit themselves to what is referred to in the complaint 

(mostly about one employee concerning a specific type of owed compensation) or to additionally 

conduct a general inspection (concerning wages and compensations for all employees), which is very 

time-consuming. However, in INSP2 most inspectors are urged by their supervisors to almost always 

conduct a general inspection on the basis of a complaint by one employee, which is in accordance to 

the goals issued by the head office (see the 75% rule as illustrated in 5.2.2.1). Inspectors in INSP1 
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claim that it is not at all feasible to reach the 75%, partly because they are known for doing many 

joint inspections, so they often decide to stick to the complaint to avoid a burnout. One inspector in 

INSP1 states that it also depends on his/her “mood”. 

 

The third aspect in which individualism is manifested is how street-level bureaucrats compose their 

case file. In the police settings, the detectives decide for themselves how to organize their case files. 

In situations in which one detective needs to take over an investigation from another detective (e.g., 

when (s)he goes on sick leave), this could lead to inefficiency. An example is the situation in POL1 in 

which a detective needed a whole day to sort out a colleague’s case file who went on sick leave. 

Although the supervisor was familiar with the chaotic way in which the latter colleague organizes 

his/her case file, (s)he had not taken any action, because, in his/her own words “a case file is 

something personal”. Although in the inspections there is a hierarchical obligation to have a case file, 

there are no general guidelines of how this case file should look like. Only the younger inspectors are 

trained to make clear case files with a certain lay-out during the courses they have had in the first 

year of their appointment. This individualistic freedom leads to some case files being too elaborate 

and others being too short. While the former lead to a waste of time for the supervisor who needs to 

inspect the relevant aspects in the case files, the latter could lead to the supervisor not being able to 

check whether the inspector conducted the investigative steps (s)he told (s)he did.
205

 In INSP1, the 

supervisor complains about the fact that some older inspectors only print out their case files without 

even saving them on their computer (which is risky), but adds that (s)he feels powerless to do 

anything about it. 

 

The fourth aspect in which individualistic autonomy is manifested, is a special case. Street-level 

bureaucrats explain that phrasing could be used as a means to set one’s stamp on an investigation or 

to push one’s investigation in a certain direction. The manner in which words are chosen in a report 

can make a big difference, which puts question marks behind the idea of ‘objective reporting’. As for 

the police, the following phrasing tricks are suggested: blowing up an investigation to get permission 

for special techniques or a business trip, accentuating certain aspects that are harmful for the 

suspect, painting a caricatural picture of the suspect or lying about how an interrogation was 

conducted (e.g., presenting it as less suggestive than it in fact was). A detective in POL2 says that it is 

very easy to give the truth a twist, because “paper is flexible” (‘papier is gewillig’ in Dutch). As for the 

inspections, phrasing is sometimes used as a strategy to weaken a report (e.g., for moonlighting) the 

supervisor wants an inspector to make, while the front-line officer does not consider it necessary. 

These and other individualistic practices will be discussed in chapter 7. 

5.3. Conclusion 

This chapter presented the four research settings that are analyzed in this study. Particularly, the 

organizational patterns (i.e. independent variables) in all four settings were looked at from a GGCT 

perspective. As explained in chapter 2, a balanced mixed of the four types is crucial to achieve socio-

cultural viability. When looking at the organizational settings as a whole, the four types seem to be 
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 For example, if one states that a general inspections has been conducted and no violations have been detected, the 

supervisor cannot check whether or not the inspector actually did a general inspection. 
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sufficiently represented. This might lead to the hypothesis that behavior that is influenced by these 

organizational patterns will not be excessive.
206

 However, the results in the next three chapters will 

illustrate that the dominance of certain GGCT types in some of the subsystems could lead to 

excessive behavior. In other words, because certain subsystems have more impact in certain 

dilemma types, the behavioral style street-level bureaucrats apply when confronted with these 

dilemma types will more likely be influenced by the cultural types that are dominant in these 

subsystems, and could thus even be excessive. 

                                                             
206

 The word ‘excessive’ does not refer to unethical behavior, but to behavior that is the result of the dominance of one of 

the four types, which could trigger negative feedback (see 2.2.2). 
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6. ‘HOW TO DO THE RIGHT THINGS?’ 
The previous chapter presented the four research settings of this study. The following three chapters 

describe the results, each focusing on a specific dilemma type. This chapter describes the results 

concerning the first dilemma type that deals with the question: ‘How to do the right things?’. Street-

level bureaucrats are often confronted with the dilemma whether or not they should start an 

investigation on the basis of information they receive or complaints that are filed, and which 

suspects or victims to include in the investigation. One could argue that these examples are mainly 

managerial dilemmas (van Buuren et al., 2008) or issues that should be dealt with by judicial 

authorities in their role of ‘leader of the investigation’. However, the detectives and labor inspectors 

in this study consider these issues their responsibility as well. This becomes clear in situations in 

which street-level bureaucrats develop individualistic strategies to circumvent orders from their 

supervisor or judicial authorities to start an investigation they do not consider necessary (see below). 

 

The respondents in this study mention 131 ‘how to do the right things?’ dilemmas (33 in POL1, 37 in 

POL2, 28 in INSP1 and 34 in INSP2). Table 6.1 shows that the hierarchical behavioral style (both in its 

pure version and the hybrid version) is dominant in all settings, except for INSP2. Hierarchy is most 

prevalent in INSP1 with almost 43% of the cases, compared to 30% in POL1, and 32% in POL2 and 

INSP2. The individualistic style is most present in INSP2 with 38% of the cases, compared to 35% in 

INSP1, 21% in POL1 and 24% in POL2. The egalitarian and fatalistic styles are also present to some 

extent, but are a lot less common than hierarchy and individualism. There are also a number of 

hybrid behavioral styles with the hybrid of hierarchy and individualism as the most prevalent (four 

cases in POL1, three in INSP1, two in POL2 and one in INSP2). The cases will be discussed below, for 

each behavioral style separately. 
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Table 6.1: Behavioral styles in ‘how to do the right things’ dilemmas207 

 POL1 POL2 INSP1 INSP2 TOTAL 

Hierarchical 

 

10 

30,3% 

12 

32,4% 

12 

42,8% 

11 

32,3% 

45 

Egalitarian 

 

3 

9% 

1 

2,7% 

 1 

2,9% 

5 

Individualistic 

 

7 

21,2% 

9 

24,3% 

10 

35,7% 

13 

38,2% 

39 

Fatalistic 

 

4 

12,1% 

6 

16,2% 

3 

10,7% 

6 

17,6% 

19 

Hybrid 

   I + E 

 

   I + H 

 

   I + F 

 

   H + F 

 

   H + E 

 

   F + E 

 

 

1 

3% 

4 

12,1% 

1 

3% 

 

 

3 

9% 

 

2 

5,4% 

2 

5,4% 

2 

5,4% 

2 

5,4% 

 

 

1 

2,7% 

 

 

 

3 

10,7% 

 

 

 

1 

2,9% 

 

 

1 

2,9% 

1 

2,9% 

 

3 

 

10 

 

3 

 

3 

 

4 

 

1 

TOTAL 33 

100% 

37 

100% 

28 

100% 

34 

100% 

131 

 

6.1. Hierarchical behavioral style 

The respondents in this study refer to 45 cases in which a hierarchical behavioral style is applied (ten 

in POL1, 12 in POL2, 12 in INSP1 and 11 in INSP2). Many of these examples are not considered moral 

dilemmas by the street-level bureaucrats but rather common practices. Still, it is interesting to 

analyze them so they can be contrasted with cases in which street-level bureaucrats deviate or 

consider to deviate from these ‘common practices’. The cases show four types of hierarchical 

behavioral style. In the first type, the hierarchical behavioral style is used because a supervisor or a 

hierarchical body distributes investigations. In the second type, judicial authorities decide which 

investigations are started or stopped. In the third type, street-level bureaucrats apply a hierarchical 

style in the sense of following rules concerning territorial and functional competence that determine 

whether or not an investigation should be started. In the fourth type of hierarchical style, street-level 

bureaucrats try to respect the principle of equal treatment when starting an investigation. It is 

interesting that no hierarchical cases are mentioned in the third Directorate of INSP2. This is, 
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 The sum of the percentages for each setting is not exactly 100% due to conversions. 
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however, not surprising given the predominantly egalitarian and individualistic hierarchical style of 

the attaché in this Directorate (see 5.2.2.3). 

 

Table 6.2 summarizes patterns of independent variables and causal mechanisms that seem to be 

most relevant in ‘how to do the right things’ dilemmas in which street-level bureaucrats apply a 

hierarchical behavioral style. Particularly, the left column refers to a pattern of independent variables 

that impact decision making. The middle column contains the causal mechanisms triggered by these 

independent variables that explain the relationship between organizational patterns and behavioral 

style.
208

 The right column indicates for how many cases this pattern is relevant. 

 

Table 6.2: Hierarchical patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block a hierarchical BS 

Hierarchical organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking hierarchical BS Cases 

Supervisor
209

 + power 14 

Department head and section head + power (department head), + importance (section head) 1 

Regional director + power 

+ alteration 

3 

3 

Loyalty conflict between supervisor 

and head office 

- power (head office), + importance (supervisor), + 

displacement (supervisor) 

1 

Supervisor and low status + power (supervisor) 1 

General Directorate of Collective 

Labor Relations 

+ power, + displacement (other agencies) 2 

Judicial authorities
210

 + power 

+ observability of conflicting demands by role-set 

4 

1 

Judicial authorities and supervisor + importance (supervisor) 1 

Loyalty conflict between judicial 

authorities and regional director 

+ power coalition (with judicial authorities), + 

displacement, + diffusion 

1 

Loyalty conflict between regional 

and federal judicial authorities 

- power (federal judicial authorities), + importance 

(regional judicial authorities) 

1 

Conflict between rules and judicial 

authorities 

- power (judicial authorities), + importance (rules) 

+ power (judicial authorities) + importance (judicial 

authorities) 

2 

1 

Rules + distortion (victimless), + displacement (foreign police) 

+ importance (rules) 

1 

5 

Equal treatment of Local Police zones - insulation from observability (Local Police) 1 

Equal treatment of suspects - insulation from observability (suspects) 2 

                                                             
208

 The +’s in the middle column refer to mechanisms that promote the behavioral style (i.e. positive impact), while the –‘s 

refer to mechanisms that block the behavioral style (i.e. negative impact). 
209

 The concept ‘supervisor’ refers to ‘managerial style of the supervisor’. However, an abbreviation is used due to lack of 

space in the table. This also applies for other superiors, such as ‘department head’, ‘section head’, ‘regional director’ and 

‘head office’. 
210

 The concept ‘judicial authorities’ refers to ‘relationship with judicial authorities’. However, an abbreviation is used due 

to lack of space in the table. 
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6.1.1. Supervisor or hierarchical body distributes investigations 

In the first type of hierarchical style, street-level bureaucrats in the four settings decide to start 

working in a certain investigation or to reorientate their investigation because a superior or a 

hierarchical body expects them to do so, either implicitly or explicitly. In most cases
211

, the 

hierarchical actor is the direct supervisor
212

 (department head in POL1, section head in POL2, and 

attaché in INSP1 and INSP2), because this person is hierarchically responsible for the distribution of 

work, as explained in the previous chapter (see 5.2.2.3). However, in some cases the regional director 

and the General Directorate of Collective Labor Relations (‘Algemene Directie voor Collectieve 

Arbeidsbetrekkingen’ in Dutch) also have an impact on which type of investigations are conducted. 

 

In his/her hierarchical role
213

, the direct supervisor could limit respondents’ autonomy to some 

extent. In POL1, respondents mention four cases in which the supervisor gives them an information 

report (‘RIR’ or ‘informatie rapport’ in Dutch) (s)he has received and asks a specific detective to start 

an investigation on the basis of this information. In two of these cases, this order thwarts the 

egalitarian bond between street-level bureaucrats of POL1 and colleagues from other police 

agencies. In these two cases, detectives of POL1 are informally briefed about the information by 

someone in the Local Police zone for which they are the official contact person. Although these 

detectives are very motivated to do the investigation themselves, partly to strengthen the bond with 

the Local Police zone, the supervisor makes the decision to give the investigations to other detectives 

in POL1. The latter can be explained by the ‘power’ mechanism in role theory. 

In POL2, there are four cases in which a detective starts an investigation because the section head 

asks him/her to do so, in two cases on the basis of an information report, and in two cases on the 

basis of an interrogation of a human exploitation victim by the Local Police. As in the previous cases 

in POL1, ‘power’ explains why the detectives’ autonomy is put aside. In one case, this is facilitated by 

the fact that the detective considers him/herself rewarded for previous efforts by getting the 

opportunity of doing a big human trafficking investigation. In another case, the hierarchical 

behavioral style is facilitated by fair rules applied by the section head (i.e. deciding on the basis of 

who has room to take an extra investigation and who is dealing with the most prior investigations).  

 

There is one additional case in POL2, in which not the direct supervisor (i.e. section head), but the 

department head asks a detective to conduct an investigation on a slumlord. Although this type of 

investigations is normally done by the Local Police, the department head thinks that it should now be 

done by the Federal Police because a local policymaker is involved. The detective agrees to do it, but 

explicitly asks the department head to inform his/her section head so hierarchical responsibilities are 

respected. Although the detective risks offending the department head by this request, the 

mechanism of ‘importance’ explains why (s)he wants to keep relations with the direct supervisor 

optimal. 
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 This occurs in four cases in POL1, in five cases in POL2, in one case in INSP1 and seven cases in INSP2. 
212

 In a few cases, the respondent refers to the previous supervisor, namely in two cases in POL1 and in two cases in POL2. 
213

 ‘Hierarchical role’ refers to the hierarchical aspects of the managerial style in GGCT terms (see 5.2.2). 
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In INSP2, there are two cases (both in the first Directorate) in which the inspector decides to conduct 

a general inspection because (s)he implicitly knows the attaché considers this type of investigations 

prioritary. In both cases, the ‘power’ mechanism explains why the inspector accepts his/her 

autonomy being limited. In five other cases in INSP2, the attaché explicitly asks to do a specific 

investigation the inspector did not intended to do (e.g., foreign employer investigation, general 

inspection) or to reorientate a certain investigation (e.g., including employees who are out of service 

while the inspector made a deal with the employer not to include them, restricting the investigation 

to specific aspects). These cases are all mentioned by inspectors in the second Directorate of INSP2. 

This is not coincidental because this attaché’s managerial style is perceived as being rather 

hierarchical (see 5.2.2.3). In four of them, the ‘power’ mechanism explains why the hierarchical 

aspect in the managerial subsystem (i.e. managerial style of the supervisor) is dominant and not the 

individualistic autonomy in the structural subsystem. In the final case in INSP2, an inspector decides 

to conduct a foreign employer investigation because the attaché asks him/her to do so. In this case, 

not ‘power’, but other mechanisms explain the behavior. As explained in the previous chapter, the 

head office requires that each inspector conducts ten foreign employer investigations a year. 

However, this inspector only conducts this type of investigations if the attaché explicitly asks him/her 

to do so. By doing so, (s)he does not just hierarchically follow the highest authority, which would be 

the head office, but only conducts this kind of investigation when the supervisor considers it 

necessary. The relationship with the supervisor is thus considered more important than the 

relationship with the head office, which counteracts the ‘power’ mechanism. Moreover, this 

inspector displaces the responsibility of reaching targets (i.e. ten foreign employer investigations a 

year) to the supervisor. 

In INSP1, there is only one case in which an inspector accepts the attaché to limit his/her autonomy. 

This inspector follows the attaché’s advice to look broader than the initial complaint by conducting a 

general inspection. It concerns a newly hired inspector (hence with a low status in hierarchical terms, 

see 5.2.3.2) who is more susceptible to the influence of the attaché than the more experienced ones. 

Because the attaché mostly applies an egalitarian and individualistic managerial style, (s)he does not 

impose his/her will. However, as a result of the ‘power’ mechanism, the inspector is encouraged to 

hierarchically follow the attaché. 

 

In a few cases, the regional director orders a street-level bureaucrat to conduct a specific 

investigation, and the latter complies. The ‘power’ mechanism explains in all these ‘regional director’ 

cases that street-level bureaucrats decide to hierarchically following orders, even though the 

decision to start an investigation is normally taken by the direct supervisor and not by the regional 

director. 

In POL1, this occurs in one case. A leading manager of a public institution informs the Judicial 

Director regarding his/her suspicions about child pornography by a certain person. Although this is 

normally an issue dealt with by the Local Police, the Judicial Director asks the department head in 

POL1 to investigate the matter. The department head gives the investigation to a specific detective 

who agrees to conduct the investigation, despite the fact that is in fact a Local Police task. 

In POL2, there is also one case in which the Judicial Director decides that a specific investigation 

needs to be conducted by detectives in the human exploitation section of POL2. The detectives in 
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POL2 think it would be more efficiently dealt with by another unit in this Deconcentrated Judicial 

Directorate. This other unit is, however, not interested in doing this investigation. Cooperation 

between the two units is considered too difficult, because each unit is too much focused on its own 

priorities, which results from individualistic interaction between both (see 5.2.1.3). Hence, the 

detectives in POL2 start the investigation anyway. 

In one case in INSP1, the regional director asks an inspector to do a certain investigation, despite the 

fact that the firm has its registered office in another region. The inspector explains that the regional 

director asks him/her to conduct the investigation, because (s)he considers him/her more capable 

and experienced of doing this type of investigations. 

 

In INSP2, there are no examples in which the regional director orders a certain investigation being 

conducted, but there are two examples in which the General Directorate of Collective Labor 

Relations asks inspectors to conduct a determination of joint industrial committee investigation. 

These two examples are mentioned by inspectors in INSP2, not because they are typical in INSP2 

(being also relevant in INSP1), but because in both cases the investigation is considered useless in the 

inspector’s opinion. In the first case, the investigation is perceived as useless, because it starts on a 

false claim by the labor union that workers are paid according to the wrong joint industrial 

committee agreements. In fact, this firm does not employ workers at all. In the second case, the 

investigation is perceived as useless, because an inspector of the Federal Service of Social Security 

fails to prepare the report for the Directorate of Collective Labor Relations properly. Despite the 

fatalistic perception of uselessness of these investigations, in the sense that the inspector knows in 

advance that the current joint industrial committee will be maintained, the inspector decides to 

conduct them anyway. This decision is facilitated by the ‘power’ mechanism and by displacing 

responsibility for inefficient work to the labor union and Federal Service of Social Security. 

 

To conclude this part, we refer to three special cases in the inspection settings (two in INSP1 and one 

in INSP2). In all these cases, the inspector’s decision to do a certain investigation is influenced by an 

altered perception of the head office’s ‘Administrative Instructions’. In the first case in INSP1, the 

inspector extends the investigation to employees who did not file a complaint. The inspector does 

not take this decision because of the head office’s rule that a general inspection should be done 

when one employee files complaint, but because the complainant asked not to mention his/her 

name. In the second case in INSP2, the inspector decides to let a joint moonlighting inspection in a 

specific firm be followed by a general inspection, although this is not common in his/her opinion. 

Although doing a general inspection in most cases is according to the head office’s ‘Administrative 

Instructions’, the reason (s)he does it is that a colleague whose territorial sector (s)he took over had 

already started with this general inspection. In the case in INSP2, the inspector decides to do a 

general inspection, because in his/her opinion (s)he has to do 200 general inspections a year, while in 

fact it is 75% of the investigations. Although in these three cases, the inspector’s behavior is in 

accordance with the ‘Administrative Instructions’, it is influenced by an altered perception of these 

rules probably due to a lack of clear communication by the head office. This implies the risk that 

when ‘Administrative Instructions’ change, inspectors’ behavior will not change. 
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6.1.2. Judicial authorities decide to start/stop an investigation 

In the police settings, there are eight cases (four in POL1 and four in POL2) in which the detectives 

apply a hierarchical behavioral style, because judicial authorities
214

 decide to start or stop an 

investigation. This type of hierarchical behavioral style was not mentioned in the inspections settings. 

 

The first case in POL1 is really interesting if it is contrasted with the ‘regional director’ case explained 

above (concerning a child pornography investigation). A detective explains how (s)he experienced a 

loyalty conflict between the examining magistrate and the Judicial Director. (S)he explains that the 

examining magistrate had asked to conduct an investigation on child pornography, while the Judicial 

Director disapproved of because it is not a Federal Police priority. The detective responds by forming 

a power coalition with the department head (who seizes all opportunities to do an investigation in 

this not so productive period) and the examining magistrate against the Judicial Director. This 

hierarchical strategy is facilitated by two other mechanisms. First, there is ‘displacement of 

responsibility’, because the detective refers to the examining magistrate as the one who chooses the 

agency that conducts an investigation. Second, there is ‘diffusion of responsibility’, because the 

detective refers to another unit in the Deconcentrated Directorate of POL1 that invested even more 

time in this investigation than (s)he did. 

Another loyalty conflict is mentioned in POL1, namely between the local public prosecutor and the 

federal public prosecutor. The reference magistrate wants the detective to start working on a specific 

investigation. The General Directorate of the Judicial Police (DGJ), however, wants him/her to wait a 

few months in order to give the federal public prosecutor the chance to link the investigation with 

similar investigations in other regions. The reference magistrate does not want to wait for the federal 

public prosecutor to possibly take over the investigation, because (s)he does not want to waste any 

more time. Moreover, the reference magistrate does not believe that the federal public prosecutor 

will be interested in this investigation (due to his/her fatalistic perception of the latter). The detective 

decides to go along with the reference magistrate, even though the General Directorate of the 

Judicial Police and federal public prosecutor are high in the hierarchy. The reason for this is the fact 

that the detective considers the relationship with the reference magistrate to be more important 

than the relationship with DGJ and the federal public prosecutor. Moreover, the latter two 

hierarchical bodies would not be able to find out whether or not the detective is in fact working on 

the investigation. 

 

The final two cases in POL1 concern limiting oneself to strictly following an order from the reference 

magistrate, and thus not putting any additional effort in an investigation. In the first case, this is 

done because the investigation is started by another colleague and the respondent does not feel that 

(s)he really ‘owns’ this investigation. Moreover, (s)he is currently involved in another, more 

interesting and mediatized investigation. The detective can, however, not refuse the reference 

magistrate’s order to conduct the investigation as a result of the ‘power’ mechanism. However, (s)he 

limits him/herself to following the order and does not conduct an in-depth investigation. In the 

second case, the reference magistrate asks to conduct an investigation that is the outcome of a 
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 In two cases the examining magistrate, in three cases the reference magistrate and in three cases the ‘arbeidsauditeur’. 
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previous investigation on marriages of convenience being dismissed against the case officer’s will. 

The detective responds by confronting the reference magistrate, in writing, with his/her previous 

decision. The detective considers this previous decision illogical because it has led to other crimes 

being committed. By confronting the reference magistrate with these consequences, (s)he applies 

the mechanism of ‘observability of conflicting demands by sources in the role-set’. The conflict 

consists of first dismissing an investigation on marriages of convenience and later wanting to start an 

investigation on crimes that result from the dismissal of the previous investigation. The detective 

shows the reference magistrate the illogical nature of his/her demands. In addition, the detective 

asks the reference, magistrate also in writing, whether or not a new investigation should be started 

on the suspect. This illustrates a hierarchical behavioral style, because the reference magistrate’s role 

of deciding which investigations will be started is respected. The detective explains that the 

reference magistrate never responded to his/her question, probably because the reference 

magistrate recognized his/her mistake. 

 

In POL2, most cases in this respect are linked to the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ giving an order to start (two 

cases) or to stop (one case) an investigation. In all of them, the detective hierarchically complies with 

the order as a result of the ‘power’ mechanism. The two ‘starting an investigation’ cases occur in the 

economic investigation section of POL2, in which following the order of the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ is the 

normal procedure to start an investigation. In the one ‘stopping an investigation’ case, the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ makes the decision to stop an investigation because there are no social law 

violations, only ID fraud by letting illegal persons pay for a fake ID-card so they can legally work. 

Despite the fact that the detective considers illegal persons as victims (because their weak position is 

exploited and they are not protected by the social security system), the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ considers 

the violations as not serious enough to continue the investigation. 

 

In the final case in POL2, an examining magistrate gives the order to start a financial investigation to 

a specific detective (of the financial section that is not included in this study), after this detective had 

given the examining magistrate the suggestion to start an investigation. However, the supervisor of 

the financial section in POL2 does not want the detective to start this investigation. Therefore, a 

detective in POL2 asks his/her supervisor whether it is okay if (s)he would start the financial 

investigation him/herself, despite the fact that this type of investigations is normally not done by 

POL2. However, the respondent is familiarized with these type of investigations, because of his/her 

many years of experience in the financial section. Only because the supervisor in POL2 agrees with 

this proposal, the detective in POL2 goes along with it. The detective considers the relationship with 

the supervisor to be more important than the relationship with the examining magistrate. 

 

The fact that there are no cases in the inspection settings about judicial authorities giving the order 

to start an investigation, does not mean that the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ or examining magistrate do not 

give these kinds of orders. In most cases, these orders are directed at the attaché who passes them 

on to the inspectors. Therefore, the street-level bureaucrats perceive starting these investigations as 

following orders from their attaché and not of the ‘arbeidsauditeur’. Only when the latter gives 

additional orders (e.g., to make a report for moonlighting in a certain investigation or to conduct a 
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re-inspection), the inspector refers to following an order from the ‘arbeidsauditeur’, as will be 

explained in part 7.3. 

6.1.3. Rules concerning territorial and functional competence should be followed 

In nine cases (two cases in POL2 and seven cases in INSP1), the decision whether or not to start an 

investigation is based on the rules concerning territorial or functional competence. 

In POL2, this occurs in two cases. Both of them are rather atypical. The first case occurs in the 

economic exploitation section. The ‘arbeidsauditeur’ asks a detective to take over an investigation 

from the labor inspection because illegal employment seems to continue after a number of previous 

inspections. However, the detective decides not to take over the investigation, because the rules 

about the distribution of competences between the Local and Federal Police would then be violated. 

The ‘importance’ mechanism explains why the ‘power’ of the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ is put aside. The 

second case is about a sexual exploitation investigation that is stopped because the recruitment of 

illegal prostitutes is done in Eastern Europe, where the main suspects reside. Because there is no 

Belgian interest in this investigation, the detective decides to stop it. This is atypical, because 

detectives are mostly prone to hold on to investigations they started, often because they sympathize 

with the victims (see egalitarianism in 5.2.1.4). Two mechanisms explain this decision. First, the 

prostitutes do not feel victimized, because many girls in this Eastern European country are ‘dying’ to 

leave the country and to start working in the Belgian prostitution sector. The consequences of 

stopping the investigation are thus distorted, because the girls do not feel exploited. Second, the 

detective displaces responsibility to the police agency in the Eastern European country that does not 

take action against the recruitment practices in its own country. 

 

In INSP1, there are five cases in which an investigation is started because the complaint or judicial 

order are about a firm in the territorial sector the inspector is responsible for or within the scope of 

the domain in which the inspector is considered a specialist (being appointed as a forced ‘volunteer’). 

In all of these cases, street-level bureaucrats refer to the importance of the rules that distribute the 

territorial and functional competences among the inspectors, which are composed by the attaché. 

Although this hierarchical act is atypical for this specific attaché, who mostly adheres to an 

egalitarian and individualistic managerial style, it is accepted by the inspectors because the 

distribution of investigations occurs in a fair way and the inspectors are consulted before the 

decision is made. In the sixth case in INSP1, an inspector refuses to do an investigation, initiated by 

the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ because it concerns a firm outside his/her territorial sector. Hence, the rules 

are considered more important than the relationship with the ‘arbeidsauditeur’. In the seventh case 

in INSP1, there is a reverse effect. An inspector decides to do an investigation initiated by an 

examining magistrate that concerns a firm outside his/her territorial sector. The inspector does that 

to compensate for not being able to do moonlighting inspections as a result of a medical condition. 

6.1.4. Principle of equal treatment should be respected when selecting an investigation 

The final type of hierarchical behavioral style in the ‘how to do the right things dilemmas?’ is 

following the principle of equal treatment, which is relevant in three cases (one in POL1, one in 

INSP1 and one in INSP2). 
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In POL1, the dilemma concerns the selection of future markets that will be inspected together with 

the Local Police. This selection is made on the basis of equality and not, for example, on the basis of 

suspicions of fraud. The detective explains that one should avoid giving the various Local Police zones 

the impression that some of them are given preferential treatment. In INSP1, avoiding unequal 

treatment is also relevant in a dilemma where the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ gives the order to do a joint 

inspection in two exotic restaurants in which employees are said to be exploited. The inspectors 

decide on their own to add a third restaurant in the same town, not because there is suspicion of 

economic exploitation, but to avoid the impression of inequality and to suppress rumors about the 

owner of this third restaurant being responsible for filing complaint against competing restaurants. 

Following a similar logic, an inspector who often conducts joint moonlighting inspections in the 

catering industry in INSP2 tries to balance inspections in bars and restaurants owned by native 

Belgians and non-natives inhabitants. 

 

In all three cases, the reverse effect of the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism is at work. The 

street-level bureaucrats want to avoid other agencies (in the case of the police setting) or employers 

(in the case of the inspection settings) detecting signs of unequal treatment, which could encourage 

them to contact their superiors. 

6.2. Egalitarian behavioral style 

The second type of behavioral style that is relevant in ‘how to do the right things?’ dilemmas is the 

egalitarian behavioral style. This behavioral style is, however, only applied in five cases (three in 

POL1, one in POL2 and one in INSP2), which makes this the least common ‘pure’ (hence, not hybrid) 

behavioral style. As in the hierarchical behavioral style section, a summarizing table is shown with an 

overview of the patterns of independent variables and mechanisms that influence egalitarian 

decision making (see Table 6.3 below). 

  

Table 6.3: Egalitarian patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block an egalitarian BS 

Egalitarian organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking egalitarian BS Cases 

Group interaction (cliques) + insulation from observability (supervisor), + justification 1 

Group interaction (team work)  1 

Supervisor  2 

Suspects  1 

 

In two cases in POL1, egalitarianism is expressed by deciding which investigation is done on the basis 

of consultation and trying to reach consensus with the supervisor, while in the third case the 

supervisor’s opinion is overlooked by the team. The latter occurs when the department head decides 

to give two different – but according to the detectives related – information reports to separate fixed 

teams in order to start an investigation. Because the detectives do not agree with the rationale 

behind this decision, they decide in consensus (but without the department head’s authorization) 

that one team will continue working on both information reports so possible connections between 

them will be detected more quickly. This solution is presented as egalitarian in the sense of deciding 

as one big team who does an investigation. However, in fact it is the result of another manifestation 
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of egalitarianism: the formation of cliques who do not want to cooperate with each other (i.e. quasi 

permanent teams) (see 5.2.3.1). Would detectives of different teams in POL1 be more willing to 

cooperate – something the supervisor is aimed at – they would probably continue working in the 

separate investigations, like the supervisor wanted, and regularly meet to compare both 

investigations. However, the ‘clique type’ egalitarian group interaction is dominant in this case, which 

is facilitated by two mechanisms. First, there is the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism in the 

sense that the supervisor is often absent due to other obligations. Hence, (s)he would not notice the 

‘switch’ until one of the teams would have reached results. Then, (s)he would not mind his/her 

hierarchical role being neglected, because there is a need for quick, quantifiable results in this unit to 

account for its pre-existence (see 5.2.2.3). Second, the ‘justification’ mechanism is relevant, because 

the detectives believe the system of quasi permanent teams is more efficient than cooperation 

between them. 

 

In the other two cases in POL1, the supervisor is involved in the decision to start an investigation. 

First, there is the case in which a detective proposes not to comply with an order from the public 

prosecutor in another judicial district to interrogate certain suspects and perform a house search, 

when the supervisor hands it over to him/her. Instead, the detective suggests starting an 

investigation on the information him/herself, which is motivated by the fact that the information 

seems to be very interesting. In mutual agreement, the detective and the department head make the 

decision to start an investigation. This is only possible under the condition of a supervisor leaving 

scope for egalitarian decision making as in POL1. 

However, this egalitarian aspect in the managerial style could also lead to the hierarchical 

distribution of work being altered, which is illustrated in the second case. A detective is informally 

contacted by a befriended public prosecutor abroad about an investigation that would be sent to 

POL1 through formal channels. Hence, this case shows comparison with the two cases in the 

hierarchy part above in which detectives are informally contacted about an investigation by 

colleagues of the Local Police. While the latter were not given the opportunity to conduct the 

investigation themselves, the respondent in this egalitarian case decides in mutual agreement with 

the supervisor that (s)he will conduct this investigation him/herself. Hence, the department head 

fails to apply the hierarchical principle of collecting all information reports and distributing them 

fairly among detectives in the unit. The respondent confirms that this is atypical for this supervisor, 

but adds that it could be explained by the fact that (s)he tries to maintain an egalitarian bond with 

those who are motivated, because (s)he is powerless (in a fatalistic way) against some who are not 

(see also 5.2.2.3). This is illustrated in the following quote: 

 

“X [department head] distributes investigations in a conscientious way. […] Normally, (s)he 

collects what comes in and (s)he distributes it, looking at work load, who has which 

investigations, etc. (S)he also looks, and this is perhaps a bit delicate to say, but well (silence) but 

(s)he also sometimes looks at age, because some older detectives are a bit less motivated. (S)he 

knows who is willing to carry the load.” 

 

It seems as if the department head wants to encourage the respondent by giving him/her some kind 

of privilege in order to keep him/her motivated. In GGCT terms, ‘grid’ is dropped and ‘group’ is 
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stimulated in order to avoid fatalism. This combination of low grid and high group leads to an 

egalitarian managerial style. 

 

In the egalitarian behavioral style case in POL2, the decision to conduct a certain investigation is 

made as a team and not just by the section head. This case is mentioned by a detective in the 

economic exploitation team, in which egalitarianism is typical, as a result of its small size and working 

together in one office (see 5.2.3.1 and 5.2.5.1 ). 

 

There is also one egalitarian case in INSP2. An inspector receives a complaint, which is about a firm in 

his/her territorial sector. The normal procedure states that one should try to solve the issue, and if 

possible do a general inspection. However, in this case, the inspector decides to conduct a 

moonlighting inspection. By doing so, (s)he follows his/her ‘gut feeling’ that the employer is 

committing fraud. This decision is inspired by a stereotypical distinction between real criminals and 

people who just made a mistake on the basis of only a few indicators, such as perceived 

trustworthiness (see 5.2.1.4). The ‘gut feeling’ seems to be correct, given the detection of a few 

serious social law violations. It seems as if the inspector is encouraged by some kind of ‘hunting 

instinct’ to do a type of investigation that is not imposed by the rules. 

6.3. Individualistic behavioral style 

The street-level bureaucrats in this study mention 39 dilemmas in which they decide to apply an 

individualistic behavioral style (seven in POL1, nine in POL2, ten in INSP1 and 13 in INSP2). These can 

be divided in three opportunistic strategies. First, the individualistic behavioral style is used to 

mislead judicial authorities. Second, the individualistic behavioral style is sometimes aimed at 

retaining, rescoping or resisting to do an investigation for individualistic reasons. Third, the 

individualistic behavioral style is sometimes used to do investigations because they lead to quick and 

‘easy’ results. Table 6.4 shows which organizational patterns and combinations of causal mechanisms 

are most relevant to explain these three types of individualistic behavioral style. 

6.3.1. Misleading judicial authorities 

In POL2, two detectives give examples of how judicial authorities can be misled. In the first case, a 

respondent says that colleagues sometimes mislead the reference magistrate by blowing up a 

‘balloon’. In other words, detectives sometimes present information on which they want to start an 

investigation in a more spectacular way to convince the reference magistrate to approve of starting 

an investigation. The respondent explains that this can be explained by the fact that detectives have 

a great deal of autonomy to spend their time, and that supervisors focus on quantifiable results like 

the number of investigations to account for their section. The respondent emphasizes that (s)he does 

not agree with this practice: 

 

“If there is nothing then there is nothing; umm the point is that we do not have to look for work. 

The work comes to us. There is plenty of criminality. Umm one only has to look at the long list of 

information reports and one has enough information to work on, so blowing up things is not 

necessary. If one wants to ‘score’, one can ‘score’ by doing a good investigation.” 
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(S)he adds that if not blowing up things would lead to making the section smaller, then so be it. (S)he 

argues that if human exploitation or human trafficking become less relevant for this region, the 

section should not be maintained at all costs. The colleagues (s)he refers to, however, justify their 

blowing up practices by claiming that the maintenance of the section outweighs the questionable 

behavior of misleading the reference magistrate. In addition, the ‘insulation from observability’ 

mechanism facilitates this kind of behavior; the reference magistrate and the supervisor would never 

find out that things are being blown up, because they are not so acquainted with the investigations 

as the detectives themselves. A similar logic applies to a number of investigative measure dilemmas 

that will be discussed in chapter 7 (see 7.2.1). Also in POL1, many detectives refer to the practice of 

blowing up information they read in information reports to ‘sell’ an investigation. This is linked to 

their fear that the section will be made smaller, as been explained in part 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.2.3. 

However, no specific cases are mentioned in which this strategy is applied. 

 

Table 6.4: Individualistic patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block an individualistic BS 

Individualistic organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking individualistic BS Cases 

Autonomy and supervisor + justification, + insulation from observability (judicial 

authorities and supervisor) 

1 

Loyalty conflict between judicial 

authorities and supervisor 

+ coalition of power (judicial authorities) 

+ coalition of power (supervisor), + insulation from 

observability (judicial authorities) 

1 

1 

Autonomy + insulation from observability (supervisor), - power 

(supervisor) 

+ insulation from observability (supervisor), - power 

(supervisor, + justification 

+ selection (head office’s instructions) 

+ displacement (colleagues) 

3 

 

1 

 

2 

2 

Other agencies and autonomy + justification, + coalition of power (judicial authorities) 1 

 + justification 1 

Supervisor + justification, + displacement 

+ displacement, + distortion (victimless) 

 

3 

1 

3 

Judicial authorities + displacement 1 

Status and evaluation + insulation from observability, + distortion 

+ insulation from observability, + displacement, + diffusion 

+ justification, + insulation from observability 

+ importance 

+ importance, - power (supervisor) 

3 

1 

1 

2 

1 

Head office + alteration (head office’s instructions) 

+ insulation from observability, + diffusion 

+ alteration (head office’s instructions), + insulation from 

observability 

+ insulation from observability 

5 

2 

1 

 

1 

Suspect  1 
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The second case in POL2 is linked to the ‘ear whispering practices’, explained in part 5.2.1.1. The 

respondent explains how (s)he wants to encourage the case officer (the respondent’s colleague) in a 

specific human exploitation investigation to try to win over the examining magistrate in order to get 

permission for broadening the scope. It concerns an investigation on a specific criminal organization 

that applies a certain criminal strategy. The case officer, however, comes across other criminal 

organizations that have adopted the same strategy. The respondent wants these other criminal 

organizations to be included in the investigation. The department head, however, wants to stop the 

investigation and await the court’s decision, so they can assess whether a similar investigation on 

another criminal organization would be effective. During a meeting with the case officer, the 

respondent states: 

 

"I told you before, right from the beginning of this investigation, you need to conduct your 

investigation in a way that you confront our boss with a ‘fait accompli’. By doing a really good 

investigation, you can convince the examining magistrate that the other criminal organizations 

should be included in the investigation. And then the boss cannot but agree with this strategy, 

because the examining magistrate leads the investigation, and not our boss.” 

 

The respondent wants the case officer to form a ‘power’ coalition with the examining magistrate, 

who has more authority in the investigation than the internal supervisor. The respondent adds that 

when the examining magistrate has been convinced, this message can be communicated to the 

supervisor by using hierarchical stolen rhetoric. Hierarchical stolen rhetoric is used by explicitly 

mentioning the role of the examining magistrate as independent leader of the investigation, so the 

supervisor cannot but follow the case officer’s line of reasoning. A similar logic applies to a number 

of investigative measure dilemmas (see 7.2.1). 

6.3.2. Retaining, rescoping or resisting to do an investigation 

The respondents in the four settings mention 19 cases (six in POL1, two in POL2, seven in INSP1 and 

four in INSP2) in which they make the decision to retain, rescope, or resist doing an investigation for 

highly individualistic reasons, for example (lack of) personal interest, lack of time, keeping good 

relations with other agencies, etc. 

 

In POL1, one specific case is mentioned by three different respondents. The department head gives a 

certain information report to a specific detective who does not agree with doing the investigation. 

Therefore, (s)he decides not to do anything in it and explain a few weeks later to the supervisor that 

nothing came out of it. However, two other detectives find out later that the initial information was 

relevant after all. Therefore, they decide to start an investigation on it themselves with permission of 

the department head, but are frustrated about the waste of time. This case is mentioned by the first 

case officer him/herself and by the two detectives who took over the investigation later. One of the 

latter states: 

 

“I did not get it. When we re-analyzed the initial information, we noticed that the case officer had 

had ample opportunity to do a good investigation. One has to want to work of course.” 
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They all blame the great autonomy detectives have to organize their work for causing this decision of 

their colleague not to do anything in an important investigation. Working with individual case officers 

who do investigations with their fixed partner – and not as a team – adds to the individualistic work 

context. Both factors lead to disregarding the hierarchical role of the department head in distributing 

the work. The latter is facilitated by the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism, because the 

department head does not know which steps a case officer actually takes in his/her investigations 

unless the latter tells the department head. In other words, the ‘power’ mechanism is counteracted 

by the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism. 

This latter case shows similarities with a case in INSP2. In this case, an inspector decides to put 

certain investigations initiated by the previous attaché aside because (s)he does not agree with the 

rationale behind starting them. The inspector assumes that the attaché’s decision to start these 

investigations is based on prejudices against certain employers whom the attaché wants to bring 

down at all cost. The inspector explains that after (s)he had unsuccessfully tried to bring the attaché 

to reason, (s)he put the investigations on the side of his/her desk until they became old. After a while 

the attaché asked the inspector to finish his/her old investigations because the maximum period had 

been exceeded. Because the attaché’s initial urge to bring down these employers had cooled off by 

then, (s)he did not really care anymore about investigations concerning these employers being done 

extensively. The inspector, hence, in a way disregarded the hierarchical role of the attaché because 

(s)he has the autonomy to organize his/her own work. This decision is facilitated by the ‘insulation 

from observability’ mechanism that circumvents the ‘power’ mechanism. The fact that the head 

office strongly emphasizes the instructions about the period in which an investigation should be 

finished, helps to decrease the ‘power’ mechanism in this case. The inspector also applies the 

‘justification’ mechanism by referring to neutrality as the higher purpose. 

 

The three other cases in POL1 are all about a detective choosing to start an investigation 

him/herself, despite the hierarchical role of the department head to distribute the work. In all three 

cases, the detective receives the information report before the department head does. The detective 

discusses the information with the department head and explains that (s)he wants to start an 

investigation on it and the department head agrees. This seems to contradict the hierarchical cases 

discussed above in which the department head decides to give an information report to another 

detective than the one who received the information in an informal way. However, these three 

individualistic cases could be explained by the fatalistic relationship between the department head 

and some less-motivated detectives. Similar to the egalitarian example above (in which on the basis 

of consensus the decision was made that a specific detective would do the investigation (s)he was 

informed about by a befriended public prosecutor abroad), these individualistic cases seem to 

illustrate that the department head refrains from applying too much grid in order to keep hard-

working detectives motivated. 

 

Two cases in POL2 show similarities with the latter three cases in POL1. The respondent (same 

person in two cases) also informally gets information on which an investigation could be started. In 

the first case, the information comes from the Local Police. In the second case, the information 

comes from someone who works in a refugee center. In both cases, the respondent decides to 
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neglect the hierarchical procedure of giving the information to the section head so (s)he can appoint 

a formal case officer. In at least one of the two cases, the section would certainly not give the 

investigation to the respondent because it concerns an economic exploitation investigation that is 

normally dealt with by detectives in the economic exploitation section. In other words, the 

respondent uses his/her individualistic network with other agencies (i.e. environmental suprasystem) 

and his/her autonomy (i.e. structural subsystem) to opportunistically pull an investigation towards 

him/her. (S)he justifies this individualistic strategy by referring to the public interest. (S)he explains 

that (s)he is more capable to effectively conduct these kinds of investigations than other colleagues, 

which is later – in his/her own opinion – confirmed by the good results. In one case, an additional 

mechanism is at play. The respondent forms a power coalition with the reference magistrate who 

agrees with the respondent doing this investigation, because it seems to be too serious to be dealt 

with by the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ (with whom the economic exploitation section mostly cooperates). 

Although the reference magistrate does not have the power to appoint individual detectives when 

asking an agency to conduct an investigation, the respondent uses the approval of the reference 

magistrate as a form of hierarchical stolen rhetoric to ‘sell’ his/her individualistic behavioral style. 

 

The remaining cases in this part are all mentioned by inspectors in INSP1 and INSP2. They are all 

related with not doing something though one should probably do it (five cases in INSP1 and one case 

in INSP2), or doing something on one’s own initiative though one does not feel obliged to (two cases 

in INSP1 and two cases in INSP2). 

 

First, we discuss the cases in which the inspector fails to do something (s)he should probably do. 

There is one case in which the inspector decides not to follow an explicit order of starting a certain 

type of investigation, while the other five cases are more about implicitly knowing one should do it. 

The ‘explicit case’ occurs in INSP1. An inspector explains that (s)he received an order from the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ to start an investigation on a certain part time employee who could not hand over 

the right documents during an inspection. Particularly, the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ asks the inspector to 

check whether these documents are in order. The inspector explains how the attaché – as usual – 

wants the investigation to be broadened to a general inspection of the entire company. However, the 

inspector decides not to do it – in his/her own words – “due to a lack of time”. 

 

The other cases deal with implicit orders that are disregarded, for example: 

• Not doing a general inspection when one employee files complaint because one does not 

have the time, though it is imposed by the ‘Administrative Instructions’ of the head office 

(INSP1); 

• not doing a general inspection after a positive moonlighting inspection because one 

thinks that this foreign employer has already been inspected too often, though it would 

be according to the head office’s goal of doing a general inspection in 75% of the 

investigations (INSP1); 

• not doing much joint inspections though the attaché wants all inspectors to do a number 

of them (INSP1); 
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• deliberately not inspecting foreign employers because it is considered too difficult, 

though the head office has formulated the goal that every inspector should conduct at 

least ten foreign employer investigations a year (INSP1); 

• deliberately disregarding certain moonlighting violations because one does not have the 

time to start another investigation (INSP1) or one does not want to be as strict as those 

who do joint inspections initiated by the Regional Cell (INSP2), though moonlighting 

inspections should according to the ‘Administrative Instructions’ of the head office 

always be followed with a report. 

 

Four mechanisms explain in these cases why hierarchical rules or orders are disregarded in favor of 

the individualistic autonomy and discretion. First, in some cases the ‘insulation from observability’ is 

relevant because the head office does not know whether the ‘Administrative Instructions’ are 

followed. Second, the ‘selection’ mechanism explains that inspectors who are confronted with too 

many instructions make a selection of those instructions that are emphasized most. Third, the 

‘alteration’ mechanism explains that inspectors develop an altered perception of head office’s 

instructions when these are not clearly communicated, which is particularly relevant in the cases of 

starting a general inspection. Fourth, the ‘displacement of responsibility’ mechanism explains that 

inspectors sometimes decide not to conduct certain types of investigations (e.g., foreign employer 

investigations and moonlighting inspections), because other inspectors are considered experts in 

conducting them. All these cases illustrate how the individualistic autonomy in the structural 

subsystem could hinder the hierarchical role of the attaché to initiate investigations, as well as the 

head office’s capability of enforcing the ‘Administrative Instructions’. 

 

Second, we focus on the cases in which inspectors start an investigation on their own initiative, 

although they do not feel obliged to do so. In two cases, it concerns doing a general inspection, while 

the inspector wrongly believes the ‘Administrative Instructions’ allow him/her to stick to the initial 

complaint. These decisions can be explained by the ‘alteration’ mechanism. The inspectors have an 

altered perception of the ‘Administrative Instructions’, probably as a result of the lack of clear 

communication by the head office. It is no coincidence that these cases are mentioned by inspectors 

from INSP1 in which the attaché only recently started emphasizing the head office instruction of 

doing a general inspection in 75% of the investigations. The other two cases (one in INSP1 and one in 

INSP2) concern starting a moonlighting inspection on one’s own initiative. This decision is in INSP1 

made to keep on good terms with the police who asked the inspector to cooperate in the inspection. 

In INSP2, this decision is made to show an intern how such an investigation is done. These cases 

again illustrate how inspectors in both settings have broad autonomy (as in individualism) to organize 

their work. 

6.3.3. Aiming for (quick) results 

In 18 cases (one in POL1, five in POL2, three in INSP1 and nine in INSP2), the individualistic behavioral 

style is mainly inspired by the strive for results. Street-level bureaucrats sometimes decide to start 

certain investigations or to restrict them, not because it is the right thing to do, but because it is the 
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most effective or efficient option. This section illustrates the cases in which this type of individualistic 

behavioral style is applied, first in the police settings and then in the inspection settings. 

6.3.3.1. Aiming for (quick) results in the police settings 

In POL2, there are four cases in which an investigation is limited to a small number of suspects, 

neglecting the involvement of other suspects. This is done to reduce complexity of the investigation, 

which makes it more manageable by the reference magistrate in court. The detectives explain that 

large investigations are often too complicated to be efficiently dealt with in court leading to low 

sentences and acquittals. This can be resolved by reducing the number of suspects under 

investigation. Although detectives denounce the fact that this decision leads to some suspects not 

being punished for their share in the crime, they justify it by explaining that other suspects will be 

punished more severely. Moreover, these high punishments are achieved with fewer resources so it 

seems to be more cost effective. In three of the four cases, the detectives displace responsibility for 

these decisions to a hierarchical actor, like a supervisor or a magistrate, who are in the end 

considered responsible for certain suspects not being included in the investigation. By doing so, they 

morally disengage from these decisions that they do not always approve of. The fact that they are 

more closely involved in their investigations probably explains why they regret – more than their 

supervisors – that certain suspects are able to successfully escape prosecution. This resembles an 

egalitarian attitude linked to detectives’ ‘hunter’s instinct’. One detective states: 

 

"We [detectives] said: ‘Yes okay, but this suspect was also involved and should be punished like 

the other ones. Why is this one not punished?’ But then (s)he (reference magistrate) asked: ‘What 

value does this 36th transportation of human trafficking victims add to the investigation? It will 

lead to several investigative measures being taken for just one extra suspect. […] That is not 

necessary for us.’ You understand?” 

 

In the fourth case, the hierarchical actor is not aware of certain suspects being disregarded, which 

triggers the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism. The detective in this fourth case explains that 

including certain suspects would unnecessarily complicate the investigation without guaranteed 

success. Therefore, one has to make choices by selecting a limited number of suspects. The detective 

adds that for the other suspects one could, and perhaps should, start a new investigation. However, 

because his/her supervisor does not know that other suspects have been discovered, the detective 

decides not to do it. 

 

Investigations can also be limited by only including a small number of human exploitation victims. 

This occurs in two cases in POL2.
215

 The main reason for this decision is the fact that including them 

would not lead to a better case. In other words, if interrogating more victims does not lead to 

additional results (in terms of higher penalties for the suspects), they are neglected. This is a cost 

benefit logic that is typical for individualism. The street-level bureaucrats regret some victims being 

left in the cold because they do not get the recognition they deserve as victims, which is a logical 

consequence of the egalitarian attitude towards victims. Nevertheless, they displace responsibility 

                                                             
215

 In one of them, both a number of suspects and a number of victims are disregarded. 
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for this decision to the supervisor (in case 1) and the examining magistrate (in case 2). In case 1, a 

second mechanism is relevant, namely ‘distortion of consequences’. This mechanism is triggered 

because the human exploitation victims in the particular investigation do not consider themselves to 

be victims (see 5.2.1.4). Hence, neglecting them does not lead to these victims feeling victimized for 

the second time. 

 

Aiming for results could sometimes also lead to detectives conducting certain types of investigations 

that should according to the circulars (see 5.2.1.3) be done by the Local Police. Cases in point are 

inspections in houses of prostitution. While inspecting houses of prostitution is a Local Police priority, 

detectives in POL1 and POL2 depend on information gathered in these kinds of inspections to do 

successful sexual exploitation investigations. Although most Local Police zones in the large judicial 

district (of POL2) fulfill the obligation to regularly do these kinds of inspections, this is not the case 

for a number of Local Police zones in the medium-sized judicial district (of POL1), despite various 

requests by the department head in POL1. In the few Local Police zones in the latter judicial district 

that regularly do inspections in the prostitution industry, there is a problem with the quality of the 

information. Detectives in POL1 explain that every police agency works for their own results, which 

can be linked to the individualistic relationship between different police agencies (see 5.2.1.3). The 

department head and the detectives in POL1, therefore, decide to put the distribution of 

competences rules aside and conduct these inspections in houses of prostitution themselves. This 

can mainly be explained by the fact that the current lack of information coming from the Local Police 

increases the risk that the section will be made smaller in the near future due to the low number of 

investigations. Moreover, inspections in houses of prostitutions lead to illegal prostitutes being 

administratively arrested, which count as quantifiable results. The rules that distribute competences 

between the Local and Federal Police are thus broken to boost the numbers, both the number of 

investigations and the number of arrests. Still, the department head in POL1 highly values the 

distribution of competences rules, as well as the public prosecutor who does not approve the Federal 

Police doing Local Police tasks. Nevertheless, the necessity to account for the department’s results 

(which is an individualistic aim) dominates decision making in this dilemma. The authority of the 

public prosecutor and the hierarchical rules are thus disregarded. This can be explained by two 

mechanisms. On the one hand, detectives make a power coalition with the department head against 

the public prosecutor. On the other, the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism facilitates not 

following the expectation of the public prosecutor, in the sense that the latter is not aware of the 

fact that detectives in POL1 conduct these kinds of inspections. 

6.3.3.2. Aiming for (quick) results in the inspection settings 

In the inspection settings, a similar logic is sometimes applied. As explained in the previous chapter, 

the head office of the Inspection of Social Laws highly values quantifiable results, in terms of number 

of investigations, number of foreign employer investigations and total rectification amount (see 

5.2.2.1). In addition, inspectors’ work is mainly appreciated by referring to quantifiable results (see 

5.2.3.2 and 5.2.3.3). This encourages labor inspectors to start certain investigation with the main (or 

even sole) purpose to boost the numbers. This occurs in at least three ways. First, labor inspectors 

decide to do a general inspection on the basis of a complaint by one employee only when one 
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expects high rectification amounts. Second, labor inspectors look for easy foreign employer 

investigations that fail to effectively tackle social fraud. Third, labor inspectors decide to inspect big 

construction sites to easily increase the number of investigations or to be able to add the failed 

construction site report to one’s rectification amount statistics. The respondents explain that 

although conducting these kinds of investigations is not always in the public interest, they decide to 

conduct them anyway because quantifiable results and statistics are highly valued in the organization 

they work in. All three types of decisions are explained in detail below. 

 

First, there are seven cases (two in INSP1 and five in INSP2) in which an inspector decides to do a 

general inspection on the basis of a complaint by one employee. These decisions are not made 

because it is according to the head office’s ‘Administrative Instructions’, but because the inspectors 

aim at high rectification amounts. One respondent in INSP1 explains that personally (s)he considers 

the individual complaint more important than doing a general inspection, but adds: 

 

“That’s the strategy, you know, the last few years, that we need to focus on money, which of 

course leads to high statistics for policymakers. Our work is thus more aimed at bringing in money 

for the treasury, though I don’t consider that as our priority. According to me, that is more the 

responsibility of the Federal Social Security Service (RSZ). […] The risk of this strategy is that one’s 

original investigation, based on an employee’s complaint, is not solved, because the strategy 

aggravates the employer to such an extent that he doesn’t want to cooperate in the investigation 

anymore.” 

 

Another respondent in INSP1 explains that (s)he does not always obey the attaché when the latter 

forbids him/her to do a general inspection, for example in the context of a moonlighting inspection. 

This illustrates that inspectors sometimes value their individual results, in terms of rectification 

amounts, more than the attaché’s hierarchical role. The ‘power’ mechanism is then counteracted by 

the ‘importance’ mechanism. 

In INSP2, there are also two examples in which an inspector starts a general inspection because high 

rectification amounts are expected. In one case, this even occurs in a firm with more than 100 

employees in which a general inspection is not obliged because the employees’ rights are protected 

by labor unions. The head office’s instruction to do a general inspection in 75% of the investigations, 

except for firms in which labor unions are installed (i.e. when there are more than 50 employee, see 

5.2.2.1), is thus altered by the inspector. This probably results from the head office placing so much 

emphasis on quantifiable results. 

In three cases in INSP2, the inspector decides to limit the investigation to the complaint of one 

employee or to employees who are still in service in firms with less than 50 employees. By doing so, 

the inspector fails to follow the head office’s instructions because including these other employees 

would take more effort than the result is worth. This is illustrated in the following quote: 

 

“This employer did not pay holiday compensations for 15 employees […] and there was one girl 

whom he forgot to pay compensation for one legal holiday. However, the employer doesn’t know 

how to contact her. […] In theory, I have to ask the employer to pay this compensation on a 

specific governmental account […], so if that girl wants to claim it back later, she can. I think 
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that’s ridiculous. Therefore, I decided to remove her name from my case file so my attaché would 

not find out.” 

 

The ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism explains how the attaché’s hierarchical authority is 

put aside. By removing the employee’s name, the attaché would never find out that this employee’s 

interests are neglected. The decision is also facilitated by the ‘distortion of consequences’ 

mechanism in the sense that it only concerns compensation for one legal holiday. Moreover, if the 

employee wants to claim the money back, she can easily do that by filing a complaint with the labor 

inspection. The same logic applies in another case in INSP2. In this case, the inspector disregards 

employees who have been working in a restaurant for only five or ten days when doing a general 

inspection. In another case in INSP2, the respondent explains how (s)he was more or less forced by 

his/her colleague to do a general inspection in a hotel in his/her own territorial sector because the 

colleague was doing a general inspection in another hotel of the same employer in another territorial 

sector. The respondent uses this example to illustrate the lack of cost effectiveness of certain general 

inspections. (S)he explains that this investigation took several months and only led to the 

rectification of one legal holiday for one employee. Hence, it was in his/her eyes not worth the effort. 

Therefore, the respondent henceforth only conducts general inspections when high results are 

expected, which is facilitated by the ‘distortion of consequences’ mechanism.  

 

The second type of aiming for results in the inspection settings is looking for easy foreign employer 

investigations. As explained above, the head office prescribes that every inspector should at least 

conduct ten foreign employer investigations a year (see 5.2.2.1). Because these types of 

investigations are often difficult to conduct without a certain chance to obtain good results, attachés 

and inspectors develop strategies to look for easy employer investigation that can be conducted 

quickly. An inspector explains how this can be achieved: 

 

“What we do is drive around in our territorial sector until we find a construction site with foreign 

license plates for a Limosa inspection [i.e. system to officially register employment by foreign 

employers, hence the counterpart of the Dimona system
216

]. A real Limosa inspection consists of, 

in my opinion, walking around on a construction site, asking all employees’ passports, and then 

checking whether or not they are registered in the Limosa system. There are a number of reasons 

why in practice another strategy is used. First, very little is done with these foreign employer 

investigations. Second, the head office is only interested in them to achieve their statistical goals. 

Third, an employee who does not want to be found on a construction site will not be found. So in 

practice, another strategy is applied. I did not invent it. I just learned it from other colleagues 

whom I respect a lot, and I adopted it because I consider these inspections useless. What do we 

do? We go to the temporary container office of the employer and say: ‘Please give us the 

passports of all employees that are working today, as well as the Limosa forms.’ Half an hour 

later, the employer returns with the passports of employees we, the inspectors, did not even see. 

We say: ‘Limosa ok. Passports ok. Well done.’ But in Brussels they of course like our great 

statistics. And they conclude that Limosa is such a good system that is perfectly complied with by 
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all employers, and that the inspections are useful, because there are less and less violations. Yeah 

right (ironical voice).” 

 

Labor inspectors in this study know that this kind of inspections are useless, and not in the general 

interest, because employers only give the passports of employees who are registered and legal. 

Nevertheless, the inspectors follows the strategy anyway because quantifiable results are highly 

valued by the head office. This decision is facilitated by two mechanisms. The ‘insulation from 

observability mechanism’ is at work because the head office can impossibly check how the ten 

foreign employer investigations they ask for are conducted. In addition, the inspectors excuse for 

their behavior by using the ‘diffusion of responsibility’ mechanism. This is illustrated by the following 

quote: “I just do it because everyone else does it, but I did not invent it.” In the second foreign 

employer case, the same story is told by another inspector. 

 

The third individualistic strategy to aim for easy results is selecting big construction sites instead of 

small ones for moonlighting inspections, even though on small construction sites social fraud can be 

more easily detected. This is done for at least two reasons. The first reason is to increase one’s 

number of investigations. Labor inspectors argue that on big construction sites many different 

employers are at work and on each employer a different investigation can be conducted. Because in 

moonlighting inspections the effect of surprise is really important, the risk of this strategy is that 

employees working for different employers notify each other, so when the inspectors start their 

investigation with the first employees, illegal workers or moonlighters are given the opportunity to 

flee. Hence, with every additional employer being inspected, the chance of finding social fraud 

decreases. However, the number of investigations quickly increases, and this is considered more 

important because the inspectors have the wrong perception that the Regional Cell and the SIOD 

only focus on the quantity of inspections and not the quantity of positive inspections (‘alteration’). In 

addition to alteration, the ‘insulation from observability’ is at work because the Regional Cell or the 

SIOD will not find out how the inspections are organized in practice. 

The second reason to select big construction sites is linked to the responsibility of the Federal Social 

Security Service to inspect whether employers officially report their site. If they fail to do so, a 

rectification amount needs to be paid. However, if an inspector from the Inspection of Social Laws 

detects this violation without a Federal Social Security inspector being present, the former inspector 

can add a percentage of the rectification amount to his/her own statistics. The labor inspector of the 

Inspection of Social Laws can do that without even having to check whether the rectification amount 

is in fact paid. Hence, this is an easy way to boost one’s individual statistics. As in the previous case, 

the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism is at play. Particularly, the head office will never find 

out how the rectification results are achieved and whether or not these rectification amounts were in 

fact paid. The individualistic behavior is also facilitated by two other mechanisms. First, there is 

‘diffusion of responsibility’, because inspectors argue that everybody does it. Second, there is 

‘displacement of responsibility’ because the attaché approves of it and is thus considered 

responsible. In INSP1, no specific examples are given of this second individualistic strategy of looking 

for big construction sites, but the attaché and several inspectors state that it is common practice for 

the same reasons as in INSP2. 
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The final example in this section is a special one, because the goal of doing a certain investigation is 

not reaching quantifiable results, but maximizing the chance of an effective investigation. The 

inspector in INSP1 decides to conduct a general inspection to disguise his/her true reasons of doing 

this investigation. These are linked to inspecting how temporary employment is organized, an issue 

for which (s)he received a complaint. The inspector thus conducts a general inspection to avoid the 

employer obscuring the real facts concerning temporary employment. In GGCT terms, the inspector 

wants to improve his/her individualistic negotiation position with the employer by misleading him in 

a way. 

6.4. Fatalistic behavioral style 

The fatalistic behavioral style is applied in 19 cases (four in POL1, six in POL2, three in INSP1 and six in 

INSP2). Fatalism is in these cases a response to six different situations concerning what to do (1) 

when one doubts about the violation being part of the priorities, (2) when one thinks crimes are 

victimless, (3) when one is powerless against certain suspects, (4) when one is confronted with a 

possible excess of the hierarchical distribution of work by the supervisor, (5) when one wants to 

avoid arbitrariness, and (6) when one is confronted with incomprehensible judicial decisions. Each of 

these types of fatalistic behavioral style will be discussed below. Table 6.5 summarizes the 

organizational patterns and causal mechanisms that could explain a fatalistic behavioral style in the 

cases respondents mention. 

6.4.1. Prioritary or not? 

The first type of fatalistic behavioral style is applied when street-level bureaucrats doubt whether or 

not the investigation is a prioritary for his/her agency. Examples of this type were only mentioned by 

detectives in POL2. Particularly, four cases in POL2 refer to situations in which investigations are 

started or kept open, while the detective believes that they are not Federal Police priorities, or 

stopped while the detective thinks they are. The first example concerns an investigation that 

officially meets the criteria of economic exploitation, and thus needs to be conducted by the Federal 

Police. Although the detective decides to conduct it, (s)he considers it insignificant and not suitable 

for a specialized human exploitation and human trafficking unit. Particularly, it concerns an 

investigation of complaints by illegal persons who claim to have worked for a certain employer who 

promised to get them official identity documents. The case officer explains: 

 

“Spectacular investigation, isn’t it? […] These kinds of investigations officially come under human 

exploitation, so according to the public prosecutor’s guidelines they are to be sent to the Federal 

Police, so we are obliged to conduct them. […] Sometimes I think (silence), what are we doing 

here? Investigating a small shop, while there is so much serious crime going on (sigh). But well, 

we just do it. We don’t make a fuss about it.” 

 

The reason why the applied behavioral style can be called fatalistic, is because the detective has the 

feeling of not being able to refuse doing this investigation, while considering it unworthy and a waste 

of time for the Federal Police. The ‘power’ mechanism explains why the individualistic autonomy to 

decide how to spend one’s time on the job is not relevant in this case. 
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In the second case, the detective also doubts about an investigation being prioritary
217

, but 

nevertheless keeps it open, not because the judicial authorities want it, but because there is political 

pressure to keep investigating the case. Politics are by the respondent considered less relevant in the 

Federal Police than, for example, in the Local Police. However, (s)he states that in some 

investigations detectives of the Federal Police experience substantial political pressure, both from 

local and national policymakers. As in the previous case, ‘power’ (i.e. power of policymakers) explains 

why the detective’s autonomy, the hierarchical rules about Federal Police priorities and even the 

hierarchical role of the Judicial Director and department head are disregarded. This decision can be 

considered fatalistic, because the respondent does not consider politicians to be authorized to 

decide that a non-prioritary investigation should be kept open. 

 

Table 6.5: Fatalistic patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block a fatalistic BS 

Fatalistic organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking fatalistic BS Cases 

Judicial authorities + power 

+ power, + blame attribution 

+ power, - insulation from observability (judicial 

authorities), - humanization, - seeking support from 

colleagues and superiors 

+ alteration 

1 

1 

3 

 

 

2 

Policymakers + power 1 

Loyalty conflict between supervisor 

and policymakers 

- power (supervisor), + importance (policymakers), + 

comparison 

1 

Loyalty conflict between supervisor 

and judicial authorities 

+ importance (judicial authorities), - power (supervisor) 1 

Victim + distortion, + blame attribution, - humanization 

+ blame attribution 

1 

3 

Judicial authorities, “studiedienst”, 

suspect and discretion 

+ displacement (judicial authorities) 1 

Suspect + displacement (rules or supervisor) 

+ comparison 

2 

1 

Supervisor (domination of H, leading 

to F) 

+ power, + selection 1 

 

In the third case, a similar logic is applied. The previous section head does not want a detective to 

invest many resources in a certain investigation initiated by the reference magistrate. However, the 

detective feels obliged to secretively (i.e. in a way that is concealed for his/her supervisor) conduct a 

more thorough investigation than the section head has in mind. The reason for that is the fact that a 

Belgian embassy is involved. The detective wants to avoid that the lack of cooperation in this 

investigation will blow up in his/her own face. Particularly, (s)he is afraid that if politicians find out 

that such a politically sensitive investigation is more or less neglected, it will have negative 

consequences for him/herself. Political pressure is thus again the reason why a non-prioritary 
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investigation is conducted. Although the detective disregards the hierarchical role of the section 

head (who has the power to decide how investigations will be conducted), (s)he considers the 

expectations of the embassy and policymakers more important. Moreover, the detective claims that 

the risks of investing too little in this investigation are much higher than the risks of investing too 

much, by which (s)he uses the mechanism of ‘comparison’ in moral disengagement theory. 

 

The final case in POL2 concerns a situation in which an investigation is stopped by the examining 

magistrate against the will of the detective and the department head who consider this kind of 

investigations part of the Federal Police priorities, being listed in the National Security Plan 

(‘Nationaal Veiligheidsplan’ in Dutch). This is linked to the independent status of the examining 

magistrate. As explained in part 5.2.1.1, examining magistrates do not have to comply with the public 

prosecutor’s policy plans, circulars and security plans. This could sometimes lead to insignificant 

investigations being initiated by the examining magistrate or, the other way round, significant 

investigations being stopped by the examining magistrate. In this case, an investigation on market 

vendors who are economically exploited is stopped because this particular examining magistrate – 

who only considers sexual exploitation investigations prioritary – says: “In what way is that 

problematic?”. Although the hierarchical rules consider these market vendors human exploitation 

victims, because they are not being properly paid according to European norms, the examining 

magistrate does not consider them victims. Hence, in this case, the ‘power’ mechanism explains why 

the hierarchical rules are disregarded, in the sense of the examining magistrate being in charge of 

judicial investigations. An additional argument for fatalistically accepting the decision of the 

examining magistrate is the fact that the workers themselves do not consider themselves victims 

either. The latter triggers the mechanism of attributing blame to victims who do not want any help. 

6.4.2. Victimless crimes? 

The second type of fatalism that respondents in this study applied in ‘how to do the right things?’ 

dilemmas is linked to the latter case in the previous fatalistic type. In some cases, investigations are 

not started or dismissed because, on the one hand, judicial authorities do not consider the exploited 

individuals victimized (three cases in POL1), on the other, because the workers do not consider 

themselves human exploitation victims (one case in POL2, one case in INSP1 and two cases in INSP2). 

 

It is no coincidence that the three cases in POL1 are all linked to the reference magistrate not 

considering the economic exploitation practices severe enough to conduct a criminal investigation, 

while the detectives consider it serious enough. This is related to the different interpretation of legal 

criteria of economic exploitation in POL1 and POL2 (see 5.2.1.4). Particularly, the interpretation of 

the reference magistrate in POL1 is less strict than the interpretation of his/her counterpart in POL2. 

While the former compares the living conditions the workers are in with the living conditions in the 

home country, the latter compares them with European norms. Several detectives in POL1 respond 

to this – in their eyes flawed – interpretation by eagerly trying to continue economic exploitation 

investigations. These decisions are induced by three different mechanisms. First, the ‘insulation from 

observability’ mechanism is operating because the reference magistrate does not know what the 

police are doing. Second, the mechanism of ‘humanization’ is relevant because detectives emphasize 
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that exploited, illegal workers are human beings who are victimized. Third, the detectives seek 

support from colleagues, the supervisor and the regional director to convince the reference 

magistrate to start cooperating with the police. Despite these three mechanisms, detectives are 

often overpowered by the reference magistrate (i.e. ‘power’ mechanism in role strain theory). In 

other words, the authority of the reference magistrate is sometimes so high that detectives 

fatalistically accept the decision to neglect certain victims of economic exploitation. Some of them 

conclude that the individualistic strategies they used to try and counter the dominance of the 

reference magistrate have done more harm than good. This is illustrated by the following quote: 

 

“Yes apparently, it wasn’t enough for X (reference magistrate). (S)he said: ‘I can’t see it. It is not 

enough. I cannot go to court with this. I cannot but dismiss the case.’ After that, we have been 

discussing the case multiple times with the reference magistrate, trying to convince him/her, but 

well at the time we did more harm than good, I think. We banged our fists on the table a few 

times. I don’t think this was really beneficial for the relationship with the reference magistrate.” 

 

In GGCT terms, holding on to individualistic autonomy weakens the ‘group’ aspects in the already 

fatalistic relationship with the reference magistrate, and leads to more and more fatalism. The 

theory suggests that fatalism in the relationship with the reference magistrate could only be 

decreased by enhancing ‘group’. This could be achieved by openly discussing how economic 

exploitation investigations are evaluated by the reference magistrate and trying to reach consensus 

on the criteria to select investigations on which the police could work. 

 

The case in POL2 is about a sexual exploitation investigation. In this case, not the reference 

magistrate, but the victim does not perceive the alleged violations as exploitation. In the beginning 

of the investigation, the case officer is notified that the target and the girl are about to travel abroad, 

forcing the detective to intervene. However, by intervening so early (s)he does not have the chance 

to substantiate his/her claim that the person is being exploited. Because the girl does not want to file 

a complaint against the suspect, the investigation leads to an acquittal by the court. Although the 

‘distortion of consequences’ and the ‘attribution of blame’ mechanisms could lead to the detective 

not feeling bad for this failure, the detective feels guilty because the ‘humanization’ mechanism 

encourages him/her to perceive the girl as a human being who only does this profession because she 

does not have any other options to earn a living. 

The three cases in the inspection settings are similar. It concerns victims of ‘schijnzelfstandigheid’. 

This refers to foreign workers being employed as if they were independent contractors, giving the 

employer the liberty to pay them beneath European minimal norms. However, these workers accept 

being economically exploited and thus do not consider themselves to be ‘victims’. Their acceptance 

can be explained in a two-fold way. First, their illegal status gives them no other option than to work 

in the (false) independent status. Second, they benefit from being exploited because the low wages 

they receive are higher than what they would earn in their home country. The labor inspectors in this 

study consider these workers economic exploitation victims. They also consider the employers 

criminals who should be caught. However, the inspectors are powerless to take legal action against 

the latter group, because the workers do not want to cooperate with the inspectors by filing 

complaint or by testifying against their employer. This leads, in INSP2, to two potential investigations 
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on ‘schijnzelfstandigheid’ not being started., because the inspectors assess their likelihood of success 

as extremely low. In INSP1, one investigation on ‘schijnzelfstandigheid’ is started, only because the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ initiated it, while the inspector knows in advance that it will lead to a complete 

failure. The dominance of various fatalistic organizational patterns can explain why the inspectors 

give up, for example vague legal criteria and legal loopholes (see part 5.2.4.1 in ‘goals and values 

subsystem’) that lead to suspects being able to bend the rules (see part 5.2.1.4 in ‘environmental 

suprasystem’). Also the ‘attribution of blame’ mechanism explains why the inspectors seem to 

adhere to a fatalistic form of acquiescence. In other words, inspectors blame the workers for the 

failure in these investigations because they do not file a complaint against their exploiters. 

6.4.3. Powerless against certain suspects 

The third type of fatalistic behavioral style shows that there are other ways – besides conducting 

(seemingly) victimless investigations – in which inspectors can feel powerless to take action against 

certain suspects. Only in the inspection settings, examples of this fatalistic type are given. 

 

In INSP1, an inspector is eager to catch an employer who has a logistics firm and continues violating 

the rules concerning compensations for night work. Despite the fact that several reports have been 

made by labor inspectors, the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ seems to always dismiss the case, after which an 

administrative fine of 50 euro is given by the ‘studiedienst’. The inspector explains: 

 

“And then I get the feeling that the employer wins every time, because the compensations he has 

to pay are a few 1000 euros net, plus contributions, so the administrative fine is actually 

ridiculous. And the man never cooperates, probably because he knows my investigation will only 

lead to him having to pay peanuts.” 

 

The inspector continues by saying that the only successful strategy would be to organize a joint 

inspection with several inspections. In such a joint inspection, different inspectors could 

systematically check who arrives at the firm and interrogate all workers about duration of work, so 

they would be able to gather some evidence of violations committed by the employer. Duration of 

work is, however, difficult to inspect, and a mega joint inspection is difficult to organize. Therefore, 

the inspector reconciles him/herself with fatalism. The mechanism of ‘displacement of responsibility’ 

facilitates this decision. Particularly, the inspector displaces responsibility to the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ 

who has – in the inspector’s opinion – an illogical prosecution policy.  

 

The two cases in INSP2 are both mentioned by the same inspector who feels powerless to take 

action against an employer who is aggressive. In both cases, the inspector tries to get rid of the 

responsibility to do a general inspection in a firm in which (s)he suspects many social law violations 

are committed. (S)he excuses him/herself for this decision by using hierarchy as stolen rhetoric. In 

the first case, the inspector decides to ask the transfer of this investigation to another judicial district 

where the firm’s registered office is located. In the second case, the inspector refers to his/her 

hierarchical superior (i.e. the attaché) agreeing with him/her not continuing the investigation in this 

firm. The hierarchical rules (in case 1) and the hierarchical supervisor (in case 2) are used as stolen 

rhetoric to displace responsibility for the fatalistic reconciliation of doing nothing against a 
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defrauding and aggressive employer. These two cases are unfortunate examples of how aggression 

could be a beneficial strategy for employers. 

6.4.4. Possible excess of hierarchical distribution of work by the supervisor 

Another type of fatalistic behavioral style is related to the hierarchical role of the supervisor to 

distribute work among street-level bureaucrats in his/her team, as explained in the hierarchy cases 

above (see 6.1.1). This fatalistic type is referred to by one detective in POL2. This case illustrates how 

overemphasis on this hierarchical role could lead to excesses. It concerns the previous section head 

who almost never consulted the detectives regarding the question what to do with information 

reports (s)he received. This led to one specific information report being put aside by the section head 

that contained information from an informant run by a professional informant runner in another unit 

of POL2. A few months after the information report is made, this informant runner asks a befriended 

detective in POL2 whether the information has led to something. The detective does not know what 

the informant runner is talking about and asks to see the information (s)he did not receive from 

his/her supervisor. The detective explains that when (s)he saw the information (s)he immediately 

knew it was relevant, especially because it could be linked to other information they had received 

earlier. Unfortunately the section head did not make this link earlier and did not consult the 

detectives in the team about it. The respondent tries to look for reasons by saying: 

 

“Why? Umm because the supervisor gets the information and I don’t think they evaluate it by 

looking beyond the specific document. (S)he just looks at the information report and solely 

evaluates the document, without checking whether the persons that are mentioned are already 

known by the police, if they have a criminal record, if they have been investigated by the police 

before, etc.” 

 

Because after three months the informant’s information is not up-to-date anymore, the detective is 

unable to start an investigation. Two mechanisms explain why the detective is powerless to take 

action against the suspects. First, the ‘power’ mechanism explains that detectives can only work on 

investigations their supervisor wants them to work on, the latter being responsible for distributing 

information reports. Second, the ‘selection’ mechanism is relevant in the sense that the supervisor is 

not transparent enough concerning the information that comes in, leading to the detective only 

having a partial view on it. Both mechanisms lead to the hierarchical role of the supervisor becoming 

excessive so the suspects cannot be caught by the detective. The overemphasis of hierarchy could 

thus lead to fatalism. 

6.4.5. Avoidance of arbitrariness 

The next type of fatalistic behavioral style is linked to the decision not to start investigations on one’s 

own initiative because one cannot avoid arbitrary treatment. This fatalistic type is only referred to 

by one inspector in INSP1. This person explains that one should treat all employers in a fair and equal 

way. This is a paternalistic and thus hierarchical attitude towards inspectees, which is typical in INSP1 

where there is not so much negotiation with employers as in INSP2 (see 5.2.1.4). However, own 

initiative investigations are, in his/her opinion, mostly based on a stereotypical distinction between 

real criminals, on the one hand, and employers who just made a mistake, on the other. (S)he adds 
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that most inspectors focus on the former type of employers. However, because these stereotypes 

are not based on objective criteria, but on some kind of ‘gut feeling’, the selection of own initiative 

investigations inevitably leads to arbitrariness, in his/her opinion. The inspector continues that (s)he 

does not want to risk employers contacting his/her attaché with complaints about unequal 

treatment, and therefore, decides not to do any own initiative investigations at all. The ‘comparison’ 

mechanism explains why autonomy is sacrificed: the respondent knows that his/her decision is not 

ideal, but considers it less risky than doing own initiative investigations in an arbitrary way. 

6.4.6. Incomprehensible judicial decision(s) 

In three cases, respondents refer to the final type of fatalistic behavioral style in which one makes a 

decision as a result of an incomprehensible judicial order. These decisions can be explained by the 

fact that judicial authorities have the power to impose their will, not always as a result of their legal 

authority, but sometimes as a result of their ‘de facto’ power. Examples are given by street-level 

bureaucrats in POL1 and INSP2. 

 

In POL1, a detective refers to the case in which the public prosecutor overrules the internal 

management decision that detectives in the human exploitation and human trafficking section would 

take over certain criminal investigations from the ‘violent crimes’ unit because these investigations 

were closely linked to sexual exploitation. This veto from the public prosecutor is, however, not 

based on his/her legal power, because the Judicial Director has the responsibility to determine which 

unit of the Federal Police will conduct which investigation. The veto is rather based on the public 

prosecutor’s factual power and authority. Both the Judicial Director and the department head in 

POL1 (who really needs this investigation to account for his/her department to the Judicial Director) 

comply with the public prosecutor, because they know his/her goodwill will be needed in the future 

(‘importance’ mechanism). Several detectives in POL1 suspect that this decision is inspired by the 

fatalistic perception of the human exploitation and human trafficking section by the public 

prosecutor, possibly due to a useless rogatory commission by detectives in POL1 in which the public 

prosecutor was closely involved (see 5.2.1.1). 

 

The two fatalistic cases in INSP2 are both mentioned by the same inspector. The first case in INSP2 is 

linked to the numerous re-inspections the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ orders, and specifically, the lack of 

clarity about the rationale behind them. An inspector explains how (s)he needed to do a re-

inspection up to three times, which led to the firm going bankrupt, because the employer could not 

afford to legally register an employee and pay social security. This inspector concludes by cynically 

saying that this solves the case for the ‘arbeidsauditeur’, but not in a way (s)he can agree with 

because it is not fair. Although the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ does not have the legal power to give orders, 

the ‘alteration’ mechanism explains why the inspector fatalistically follows the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ and 

disregards the hierarchical principle of fair treatment. 

In the second case, the inspector also follows an order from the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ while (s)he 

considers it useless. Particularly, the inspector interrogates an employer, who in his/her opinion will 

not make a self-incriminating statement. (S)he makes this decision, because (s)he believes orders by 

the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ need to be followed at all time, which is an example of the impact of the 
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‘alteration’ mechanism.
218

 Autonomy to organize one’s work is thus sacrificed for fatalistically 

complying with a judicial order. 

 

Concluding, in all three cases, judicial authorities are rendered even more powerful than they already 

are. In the police setting, this is done because the relationship with the public prosecutor is 

considered more important. In the inspection setting, this is done because the inspector sincerely 

believes the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ can give orders while officially (s)he cannot. 

6.5. Hybrid behavioral style 

In 24 ‘how to do the right things?’ dilemmas, street-level bureaucrats apply a hybrid behavioral style, 

referring to a combination of two different behavioral styles (ten H+I cases, four H+E cases, three H+F 

cases, three I+E cases, three I+F cases and one F+E case). These six hybrids will be described below. 

No summarizing table has been composed for the hybrid behavioral styles because the cases show 

too much variation. 

6.5.1. Hybrid of hierarchy and individualism 

The combination of hierarchy and individualism is with ten cases the most prevalent hybrid in ‘how 

to do the right things?’ dilemmas (four in POL1, two in POL2, three in INSP1 and one in INSP2). This is 

self-evident because the hierarchical and individualistic behavioral styles are also the most prevalent 

‘pure’ behavioral styles. In most cases (four in POL1, one in POL2 and two in INSP1), this hybrid 

behavioral style is the result of the supervisor hierarchically determining which investigations will be 

conducted, but the street-level bureaucrats individualistically selecting those types of investigations 

they prefer the most. In three cases in POL1, the department head respects the detectives’ 

preference for a specific type of investigation and thus only uses his/her hierarchical authority in a 

limited way to avoid fatalistic powerlessness towards his/her staff members. 

This resembles two cases in INSP1, in which the attaché determines a number of joint inspections in 

which inspectors his/her Directorate should cooperate, but the inspectors are given the opportunity 

to select the joint inspections in which they want to cooperate. For some inspectors this leads to not 

doing any or only a small number of joint inspections, which is not responded to by the attaché due 

to his/her fatalistic powerlessness to certain inspectors (see 5.2.2.3). For other inspectors (the 

respondents in the two H+I cases) this leads to selecting those types of joint inspections they like the 

most or those that lead to the highest number of positive results (e.g., inspections in the catering 

business in which moonlighting violations are rather common). The ‘power’ mechanism – in the 

sense of accepting the authority of the attaché – explains inspectors’ reaction to the hierarchical 

decision of the attaché to cooperate in joint inspections. For inspectors who refuse to cooperate, the 

‘power’ mechanism is weak, probably due to their high status (i.e. high seniority), as part of the 

psychosocial subsystem (see 5.2.3.2). For the other inspectors the ‘power’ mechanism is strong, 

probably due to their low status (i.e. low seniority) or the conformity between the attaché’s 

managerial style and their idea of good leadership in the goals and values subsystem (see 5.2.4.2). 
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 Cooperation between the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ was under the previous Labor Inspection Law, that was still valid during data 

collection, largely based on ‘goodwill’ (see 5.2.1.1). 
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In the one case in POL2, another aspect of the psychosocial subsystem is relevant, not status but 

perception of the staff evaluation system. The detective is appointed by the previous section head 

to conduct a certain investigation, as in hierarchy. However, the detective seizes the opportunity 

with both hands because (s)he considers it an opportunity given in recognition of services rendered. 

In other words, (s)he feels rewarded for good results in previous investigations, as in individualism. 

 

In the final case in POL1, the initiative for starting an investigation does not come from the 

department head as in the previous cases. In this case, a detective decides to start working on 

information (s)he informally received from police officers in other agencies (as in individualism). 

However, because the detective needs the approval of the department head to successfully conduct 

this investigation, and to counter the reference magistrate’s fatalistic distrust, (s)he asks the 

department head for permission (as in hierarchy). In other words, although the detective could just 

continue doing the investigation thanks to the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism, (s)he 

knows the department head’s support is necessary to form a coalition of power to convince the 

reference magistrate of the necessity of starting this investigation. 

 

The individualistic behavioral style can also be used to postpone a supervisor’s order when one does 

not completely agree. This occurs in one case in INSP1. The attaché is not satisfied with an 

inspector’s investigation, because the inspector did not ask the employer to rectify certain 

compensations for transport and clothing. Although the inspector acknowledges the attaché’s 

authority to give these kinds of orders, (s)he does not want to look bad in front of the employer with 

whom (s)he just finished a long and difficult negotiation. (S)he explains: 

 

“After a long negotiation and several discussions with the employer and the employee you end up 

with a decent result, and then the attaché wants you to go back to ask for minor compensations. I 

don’t want to annoy the employer with that. […] So I let the investigation rot a bit (laugh). [...] I 

just put it aside for a while. Eventually I will do it of course, but I don’t want to give the employer 

the idea that I have to crawl back to ask for a futility. I just put it aside and then later I act as if I 

open a new investigation. Yes, otherwise you look like a fool (laugh).” 

 

Hence, the ‘power’ mechanism is at work, but is mitigated by the autonomy the inspector has to 

determine the timing in which the attaché’s orders are complied with. 

 

The hierarchical part in the H+I cases does not necessarily refer to following supervisors’ orders. It 

could also refer to following hierarchical rules as is the case in one dilemma in INSP2. An inspector 

explains that (s)he is responsible for selecting the bars and restaurants in which a joint moonlighting 

will be conducted. Because (s)he has full autonomy to make this selection, the inspector takes a 

random sample of employers in the yellow pages. However, to avoid discrimination between those 

employers who are registered in the yellow pages and those who are not (s)he also conducts 

unplanned inspections. The latter is used as a hierarchical principal to compensate for possible 

excesses of the individualistic autonomy. 
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The final H+I case is linked to the previously explained individualistic strategy in POL2 to only include 

a small number of suspects so investigations can more easily be managed in court. One detective 

explains how in some cases this strategy is combined with the hierarchical act of registering 

information about the other suspects in the ANG or national information database so other police 

agencies could decide to start an investigation on these suspects. However, this is not always an 

effective strategy – according to the detective – because before other police agencies come across 

this information it is probably already outdated and not useful anymore. However, the detective 

does not feel responsible for neither the individualistic strategy of disregarding certain suspects, nor 

the hierarchical strategy of passing the buck to other police agencies, because (s)he considers the 

reference magistrate and the section head responsible for these kinds of decisions. Starting an 

investigation on the ‘forgotten’ suspects him/herself is not an option either, because this is the 

decision of the section head, which illustrates the ‘power’ mechanism. 

6.5.2. Hybrid of hierarchy and egalitarianism 

In four cases, a hierarchy and egalitarianism hybrid is applied (three in POL1 and one in INSP2), which 

can be divided in three types. 

 

The first type is deciding to do an investigation oneself on the basis of consensus with colleagues of 

the Local Police, because one has a certain hierarchical position to make that decision. In the first 

case (in POL1), the respondent is the assistant department head who is hierarchically responsible to 

start investigations. In the second case (also in POL1), the respondent is the contact person for the 

police zone the information comes from and considers him/herself responsible for starting 

investigations concerning information that comes from this police zone. In both cases, the 

respondent does not notify colleagues about an investigation being started. Hence, other colleagues 

are not given the chance to conduct the investigation themselves. This is, in the first case, explained 

by the ‘power’ mechanism. The respondent temporarily replaces the department head and does not 

consider it necessary to communicate this decision towards other detectives. In the second case, the 

decision is explained by the ‘insulation from observability mechanism’. The respondent argues that 

other colleagues would never find out how this decision has been made as a result of the egalitarian 

schism between different small teams in POL1. 

 

The second H+E case is related to an H+I case in POL1 explained above, in which a coalition of power 

is formed with the department head to deal with fatalism from the part of the reference magistrate. 

This H+E case is also mentioned by a detective in POL1. The detective explains that the department 

head had asked him/her to do a pre-investigation on certain information concerning economic 

exploitation. Later, the detective and the department head decide in consensus that the detective 

would continue the investigation because (s)he had already discovered certain criminal patterns. The 

detective explains that the department head knows how difficult it is to convince the reference 

magistrate in POL1 to give support for an economic exploitation investigation, and how necessary it 

is to conduct as many investigations as possible to account for the department. Therefore, the 

department head does not want to appoint a new detective who is unfamiliar with the investigation 

to avoid this new detective being blown off by the reference magistrate. However, in the end the 
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investigation is rejected by the reference magistrate anyway, without the detectives and the 

department head knowing why exactly. This illustrates the fatalistic relationship with the reference 

magistrate. 

 

The final type of H+E hybrid is following head office’s rules even in cases in which the head office 

tolerates an exception. An inspector explains how (s)he was confronted with the dilemma whether or 

not to do a general inspection in a certain firm with more than 50 employees in which (s)he received 

a complaint of one employee. Although (s)he is aware of the exception in the ‘Administrative 

Instructions’ for doing general inspections in firms that have labor unions, (s)he decides to conduct 

one anyway because the employer gives an unreliable impression. Hence, on the basis of an 

egalitarian distinction between real frauds and employers who just made a mistake (see 5.2.1.4), the 

inspector decides to conduct a general inspection going further than just following the rules. 

6.5.3. Hybrid of hierarchy and fatalism 

In three cases (two in POL2 and one in INSP2), a hybrid behavioral style of hierarchy and fatalism is 

applied, all of them related to doubts among street-level bureaucrats in the two settings about the 

question whether or not they are responsible for conducting certain kinds of investigations. 

 

In two cases, both in POL2, the detectives decide to conduct the investigation anyway because they 

do not see any other option (as in fatalism). In the first case, this decision results from the ‘power’ 

mechanism in favor of the department head and policymakers who consider it essential that the 

investigation is carried out by the Federal Police. In the second case, this decision results from the 

fact that according to the circulars even low profile cases are rendered Federal Police material when 

there is an international aspect (i.e. the involvement of an East European pimp). However, both cases 

are not completely fatalistic, because the detectives keep open the possibility of finding a criminal 

organization responsible for the trafficking in the first case and the sexual exploitation in the second 

case. 

 

An inspector in INSP2 decides not to conduct a certain investigation, although (s)he suspects serious 

social fraud. It concerns an investigation on ‘schijnzelfstandigheid’ (i.e. employing workers as if they 

were independent contractors). The inspector explains that (s)he does not know whether or not the 

Inspection of Social Laws is responsible for doing these kinds of investigations, but (s)he feels 

powerless to take action against this kind of fraud, so (s)he sends them to the Federal Social Security 

Service. (S)he explains: 

 

“Umm, those workers were Portuguese and they were all supposedly associates, but they spoke, 

umm in the beginning they spoke a bit of Spanish and French, so we asked them questions in 

Spanish and French, but the more questions we asked the less Spanish and French they spoke, and 

the more they claimed to only speak Portuguese. So we asked them a few focused questions [to 

look for ‘schijnzelfstandigheid’], which I always carry with me […] and then we sent their 

statements to the Federal Social Security Service who can check whether or not their stories make 

sense. […] But I don’t know whether or not the Federal Social Security Service starts an 

investigation on those interrogations.” 
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In this H+F case, the fatalistic aspect is represented in the lack of clarity about whether or not the 

Inspection of Social Laws is responsible for doing these investigations, while hierarchy is represented 

in the act of doing one’s duty but not more than that by sending the investigation to another agency 

without knowing for sure if they will start an investigation on the information one sends them. 

Although the inspector is aware of the fact that the violations (s)he detected will possibly not be 

dealt with, (s)he displaces responsibility to the Federal Social Security Service from the perspective of 

not knowing whether or not the Inspection of Social Laws is responsible.  

6.5.4. Hybrid of individualism and egalitarianism 

The hybrid of individualism and egalitarianism is applied in three cases (one in POL1 and two in POL2) 

in three different ways. 

 

In the first I+E case (one case in POL1), the detective uses his/her autonomy to initiate investigations 

on sexual exploitation by examining sex advertisements and forums on pornographic web sites to 

check whether reports are made of underage or illegal prostitutes. (S)he also looks for signals of 

abuse or exploitation. The detective explains that if (s)he does not do this kind of investigations then 

no-one else in the team will do it as a result of the individualistic group interaction, everyone 

focusing on one’s own interests. Moreover, (s)he sympathizes with prostitutes who may choose 

deliberately to do what they do, but should still be considered victims because they often do not 

have any other options than doing this kind of dirty work, which is an egalitarian approach to 

prostitutes (see 5.2.1.4). 

 

The second I+E case is completely different. A detective in POL2 explains how the previous section 

head used the opportunistic strategy (as in individualism) to give high profile and interesting 

investigations in which good results could be achieved to detectives who were part of his/her own 

clique (as in egalitarianism). The respondent does not approve of this I+E strategy, because ‘friends’ 

of the supervisor are then given preferential treatment. 

 

In the third I+E case (also in POL2), a detective explains how the formal system of information 

exchange between different police agencies is not effective. This is illustrated in a specific case. A 

colleague from another section informs him/her by a personal phone call at night about an 

investigation run by the Local Police that seems interesting for the Federal Police. The detective adds 

that it was on a Sunday evening on which (s)he was not on duty, but: “I could not let my buddy X 

down, definitely not X. X is a fine colleague.” On the basis of this informal contact, the detective 

decides to check the ANG and only then finds out that the human trafficking and human exploitation 

section in another judicial district has conducted an investigation on the same target that is now 

operating in the judicial district of POL2. Hence, the informal network is a condition of the 

hierarchical database being successful. This case illustrates that, in order to reach results, the 

egalitarian network should be used in an opportunistic way. 
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6.5.5. Hybrid of individualism and fatalism 

The individualism and fatalism hybrid behavioral style is applied in three cases (one in POL1 and two 

in POL2). In the I+F case in POL1, fatalism is (again) expressed by the difficult relationship with the 

reference magistrate who does not give support to conduct economic exploitation investigations. 

The detective explains that (s)he wants to try one last time to convince the reference magistrate to 

start an investigation in this domain, but because there is only a minor chance of success, the 

detective advices the department head to inform the Judicial Director to cover oneself against future 

criticisms about the section’s lack of productivity. The attitude of fatalism towards the reference 

magistrate that induces an individualistic strategy of warning the Judicial Director is perfectly 

expressed in the following quote: 

 

“It looks like we don’t do anything around here, but in fact it is the public prosecutor who does not 

want to cooperate. I already told the department head that (s)he should contact the Judicial 

Director, because at the end of the year we will be judged on our results. You will see that our 

numbers concerning arrests, both administrative and judicial arrests, are too low, as well as our 

number of decent investigations. Every time we want to initiate an investigation, it is sabotaged 

[by the public prosecutor] even before we actually started it. 

 

The detective tries to form a power coalition with the department head and the Judicial Director to 

conquer fatalism towards the reference magistrate. However, this mechanism is not strong enough, 

because the actual power and authority of the public prosecutor in steering the investigation is 

higher than the combined power of detective, department head and Judicial Director. 

 

The other two I+F cases are mentioned by detectives from POL2. In the first case, a detective 

explains how (s)he was appointed by the Judicial Director to take over a highly complex human 

trafficking investigation after the reorganization (see 5.2.2.2). The detective states that, on the one 

hand (s)he considered it is a great honor to be given a high profile investigation like that because it 

appeared to be a reward for previous hard work. However, on the other, failing in this high profile 

investigation would look bad. In other words, being appointed case officer in an important 

investigation works both ways. Individualism is expressed in the opportunity to ‘score’ with this 

investigation. Fatalism is expressed in not having one’s say in a decision that could lead to personal 

failure. As a result of the ‘power’ mechanism, the detective does not have any other option than 

trying his/her best in doing the investigation. 

 

The second I+F case in POL2 concerns a dilemma whether or not do conduct an investigation on 

suspects who constantly shift their activities from the judicial district of POL2 to other regions in 

Belgium and abroad. Due to the hierarchical rule that an investigation needs to be transferred to the 

judicial district where the crimes are committed or where the suspects live, the suspects are able to 

always escape being investigated by the police, which leads to fatalism. However, the detective in 

POL2 manages to indirectly and creatively demonstrate a connection between the judicial district of 

POL2 and the suspects, partly as a result of good luck, leading to the investigation being conducted in 

POL2. This case illustrates that following rules could lead to fatalistic powerlessness towards the 

suspects, but chance and perseverance could lead to solve fatalism. However, it also shows that it 
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takes a passionate detective to tackle the strategy of shifting one’s activities from one judicial district 

to another. In GGCT terms, the individualistic strive to conduct an investigation oneself at all costs, 

that could lead to excesses like bending and breaking rules (see 7.1), can sometimes prevent 

suspects slipping through the net. However, fatalism can never be overcome completely because one 

also partly depends on chance. 

6.5.6. Hybrid of fatalism and egalitarianism 

The hybrid of fatalism and egalitarianism is applied in one case in POL2. It concerns starting an 

investigation one knows will probably be unsuccessful (fatalism) because one is concerned about 

sexual exploitation victims (egalitarianism). Particularly an East European underage girl is found in a 

house of prostitution. However, the girl does not want to file a complaint because the pimps give her 

almost 50% of the money paid by customers. The detective states that (s)he is aware of his/her 

powerlessness of solving this type of sexual exploitation, but adds (s)he does not want to stop trying 

to deal with it. The mechanism of ‘comparison’ could explain this attitude. The detective explains 

that just giving up the attempt to tackle this problem is – in his/her eyes – worse than possibly 

wasting resources by trying in vain. 

6.6. Conclusion 

This chapter illustrated how street-level bureaucrats in this study deal with ‘how to do the right 

things?’ dilemmas. The overrepresentation of the hierarchical behavioral style (going from 30 to 

40% of the cases in the various settings) seemed to confirm that dilemmas about scope and priority 

of investigations are mainly dealt with by superiors (van Buuren et al., 2008) and judicial authorities. 

In 26 cases (more than 50% of the hierarchical behavioral style cases), the street-level bureaucrat 

decided to start or stop an investigation because a superior (e.g., supervisor or regional director) or a 

higher body (e.g., General Directorate of Collective Labor Relations) ordered it. In eight cases, the 

decision was the result of following an order from judicial authorities. The impact of superiors and 

judicial authorities, above for example the street-level bureaucrat’s autonomy, could in most cases 

be explained by the ‘power’ mechanism of role strain theory. However, in 11 cases orders from 

superiors and judicial authorities were disregarded because they conflicted with hierarchical rules 

concerning starting and stopping investigations, or with the principle of equal treatment. 

 

Although the hierarchical behavioral style appeared to be dominant, mainly as a result of the impact 

of superiors and judicial authorities, individualistic motives played an almost even important role in 

‘how to do the right things?’ dilemmas (going from 20 to 40% of the cases in the various settings). 

Three types of individualistic behavioral style were applied in the dilemmas that were mentioned by 

the street-level bureaucrats in this study. First, front-line officers sometimes misled judicial 

authorities by presenting the information as more spectacular than it in fact was or by creatively 

convincing that the scope of an investigation should be broadened. This could be explained by the 

individualistic freedom magistrates often give to street-level bureaucrats by completely relying on 

them to decide which information is suitable for an in-depth investigation. In cases where the 

opinion of street-level bureaucrats conflicted with the opinion of a supervisor, street-level 
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bureaucrats tried to form a coalition of power with the magistrate so responsibility for the decision 

could be displaced to the magistrate. 

Second, starting a particular type of investigation could sometimes also be prompted by the desire to 

boost one’s numbers. Especially in the labor inspections, but also in the police settings, quantifiable 

results appeared to be highly valued by supervisors. Street-level bureaucrats were rewarded for 

getting high numbers by receiving a positive evaluation by the supervisor, by getting a higher status 

in the group or by being given more autonomy by the supervisor. Conducting certain types of 

investigations was counted as positive results. Street-level bureaucrats, therefore, tried to aim for 

doing these types of investigations, sometimes in ways that are not according to the intention of the 

rules. In the police settings, this was done by doing inspections of houses of prostitutions in which 

administrative arrests can regularly be made that are considered easy, quantifiable results, even 

though this type of inspections should according to the circulars be done by the Local Police. In the 

inspection settings, the street-level bureaucrats deliberately looked for easy investigations that could 

be conducted quickly, in order to boost their total number of investigations, which is evaluated on a 

yearly basis. This practice of looking for easy investigations could be linked to the emphasis 

supervisors, regional directors and the head office place on quantifiable results. These managerial 

bodies were, however, unable to oversee how these results were achieved in practice. This resulted 

from street-level bureaucrats’ autonomy that promotes the ‘insulation from observability’ 

mechanism. Many labor inspectors therefore selected investigations that would lead to quick results, 

especially in foreign employer investigations. This led to the ‘diffusion of responsibility’ mechanism 

being used in the sense that labor inspectors did not consider this practice problematic because 

everybody did it. Another mechanism seemed to be particularly relevant as well. The labor inspectors 

seemed to have an altered view of what the head office expects from them, which is not only a high 

number of investigations, but also a high detection rate. However, only the former and not the latter 

can be achieved by looking for easy investigations. 

Third, street-level bureaucrats in the four settings also referred to other individualistic motives to 

start or stop an investigation, such as lack of time, keeping good relations with other agencies, 

personal interest, etc. This was, again, enabled by the difficulty of superiors to observe how street-

level bureaucrats keep their agenda and perform their job (i.e. ‘insulation from observability’ 

mechanism), which is a normal consequence of the high degree of autonomy street-level bureaucrats 

enjoy. 

  

Finally, the fatalistic behavioral style was also quite important in ‘how to do the right things?’ 

dilemmas, being applied in 10 to 20 percent of the cases in the various settings. In these dilemmas, 

street-level bureaucrats doubt whether or not to start an investigation for different reasons. Possible 

reasons for doubt are that they do not consider the investigation a priority, that the victims do not 

consider themselves a victim or that they feel powerless to take any action towards the suspects who 

seem to be able to constantly circumvent legislation. In many cases, street-level bureaucrats were 

unable to impose their view because the judicial authorities were considered too powerful. This 

could, in many cases, be explained by their legal authority to make the decision (i.e. ‘power’ 

mechanism), but in other cases also by an altered perception street-level bureaucrats have of the 

judicial authorities’ power (i.e. ‘alteration’ mechanism). Even in cases where judicial authorities do 
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not have legal power, for example in determining whether an investigation is part of the police 

priorities or not, their informal power was considered more important than the supervisor’s legal 

power. The fatalistic behavioral style was also present in two rare cases of political influence, which 

could, in one case, be explained by the ‘power’ mechanism and in the other by the ‘importance’ 

mechanism in the sense that a good relationship with policymakers is considered more important 

than a good relationship with the supervisor. 
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7. ‘HOW TO DO THINGS RIGHT?’ 
The previous chapter described the results concerning the dilemma type ‘how to do the right 

things?’. This chapter focuses on the second dilemma type that deals with the question whether or 

not things are done right. This is related to procedural issues. This chapter focuses on three types of 

procedural dilemmas. The first part analyzes how street-level bureaucrats deal with situations in 

which rules seem to conflict with other values, like effectiveness, efficiency and the public interest. In 

these dilemmas, street-level bureaucrats sometimes consider to bend or even break rules. The 

second part focuses on situations in which street-level bureaucrats doubt which investigative 

strategies to apply. The third part is only relevant for the labor inspections and deals with questions 

concerning enforcement styles. Given labor inspectors’ wide discretion and autonomy, they are often 

confronted with the question how to enforce rules. This chapter ends with a conclusion. 

7.1. Dilemmas concerning dealing with rules 

Street-level bureaucrats sometimes experience dilemmas when rules seem to conflict with other 

values. In these cases, they decide to either follow the rule(s) anyway, or to bend or break them. In 

the four settings, 43 dilemmas of dealing with rules were discussed in interviews and/or observed by 

the researcher. In 12 of them, the front-line officer complies with the rules, while in 31 of them the 

rules are not followed entirely. This dominance of non-compliance cases does not imply that front-

line officers in the four settings more often break rules than follow them, but merely that rule 

abidance is not always considered a moral dilemma. 

 

Table 7.1 illustrates that decisions to follow the rules are mostly made in a hierarchical way, except 

for a few examples of an individualistic and a fatalistic behavioral style in POL1 and a hybrid of 

individualism and fatalism in INSP2. The cases of rule abidance are linked to three areas: (1) 

contacting DVZ or the Local Police when confronted with illegal employment, (2) ‘judge shopping’, 

and (3) treatment of suspects or illegal persons. 

 

Table 7.1: Behavioral styles in rule abidance 

 POL1 POL2 INSP1 INSP2 TOTAL 

Hierarchical 

 

1 2 1 3 7 

Individualistic 

 

2    2 

Fatalistic 

 

1    1 

Hybrid of I + F 

 

   1 1 

TOTAL 4 2 2 4 12 

 

Table 7.2 shows that decisions concerning bending or breaking the rules are mostly individualistic, 

except for a few hierarchical cases in POL1 and INSP2 and a few egalitarian cases in POL1 and INSP1. 

The cases of rule bending/breaking are linked to five areas, the first three being similar to the rule 
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abidance areas (see above): (1) contacting DVZ or the Local Police when confronted with illegal 

employment, (2) ‘judge shopping’, (3) treatment of suspects or illegal persons, (4) correctness of 

reporting and (5) cooperation with labor inspections. 

 

Table 7.2: Behavioral styles in rule bending and rule breaking 

 POL1 POL2 INSP1 INSP2 TOTAL 

Hierarchical 

 

1   2 3 

Egalitarian 

 

1  1  2 

Individualistic 

 

5 14 2 5 25 

TOTAL 7 14 3 7 31 

 

For each of the five areas listed above, an in-depth analysis will be made of the street-level 

bureaucrats’ decision making processes by identifying the causal mechanisms that link the behavioral 

style to organizational patterns in the four settings. A summary of the combination of independent 

variables and causal mechanisms they trigger will be given in separate tables for each area. 

7.1.1. Contacting DVZ or the Local Police when confronted with illegal employment 

Both professional groups in this study sometimes encounter illegal employees during their work. As 

for labor inspectors, this mainly occurs during moonlighting inspections. Although illegal employment 

is not a priority for Federal Police detectives, illegal prostitutes are sometimes found during 

inspections of houses of prostitution and illegal workers are sometimes encountered in economic 

exploitation inspections. As explained in chapter 5, the normal procedure for police detectives is to 

administratively arrest illegal employees and then call DVZ to await the decision. Labor inspectors are 

supposed to call DVZ or the Local Police who then call DVZ. Nevertheless, this rule is not always 

complied with. The street-level bureaucrats in this study mention 15 dilemmas in which they 

doubted whether or not to apply the normal procedure. In seven of those situations, the front-line 

officer follows protocol (two in the police settings and five in the inspection settings), but in eight of 

them (s)he decides not to follow the rules (two in the police settings and six in the inspection 

settings) (see Table 7.3).
219
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 It should not surprise us that this dilemma is more common in the inspection settings, because the issues of illegal 

employment and illegal stay are normally dealt with by the Local Police and not by the Federal Police. 
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Table 7.3: Behavioral styles in the ‘calling DVZ/Local Police’ dilemmas 

 POL1 POL2 INSP1 INSP2 TOTAL 

Calling DVZ/Local Police      

   Hierarchical 

 

1 1 1 3 6 

 

   Fatalistic 

 

   1 1 

TOTAL 1 1 1 4 7 

Not calling DVZ/Local Police      

   Individualistic 

 

 1 1 5 7 

   Egalitarian 

 

1    1 

TOTAL 1 1 1 5 8 

 

In the rule abidance situations, the behavioral style is always high grid, with six cases of hierarchy and 

two cases of fatalism. In the non-compliance cases, the individualistic behavioral style is dominant, 

but there is one example of egalitarianism in POL1. 

 

In the police settings, there are three cases in which legality and result-orientedness are at stake. 

The first dilemma in POL2 is related to the sexual exploitation domain. A detective is confronted with 

an illegal prostitute who is not willing to give information about her pimps, and who can thus not 

officially be acknowledged as an exploitation victim (see 5.2.1.4). The detective decides to 

hierarchically follow the normal procedure by calling DVZ, despite the fatalistic idea that waiting for 

the decision is mostly a waste of time. (S)he explains that following orders is more important than 

getting results, which seems to refer to the role strain mechanism of ‘importance’. However, not 

following procedure would in this case not give him/her the result (s)he strives for, which is valuable 

information about sexual exploitation. Hence, following procedure seems to be the safe option. In 

the second example in POL2, a detective decides not to follow procedure, particularly for the reason 

that (s)he might need illegal workers to give information concerning the economic exploitation 

investigation, which is an individualistic approach. Hence, in order to obtain relevant results, the DVZ 

rule is sometimes broken. Getting information is then considered more important than hierarchically 

following rules. 

 

A similar logic applies for a dilemma in POL1, which was observed by the researcher and discussed in 

different interviews. During an inspection, three illegal prostitutes are found. The detective who is in 

charge manages to convince the employer to explain how the three girls were recruited. In exchange 

for this information and for the good cooperation with the police, the detective wants to negotiate 

with the employer by letting one or two girls stay. This type of negotiation is atypical in the police 

settings, but can, in this case, be explained by the ‘alteration’ mechanism. This detective often 

negotiates with informants in an individualistic give-and-take relationship. (S)he applies the same 

logic to this particular situation, altering the normal method of working. However, in this particular 

case, the detective feels obliged to follow procedure – and thus to apply a hierarchical behavioral 
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style – because the inspection is carried out by different agencies, namely three detectives of POL1, 

the Local Police, DVZ and the Social Inspection. The detective in charge explains that had the other 

agencies not been present during this inspection, then (s)he and his/her colleagues would have 

neglected legality in favor of result-orientedness. They would have done that by lying to DVZ about 

the number of illegal prostitutes they had encountered or by not calling DVZ at all. By doing so, they 

could establish a give-and-take relationship with the employer and the prostitutes, so the latter could 

give valuable information for future investigations. In other words, the reverse effect of the 

‘insulation from observability’ mechanism prevents them from individualistically breaking the rules. 

Another detective in POL1 uses this example to illustrate how (s)he deals with these situations when 

(s)he conducts inspections on his/own or with colleagues (s)he trusts. (S)he explains that in these 

cases, (s)he does not call DVZ. What (s)he does is trying to bond with one of the girls to gain her 

trust. (S)he would also give her his/her personal cell phone number so when something goes wrong 

she can call the detective. This is an egalitarian behavioral style because, as the detective adds, by 

calling DVZ one only punishes the girl who is then victimized by the system, and not the pimps who 

are – in the respondent’s opinion – scumbags that need to be dealt with. The following quote 

beautifully illustrates this egalitarian attitude: 

 

“And I think it’s so pathetic, because you know, we do an inspection and the only result is that this 

girl is put on a plane tomorrow. Tonight she has to sleep in a stinking cell in police zone X, I don’t 

know if you have ever been there? These cells stink like hell. And we have to put the victims in 

there! They need to crawl on a smelling mattress. Then, you pick them up in a van, just like the 

Nazis transported the Jews by train. You drop them at the transit center and there they have to 

stay behind barbed wire in order to be deported. What I am averse to is that a colleague here 

then states: ‘Oh wow you have got three administrative arrests!’ No, we have nothing, Kim. There 

are two options. One, they come back and continue working in prostitution. Two, they don’t come 

back, but start working in prostitution in X (home country in Eastern Europe), for a lot less money 

with nastier men. We didn’t solve organized crime or round up a gang, but here they say: ‘Yes! 

We are rid of the ‘zero’ in the administrative arrest list’.” 

 

The detective concludes by saying that when other agencies are present, and the rule breaking is 

thus observable to other people, you are forced to follow procedure, even though you do not agree 

with it at all (see Table 7.4). It is not surprising that in POL2 no egalitarian examples like the latter are 

given, because the attitude towards illegal persons and exploitation victims is more hierarchical, as 

explained in chapter 5. 
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Table 7.4: Organizational patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block the behavioral style 

in contacting DVZ/police’ dilemmas 

Organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking behavioral style Cases 

Hierarchy   

Rules + importance (rules) 

- humanization, + displacement (policymakers, DVZ) 

1 

2 

1 

Other agencies - insulation from observability, - alteration (negotiation with 

suspect) 

- insulation from observability 

1 

 

1 

Fatalism   

Rules (head office’s instructions) + selection 1 

Individualism   

Status + importance (results) 1 

Autonomy and discretion + alteration (discretion), + insulation from observability 

+ justification 

5 

1 

Egalitarianism   

Victim  1 

 

In the inspection settings, the value ‘result-orientedness’ is also relevant, especially to explain the 

non-compliance dilemmas. In four of the five cases in INSP2 and in the one case in INSP1, the 

inspector decides not to follow procedure because it does not add value to his/her investigation. This 

results from the fact that the employer will be punished for the illegal employment violation despite 

what happens to the illegal worker, as explained in chapter 5. Calling DVZ or the Local Police will only 

bring extra paperwork that seems useless due to the fatalistic relationship with DVZ and the asylum 

policy. This individualistic behavioral style is of course linked to the autonomy labor inspectors have 

in performing their job and the discretion they enjoy. Although their discretion is legally limited to 

the choice between making a report, proposing a rectification amount or giving a warning, labor 

inspectors in both settings extend it to other types of decisions as a result of the ‘alteration’ 

mechanism. In investigations where autonomy is limited, procedures will more likely be followed, as 

illustrated in one dilemma in INSP2. This is particularly the case in inspections initiated by the 

Regional Cell or in inspections that are carried out by two colleagues, because then the reverse effect 

of the ‘insulation of behavior from observability’ mechanism is at work. The latter could also explain 

why in INSP1 only two ‘call DVZ/Local Police’ dilemmas’ are mentioned: because most moonlighting 

inspections (in which illegal employment is an important topic) are jointly carried out by different 

agencies, there is a reverse effect of ‘insulation of behavior from observability’ mechanism. Because 

other agencies can observe how labor inspectors in INSP1 perform their job, autonomy of the latter 

is limited. 

 

Autonomy is, however, not the only organizational factor that impacts decision making in these types 

of dilemmas. In one example in INSP2, a labor inspector refers to the fatalistic relationship with the 

head office, in the sense that the ‘Administrative Instructions’ issued by the head office are not 

clearly communicated. This induces the ‘selection’ mechanism in which unclear guidelines are 
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disregarded, leading to the procedure not being followed. Two other inspectors in INSP2 hold on to 

an egalitarian attitude towards illegal workers who are considered victims of the system – 

comparable to the example in POL1 illustrated above – which encourages them not to follow 

procedure through the mechanism of ‘humanization’. In other words, because they consider the 

illegal workers victims who should be treated as human beings, they would prefer not calling DVZ. 

However, they decide to hierarchically follow procedure anyway. This results from the ‘displacement 

of responsibility’ mechanism that helps them to counter feelings of guilt because they do not 

consider the bad asylum policy and seemingly arbitrary decision making of DVZ their responsibility. 

Egalitarianism is also relevant in three of the six non-compliance cases (one in INSP1 and two in 

INSP2). In these cases, DVZ is called when the inspector is back in the office and not during the 

inspection (which is the normal procedure). This is not only done to avoid dull and useless paperwork 

when the illegal person is apprehended (individualism), but also to prevent the illegal person from 

being even more victimized by an administrative arrest (egalitarianism). 

7.1.2. ‘Judge shopping’ 

The second ‘dealing with rules’ dilemma is linked to the relationship with the examining magistrate, 

and is only mentioned in the police settings. It is related to the procedure to switch from a ‘criminal 

investigation’ (‘opsporingsonderzoek’ in Dutch) to a ‘judicial investigation’ (‘gerechtelijk onderzoek’ in 

Dutch) when special measures are needed (e.g., telephone tap, criminal arrest, house search with a 

warrant, etc.). The normal procedure in both police settings is that the public prosecutor transfers 

the investigation to the examining magistrate who is on duty for that week. However, because 

human exploitation/trafficking investigations are – according to many detectives in this study – not 

considered priorities for some examining magistrates (leading to fatalism, as explained in part 

5.2.1.1), the examining magistrate on duty is not always motivated to closely follow-up these 

investigations or to give authorization for special measures. The ability to ‘choose’ an examining 

magistrate who is interested and specialized in these investigations could thus enable detectives to 

form an alliance with the examining magistrate. This is referred to by several respondents as “judge 

shopping” (not translated), whereby the detective waits until the ‘favorite’ examining magistrate is 

on duty before asking the reference magistrate to transfer the investigation. Table 7.5 shows the 

organizational patterns and causal mechanisms that explain this type of individualistic decision 

making. 

 

Table 7.5: Organizational patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block the behavioral style 

in ‘judge shopping’ dilemmas 

Organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking the behavioral style Cases 

Individualism   

Autonomy + justification 

+ justification, + diffusion, + displacement (public prosecutor) 

4 

2 

Hierarchy   

Rules + importance 1 

 

In POL2, six different detectives refer to the practice of ‘judge shopping’, while one detective claims 

it does not occur in the section (s)he works in. This type of rule breaking always occurs in an 
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individualistic way because it is aimed at trying to impose one’s ideas upon the most susceptible 

examining magistrate. Only in urgent investigations where special measures need to be used quickly 

(which is rather unlikely in most human exploitation/trafficking investigations), do the detectives not 

consider ‘judge shopping’ appropriate. It can be linked to the very individualistic job context 

detectives work in, for example the high degree of autonomy and personal ownership of one’s 

investigations, that sometimes conflicts with the hierarchical relationship with the judicial 

authorities. This individualistic practice can thus be seen as compensating for hierarchy. Although the 

detectives themselves refer to it as questionable behavior – because it is against the rules – they use 

mechanisms of moral disengagement as an excuse for these practices. In all six cases, the 

‘justification’ mechanism is applied. Detectives explain that having the ‘right’ examining magistrate is 

in the public interest, because it will lead to investigations being dealt with in a more effective way. 

In two cases, other mechanisms of moral disengagement seem to be relevant as well, like diffusion of 

responsibility, because “everyone does it”, and displacement of responsibility, because not the 

detective but the public prosecutor eventually decides when an investigation is transferred. The 

latter seems to be a form of hierarchical ‘stolen rhetoric’. 

One detective in POL2 states that (s)he is familiar with the practice of ‘judge shopping’ but that it is 

not common in this police agency, because rules are considered more important than the potential 

gain in effectiveness. In POL1, no specific examples are given of ‘judge shopping’. Nevertheless most 

detectives explain it was a common practice in the past, which is not relevant anymore because they 

now enjoy working with all examining magistrates. Some disagree and claim that it still exists today. 

The latter consider this a good thing, because certain examining magistrates are less flexible when it 

comes to giving authorization for special measures or are too occupied with higher priority 

investigations, like murder investigations. 

 

Some detectives in POL1 and POL2 explain the downside of ‘judge shopping’, being the fact that the 

‘favorite’ examining magistrates are always busy. This could lead to frustratingly long waiting periods 

when authorizations are asked for. The individualistic strategy (‘judge shopping’) that is meant to 

diminish the fatalistic aspects of the relationship with examining magistrates (i.e. perceived lack of 

motivation and cooperation) thus enhances another form of fatalism (i.e. delays in working with the 

favorite examining magistrate). The Judicial Director in POL1 refers to a similar practice of ‘public 

prosecutor shopping’, which is now impeded by keeping the ‘on duty list’ concealed from the police. 

Arguably, this could be an interesting measure to diminish possibilities for ‘judge shopping’ as well. 

7.1.3. Treatment of suspects or illegal persons 

There are 12 dilemmas that deal with rules on how to treat suspects or illegal persons (ten in police 

settings and two in inspection settings) (see Table 7.4). The numerical difference between the police 

agencies and labor inspections does not imply that these kinds of dilemmas do not occur in the 

inspection settings. In the interviews, many inspectors give examples of colleagues treating suspects 

or illegal persons in a disgraceful manner, but do not refer to their own behavior. Hence, most 

‘treatment of suspects or illegal persons’ dilemmas will be discussed in chapter 8 ‘How to deal with 

peer reporting dilemmas?’. 
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Table 7.6: Behavioral styles in the ‘treatment of suspect/illegal persons’ dilemmas 

 POL1 POL2 INSP1 INSP2 TOTAL 

Follow rule(s)      

   Individualistic 

 

2    2 

   Hybrid (I + F) 

 

   1 1 

TOTAL 2 0 0 1 3 

Break rule(s)      

   Hierarchical 

 

1    1 

   Egalitarian 

 

1    1 

   Individualistic 

 

3 3   6 

   Hybrid (I + E) 

 

  1  1 

TOTAL 5 3 1 0 9 

 

In POL1, most of the rule abidance and rule breaking practices concerning ‘treatment of suspects or 

illegal persons’ dilemmas occur in an individualistic way. There are three dilemmas in which rules are 

broken in an individualistic way: (1) not handcuffing an arrested suspect even though this is 

mandatory, (2) being alone with an illegal prostitute during transportation while the rules prescribe 

that this should always be done in the company of another colleague, and (3) giving an illegal 

prostitute one’s personal cell phone number. In all three cases, the individualistic behavioral style is 

linked to an individualistic give-and-take relationship with the suspect or illegal, in which the 

detective grants certain privileges in exchange for information. 

Two mechanisms explain in all three cases why the hierarchical system of rules is disregarded (see 

Table 7.7). First, detectives use the moral disengagement mechanism of ‘justification’. Breaking the 

rules is considered acceptable in their eyes because of the higher purpose of conducting a successful 

investigation, which would not be the case if the rules were followed. Second, the role strain 

mechanism ‘insulation of behavior from observability’ is also relevant, but the actor from which the 

behavior is concealed differs. In the ‘not handcuffing the suspect’ case, the detective refers to 

colleagues of the former Gendarmerie – who would (in the detective’s opinion) too bureaucratically 

abide by the rules – not being present, thereby giving him/her the opportunity to break the rules. In 

the other two cases, the behavior is hidden from the department head, who hierarchically imposes 

the rules of keeping professional distance. The behavior is also concealed from colleagues who would 

disapprove of this type of rule breaking. The respondents’ colleagues are, however, present in the 

two rule abidance cases in POL1 that are linked to dealing with illegal prostitutes (i.e. not 

transporting them alone in one’s car and not accepting a credit note for a solarium that the 

prostitute offers). The presence of the colleagues reverses the ‘insulation from observability’ 

mechanism and induces the ‘importance’ mechanism because detectives need colleagues to back 

them up in the future. Jeopardizing this relationship would not be beneficial from an opportunistic 

point of view, because it does not outweigh the short-term benefit of getting information from the 
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prostitute (i.e. individualistic behavioral style). Moreover, they argue that other occasions for 

information exchange with the prostitute will arise. 

 

Table 7.7: Organizational patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block the behavioral style 

in ‘treatment of suspects/illegal persons’ dilemmas 

Organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking the behavioral style Cases 

Individualism   

Suspect + justification, + insulation from observability (colleagues) 

+ justification, + euphemistic labeling 

1 

3 

Illegal prostitute + justification, + insulation from observability (supervisor) 

+ justification, + insulation from observability (supervisor), + 

distortion 

- insulation from observability (colleagues), + importance 

(colleagues) 

1 

1 

 

2 

Hierarchy   

Supervisor + displacement (supervisor) 1 

Egalitarianism   

Illegal prostitute + humanization 1 

 

In the rule breaking example of giving one’s personal cell phone number to a prostitute, an additional 

moral disengagement mechanism is at play. The detective uses the ‘distortion of consequences’ 

mechanism by minimizing the effects of his/her actions. This is illustrated in the following quote: 

 

“But I don’t have a personal bond with her. I mean, she doesn’t come to my place. She doesn’t 

even know where I live. I don’t want to make out with her. I don’t want to get in her pants or 

anything. They are not gonna be able to nail me for that.” 

 

In POL2, three examples are given of individualistic rule bending. They are all related to the same 

topic, being cutting off an investigation to stay one step ahead of suspects. As a result of article 61 

ter in the Belgian Code of Criminal Proceedings
220

, suspects in a judicial investigation (in which an 

examining magistrate is in charge) have the right to inspect the case file. An exception is made for 

the confidential parts linked to special investigative measures, such as observation, infiltration and 

working with informants (‘BOM-maatregelen’ in Dutch). Opening the case file could, however, make 

already smart criminals even smarter, increasing fatalism in the sense of feeling powerless to deal 

with suspects (see 5.2.1.4). 

To protect themselves against this kind of fatalism, detectives and supervisors in POL2 developed the 

system of dividing human trafficking investigations on criminal organizations in different case files 

per suspect or per transport. When one of the suspects is arrested – and the investigation on this 

person is transferred to the examining magistrate – this suspect can only inspect his specific case file. 

This case file is in fact a small cut off from a larger case file. This technique avoids the police having to 

disclose information they have on other gang members and having to reveal the investigative 

measures that are taken to gather this information. 

                                                             
220

 Art. 61 ter Sv. 
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In investigations with an international dimension (which is often the case in human trafficking 

investigations), this cutting off strategy could be applied in an even more creative way, by closely 

cooperating with foreign police agencies. A respondent gives the example that (s)he was doing a 

telephone tap on several members of a criminal organization, and heard one of the suspects explain 

when and where a transport of illegal persons will take place. (S)he informally passed this 

information on to a foreign police agency that intercepted the suspect by arresting him. Afterwards, 

the foreign police agency officially informed the detective in POL2 about the arrest, so (s)he could in 

his/her case file make a link between the tap information and the arrest abroad. Because the arrest 

was not made by the latter, the case file in POL2 did not need to be opened. The result was that the 

investigation could be continued as planned because the other gang members were not aware that 

they were being tapped. In other words, cutting off an investigation enables the police to conceal 

investigative measures that are taken. 

It is not clear whether the suspects’ rights are legally violated in these cases. However, the rules are 

definitely bent, because the intention of the suspect’s right of inspection is to increase transparency 

about the investigation in order to give the suspect and his attorney the possibility to file a complaint 

against any unlawful investigative steps taken by the police. In the case of cutting off an 

investigation, the attorney does not have a complete view of the investigation and does not know 

whether the other case files contain information that is relevant for his client. If the attorney 

suspects that the specific case file of his client does not contain all relevant information, he can only 

notify the judicial authorities about it. However, he cannot substantiate his complaint because he 

does not have access to the police database of case files. Hence, this type of rule bending puts the 

defense in a very weak position. 

In all three cases, an individualistic behavioral style is used in the sense that detectives 

opportunistically bend rules to their own advantage. Still, most of them attach much importance to 

treating suspects in a fair, respectful and lawful way, which is a paternalistic and thus hierarchical 

attitude towards suspects (see 5.2.1.4). However, most detectives do not seem to be entirely aware 

of the moral content of this practice. This could be explained by two mechanisms of moral 

disengagement they apply. First, they consider the cutting off practice justifiable because it avoids a 

total failure of the investigation (mechanism of ‘justification’). They explain that if investigations on 

criminal organizations would not be cut off, the arrest of one suspect would lead to the case file 

being out in the open and other suspects being informed about steps the police have already taken 

against them. Second, they use the mechanism of ‘euphemistic labeling’ to make this type of rule 

bending sound less damaging, for example by calling it a ‘practical solution’ or by referring to it with 

the technical jargon ‘cut off’. 

 

In the two ‘dealing with rules’ dilemmas that were mentioned by labor inspectors, the individualistic 

behavioral style is also relevant. Both cases are related to the treatment of illegal workers during a 

moonlighting inspection. In INSP1, the labor inspector decides to let an illegal worker continue 

working although it is against the rules, because the Local Police refuse to administratively arrest 

him. The latter illustrates the fatalistic attitude towards the Local Police in the sense of never 

knowing whether the police officers one calls are willing to do their jobs. The reaction of the labor 

inspector in this case is a combination of individualism and egalitarianism. Egalitarianism is shown in 
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the inspector’s compassion with the illegal worker who is considered a victim of the system. 

Individualism is clear in the labor inspector’s indifference to the fact that the violation of illegal 

employment continues, because for him/her the detection of the illegal worker (which is the basis on 

which (s)he can make a report) is all that matters. This case is quite interesting, because this 

particular person is in INSP1 known as being rather bureaucratic and rule-abiding. However, the 

individualistic context in which each agency works for its own numbers seems to stimulate him/her 

to apply a low grid behavioral style. This decision is facilitated by the moral disengagement 

mechanisms of ‘humanization’ (i.e. portraying the illegal worker as a human being) and 

‘displacement of responsibility’ (i.e. not considering it one’s responsibility to take actions when the 

Local Police do not perform their duty). This case, thus, illustrates that moral disengagement 

mechanisms are not stable personality traits, but are triggered by contextual aspects (as explained in 

chapter 1). 

In the example in INSP2, the labor inspector is confronted with an illegal worker who flees from a 

construction site when the inspection arrives, leaving the respondent with the dilemma of whether 

to follow and stop him or to let him run. The inspector decides to follow the rules by not stopping the 

illegal worker, knowing this will increase the fatalistic relationship of powerlessness towards illegal 

persons. However, because the detection of illegal employment still stands and the inspector can 

make a report against the employer (i.e. of illegal employment by an unknown worker), it is, from an 

opportunistic standpoint, not necessary to break the rules. The behavioral style is characterized by 

individualism and fatalistic acquiescence. 

 

In POL1, there are two special cases of ‘treatment of suspects or illegal persons’. The first is the 

dilemma of whether or not to confiscate administratively arrested illegal prostitutes’ money. The 

detectives in POL1 do not consider this a real dilemma. However, this dilemma was discussed in the 

pilot police setting, where most detectives and the department head follow the shared, but 

unwritten, rule that prostitutes’ money is not confiscated. This unwritten rule results from the 

egalitarian attitude towards prostitutes as victims of the system. One detective in the pilot case, 

however, considered it essential to take one’s responsibility as a police detective by confiscating 

money that originates from illegal (albeit tolerated) practices like prostitution, which the illegal 

person could later re-claim. With this difference of opinion in mind, the researcher asks several 

detectives in POL1 what their attitude is towards these kinds of situations. Most detectives refer to 

the same unwritten, egalitarian rule, which is possibly against official rules, but facilitated through 

the ‘humanization’ mechanism. 

Second, a detective in POL1 breaks the rule which says that each arrested suspect who is transported 

needs to be accompanied by two police officers. Specifically, two illegal prostitutes are transported 

to a closed refugee center by only two police detectives (though according to the rules, they should 

be transported by four police officers). The respondent applies a hierarchical style of rule breaking, 

because the department head does not consider it necessary to strictly follow the rules in this case, 

given that illegal prostitutes are not so dangerous. The detective morally disengages him/herself 

from the rule breaking practice by displacing responsibility to his/her superior. This is interesting 

because this detective is known for being very bureaucratic as a result of his/her affiliation to the 

former Gendarmerie where discipline and following rules were strongly emphasized. 
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7.1.4. Correctness of reporting 

Lying or not telling the whole truth in an official report is a fourth way of breaking the rules. This can 

mostly be linked to individualistic group interaction and individualistic autonomy, as shown in Table 

7.8 below. In POL2, four examples are given of faulty reporting for opportunistic reasons. In the first 

case, the respondents break the rule that states that an ‘informant runner’ is not allowed to conduct 

investigations based on information given by his/her informant. This rule is meant to protect the 

informant in a paternalistic (i.e. hierarchical) way against the case officer’s result-orientedness that 

could jeopardize the informant’s safety. This rule is, in this case, circumvented by passing on the 

information to a colleague in a Directorate of the Federal Police in another judicial district who then 

makes a RIR that is ‘coincidentally’ picked up by the first detective in POL2. This can be linked to the 

system of case officers in which detectives feel they ‘own’ their investigations and do not want to 

share information with colleagues (see 5.2.3.1). 

 

Table 7.8: Individualistic patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block an individualistic BS 

in ‘correctness of reporting’ dilemmas 

Individualistic patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking an individualistic BS Cases 

Group interaction, autonomy + insulation from observability 1 

Autonomy + insulation from observability, + justification 

+ insulation from observability, + distortion 

+ insulation from observability, + justification, + distortion, + 

displacement 

1 

1 

1 

 

In the second case, a detective explains that during observations not everything that is observed is in 

fact reported, particularly when certain events force the police to intervene. By not reporting them, 

the events seem not to have happened so the investigation can be continued as planned. This is 

perfectly expressed in the following quote: 

 

"[…] yes I think sometimes not everything that has been observed is put on paper, and they don’t 

put it in the report because if they do, they need to intervene and when your investigation is not 

finished yet you could jeopardize the whole operation by intervening too soon. […] Then they keep 

it in mind as information that is ‘nice to know’, and they try to launder it later.” 

 

The third case is also linked to the investigative measure of observation. Art. 47 sexies § 1 of the 

specialized investigative techniques law (‘BOM-wet’ in Dutch)
221

 prescribes that systematic 

observation of persons, things, places or events can only be conducted with a warrant of the 

examining magistrate. Systematic observation in this law refers to (1) observation for more than five 

consecutive days or more than five non-consecutive days spread in a month, (2) observation in which 

technical means are used, (3) observation with an international character, or (4) observation by 

specialized units of the Federal Police. The detective in this case, explains how (s)he conducted 

                                                             
221

 Wet 6 januari 2003 betreffende de bijzondere opsporingsmethoden en enige andere onderzoeksmethoden, B.S. 12 mei 

2003. 
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observations of a store for more than five days, just to check out who was working there, without a 

warrant. Because (s)he did not put it in a report, (s)he did not consider the rule breaking problematic. 

 

The final example is the most serious case of rule breaking. In a human trafficking investigation, the 

involved police detectives committed an offense by letting a trafficker transport illegal persons 

abroad under their watch (i.e. ‘gecontroleerde levering’ in Dutch) and then lied about it in the official 

report. A detective explains that (s)he had made an agreement with a foreign police agency that they 

would arrest the trafficker when he crossed the border. However, the foreign police agency backed 

out at the very last moment. Legally, the detectives in POL2, who were observing the trafficker 

before he crossed the border, should have arrested him. However, if they had done that the case file 

would have been opened to the suspect, jeopardizing the entire operation. 

 

These are four examples of individualistic reporting, in which the hierarchical system of rules that 

protect informants (in the first case) or suspects’ rights (in the final three cases) is disregarded. This 

can be explained by a number of mechanisms. In all cases, the mechanism of ‘insulation of behavior 

from observability’ is applied in the sense of “what is not on paper did not really happen”. It appears 

that some detectives believe rules can be bent or broken as long as it is kept out of the official report 

so the judicial authorities and the suspects will not find out. Being able to use this mechanism shows 

the high degree of autonomy police detectives enjoy in their job (see 5.2.5.3). In the second case (not 

reporting everything that has been observed) and the final case (committing an offense and lying 

about it in the official report), the mechanism of ‘justification’ is applied. Particularly, concealing 

information is considered necessary to continue the investigation. In the ‘observation without a 

warrant’ case, ‘distortion of consequences’ is an important mechanism. The detective explains: “I did 

not enter the store, so what’s the big deal?”. This mechanism is also relevant in the final case in 

which a trafficker was allowed to transport illegal persons abroad, as becomes clear in the following 

quote of a detective: 

 

“But in these situations, well, sometimes you have to. Otherwise you will get into trouble and a 

controlled delivery (‘gecontroleerde levering’ in Dutch) is not allowed. Why not? Because in the 

past illegal persons were crammed in trucks with a real chance of getting killed during the ride, 

but in this case the illegal persons were transported in a regular car, not in a truck in degrading 

conditions. That wasn’t the case. If they would have been crammed with 20 in a truck, it would 

have been a completely different situation, you know." 

 

In addition, the detective states that committing this offense was in fact the result of the foreign 

police not acting according to the agreement, by which (s)he displaces responsibility to another 

actor. 

 

Although in POL1 no specific examples are mentioned of faulty reporting for individualistic reasons, 

several detectives mention it occurs it their section as well. They give the example of using leading 

questions during an interrogation, but phrasing them differently in the official report. In the 

inspection settings, faulty reporting is not mentioned either. However, reporting is sometimes used 

in an individualistic way in the sense of minimalizing an employer’s violations when inspectors are 
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asked by supervisors to make a report while they consider it unnecessary. These types of cases will 

be discussed in part 7.3. 

7.1.5. Cooperation with labor inspections 

The final domain in which rules could give rise to dilemmas is the cooperation with other agencies, 

particularly (other) labor inspections. The respondents give five examples of dilemmas in this domain 

(one in POL1, one in POL2, one in INSP1 and two in INSP2). Table 7.9 illustrates that different 

organizational patterns and causal mechanisms can explain decision making in these dilemmas. 

 

Table 7.9: Organizational patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block the behavioral style 

in ‘cooperation with labor inspections’ dilemmas 

Organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking the behavioral style Cases 

Individualism   

Other agencies + justification, + euphemistic labeling, + displacement,  

+ justification, + insulation from observability (magistrate and 

suspect) 

1 

1 

Suspect, autonomy and discretion + insulation from observability, + alteration (discretion), + 

displacement (other agencies) 

1 

Hierarchy   

Conflict between supervisor and 

head office 

- power (head office), + importance (supervisor) 

+ power (head office) 

1 

1 

 

In POL1, two examples are given of individualistic rule breaking in the interaction with the Social 

Inspection. First, a detective explains how – in a specific sexual exploitation investigation – (s)he 

informally contacted an inspector from the Social Inspection to ask for employment data (‘Dimona-

gegevens’ in Dutch) of an abused prostitute to map her official employment history in a number of 

houses of prostitution in Belgium. The labor inspector gives him/her the information, after which the 

detectives checks whether it is interesting enough to contact the reference magistrate to “make the 

information official” or, in other words, to put the data in the official case file. As explained above, 

the information exchange procedure prescribes that judicial authorities should be asked for 

permission before any information can be shared between police agencies and labor inspections (see 

5.2.1.3).
222

 The euphemistic phrase “to make it official” (instead of, for example, “to correct the rule 

breaking”) already indicates that this practice of informal information exchange is not considered a 

severe violation. This is, however, not the only moral disengagement mechanism that is at play. The 

detective also disengages him/herself from the behavior by blaming the reference magistrate who 

wants it that way (‘displacement of responsibility’) and justifying it in terms of effectiveness (‘moral 

justification’). 

 

The second case in POL1 is related to the previously explained ‘visitatiebevel’.223
 This warrant is 

particularly useful to do inspections in houses of prostitution. Although labor inspectors can day and 
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 As explained in chapter 5, the new Social Penal Code gives police detectives the right to ask for Dimona data without 

permission of the judicial authorities. 
223

 Art. 4 § 1, 1° Arbeidsinspectiewet. 
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night enter places in which employment is suspected
224

, illegal prostitutes who work in a house of 

prostitution can easily exclude themselves from being inspected by going from the reception room 

(which is considered a work place) to the kitchen (which is mostly considered a residential place). 

However, with a ‘visitatiebevel’ issued by the police judge labor inspectors have permission to 

continue their inspection in the residential places. Also for the police, this ‘visitatiebevel’ is 

interesting, because they are only permitted to enter work places or residences with permission of 

the manager/inhabitants or when they have a house search warrant issued by the examining 

magistrate. Because the latter can only be used between 5 AM and 9 PM as a result of article 1 of the 

Belgian House Search Law
225

, it is not very useful to inspect houses of prostitution where most 

activity should be expected at night. In theory, the ‘visitatiebevel’ can only be used when the labor 

inspection leads the investigation, even in cases where the police’s assistance is requested. A 

detective in POL1 explains how the roles of police and Social Inspection are reversed in a particular 

investigation: 

 

"In theory, these men [Social Inspection] have a specific investigation for which they request the 

police judge for a ‘visitatiebevel’ and the police for assistance to protect them. That’s the 

principle. And well, what do we do? The reverse. We have a case, but we do not have a house 

search warrant. So we take advantage of them. They start an investigation. They ask for a 

‘visitatiebevel’ and they join us. […] We only want their involvement to get the warrant so we can 

go inside, which is of course totally illegal. But it is with good reason, because we know something 

bad is going on, you know.” 

 

As clearly illustrated in the quote, the ‘justification’ mechanism is applied here because – as the 

detective adds – “the end justifies the means”. Additionally the ‘insulation from observability’ 

mechanism is at play, because the magistrate who issues the warrant does not know who gives 

assistance to whom in a particular case and most employers do not know the rules. 

 

To conclude, both cases are examples of individualistic cooperation with the labor inspection. This 

can be linked to the give-and-take relationship between police detectives and labor inspectors, each 

actor needing the other actor’s help in the future. The mechanisms of moral disengagement 

(‘justification’, ‘euphemistic labeling’ and ‘displacement of responsibility’) and the role strain 

mechanism (‘insulation from observability’) help to explain why in these situations this individualistic 

aspect in the environmental system is emphasized more than the hierarchical rules in the goals and 

values subsystem. In POL2, detectives refer to similar practices, but no specific examples are given. 

 

In INSP1, one example is given of an individualistic refusal to pass on information to the Inspection 

of the National Employment Office (RVA). Specifically, during a moonlighting inspection an inspector 

finds out that an employee has violated the unemployment legislation by not marking her 

unemployment card for that day, for which the RVA is responsible. The rule says that when a certain 

inspection is not present during joint moonlighting inspections the relevant violations have to be 
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 Art. 4 § 1 Arbeidsinspectiewet. 
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 The ‘huiszoekingswet’ in Dutch: Wet 7 juni 1969 tot vaststelling van de tijd gedurende welke geen opsporing ten huize of 

huiszoeking mag worden verricht, B.S. 28 juni 1969. 
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passed on to this inspection afterwards. This inspector decides not to follow this rule, because (s)he 

wants to come across the employee to reward her for honestly giving information about a specific 

violation made by the employer. The inspector is thus influenced by the emphasis the Inspection of 

Social Laws puts on reciprocity in the relationship with perpetrators, and neglects the rules that 

regulate cooperation between inspections, despite the strong egalitarian bond with other labor 

inspections in this particular setting (see 5.2.1.3). Three mechanisms can explain this individualistic 

behavioral style. The first two are related to the individualistic nature of labor inspectors’ jobs (i.e. 

autonomy and discretion), as explained in the structural subsystem in chapter 5 (see 5.2.5.2 and 

5.2.5.3). The high degree of autonomy induces the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism. 

Particularly, the Regional Cell and the SIOD who impose these rules cannot check whether inspectors 

comply with them. The wide discretion labor inspectors have induces the ‘alteration’ mechanism that 

leads to an even wider array of possibilities in the street-level bureaucrats’ perception of their legal 

discretion. The third mechanism is ‘displacement of responsibility’. The inspector explains that 

unemployment violations are not part of his/her competences so by addressing the employee about 

it (s)he already did more than his/her duty. These types of rule breaking are also common practice in 

INSP2, according to several inspectors, but in the interviews no specific examples are given. 

 

In one Directorate of INSP2, two examples are given of rule breaking concerning information 

exchange with the Federal Service of Social Security (RSZ), in which a hierarchical behavioral style is 

applied. It is related to the special forms labor inspectors need to fill out for the RSZ each time 

moonlighting is detected so the RSZ can impose a solidarity fine, as explained in chapter 5 (see 

5.2.1.3). This is a rule imposed by the head office. In order to motivate the labor inspectors to comply 

with it, the head office allows them to add the amount of this solidarity fine to the personal statistics 

of each inspector. However, the attaché in one Directorate in INSP2 perceives this in a fatalistic way, 

because one cannot be sure whether the fines are in fact collected, and thus whether the amount in 

the personal statistics is real or only virtual. Hence, (s)he relieves the labor inspectors in his/her 

Directorate from the obligation to fill out these forms. The latter are thus confronted with a conflict 

of expectations between the head office and their attaché, which induces some kind of role strain. 

Although the mechanism of ‘power’ would stimulate them to follow the head office’s instructions 

(being higher in authority than the attaché), the mechanism of ‘importance’ seems to counteract the 

‘power’ mechanism, in the sense that the relationship with the attaché is more nearby and, 

therefore, more relevant to the labor inspectors. However, after a few months the ‘power’ 

mechanism manages to push through, because the head office forces the attaché to impose the 

labor inspectors to retroactively fill out these forms in a sort of catch-up operation. 

7.2. Dilemmas concerning investigative strategies 

The question of ‘doing things right’ can also be related to investigative measures. 81 such cases (31 in 

POL1, 30 in POL2, 13 in INSP1 and seven in INSP2) are observed or discussed during interviews in this 

study (see Table 7.10). These dilemmas are linked to questions about which investigative measures 

need to be taken or how the investigative strategy should be carried out. In the police settings, these 

dilemmas are highly varied, dealing with questions about the general investigative strategy, depth of 

the investigation, using telephone taps, organizing rogatory commissions, arresting suspects, 
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cooperation with the Local Police, transferring an investigation to another region, interrogating a 

suspect, confronting suspect and victim, doing a house search, structuring the case file, responding 

to orders of judicial authorities, etc. The number of investigative strategy dilemmas is much lower in 

the inspection settings, which is logical because their investigations are smaller and more routine 

than the investigations conducted by the police detectives in this study. The dilemmas in the 

inspection settings deal with depth, transfer of files to another region, responding to orders of 

judicial authorities, and feeling powerless in certain investigations. 

 

Table 7.10: Behavioral styles in dilemmas concerning investigative strategies 

 POL1 POL2 INSP1 INSP2 TOTAL 

Hierarchical 

 

9 10 3 2 24 

 

Egalitarian 

 

2 3 1 1 7 

Individualistic 

 

4 7 1 1 13 

Fatalistic 

 

9 2 6 1 18 

Hybrid 

   H + F 

   H + E 

   I + H 

   I + F 

   I + E 

 

3 

 

3 

1 

 

2 

2 

3 

 

1 

 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

 

 

 

2 

 

5 

2 

6 

5 

1 

TOTAL 31 30 13 7 81 

 

Various types of behavioral style seem to be present in the dilemmas dealing with investigative 

measures. In the police settings, hierarchy seems to be dominant, not only in its pure version but also 

in the hybrids. In POL1, the fatalistic behavioral style is dominant as well, which can be linked to the 

fatalistic attitude towards the public prosecutor in this setting (see 5.2.1.1). In the inspection 

settings, no behavioral style seems to be overrepresented, except for the fatalistic style in INSP1. 

First, the dilemmas in the police settings will be discussed; on the one hand, cases concerning 

investigative measures in criminal investigations, and, on the other, cases concerning investigative 

measures in judicial investigations. Second, the dilemmas in the inspection settings will be discussed. 

7.2.1. Investigative measures in the police settings 

Of the 31 dilemmas in POL1, 26 occur during a criminal investigation (in which the public prosecutor 

is in charge), while five occur during a judicial investigation (in which the examining magistrate is in 

charge). In POL2, only 11 dilemmas occur during a criminal investigation (six with the public 

prosecutor and four with the ‘arbeidsauditeur’), while 19 occur during a judicial investigation. 

Although this difference could be coincidental, it is consistent with the perception of detectives in 

POL1 that most of their investigations remain at the level of a criminal investigation, in their view 

because the public prosecutor wants to keep the oversight. However, four criminal investigation 

dilemmas in POL1 (out of 26) deal with the decision of the reference magistrate on whether or not to 
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transfer the investigation to the examining magistrate and in all four of them the transfer has been 

made. 

7.2.1.1. Investigative measures in a criminal investigation 

As explained in chapter 5, the public prosecutor leads the criminal investigation. Hence, one would 

expect the behavioral style in investigative measure dilemmas to be predominantly hierarchical. In 

both police settings, hierarchy is an important behavioral style (see Table 7.11). However, other 

behavioral styles seem to be important as well, especially fatalism and individualism in POL1. For 

each behavioral style the different dilemmas will be discussed below. 

 

Table 7.11: Behavioral style in investigative measure dilemmas in the criminal investigation phase 

 POL1 POL2 

Hierarchical 

 

8 3 

Egalitarian 

 

2 1 

Individualistic 

 

4 2 

Fatalistic 

 

9 1 

Hybrid 

   H + F 

   H + E 

   I + H 

   I + F 

 

 

 

2 

1 

 

2 

1 

1 

TOTAL 26 11 

a. HIERARCHICAL BEHAVIORAL STYLE 

In 11 dilemmas, a hierarchical behavioral style is applied (eight in POL1 and three in POL2). This can 

in most examples be linked to the hierarchical relation to the public prosecutor, as explained in part 

5.2.1.1. Despite the high degree of autonomy police detectives in both settings enjoy – which 

resembles individualism (see 5.2.5.3) – in some cases the role of the public prosecutor as leader of 

the investigation is acknowledged (see Table 7.12). 

 

Table 7.12: Hierarchical patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block a hierarchical BS 

Hierarchical organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking a hierarchical BS Cases 

Judicial authorities + power 

+ power, - comparison 

9 

1 

Conflict between supervisor and rules - power (supervisor), + importance (rules) 1 

 

The most important mechanism that explains this preference is ‘power’, in the sense that the conflict 

between the detectives’ desire to autonomously conduct their investigation is subjected to the 

leadership of the public prosecutor. In some of these cases, the ‘power’ mechanism is not really 

decisive, because the ideas of the reference magistrate are consistent with what the detective has in 
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mind, for example the cases in which the reference magistrate agrees with a retrospective telephone 

investigation (2 in POL1), the cases in which the reference magistrate agrees to request the 

examining magistrate to demand a telephone tap (two in POL1 and one in POL2) or the case in which 

an investigation is transferred from another judicial district to POL1 because the suspect has moved 

to the judicial district of POL1. 

 

However, in cases where the detective’s point of view is inconsistent with the reference magistrate’s 

point of view, the role strain mechanism of ‘power’ is also used. In POL1, ‘power’ explains why in two 

cases the detectives accept the reference magistrate’s decision to transfer their investigation to 

another judicial district (because the suspect changed his domicile), although they are not pleased to 

be forced to give it up. This leads, in a third case, to the detective anticipating the reference 

magistrate’s decision to transfer the file to another judicial district and thereby strictly limiting 

him/herself to the order given by the reference magistrate (in an individualistic way) and not digging 

too deep in the investigation. Hierarchy is in this case used as stolen rhetoric to present the 

individualistic behavioral style as more acceptable (see Table 7.13). It is not in the detective’s best 

interest to do more than his/her duty because (s)he already knows or suspects (s)he is going to lose 

the investigation. There is another case in POL1 in which hierarchy is used as a form of stolen 

rhetoric, also to conceal opportunistic motives. The detectives and the department head decide to 

present the reference magistrate a number of strategies to conduct a certain investigation so (s)he 

can determine whether or not (s)he can agree with them. They, however, decide to only include 

those strategies in the presentation they are themselves in favor of and conceal the other options. 

The ‘power’ mechanism is also relevant here, but in a different way. The detectives form a ‘power 

coalition’ with the department head against the reference magistrate, which counteracts the 

hierarchical power of the reference magistrate. Two other mechanisms strengthen the opportunistic 

behavioral style. First, the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism is operating, because the 

reference magistrate will not find out that certain strategies are concealed. Second, the ‘mutual 

support’ mechanism is relevant because the detectives seek support with each other and feel as a 

team strong enough to cope with the reference magistrate with whom they have a fatalistic 

relationship (i.e. perceived lack of support and perceived arbitrariness, see 5.2.1.1). 

 

Table 7.13: Organizational patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block an individualistic BS 

with hierarchical stolen rhetoric 

Organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking an individualistic BS 

with hierarchical stolen rhetoric 

Cases 

Judicial authorities (F) and autonomy (I) + power coalition (supervisor), + insulation from 

observability (judicial authorities), + mutual support 

(colleagues and supervisor) 

1 

Judicial authorities (H) and status (I)  1 

 

In POL2, the ‘power’ mechanism can explain two cases in which detectives reconcile themselves with 

a decision they do not agree with. The first case is a hybrid of the hierarchical and egalitarian 

behavioral styles. The reference magistrate decides to dismiss a case in which illegal persons seem to 

take advantage of the human exploitation victim system, which resembles hierarchy. The detectives 
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who are more closely involved with these people because they have to interrogate them, would 

prefer to keep the investigation open and hear them again. They argue that the illegal persons’ story 

could as well be true. This can be labeled as an egalitarian attitude to illegal persons (see 5.2.1.4). 

The detectives seem to apply the ‘comparison’ mechanism of moral disengagement in the sense that 

a few hours of work to interrogate them again might of course be a waste of time, but the risk of 

neglecting possible victims of human exploitation is worse than this potential waste of time. 

 

In the second case, the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ decides not to request the examining magistrate to arrest a 

specific suspect, even though the detective would prefer this. The detective in POL2 explains that 

(s)he considers this decision unfair because the suspect took advantage of the weak position of a 

contractor who had run up a debt when his first firm went bankrupt for which he was sentenced by 

default because he was abroad during the trial. The ‘arbeidsauditeur’ decides to prosecute this 

suspect only for the violation of social laws (and not of penal laws) to avoid the social law violations 

being absorbed by the penal law violations. The ‘arbeidsauditeur’ argues that the fines in social law 

would ‘hurt’ this person more than the prison sentence in penal law, which is often not executed. 

The respondent in POL2 says: 

 

“I consider it my role to lock up people who commit crimes, and if I notice that someone is locked 

up while he is actually the victim of a situation then I sympathize with him. […] Although it is of 

course not my decision […] but as a human being I find it hard to accept.” 

 

Despite an egalitarian attitude towards the two criminals in this case – specifically sympathy towards 

a person who just made a mistake and antipathy towards the real felon (see black and white 

distinction between different types of perpetrators in part 5.2.1.4) – this detective accepts the 

hierarchical role of the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ who is higher in power than him/her.  

 

A special case of a hierarchical behavioral style is the following dilemma in POL1. A detective explains 

that the department head wants him/her (the case officer) to request a telephone tap in a sexual 

exploitation investigation. This request from the department head is in the detective’s eyes mainly 

meant to boost the department’s numbers in order to give account to the Judicial Director. The 

respondent explains: 

 

“[…] but I cannot ask for a telephone tap when there are no indications on the basis of which I can 

legally ask for a telephone tap. And I cannot lie in my report just to get a tap, because that is 

illegal. And my ‘gut feeling’ says we shouldn’t tap. […] When you are conducting an investigation 

and you are stuck and you think ‘The only thing I can do to reach my goal is doing a telephone 

tap’, then you can tap. That’s what, at least in simple terms, the law says. What we do a lot 

(laugh) is, well (s)he [the department head] reasons in a completely different way, you know. 

(S)he wants to be able to say that we have used a telephone tap because (s)he wants to justify 

his/her department. So we have to figure out: where can we do a tap? That’s wrong, Kim, don’t 

you think?” 
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The detective thus decides not to follow the department head’s reasoning, although (s)he is higher in 

power and authority than him/herself. The ‘power’ mechanism is in this case overpowered by the 

‘importance’ mechanism in role strain theory. The detective considers the official rules in the Belgian 

Code of Criminal proceedings
226

 more important than the relationship with his/her supervisor. 

b. EGALITARIAN BEHAVIORAL STYLE 

In some cases, detectives apply an egalitarian behavioral style. The respondents give three examples 

(two in POL1 and one in POL2). In POL1, the two cases are situated in the past, when investigations 

were led by another reference magistrate, with whom the detectives had an egalitarian relationship 

of common goals, deliberation and looking for consensus. This egalitarianism is in sharp contrast with 

the current fatalistic attitude. In the first case, a detective wants to interrogate a prostitute abroad 

because the Local Police failed to ask her in-depth questions during the first interrogation (which is a 

logical consequence of the individualistic relationship between different police agencies). The 

reference magistrate at that time gave permission for a rogatory commission abroad to enable the 

detective to interrogate her once more. Despite the hierarchical role of the Judicial Director and 

assistant directors to determine the necessity of a rogatory commission on the basis of a cost-benefit 

analysis, a power coalition with the reference magistrate seems to be more important in arranging 

the commission (see Table 7.14). As will be explained below, the fatalistic relationship with the 

current reference magistrate leads to this investigative measure not being used often anymore. 

Another precondition of the egalitarian behavioral style in this case is the high degree of freedom the 

previous department head gave detectives to structure their own investigation (see individualistic 

managerial style, discussed in 5.2.2.3). 

 

Table 7.14: Egalitarian patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block an egalitarian BS 

Egalitarian organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking an egalitarian BS Cases 

Judicial authorities  2 

Conflict between judicial authorities 

and the regional director 

+ power coalition (judicial authorities) 1 

 

In the second case, the reference magistrate goes along with the detective’s proposition to transfer 

an investigation to the examining magistrate by asking for a house search warrant. The detective 

explains that this was only possible because of the egalitarian relationship of mutual trust and 

common goals with the reference magistrate at that time. This egalitarian relationship contrasts with 

the negative (fatalistic) relationship with the current reference magistrate. The latter can be 

illustrated by the fact that detectives believe that the reference magistrate wants to keep control 

over investigations by not transferring them to the examining magistrate. Another precondition of 

the egalitarian decision in this case is the individualistic freedom detectives were given by the former 

department head. 

In POL2, one case is given in which a similar relationship of egalitarianism is described, albeit with the 

current reference magistrate. One detective gives an example of the dilemma what to do with a few 

hundred potential victims of human exploitation who are involved in an investigation. Interrogating 
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them all would take a lot of valuable time. Hence, the case officer talks it over with the reference 

magistrate who agrees that the detective should make a first selection, which is later discussed until 

consensus is reached. The detective adds that this can be explained by the specific relationship with 

the reference magistrate that is much more easy-going than the relationship with the examining 

magistrate. 

c. INDIVIDUALISTIC BEHAVIORAL STYLE 

In POL1, four examples are given of an individualistic behavioral style when dealing with investigative 

dilemmas, while in POL2 two examples are given (see Table 7.10). Two cases in POL1 have already 

been discussed in the hierarchy section above, because the individualistic behavioral style is 

presented as more acceptable by using a hierarchical stolen rhetoric. The organizational patterns and 

causal mechanisms that explain the four cases are listed in Table 7.15 below. 

 

Table 7.15: Individualistic patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block an individualistic BS 

Individualistic organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking an individualistic BS Cases 

Conflict between autonomy and 

supervisor 

+ Justification (autonomy) 1 

Autonomy and status + Justification 1 

Autonomy and egalitarian bond with 

judicial authorities 

 1 

Conflict between rules/discretion and 

autonomy 

+ Justification (autonomy) 1 

 

In the other two cases in POL1 and in the two cases in POL2, the individualistic working context 

(operationalized as autonomy in the structural subsystem, see 5.2.5.3) and individualistic attribution 

of status (part of the psychosocial system, see 5.2.3.2) are so dominant that the detective believes 

that (s)he can make decisions concerning investigative measures on his/her own. 

 

In the first case in POL1, a detective explicitly states that (s)he follows a different investigative track 

than his/her department head suggests because (s)he considers this track more effective. This is an 

application of the ‘justification’ mechanism in the sense that the effectiveness of the investigation is 

considered more important than obeying a supervisor. Because the department head combines 

hierarchy, egalitarianism and individualism in his/her managerial style (see 5.2.2.3), (s)he does not 

impose his/her will in this case. Obviously, this is an important precondition of the individualistic 

behavioral style. 

 

In the second case in POL1, the detective does not consult the department head, because (s)he 

thinks (s)he has enough experience to make these kinds of decisions (i.e. not putting a tracking 

device under a suspect’s car) on his/her own. However, (s)he consults it with his/her partner: “[…] 

but I think X [partner] and I have enough experience. We have been police officers for more than 25 

years. I think it would be sad if one would not know one’s job by then.” The detective adds that (s)he 

always consults with the reference magistrate, but (s)he often follows his/her own ideas. In this case, 

the working context and the high status of the experienced police officer (typical for individualism) 
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have a dominant influence, and not the hierarchical role of the department head. This can largely be 

explained by the ‘justification’ mechanism because, in the respondent’s own words: “[…] it leads to 

many extra working hours you have to invest. These are all extra costs, because a special unit needs 

to execute it […] and if you make a cost-benefit analysis, it does not seem to be very useful to do it 

now.” 

 

In POL2, autonomy is the most important organizational pattern that impacts the behavioral style in 

both cases. In the first case, a detective talks about his/her idea about doing a retrospective 

telephone investigation: 

 

“Everyone has a different opinion about how to do his investigation, right? Of course, there is a 

general method, but everyone has his own way of doing it in practice, and one detective considers 

it more useful to ask for a retrospective telephone investigation, while other detectives do not 

consider it necessary in a specific case.” 

 

Hence, depending on which detective leads the investigation, this type of investigative measure may 

be requested. During the observations this method seems to be rather common in both POL1 and 

POL2. There are, however, detectives who state that some colleagues forget how expensive this type 

of investigation actually is, and that it should thus not be needlessly used. In this specific case, the 

detective adds that autonomy of the case officer increases as the bond of trust with the reference 

magistrate strengthens. The egalitarian relationship with the reference magistrate can thus be seen 

as a precondition of being able to use an individualistic behavioral style, in the sense that the 

reference magistrate then relies on the expertise and experience of the detective. 

 

In the second case in POL2, autonomy is likewise dominant, even to the extent that the official 

discretion is exceeded. A detective in the economic exploitation section decides not to intervene on 

the basis of information (s)he receives in an interrogation about victims of economic exploitation 

who will that day start working illegally in a specific firm. As explained in chapter 5, article 29 of the 

Belgian Code of Criminal Proceedings
227

 postulates that police officers who are informed about a 

criminal offence during the exercise of their official duty must report it to the public prosecutor (in 

this case, the ‘arbeidsauditeur’) immediately. The detective states: "[…] we are gonna let this one 

pass, because we don’t want to get burned”. The hierarchical rule of informing the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ 

is neglected, because intervening now would lead to the gang leader – who organizes the economic 

exploitation – not being apprehended because (s)he never directly interacts with the illegal workers. 

The detective decides to wait in order to be able to try other investigative measures that could result 

in the gang leader being caught (e.g., telephone tap). The ‘justification’ mechanism is used to present 

the individualistic behavioral style as more acceptable, because not following the hierarchical rule is 

perceived as the only way to effectively do this investigation and save the victims from the gang 

leader. However, the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ in this case does not approve of the detective’s idea to 

transfer the investigation to the examining magistrate in order to ask for a telephone tap. Instead the 

investigation is transferred to another region, which will be discussed in the hybrid part below. 
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d. FATALISTIC BEHAVIORAL STYLE 

In POL1, nine examples are given of a fatalistic behavioral style in different types of investigative 

measure dilemmas, almost all linked to the fatalistic relationship with the reference magistrate, as 

discussed in chapter 5. There are five types of dilemmas, related to (1) asking permission for a 

rogatory commission (five cases), (2) transferring an investigation to the federal public prosecutor 

who eventually transfers it to a foreign police agency (one case), (3) developing the general 

investigative strategy (two cases), and (4) not being able to ‘save’ an underage prostitute (one case). 

In POL2, only one detective gives an example of a fatalistic behavioral style. This is not coincidental, 

because of the more balanced relationship with the reference magistrate who has the highest power 

in determining the investigative measures and strategies during a criminal investigation. The 

organizational patterns and causal mechanisms that explain a fatalistic behavioral style in these cases 

are summarized in Table 7.16. 

 

Table 7.16: Fatalistic patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block a fatalistic BS 

Fatalistic organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking a fatalistic BS Cases 

Judicial authorities + power 1 

Conflict between judicial authorities 

and supervisor 

+ power (judicial authorities), - coalition of power 

(supervisor) 

4 

Regional and federal judicial 

authorities 

+ power (regional and federal judicial authorities) 1 

Judicial authorities and suspect + power (judicial authorities), + displacement (judicial 

authorities) 

2 

Victim + blame attribution 1 

Telephone company + justification, + displacement (telephone company) 1 

 

In POL1, the respondents mention five examples of a rogatory commission dilemma. The first case 

occurred in the past, when another magistrate was responsible for human trafficking and 

exploitation. A detective explains that (s)he wanted to go abroad in an economic exploitation 

investigation to hear more victims and the suspect who had never been interrogated, and by doing 

so make a stronger case. However, the reference magistrate at the time did not approve of it, 

probably because the department had lost credibility as a result of one particular useless trip abroad 

by a few colleagues in the past, and because the public prosecutor does not want to invest resources 

in international economic exploitation cases anyway. Both factors refer to the fatalistic relationship 

between the detectives of POL1 and the public prosecutor. The ‘power’ mechanism explains why this 

fatalistic attitude is dominant in this case and leads to a weak (in the detective’s opinion) 

investigation.  

Although in the other four examples of asking for a rogatory commission the requests were made to 

the current reference magistrate, the story is similar. While detectives want to hear victims of 

economic or sexual exploitation to give them some kind of consolation and to have a stronger case 

against the suspect, the reference magistrate turns down their request (in two cases within the same 

economic exploitation investigation) or postpones it indefinitely without giving a proper clarification 

(in two cases within the same sexual exploitation investigation). This lack of clarity triggers the 

suspicion among detectives that the reference magistrate still thinks that the detectives are 
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profiteers who want to make exotic trips abroad (although the useless trip was made a few years 

ago) or that (s)he does not consider human exploitation a priority. Although in theory the victims 

could also be interrogated by foreign police agencies, most detectives do not have a lot of faith in 

them, because of the individualistic perception that each police agency is only focused on its own 

priorities (see environmental subsystem in 5.2.1.3). The rogatory commission is thus considered the 

only option in all of these cases, but because of the ‘power’ mechanism the detectives can only 

reconcile themselves to the situation. Despite a coalition of power between colleagues and the 

department head, the ‘power’ of the reference magistrate is too big to overcome. In one of these 

cases, the detectives had interrogated one of the human exploitation victims in a neighboring 

country without the consent of the reference magistrate. The brute refusal of the reference 

magistrate to grant the rogatory commission to interrogate the other victims in this investigation is 

by these detectives perceived as ‘revenge’ for their individualistic behavior. One of these detectives 

explains: “In fact we shunt him/her off a little, perhaps (s)he blames us for that. I don’t know. Bending 

the rules creatively, I thought.” The other detective concludes that (s)he does not dare to propose a 

rogatory commission anymore. “No no no. […] Pff, (s)he is going to say: ‘Ah you want to have a look 

there [South of Europe] during the summer?’ Come on!” This is similar to the reaction of another 

detective in a sexual exploitation investigation who says: “[…] I am not going to insist no more. I am 

not going to act like a clown no more by constantly having to ask: ‘Can I please hear the victim?’”. 

 

One dilemma is related to the decision to transfer an investigation to the federal public prosecutor. 

This case is mentioned by a detective to illustrate the lack of interest of the public prosecutor in this 

judicial district and the federal public prosecutor in the topic of human exploitation and human 

trafficking. While the case officer was aiming for the transfer of the human trafficking investigation to 

an examining magistrate in order to be able to use a telephone tap, the public prosecutor decided to 

get rid of the investigation by sending it to the federal public prosecutor who did not want it either 

and sent it back, leading to a back-and-forth refusal of doing the investigation. In the end, the federal 

public prosecutor decides to transfer the investigation to a police agency in another European 

country that is involved in the investigation but in which the offenses are not punishable, leading to 

an investigation being thrown down the drain. The ‘power’ mechanism explains again why the 

fatalistic relationship with the public prosecutor is most influential in this case. 

 

The same logic applies in the next two examples in which the investigative strategy of the reference 

magistrate seems to be unrealistic in the detectives’ perception. In the first case, the reference 

magistrate gives the order to do a house search without a warrant in a child pornography 

investigation. The detective explains that this has no possibility of success, because before the 

suspect opens the door he has already had the chance to delete all incriminating files. In the second 

case, the detective fears the reference magistrate will not consider the statement of a sexual 

exploitation victim severe enough to start an investigation, so the detective is tempted to lie about it 

(an individualistic strategy (s)he eventually decides not to use). In both cases, the detectives feel 

powerless to take action against the perpetrators, which is a form of fatalism resulting from the 

fatalistic perception of the reference magistrate decisions. In both cases they can, however, only 

reconcile themselves with the decision, because of the ‘power’ mechanism. In the child pornography 
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case, the ‘displacement of responsibility’ mechanism is added, because the detective does not 

consider him/herself responsible for the inevitable failure of this investigation. 

 

The final case in POL1 is different than the eight cases discussed above. It deals with the decision of 

what to do with a minor prostitute who has been brought back home (a very poor region in the 

North of France) because she worked in a house of prostitution in the judicial district of POL1. She, 

however, almost immediately returns to the house of prostitution in which she was picked up by the 

police. Although an underage prostitute will more likely be considered a human exploitation victim 

than an adult, her cooperation is necessary for obtaining this status. By returning to the criminal gang 

she indicates that she does not want to be saved. The detectives fatalistically accept this as a form of 

acquiescence, even though they sympathize with her weak position (egalitarian attitude). They 

explain that young girls who live in that specific region in the North of France do not have much 

opportunities to build a life. By attributing blame to the victim they present their decision to refuse 

to return the prostitute to France again in a more favorable way. 

 

The one case in POL2 in which detectives apply a fatalistic behavioral style is not linked to the public 

prosecutor, but to the fatalistic attitude towards a certain telephone company. In a sexual 

exploitation investigation the detective needs to wait for the telephone company to deliver the 

retrospective telephone data to map the contacts of two suspects who are involved in trafficking 

women. However, because this telephone company is (as usual) very late with handing over the data, 

the suspects have already moved abroad so the investigation in POL2 needs to be stopped. However, 

the foreign police agency asks to transfer the file so the suspects are apprehended anyway. This is 

good news for the detective because for him/her it does not really matter which police agency 

succeeds as long as the suspects are off the street. This reflects an egalitarian attitude towards other 

agencies on the basis of common goals. It is, however, not so good news for the department head 

because an external factor on which the police does not have an impact (i.e. time taken for the 

telephone company to hand over data) leads to an investigation being lost to another agency. This 

reflects an individualistic attitude that is typical for a supervisor who wants to account for his/her 

department. The detective uses two mechanisms to justify for the fatalistic behavioral style, being 

‘justification’ in the sense that the case has been solved, which is what matters, and ‘displacement of 

responsibility’ because it is not his/her responsibility if the telephone company does not comply with 

the rules. The reference magistrate uses this example (together with all the other cases in which the 

same occurred) to prosecute the telephone company for not cooperating with the police. 

e. HYBRID BEHAVIORAL STYLE 

There are four types of hybrids that are mentioned in both police settings (I+H, H+F, I+F and H+E). 

Each of them will be discussed separately. No summarizing tables of organizational patterns and 

causal mechanisms that explain the hybrid behavioral styles are constructed because of the high 

variety of cases. 

HYBRID OF INDIVIDUALISM AND HIERARCHY 

The combination of an individualistic and hierarchical behavioral style is applied in two cases in POL1 

and one case in POL2. In POL1, a detective explains that in the cooperation with the reference 
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magistrate one often does not just comply with orders, as in hierarchy, but one can suggest certain 

investigative measures to steer one’s own investigation, as in individualism, and then ask the 

reference magistrate whether these measures can be carried out and under which conditions. This 

occurs in a specific case in which the detective suggests a telephone tap and the reference 

magistrate transfers the file to the examining magistrate under the condition that the detective does 

not violate the ‘non bis in idem’ principle. This hybrid behavioral style can directly be linked to the 

individualistic autonomy detectives enjoy and the hierarchical relationship they have with the 

reference magistrate. 

 

This reasoning is consistent with the I+H case in POL2, in which the detective suggests to involve the 

financial unit in the investigation to deprive the suspect from his illegal earnings. The detective 

explains that the reference magistrate decides (hierarchy), because (s)he has the power, but only 

after (s)he as case officer has made the first move (individualism). 

 

The second I+H hybrid in POL1 is an atypical case. A detective explains how (s)he got permission of 

the previous reference magistrate to go abroad for a rogatory commission without any restraint. 

This is unexpected, because it occurred after the previously mentioned useless trip abroad by his/her 

colleagues, which led to fatalistic distrust from the part of the public prosecutor. The hierarchical 

part is represented in the sense that the reference magistrate decides whether or not to assemble a 

rogatory commission, while the individualistic part is represented in the sense that the detective had 

the feeling (s)he could easily convince the reference magistrate to approve it. This atypical case 

occurred as part of the investigation, which was sent back-and-forth between the public prosecutor 

in POL1 and the federal public prosecutor (see fatalism above). The rogatory commission was 

conducted in the beginning of this investigation. Two aspects could probably explain the atypical 

reaction of the public prosecutor. First, because the offenses were not punishable in the other 

European country, the file needed to be kept in POL1 to avoid the suspects being able to escape 

prosecution, which would be fatalistic. Second, the egalitarian bond with the police agencies in the 

other European country led to agreements about efficient information exchange between them and 

detectives in POL1 during the planned rogatory commission. The fatalistic legislation in the other 

country and the egalitarian bond with the foreign police agency could thus be seen as necessary 

preconditions for the atypical approval of the public prosecutor. 

HYBRID OF FATALISM AND INDIVIDUALISM 

In one case in POL1, there is a hybrid between fatalism and individualism. A detective receives 

information about sexual exploitation from professional informant runners who work in a 

Directorate of the Federal Police in another judicial district. The situation appears to be rather 

severe. Particularly, it concerns a girl who has to work in a house of prostitution against her will and 

for free. Therefore, the case officer decides to presents the information of the informant runners in 

an even more spectacular way in order to increase the chance to get permission for special measures 

like telephone taps and observations.
228

 This is an opportunistic strategy, because the department 

head would be delighted with the possibility to use special measures that could be added to the list 

                                                             
228

 In his/her opinion, the information of informant runners alone would not be considered sufficient for getting permission. 
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of quantifiable results to account for his/her department (see 5.2.2.3). However, in the end the 

information appears to be false. It was passed on by a competing manager of a house of prostitution 

who wanted to scare this specific manager away. The case officer concludes that this competing 

manager took advantage of him/her. The fatalistic behavioral style is represented in the fact that 

when one receives serious information from professional informant runners, one cannot avoid acting 

upon it, but one can never know whether these informant runners do a proper job of checking their 

informants’ motives. As a result of the informant protection legislation, only the informant runner is 

responsible for doing this background check. To conclude, detectives never know whether 

information from informants originates from criminals who want to take advantage of the police. The 

case officer in POL1 acknowledges that his/her approach (I+F behavioral style) was not effective, but 

simultaneously (s)he disengages him/herself from it by putting responsibility on the professional 

informant runners (‘displacement of responsibility’) who did not do their job. 

HYBRID OF FATALISM AND HIERARCHY 

In POL2, one particular dilemma is separately mentioned by two detectives who are involved in the 

decision. They explain how they applied a behavioral style characterized by hierarchy and fatalism in 

an economic exploitation investigation. It concerns an investigation that started in POL1 on the basis 

of information in a previous investigation. The detectives in POL1 wanted to do a telephone tap 

because that would, in their opinion, be the only option to gather evidence against the main suspect. 

The reference magistrate did not approve it, and sent the file to the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ in the judicial 

district of POL1. The reference magistrate argues that the offenses could not be proven, except for 

social law violations that would be further investigated by the labor inspection. When the suspect 

moved to the judicial district of POL2, the investigation moved to POL2. The detectives in POL2 get 

familiarized with the investigation, think about possible strategies and eventually ask the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ for a telephone tap, because they heard from their colleagues in POL1 this would 

be the best option. The ‘arbeidsauditeur’ refuses and a few months later the suspect moves to 

another region. The human trafficking and exploitation unit in this third Directorate of the Federal 

Police manages to catch the suspect red-handed, which solves the case. 

The detectives in POL2 explain that, on the one hand, they respect the hierarchical role of the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ who needs to check whether a telephone tap is legally possible. On the other hand, 

they denounce the fact that a telephone tap had been refused twice for the reason that it would take 

too much resources, while the result is that three different human trafficking and exploitation units 

have invested many hours in this investigation. They explain that the latter does not outweigh the 

costs of a short telephone tap. Moreover, by constantly having to transfer the investigation when the 

suspect moves – which happens all the time in their opinion – several detectives invest time to get 

acquainted with the investigation. In their opinion, this takes up more resources than letting the first 

team continue the investigation when the suspects moves. The latter renders the detectives 

powerless towards solving the case. Although their frustration can partly be explained by the fact 

that they lost their investigation to another judicial district – which is typical when status is ascribed 

on the basis of individual results – their argument has merit. One of them puts things in perspective 

by saying that (s)he would have preferred to solve the case him/herself, but the fact that the suspect 

is now off the streets is the most important thing. 
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HYBRID OF HIERARCHY AND EGALITARIANISM 

The final hybrid in POL2, in which a hierarchical behavioral style is combined with an egalitarian 

behavioral style, has already been discussed above (see hierarchy). 

7.2.1.2. Investigative measures in a judicial investigation 

Dilemmas concerning investigative measures and strategies can also occur in judicial investigations. 

The respondents mention 24 dilemmas (five in POL1 and 19 in POL2). For each behavioral style, the 

cases will be discussed below. 

 

Table 7.17: Behavioral style in investigative measure dilemmas in the judicial investigation phase 

 POL1 POL2 

Hierarchical 

 

1 7 

Egalitarian 

 

 2 

Individualistic 

 

 5 

Fatalistic 

 

 1 

Hybrid 

   H + F 

   H + E 

   I + H 

   I + E 

 

3 

 

1 

 

 

1 

2 

1 

TOTAL 5 19 

a. HIERARCHICAL BEHAVIORAL STYLE 

As in the criminal investigation dilemmas, one would expect the hierarchical behavioral style to be 

dominant in judicial investigations dilemmas as well, because in these kinds of investigations the 

examining magistrate is in charge. The organizational patterns and causal mechanisms that explain a 

hierarchical behavioral style in these dilemmas are summarized in Table 7.18. 

 

In POL1, there is one example in which detectives are caught up in a loyalty conflict. The examining 

magistrate wants them to conduct an extensive investigation on child pornography, while the Judicial 

Director thinks the ‘human exploitation and trafficking’ unit should not invest much capacity in these 

kinds of investigations. The latter is – according to the detectives – mainly inspired by the 

opportunistic reason of not being able to ‘score’ with child pornography investigations. The 

detectives decide to follow the examining magistrate, because (s)he is in charge and not the internal 

management. In terms of role strain theory, they form a power coalition with the examining 

magistrate against the Judicial Director. 

This practice is also relevant in POL2, where in a specific, politically sensitive investigation, the 

examining magistrate makes two strategic decisions that are inconsistent with the department 

head’s ideas of effectiveness. First, the examining magistrate selects 100 illegal persons to be 

interrogated out of more than 500 files while 50 would have been sufficient, according to the 
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department head. Second, the examining magistrate decides that a house search must be conducted 

in the suspect’s work place after these interrogations, which increases the risk (according to the 

department head) of the suspect being informed about the investigation by the victims or the press. 

Although both the examining magistrate and the department head are hierarchical superiors of the 

detective, (s)he decides to disregard the department head’s ideas and go along with the examining 

magistrate who is considered more powerful than the supervisor. 

 

In POL2, the ‘power’ mechanism can also explain the other hierarchical cases (comparable to the 

criminal investigation cases above). It concerns cases in which the detective agrees with the 

examining magistrate’s decision
229

, as well as cases in which the detective does not agree with 

his/her decision
230

. 

 

Table 7.18: Hierarchical patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block a hierarchical BS 

Hierarchical organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking a hierarchical BS Cases 

Conflict between judicial authorities 

and individualistic regional director 

+ power coalition (judicial authorities) 1 

Conflict between judicial authorities 

and supervisor 

+ power coalition (judicial authorities) 1 

Judicial authorities + power 6 

b. EGALITARIAN BEHAVIORAL STYLE 

There are two cases – in POL2 – in which an egalitarian behavioral style is applied. The first one is 

linked to the release of a suspect in a human trafficking investigation. A detective explains: 

 

“At the time of the intervention, a few people were arrested, among whom people we had had 

under a tap and who only gave assistance to the ‘real’ criminals by doing one transport. […] but 

when you detain them and interrogate them, you hear that they only did it for the money, the 

small amount of money they received for it, because it wasn’t a lot if you compare it with what 

the main suspect had earned. Yeah, then you think: ‘Well okay, he was involved, but his role was 

relatively small’. So then it is our role to call the examining magistrate to say: ‘We have 

interrogated him. And okay, he confesses, but he is receiving a training with the VDAB [Flemish 

Department of Employment Policy], he is trying to integrate himself into society.’ And then, well 

sometimes you can convince the examining magistrate [to release the suspect].” 

 

The detective seems to make a black and white distinction between ‘real’ criminals on the one hand, 

and people who only made a mistake to earn some money on the other, which is typical for an 

egalitarian attitude towards perpetrators. There is also an egalitarian bond of trust with the 

examining magistrate (see Table 7.19). Despite the individualistic eagerness to get results in 

quantifiable terms, such as number of arrests (which is stimulated by supervisors in POL2), and the 

                                                             
229

 Particularly, the detectives agree with the examining magistrate’s decisions (1) to refuse to organize a confrontation 

with the victim that a suspect asked for, (2) to arrest a suspect and (3) to grant permission for a telephone tap. 
230

 Particularly, the detectives do not agree with the examining magistrat’s decisions (1) not to arrest a suspect, which 

would have been the icing on the cake in an investigation and the desirable result of a long and difficult human exploitation 

investigation and (2) to postpone an interrogation with a suspect, which enables him to prepare his defense better. 
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legal reasons to arrest the suspect because he was involved in a crime (which could lead to a 

hierarchical attitude), two mechanisms explain that egalitarian organizational patterns are 

emphasized in this case. First, the detective believes that the good intentions of the suspect who is 

on the right track outweigh the importance of quantifiable results in his/her investigation 

(‘justification’). Second, the mechanism of ‘humanization’ is applied, in the sense that this specific 

suspect is considered a human being with financial problems whose life would be made even more 

difficult if he would be exposed to the entire judicial apparatus. 

In the second example, there is also a bond of trust between the examining magistrate and the case 

officer, leading to the terms and timing of an intervention in a big human trafficking investigation 

being agreed upon in consensus. 

 

Table 7.19: Egalitarian patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block an egalitarian BS 

Egalitarian organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking an egalitarian BS Cases 

Suspects and judicial authorities, in 

conflict with individualistic supervisor 

and hierarchical rules 

+ humanization, + justification 1 

Judicial authorities  1 

c. INDIVIDUALISTIC BEHAVIORAL STYLE 

In POL1, no examples are given of a purely individualistic behavioral style. This style is only relevant 

in combination with the hierarchical style, as will be explained in the hybrid part below. However, in 

POL2, detectives us an individualistic behavioral style in five investigative measure dilemmas, two of 

them in combination with hierarchy as stolen rhetoric. A summary of the organizational patterns and 

causal mechanisms that explain decision making in these cases is given in Table 7.20. 

 

In the first case in POL2, a detective explains that the bond of trust with a certain examining 

magistrate is so developed that the examining magistrate gives the detective ‘carte blanche’ in 

his/her investigation. The detective gets freedom to set up the investigative strategy, which reflects 

the individualistic style. In other words, the egalitarian bond between examining magistrates is a 

precondition for the dominant impact of the detective’s autonomy (which is part of the structural 

subsystem, see 5.2.5.3). 

Some detectives, however, misuse this bond of trust as a result of their individualistic autonomy, as 

illustrated in the second case, by blowing up the motivation for a telephone tap (which resembles 

the individualistic strategy explained in 6.3.1). The respondent explains: 

 

“[…] if you want to get something done, you blow it up a little. […] That is normal, you know, 

when you want to get something done. […] like I said the way in which you present it is like 

blowing up a balloon. If you look at these meetings here, well, big balloons are blown up here, 

they don’t even fit in this room. […] But is that wrong? (sigh)” 

 

What the detective does in this case is take advantage of the examining magistrate’s egalitarian trust 

in his/her ability of making a good value judgment concerning expensive and intrusive measures like 

telephone taps. The detective also disregards the hierarchical rules concerning tapping, which is 
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legally only allowed when all other possible investigative measures are considered inadequate. Two 

mechanisms of ‘moral disengagement’ can explain the dominance and – in the detective’s eyes – 

acceptability of an individualistic behavioral style in this case. First, ‘diffusion of responsibility’ is at 

work, because the detective argues that everyone does it (i.e. big meetings where big balloons are 

blown up). Second, the detective uses ‘euphemistic labeling’; ‘blowing up a balloon’ does not sound 

as bad as ‘exaggerating’ or ‘lying’ to the examining magistrate. 

 

One detective warns that this practice could have negative consequences. (S)he gives an example in 

which colleagues did not listen to well-intended advice from other detectives. Particularly, two 

colleagues asked the examining magistrate for permission for a certain investigative measure, while 

others said they should not do it because similar files had previously been conducted in other, less 

expensive ways. They did it anyway and, before asking the examining magistrate for permission, they 

had already prepared the investigative measure by contacting other agencies, even some agencies 

abroad. The examining magistrate, however, did not go along with their ideas, so the two colleagues 

had to crawl back and contact the other agencies again to explain the operation would not take 

place. This led to valuable time being lost and the examining magistrate’s confidence being betrayed. 

This example proves that well-intended egalitarian advice from colleagues is not obvious in an 

individualistic system where detectives feel they own their investigations. 

 

In the final two cases in POL2, the individualistic behavioral style is supported by hierarchical stolen 

rhetoric. In case one, a detective explains his/her previous section head wanted to determine the 

date on which they would intervene in a huge human trafficking investigation. The detective 

explains: 

 

“The section head determined the date on which we would intervene, also taking into account the 

days on which certain colleagues were on leave and his/her own agenda; certain days were not 

practical for him/her because (s)he left on a weekend vacation. But then I said: ‘I am sorry, but 

who is running this investigation? I am. I did this all by myself and I don’t think you can decide 

when we will intervene.’ And then well, (s)he said it was okay. Hey, there are boundaries, you 

know!” 

 

The main reason why the dates determined by the section head are not accepted by the case officer 

has to do with the respondent’s planned hospitalization. (S)he wants to intervene in the investigation 

before being hospitalized, because it would be the icing on the cake after a long and intense 

investigation. (S)he, however, sells it in a hierarchical way, in the sense that extending the 

investigation could be perceived by the defense as provocation. The individualistic behavioral style 

can be explained by the high degree of autonomy detectives enjoy and the individualistic managerial 

style of the previous section head (see 5.2.2.3). 

 

In case two, there is a loyalty conflict between the department head and the examining magistrate, 

much like the case in POL1 discussed above (see hierarchy), albeit that the behavioral style here is 

individualistic and not hierarchical. It is linked to the ‘ear whispering practice’ explained in part 

5.2.1.1. A detective explains that (s)he and his/her partner do not like a supervisor interfering when 
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they are running an investigation. (S)he adds that the supervisor sometimes does not agree with the 

fact that they get more resources to do their investigation when they work with a certain examining 

magistrate. The respondent says this is how (s)he responds to the supervisor when that happens: 

“The examining magistrate is independently in charge of this investigation and (s)he will decide. And 

if you [supervisor] do not agree with certain investigative steps, then you should contact the 

examining magistrate yourself.” (S)he adds: “We are only the ones who carry out decisions made by 

the judiciary. Okay, we have a certain direction in mind in which we want to go and if one does this 

work every day, one sees that line much clearer than someone [a supervisor] who opens a DOS and 

starts reading what we have written.” In this case, the detective disregards the supervisor’s 

hierarchical authority, which was accepted when the previous section head – who applied an 

individualistic behavioral style – was still in charge. The new section head, however, does not accept 

this behavior and wants to reinstall hierarchical authority, as explained in chapter 5. This makes 

these kinds of dilemmas more difficult for some detectives. Therefore, the respondent in this case 

applies four types of mechanisms to present his/her individualistic behavioral style as acceptable. 

First, the detective tries to form a power coalition with the examining magistrate against the 

supervisor. Second, the detective considers the relationship with the examining magistrate to be 

more important than the relationship with the supervisor, because the former leads the investigation 

(i.e. ‘importance’ mechanism in role strain theory). Third, the mechanism of ‘observability of 

conflicting demands by sources in the role-set’ is at work, in the sense that the detective informs the 

supervisor about the fact that the examining magistrate wants to adopt a different strategy than 

what the supervisor wants. Fourth, the detective displaces responsibility for the decision to the 

examining magistrate by referring to his/her role as only carrying out what the examining magistrate 

decides. 

 

Table 7.20: Individualistic patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block an individualistic BS 

Individualistic organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking an individualistic BS Cases 

Individualistic autonomy and egalitarian 

bond with judicial authorities 

 1 

Conflict between individualistic 

autonomy and hierarchical rules 

+ diffusion, + euphemistic labeling 1 

Group interaction  1 

Autonomy and supervisor  1 

Conflict between judicial authorities and 

supervisor 

+ power coalition (judicial authorities), + importance 

(judicial authorities), + observability of conflicting 

demands by role-set (supervisor), + displacement (judicial 

authorities) 

1 

d. FATALISTIC BEHAVIORAL STYLE 

The only case in which a fatalistic behavioral style is mentioned during a judicial investigation is a 

dilemma in POL2 in which detectives feel powerless to take action against more than 500 illegal 

persons who have successfully abused the asylum procedure. The case officer explains that more 

than 500 illegal persons have falsely received asylum status, for example on the basis of false 

employment contracts and false doctor’s certificates. The case officer adds that the policymaker who 
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is responsible for the asylum policy does not consider fraud in the procedure a reason to deny 

asylum status. The examining magistrate decides not to take action against the illegal persons to 

avoid political quarrels. This decision brings the detective in a fatalistic position because (s)he is 

powerless to take action against illegals who abuse the asylum procedure. The respondent uses two 

mechanisms to cope with this fatalism. On the one hand, (s)he displaces responsibility to the 

policymaker and the examining magistrate, and, on the other, (s)he diminishes his/her impotence by 

referring to the future tightening measures that are planned as a result of the exposure of these 

practices thanks to his/her investigation, which is a form of ‘justification’ (see Table 7.21). 

 

Table 7.21: Fatalistic patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block a fatalistic BS 

Fatalistic organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking a fatalistic BS Cases 

Suspects, policymakers and judicial 

authorities 

+ justification, + displacement (judicial authorities and 

policymakers) 

1 

e. HYBRID BEHAVIORAL STYLE 

There are four types of hybrids in the two police settings (I+H, H+F, I+E and H+E) (see Table 7.10), 

which will all be discussed separately below. No summarizing tables are shown because of the variety 

of the cases. 

HYBRID OF HIERARCHY AND INDIVIDUALISM 

The combination of a hierarchical and an individualistic behavioral style is relevant in one case in 

POL1 and two cases in POL2. The I+H case in POL1 resembles the first I+H case discussed above (see 

‘criminal investigation’). The detectives make the first move, and the examining magistrate gives 

permission, particularly to interrogate two suspects once more, although they had already been 

heard by a foreign police agency that only focused on their own investigation. Hence, it is important 

to make a power coalition with the examining magistrate to be able to do what one wants in an 

investigation. 

 

The first I+H case in POL2 is similar to the latter, albeit that hierarchy is a bit stronger here. The 

examining magistrate gives the detectives the freedom to take initiative and make the first move 

(individualism), but also gives a number of strict orders (hierarchy). This slight dominance of 

hierarchy can be explained by the fact that the investigation was first led by another detective who 

was then hospitalized. The new detectives did not yet have a bond of trust with the examining 

magistrate (which is illustrated above in the individualism part) to get ‘carte blanche’. 

The second I+H case in POL2 also illustrates this special bond between the examining magistrate and 

a detective in a particular investigation. In a big human trafficking investigation, there was a dilemma 

about whether or not to include the involvement of certain suspects in an East-European country. 

Both the detective and the examining magistrate consider it essential that these suspects are also 

apprehended, because they organize the recruitment of human trafficking victims in their home 

country. The foreign police agency, however, does not want to cooperate. Hence, a rogatory 

commission is the only remaining option to properly tackle the human trafficking operation by these 

suspects. However, before the rogatory commission can be organized, the case officer has to be 
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hospitalized and, therefore, cannot join the examining magistrate on the foreign mission. This leads 

to the rogatory commission not being organized, because – as the case officer explains: 

 

“The problem was that this examining magistrate did not agree with a number of people in our 

section. In fact, they had a blazing row. So I think (s)he was not keen on going on a rogatory 

commission with them.” 

 

In other words, the lack of trust between the examining magistrates and certain detectives leads to 

an important part of an international gang being disregarded, and the trafficking operation being 

continued. The individualistic behavioral style is here represented in the individualistic action of not 

organizing a rogatory commission with colleagues of the case officer (as a result of the one-on-one 

interaction with the examining magistrate). The hierarchical behavioral style is represented in the 

sense that provocation is avoided by not postponing the rogatory commission until the case officer is 

back from the hospital. The case officer disengages him/herself from this decision by holding the 

foreign police officer responsible for not intervening, and uses the ‘importance’ mechanism to 

explain that avoiding provocation is more important than solving the crimes in Eastern Europe 

because these are not relevant for Belgium anyway. The latter is of course not completely true 

because although recruitment of the trafficking operation is done in Eastern Europe, most effects will 

be seen in Belgium, which is a transit or destination country of human trafficking. 

HYBRID OF HIERARCHY AND FATALISM 

In POL1, there are three cases in which the behavioral style is characterized by hierarchy and 

fatalism. Two of them are linked to the dilemma of whether or not to carry out a rogatory 

commission. In both cases, the examining magistrate does not give permission. The detectives in 

both cases acknowledge the fact that this is a hierarchical decision that needs to be made by the 

examining magistrate based on a cost-benefit analysis (which is the hierarchical aspect). They, 

however, think that the decision of the examining magistrate is at least partly inspired by the one 

useless trip that was made years ago by certain detectives in the department, which they consider 

irrelevant. Hence they feel powerless (in a fatalistic way) to conduct their investigations properly 

because they are restricted to focus on the Belgian aspects while their investigations have an 

international component. Moreover, they do not trust the foreign police agency to continue the 

investigations in their country because this police agency is not interested in crimes that only have 

effects abroad (e.g., recruitment of human trafficking victims who are then brought to Belgium). The 

mechanism of ‘power’ explains why the examining magistrate dominates the decision, but in one 

case the detective adds ‘displacement of responsibility’ for the following reason: 

 

“I always ask for a rogatory commission and I put it on paper. […] Why? To avoid being accused in 

the end of not having suggested all possible investigative measures to the examining magistrate. 

[…] We suggested it as detectives, so we did our duty […].” 

 

This quote beautifully captures the hierarchical attitude – in the sense of accepting the authority of 

the examining magistrate – and the fatalistic attitude – in the sense of covering oneself against 

possible future complaints. 
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The other H+F case is about an examining magistrate who often makes surprising decisions, so as a 

detective one never knows what to expect when one asks for an investigative measure. In some 

cases, (s)he demands a telephone tap being stopped immediately without any warning, while in 

other cases (s)he grants more resources than one has asked for. The detective explains this is atypical 

because with most examining magistrates a bond of trust is developed (as illustrated above) after 

which they give ‘carte blanche’. Because the ‘power’ mechanism is so strong, the detective can only 

adjust to the ‘whims’ of this particular examining magistrate. 

HYBRID OF EGALITARIANISM AND INDIVIDUALISM 

In POL2, there is one case in which egalitarianism is combined with individualism. This is a rare 

example of disregarding the role of the examining magistrate as leader of the investigation. In a 

sexual exploitation investigation, a detective is confronted with a prostitute who withdraws her 

complaint against her pimp after the latter has been arrested. This is a well-known practice in sexual 

exploitation investigations. The timing of this withdrawal and her body language give the case officer 

the impression that she is being forced by the suspect to drop charges against him. Therefore, the 

detective decides to immediately contact the Local Police to do a neighborhood inspection, during 

which they find evidence that she is indeed forced, leading to a three year prison sentence for the 

suspect. The examining magistrate was, however, not pleased “because, in his/her opinion, 

investigations that are appointed to the Federal Police should be conducted by the Federal Police and 

should not be delegated to the Local Police.” In this case, the detective thus opts for an individualistic 

approach, because (s)he makes quick value judgments in his/her own investigation without 

consulting the examining magistrate. However, the decision also has with egalitarian aspects, 

because the cooperation with the Local Police is aimed at common goals. By doing so, the detective 

disregards the hierarchical role of the examining magistrate. Two mechanisms explain this decision. 

On the one hand, (s)he justifies it by referring to the positive result of his/her acts (‘justification’), 

and, on the other hand, (s)he compares it with the alternative scenario of contacting the examining 

magistrate that would have cost valuable time they did not have at the time (‘comparison’). 

HYBRID OF HIERARCHY AND EGALITARIANISM 

In the final hybrid in POL2, the behavioral style is a combination of hierarchy and egalitarianism. It 

concerns an investigation that is transferred to another judicial district because the suspect has 

moved. The detective acknowledges this hierarchical rule but states that criminals abuse it to make 

the police powerless (fatalism). They do that by constantly moving around so detectives in different 

regions lose interest because before they are even acquainted with the investigation they already 

have to transfer it to another region. To avoid this type of fatalism, this particular detective respects 

the rule and gives up his/her investigation, which reflects the hierarchical style. However, (s)he adds 

an egalitarian element by informally staying in touch with the detectives in the other judicial district 

who take over the investigation. Moreover, (s)he joins them when they go to the examining 

magistrate in the other region. When the investigation returns to POL2 a few weeks later (because 

the suspect moves again), (s)he does not lose time catching up. (S)he concludes: “[…] we all work for 

the same firm, in the same business […] my goal is to get these people off the street. Period.” This is 

of course not beneficial from the perspective of the department head who wants as many 
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quantifiable results in investigations that are officially run in his/her department, but the latter is 

disregarded by the coalition of power that is established with the examining magistrates of the other 

region. 

7.2.2. Investigative measures in the inspection settings 

In the inspection settings, 19 examples are given of investigative measure dilemmas (13 in INSP1 and 

7 in INSP2) (see Table 7.10). Each of them will be discussed below. 

7.2.2.1. Hierarchical behavioral style 

The five cases in which a hierarchical behavioral style is applied (three in INSP1 and two in INSP2) are 

linked to orders from the attaché (one in INSP1 and one in INSP2) and orders from the judicial 

authorities (two in INSP1 and one in INSP2). 

 

In INSP1, two hierarchical cases are intertwined. In the first case, an inspector doubts how to do a 

calculation in an investigation led by the examining magistrate because the legislation leaves scope 

for individual discretion. Although the inspector has the autonomy to make this assessment 

him/herself (see individualism in structural subsystem: 5.2.5.3), (s)he decides to consult the attaché 

who suggests a different method of calculation than the inspector had in mind. The mechanism of 

‘displacement of responsibility’ explains why (s)he hierarchically follows the attaché’s idea. (S)he 

argues that if the method would be considered incorrect by the examining magistrate, (s)he could 

refer to the responsibility of the attaché (see Table 7.22). However, in this case, the examining 

magistrate considers the calculation method selected by the attaché as incorrect, and gives the 

inspector the order to change it to the method (s)he had in mind first, which is the second case. (S)he 

explains: 

 

“I said it before, when you get an order from the judicial authorities, you actually don’t have much 

freedom of action. […] They can’t of course force you do make a certain decision, but because you 

have to motivate your decision, you must be really sure.” 

 

Despite the legal discretion to not have to follow orders from judicial authorities (as explained in 

5.2.1.1) – which is a very individualistic type of discretion – the inspector decides to follow the order 

(as in hierarchy). This can of course partly be explained by the fact that it was his/her original idea, 

but (s)he adds that the decision would have been the same even if (s)he would not have completely 

agreed with the order because (s)he considers a good understanding with the examining magistrate 

to be more important than individualistically holding on to his/her legal discretion. The latter 

argument refers to the ‘importance’ mechanism in role strain theory. 

 

Another inspector in INSP1 also mentions a case in which an order is given by the judicial authorities. 

The ‘arbeidsauditeur’ asks the inspector to interrogate a certain employer who has been caught for 

moonlighting in a shop in another region. Because the company’s seat is domiciled in the judicial 

district of INSP1, the investigation is transferred to INSP1. Although the inspector can conduct an in-

depth investigation, (s)he restricts it to following the order of the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ by only letting the 

employer give his statement. The individualistic autonomy is thus restricted by hierarchy. The main 
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reason for that is the head office’s instruction about the periods in which investigations initiated by 

the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ need to be finished. As explained above (see 5.2.2.1), the head office only 

hierarchically oversees the periods in which investigations are finished and does not focus as much 

on the other instructions. Therefore the inspector decides to deal with the order as quickly as 

possible by not going into detail and not further investigating it, although that would probably lead 

to a stronger case against the employer. Two mechanisms can explain this decision. There is a 

selection of only one instruction of the head office (i.e. concerning the periods), because that is more 

intensively monitored than the other instructions. This leads to the inspector displacing responsibility 

for not doing an in-depth investigation, because – in his/her own words: "No-one is really interested 

in an in-depth investigation, you know. They just want it done.”  

 

Table 7.22: Hierarchical patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block a hierarchical BS 

Hierarchical organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking a hierarchical BS Cases 

Conflict between supervisor and 

individualistic autonomy 

+ displacement (supervisor) 1 

Judicial authorities + importance 2 

Conflict between judicial authorities and 

head office 

+ displacement (head office), + selection (certain head 

office’s instructions) 

1 

Supervisor and low status + power (supervisor), - selection (certain supervisor’s 

orders) 

1 

 

This final case in INSP1 resembles the first case in INSP2, in which an inspector has no choice but to 

continue an investigation that started in another judicial district long ago, because the firm’s 

registered office has moved to his/her territorial sector. The inspector in INSP2 denounces the fact 

that the territorial competency rule is so powerful that effectiveness and efficiency are sacrificed. 

The ‘arbeidsauditeur’ who sent the investigation is, in other words, too important to ignore. 

 

The second hierarchical case in INSP2 concerns a dilemma in which the attaché wants the inspector 

to do a more extensive investigation than (s)he intended. During a moonlighting inspection, on the 

inspector’s own initiative (hence not in cooperation with the Regional Cell), the inspector decides not 

to check whether the fulltime employees work within their official timetable. The reason for this can 

be linked to the inspector’s involvement in joint moonlighting inspections. In these inspections, 

initiated by the Regional Cell, inspectors disregard employees who are registered fulltime because 

they only focus on unregistered and illegal employment. However, in INSP2 the moonlighting 

inspections that are initiated by the inspectors should almost always be followed by a general 

inspection, especially in the first Directorate of INSP2 with the attaché who considers general 

inspections the most important core competence of the Inspection of Social Laws (see ‘first attaché’ 

in 5.2.2.3). Checking whether a fulltime employee works within his official time-table is important to 

determine whether extra hours are paid properly, which is an important aspect of a general 

inspection. Hence, there seem to be two opposing mechanisms. On the one hand, the ‘selection’ 

mechanism leads to the inspector individualistically disregarding fulltime employees because (s)he is 

used to doing this during joint inspections. On the other hand, the ‘power’ mechanism leads the 

inspector to hierarchically follow the attaché when (s)he gives the suggestion to check the fulltime 
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employees. Because the inspector considers him/herself rather inexperienced, (s)he is more inclined 

to follow the attaché’s suggestion. Hence, low status in terms of experience operates as a 

precondition of the ‘power’ mechanism being stronger than the ‘selection’ mechanism in this case. 

7.2.2.2. Egalitarian behavioral style 

In each inspection setting, one example is given of the egalitarian behavioral style. In both cases, the 

employer violates certain employment rules, but the inspector disregards these violations, because 

employees do not consider their rights as being jeopardized. Table 7.23 shows various mechanisms 

that explain the egalitarian behavioral style in these two cases. 

 

Table 7.23: Egalitarian patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block an egalitarian BS 

Egalitarian organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking an egalitarian BS Cases 

Conflict between victim and rules + blame attribution 

+ justification, + euphemistic labeling, + power (inspector) 

1 

1 

 

In INSP1, the inspector decides to disregard the fact that the employer instructs his cashiers to also 

clean the toilets while this activity is not mentioned in their contract. Because the employees do not 

want to complaint about it – being glad they have a job – the inspector decides not to enforce this 

rule. (S)he uses his/her discretionary power as an excuse to disregard the hierarchical rule, because 

the cashiers do not feel exploited by the employer. This reflects the egalitarian attitude towards 

employees in which the employees’ best interest is considered central (see 5.2.1.4). The main reason 

why the egalitarian behavioral style is, in this case, preferred above the hierarchical one, is the moral 

disengagement mechanism of ‘attribution of blame’. The inspector explains that if the employees do 

not complaint about it and accept the situation, they are themselves to blame. 

 

The egalitarian example in INSP2 is slightly different in the sense that the employer offers his 

employees better employment terms than he is legally entitled to. Particularly, the employer applies 

wages and bonus agreements of the wrong joint industrial committee. Therefore the General 

Directorate of collective conditions of employment asks the Inspection of Social Laws to conduct an 

in-depth investigation and determine the correct joint industrial committee. However, chances are 

that the conclusion of such an in-depth investigation would be that no specific joint industrial 

committee can be appointed (because various activities are done by this firm, different in winter and 

summer). Then, the supplementary joint industrial committee would be considered valid, which only 

imposes a minimum wage without extra compensations and is thus less beneficial for employees. An 

additional aspect is that this firm has already been inspected by five different inspectors since the 

beginning of the 1990’ies, all of whom came to the conclusion that the current situation needs to be 

continued. 

Although the Directorate of collective conditions of employments wants the rules to be applied in a 

hierarchical way, the inspector decides to adhere to the employees’ interest in an egalitarian way. 

Three mechanisms explain this decision. First, the inspector justifies it by referring to the employees’ 

best interest (i.e. ‘justification’), which is very important in both inspection settings. Second, the 

inspector uses euphemisms to show his/her behavior in the best possible light by saying: “So with all 

these considerations in mind, you look at it from a practical [opposed to ‘legal’] point of view […] even 
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though theoretically [instead of ‘legally’] umm you should draw a different conclusion.” Third, the 

inspector refers to the difference in power between, on the one hand, the Directorate of collective 

conditions of employment, which can initiate investigations that need to be conducted by the 

Inspection of Social Laws when employers seem to apply a wrong joint industrial committee, and, on 

the other, the Inspection of Social Laws, which is the only actor that can actually make a report for 

the latter violation (and not the Directorate, for example). Hence, the power balance is firmly in favor 

of the Inspection of Social Laws. 

7.2.2.3. Individualistic behavioral style 

In two investigative measure dilemmas, an individualistic behavioral is applied (one in INSP1 and one 

in INSP2).  

 

In INSP1, it concerns the dilemma whether or not to check if violations are put right by the time the 

agreed period for rectification has passed. The respondent explains that (s)he only does that when it 

is beneficial for him/herself. In the case of unpaid wages or compensations, (s)he always checks 

whether the amount is rectified, because it increases his/her numbers. In the case of just a missing 

internal labor regulations code (‘arbeidsreglement’ in Dutch), (s)he mostly does not check whether 

the violation has been corrected, because the disadvantages outweigh the advantages, especially 

when having to wait until the violation has been corrected leads to the case file exceeding the 

average period proposed by the head office. These periods are by the street-level bureaucrats 

perceived as being closely supervised by the head office, and thus very important. The inspector 

knows that (s)he should normally check whether the employer complies by the rules, which would be 

a hierarchical behavioral style. However, two mechanisms explain how the individualistic behavioral 

style is emptied of moral content. First, the respondent minimalizes the effects (as in the ‘distortion 

of consequences’ mechanism); even if the internal labor regulations code would not be compiled 

with by the employer, it would not be such a big deal for the employees. In the case of the wages and 

compensations, the non-compliance would be worse. Second, it is the responsibility of the inspector 

who next conducts an investigation on this firm to check whether there is an internal labor 

regulations code. If (s)he fails to do so, the respondent is – in his/her own perception – not to blame. 

To conclude, hierarchy is disregarded by the individualistic focus on numbers (i.e. rectification 

amounts), as a result of the impact of two causal mechanisms (see Table 7.24). 

 

Table 7.24: Individualistic patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block an individualistic BS 

Individualistic organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking an individualistic BS Cases 

Status, supervisor and head office + distortion, + displacement (colleagues) 1 

Suspect + blame attribution 1 

 

In INSP2, there is also one inspector who mentions an investigative measure dilemma in which (s)he 

responds with an individualistic behavioral style. (S)he does that by playing a form of ‘bluff poker’. It 

occurs in an investigation into overtime hours that the complainant states he performed but which 

the employer contests. As explained in chapter 5, the difficulty of inspecting overtime hours is an 

important source of fatalism for street-level bureaucrats in the two inspection settings. They find 

themselves in a rather weak position because they often depend on the employer’s statement that 
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can be withdrawn easily. The inspector in this case tries to overcome this fatalism by presenting 

his/her position as more powerful than it in fact is, like in a game of poker. This leads to the employer 

getting cold feet and handing over documents, which prove that a number of overtime hours have 

been performed in order to avoid worse consequences. Afterwards, the respondent is surprised that 

the employer did that because (s)he actually did not have a leg to stand on. The lack of knowledge 

about his rights and the inspector’s competences was in this case thus a precondition of the 

successfulness of the individualistic strategy. The inspector does, however, not consider it 

inappropriate to take advantage of this lack of knowledge by attributing blame to the employer who 

should inform himself about his rights. (S)he could also have used the legal right to search for 

documents and other information carriers, but as explained above (see 5.2.5.2) this right is veiled in 

obscurity and thus almost never applied. 

 

As will be illustrated below, the individualistic behavioral style seems to be more relevant in the 

enforcement dilemmas (see 7.3), which is logical because these cases can be directly linked to the 

inspectors’ discretionary power. However, in four investigative measure dilemmas, the individualistic 

behavioral style forms a hybrid with another behavioral style (i.e. fatalism) (see below). 

7.2.2.4. Fatalistic behavioral style 

Sometimes, inspectors apply a fatalistic behavioral style. In INSP1, all six fatalistic cases are related to 

the employer finding a way to circumvent the rules without the inspection being able (or feeling 

able) to take legal action. The one case in INSP2 is about an employer going bankrupt, leading to the 

employees being left in the cold. The organizational patterns and causal mechanisms that explain a 

fatalistic behavioral style in these cases are summarized in Table 7.25 below. 

 

Table 7.25: Fatalistic patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block a fatalistic BS 

Fatalistic organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking a fatalistic BS Cases 

Policymakers, judicial authorities, and 

suspect 

+ power (policymakers and judicial authorities), + 

displacement (policymakers and judicial authorities) 

1 

Suspect, rules and discretion  5 

Suspect  1 

 

Five different inspectors in INSP1 give a specific example of employers who manage to bend or 

break the rules without getting caught. In all cases, an explanation can be found in the fatalistic 

perception of the labor law. It is perceived as not being watertight, because it still leaves scope for 

creative rule bending. This can be illustrated by the case in which an employer lets employees sign a 

new attachment in their labor contract every week in which the overtime hours are included so no 

compensation needs to be paid. The labor inspectors’ competences are also perceived as not 

sufficient to tackle certain violations. This becomes clear in the example in which stalling a 

moonlighting inspection appears to be a successful strategy to avoid getting caught for moonlighting. 

There are also two cases in which fatalism could have been overcome by applying the legal right to 

search for documents or other information carriers. However, the inspectors do not dare to use it to 

avoid overstepping the scope of their legal discretion. 
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The final case in INSP1 is a special one, because the rule breaking employer is – according to the 

respondent – protected by political and judicial authorities. It concerns a big construction company 

employing many people that is never prosecuted despite continued practices of moonlighting. The 

inspector decides not to take any more action, because the judicial and political authorities are 

considered to be too powerful (mechanism of ‘power’). Therefore, (s)he displaces responsibility to 

judicial and political authorities: “I cannot do anything about it, you know, so I am not going to lose 

any sleep over it, even though I don’t agree with it, but of course I cannot reprimand the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ (laugh).” 

In the case in INSP2, the inspector sympathizes with employees who filed complaints against their 

employer because he still owes them money. However, because the employer goes bankrupt, the 

inspector is forced to stop the investigation. This leads to the employees’ interests not being taken 

care of, and the labor inspector being powerless to take any action. 

7.2.2.5. Hybrid behavioral style 

There are four cases in which the individualistic behavioral style is combined with fatalism (two in 

INSP1 and two in INSP2). In the two cases in INSP1, the inspector (same person in both cases) 

considers him/herself powerless (fatalism) to tackle the phenomenon of ‘schijnzelfstandigheid’ (i.e. 

employing workers as if they were independent contractors), because the legislation is too 

complicated and employees fail to give statements. At the same time, (s)he is not prepared to invest 

time and energy in getting acquainted with the legal options. (S)he argues that these types of 

investigations are not beneficial for his/her statistics, taking up much resources without being sure of 

positive, quantifiable results (individualism). The egalitarian attitude towards the victims is bypassed 

by blaming them for not complaining about being exploited. 

 

The two I+F cases in INSP2 are also mentioned by the same inspector. In both dilemmas, the street-

level bureaucrat believes the employer manages to outsmart him/her, which is a form of fatalism. In 

the first case, fatalism lies in the fact that the employer seems to deceive the inspector during a 

moonlighting inspection. The respondent explains: 

 

“[…] we entered the restaurant and we asked for the documents and umm we had to wait for at 

least five minutes before we received the documents, which we think were fabricated by the 

employer during the waiting period.” 

 

The inspector cannot prove this suspicion, but notices that on one of the documents the employer 

has made a mistake by filling in a wrong date. (S)he explains that under different circumstances, (s)he 

would have probably disregarded this mistake, but “when you think they are screwing with you, you 

try to fight back with all possible means”. The latter is an individualistic strategy to try to diminish 

fatalism, but the unpleasant feeling of being deceived remains. This case illustrates how a fatalistic 

perception of an employer could lead to discretion being used in a more severe way. The latter 

resembles the reciprocal relationship with employers in the sense of “if you give me a hard time, I 

will give you a hard time” (see 5.2.1.4). However, the inspector is not able to completely ‘get back’ at 

the misleading employer. 
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This is also the case in the second example in which an employer is subjected to a general inspection. 

The inspector checks the documents (in his/her office and not in the firm) to see whether employees 

are correctly paid according to the wage scales and notices that some personnel members are 

appointed to a rather low wage category. When (s)he confronts the employer with that finding, he 

explains that it is correct, because, for example the secretary only makes copies. Although, the 

inspector does not believe it, (s)he thinks there are no other options than to go along with the 

employer’s version of the facts. (S)he states: 

 

“What can you do? You can go to the firm and interrogate the employee. You can do that, but 

well then you need to be sure that it’s not more trouble than it’s worth, because the employer was 

thinking of firing her.” 

 

Hence, the inspector does not consider it beneficial to invest more resources in this investigation, 

which is an opportunistic and thus individualistic approach. Because (s)he can never be sure whether 

the employer deceived him/her or not a fatalistic aspect remains. (S)he defends this behavior by 

distorting the consequences, in the sense that according to him/her, the difference in wage category 

would not generate much for the employee. 

7.3. Dilemmas concerning enforcement styles (only in inspection settings) 

As explained in chapter 5 (see structural subsystem: 5.2.5), labor inspectors have the legal discretion 

to respond to labor law violations by making a report, determining a period in which the violation 

needs to be rectified or giving a warning. This part deals with the dilemmas respondents in this study 

experience in choosing between these three options. Although this is only relevant for the inspection 

settings, it is interesting to compare the enforcement styles of labor inspectors with the behavioral 

styles police detectives use when conducting investigative measures (see above). 

 

The respondents mention 95 enforcement dilemmas (41 in INSP1 and 54 in INSP2). As shown in 

Table 7.26 below, the individualistic enforcement style is dominant in both settings, with 

approximately 50 percent of the cases (19 in INSP1 and 27 in INSP2) combined with a number of 

‘I+something’ hybrids (six cases in INSP1 and six cases in INSP2). This dominance of the individualistic 

behavioral style is a logical consequence of the high degree of autonomy and discretion street-level 

bureaucrats in both settings enjoy, as will be illustrated below. Then, the hierarchical behavioral style 

follows with 24% of the cases in INSP1 and 31% in INSP2. Finally, there are a few examples of 

egalitarian and fatalistic styles being applied. The decision making processes in these different 

enforcement styles will be discussed below. 
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Table 7.26: Enforcement styles of Labor Inspectors in INSP1 and INSP2231 

 INSP1 INSP2 TOTAL 

Hierarchical 

 

10 

24,3% 

17 

31,4% 

27 

 

Egalitarian 

 

2 

4,8% 

1 

1,8% 

3 

Individualistic 

 

19 

46,3% 

27 

50% 

46 

Fatalistic 

 

2 

4,8% 

3 

5,3% 

5 

Hybrid 

   H + F 

 

   I + H 

 

   I + F 

 

   I + E 

 

 

2 

4,8% 

2 

4,8% 

2 

4,8% 

2 

4,8% 

 

 

 

3 

5,3% 

3 

5,3% 

 

2 

 

5 

 

5 

 

2 

TOTAL 41 54 95 

7.3.1. Hierarchical behavioral style 

In 27 cases (ten in INSP1 and 17 in INSP2), the respondent applies a hierarchical behavioral style. 

These can be divided into four types, which are sometimes combined: (1) basing one’s decision on an 

order from a hierarchical actor, (2) basing one’s decision on the law, (3) basing one’s decision on the 

principles of fairness and equal treatment, and (4) basing one’s decision on the Regional Cell’s 

unwritten rules or head office’s instructions. Each of these types of hierarchy will be explained 

below. The organizational patterns and causal mechanisms that explain the hierarchical behavioral 

style in these cases are shown in Table 7.27. 

                                                             
231

 The sum of the percentages for each inspection is not exactly 100% due to conversions. 
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Table 7.27: Hierarchical patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block a hierarchical BS 

Hierarchical organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking a hierarchical BS Cases 

Conflict between judicial authorities and 

individualistic discretion 

+ displacement (judicial authorities), + alteration 

(discretion) 

+ displacement (judicial authorities), + importance 

(judicial authorities) 

1 

 

1 

Supervisor and low status + power 3 

Supervisor + power, + displacement 1 

Conflict between supervisor and 

individualistic status 

+ power (supervisor) 3 

Conflict between supervisor and rules + importance (rules) 2 

Conflict between rules and 

individualistic status 

+ importance (rules) 1 

Conflict between equal treatment of 

suspects and individualistic discretion 

+ importance (equal treatment of suspects) 10 

Conflict between judicial authorities and 

fair treatment of suspects 

+ importance (fair treatment of suspects), - power 

(judicial authorities) 

1 

Equal treatment of suspects and rules  4 

7.3.1.1. Basing one’s decision on an order from a hierarchical actor 

The first hierarchical style is basing one’s decision on orders from a hierarchical actor, particularly, on 

orders from the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ in INSP1 and INSP2 and on orders from the attaché in INSP2. In 

INSP1, two different inspectors mention a case in which they adapt their decision to what they think 

the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ wants. Both cases occur during a general inspection. In case one, the inspector 

does not offer an employer the opportunity to rectify certain wages, because it concerns an 

investigation initiated by the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ in which (s)he believes one cannot avoid making a 

report. This is an example of ‘alteration’ in the sense that discretion is believed to be restricted by 

the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ while in fact it is not. As will be shown below, not all inspectors in INSP1 share 

this altered perception. In case two, the inspector explains why in a certain investigation (s)he only 

asks for a rectification of certain employees’ wages and not of others’
232

, even though the 

instructions of the head office state that all employees should be treated equally. (S)he states that by 

only focusing on certain employees (s)he follows orders from the ‘arbeidsauditeur’. The hierarchical 

rules of the head office that emphasize fair treatment are thus disregarded because the inspector 

hierarchically follows orders from the ‘arbeidsauditeur’. This is facilitated by the ‘importance’ 

mechanism in role strain theory. Particularly, the inspector considers the good relationship with the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ to be more important than following the head office’s instructions. In both cases, 

an additional mechanism is applied. The respondents distance themselves from their questionable 

decisions by referring to the responsibility of the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ (‘displacement of responsibility’ in 

moral disengagement theory). 

In INSP2, there is also one case in which the inspector makes a report because the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ 

asks it, even though (s)he him/herself wants to give a warning. The mechanism of ‘importance’ 
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 The inspector asks for a rectification of the wages of two professional sportsmen who filed a complaint, but does not do 

the same for the amateur sportsmen who did not file a complaint. 
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explains why the legal discretion is subjected to the hierarchical role of the ‘arbeidsauditeur’. This is 

illustrated in the following quote: 

 

“I never asked myself that question [whether the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ is legally entitled to give me 

orders]. It is in fact a restriction of our discretionary power, but ‘arbeidsauditeurs’ claim umm 

think that we work for them (coughs significantly to indicate this is not the case), even though we 

are independent… you know, but […] I am not planning to get into a tussle with them (laugh). I 

just do what they ask to avoid trouble.” 

 

In INSP2, there are seven examples in which a hierarchical style is applied because the inspector 

follows orders from his/her attaché. In all of them, the ‘power’ mechanism explains why the 

individualistic discretion is put aside. In three cases, there is an additional condition that explains the 

hierarchical style, being the fact that the inspector has a low status because (s)he is still in his/her 

internship period. Five of these seven cases occur in the second Directorate of INSP2. This is self-

evident because the managerial style of this attaché is perceived as being most hierarchical. In the 

first case, an inspector imposes a very small rectification amount (i.e. 12 euro) because the inspector 

thinks the attaché is going to send the file back if (s)he decides to disregard it. Nevertheless, (s)he 

considers it ridiculous to ask for a rectification amount of only 12 euro. (S)he states: 

 

 “[…] in my opinion, if you have to send that letter by registered mail, then I don’t consider it 

worth it, but I did it anyway. […] If I could have decided it myself (laugh) I would never have done 

it, especially because it was just an error and not malicious intent of the employer. […] But 

because X is my attaché, I sent the letter. But when I think of it, I consider the cost for society 

higher than what has come out of it.” 

 

In the second case, the same inspector does not drop certain monetary violations (except concerning 

insignificant compensations for clothing, etc.), because (s)he knows his/her attaché wants all wages 

and compensations to be rectified. The latter gives him/her little negotiating room. Next to the 

‘power’ mechanism, another mechanism explains this decision. The inspector disengages from the 

decision by rendering the attaché responsible for a possible failure of the negotiation. 

In the three other cases in the second Directorate, the inspector changes his/her decision concerning 

moonlighting detections because the attaché asks for it. In all three cases, the inspector prefers to 

impose a period during which the employer can rectify the violations by paying social security for the 

period the employees have been working on the side, so the inspector can add these amounts to 

his/her statistics. However, the attaché wants moonlighting to be responded with a report at all 

times and the inspector complies because the attaché has the authority to give orders. 

The other two examples occur in the first and the third Directorate. Both cases are linked to an 

inspector not making a report for a certain violation because the attaché does not consider it worth 

it, in the first Directorate because the fine for the foreign employer would be lower than the costs to 

do the investigation, and in the third Directorate because the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ would not prosecute 

the violation anyway. 
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7.3.1.2. Basing one’s decision on the law 

It is not surprising that in INSP1, no examples are given of inspectors making a decision because the 

attaché wants it that way. Particularly, this particular supervisor tries to adhere to an egalitarian 

managerial style by discussing motivations for decision making, and not forcing inspectors to make a 

certain decision. There are, however, two examples in which the suggestion of an attaché (in one 

case the previous one and in one case the current one) is not followed because the inspector cannot 

find a proper legal basis for making a report or starting a negotiation. The second hierarchical style is 

thus basing one’s decision on the law. In INSP2, there is also a case in which this type of hierarchy is 

applied. The inspector decides to be completely honest to the employer (and thus not play ‘bluff 

poker’) by not including certain disputable compensations in the negotiation with the employer 

because the legal basis for them is unclear. In both cases, legality is considered more important than 

other values, such as loyalty towards one’s supervisor in INSP1, and self-interest in terms of 

quantifiable results and commitment towards employees in INSP2. 

7.3.1.3. Basing one’s decision on the principles of fairness and equal treatment 

The third hierarchical enforcement style is looking for fairness and equal treatment. In INSP1, six 

examples are given by three different inspectors, while in INSP2, five examples are given by three 

inspectors (albeit that one is where the inspector talks about a colleague’s decision). Four cases in 

INSP1 are linked to making a report for moonlighting violations, even when a police officer is 

involved, because that is the most fair thing to do. An inspector adds: “Courts often judge people 

with clemency, in my opinion. So if I am not even going to make a report for moonlighting, which 

example do we set towards other employers? If that message goes around…” In the fifth case, the 

inspector imposes a rectification amount even though (s)he sympathizes with the employer who did 

not pay the last wage to an irritating employee. In the sixth case, an inspector decides not to make a 

report for certain violations, even though the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ asks for it, because (s)he does not 

consider it fair to make a report against the current business manager for the same violations that 

have also been committed by previous business managers but were not prosecuted for them. The 

‘power’ mechanism is in this case not strong enough to change the inspector’s decision, because fair 

treatment is considered more important. 

 

In all five cases in INSP2, the inspector decides to give a report for moonlighting violations
233

 that are 

detected during joint inspections, in order to treat all employers equally. This is considered more 

important than being able to use one’s own discretion and adapt it to the situation. 

7.3.1.4. Basing one’s decision on Regional Cell’s unwritten rules or head office’s instructions 

In four of the ‘fairness cases’ above, the argument of equal treatment is combined with the fourth 

type of hierarchical style, which is making a report because it is in accordance with the Regional Cell’s 

unwritten rules or head office’s instructions. All these cases occur in INSP2. This is self-evident 

because most inspectors in INSP1 are not familiar with the head office’s instructions that restrict 

their discretion (see 5.2.5.2 and Table 5.11). An inspector in INSP2 who often does moonlighting 
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 The violations concern the absence of part-time labor contracts, working outside official time-table and helping one’s 

wife who is business manager of a bar without the status of independent helper. 
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inspections in the catering business explains that by following these rules or instructions a ‘straight 

line’ can be followed, which is particularly necessary in joint inspections. However, one of his/her 

colleagues refers to a case in which an inspector from the Social Inspection changes his/her decision 

to make a report for moonlighting because his/her attaché considers it unnecessary.
234

 This gives the 

impression that the ‘straight line’ is not always followed by colleagues of other inspections. 

7.3.2. Egalitarian behavioral style 

In only three cases, an egalitarian behavioral style is applied (two in INSP1 and one in INSP2). In all of 

them, the decision is made in mutual consent with other colleagues. Table 7.28 shows the 

organizational patterns and causal mechanisms that explain the egalitarian behavioral style in these 

three cases. 

 

Table 7.28: Egalitarian patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block an egalitarian BS 

Egalitarian organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking an egalitarian BS Cases 

Suspect and group interaction  1 

Conflict between rules (head office’s 

instructions) and other agencies (unwritten 

rules) 

+ alteration (head office’s instructions) 2 

 

The first case in INSP1 concerns a person who combines employment with a pension because his 

wife is incurably ill and he cannot get by on his pension alone. The inspector consults his/her 

colleagues who are present during the moonlighting inspection, and they agree in consensus to 

disregard the violation out of sympathy. This is an interesting finding because this inspector is known 

for always applying a hierarchical style because (s)he highly values the principle of equal treatment. 

In the second case in INSP1, the inspector makes a report for moonlighting during a joint inspection 

because there is an unwritten rule in his/her territorial sector that during joint inspections they make 

a report for all serious violations, even if the individual inspector does not agree with that decision 

personally. Although the head office prescribes that serious offenses of moonlighting should be 

responded with a report (see Table 5.11), the inspector in this case does not refer to the head office’s 

instructions. 

 

The latter shows similarities with the egalitarian case in INSP2. This case also concerns a joint 

moonlighting inspection, but it is not initiated by the Regional Cell. The young inspector who 

attended a number of joint inspections initiated by the Regional Cell wants to make a report for the 

absence of part time labor contracts, because this is the normal procedure in Regional Cell joint 

inspections. However, (s)he is reprimanded by other colleagues in this Directorate of INSP2 because 

the employer states that the labor contracts can be found in his other firm, which is right next door. 

The inspector then follows the unwritten rule in this particular Directorate that one should not be 

extremely strict when the employer shows his good-will, which is against the normal procedure in 
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 It concerns a case in which an employer states that he informed the social secretary’s office about the employment of a 

certain employee before he started working. However, the social secretary’s office failed to officially report it in time, due 

to the new system of ‘batches’ in which Dimona reports for a certain employer are not put in the system immediately but 

an update of several Dimona reports for a number of employer (‘a batch’) is made every half hour. 
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Regional Cell inspections. In this case, the inspector also does not wonder – as in the second case of 

INSP1 – what the head office’s instructions say about this type of violation. These instructions would, 

however, not give a satisfying answer, because they are not very clear on certain violations, such as 

the absence of part time labor contracts and other less serious offenses. Because these offenses are 

left to the inspector’s individual discretion, the inspector might get the idea that more serious 

violations – for which the head office’s instructions are very clear – are also left to their discretion. 

The latter can be explained by the mechanism of ‘alteration’. As illustrated above, the uncertainty 

about what the head office prescribes could encourage inspectors to trust their colleagues’ 

unwritten rules, especially when they are themselves newcomers in the organization. The result of 

following head office’s rules or trust colleagues’ unwritten rules is in some cases the same, for 

example making a report in the second case in INSP1. However, the risk of trusting unwritten rules – 

which are agreed upon by inspectors from various agencies who do joint inspections in a certain 

territorial sector – is that they can change easily. If that happens, the inspector’s decision will 

probably also change, even when the head office’s instructions remain the same. 

7.3.3. Individualistic behavioral style 

As shown in Table 7.26, almost 50% of the enforcement dilemmas lead to an individualistic 

behavioral style (19 in INSP1 and 27 in INSP2). The respondents mention four different types of an 

individualistic enforcement style: (1) negotiation, (2) response to recidivism, (3) anticipation of 

dismissal and (4) self-interest. The organizational patterns and causal mechanisms that explain the 

individualistic behavioral style in these cases are shown in Table 7.29 below. 
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Table 7.29: Individualistic patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block an individualistic BS 

Individualistic organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking an individualistic BS Cases 

Suspect + blame attribution 2 

1 

Suspect, head office (scope for discretion) 

and egalitarian relationship with victim 

 6 

Conflict between suspect and hierarchical 

supervisor 

+ insulation from observability (supervisor), - power 

(supervisor) 

1 

Conflict between suspect and rules (head 

office’s instructions) 

+ alteration (head office’s instructions) 

+ justification 

+ selection (certain head office’s instructions) 

+ alteration (head office’s instructions), + justification 

+ selection (certain head office’s instructions), + 

insulation from observability (head office) 

+ selection (certain head office’s instructions), + 

justification 

2 

2 

2 

15 

1 

 

5 

Conflict between discretion/suspect and 

supervisor/Regional Cell colleagues 

+ insulation from observability (supervisor and 

colleagues), - power (supervisor) 

4 

Judicial authorities  1 

‘Studiedienst’ + displacement 2 

Autonomy and other agencies + displacement (other agencies), + insulation from 

observability 

1 

Conflict between autonomy/status and 

hierarchical supervisor and rules (head 

office’s instructions) 

+ insulation from observability (supervisor), - power 

(supervisor and head office) 

1 

7.3.3.1. Negotiation 

Most of the individualistic enforcement styles are part of a negotiation with the employer (15 in 

INSP1 and 23 in INSP2). As explained in chapter 5, this negotiation can occur in an explicit or in an 

implicit way. 

 

Implicit negotiation is mentioned in ten cases in INSP1 and six cases in INSP2. In INSP1, there are 

three cases in which the inspector takes a more severe decision
235

 because the employer gives – in 

his/her opinion – an untrustworthy or malicious impression. Attribution of blame to the victim 

explains in two of these cases why something as subjective as a first impression can alter an 

inspector’s decision. In the other cases, the implicit negotiation ends in the employer being treated in 

a more lenient way. Particularly, the inspector drops certain violations when the employer did (in the 

inspector’s opinion) his best to comply with others rules. Especially when wages and compensations 

are high and paid on time, the inspector is willing to drop or suggest only a rectification for smaller 

violations, such as the absence of part time labor contracts, the introduction of night work without a 

notification in the internal labor regulations code and the absence of timetables for part time 
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 I.e. (1) not offering the possibility to pay a rectification amount but directly making a report, (2) asking to retrospectively 

rectify certain compensations for five years while the normal period is three years, and (3) not considering to only give a 

warning for a moonlighting violation while this inspector does that in most cases. 
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workers. An individualistic relationship of reciprocity with the employer is logical in these cases, 

because for the inspectors in the Inspection of Social Laws the employee’s best interest is of the 

utmost importance. Moreover, for these kinds of violations the ‘Administrative Instructions’ of the 

head office leave scope for individual discretion. 

However, also more serious violations, like unregistered work and part time employees who are 

working outside their time-table, are sometimes dropped by inspectors in INSP1 because they find 

other things to be correct. In one case – which occurred a few years ago when the previous attaché 

was still in service – the inspector knows his/her supervisor would not agree with dropping certain 

part time employment violations so (s)he does not include them in his/her report. By doing so, the 

implicit negotiation is not observable for the attaché, making it impossible for him/her to take action. 

In other words, the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism neutralizes the ‘power’ mechanism. 

The ‘insulation from observability’ is also relevant in a case where an inspector drops a moonlighting 

violation during a joint inspection while concealing it from the inspectors from other agencies who 

are present. By doing so, (s)he circumvents the unwritten rule that a report has to be made for 

moonlighting during joint inspections. Although the ‘Administrative Instructions’ are clear when it 

comes to serious offenses like moonlighting, the inspectors in INSP1 are not so familiar with these 

rules, because the attaché does not communicate them clearly. This leads to those rules not being 

considered or selected when dealing with an enforcement dilemma. 

Because the new attaché in INSP1 applies a managerial style that is characterized by egalitarianism 

and individualism, (s)he does not often impose his/her will to change an inspector’s decision. This is 

an important condition for the individualistic behavioral style to flourish. 

 

The implicit negotiation cases in INSP2 only occur during inspections that are conducted on the 

inspectors’ own initiative (hence not initiated by the Regional Cell). This is not surprising, because the 

Regional Cell is in INSP2 known for following the ‘straight line’ (see hierarchical enforcement style 

cases above). When inspectors do moonlighting inspections with other colleagues of the Inspection 

of Social Laws (hence, not with other agencies), they believe that they are allowed to use their 

individual discretion. The latter often leads to more lenient decisions than during joint inspections. 

The mechanism of ‘alteration’ is relevant in two cases in which an inspector drops moonlighting 

violations during an own initiative inspection because there are no previous offenses. The 

‘Administrative Instructions’ prescribe that inspectors have to make a report for these kinds of 

violations. Nevertheless, the inspector refuses because (s)he adheres to his/her discretionary power 

like (s)he has been doing – as (s)he claims him/herself – for the past 20 years before the 

‘Administrative Instructions’ were even written. The latter are in his/her opinion only guidelines. 

Hence, the many years of experience give an altered view on how to interpret the ‘Administrative 

Instructions’. In four of the six cases, the mild decision making is explained by the ‘insulation from 

observability’ mechanism. Particularly, only the colleague with whom the inspector often cooperates 

sees which violations are dropped, and thus not the attaché or colleagues who often do inspections 

initiated by the Regional Cell. The power of the attaché is thus counteracted by his/her inability to 

observe how inspectors use their discretion. 
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Explicit negotiation with the employer occurs in five cases in INSP1 and in 15 cases in INSP2. In four 

cases in INSP1, moonlighting violations are disregarded, because (1) the employer is unfamiliar with 

the Dimona legislation, (2) the employer agrees to officially register employment and/or (3) the 

employer rectifies unpaid wages or compensations. In one case in INSP1, the inspector does not 

apply the three years retrospective rectification period because the employer has already started to 

pay the owed compensations. In INSP2, most cases (seven out of 15) concern negotiations on this 

retrospective rectification period. In three cases, the subject of negotiation is the amount or type of 

compensations that should be rectified, while in four cases moonlighting violations are disregarded, 

because the employer gets a chance (1) to officially register employment or (2) to pay a rectification 

amount. In both settings, the ‘justification’ mechanism explains why the inspector in some cases 

decides to negotiate with the employer in a reciprocal relationship. In all of them, the interest of the 

employee(s) is used as a higher goal that justifies not following the ‘Administrative Instructions’. In 

the cases where moonlighting violations are disregarded if the employer officially registers 

employment, the inspector argues that being officially registered is more important for the employee 

– in terms of social security benefits – than the fine that can be imposed on the employer. In the 

cases where moonlighting violations are dropped in exchange for wages and/or compensations being 

rectified, the same argument goes. This is especially the case when the offer to drop the violations is 

essential to persuade the employer to pay owed wages and/or compensations. In INSP2, inspectors 

sometimes ask the employer to only rectify a few compensations and disregard other, because it is 

better that the employer agrees with a smaller rectification amount than that he refuses to pay 

anything. Still, the ‘Administrative Instructions’ state that one should not negotiate about wages and 

compensations of employees, unless the latter agree with it. 

The same logic applies to the shortening of the retrospective rectification period from three to two 

or even one year(s), because the employer threatens he will go bankrupt if the three year 

rectification period is applied. However, the latter could be bluffing from the part of the employer. 

Moreover, the ‘Administrative Instructions’ suggest that a three year period should be applied to 

ensure equal treatment (except when motivated in agreement with the attaché
236

). Nevertheless, 

inspectors justify the rule breaking by referring to the employees’ interest, which would not be 

served in the case of bankruptcy of the employer. In INSP1, only one dilemma is mentioned in which 

the inspector considers shortening the rectification period, not because the three year period is 

always applied, but because the street-level bureaucrats in this setting are less familiar with the 

‘Administrative Instructions’ rule. In one case, however, an inspector knows the rule but decides to 

disregard it because the employer has already started to rectify some compensations and a good 

understanding with the employer is considered more important for a successful investigation than 

following the rules. 

To conclude, in many cases where the inspectors’ discretion is restricted by the ‘Administrative 

Instructions’, they still decide to use their discretion to negotiate with the employer. In INSP1, this 

can be explained by the ‘selection’ mechanism in which certain rules in the ‘Administrative 

Instructions’ are emphasized by the attaché (e.g., period in which an investigation needs to be 

finished) and others not. In INSP2, most inspectors know the rules, but believe that their 
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 This is the case in one dilemma in INSP2 where overtime compensations are rectified for only two years because the 

inspector only has proof that unpaid overtime hours were incurred during the last six months. 
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discretionary powers are wider than the rules suggest and that their discretion applies to more 

domains than it in fact does (e.g., shortening rectification period, negotiating about money, rectifying 

moonlighting, etc.). The latter can be explained by the ‘alteration’ mechanism that is triggered by the 

individualistic structural subsystem. In other words, because inspectors in INSP2 are used to act in an 

autonomous way, they alter the interpretation of their discretionary power. 

 

There are two special cases in INSP2 in which the inspector agrees with multiple postponements of 

the rectification deadline by which the investigations exceed the maximum period within which an 

investigation should be finished. These rules in the ‘Administrative Instructions’ are thus sacrificed 

for the well-being of the employees. The inspectors argue that the alternative decision to make a 

report for non-payment of wages/compensations would not lead to the employees getting their 

wage/compensations. The employees’ best interest thus, in their eyes, justifies breaking head office’s 

rules. 

7.3.3.2. Response to recidivism 

The ‘Administrative Instructions’ of the head office of the Inspection of Social Laws state that in case 

of a previous warning by the Inspection of Social Laws or another agency, the inspector should 

impose a rectification or make a report when the violation persists. This document of the head office 

adds that in case a report has been made by another agency a warning is not sufficient when 

recidivism is detected. In both inspection settings, one dilemma is mentioned that deals with how to 

respond to recidivism. In INSP1, the inspector decides to make a report for moonlighting, because 

two years earlier (s)he gave a warning for the same violation. Although this is according to the above 

rule in the ‘Administrative Instructions’, the attaché correctly states that the inspector should have 

made a report two years ago, because then the violation might have already been corrected. 

However, as explained in chapter 5, this attaché applies an egalitarian and individualistic managerial 

style, because (s)he tries to give motivated advice but respects the inspector’s decision. The street-

level bureaucrat explains that (s)he does not know any rules by which the head office restricts the 

inspectors’ discretion, but adds that such rules would be a solution for the current arbitrariness. It is 

striking that an inspector who does not follow the rules that are meant to increase equal treatment 

says there should be rules that increase equal treatment. This proves once again how strong the 

‘selection’ mechanism can be. 

 

In INSP2, the rules that limit inspectors’ discretionary power are disregarded as well by only giving a 

warning for a part time employment violation, similar to the violation for which another colleague 

(from another Directorate in INSP2) has made a report earlier. Although most inspectors in this 

setting are familiar with the rule that serious violations should be followed with a report, it is unclear 

whether this specific violation should be considered serious. The rule that the detection of a violation 

for which a colleague has given a report before should be followed by another report is, however, 

not known by this inspector. Hence, the ‘selection’ mechanism is also at play here. 

7.3.3.3. Anticipation of dismissal 

In both settings, a behavioral enforcement style of disregarding certain violations is used to 

anticipate the likely dismissal by the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ or ‘studiedienst’. An inspector in INSP1 
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explains that when (s)he worked in a large region, comparable to INSP2, the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ almost 

never prosecuted for moonlighting, leading to these violations being punished with only an 

administrative fine by the ‘studiedienst’. Inspectors in that region, therefore, mostly asked employers 

to officially register the employees, because then at least the detection would lead to the situation 

being corrected. When this particular inspector just started working in INSP1, (s)he applied the same 

logic even though most inspectors in INSP1 always make a report for moonlighting. She stopped 

doing that when (s)he caught an employer the second time for the same violation because he had 

only registered the worker retroactively. The inspector discussed this with his/her new colleagues 

and learned that the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ in INSP1 mostly prosecutes for moonlighting, which changed 

his/her approach. (S)he, however, adds that if the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ was to stop prosecuting for 

moonlighting violations, (s)he would return to the previous approach. In other words, if the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ was to decide to change his/her prosecution policy, the inspector would probably 

start breaking the head office’s rules. This case illustrates the risk of following the rules not because 

they are the rules but because they lead to beneficial results.  

 

In INSP2, there are two cases in which a violation is sometimes disregarded, because the 

‘studiedienst’ systematically dismisses it. This is worse than the previous cases because the employer 

then does not even get an administrative fine. It concerns violations concerning the status of family 

members who work as assistants (as opposed to employees). In one-man businesses it is allowed for 

relatives in the first remove to be hired as an assistant. However, companies with limited liability 

(‘BVBA’ in Dutch) or public limited companies (‘NV’ in Dutch) do not have relatives and the managing 

director can thus only hire relatives as employees. Although relatives with no official status should in 

the latter situation officially be considered moonlighters, violations of this rule are mostly dismissed 

by the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ and the ‘studiedienst’. Many inspectors, therefore, decide not to make a 

report, displacing responsibility to the ‘studiedienst’. It is only when the detection occurs during joint 

inspections that a report is mostly made, mainly because it counts towards the Regional Cell 

statistics. 

7.3.3.4. Self-interest 

In the final individualistic enforcement style, the inspector is inspired by self-interest. This occurs in 

two cases mentioned in INSP1. In the first case, the inspector decides to impose a retrospective 

rectification period of one year (instead of three), because (s)he would not be able to finish his/her 

investigation before the end of the year if (s)he would have to calculate the rectification amount for 

a period of three years. The reason why it is in this case important to finish the investigation within 

the year is related to the individual inspector’s statistics that are looked at yearly. The problem here 

is that the attaché has already told the inspectors many times that they should let the social 

secretary’s office calculate the rectification amount because it takes too much time to do it 

themselves. The inspector does not agree with that rule, because social secretary’s offices often 

make mistakes that afterwards need to be corrected by the inspector, leading to employees having 

to wait for their wages or compensation even longer. This fatalistic attitude towards the social 

secretary’s office and the highly individualistic autonomy the inspector can enjoy in his/her job lead 

to an individualistic decision. This decision can be explained by the ‘insulation from observability’ 
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mechanism, because the attaché does not know exactly how an inspector spends his/her time. Labor 

inspectors’ autonomy thus diminishes the attaché’s power. 

In the second case, an inspector participates in a joint inspection with the RVA. The agreement is 

made that the inspector of the RVA will make a report for a certain moonlighting violation. However, 

the respondent in INSP1 comes to know that his/her RVA colleague has not fulfilled his/her 

obligations. The respondent could make the report him/herself, but decides not to do that, using an 

egalitarian stolen rhetoric of ‘I respect the agreements we made even if (s)he does not’. In fact (s)he 

just wants to avoid extra work, like (s)he states: “[…] I am not the umm how do they say that, the 

white knight who fights injustice”. Moreover, the inspector displaces responsibility to the RVA 

colleague and explains that nobody will find out that (s)he knows that the violation will remain 

unpunished (i.e. ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism). 

7.3.4. Fatalistic behavioral style 

In five cases, a fatalistic behavioral style is applied (two in INSP1 and three in INSP2). This is mostly 

linked to a fatalistic attitude towards suspects, as illustrated in Table 7.30. 

 

Table 7.30: Fatalistic patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block a fatalistic BS 

Fatalistic organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking a fatalistic BS Cases 

Suspect  4 

Conflict between supervisor and 

hierarchical principle of equal treatment 

+ power (supervisor) 1 

 

Three of the five fatalistic cases are related to making a report for hindrance of inspection (two in 

INSP1 and one in INSP2). In all three of them, the inspector feels powerless to take any other action, 

because the employer does not show up or acts in an aggressive way. They admit that making a 

report for hindrance of inspection does not lead to employees getting their unpaid wages, but they 

do not have any other legal means to deal with these situations. In the case of the aggressive 

employer, the inspector adds that the case was not prosecuted by the ‘arbeidsauditeur’. This is in 

his/her opinion a dangerous precedent, despite the fact that it was punished with an administrative 

fine a year later. (S)he explains: 

 

“[…] but you have to look at it like this: you are confronted with that situation today. You make a 

report. Next week, the report goes to the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ and the week after the employer gets 

informed that his case is dismissed. So what does he do? He goes to a bar next door and tells 

everyone: ‘Look, I threatened to beat them [labor inspectors] up. This is the result: these men 

make a report, idiots, and it gets dismissed.’ […] So all his colleagues think: ‘If that’s the way it 

goes, I will throw them out as well next time they are here’.” 

 

An alternative response in all of these cases could be making a report for non-payment of wages, 

which is done by another inspector in INSP2. (S)he does that because an employer has been stalling 

the investigation for more than a year by falsely claiming to be willing to pay the rectification 

amount. The inspector only uses this as a last resort, because this report ends the investigation 
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without the employees getting their money back. The employees can then only appeal to the courts 

to claim their money. 

 

The final case (in INSP2) is a special one. An inspector changes a warning to a report against a shop 

for illegally being open on a Sunday, because (s)he feels forced to do so by his/her attaché (‘power’ 

mechanism). The employer tells him/her this is a weird decision, because in his other shop in another 

Directorate (also in INSP2), (s)he only got a warning for the same violation. The inspector mentions 

this case to utter his/her frustration with the lack of equal decision making in the different 

Directorates of INSP2. However, the case occurred a few years ago, before the three attachés 

decided to align the three Directorates in INSP2. 

7.3.5. Hybrid behavioral style 

In 14 enforcement cases, a hybrid behavioral style is applied (eight in INSP1 and six in INSP2). These 

cases can be divided in four types. Due to the variety of the cases no summarizing tables are made 

concerning the organizational patterns and causal mechanisms that explain the hybrid behavioral 

style in these cases. 

7.3.5.1. Hybrid of hierarchy and fatalism  

The H+F behavioral style is applied in two cases in INSP1 (see Table 7.26). Both cases are mentioned 

by the same inspector and are, in a way, comparable. In the first case, the inspector offers the 

employer the chance to rectify moonlighting violations by retrospectively paying social security 

contributions for a certain period of time. Interestingly, this occurs in an investigation initiated by the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’, in which most inspectors in INSP1 think one cannot offer a rectification. Because 

the inspector doubts whether the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ can limit his/her discretionary power like this, 

(s)he asks the attaché to check with the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ if (s)he can offer a rectification. Because 

the latter agrees, (s)he acts upon that, which is the hierarchical part. (S)he, however, immediately 

adds that the employer has not paid the rectification amount yet but has been keeping him/her 

dangling in suspense for quite a while now. This refers to the fatalistic part of the hybrid behavioral 

style, in the sense that one could offer a rectification, but if the employer does not pay it the 

inspector cannot avoid making a report. Two mechanisms explain this behavioral style. On the one 

hand, there is ‘alteration’ because the inspector thinks the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ can restrict his/her 

discretionary power, which (s)he in fact cannot. On the other, there is ‘selection’ because the 

inspector is only familiar with a few provisions of the ‘Administrative Instructions’ (i.e. concerning 

periods in which investigations need to be finished) and not those that restrict his/her discretionary 

power. 

In the second case, the same inspector offers an employer the opportunity to rectify unpaid wages. 

The inspector considers this to be the normal procedure (hence hierarchy), but adds that the 

employer will probably never pay, which puts the inspector in a fatalistic position. As explained in 

part 5.2.1.4, focusing on wages and offering a rectification amount is not very common in INSP1. 

They have a more paternalistic, thus hierarchical, relationship with employees and would rather 

make reports for non-payment of wages than negotiate about it with the employer. However, in this 

case the inspector wrote down the employee’s complaint him/herself, when (s)he was on duty for 

the complaints service. This makes him/her – in the inspector’s own words – more involved in trying 
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to obtain something for the employee who filed a complaint. The hierarchical (i.e. paternalistic) 

attitude is, however, not completely gone. (S)he explains that the fatalistic powerlessness towards 

the employer is in fact not his/her concern, because it is the employee’s role (and not his/her own 

role) to get the money back. 

7.3.5.2. Hybrid of individualism and egalitarianism 

In INSP1, there are two cases in which a hybrid behavioral style of individualism and egalitarianism is 

applied, mentioned by the same inspector. In both cases, the inspector decides to not make a report 

for moonlighting (at first) during a joint inspection as part of a negotiation with the employer 

(individualism) and in agreement with other agencies (egalitarianism). Both joint inspections are 

carried out by a fixed team that regularly cooperates in a certain territorial sector, consisting of 

various labor inspectors, police officers and a food inspector. 

 

In the first case, the inspector decides to disregard recidivism concerning moonlighting during a re-

inspection although (s)he made a report for moonlighting the first time. (S)he takes this decision, 

because the employer did his best to comply with regulations imposed the food inspection. This 

decision is facilitated by the ‘humanization’ mechanism in the sense that the employer is perceived 

as a human being who makes mistakes. Because (s)he knows the attaché will not approve, (s)he 

decides to wait a month before turning in the case file so the deadline for making a report (two 

weeks after the detection) has passed. By doing so, the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism is 

induced because when making the decision the attaché cannot observe it. The ‘selection’ mechanism 

is also relevant in the sense that the inspector is not familiar with the head office’s instructions that 

restrict individual discretion (i.e. the rule that a report needs to be made for all detections of 

moonlighting). Because the attaché in INSP1 applies an individualistic managerial style and does not 

emphasize the importance of the ‘Administrative Instructions’, this mechanism is not counteracted 

with ‘power’.’ 

 

The second case is different in the sense that the ‘deal’ with the employer is made explicit and is not 

induced by the employer’s goodwill, but by the fact that the employer is a good friend of one of the 

police officers in the fixed team. This police officer initiates this inspection, because (s)he is 

convinced that his/her friend’s company is entirely in order. This is, however, not the case, because 

six moonlighters are found. In other circumstances the inspector would not hesitate to make a report 

for moonlighting (especially because it concerns not just one but six moonlighters). However, in this 

case, the members of the fixed team agree to not make a report if the employer rectifies the 

violations retrospectively. Because the employer only rectifies the violation for the hours of the 

inspection (and not for the hours before or after the inspection during which the employees have 

probably also worked on the side), the inspector decides to make a report anyway. Again the 

‘selection’ mechanism explains why the inspector does not refer to the ‘Administrative Instructions’ 

that limit discretion, because (s)he is not familiar with them. However, the ‘importance’ mechanism 

is more crucial; the inspector considers the good understanding with the police officer (i.e. the 

employer’s friend) more important than showing neutrality to different employers. (S)he recognizes 

that the latter is the risk of working with fixed teams and (s)he says: “[…] some people are favored 
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when we do joint inspections, you know.” The ‘importance’ mechanism is in this case mainly triggered 

by the egalitarian relationship between the members of the fixed teams. This egalitarian cooperation 

is beneficial for information exchange and cooperation, but can lead to favoritism and unequal 

treatment, as is illustrated by this case. 

7.3.5.3. Hybrid of individualism and hierarchy 

As shown in Table 7.26, there are five cases in which a hybrid of individualism and hierarchy is 

applied (two in INSP1 and three in INSP2). The first case in INSP1 illustrates how the attaché can 

override the individual inspector’s discretion. It concerns a case that occurred when the previous 

attaché was still in service. The inspector does not want to make a report for a certain violation and 

justifies that by referring to his/her discretionary power. In GGCT terms, this resembles the 

individualistic behavioral style. The attaché responds by giving the investigation to another inspector, 

which is the hierarchical aspect. Despite the individual discretion, the attaché can use his/her 

authoritative power to impose his/her decision, as acknowledged by the respondent: “(S)he can give 

the investigation to someone else, but (s)he cannot force you to make a report.” It is probably not 

coincidental that in INSP1 no such cases are mentioned that involve the current attaché, because 

(s)he applies a more individualistic managerial style than his/her predecessor. 

The second case is also not about the current attaché, but about an attaché in another medium-sized 

judicial district of the Inspection of Social Laws (not included in this study) where an inspector of 

INSP1 worked before. (S)he explains how (s)he made a report one day against an employer who was 

swindled by a foreign temporary employment agency. Although the employer officially broke the 

rules, he was not aware of doing so. The inspector, therefore, perceived the employer as the victim 

who should not be punished. Although, the ‘power’ mechanism explains why the inspector decided 

to follow the attaché’s order anyway, this hierarchical behavioral style is softened by the 

individualistic strategy of setting out a weak case in the report. If the employer were to be convicted 

anyway, the inspector would not feel bad, because (s)he displaced responsibility to the attaché. 

Again, no such examples are given in relation to the current attaché because this person would not 

use his/her hierarchical position to force inspectors to make a certain decision (see also hierarchy 

above). 

The latter case in INSP1 shows similarities with the first H+I case in INSP2. The inspector decides to 

follow an order of the attaché to re-open a general inspection that (s)he already closed. The attaché 

wants the investigation to be re-opened so the inspector can ask the employer to rectify a less 

important compensation (i.e. mileage allowance). The inspector complies (hierarchy) but is not really 

concerned when the employer changes his story by saying that the employees are picked up by the 

company’s van, so they are not entitled to this compensation (individualism). Although (s)he knows 

that the employer is lying, the inspector does not dig deeper because the consequences for the 

employees are negligible (‘distortion of consequences’). The ‘power’ mechanism, which leads to the 

inspector following the order without agreeing with it, in this case only operates under the condition 

that the inspector feels obliged to follow the attaché’s orders because (s)he is still an intern and thus 

has a rather low status in the organization. 

The second case in INSP2 is rather atypical. An inspector is confronted with an employer who does 

not admit to overtime hours being performed as claimed by the employees. In most of these cases, 
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the inspector remains powerless to take action, because overtime hours are often difficult to prove. 

However, in this particular case, the inspector first decides to give the employer the opportunity to 

rectify not only the 1000 overtime hours for which the inspector has proof of, but also for a number 

of months before. The employer, however, claims that this particular month was exceptional and 

that in the previous months no overtime hours were performed. The inspector then responds with 

hierarchy by pulling out all the stops to prove the employees were right. This is done by asking an 

examining magistrate to issue a house search warrant, which is approved. It results in the employer 

having to pay all owed overtime hour compensations for which proof was found during the house 

search. This case is unusual, not only because asking a house search warrant is uncommon for the 

labor inspection, but also because most employers would have got rid of any evidence of overtime 

hours putting the inspector in a fatalistic position. Although the inspector could have used his/her 

right to search for documents or other sources of information, (s)he did not consider it because of 

the fatalistic attitude towards using this competence (see 5.2.5.2). 

In the third case in INSP2, the inspector decides to make a report for a missing time-table in the part 

time labor contract of a particular employee, even though there is an internal code of regulations in 

which the time-tables are listed. This is a hierarchical decision, which is softened by the individualistic 

strategy to convince the employer that cooperation will lead to more lenient judging by the labor 

court. Although most other inspectors in INSP2 would have dismissed this violation, this inspector 

does not, probably because (s)he is used to making a report for all violations in the joint inspections 

(s)he often conducts. (S)he adds that for minor violations, like illegally being open on a Sunday (see 

individualism above), (s)he would make a ‘deal’ with the employer not to make a report for this in 

exchange for a rectification being paid. 

7.3.5.4. Hybrid of individualism and fatalism 

The final hybrid enforcement style is the combination of individualism and fatalism, of which there 

are five examples (two in INSP1 and three in INSP2). In all five cases, the fatalistic aspect is reflected 

in the inspectors’ powerlessness to take effective measures towards defrauding employers. In the 

first case in INSP1, there is favoritism on the part of the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ who asks the attaché to try 

to convince the inspector not to make a report for moonlighting that involves a police officer’s wife. 

The inspector complies with the attaché’s request, even though the latter claims that the inspector 

has the right to decide for him/herself. Two mechanisms explain this decision. On the one hand, the 

‘importance’ mechanism is operating in the sense that the relationship with the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ 

and the police are considered more important than enforcing legal rules. The inspector knows (s)he 

depends on both actors to conduct successful investigations in the future. On the other, the 

‘distortion of consequences’ mechanism is at work. The inspector argues that making a report would 

not alter the situation much in the sense that the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ would probably not prosecute the 

report and try to influence the ‘studiedienst’ to dismiss it as well. Because both the decision to make 

or not to make a report would lead to fatalism, the most opportunistic decision for this inspector is 

to dismiss the case. 

In the second case, an inspector feels powerless towards an employer, because the inspector cannot 

prove extra time has been performed as claimed by the employees. To cope with this fatalism, (s)he 

decides to make a report for small violations that would normally be responded with only a warning, 
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as is prescribed by the ‘Administrative Instructions’ (e.g., the absence of an internal code of 

regulations). (S)he mainly does that to annoy the employer (individualism), although it does not take 

away fatalism because these minor violations are punished with only a small administrative fine. This 

atypical decision is facilitated by blaming the employer for not cooperating. 

The first case in INSP2 is linked to the individualistic behavioral style cases explained above, in which 

the inspector agrees with multiple postponements of the rectification deadline in the employees’ 

best interest. By doing so, (s)he disregards the head office’s rules about periods in which an 

investigation should be finished. However, in this case, there is also fatalism because the employer is 

not financially capable of regularly paying wages, although he shows goodwill by sometimes paying 

parts of it. The inspector decides not to make a report for non-payment of wages, because this would 

probably lead the firm into bankruptcy, especially since the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ would ask the RSZ to 

impose payment of outstanding social security contributions. A bankruptcy would obviously not be in 

the employees’ best interest. Moreover, the irregular payments of wages are considered rectification 

amounts and thus boost the individual inspector’s statistics, to the attaché’s
237

 satisfaction. Although 

postponing the rectification deadline over and over again is the most opportunistic decision, fatalism 

remains, which is illustrated by the inspector’s comment: “In fact this will never be solved.” 

In the second and third case, the inspector decides to negotiate with the employer, even though the 

inspector is aware of the powerless position (s)he is in. This results from the fact that the employer 

admits to have committed certain moonlighting violations, which have not been observed by the 

inspector but later withdraws his statement. It also results from the fact that the employer does not 

admit the performance of certain overtime hours. Making a report would not overcome fatalism, 

because the violation cannot be proved. 

7.4. Conclusion 

This chapter analyzed how street-level bureaucrats in this study deal with three procedural 

dilemmas, all related to the question: ‘How to do things right?’. The first section described how 

street-level bureaucrats in this study deal with situations in which following rules seems to conflict 

with other values. The second section focused on investigative measure dilemmas and dealt with the 

question which investigative measures are considered more suitable in the investigations street-level 

bureaucrats conduct. The third section was only relevant for the inspection settings and concerned 

the question how labor inspections deal with enforcement dilemmas. The main conclusions for each 

of these dilemma types will be discussed below. 

 

The first dilemma type that is discussed in this chapter is how street-level bureaucrats deal with 

rules. Police officers and labor inspectors are, in their daily job, subjected to many procedural rules. 

In some situations, following these rules leads to other values, like effectiveness, efficiency and 

equity, being disregarded. Therefore, street-level bureaucrats sometimes decide not to follow certain 

rules but to bend or break them. The first section of this chapter illustrated patters of rule abidance, 

rule bending and rule breaking in five different domains: (1) contacting DVZ/Local Police or not, (2) 
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 It concerns the attaché in the second Directorate of INSP2 who emphasizes quantifiable results more than his/her 

colleague attachés. 
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‘judge shopping’, (3) treatment of suspects or illegal persons, (4) reporting, and (5) cooperation with 

labor inspections. 

 

In the first domain, contacting DVZ/Local Police cases, rules were broken in eight of the 15 cases. 

Most rule breaking cases were mentioned by street-level bureaucrats in the labor inspection who 

applied an individualistic behavioral style. This was linked to the high degree of autonomy and 

discretion these street-level bureaucrats enjoy that triggered the ‘alteration’ mechanism. In other 

words, the already broad discretion and autonomy of labor inspectors were made even broader as a 

result of the individualistic work context they operate in. This work context also induced the 

‘insulation from observability’ mechanism because supervisors were unable to observe whether the 

rule to contact DVZ or the Local Police when confronted with illegal persons was complied with. In 

the rule abidance cases, street-level bureaucrats mostly used a hierarchical behavioral style. In these 

cases, rules were considered more important than for example being compassionate towards illegal 

persons. Sometimes, other agencies were present so rules could not be easily broken as a result of 

the reverse effect of the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism. 

 

In the second domain, street-level bureaucrats (only in the police settings) broke rules concerning 

the relationship with the examining magistrate. This type of rule breaking always occurred in an 

individualistic way and could be linked to the autonomy police officers have in their daily job. 

Although they were aware of the fact that ‘judge shopping’ is questionable behavior, they morally 

disengaged from it by using the mechanism of ‘justification’. In other words, having the ‘right’ 

examining magistrate who is interested and specialized in human trafficking and human exploitation 

investigations was considered to be in the public interest. Some police officers added mechanisms 

that diffuse and displace responsibility for their questionable behavior, diffusion of responsibility 

because everyone does it and displacement of responsibility to the public prosecutor who makes the 

final decision. 

 

In the third domain, rules regarding the treatment of suspects or illegal persons are at stake. In three 

cases, the street-level bureaucrats decided to follow the rules anyway, but in nine cases the rules 

were bent or broken. In all rule abidance cases, an individualistic behavioral style was applied, albeit 

in one case combined with fatalism. In the two purely individualistic rule abidance cases, the street-

level bureaucrats wanted to break certain rules to bond with the illegal persons in order to extract 

valuable information concerning an investigation. However, they decided to follow the rules anyway 

because colleagues who would disapprove of rule breaking (and who would possibly snitch about it) 

were present (i.e. reverse effect of ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism). In the hybrid case, 

rules were not broken because it would not help to stop the worker from continuing working in an 

illegal way (which is fatalistic). However, the employer could still be charged with the illegal 

employment violation, which is considered a positive result from an opportunistic (and thus 

individualistic) point of view. In the rule bending or rule breaking cases, the individualistic behavioral 

style was also dominant. This was mostly explained by the reciprocal give-and-take relationship with 

suspects or illegal prostitutes. In all of these cases, respondents justified why the hierarchical rules 

were disregarded by referring to the higher goal of increasing the willingness of the suspect or illegal 
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prostitute to give valuable information that leads to successful investigations. Other relevant 

mechanisms that promoted an individualistic behavioral style were the ‘insulation from observability’ 

mechanism (in the sense that colleagues or supervisor were unable to observe the rule bending or 

rule breaking), ‘euphemistic labeling’ and ‘distortion of consequences’. 

 

In the fourth domain, rules regarding reporting were broken. Particularly, street-level bureaucrats 

sometimes lied or twisted the truth in official reports. The respondents only mentioned cases in 

which rules were broken, all from individualistic motives. All of them could be explained by the 

individualistic autonomy street-level bureaucrats operate in that triggered the ‘insulation from 

observability’ mechanism. ‘Justification’ and ‘distortion of consequences’ were also used by the 

respondents as ways to morally disengage from rule breaking. Street-level bureaucrats justified lying 

in their reports by referring to the higher goal of continuing the investigation as planned and not 

having to stop investigating the case when no sufficient evidence had yet been found. They also 

distorted the consequences in the sense that the faulty reporting did not lead to civil rights being 

violated or people being victimized. 

 

The final domain in which rules-related dilemmas were mentioned in this study concerns cooperation 

and information exchange with (other) labor inspections. Almost all cases were examples of rule 

breaking, three of them for individualistic reasons and one for hierarchical reasons. In the 

individualistic cases, street-level bureaucrats broke hierarchical rules, on the one hand, because it 

was considered more efficient or effective than following the rules. This refers to the ‘justification’ 

mechanism. On the other hand, they individualistically broke rules because other agencies were 

unable to observe that the rules were broken (i.e. that information is not exchanged), which resulted 

from the high degree of autonomy street-level bureaucrats operate in. In the hierarchical rule 

breaking case, the respondent decided to follow his/her supervisor’s order not to abide by the head 

office’s rule concerning information exchange. (S)he decided to break the head office’s rule despite 

the fact that the head office is higher in authority than the supervisor, because the respondent 

considered the relationship with the supervisor as more important. However, the ‘power’ 

mechanism appeared to be so strong that the supervisor was forced by the head office to impose the 

rules retrospectively. 

 

The second dilemma type in this chapter dealt with the questions which investigative strategies are 

considered suitable in a specific investigation. These investigative measure dilemmas were very 

diverse and dealt with issues like depth of the investigation, using telephone taps, organizing 

rogatory commissions, arresting suspects, transferring an investigation to another region, 

interrogating a suspect, doing a house search, structuring the case file, responding to orders of 

judicial authorities, etc. 

 

For the police settings, one would expect the hierarchical behavioral style to be dominant as a result 

of the hierarchical role of the public prosecutor and the examining magistrate, in respectively 

criminal investigations and judicial investigations. Although the hierarchical behavioral style was 

applied most in the police settings (with 11 cases in criminal investigations and eight cases in judicial 
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investigations), other behavioral styles were relevant as well, particularly the fatalistic style in POL1 

for criminal investigation dilemmas (nine cases) and the individualistic style in both police settings 

(11 cases in criminal investigations and five cases in judicial investigations). 

 

The hierarchical behavioral style could in most police cases be explained by the ‘power’ mechanism. 

On the one hand, it could be explained by the higher power of the judicial authorities, and on the 

other, by a power coalition between the detective and the examining magistrate. The latter was 

particularly the case when there was a conflict of opinion between the supervisor or the regional 

director and the examining magistrate. Also in the fatalistic cases in the criminal investigation phase 

(most of them in POL1), ‘power’ was an important mechanism. This led to the public prosecutor’s 

policy, which was perceived as arbitrary and ineffective (as a result of the fatalistic relationship with 

the public prosecutor), being very influential. In other words, the public prosecutor did not give 

detectives the autonomy to solve their investigative measure dilemmas on their own as a result of 

mutual distrust. 

 

The role of the public prosecutor and the examining magistrate as leaders of the investigation was, 

however, sometimes downplayed. This could be illustrated in the individualistic behavioral style 

cases in the police settings. In some cases, this was enabled by the egalitarian bond with the public 

prosecutor (in POL2) or the examining magistrate who gave the detective the autonomy to 

determine the investigative strategy oneself. In other cases, the detectives referred to effectiveness 

of the investigation (by using a certain investigative strategy) being a higher goal that allowed for 

neglecting orders or advice from judicial authorities and supervisors, which refers to the 

‘justification’ mechanism. 

 

For the inspection settings, the hierarchical behavioral style was also rather important (with five 

cases), as was the fatalistic behavioral style (with seven cases), while the individualistic behavioral 

style was significantly less common than in the police settings. As for the hierarchical behavioral 

style, the judicial authorities seemed to play a slightly less important role than in the police settings. 

This was illustrated by the lower number of cases in which hierarchy and fatalism were explained by 

the hierarchical role of the judicial authorities (two cases). This finding is, however, not surprising 

given the rather independent status of the labor inspection towards judicial authorities. This 

independent status is the result of (1) the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ not being able, at least under the 

previous labor law (that was valid during the empirical research of this study), to officially give orders 

to the labor inspection and (2) the labor inspection often operating outside the criminal law domain. 

Most hierarchical cases could be explained by the hierarchical role of the supervisor or the head 

office, to whom responsibility for the decision was displaced or whose power was considered too 

strong to neglect. Most fatalistic cases could be explained by the powerlessness labor inspectors 

experience, on the one hand, when employers managed to circumvent rules and, on the other hand, 

when their discretionary powers seemed to be insufficient to enforce these rules or to prove that 

these rules had been broken. Despite labor inspectors’ broad autonomy and discretion, the 

individualistic behavioral style seemed to be less relevant in the investigative measure dilemmas. 

This could probably be explained by the fact that investigations in the inspection settings were more 
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routine than in the police settings and thus more influenced by formal procedures or superior’s 

orders. This was confirmed by the fact that only 20 investigative measure dilemmas were mentioned 

in the inspection settings, compared to 61 in the police settings. 

 

The third dilemma type that was discussed in this chapter, is related to enforcement decisions by 

labor inspectors. These dilemmas are linked to labor inspectors’ discretion to give a warning, propose 

a rectification amount or make a report when confronted with social law violations. While the 

individualistic behavioral style was not so relevant in the investigative measure dilemmas, this 

behavioral style was dominant in the enforcement dilemmas (46 out of 95 cases). The hierarchical 

behavioral style was also important in this third dilemma type (27 out of 95 cases). 

 

In most cases, the individualistic behavioral style could be linked to the reciprocal give-and-take 

relationship with employers. Labor inspectors are used to and encouraged by supervisors to 

negotiate with employers to solve investigations. The practice of negotiation is, however, restricted 

by hierarchical rules of the head office. Only under specific circumstances are labor inspectors 

supposed to make deals with employers. Negotiation should, for example, not lead to certain 

compensations being disregarded in favor of other compensations or lead to some staff members 

(e.g., those who do not work there anymore or those who did not file a complaint) being neglected in 

favor of other staff members (e.g., those who still work there or those who filed a complaint). As a 

result of the ‘alteration’ or ‘selection’ mechanism, these hierarchical instructions were, respectively, 

looked at from an altered perspective or not selected as underlying principles. This regularly led to 

negotiation being carried out without the head office’s approval. The ‘insulation from observability’ 

mechanism – which could operate as a result of the high degree of autonomy labor inspectors have – 

could sometimes also facilitate the practice of neglecting higher orders, both from the head office 

and attaché. It could sometimes even overrule the ‘power’ mechanism. Hence, it seemed that 

autonomy and discretion were more influential in the enforcement phase (at the end of an 

investigation) than in the investigative strategy phase (in the beginning and during an investigation). 

In some cases, labor inspectors seemed to follow the head office’s instructions, but not necessarily 

because they were considered hierarchical instructions, but because they led to interesting results 

for the labor inspector, such as high rectification amounts that count for one’s individual statistics. 

Following the instructions was then an opportunistic strategy, linked to the head office’s pressure for 

numbers. Although the motive behind following the instructions does not seem very relevant as long 

as the instructions are followed, this opportunistic strategy can be very risky. This is particularly the 

case when instructions are changed, because then opportunistic labor inspectors would probably not 

change their behavior. 

 

Despite the dominance of the individualistic behavioral style, hierarchy was also very important in 

the enforcement dilemmas. Different organizational patterns could be linked to this hierarchical 

behavioral style. The most important one is the hierarchical principle of treating employers equally. 

This was often considered more important than high numbers, individual discretion and even the 

authority of the ‘arbeidsauditeur’. The hierarchical role of the latter was, however, crucial in the 

decision making processes in a few other cases. Individual discretion was in these cases disregarded 
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in favor of following orders from the ‘arbeidsauditeur’. This resulted from the ‘importance’ 

mechanism. Also the attaché sometimes managed to overpower the labor inspector’s individual 

discretion (‘power’ mechanism), especially when labor inspectors had a low status in terms of low 

seniority. However, when attaché’s orders conflicted with hierarchical rules, the rules were 

considered to be more important. 
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8. ‘HOW TO DEAL WITH PEER REPORTING DILEMMAS?’ 
The previous two chapters focused on dilemmas concerning respondents’ own behavior. This third 

results chapter describes the results concerning dilemmas on how to deal with colleagues who 

misbehave. In other words, this chapter focuses on the question how respondents in this study deal 

with peers who – in the respondents’ opinion – do not do the right things or do not do things right. 

The street-level bureaucrats in this study mention 50 peer reporting dilemmas (10 in POL1, 13 in 

POL2, 16 in INSP1 and 11 in INSP2). None of these dilemmas deal with ‘doing the right things’, so 

they are all related to procedural aspects and investigative measures. In some cases, the respondents 

refer to colleagues actually breaking rules, but in other cases they only speak of misjudgments. The 

respondents mention three possible reactions to these two types of perceived misbehavior: (1) 

keeping silent (in 22 cases), (2) reprimanding one’s colleague without reporting it (in 14 cases), and 

(3) reporting it to one’s boss (in 14 cases). The respondents do, however, not mention the practice of 

gossiping about the misbehavior, which could be considered a fourth reaction. Possible explanations 

could be that gossiping occurs in a natural way without really thinking it over so the respondents do 

not consider it a ‘reaction’ or that the respondents are not aware of doing it. 

 

Table 8.1 shows that keeping silent is mostly done with a hierarchical or individualistic behavioral 

style (in respectively ten and seven of 22 cases). The individualistic behavioral style is also dominant 

when respondents reprimand their colleague (in eight of 14 cases), but not used when respondents 

decide to report colleagues’ perceived misconduct to a superior (except for the I+H and I+F hybrids in 

POL2). In the latter response, the behavioral style is almost always high grid (with seven hierarchical 

and three fatalistic cases out of 14 cases). The three different responses to peer reporting dilemmas 

will be discussed below, focusing on the different behavioral styles that are applied and the 

mechanisms that explain which organizational patterns have an impact on this decision. 

 

Before going into the results, one important remark needs to be made. While the peers respondents 

in the police settings refer to are all colleagues from their own unit or section, the respondents in the 

inspection settings often refer to peers from other agencies (in 11 of 16 cases in INSP1 and four of 11 

cases in INSP2). It is probably not coincidental that street-level bureaucrats in INSP1 mention more 

dilemmas concerning misbehavior of staff members in other agencies than street-level bureaucrats 

in INSP2. This can be linked to the egalitarian relationship with these other agencies in INSP1, who 

are often considered more colleagues than their own colleagues. In INSP2, the relationship with 

other agencies is more individualistic than in INSP1 (see 5.2.1.3). 
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Table 8.1: Behavioral styles in dealing with peer reporting dilemmas 

 POL1 POL2 INSP1 INSP2 TOTAL 

Keeping silent 

   Hierarchical 

 

 

2 

  

4 

 

4 

 

10 

   Individualistic 

 

2 2 3  7 

   Fatalistic 

 

  3 1 4 

   Egalitarian 

 

  1  1 

TOTAL 4 2 11 5 22 

Reprimanding colleague 

   Hierarchical 

 

 

1 

  

1 

 

1 

 

3 

   Individualistic 

 

1 6  1 8 

   Egalitarian 

 

  2  2 

   Hybrid 

      I + E 

 

  

1 

   

1 

TOTAL 2 7 3 2 14 

Reporting to boss      

   Hierarchical 

 

2  1 4 7 

   Fatalistic 

 

1 1 1  3 

   Egalitarian 

 

 1   1 

   Hybrid 

      I + H 

 

      I + F 

 

     H + F 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 

 

1 

 

1 

   

1 

 

1 

 

1 

TOTAL 4 4 2 4 14 

8.1. Keeping silent 

The first response to peer reporting dilemmas is keeping silent. This refers to not reporting the 

perceived misbehavior to one’s boss, but also to not confronting the colleague with his/her 

misbehavior. 
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8.1.1. Individualistic behavioral style in keeping silent 

In seven cases (two in POL1, two in POL2 and three in INSP1), an individualistic behavioral style is 

applied. Street-level bureaucrats who are confronted with colleagues’ misbehavior or misjudgment 

then keep silent for opportunistic reasons. Five dilemmas deal with peers in the sense of direct 

colleagues, while two dilemmas (both in INSP1) deal with peers in the sense of other agencies (i.e. 

the Local Police). The misbehavior or misjudgment respondents refer to is rather diverse. The 

dilemmas are about how to respond to colleagues (1) cheating with working hours, (2) privately 

visiting a prostitute with the company’s car in the judicial district one works in though this is 

prohibited by the internal ethics code, (3) neglecting confiscated goods during several months, (4) 

not aborting an observation though the suspects use a contra strategy, (5) not complying with 

internal rules, (6) treating an employer in an overly authoritative way, and (7) treating an illegal in an 

unnecessary abusive and violent way (e.g., kick him when he is sitting down in handcuffs). The 

organizational patterns and causal mechanisms that explain the individualistic behavioral style in 

these cases are shown in Table 8.2. 

 

Table 8.2: Individualistic patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block an individualistic BS 

Individualistic organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking an individualistic BS Cases 

Group interaction + displacement (colleague) 1 

Group interaction and low status + displacement (colleague), + importance (colleague) 1 

Conflict between group interaction and 

hierarchical rules 

+ insulation from observability (supervisor), + 

distortion, + displacement, + comparison 

+ importance (colleague), + distortion, + displacement 

(colleague) 

1 

 

1 

Conflict between relationship with other 

agencies and fair treatment of 

suspect/illegal person 

+ importance (colleague), + distortion, + displacement 

(colleague), + diffusion 

+ importance (colleague), + distortion, + displacement 

(colleague), - humanization 

1 

 

1 

Conflict between autonomy and rules (head 

office’s instructions) 

+ importance (autonomy), + insulation from 

observability (supervisor) 

1 

 

In the five ‘direct colleague’ dilemmas, keeping silent for one’s own best interest can mostly be 

explained by referring to the individualistic group interaction of each street-level bureaucrat being 

responsible for one’s own investigations. This can be linked to the case officer system in POL1 and 

POL2 and the ‘lone wolf’ attitude in INSP1 and INSP2 (see 5.2.3.1). These organizational patterns 

trigger in almost all dilemmas the ‘displacement of responsibility’ mechanism. When this 

mechanism is applied, street-level bureaucrats do not feel responsible for doing anything concerning 

colleagues’ misbehavior. In one dilemma, the displacement mechanism is also triggered by a low 

status (also part of the psychosocial subsystem) due to a lack of experience (see 5.2.3.2); the 

respondent argues that (s)he is not responsible for reprimanding a colleague with so much more 

experience than him/her.  

In the two ‘colleagues from other agencies’ dilemmas, the ‘displacement of responsibility’ 

mechanism is also relevant. The inspectors in INSP1 refer to police officers from the Local Police not 
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treating employers or illegal persons with respect. However, they refrain from reprimanding the 

police officer or reporting it to his/her boss because of an individualistic relationship between 

different agencies, each being responsible for its own operations. The latter attitude is also relevant 

during joint inspections, because each agency deals with his/her own part of the investigation. It 

triggers the ‘displacement of responsibility’ mechanism in the sense that street-level bureaucrats do 

not feel responsible for taking action against colleagues’ misbehavior. Responsibility is, however, not 

only displaced in these cases, but also diffused. Street-level bureaucrats then refer to other 

colleagues who observed the employer or illegal being mistreated but who did not respond either. In 

both cases, the inspector argues: ‘If other colleagues do not respond, why would I?’. 

There is only one dilemma (in INSP1) in which the ‘displacement of responsibility’ mechanism is not 

relevant. It concerns a case of negative deal-making. Inspectors are then reluctant to report on 

colleagues not following the head office’s rules, because they themselves do not follow them 

consistently. Hence, they make implicit deals not to snitch on each other. The respondent explains: 

 

“I think that everyone here sits on his island and does his work his own way, which is not always 

100% as it’s supposed to be. And I think that’s the reason why people don’t meddle with other 

people’s business. […] It seems as if they protect each other for their own sake (laugh) and the 

supervisor doesn’t notice due to a lack of surveillance.” 

 

The latter sentence clearly refers to the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism. When this 

mechanism is at work, the supervisor does not know that rules are being broken and thus does not 

knows that the inspectors keep silent about it. 

 

In almost all cases, ‘importance’ operates as an additional mechanism. This mechanism of role strain 

theory sometimes explains why individualistic organizational patterns are dominant and hierarchical 

aspects, such as internal rules and respectful treatment of suspects, are disregarded. Due to the 

reciprocal (and thus individualistic) group interaction, street-level bureaucrats need each other or, in 

the case of the inspections, colleagues from other agencies, to help them out or back them up in 

future investigations. Confronting colleagues with their misbehavior or reporting it to one’s boss 

could jeopardize this relationship. In the police, snitching could lead to other detectives not giving 

you the protection you need in future operations. This is illustrated in the following quote: 

 

“Imagine that I need to conduct a house search with you tomorrow, but I betrayed you the day 

before. Imagine that the situation escalates into violence, well obviously I really need your help 

then. Perhaps you consider me a huge asshole for what I did to you, so you think: ‘What goes 

around comes around.’ In other words, you have to look out not to betray anyone, because you 

need to be able to count on each other.” 

 

In the labor inspection, reporting could lead to fellow inspectors not wanting to assist you when 

needed or police officers not wanting to cooperate in joint inspections any more, while inspectors 

regularly need the strong arm of the law for their protection. In other words, keeping silent can be 

explained by direct colleagues or colleagues from other agencies being considered more important 

than acting upon the colleagues’ misbehavior. 
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There are three cases in which the inspectors additionally refers to the consequences of the 

misbehavior as not being very serious. This mechanism plays a role in the case where a police officer 

shows an overly authoritative attitude towards an employer. The inspector who observes this 

misbehavior argues that the misbehavior is not serious enough to jeopardize the relationship with 

the supervisor. Also in two dilemmas in which internal rules are broken (i.e. cheating with working 

hours and privately visiting a prostitute) the ‘distortion of consequences’ mechanism is used. The 

detectives in these cases explain that nothing illegal has been done and no victims have been made, 

hence it is not serious enough to take action. Were that the case, the respondents would not have 

reported the behavior either, but would at least have reprimanded the colleague. In the ‘visiting a 

prostitute’ dilemma, the detective adds that nobody (not the colleague, nor his/her supervisor) 

knows that (s)he knows the colleague visited the prostitute, because it occurred during a covert 

observation of a house of prostitution. Hence, if (s)he keeps quiet about it, no one would ever find 

out. Therefore, there is no need to jeopardize the relationship with the colleague. In other words, the 

‘insulation from observability’ mechanism leads to the individualistic behavioral style of keeping 

silent being considered the best option. 

8.1.2. Hierarchical behavioral style in keeping silent 

In ten cases (two in POL1, four in INSP1 and four in INSP2), a hierarchical behavioral style of ‘keeping 

silent’ is applied. The dilemmas concern various types of misbehavior, such as (1) unnecessarily 

drawing a gun that leads to putting colleagues in danger, (2) not working hard enough or not working 

at all, and (3) showing disrespect to an employer (e.g., being too authoritative or “Gestapo like”, 

being too aggressive, being too severe, dawdling during joint inspections by ordering drinks and 

snacks while one knows these inspections are very inconvenient for the employer). The hierarchical 

behavioral style is mostly linked to the hierarchical role of the direct supervisor or low status, as 

illustrated in Table 8.3. 

 

Table 8.3: Hierarchical patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block a hierarchical BS 

Hierarchical organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking a hierarchical BS Cases 

Supervisor + insulation from observability 

- insulation from observability 

4 

1 

Low status + importance (colleague), + displacement (colleagues 

with higher status) 

5 

 

In five of these cases, the respondents refer to their supervisor or the supervisor of the staff member 

in another agency being hierarchically responsible to notify this kind of misbehavior and act upon it. 

And if it is the responsibility of the supervisor (thus his/her hierarchical role), the respondent does 

not need to take action. This is especially the case in the ‘drawing a gun’ case where the supervisor 

was present. However, also in cases where the street-level bureaucrats know the supervisor is not 

able to observe the misbehavior, due to the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism that is 

triggered by the high degree of autonomy, responsibility is displaced to the supervisor. 

 

In the other five dilemmas, all mentioned by labor inspectors, low status is used as an argument not 

to report misbehavior by direct colleagues or colleagues from other agencies. Low status is then 
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mostly operationalized in terms of young age and/or low years of experience. This type of status 

attribution is typical in hierarchy where status depends on seniority (see 5.2.3.2). These inspectors 

displace responsibility to colleagues with a higher seniority who should know better. They also 

consider keeping a good relationship with other colleagues more important than misbehavior being 

responded to, especially because of their low hierarchical status (in GGCT terms). In two cases, the 

inspector adds that (s)he is not sure whether the aggressive or authoritative attitude is in fact wrong 

or just the consequence of applying a different style. The inspector argues that an aggressive attitude 

might be necessary in certain situations, as illustrated in the following quote: 

 

“But I am only in service for one year. I am not in the position to say to someone who already 

works here for 20 years: ‘That attitude is wrong’. And perhaps (s)he has good reasons to apply 

this style, so I don’t think I am in the position to reprimand him/her or report it to my attaché.” 

8.1.3. Fatalistic behavioral style in keeping silent 

Fatalistic reasons not to report are only mentioned in the inspection settings. Three cases are 

mentioned by respondents in INSP1 and one case is mentioned by a respondent in INSP2. All these 

cases are related to perceived misbehavior by colleagues of other agencies (e.g., showing arrogant or 

aggressive behavior towards employers, constantly failing to identify oneself as a labor inspector, 

and picking fruit from trees while doing a joint inspection in the horticulture industry). Table 8.4 

shows the organizational patterns and causal mechanisms that explain the fatalistic behavioral style 

in these cases.  

 

Table 8.4: Fatalistic patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block a fatalistic BS 

Fatalistic organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking a fatalistic BS Cases 

Other agencies + importance 

+ displacement 

+ importance, + diffusion 

1 

1 

1 

Other agencies and low status + importance 1 

 

The three examples in INSP1 concern situations in which certain colleagues from other agencies are 

known for their misbehavior. However, previous complaints to supervisors have only made things 

worse. This is perfectly illustrated by the following quote: 

 

“My supervisor and this colleague’s supervisor [in another agency] asked me to suggest a 

different approach during joint inspections, but one of the police officers started calling me all 

sorts of names. I responded with: ‘Calm down, I am just the messenger. Don’t shoot the pianist. I 

am not the one who made that decision’, but (s)he did not buy that. And I was considered the 

traitor […]. So (s)he deliberately led me along bad roads during the joint inspection only to ruin 

the tiers of my new car. And afterwards (s)he seriously considered to make a report for them 

being worn-out.” 

 

This labor inspector, as well as his/her colleagues who were confronted with similar situations, did 

not see any other option than fatalistically ‘burying their head in the sand’ and accepting the fact 

that one cannot always choose the colleagues from other agencies with whom one needs to 
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cooperate. The fact that the fatalistic relationship with other agencies seems to be dominant here, 

can be explained by a number of mechanisms. First, in two cases, ‘importance’ is used because one 

needs the colleagues from other agencies to successfully do one’s own investigations (i.e. in the 

‘picking fruit’ and ‘being aggressive’ cases). Second, in one case, responsibility is displaced to the 

supervisor in the other agency who has been notified about the misbehavior but did not take action 

(i.e. ‘in the failing to identify oneself as a labor inspector’ case). Third, in another case, responsibility 

is diffused among other colleagues who observed the behavior but did not respond either (i.e. in the 

‘picking fruit’ case). 

 

The one case in INSP2 concerns a situation in which a colleague from another agency shows a too 

aggressive attitude towards an employer. The inspector decides not to respond to avoid getting into 

trouble him/herself. (S)he explains: 

 

“The people we work with [from other agencies] are not colleagues you know. Everything you say 

and do [during joint inspections] will be spread about everywhere […]. They would rather stab you 

in the back, at least that’s how I feel. So I try to keep my head down. I would not interfere. No. 

Stabbing you in the back is perhaps a bit exaggerated (laugh). […] You just don’t want your name 

to be mentioned in a bad way (sigh). So no, I would not interfere.” 

 

This inspector’s low status, in the sense of low seniority, explains why (s)he does not want to report 

it, or has never tried it before like the more experienced inspectors in the previous cases did. The 

young inspector considers his/her position in the organization too precarious and does not want to 

risk being taunted by inspections from other agencies (i.e. ‘importance’ mechanism). Therefore, (s)he 

feels powerless to take action against their misbehavior. 

8.1.4. Egalitarian behavioral style in keeping silent 

Only in one case, an egalitarian behavioral style is applied, namely in INSP1. It concerns a dilemma in 

which one is confronted with misbehavior by a colleague from another agency. It is not coincidental 

that this one egalitarian case is mentioned in INSP1, because the relationship with other agencies has 

in INSP1 more egalitarian characteristics than in the other three settings (see 5.2.1.3). 

 

Particularly, an inspector from the RVA screams something in the sense of ‘shut the fuck up!’ to an 

employer, who – obviously – gets mad because he feels offended. The inspector explains that (s)he 

was shocked, but did not respond. (S)he says: “That is loyalty towards colleagues then, I suppose”. 

(S)he adds that in the case of extreme misbehavior (s)he would neglect this kind of loyalty, but (s)he 

has never been confronted with such extreme cases. In other words, in not so serious cases the 

relationship with the colleague is considered more important (‘importance’ mechanism), mainly due 

to the ‘distortion of consequences’ mechanism. When the latter cannot be applied, because the 

misbehavior is too extreme, the ‘importance’ mechanism will become less effective (see Table 8.5). 

 

Table 8.5: Egalitarian patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block an egalitarian BS 

Egalitarian organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking an egalitarian BS Cases 

Other agencies + importance, + distortion 1 
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8.2. Reprimanding one’s colleague 

The respondents mention 14 cases in which they respond to colleague’s misbehavior or misjudgment 

by reprimanding this colleague (two in POL1, seven in POL2, three in INSP1 and two in INSP2). In all 

cases, it concerns colleagues from one’s own agency, except for the two egalitarian cases in INSP1. 

8.2.1. Individualistic behavioral style in reprimanding one’s colleague 

In eight cases, respondents reprimand their colleague for opportunistic reasons (one in POL1, six in 

POL2 and one in INSP2). In these cases, the individualistic behavioral style is thus dominant. The 

perceived misbehavior or misjudgment is related to: (1) doing an interrogation in a non-effective 

way, (2) using the wrong – at least in the respondent’s opinion – investigative strategy, (3) making a 

procedural error, (4) lack of cooperation in a joint inspection, or (5) not making a report for 

moonlighting during a joint inspection while this is prescribed by the ‘Administrative Instructions’ of 

the head office. The organizational patterns and causal mechanisms that explain the individualistic 

style of reprimanding are shown in Table 8.6. 

 

Table 8.6: Individualistic patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block an individualistic BS 

Individualistic organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking an individualistic BS Cases 

Group interaction + displacement (colleague) 

+ importance (colleague) 

4 

1 

Conflict between group interaction and 

rules (head office’s instructions) 

+ displacement (colleague), + importance 1 

Group interaction and low status + importance (colleague) 1 

 

The individualistic style of only reprimanding the colleague and not reporting it (which seems 

particularly inappropriate in the more serious cases of procedural errors) can in five (of eight) cases 

(four in POL2 and one in INSP2) be explained by referring to the responsibility of the colleague to 

conduct one’s own investigation. In other words, respondents argue that because the colleague is 

the case officer (s)he is responsible for making the procedural decisions and should not be snitched 

on by other colleagues who consider these decisions wrong. This illustrates the individualistic group 

interaction in these settings (see 5.2.3.1). Several respondents explain that reprimanding their 

colleague is sometimes acceptable, for example if the misbehavior is harmful. By reprimanding the 

colleague, they already go (in their opinion) beyond their duty. If the colleague does not change 

his/her behavior after being reprimanded, then these respondents do not feel responsible any more. 

In the examples where a colleague (as case officer) makes procedural errors, the respondents even 

formally disengage from their responsibility by not signing the official report made by the case 

officer, even though they are also involved in the investigation. They do not sign the official report as 

to avoid being considered responsible for the ‘wrong’ decision in the end. 

In the example in INSP2, not only ‘displacement of responsibility’ but also the ‘importance’ 

mechanism seems to be relevant. Particularly, the relationship with the inspector is considered more 

important than following the ‘Administrative Instructions’. This is as illustrated in the following 

quote: 
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“[…] a colleague who says during a joint inspection: ‘Just rectify the moonlighting violation’. Then, 

I respond: ‘I would not leave it like that. I would make a report.’ […] But of course if it is about my 

colleague’s investigation, then I would not interfere with his/her decision.” 

 

In two other dilemmas (one in POL1 and one in POL2), reciprocity between colleagues seems to 

explain the decision to only reprimand the colleague in certain circumstances (POL2) or the decision 

never to reprimand a certain colleague again (POL1). In the POL2 case, the detective explains that 

(s)he would only reprimand his/her colleague in cases in which extreme misbehavior has been 

committed or in which (s)he knows the colleague would accept the criticism. The reason for that is 

the fact that (s)he does not want to jeopardize the good relationship with this colleague unless it is 

absolutely necessary (‘importance’ mechanism). It is interesting that this detective, even in extreme 

cases, would not report the misbehavior to his/her boss; (s)he would only refrain from ever working 

with this colleague again. The latter seems a logical consequence in an individualistic relationship of 

reciprocity when one party does not fulfill his/her obligations. 

In the POL1 case, the detective explains how (s)he jeopardized the relationship with his/her fixed 

partner by reprimanding him/her for not doing an interrogation in an effective way. Because the 

colleague did not appreciate that at all, probably as a result of his/her higher seniority, the detective 

decides never to reprimand him/her again. The latter illustrates that in the future, the mechanism of 

‘importance’ will be applied in similar situations, in the sense that the respondent will consider the 

understanding with this colleague as more important than doing a good interrogation. This is clearly 

expressed in the following citation: 

 

" […] I was really annoyed by the way my colleague X did the interrogation. […] Because I could 

not stand it anymore, I made a few remarks, but noticed immediately that X did not like that. And 

looking back, it is not because I consider his/her strategy wrong that it is wrong. My point of view 

is not necessarily better. And second, like I said (s)he didn’t like it, so it led to a hitch in our 

relationship and that’s really bad when you need to cooperate. […] I learned that it is sometimes 

better to let your colleague do his/her work as (s)he pleases so you will be in good terms for the 

rest of the investigation, than to try changing him/her so you won’t get along anymore. I really 

learned my lesson.” 

8.2.2. Hierarchical behavioral style in reprimanding one’s colleague 

In three cases (one in POL1, one in INSP1 and one in INSP2), the respondent applies a hierarchical 

style of reprimanding one’s colleague for perceived misbehavior. In two cases, this decision is taken 

because rules and correct treatment of employers are considered more important than collegiality 

towards colleagues. The final example (in INSP1) is an exception on the hierarchical version of 

‘keeping silent’ because one has a lower status than the colleague. The three hierarchical cases are 

explained by three different patterns of independent variables and causal mechanisms (see Table 

8.7). 
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Table 8.7: Hierarchical patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block a hierarchical BS 

Hierarchical organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking a hierarchical BS Cases 

Rules + importance (rules), - displacement (colleague) 1 

Correct treatment and high status + importance (correct treatment) 1 

Low status + displacement (colleague) 1 

 

In the first case (POL1), a detective explains how certain colleagues broke the rules concerning the 

use of a suspect’s car. (S)he states: 

 

"[…] some colleagues get in the suspect’s car and drive it around for a few kilometers. That is not 

allowed, because if one gets an accident, one is not insured due to a lack of permission by the 

suspect. The law says: if a suspect’s car needs to be moved, one needs to let it be hoisted by a tow 

truck or one needs to ask the suspect for permission to drive the car while (s)he accompanies you, 

but the latter is strongly advised against by the juridical office. […] I talked to colleagues about 

this kind of behavior and they were not happy with that, you know. […] they say: ‘You are a 

meddler, a nag.’ […] When I see something like that, I talk about it with the person and then it is 

his/her responsibility to do something about it. I mean umm I don’t have to snitch to my boss; we 

are not kids anymore, you know. […] Snitching would only cause resentment in our section.” 

 

This quote illustrates how the detective uses the ‘importance’ mechanism as an argument to 

reprimand his/her colleague. Particularly, (s)he considers the rules as being more important than 

collegiality. However, the ‘importance’ mechanism is slightly weakened by the ‘displacement of 

responsibility’ mechanism. In other words, reporting the behavior to one’s boss is considered one 

step too far, because the colleague is in the end responsible for his/her own decisions. 

In the second case, in INSP2, a labor inspector with more experience refers to his/her higher ‘status’ 

(as a result of higher seniority, see 5.2.3.2) as an argument to reprimand his/her less-experienced 

colleague. It concerns a situation in which wrong information is given to an employer by a colleague 

who is still working as an intern, leading to the labor inspector interrupting the intern. The latter thus 

considers correct treatment of the employer more important than the relationship with his/her 

colleague, which is facilitated by his/her higher seniority. 

 

Status is also relevant in the final case. This is, however, a rather atypical case. Particularly, a younger 

and less-experienced labor inspector reprimands a colleague with a much higher seniority. Although 

this case seems to contradict the results found in the hierarchical ‘keeping silent’ cases above (see 

8.1.2), it actually confirms them. It concerns a situation in which no report is made for moonlighting 

while this is imposed by the ‘Administrative Instructions’. The labor inspector explains: 

 

“I only did that once [reprimanding a colleague] and why? Because colleague X asked for my 

opinion. That’s different. […] X asked: ‘And what do you think? The employer is doing the best he 

can, don’t you think?’ Then I said: ‘Yes, besides the moonlighting violation everything was okay. 

That’s right, but I consider a moonlighting violation too severe to not make a report. I would have 

made a report if it was my investigation.’ But then I added: ‘But X, it is your investigation, so it is 

your decision.’ X did not agree with my point of view concerning the investigation. But I only do 

that when colleagues ask for my opinion.” 
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Although the inspector could have lied about his/her opinion, (s)he decided to be honest, but 

emphasize that it was not his/her decision to make but the colleague’s. The latter refers to the 

mechanism of ‘displacement of responsibility’. The inspector adds that in other cases, where his/her 

opinion is not asked, (s)he just keeps quiet because of his/her low status, being an intern. Especially 

now, (s)he considers the relationship with other colleagues more important than the ‘Administrative 

Instructions’ being followed strictly. 

8.2.3. Egalitarian behavioral style in reprimanding one’s colleague 

In two cases, both in INSP1, respondents refer to an egalitarian way of reprimanding their colleague. 

Both cases are about colleagues from other agencies (i.e. another inspection and the police) who 

start scolding against an employer without the slightest provocation. In both cases, the decision is 

made to confront the colleague afterwards with his/her lack of respect towards the employer from 

an egalitarian sense of justice. This is facilitated by the mechanism of ‘humanization’ (see Table 8.8). 

The respondents explain that the employer is just a normal human being and should not be treated 

as a criminal. This is illustrated in the following quote about a police officer who verbally assaults an 

employer: 

 

“I guess (s)he is used to dealing with murderers (laugh) that way. I can relate to that. […] Probably 

(s)he thought: ‘The employer will more likely confess if I treat him like a scumbag.’ But his/her 

style does not match at all with our [labor inspection] friendly approach. We always start an 

investigation in a friendly way. Why wouldn’t we? One never knows why a certain violation has 

been committed, so one needs to give the employer the chance to explain it. We don’t deal with 

murderers and rapists.” 

 

Both inspectors, however, explain that they only reprimand colleagues from other agencies in rare 

cases of extreme misconduct and when the behavior hinders cooperation. 

 

Table 8.8: Egalitarian patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block an egalitarian BS 

Egalitarian organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking an egalitarian BS Cases 

Conflict between treatment of employer 

and relationship with other agencies 

+ humanization 2 

 

In INSP2, no such egalitarian cases are mentioned. Although this could be coincidental, a plausible 

explanation could be found in the work context. As explained in chapter 5 (see 5.2.1.3), INSP1 has a 

history of working together with other agencies and fighting social fraud together. In INSP2, 

cooperation with other agencies is less common and limited to the minima that are imposed by the 

SIOD and the Regional Cell (see 5.2.1.3). The ‘group’ boundaries in the relationship with other 

agencies are thus differently set out. In INSP1, the inspectors feel connected with other agencies, 

sharing the common goal of ‘fighting social fraud’, while this group connection is mainly absent in 

INSP2. 
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8.2.4. Hybrid of individualism and egalitarianism in reprimanding one’s colleague 

The final example of reprimanding one’s colleague is a case in POL2 in which the detective applies a 

hybrid behavioral style, consisting of individualism and egalitarianism. It concerns a situation in which 

permission for a house search is extorted from a suspect by threatening to arrest him/her if 

permission is not given. The colleagues first let the suspect sign and only after the house search write 

down what they were looking for, which is illegal. The detective explains that this infuriated him/her, 

but that (s)he only confronted his/her colleagues with the severe procedural error when they were 

already back in the police station. Moreover, (s)he refused to sign the official report leading to 

resentment on the part of his/her colleagues. Egalitarianism is expressed by not intervening directly 

out of collegiality, although the detective has a higher rank than the colleagues. Individualism is 

expressed in the decision not to sign the report to avoid being accused of complicity. Interestingly, 

the detective does not seem to feel bad for not intervening. This can be explained by the application 

of the ‘displacement of responsibility’ mechanism. This mechanism or moral disengagement helps 

the detective to disengage him/herself from the consequences of this act, even though (s)he 

implicitly condones it by not intervening directly. 

8.3. Reporting to one’s boss 

The street-level bureaucrats in this study mention 14 cases in which they decide to report peers’ 

misconduct to their boss (four in POL1, four in POL2, two in INSP1 and four in INSP2). In 11 cases, it 

concerns misbehavior by direct colleagues, while in three cases misbehavior by colleagues in other 

agencies is reported. An interesting finding is that the decision to blow the whistle is almost always 

made by using a high grid style, with the exception of the egalitarian peer reporting case and two 

hybrid peer reporting cases in which a high grid style is combined with individualism (all in POL2). 

8.3.1. Hierarchical behavioral style in reporting misbehavior to one’s boss 

In seven cases (two in POL1, one in INSP1 and four in INSP2), the street-level bureaucrats use a 

hierarchical behavioral style to blow the whistle. Table 8.9 shows the mechanisms that are triggered 

by two hierarchical organizational patterns, explaining the hierarchical reporting style. In the two 

cases in POL1, the detective (same person in both cases) disregards egalitarian expectations, in the 

first case because (s)he has a wrong perception of them (mechanism of ‘alteration’) and in the 

second case because the relationship with superiors is considered more important (mechanism of 

‘importance’). The first case is about a colleague who – in the respondent’s opinion – did not 

organize an inspection in a house of prostitution in a proper way. (S)he decides to report it to his/her 

department head who was not present during the inspection. The department head later confronts 

the colleague with his/her mistake, leading to this colleague being displeased that someone snitched 

on him/her without directly confronting him/her with the behavior first. The department head 

explains to the researcher that (s)he encourages detectives to openly discuss when opinions differ 

and try to find a solution as a group. This shows the department head’s attempts to stimulate 

egalitarian group interaction (as explained in 5.2.3.1). Hence, by going to the department head right 

away, the detective does not meet this egalitarian expectation. This can be explained by the 

mechanism of ‘alteration’ that could be triggered by the department head’s mixed managerial style, 
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consisting of all four types (see 5.2.2.3). It seems that the hierarchical aspects of this managerial style 

are more visible for this detective and thus more influential. 

In the second case in POL1, a detective explains that two of his/her colleagues bring a company’s car 

to the motor vehicle inspection, although this is normally done by another staff member. When the 

two colleagues are gone, one of the assistant directors informs where the two colleagues are, 

because (s)he needs them. The detective decides to be honest, even though the colleagues expected 

him/her to cover their backs. The latter would have been an egalitarian response. The detective 

refers to the hierarchical role of his/her superior. In his/her opinion, the assistant director has the 

right to know where his/her staff members are during working hours. This can be explained by the 

‘importance’ mechanism; the respondent considers honesty towards management to be more 

important than collegiality. 

 

Table 8.9: Hierarchical patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block a hierarchical BS 

Hierarchical organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking a hierarchical BS Cases 

Managerial style supervisor + alteration (egalitarian managerial style) 1 

+ displacement 5 

Managerial style regional director + importance 1 

 

These two cases show similarities with two hierarchical cases in INSP2. In both cases, the inspectors 

(two different persons) explain that they sometimes need to replace their attaché when the latter is 

absent. When that happens, the inspectors need to check the weekly reports of other colleagues. 

There is, however, one specific colleague who often turns in weekly reports that are incomplete or 

contain flagrant mistakes (e.g., mentioning that a general inspection has been conducted while 

dozens of overtime hours by a part time worker are simply ignored). Despite the inspectors’ official 

status of assistant attaché, they always report this behavior to their attaché, because confronting 

their colleague with this behavior directly is too delicate. ‘Displacement of responsibility’ is in both 

cases used as a moral disengagement mechanism. They do not feel responsible to take over their 

attaché’s hierarchical role in this situation. 

 

The final three examples of hierarchical peer reporting (one in INSP1 and two in INSP2) are all about 

misconduct by other agencies in the sense of not fulfilling one’s obligations properly during joint 

inspections. The labor inspector responds by reporting it to their own attaché, because they consider 

it the attaché’s hierarchical responsibility to intervene. This illustrates the application of the 

‘displacement of responsibility’ mechanism. In the case where a colleague does not make a report for 

moonlighting, although the agreement was made that this colleague would do it, the attaché 

responds that the inspector could make the report him/herself, which the latter refuses. When the 

researcher asks whether the attaché took any action against the colleague’s misbehavior, the 

inspector responds that his/her attaché does not have to deal with inspectors from other agencies. In 

other words, even though the inspector knows his/her attaché will not intervene (s)he considers 

his/her response of reporting it appropriate. The latter illustrates that the ‘displacement of 

responsibility’ mechanism is not merely an excuse but a cognitive mechanism that helps the 

inspector to morally disengage from any responsibility. 
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8.3.2. Fatalistic behavioral style in reporting misbehavior to one’s boss 

In three cases (one in POL1, one in POL2 and one in INSP1) reporting colleague’s misbehavior is done 

for fatalistic reasons. Fatalistic reporting can be linked to a fatalistic managerial style of the regional 

director and fatalistic group interaction, as shown in Table 8.10. 

 

Table 8.10: Fatalistic patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block a fatalistic BS 

Fatalistic organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking a fatalistic BS Cases 

Managerial style regional director + importance 1 

+ blame attribution, + comparison, - unobservable 1 

Group interaction + blame attribution 1 

 

In the police settings, both cases are linked to the fatalistic relationship with the regional director 

(see 5.2.2.2). Although police detectives in POL1 and POL2 claim that management is distant from 

the street-level bureaucrats (mainly due to the high degree of autonomy individual officers enjoy), in 

some situations the risk of unethical behavior being discovered by managers is considerably high. In 

that case, one could decide to inform management about colleagues’ misbehavior to avoid being 

accused of complicity, especially when there is a general (mis?)perception of favoritism and unfair 

treatment by the regional director. In the POL1 case, a detective decides to save his/her own skin by 

snitching about the (in this organization very sensitive) topic of cheating with overtime hours, 

because there is a relatively high chance that his/her colleague would tell his/her version of the story 

to have a lucky escape. The colleague tells the researcher afterwards: 

 

"[…] one could compare him/her with a hedgehog. A hedgehog uses his spines to protect himself 

from other animals. My colleague also tries to protect him/herself from being hurt by snitching. 

That’s some kind of panic reaction.” 

 

This decision can be explained by the mechanism of ‘importance’. The reporting person considers the 

relationship with the regional director as more important – especially because of the fatalistic and 

thus unpredictable managerial style – than the relationship with his/her fixed partner. In POL2, the 

unethical behavior occurs during an interrogation. A suspect is treated in an overly rough manner. 

The respondent explains: 

 

“My colleague was going crazy. And I don’t put up with that, so I called my boss in order to avoid 

that afterwards… (sigh). If that suspect would tell the examining magistrate, then this magistrate 

would not confront us directly with that story, but would straightly go to our boss. And I want my 

boss to hear the story from me first. […] So from the moment third parties are involved (in this 

case the suspect), I don’t put up with that kind of behavior. I am not a snitch, but (laugh) at a 

certain point you must make a choice, you must say: ‘Ok, now I’m gonna report this or I will get in 

trouble myself’.” 

 

This example illustrates that although the interrogation situation seems to be unobservable for 

superiors and judicial authorities, the suspect could counteract the operation of this mechanism by 

informing the examining magistrate. In addition, there are two other mechanisms that explain why 
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the respondent makes the decision to report. First, the respondent explains that (s)he warned the 

colleague, when they left the interrogation room to discuss the strategy, that if the colleague would 

not calm down (s)he would inform a superior. Because the colleague did not change his/her behavior 

after having been warned, (s)he is, according to the respondent, him/herself to blame (i.e. 

‘attribution of blame’ mechanism). Second, the respondent considers the decision not to report 

worse than the decision to report, because the former could lead to him/her being accused of 

complicity, even though (s)he admits that reporting is very delicate, and should only be used as a last 

resort (i.e. ‘comparison’ mechanism). 

 

The fatalistic case in INSP1 concerns a situation in which an inspector informs the previous attaché 

about a colleague always trying to pass work to other inspectors. (S)he explains that (s)he would not 

snitch in normal circumstances, but in this situation the colleague had already told the attaché 

his/her own – according to the inspector ‘twisted’ – version of the story. Hence, to protect 

him/herself, (s)he decides to report the colleague’s misbehavior. This decision cannot be linked to 

the attaché’s managerial style, because the attaché is considered just and righteous, but to the 

fatalistic relationship with this specific colleague who constantly manages to shirk his/her 

responsibilities without getting caught. The mechanism of ‘blame attribution’ seems to be applied. 

Particularly, collegiality is sacrificed because the colleague told lies to the attaché, and is thus 

him/herself to blame. 

8.3.3. Egalitarian behavioral style in reporting misbehavior to one’s boss 

In only one case (in POL2), an egalitarian behavioral style is applied. This is a special case. 

Egalitarianism is used as a form of negative feedback to counteract the excesses of individualistic 

group interaction, such as harsh competition and opportunism (see 5.2.3.1). The detective explains 

that a certain colleague never wants to listen to constructive feedback of other colleagues 

concerning investigations of which (s)he is case officer. This colleague strongly adheres to the 

principle of ‘the case officer is responsible for his/her own investigation’. This illustrates the strong 

individualistic group interaction in which detectives feel like they own their investigations. Because 

reprimanding this colleague would not lead to the aspired effect (i.e. the case officer changing 

his/her decision), the detective decides to discuss the matter openly with other colleagues and 

his/her section head. By doing so, (s)he applies an egalitarian reporting style of discussing 

misbehavior or misjudgment in the team by one ‘rotten apple’. (S)he uses this behavioral style to 

compensate for the negative effects of the individualistic climate. His/her attempt is, however, 

unsuccessful, as illustrated in the following quote: 

 

“[…] if the system does not say: ‘You, you and you, you are as from today coordinators and all the 

other detectives are co-workers’, then everyone can at a given time find himself in a situation in 

which (s)he feels more important than everyone else and say ‘Hey, this investigation is mine, 

because I want to score’ and I don’t care who scores as long as the Police scores.” “I reported it to 

my section head and my other colleagues, because it harmed the group atmosphere.” “My section 

head told me (s)he that had already detected it, but I don’t think that (s)he knows how (s)he can 

solve this problem.” 
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The decision to apply an egalitarian behavioral style can be explained by two mechanisms (see Table 

8.11). First, the ‘importance’ mechanism is relevant, because the detective considers the group 

interaction and the atmosphere in the team more important than the relationship with this individual 

colleague. Second, the detective looks for ‘mutual support’ by discussing the matter with other 

colleagues so his/her egalitarian reporting style gains support. This case, however, illustrates that 

individualism can sometimes be so dominant that a single attempt of egalitarian negative feedback is 

insufficient to alter the situation. 

 

Table 8.11: Egalitarian patterns triggering mechanisms that promote/block an egalitarian BS 

Egalitarian organizational patterns Mechanisms promoting/blocking an egalitarian BS Cases 

Group interaction + importance (group), + mutual support (colleague)  1 

8.3.4. Hybrid behavioral style in reporting misbehavior to one’s boss 

In three cases, a hybrid behavioral style is applied. In POL1, there is one H+F case. In POL2, there is 

one I+F case and one I+H case. All three hybrid cases will be discussed below. No summarizing table 

is shown because of the variety of these cases. 

8.3.4.1. Hybrid of hierarchy and fatalism 

In POL1, there is one case in which a hybrid behavioral style is applied, namely a combination of 

hierarchy and fatalism. It concerns a situation in which a colleague does not want to accept 

instructions concerning his/her work from the case officer in the investigation (s)he is working in, 

because it would take him/her more time to follow them and (s)he wants to leave early as usual. The 

detective decides to report this to the department head, leading to the colleague getting furious and 

threatening to hit the detective. The detective adds that, although many colleagues witnessed this 

outrage, including his/her department head, no-one intervened. Hence, the detective considers it 

his/her duty to inform the Judicial Director. The latter is the hierarchical aspect of the hybrid 

behavioral style. Although the detective values collegiality, (s)he considers the relationship with the 

Judicial Director, who has the right to know what is going on in his/her organization, more important 

than his/her relationship with this specific colleague. The Judicial Director, however, laughs off the 

incident and does not take action. The detective concludes by saying that the department head 

probably reprimanded the colleague, but because this was not communicated to the other members 

of the team it appears as if this kind of behavior is tolerated. This illustrates the fatalistic aspect in 

the hybrid behavioral style. 

8.3.4.2. Hybrid of individualism and fatalism 

In POL2, there is one case in which a detective applies a hybrid behavioral style of individualism and 

fatalism. It concerns a situation in which a detective observes his/her colleague hitting a suspect. The 

detective decides not to report it directly to his/her boss, but to give the story a twist in the official 

report by blaming the victim (i.e. “the suspect touched the keyboard and then detective X used light 

violence to put him back on his chair”). (S)he explains that management would never find out 

because “words can be manipulated” and even if the suspect would tell the examining magistrate it 

would be the suspect’s words against two detectives’ words. And in this case the detectives would be 

considered more trustworthy, because they already admitted to have used light violence. Although 
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one would expect a fatalistic reporting style here, as in the fatalistic interrogation case explained 

above (see 8.3.2), the detective uses a combination of fatalism (because one needs to put something 

in the report about the violence) and individualism (because one can create a story that will benefit 

oneself). 

 

Three mechanisms explain the decision to not just fatalistically report the matter to one’s boss, but 

to also individualistically give the story a twist. First, the behavior seems to be insulated from 

observability, not in the sense that no third parties are involved (because the suspect could inform 

the examining magistrate), but in the sense that what is written on paper is in many cases considered 

the only reliable source of what has happened. The detective explains that one sits there with two 

detectives and only one suspect in an interrogation room, without anyone else knowing what 

happens in there, so the actual course of events “stays in that little world”. Second, ‘blame 

attribution’ is used because the suspect is said to have provoked the violence. Third, the 

consequences are minimized by comparing the light violence with more serious misbehavior by the 

police in the past (‘distortion of consequences’). 

8.3.4.3. Hybrid of individualism and hierarchy 

In one case (also in POL2), a detective reports colleague’s misbehavior to his/her boss by applying a 

hybrid behavioral style of individualism and hierarchy. In this case, the police detective is frustrated 

because a colleague is – as usual – not willing to do overtime in an investigation run by the 

respondent. Although (s)he later finds other colleagues who are willing to help him, (s)he decides to 

report the lack of cooperation of this one colleague to his/her section head. This decision is made, on 

the one hand, because (s)he believes the department head is responsible to deal with demotivated 

colleagues (hierarchy). On the other hand, (s)he also wants to get in good terms with his/her section 

head by proving that (s)he is more motivated than some other colleagues (individualism). Hence, the 

possible benefits are high, while the costs are low because (s)he knows that this specific colleague 

will never be motivated to help him/her in an investigation and (s)he has enough other colleagues 

(s)he can count on. 

 

Three mechanisms are relevant here. First, ‘attribution of blame’ is used, in the sense that the 

colleague was only betrayed because (s)he failed to cooperate. Second, conducting a successful 

investigation and being on good terms with the section head are considered more important than 

the good relationship with this colleague, who will probably never be helpful (‘importance’ 

mechanism). To conclude, although this case breaks the pattern of reciprocity in the relationship 

between different detectives (see 5.2.3.1), it also confirms the importance of fulfilling one’s 

obligations in this reciprocal relationship because those who do not risk being squealed on by 

colleagues. 

8.4. Conclusion 

Covering up peers’ misbehavior is a well-known practice in policing. In the police culture literature, 

this phenomenon is referred to as the ‘blue wall of silence’ (Paoline, 2003; Chan, 1996). But also in 

other professional groups, silence codes have been found (Pollock, 1994; Radelet et al., 1994). 
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Although keeping silent when confronted with colleagues’ misbehavior was preferred in 22 of the 50 

peer reporting cases in this study, the silence code was broken in 14 cases because the street-level 

bureaucrats decided to report the behavior to their supervisor. In the other 14 cases, the street-level 

bureaucrats decided to reprimand the colleague, because neither keeping silent nor reporting were 

considered appropriate responses. 

 

Keeping silent when confronted with peers’ misbehavior was mostly done with a hierarchical (in ten 

cases) or with an individualistic (in seven cases) behavioral style, although there were also four cases 

in which a fatalistic behavioral style was applied. 

 

In half of the hierarchical cases (i.e. five cases), the street-level bureaucrat referred to the 

hierarchical role of his/her supervisor. This role gave the supervisor the responsibility to deal with 

colleagues’ misbehavior, even when (s)he did not directly observe it due to the ‘insulation from 

observability’ mechanism. The street-level bureaucrats argued that it is their supervisor’s task to be 

aware of everything that is going on in the team, and it is neither their role nor responsibility to 

snitch on their colleagues. In the other hierarchical cases, not the managerial subsystem, but the 

psychosocial subsystem explained why the respondent does not report colleagues’ misbehavior. 

Particularly, the respondents considered their own status not high enough to report, having lower 

seniority than the colleague who misbehaved. In these five cases, two mechanisms explained the 

decision to keep silent. First, the ‘importance’ mechanism was applied, in the sense that the 

relationship with the colleague was considered more important than the misconduct being dealt with 

by the supervisor. Second, the respondents rendered the colleague with the higher status 

responsible for his/her own behavior (i.e. ‘displacement of responsibility’ mechanism). In other 

words, colleagues with more seniority should know better. 

Keeping silent was sometimes also done from individualistic motives. On the basis of a cost benefit 

analysis, street-level bureaucrats sometimes decided that keeping silent was the most opportunistic 

option when confronted with peers’ misbehavior. In most cases, this was linked to the individualistic 

group interaction (part of the psychosocial subsystem), in which each person is responsible for one’s 

own investigations and in which one often needs each other’s help in a give-and-take relationship. 

Reporting misbehavior would jeopardize this relationship and would thus be too costly. Because 

street-level bureaucrats are responsible for their own investigation, street-level bureaucrats 

sometimes feel not responsible for the misconduct of colleagues during that investigation, which 

refers to the ‘displacement of responsibility’ mechanism. Also, when the consequences were 

considered not too serious, which is the case in victimless misconduct, keeping silent was sometimes 

considered more likely as a result of the ‘distortion of consequences’ mechanism. 

Besides the psychosocial subsystem (i.e. group interaction), the reciprocal – and thus individualistic – 

relationship with other agencies also explained in some cases why street-level bureaucrats kept 

quiet. This was particularly relevant in the labor inspections where persons from other agencies were 

often more than persons from one’s own agency considered colleagues. The relationship with these 

colleagues from other agencies – in the sense that one needs the other’s help in the future – was 

sometimes considered more important than the misconduct being stopped. The ‘importance’ 

mechanism even played a role in cases where one sympathized with the victim (e.g., an employer or 
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an illegal person who had been treated in a disrespectful way). The decision to keep silent was also 

facilitated by minimizing the consequences (i.e. ‘distortion of consequences’ mechanism). However, 

when the misbehavior was considered too severe – and the ‘distortion of consequences’ mechanism 

was thus not at work – some labor inspectors took action by reprimanding the colleague (see below). 

 

The relationship with other agencies was also relevant in the cases where the respondents decided 

to apply a fatalistic type of not saying anything when they were confronted with colleagues from 

other agencies who misbehaved. One took this decision not to get into trouble oneself, and to avoid 

a ‘knife in the back’. This was, in most cases, explained by the ‘importance’ mechanism of role strain 

theory. Particularly, the relationship with colleagues from other agencies was then considered more 

important than the misbehavior being dealt with, because one would need the support of these 

colleagues in the future. 

 

When street-level bureaucrats in this study decided to reprimand their colleague, they mostly 

applied an individualistic behavioral style (in eight cases), but in three examples they applied a 

hierarchical behavioral style and in two examples an egalitarian behavioral style. 

 

In almost all individualistic cases, the decision to reprimand one’s colleague was linked to the 

individualistic group interaction. Although everyone in this type of psychosocial subsystem is 

responsible for one’s own investigation, street-level bureaucrats who observed misbehavior 

sometimes knew that they should in fact respond. Reporting the behavior was considered too costly, 

but reprimanding was selected as a good alternative by which they could completely displace 

responsibility to their colleague. Respondents in these cases had the feeling that by confronting the 

colleague with his/her misbehavior, they already did more than they should. However, if the 

colleague did not change his/her behavior the respondent did not feel responsible anymore. The 

displacement of responsibility sometimes even occurred in a formal way by not signing the official 

report, even though one was involved in the investigative measure that was described in the report. 

 

In the hierarchical cases, the decision to reprimand one’s colleague was in two cases made because 

other things were considered more important than the relationship with the colleague. The 

‘importance’ mechanism led to rules (in case one) and correct treatment of employers (in case two) 

being considered more important than the relationship with the colleague. There was one case in 

which a respondent with high seniority – and thus a high status – reprimanded a wrongdoer with low 

seniority, because the former considered it his/her duty. There was, however, one case in which a 

respondent reprimanded a colleague with a higher status (because the latter had more seniority). 

Although this seemed to contradict the ‘low status’ cases of keeping silent described above, it 

actually confirmed them. The respondent only decided to reprimand the colleague because the latter 

explicitly asked for the respondent’s opinion. In the second case, in INSP2, a labor inspector with 

more experience referred to his/her higher ‘status’ (as a result of higher seniority, see 5.2.3.2) as an 

argument to reprimand his/her less-experienced colleague. 
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The egalitarian cases referred to situations in which colleagues from other agencies started scolding 

against employers without the slightest provocation. Because the ‘distortion of consequences’ 

mechanism could not be applied – the consequences being considered too severe – the 

‘humanization’ mechanism had a dominant impact. This mechanism led to the colleagues being 

reprimanded. In other words, because the respondents sympathized with the employer who should 

be treated as a human being with rights, the relationship with other agencies was put on the line. 

The respondents, however, did not jeopardize the relationship completely because they did not 

report the misbehavior to their own or their colleagues’ supervisor. 

 

The decision to report colleagues’ misbehavior was mostly a high grid decision with seven 

hierarchical cases and three fatalistic cases.  

 

When the decision to report was made from a hierarchical point of view, the respondents referred to 

the hierarchical role of the supervisor or the regional director to deal with the misbehavior. The 

respondents thought their superior had the right to know what was going on in the team, so they 

considered it their responsibility to pass this information to their superior. By doing so, they 

displaced responsibility to the supervisor or the regional director to deal with the misbehavior or 

misjudgment. Most respondents also thought their supervisor expected them to act this way when 

confronted with colleagues’ misbehavior. However, in one case, the hierarchical response was 

influenced by an altered view of the supervisor’s expectations. This supervisor encouraged street-

level bureaucrats to confront each other with misconduct and discuss it in an open atmosphere, 

basically like in egalitarian group interaction, but the respondent perceived this expectation 

differently. 

 

In the fatalistic decision to report, expectations of superiors (in this case the regional director) also 

played a role in two of the three cases. The problem in these cases was that these expectations were 

unpredictable and unclear. The respondents feared that if the regional director found out they knew 

about the misbehavior, they would be accused of complicity themselves. Because the managerial 

style of the regional director was perceived as arbitrary and characterized by favoritism, one feared 

the reaction of the regional director towards the misconduct and those who were considered an 

accomplice. In other words, the respondents decided to report the misbehavior, avoiding to get into 

trouble themselves. This could, in one case, be explained by the ‘importance’ mechanism, the 

relationship with the regional director being considered more important than the relationship with 

the colleague, and in the other case by blaming the colleague for not changing his/her hostile 

attitude towards the suspect after having been warned by the respondent. In the latter case, the 

respondent compared the questionable behavior of reporting (which was delicate in the 

individualistic group atmosphere in which one needs each other’s help) with not reporting and 

getting in trouble oneself, and considered the second option the least risky one. 

In the third fatalistic case, the respondent decided to report a colleague’s misbehavior because the 

colleague told the supervisor lies about the respondent’s work. By blaming the colleague for lying 

about him/her, the respondent decided to inform the supervisor about the colleague’s work so (s)he 

did not get into trouble him/herself. 
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9. TOWARDS A THEORY ON ETHICAL DECISION MAKING OF 

STREET-LEVEL BUREAUCRATS 
This chapter summarizes the main empirical results and provides an overview of the hypotheses that 

can be formulated on the basis of this study. It consists of two parts. First, the conceptual framework 

that guided the empirical research is summarized briefly, after which the main empirical results are 

discussed focusing on the impact of the independent variables for each dilemma type separately. 

Second, the hypotheses that explain the dependent variable are listed. Particularly, for each 

behavioral style (i.e. hierarchical, egalitarian, individualistic and fatalistic style), a number of 

hypotheses are formulated, consisting of organizational patterns that trigger certain causal 

mechanism under specific situational conditions. These hypotheses form the basis of an integrated 

and specified theory that can be tested in future research. 

9.1. Summarizing the impact of the independent variables in this study 

9.1.1. Introduction: the conceptual framework 

As explained in the first chapter, the conceptual framework of this study consists of three parts: (1) 

behavioral style as the dependent variable, (2) organizational patterns as the independent variables 

and (3) causal pathway as the link between them, consisting of causal mechanisms that operate 

under certain situational conditions. The central idea is that organizational patterns have an impact 

on the behavioral style through a causal pathway, as shown in Figure 9.1 below. 

 

Figure 9.1: Conceptual framework 

 

 

 

 

For the link between ‘organizational patterns’ and ‘behavioral style’ inspiration is drawn from grid-

group cultural theory (GGCT) (see 1.1). GGCT is a general theoretical framework that is both a 

typology and a theory. The typology consists of two dimensions (i.e. grid and group) and four types 

(i.e. hierarchy, egalitarianism, individualism and fatalism). The theory hypothesizes that people’s 

behavior is shaped by the way in which they are organized (Thompson et al., 1990: 97). Applied to 

the topic of this study, this means that street-level bureaucrats’ behavioral style is influenced by 
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organizational patterns, in such a way that the relative importance of the four types of behavioral 

style will be similar to the relative importance of the four types of organizational patterns. 

For the causal pathway, inspiration is drawn from middle range theories in criminological psychology 

and sociology, respectively moral disengagement and role strain theory (see 2.3). These theories list 

causal mechanisms that provide more insight into the causal relationship between ‘organizational 

patterns’ and ‘behavioral style’. By combining GGCT with causal mechanisms of moral 

disengagement and role strain theory, this study aimed at developing a more integrated and 

specified theory on ethical decision making that can be tested in future research. 

 

Before going into the hypotheses that were developed on the basis of this study, the main empirical 

results will be summarized. For each dilemma type separately, the impact of the most crucial 

independent variables will be explained.
238

 The results will not be linked to the setting in which the 

dilemmas were mentioned, but only to the organizational patterns that are relevant in the setting. 

9.1.2. Explaining decision making in ‘how to do the right things’ dilemmas 

The first dilemma type that was discussed in this dissertation is linked to the question: ‘How to do 

the right things?’. It concerns dilemmas regarding scope and priority. Particularly, street-level 

bureaucrats in the police and the labor inspection often wonder whether or not they should start an 

investigation on certain information or whether or not certain suspects/victims should be included in 

these investigations. Although these questions seem to be only relevant for supervisors, this study 

shows that street-level bureaucrats play an important role in these types of decisions. The results 

illustrate that five organizational patterns seem to have a dominant influence in these types of 

decisions: (1) managerial style of the supervisor and the regional director, (2) attitude towards 

policymakers, (3) relationship with judicial authorities, (4) street-level bureaucrats’ autonomy and (5) 

attitude towards victims or suspects. The role of each of these organizational patterns will be 

discussed below, as well as the causal mechanisms they trigger. 

9.1.2.1. Managerial style of supervisors and regional directors 

As expected, superiors had a major impact on decisions regarding scope and priority. Both 

supervisors and regional directors played an important role in the decision street-level bureaucrats 

make when confronted with the dilemma whether or not to start an investigation on certain 

information and the dilemma whether or not to stop an ongoing investigation. Two types of 

behavioral style that were applied by street level bureaucrats in this study can be explained by the 

managerial style of their superiors. 

 

First, in many hierarchical cases (i.e. when a hierarchical behavioral style is applied), street-level 

bureaucrats decided to start or stop an investigation because supervisors or regional directors gave 

them the explicit order to do that. The hierarchical managerial style of superiors then triggered the 

‘power’ mechanism of role strain theory. This means that street-level bureaucrats considered 

superiors’ authority and power too high to ignore. However, in cases where superiors’ orders 
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 The order in which these organizational patterns are listed is not related to the number of cases in which they have an 

impact or the importance of these independent variables in general. 
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conflicted with hierarchical rules or the principle of equal treatment of suspects, these orders were 

sometimes put aside because following rules or treating suspects equally was considered more 

important than following superiors’ orders. 

 

Second, some individualistic cases can also be explained by superiors’ managerial style. Particularly, 

it concerned cases in which street-level bureaucrats started an investigation, not because it was – in 

their opinion – the right thing to do, but merely to boost their numbers. Supervisors and regional 

directors in the different settings encouraged street-level bureaucrats to do many investigations, 

especially the investigation types that are considered important by the head office. Supervisors and 

regional directors were, however, often not able to observe how street-level bureaucrats decided to 

start an investigation, which is an obvious consequence of the autonomy these street-level 

bureaucrats enjoy. This autonomy triggered the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism. In other 

words, supervisors and regional directors can sometimes only evaluate street-level bureaucrats’ 

work by looking at the numbers and not the process through which these numbers are achieved. This 

encouraged street-level bureaucrats to look for easy investigations so they could reach high numbers 

without much effort, even when these easy investigations were considered insufficient to tackle 

social fraud or crime (see 6.3.3). The mechanism of ‘diffusion of responsibility’ was used to excuse for 

these practices, meaning that street-level bureaucrats claimed it was not problematic to boost one’s 

numbers like this, because everybody did it. 

9.1.2.2. Attitude towards policymakers 

The role of supervisors and regional directors was, however, sometimes put aside by policymakers in 

the local or federal government. Although the role of policymakers in the four federal government 

settings was rather limited and probably of much less importance than in agencies that come under 

local governments, some street-level bureaucrats in this study mentioned ‘how to do the right 

things?’ decisions in which the role of policymakers was determining. Mostly it concerned cases in 

which policymakers wanted an investigation to be kept open or to be given priority even though 

superiors thought it should be closed or certain rules said this type of investigations should not be 

considered prioritary. Street-level bureaucrats then hierarchically followed policymakers’ 

expectations because these expectations were considered more powerful and more important than 

following rules or superiors’ orders. 

9.1.2.3. Relationship with judicial authorities 

Judicial authorities were also very influential in scope and priority dilemmas. Particularly in three 

types of behavioral style, the relationship with judicial authorities had a dominant impact on the 

decision street-level bureaucrats made when confronted with these kinds of dilemmas. 

 

First, the hierarchical role of judicial authorities explained in many cases why street-level 

bureaucrats followed their orders. Judicial authorities were then recognized as leaders in charge of 

the investigation, which triggered the ‘power’ mechanism in role strain theory. In other words, 

judicial authorities were considered too powerful to ignore. However, as was the case with superiors, 

hierarchical rules and the principle of equal treatment were sometimes considered more important 

than following judicial authorities’ orders. 
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In some cases, street-level bureaucrats followed judicial authorities’ orders not because of their 

formal power to give these kinds of orders, but because of their informal power. This led to 

fatalistically following orders, which is the second behavioral style that can be linked to the role of 

judicial authorities. This was, for example, the case in investigations that were stopped because 

judicial authorities did not consider them prioritary even though they are listed in the National 

Security Plan. It was also the case in investigations that were started because judicial authorities gave 

the order, even though supervisors who were entitled to make these kinds of decisions considered 

them useless. 

 

Third, several individualistic cases can also be explained by referring to the role of judicial 

authorities. Many magistrates trusted street-level bureaucrats to such an extent that they gave them 

the freedom to make their own decisions, especially in the phase of starting an investigation. 

Magistrates then trusted on street-level bureaucrats’ ‘gut feeling’, which put front-line officers in a 

position to make scope and priority decisions themselves. When this ‘gut feeling’ conflicted with 

supervisors’ ideas, street-level bureaucrats tried to form a power coalition with the magistrate 

against these supervisors. This coalition gave them the authority to act on their own point of view. 

9.1.2.4. Autonomy 

Street-level bureaucrats in the police and the labor inspection enjoy a wide degree of autonomy. 

They can freely determine important aspects of their job, like agenda-keeping, working hours and 

how to conduct an investigation. This autonomy can in some cases explain why individualistic 

motives are determining in the decision street-level bureaucrats make when confronted with the 

dilemma whether or not to start or stop an investigation. Motives like lack of time were often 

mentioned as reasons not to start an investigation, while personal interest and keeping good 

relations with other agencies were often mentioned as reasons to start an investigation. Because 

supervisors were unable to directly oversee street-level bureaucrats’ work, as a result of their 

autonomy, they could not always take action when these individualistic motives were at play. 

9.1.2.5. Attitude towards victims and suspects 

Scope and priority decisions can also be explained by the attitude street-level bureaucrats have 

towards victims or suspects. Street-level bureaucrats sometimes decided not to start an investigation 

or to stop an ongoing investigation rather soon because the victims in these investigations did not 

consider themselves a victim (which implies a fatalistic attitude towards them). It mostly concerned 

illegal workers who were economically exploited or illegal prostitutes who were sexually exploited, 

but who considered their situation acceptable because it was better than the alternative of having to 

go to their home country where they would have to do the same degrading work for even less 

money. 

 

Street-level bureaucrats also sometimes decided not to start an investigation or to stop an ongoing 

investigation because suspects managed to get away with aggressive behavior and rule breaking (see 

6.4.3), leading to a fatalistic attitude towards them. Street-level bureaucrats often did not have the 

legal power to take action when suspects broke certain rules. Moreover, the previous law contained 

(in inspectors’ eyes) loopholes that enabled rule breaking by employers. Conducting an investigation 
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in these cases was considered useless, so street-level bureaucrats did not start it or stop it in an early 

phase. 

9.1.3. Explaining decision making in ‘how to do things right’ dilemmas 

The second dilemma type that was discussed in this study is linked to the question: ‘How to do things 

right?’. It concerns dilemmas in which street-level bureaucrats do not doubt whether an investigation 

should be conducted (as was the case in the previous dilemma type), but how an investigation that is 

started should be conducted. In other words, it is linked to procedural issues. Three types of 

procedural dilemmas have been analyzed in this study, being dilemmas concerning rules, dilemmas 

concerning investigative measures and dilemmas concerning enforcement styles. The main 

conclusions of these three types will be discussed below. 

9.1.3.1. Decision making in dilemmas concerning rules 

The first procedural dilemma type is linked to how street-level bureaucrats deal with rules. Police 

officers and labor inspectors are, in their daily job, subjected to many procedural rules. These rules 

could, however, conflict with other values, like effectiveness, efficiency and equity. In these cases, 

street-level bureaucrats sometimes decided not to follow these rules, but instead to bend or break 

them. Seven types of organizational patterns explained why rules are followed, bent or broken, being 

(1) autonomy or discretion, (2) relationship with the examining magistrate, (3) group interaction, (4) 

managerial style of superiors, (5) results that give status and positive evaluation, (6) attitude towards 

victims or suspects, and (7) relationship with other agencies. 

a. AUTONOMY AND DISCRETION 

Autonomy and discretion were important organizational patterns to explain decision making in rules-

related dilemmas. Particularly, the high degree of autonomy and discretion street-level bureaucrats 

enjoy – typical for individualism – can explain several cases of rule breaking in the four settings. For 

the labor inspection, this was in some cases facilitated by the mechanism of ‘alteration’. This 

mechanism led to street-level bureaucrats perceiving their already high degree of discretion as even 

greater, so they broke rules thinking their discretion allowed them to. Another mechanism that 

explains why street-level bureaucrats broke rules as a result of their autonomy is ‘justification’. 

Breaking the rules was then considered necessary to obtain a higher goal. A case in point is lying in a 

report because it is necessary to avoid an investigation being stopped sooner than planned without 

plausible chances of a conviction. This practice of lying in reports was also facilitated by minimizing 

the effects. Street-level bureaucrats excused for their behavior by claiming that no civil rights were 

violated and no individuals were victimized by these small twists of the truth. 

b. RELATIONSHIP WITH THE EXAMINING MAGISTRATE 

The relationship with judicial authorities, and particularly the examining magistrate, can in the police 

also sometimes lead to rule breaking. Police detectives often perceive the examining magistrate as a 

partner who should give them the autonomy to conduct their investigation and who should thus 

trust police detectives’ ‘gut feeling’. Getting the ‘right’ examining magistrate, who gives the most 

autonomy, is thus considered crucial. This individualistic relationship with the examining magistrate 

explained why police detectives developed strategies of ‘judge shopping’. This refers to twisting the 
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formal procedure so the investigation ends up with the most compliable examining magistrate. 

Police detectives disengaged from this practice in three ways. Detectives justified the practice of 

‘judge shopping’ by referring to the higher goal that having the ‘right’ examining magistrate would 

lead to a better investigation, which was – in their opinion – in the public interest. They also diffused 

responsibility by claiming that everybody did it. Finally, they displaced responsibility to the public 

prosecutor who is in the end responsible for the decision to transfer an investigation to a certain 

examining magistrate or not. 

c. GROUP INTERACTION 

The interaction with colleagues had an important impact on how street-level bureaucrats dealt with 

rules, both in cases where rules were followed and where rules were broken. Rule-abidance was 

often explained by the fact that colleagues who would disapprove of rule breaking were present 

when the decision needed to be made. These colleagues would thus be able to observe rules being 

broken, which is the reverse effect of the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism. Because street-

level bureaucrats thought they would need the help of colleagues in the future, which is typical for a 

reciprocal relationship in individualistic group interaction, they chose to follow the rules. When 

these colleagues were absent, the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism was triggered and rules 

were more likely being broken. Surprisingly, rule breaking as a result of peer pressure (which is an 

illustration of egalitarianism) was not mentioned by the respondents. This can in the labor inspection 

be explained by the fact that they often work alone. In the police settings, no explanation can be 

found. Obviously it is possible that the respondents were reluctant to mention these types of rule 

breaking to the researcher. 

d. MANAGERIAL STYLE OF SUPERVISORS 

The next organizational pattern is the managerial style of supervisors. When the supervisor was 

absent, the chance of rules being broken was higher than when the supervisor was present. This can 

be explained by the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism. Supervisors, however, also 

sometimes ordered street-level bureaucrats to break rules, leading to the latter hierarchically 

following these wrongful orders as a result of the supervisors’ higher power (see 7.1.3). When these 

wrongful orders conflicted with head office’s instructions, street-level bureaucrats responded by 

following the wrongful orders of the supervisor, even though the authority of the head office was 

higher than the authority of the supervisor. This can be explained by the ‘importance’ mechanism, in 

the sense that the relationship with the supervisor was considered more important than the 

relationship with the head office. Interestingly, this differs from formal hierarchy. However, in the 

end the head office’s power sometimes appeared to be stronger, leading to the supervisors having to 

withdraw their wrongful orders. 

e. RESULTS THAT GIVE STATUS AND POSITIVE EVALUATION 

Rules were also sometimes broken to obtain results. These results then led to higher status in the 

organization and a positive evaluation by supervisors. This is an individualistic way of breaking rules. 

It was facilitated by referring to a higher goal, in the sense that breaking rules was considered more 

efficient and more effective than following rules in certain situations. This is an example of the 

application of the moral disengagement mechanism of ‘justification’. However, in some cases the 
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strive for results also prevented street-level bureaucrats from breaking rules. A case in point is the 

fact that when illegal workers fled, labor inspectors often did not consider it necessary to physically 

stop them (which would be against the rules), because they could still obtain a positive result in their 

investigation without interrogating the illegal worker by making a report against the employer who 

hired him. 

f. ATTITUDE TOWARDS SUSPECTS AND VICTIMS 

Another important organizational pattern that is important to explain how street-level bureaucrats 

deal with rules is the attitude to suspects and victims. Because a give-and-take relationship with 

these two actors (as in individualism) was considered important to do good investigations, street-

level bureaucrats sometimes broke rules to strengthen reciprocity. Particularly, they broke rules as a 

form of giving suspects or victims a favor so their willingness to cooperate in an investigation by 

giving valuable information increased. However, rules were sometimes considered more important 

than trying to stimulate reciprocity. 

g. RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER AGENCIES 

Also the relationship with other agencies was, in the settings, sometimes characterized by 

reciprocity. Breaking rules regarding the cooperation between different agencies (e.g., reversing the 

cooperation between the police and the labor inspection when a ‘visitatiebevel’ was used during an 

inspection) sometimes encouraged this give-and-take relationship (i.e. individualism). This led to 

more efficient cooperation. Hence, by referring to the higher goal of efficiency, street-level 

bureaucrats morally disengaged from rule breaking (i.e. ‘justification’ mechanism). However, in some 

cases the presence of other agencies also prevented street-level bureaucrats from breaking the rules, 

which can be explained by the reverse effect of the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism. In 

other words, because other agencies were present, breaking rules was observable for other actors 

and thus considered more risky. 

9.1.3.2. Decision making in dilemmas concerning investigative measures 

The second type of procedural dilemmas concerns situations in which street-level bureaucrats doubt 

which investigative measures to take during an ongoing investigation. This part included a very 

diverse set of dilemmas, dealing with issues like depth of an investigation, using telephone taps, 

organizing rogatory commissions, arresting suspects, transferring an investigation to another region, 

interrogating a suspect, doing a house search, structuring the case file, responding to orders of 

judicial authorities, etc. As for the police, two types of organizational patterns were crucial to explain 

how street-level bureaucrats dealt with these kinds of procedural dilemmas, being (1) relationship 

with judicial authorities and (2) autonomy. As for the labor inspection, three types of organizational 

patterns were crucial, being (1) relationship with judicial authorities, (2) managerial style of superiors 

(both supervisors and head office), and (3) attitude towards suspects. The impact of all these 

organizational patterns will be discussed below. 

a. RELATIONSHIP WITH JUDICIAL AUTHORITIES 

In this study, judicial authorities played an important role in determining how street-level 

bureaucrats dealt with investigative measure dilemmas. This is not surprising given their hierarchical 
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role as leader of the investigation. In most cases, the higher power of judicial authorities explained 

why their preferred direction was followed in an investigation. When this direction conflicted with 

superiors’ ideas about how an investigation should be conducted, street-level bureaucrats often tried 

to form a power coalition with the judicial authorities against superiors. Even when the decisions 

judicial authorities made regarding an investigation were perceived as arbitrary and ineffective, 

street-level bureaucrats often followed them – in a fatalistic way – as a result of the ‘power’ 

mechanism. The role of judicial authorities was more important in the police settings than in the 

inspection settings. This is an obvious consequence of the rather independent status of the labor 

inspection towards judicial authorities. However, investigative measure decisions of labor inspectors 

were in some cases explained by the hierarchical role of the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ who was considered 

too powerful to ignore. 

b. MANAGERIAL STYLE OF THE SUPERVISOR AND THE HEAD OFFICE 

Two actors that seemed to be even more crucial than judicial authorities to explain decision making 

of labor inspectors in procedural dilemmas were the supervisor and the head office. The hierarchical 

role of these two actors was very influential in investigative measure dilemmas, and was mainly 

facilitated by their higher power. Street-level bureaucrats also morally disengaged from – in their 

eyes – bad decisions by these actors by displacing responsibility to them. Even though labor 

inspectors enjoyed broad autonomy and discretion during the performance of their job, the 

hierarchical role of superiors had a crucial impact on decision making in investigative measure 

dilemmas. 

c. AUTONOMY 

Autonomy seemed to be more relevant to explain investigative measure dilemmas in the police than 

in the labor inspection. This occurred in two ways. First, street-level bureaucrats were given 

autonomy by judicial authorities who trusted them as a result of an egalitarian bond. These judicial 

authorities then considered it unnecessary to hierarchically impose their will, but only followed-up 

the decisions detectives made from a certain distance. Second, street-level bureaucrats sometimes 

decided to simply neglect hierarchical orders, both from judicial authorities and from supervisors, 

because they were considered to not lead to desired effects. Detectives sometimes managed to get 

away with that as a result of their high degree of autonomy (as a result of individualism) and 

because they justified their decision by referring to the higher goal of doing an effective 

investigation. 

d. ATTITUDE TOWARDS SUSPECTS 

The final organizational pattern that can explain decision making in investigative measure dilemmas, 

albeit solely for the labor inspection, is the relationship with suspects (i.e. employers). In several 

cases, investigative measures that were taken by labor inspectors appeared to be ineffective because 

employers managed to circumvent rules and the labor inspectors’ discretionary powers were 

insufficient to enforce these rules or to prove that employers broke them. Labor inspectors then 

fatalistically decided to close the investigation (see above) and not to use these investigative 

measures anymore in the future. 
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9.1.3.3. Decision making in dilemmas concerning enforcement styles (only for the labor inspection) 

The third procedural dilemma type that was analyzed in this study is only relevant for the labor 

inspection. It concerned enforcement style dilemmas. These decisions were linked to the discretion 

labor inspectors have to give a warning, to propose a rectification amount or to make a report when 

confronted with social law violations. While autonomy was not so relevant when dealing with 

investigative measure dilemmas, it was one of the most crucial organizational patterns to explain 

enforcement decisions, next to the attitude towards employers, the hierarchical role of the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ and the managerial style of superiors (both supervisors and the head office). The 

impact of these four organizational patterns and the mechanisms they triggered will be discussed 

below. 

a. AUTONOMY 

As explained in chapter 5, labor inspectors enjoy wide discretion. They can often freely decide how to 

enforce rules. Their discretionary powers are, however, sometimes restricted by instructions of the 

head office. In certain situations labor inspectors’ discretion is thus limited. At the same time, labor 

inspectors enjoy a high degree of autonomy in the performance of their job. This individualistic 

autonomy triggered the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism, which enabled them to 

sometimes neglect higher orders for opportunistic reasons. In other words, the head office cannot 

always observe whether the instructions are complied with, as a result of the labor inspectors’ 

autonomy in organizing their work. The latter led to ample opportunity for labor inspectors to freely 

use their discretion, even in cases where it was theoretically restricted by head office’s instructions. 

b. ATTITUDE TOWARDS EMPLOYERS 

Labor inspectors’ attitude towards employers also explained why the head office’s instructions were 

sometimes neglected. Labor inspectors are used to and encouraged by superiors to negotiate with 

employers to solve investigations. By negotiating with employers a win-win solution can sometimes 

be achieved in which employees’ interests are protected. This individualistic strategy of negotiation 

is only acceptable in some cases, because it is restricted by the head office. Still, labor inspectors 

sometimes applied this strategy when it was not considered appropriate by the head office, for 

example if negotiation could, in their opinion, lead to unequal treatment of different employees. Two 

mechanisms explained why these instructions were neglected. First, labor inspectors developed an 

altered view of their discretion because they performed their job in a very autonomous way (i.e. 

mechanism of ‘alteration’). Second, they only selected a number of instructions, because the head 

office issues many ‘Administrative Instructions’ fails to inspect whether these instructions are 

complied with (i.e. mechanism of ‘selection’). The attitude towards employers also impacted decision 

making in enforcement dilemmas in another way. In some cases, labor inspectors considered equal 

treatment of employers (which is a hierarchical principle) more important than being able to use 

one’s discretion, getting high results or even following orders from the ‘arbeidsauditeur’. 

c. RELATIONSHIP WITH JUDICIAL AUTHORITIES 

The next organizational pattern seems to contradict the previous, because hierarchical orders from 

the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ were sometimes considered more important than following one’s own 

discretion. However, this was only the case when these orders did not lead to employers being 
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treated in an unfair or unequal way. Equal treatment of employers can thus be considered a 

precondition of following orders from the ‘arbeidsauditeur’. This principle of fairness and equal 

treatment resembles the ‘professional pride’ dimension of ‘civil service motivation’ (Maesschalck, 

2004), a concept that is related to the ‘public service motivation’ (PSM) concept that was developed 

by James Perry (1996). Maesschalck (2004: 322) explains on the basis of his empirical study that: “[…] 

quite a number of inspectors take pride in being polite and correct to their inspectees”. 

d. MANAGERIAL STYLE OF THE SUPERVISOR AND THE HEAD OFFICE 

The managerial style of supervisors and the head office sometimes also had a dominant influence on 

labor inspectors’ decisions in enforcement dilemmas. As for the head office, the argument was 

already made above that instructions were often circumvented. However, labor inspectors 

sometimes decided to follow them when following instructions led to higher results, like high 

rectification amounts. This is an individualistic strategy that can be linked to the individualistic 

managerial style of the head office, being aimed at quantitative results. One could argue that the 

motive behind following instructions is not relevant, as long as instructions are followed. Arguably, 

motive plays a role, especially when instructions change or when following instructions does, in labor 

inspectors’ opinion, not lead to quantifiable results. Then, labor inspectors who follow them for the 

‘wrong’ motive will probably not abide by them anymore. 

As for supervisors, labor inspectors sometimes decided to put aside their discretionary powers when 

having to make an enforcement decision and to follow supervisors’ advice or orders. However, this 

was mostly the case with labor inspectors who had low seniority and thus low status in the 

organization. In other words, having low seniority is a precondition of hierarchically following 

supervisors’ orders in enforcement dilemmas, because then the ‘power’ mechanism is rather strong. 

However, when supervisors’ orders conflicted with hierarchical rules, most labor inspectors decided 

to follow the rules and not the supervisors’ orders.  

9.1.4. Explaining decision making in peer reporting dilemmas 

The third dilemma type that is analyzed in this study deals with the question how to respond to 

colleagues’ misbehavior. Street-level bureaucrats in the police and the labor inspection are 

sometimes confronted with peers’ misconduct or misjudgment and then face the dilemma whether 

or not to report this to their boss. Three possible responses to peer reporting dilemmas were 

mentioned in this study, being (1) keeping silent, (2) reprimanding one’s colleague, and (3) reporting 

it to one’s boss. The main conclusions for these three responses will be discussed below. 

9.1.4.1. Explaining why street-level bureaucrats decided to keep silent 

The cases where street-level bureaucrats in this study decided to say nothing when confronted with 

colleagues’ misbehavior can be explained by four organizational patterns, being (1) managerial style 

of supervisors, (2) status, (3) group interaction, and (4) relationship with other agencies. The impact 

of these four organizational patterns and the mechanisms they triggered will be discussed below. 

a. MANAGERIAL STYLE OF SUPERVISOR 

Street-level bureaucrats sometimes kept silent because they did not feel responsible to act upon 

colleagues’ misbehavior. They referred to the supervisor’s hierarchical role to deal with misconduct 
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in the team. This was the case when the supervisor was present during the display of misbehavior, 

but also when the supervisor was incapable of observing the misbehavior as a result of the 

‘insulation from observability’ mechanism. Street-level bureaucrats claimed that the supervisor 

should always know what is going on in the team, because that is his/her hierarchical responsibility. 

b. STATUS 

Another reason not to respond to colleagues’ misbehavior was related to the hierarchical status (in 

GGCT terms) of the one who observed the misbehavior or the misjudgment. If the observer’s status 

was lower than the status of the misbehaving colleague – for example because the observer had 

lower seniority than the colleague – the observer more likely decided to keep silent. This can be 

explained by the mechanism of ‘importance’ and ‘displacement of responsibility’. In other words, the 

relationship with this other colleague was considered more important than the misbehavior being 

stopped, especially because the observer needed to find his/her own place in the team, and the 

observer placed responsibility on the more experienced colleague who should know better. 

c. GROUP INTERACTION 

The next organizational pattern that can explain the ‘keeping silent’ reaction is also part of the 

psychosocial subsystem. Reciprocal group interaction explained a number of individualistic ‘keeping 

silent’ cases. Because street-level bureaucrats were convinced they would need the help of other 

colleagues to protect them in future dangerous encounters or to assist them in their own 

investigations. Therefore, they needed to be careful not to jeopardize this relationship by snitching. 

Because the observers of misconduct knew that not responding to observed misconduct was 

questionable behavior, they morally disengaged from it by using two mechanisms. First, they did not 

consider themselves responsible, because the colleague was considered responsible for how (s)he 

conducted his/her own investigation(s) (i.e. ‘displacement of responsibility’ mechanism). Second, 

they minimized the consequences of the misbehavior (i.e. ‘distortion of consequences’ mechanism). 

d. RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER AGENCIES 

Individualistic reciprocity was not only relevant in the interaction with colleagues, but also in the 

interaction with other agencies. Especially for labor inspectors individuals from other agencies were 

often considered more important than one’s ‘real’ colleagues, because one cooperated more with 

the former than with the latter. Because one was convinced one would need the help of these other 

agencies (i.e. the police for protection and other inspections for assistance), one was reluctant to 

jeopardize this relationship by reporting the misbehavior. The decision to say nothing was also 

sometimes facilitated by the ‘distortion of consequences’ mechanism, which means that street-level 

bureaucrats minimized the effects of the misconduct. However, when the consequences were 

considered too severe, they still did not decide to report the misbehavior, but decided to reprimand 

the colleague, which was (in their eyes) less risky than reporting (see below). 

In other cases, not the individualistic reciprocity was relevant, but the fear to get into trouble oneself 

by getting a knife in the back. Keeping silent was then a fatalistic response to protect oneself. 
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9.1.4.2. Explaining why street-level bureaucrats decided to reprimand their colleague 

In some cases, street-level bureaucrats decided to reprimand their misbehaving colleague without 

reporting the misbehavior to their boss. Four organizational patterns explained this decision, being 

(1) status, (2) group interaction, (3) attitude towards suspects, and (4) perception of rules. 

a. STATUS 

Status was relevant to explain, in some cases, why street-level bureaucrats decided to reprimand 

their colleague. As explained above, low status was sometimes used as a reason to keep silent. 

Similarly, high hierarchical status (e.g., high seniority) was sometimes a reason to reprimand 

wrongdoers with a lower status. In one case, a colleague with a lower status decided to reprimand 

his/her colleague. This seems to contradict the main results. However, this case actually confirmed 

them because the observer only made this decision after the more experienced colleague explicitly 

asked for his/her opinion. 

b. GROUP INTERACTION 

Reciprocal group interaction, as in individualism, also played a role in explaining why street-level 

bureaucrats decided to reprimand their misbehaving colleague. Sometimes street-level bureaucrats 

knew they should take action when a colleague misbehaved, but at the same time they did not want 

to jeopardize the reciprocal relationship. Because reporting was considered too costly, and keeping 

silent was considered not acceptable, reprimanding one’s colleague was considered a good 

alternative. The observer then even felt proud about him/herself because (s)he believed to have 

already done more than his/her duty, each staff member being responsible for his/her own 

investigation. However, reprimanding one’s colleague was not considered – as one would expect – a 

warning or a first step that would end up in reporting it to one’s boss if the colleague would not 

change his/her behavior. If the colleague decided to continue the misbehavior after being 

reprimanded, the observer mostly withdrew, being convinced to already have done more than one’s 

duty. This decision was facilitated by displacing responsibility to the colleague. 

c. ATTITUDE TOWARDS SUSPECTS 

Although reciprocal group interaction had an important impact on many peer reporting decisions, 

other factors were sometimes considered more important than the relationship with colleagues. One 

of them was correct treatment of suspects, which is a hierarchical organizational pattern that can 

explain the reprimanding response. While minimizing the consequences of the colleague’s 

misbehavior was a way to morally disengage from the decision to keep silent (see above), referring to 

the rather severe consequences of the misbehavior was sometimes used as an argument to 

encourage street-level bureaucrats to take action. However, they still chose the ‘safe’ option of 

reprimanding (and thus not reporting), by which the relationship with the colleague was not 

completely jeopardized. In some cases, the ‘humanization’ mechanism also facilitated this decision. 

When this mechanism was applied, street-level bureaucrats saw the victim of the colleague’s 

misbehavior (e.g. a suspect) as a human being that should be treated with respect. 
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d. PERCEPTION OF RULES 

Hierarchical rules were sometimes considered more important than the reciprocal relationship with 

the misbehaving colleague. By not reporting the misbehavior, street-level bureaucrats again took the 

safe option of reprimanding their colleague so the relationship was not completely damaged (see 

e.g., 8.2.2). 

9.1.4.3. Explaining why street-level bureaucrats decided to report colleagues’ misconduct to their 

boss 

The third type of response to peer reporting dilemmas is reporting the misbehavior to one’s boss. 

This response was in this study explained by two organizational patterns, being the managerial style 

of superiors (both supervisors and regional directors), and group interaction. 

a. MANAGERIAL STYLE OF SUPERIORS 

In most cases, peer reporting was explained by the managerial style of superiors. When street-level 

bureaucrats decided to report misbehavior to their supervisor, they often referred to the hierarchical 

role of the supervisor of having to deal with colleagues’ misbehavior. Street-level bureaucrats then 

believed their supervisor had the right to know what was going on in the team. By reporting, they 

displaced responsibility for dealing with the misconduct to their supervisor. This is also what most 

street-level bureaucrats believed their supervisor expects them to do, although some supervisors 

preferred them to trying to solve the matter with the colleague first (as in egalitarianism). 

As for regional directors, the fatalistic managerial style was more influential. Street-level 

bureaucrats sometimes feared that they would be accused of complicity if the regional director 

would find out they knew about the misbehavior and did nothing. Because the managerial style of 

the regional director was in many settings perceived as characterized by favoritism and arbitrariness, 

street-level bureaucrats decided to report their colleagues’ misbehavior to avoid getting into trouble 

themselves. Two mechanisms explained this decision. First, they considered the relationship with the 

regional director more important than the relationship with colleagues, probably because the 

regional director was able to punish them for complicity. Second, they blamed their colleague for not 

changing their behavior even after having been warned. 

b. GROUP INTERACTION 

Group interaction can also have fatalistic characteristics. This was illustrated in the case in which a 

colleague falsely reported misbehavior to his/her boss, leading to the respondent reporting actual 

misbehavior of this colleague to their boss. Although (s)he would normally not report this behavior, 

the respondent felt (s)he did not have any other option to avoid getting into trouble him/herself. By 

blaming the colleague for bringing it on him/herself (by lying to the supervisor), the respondent 

morally disengaged from this decision. 

9.2. Generating hypotheses that explain the dependent variable 

The first part of this chapter discussed the main conclusions for each moral dilemma type separately 

and focused on the independent variables that explained decision making in these different dilemma 

types. This second part will illustrate the overall findings by focusing on explanations for the 

dependent variable. For each behavioral style, several possible explanations will be given, consisting 
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of organizational patterns that trigger causal mechanisms under specific conditions. The results will 

not be summarized entirely, but only the most occurring explanations for each behavioral style will 

be given. These will be formulated as hypotheses in which certain organizational patterns are linked 

with causal mechanisms that operate under certain conditions. Following the causal mechanism 

tradition, these hypotheses will not enable prediction of decision making but only explanation 

afterwards (see 1.1.3.1). Because these hypotheses are developed on the basis of an exploratory 

study, they need to be tested in future research. 

 

Before discussing the various hypotheses, a brief summary will be given of the various components 

of these hypotheses, as shown in Figure 9.2. The hypotheses explain which organizational patterns 

(i.e. independent variables) impact the behavioral style street-level bureaucrats apply when 

confronted with a moral dilemma (i.e. dependent variable). The organizational patterns refer to the 

various components of the organizational system, being the environmental suprasystem, the 

managerial subsystem, the psychosocial subsystem, the goals and values subsystem and the 

structural subsystem, which are operationalized in GGCT (see 2.1.2.2). These various organizational 

patterns can be characterized in the fourfold GGCT typology: hierarchy, egalitarianism, individualism 

or fatalism. Likewise, the behavioral style is also operationalized in GGCT (see 2.1.2.1). Street-level 

bureaucrats could thus apply a hierarchical, egalitarian, individualistic or fatalistic behavioral style. 

The relationship between the organizational patterns and the behavioral style can be explained by 

causal mechanisms that are triggered in specific situational conditions. This study applies causal 

mechanisms that are identified in two theories, namely role strain theory (see 2.3.1) and moral 

disengagement theory (see 2.3.2). Although these two middle-range theories are particularly focused 

on in this study, some cases (or decisions) can be better explained by referring to positive or negative 

feedback dynamics that have been identified in GGCT (see 2.2.2). The latter types of mechanisms are, 

however, less prevalent than the former types, because the latter operate on the macro level and 

the former operate on the meso level, which is the main focus in this study (see 2.4). The situational 

conditions that are emphasized in this study are moral dilemma type and investigation type. Because 

the results are rather ambiguous concerning the role of investigation type, the hypotheses will only 

mention the role of moral dilemma type. Certain hypotheses appeared to be only relevant in certain 

dilemma types, while others were more generally applicable. In addition, some hypotheses can only 

be supported by results from one type of setting. In other words, some hypotheses are only linked to 

cases that are mentioned in either the labor inspection or the police, while other hypotheses are 

based on results from both types of setting. The former type of hypotheses is thus probably less 

generally applicable than the latter type. Only when the hypotheses are applicable in either the 

police or the inspection settings, the research setting will be explicitly mentioned as additional 

situational condition (see e.g., Figure 9.4). When the hypothesis is relevant in all research settings, 

the research settings will not be mentioned or shown in the figure. 
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Figure 9.2: Overview of four types of behavioral styles explained by four types of organizational 

patterns that trigger causal mechanisms under specific situational conditions 

 

The hypotheses are organized for each behavioral style separately. The order in which the various 

behavioral styles are listed is linked to the total number of cases in which the behavioral style was 

applied, starting with the most frequently used behavioral style. The individualistic behavioral style 

was applied in 140 cases, the hierarchical behavioral style in 126 cases, the fatalistic behavioral style 

in 50 cases and the egalitarian behavioral style in 21 cases. The hybrid behavioral styles will not be 

discussed in this part, because they were often applied when street-level bureaucrats made a two-

fold decision in which a pure behavioral style was applied in each part of the decision. 

9.2.1. Explaining an individualistic behavioral style 

In 140, cases street-level bureaucrats applied an individualistic behavioral style. This is approximately 

35% of the total number of cases. This type of behavioral style, in which respondents behave in an 

opportunistic manner that is strategically aimed at personal benefits (as explained in chapter 2), is 

the most often used behavioral style in this study. On the basis of the results in this study, nine 

hypotheses can be formulated that explain why and under which conditions the individualistic 

behavioral style was applied. 

Hypothesis 1.1: Autonomy triggers ‘insulation from observability’ and ‘justification’ 

Street-level bureaucrats in the police and the labor inspection enjoy a high degree of autonomy 

during the performance of their job. This autonomy can be called individualistic because these street-

level bureaucrats are given the freedom to organize their work according to their own preference 

and in their own interest. This organizational pattern was, in this study, extremely important to 

explain why and when an individualistic behavioral style was applied. On the one hand, the latter 

resulted from street-level bureaucrats’ autonomy that was only partly restricted by hierarchical rules 
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and procedures, and, on the other, from supervisors having only limited options to keep oversight on 

how street-level bureaucrats organized their work. The first hypothesis is: 

 

H 1.1: Autonomy in the organization of work triggers the ‘insulation from observability’ 

mechanism and/or the ‘justification’ mechanism, leading to an individualistic behavioral style 

in ‘doing the right things’, ‘doing things right’ and ‘peer reporting’ dilemmas. 

 

This hypothesis refers to two different causal mechanisms that explained the relationship between 

autonomy and decision making for individualistic motives, being the ‘insulation from observability’ 

mechanism and the ‘justification’ mechanism (see Figure 9.3). First, there is the ‘insulation from 

observability’ mechanism. This means that supervisors or the head office have difficulties to observe 

how street-level bureaucrats perform their job, as a result of the high degree of autonomy these 

street-level bureaucrats have. Therefore individualistic motives that were aimed at personal benefits 

were often not noticed, so street-level bureaucrats in this study were not discouraged to let these 

individualistic motives play a role in their work. In this study, this mechanism explained decision 

making in a very diverse set of moral dilemmas, namely concerning (1) starting/stopping an 

investigation (i.e. ‘doing the right things’), (2) rules that conflict with other values (i.e. ‘doing things 

right’), (3) enforcement style (i.e. ‘doing things right’) and (4) peer reporting, but only the ‘keeping 

silent’ response. In most cases, street-level bureaucrats made individualistic decisions, like not 

starting an investigation they were not interested in, because their supervisor could not oversee how 

these decisions were made. Although supervisors had the formal power to make certain decisions, 

like which investigations will be done by their team, autonomy was sometimes more influential. The 

‘power’ mechanism was then overruled by the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism. In the peer 

reporting dilemmas, street-level bureaucrats sometimes kept silent for individualistic reasons 

because their supervisor did not observe the wrongdoing. In a few cases, the individualistic decisions 

were made because the head office could not observe the decision making process. 

 

Figure 9.3: Individualistic BS explained by individualistic autonomy and two mechanisms 

(‘insulation from observability’ and ‘justification) 

 
 

Second, the ‘justification’ mechanism also explained how autonomy impacted individualistic decision 

making. Even though street-level bureaucrats knew that individualistic motives were sometimes 

inappropriate when making important decisions, they excused for their questionable behavior by 

referring to a higher goal that – in their opinion – justified their behavior (see Figure 9.3). A case in 
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point is breaking rules because it leads to a more effective investigation and less loss of time. This 

mechanism was relevant in dilemmas concerning (1) starting/stopping an investigation (i.e. ‘doing 

the right things’), (2) rules that conflict with other values (i.e. ‘doing things right’) and (3) 

investigative measures in the police (i.e. ‘doing things right’). It could not explain other dilemma 

types for reasons that are still unclear. 

 

Sometimes these two mechanisms (i.e. ‘insulation from observability’ and ‘justification’) operated in 

combination with the ‘distortion of consequences’ mechanism in moral disengagement. This was 

only the case in rules-related dilemmas. This mechanism gave an additional explanation why rules 

were broken for individualistic reasons. The consequences of rule breaking were then minimized to 

such an extent that this questionable behavior was presented as not harmful at all. 

 

In several investigative measure dilemmas in the police, autonomy only had an impact under the 

condition that judicial authorities trusted detectives to make rational and reasonable decisions. This 

trust was most often based on an egalitarian bond between judicial authorities and police officers. 

Judicial authorities then trusted detectives to use their ‘gut feeling’ in a way that was aimed at 

mutual goals and gave them freedom for making certain decisions themselves. An egalitarian bond 

was thus a precondition of the autonomy police detectives had when deciding which investigative 

measures to use. However, in some cases, police detectives abused this egalitarian trust by making 

these decisions from individualistic motives. This was mostly explained by the dominance of 

individualistic autonomy in certain situations by which they risked jeopardizing the good relationship 

with judicial authorities. 

Hypothesis 1.2: Autonomy triggers ‘alteration’ and ‘selection’ in the labor inspection 

Specifically for the labor inspection, autonomy sometimes impacted individualistic decision making in 

a different way. The second hypothesis is: 

 

H.1.2: Autonomy of labor inspectors in the organization of their work triggers the ‘alteration’ 

mechanism or ‘selection’ mechanism, leading to an individualistic behavioral style in ‘doing the 

right things’ and ‘doing things right’ dilemmas. 

 

This second hypothesis attempts to explain why and under which conditions labor inspectors 

sometimes made decisions on the basis of individualistic reasoning. This hypothesis is linked to the 

broad discretion labor inspectors enjoy. As explained in chapter 5, labor inspectors can choose 

between three actions when confronted with social fraud, namely (1) giving a warning, (2) proposing 

a rectification amount and (3) making a report. This formal discretion is, however, restricted by the 

‘Administrative Instructions’ that are imposed by the head office of the Inspection of Social Laws (see 

Table 5.11). The findings in this study lead to the conclusion that as a result of the autonomy labor 

inspectors experience in organizing their work, they develop an altered perception of their already 

extensive discretionary powers, making it even wider (i.e. ‘alteration’) or they become blinded for 

the rules that restrict their discretion (i.e. ‘selection’). In this study, this led to labor inspectors 
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sometimes acting as if they could use their discretion in an autonomous way, even when they should 

not. 

 

Figure 9.4: Individualistic BS of labor inspectors explained by individualistic autonomy and two 

mechanisms (‘alteration’ and ‘selection’) 

 

 

Two mechanisms of role strain theory are at play in this hypothesis (see Figure 9.4). First, the 

‘alteration’ mechanism explains how wide autonomy in the work context can lead to other aspects 

of the job being perceived differently. A case in point is the altered interpretation of the 

‘Administrative Instructions’ of the head office, resulting in them being completely disregarded. This 

mechanism operated in dilemmas concerning (1) starting/stopping an investigation (i.e. ‘doing the 

rights things’), (2) rules that conflict with other values (i.e. ‘doing things right’) and (3) enforcement 

(i.e. ‘doing things right’), hence not in ‘investigative measure’ and ‘peer reporting’ dilemmas for 

reasons that are still unknown. 

Second, the ‘selection’ mechanism explained the dominance of autonomy. When this mechanism 

was triggered, street-level bureaucrats did not completely put the ‘Administrative Instructions’ aside, 

but only selected a few of those instructions, mostly those that had been emphasized or 

communicated to street-level bureaucrats the most or in the most clear way. Because the head office 

of the Inspection of Social Laws puts strong emphasis on reaching quantifiable results (e.g., number 

of investigations involving foreign employers), street-level bureaucrats in this study developed 

strategies to get quick results. By doing so, they sometimes jeopardized other guidelines of the head 

office that stress the importance of in-depth investigations (see 6.3.3). This mechanism operated in 

dilemmas concerning (1) starting/stopping an investigation (i.e. ‘doing the right things’) and (2) 

enforcement (i.e. ‘doing things right’). Selecting specific instructions imposed by the head office was 

sometimes facilitated by the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism. Because the head office 

could not oversee how investigations were carried out precisely and how the quantifiable results 

were achieved, this mechanism was really powerful. 
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Hypothesis 1.3 and 1.4: Emphasis on individualistic status and individualistic perception of staff 

evaluation system triggers ‘insulation from observability’, ‘diffusion of responsibility’, ‘distortion of 

consequences’ or ‘importance’ 

Individualistic status in GGCT terms refers to the status of staff members being derived from 

individual skills, efforts and results. Both in the police and in the labor inspection, decisions of street-

level bureaucrats were sometimes explained by referring to their strive to obtain high status in the 

sense of achieving individual results. The impact of individualistic status was mostly strengthened by 

two other organizational patterns, being (1) the perceived staff evaluation system in the organization 

and (2) autonomy. Like status, the perception of the staff evaluation system is part of the 

psychosocial subsystem. When street-level bureaucrats believed they would be positively evaluated 

if they obtained quantifiable results, they put even more emphasis on individualistic status. A case in 

point is selecting big construction sites for joint inspections so many different employers can be 

inspected in a short time, even though social fraud will more likely be detected on small construction 

sites (see 6.3.3.2). Autonomy, part of the structural subsystem, also strengthened the impact of 

individualistic status. Street-level bureaucrats sometimes used their autonomy to achieve those 

results they could ‘score’ best with or that, in other words, led to the highest status. A case in point is 

breaking rules to achieve better results. This observation leads to two hypotheses. The first 

hypothesis is as follows: 

 

H 1.3: The emphasis on individualistic status and the individualistic perception of the staff 

evaluation system trigger the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism, the ‘diffusion of 

responsibility’ mechanism or the ‘distortion of consequences’ mechanism, leading to an 

individualistic behavioral style in ‘how to do the right things’ and ‘how to do things right’ 

dilemmas. 

 

This hypothesis means that the combination of individualistic status and an individualistic perception 

of the staff evaluation system can lead to an individualistic behavioral style. In other words, the 

street-level bureaucrats attached much importance to individualistic status (which can be achieved 

by quantifiable results) and had an individualistic perception of the staff evaluation system. Both 

aspects sometimes led them to make decisions from individualistic motives. Two examples can be 

given of these kinds of individualistic decisions. First, respondents sometimes decided to only do 

those types of investigations that quickly increased their individualistic results (i.e. ‘doing the right 

things’), for example moonlighting inspections on large construction sites in the labor inspection that 

were not suitable to discover social fraud. Second, respondents sometimes decided to only use 

certain investigative measure when high results were expected with as little effort as possible (i.e. 

‘doing things right’), for example only asking employers to pay rectification amounts when the 

amount of money that they deprived from employees was high. These kinds of decisions were 

explained by three different mechanisms that sometimes operated in the same case (see Figure 9.5). 
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Figure 9.5: Individualistic BS explained by individualistic status and perceived staff evaluation 

system that trigger three mechanisms (‘insulation from observability’, ‘diffusion’ and ‘distortion’) 

 

 

First, the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism explained two types of individualistic decisions 

that are referred to in hypothesis 1.3. On the one hand, this mechanism enabled street-level 

bureaucrats to develop strategies to select those investigations that look good on their individual 

statistics or have the highest chance of success and stop other kinds of investigations. On the other 

hand, this mechanism enabled street-level bureaucrats to conduct investigations in such a way that 

they would lead to the highest results with the least effort. Even though these decisions were not 

always in the public interest, supervisors (who might want to protect the public interest) were often 

unable to observe how exactly these decisions were made, so street-level bureaucrats were able to 

act according their own best interest. In some cases, the supervisor approved of these practices to 

look for quick and easy results, because (s)he had to account for his/her numbers to the head office. 

The head office was then unable to observe how the decisions were made. 

Second, street-level bureaucrats also sometimes distorted the consequences of these individualistic 

decisions by claiming that the investigations with low chance of success were not worth to invest 

time and money in. Although the latter could of course be the case, the question is whether street-

level bureaucrats are entitled to make such decisions. Some supervisors would argue that they 

themselves are responsible for deciding which investigations are done and how these investigations 

are conducted. 

The third mechanism is diffusion of consequences. Although street-level bureaucrats were 

sometimes aware that the individualistic decisions mentioned above could be considered 

questionable behavior, they morally disengaged from them by referring to other colleagues who 

acted the same way. In other words, they diffused responsibility among different people so they 

themselves appeared to be less responsible. 

 

The other hypothesis concerns the combination of individualistic status and autonomy. It says: 

 

H 1.4: The emphasis on individualistic status and autonomy trigger the ‘importance’ 

mechanism, leading to an individualistic behavioral style in ‘how to do things right’ dilemmas. 

 

This hypothesis was only relevant in rules-related dilemmas, which is one type of ‘how to do things 

right’ dilemmas. Sometimes street-level bureaucrats considered individualistic status (in the sense of 
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high results) more important than following rules. In these cases, their autonomy enabled them to 

break rules without getting caught (see Figure 9.6). 

 

Figure 9.6: Individualistic BS explained by individualistic status & autonomy triggering ‘importance’ 

 

Hypothesis 1.5: Individualistic managerial style of supervisor in the police triggers ‘negative 

feedback’, ‘distortion of consequences’ or ‘displacement of responsibility’ 

Although autonomy sometimes downplayed the role of supervisors, as illustrated in the hypotheses 

above, superiors in the police sometimes also encouraged individualistic decision making by applying 

an individualistic managerial style. The fifth hypothesis that can be formulated in this study is: 

 

H 1.5: An individualistic managerial style of supervisors in the police triggers ‘negative 

feedback’ to avoid fatalism or the ‘distortion of consequences’ mechanism, the ‘justification’ 

mechanism and the ‘displacement of responsibility’ mechanism, leading to an individualistic 

behavioral style in ‘how to do the right things’ dilemmas. 

 

This is a two-fold hypothesis. The first part (see Figure 9.7) means that supervisors in the police in 

this study sometimes applied an individualistic managerial style as a form of negative feedback to 

avoid the relationship with street-level bureaucrats becoming fatalistic. This was particularly relevant 

in decisions about starting or stopping investigations. Although supervisors considered it their role 

and their responsibility to make these kinds of decisions, they sometimes allowed detectives to 

decide for themselves whether or not they wanted to start an investigation. The reason for applying 

this individualistic managerial style was linked to their fear that applying too much grid would 

decrease motivation among detectives leading to fatalism in the sense that supervisors would 

become powerless to steer them. By applying an individualistic managerial style, supervisors lost grip 

but encouraged willingness to work.  
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Figure 9.7: Individualistic BS explained by supervisors’ individualistic managerial style as negative 

feedback 

 

 

The second part of this hypothesis (see Figure 9.8) is linked to supervisors in the police excluding 

certain suspects or victims from an investigation, even though they were involved, leading to certain 

suspects not being prosecuted and certain victims not being recognized as victims (i.e. ‘doing the 

right things’). In the case of suspects, this decision was facilitated by the mechanism of ‘justification’, 

in the sense that investigations that were focused on a small number of suspects could be conducted 

more quickly and in a more effective way as well by the police as in court. In the case of victims, this 

decision was facilitated by the ‘distortion of consequences’ mechanism, because victims did not 

consider themselves a victim or because the victimization was not very serious. All exclusion 

decisions (both concerning suspects and victims) were also facilitated by displacing responsibility to 

the supervisor who makes the final decision. 

 

Figure 9.8: Individualistic BS explained by supervisors’ individualistic managerial style and three 

mechanisms (‘justification’, ‘distortion of consequences’ and ‘displacement of responsibility’) 
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Hypothesis 1.6: ‘Coalition of power’ with judicial authorities, except when a coalition with the 

supervisor leads to better results and there is ‘insulation from observability’ 

The following hypothesis deals with loyalty conflicts street-level bureaucrats sometimes experienced 

when they received opposing orders from their supervisor and from judicial authorities. The 

hypothesis that can be derived from this study is: 

 

H 1.6: In loyalty conflicts between supervisors and judicial authorities, an individualistic 

relationship with judicial authorities triggers the formation of a ‘coalition of power’ with 

judicial authorities, leading to an individualistic behavioral style in ‘doing the rights things’ and 

‘doing things right’ dilemmas, except when the formation of a coalition with the supervisor 

leads to better results and when the decision is difficult to observe for judicial authorities due to 

the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism in ‘doing the right things’ dilemmas.  

 

Figure 9.9: Individualistic BS explained by ‘coalition of power’ with judicial authorities 

 

 

According to this hypothesis, street-level bureaucrats were in most cases inclined to follow orders 

from judicial authorities when they conflicted with supervisor’s orders (see Figure 9.9). Although this 

seemed obvious in investigative measure dilemmas (i.e. ‘doing things right’), judicial authorities 

being leaders of the investigation, it was less obvious in decisions concerning starting or stopping an 

investigation for which supervisors are responsible. This is probably the reason why the results 

concerning the latter are mixed. Particularly, the side street-level bureaucrats took depended on 

what the expected results would be. When following supervisor’s orders led to better results street-

level bureaucrats were more likely form a power coalition with the supervisor (see Figure 9.10). 

Following the supervisor’s orders was also facilitated by the ‘insulation of observability’ mechanism. 

This was particularly the case in investigations that were started without the approval and the 

knowledge of judicial authorities. A case in point is Federal Police detectives conducting inspections 

of houses of prostitution themselves even though this is a Local Police task. The Federal Police 

detectives chose to do some of these inspections themselves, because they provided interesting 

opportunities to get to know the underworld better, especially if Local Police officers failed to share 

information. 
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Figure 9.10: Individualistic BS explained by ‘coalition of power’ with supervisor and ‘insulation 

from observability’ for judicial authorities 

 

Hypothesis 1.7: Individualistic attitude towards suspects or victims triggers ‘justification’, 

sometimes in combination with ‘insulation from observability’ 

The next hypothesis proposes a link between an individualistic attitude towards suspects or towards 

victims and an individualistic behavioral style, leading to the following hypothesis: 

 

H 1.7: An individualistic attitude towards suspects or victims triggers the ‘justification’ 

mechanism, sometimes in combination with the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism, 

leading to an individualistic behavioral style in ‘how to do things right’ dilemmas. 

 

The individualistic attitude towards suspects and victims refers to reciprocity towards these actors. 

During an investigation, street-level bureaucrats sometimes decided to do suspects or victims a favor 

to encourage them to give valuable information so the investigation would more likely lead to good 

results. By doing them a favor, street-level bureaucrats created a give-and-take relationship that is 

typical for an individualistic attitude. For this, they sometimes had to break rules. Although they were 

aware that rule breaking is questionable behavior, they considered it excusable because it occurred 

for a higher goal (‘justification’ mechanism). Because colleagues or supervisors were not always able 

to observe the rule breaking – and could thus not take action to stop it – the ‘insulation from 

observability’ mechanism sometimes also played a role to explain this kind of decision making. This 

hypothesis, that is only relevant in procedural dilemmas, is shown in Figure 9.11 below. 

 

Figure 9.11: Individualistic BS explained by individualistic attitude towards suspects or victims and 

‘justification’, sometimes in combination with ‘insulation from observability’ 
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Hypothesis 1.8 and 1.9: Individualistic group interaction leads to keeping silent or reprimanding in 

peer reporting dilemmas 

Except for one hypothesis (H 1.1), the previous hypotheses did not offer an explanation for 

individualistic responses to peer reporting dilemmas. Hence, for peer reporting dilemmas specific 

hypotheses needed to be developed. The results of this study suggest that individualistic responses 

to peer reporting dilemmas can be explained by two specific hypotheses, both of them linked to 

reciprocity between street-level bureaucrats in the same team. The first hypothesis refers to several 

mechanisms that explain why street-level bureaucrats decided to keep silent when confronted with 

peers’ misconduct. It says: 

 

H 1.8: Individualistic group interaction triggers the ‘displacement of responsibility’ mechanism, 

sometimes in combination with the ‘importance’ mechanism, ‘the ‘insulation from 

observability’ mechanism or the ‘distortion of consequences’ mechanism, leading to an 

individualistic style of keeping silent in peer reporting dilemmas. 

 

This hypothesis means that street-level bureaucrats sometimes displaced responsibility for the 

misconduct to the misbehaving colleague. This resulted from the individualistic case officer system in 

the police and the individualistic ‘lone wolf’ idea in the labor inspection. Keeping silent when 

colleagues misbehaved was then excused by saying: “His/her investigation is none of my business.” 

The ‘displacement of responsibility’ mechanism sometimes operated in combination with three other 

mechanisms (see Figure 9.12). First, there was an impact of the ‘importance’ mechanism, which says 

that the relationship with the colleague is more important than the misconduct being stopped. 

Second, the supervisor was not always able to observe the misconduct, which offered an extra 

argument for not snitching. Third, minimizing the consequences of the misconduct also helped to 

excuse for not responding to colleagues’ misbehavior.  

 

Figure 9.12: Individualistic style of keeping silent explained by individualistic group interaction and 

‘displacement of responsibility’, sometimes in combination with other mechanisms 
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The second hypothesis focuses on the explanation for the decision to reprimand a misbehaving 

colleague. This was also explained by individualistic group interaction and the ‘displacement of 

responsibility’ mechanism. This hypothesis says: 

 

 H 1.9: Individualistic group interaction triggers the ‘displacement of responsibility’ mechanism, 

leading to an individualistic style of reprimanding in peer reporting dilemmas. 

 

The argument goes like this: by reprimanding the misbehaving colleague, the street-level bureaucrat 

thought (s)he already did more than (s)he ought to do, because everyone in the team was considered 

responsible for his/her own investigations (i.e. individualistic group interaction). Because reporting 

the misbehavior was considered one step too far and too costly, reprimanding was seen as a good 

alternative that offered the best of both words. On the one hand, the relationship with the colleague 

was preserved because (s)he would not feel betrayed, but on the other, the street-level bureaucrats 

could still feel good about him/herself because (s)he at least attempted to stop the misbehavior. If 

the colleague did not accept the feedback then (s)he had to know for him/herself. This second 

hypothesis is shown in Figure 9.13 below. 

 

Figure 9.13: Individualistic style of reprimanding explained by individualistic group interaction and 

‘displacement of responsibility’  
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H 2.1: A hierarchical managerial style of the supervisor, the regional director or a higher body 

triggers the ‘power’ mechanism, leading to a hierarchical behavioral style in ‘doing the right 

things’ and ‘doing things right’ dilemmas, except when the ‘power’ mechanism is counteracted 

by the ‘importance’ mechanism in loyalty conflicts between the supervisor and the head office 

concerning ‘doing the right things’ dilemmas. 

 

This is a twofold hypothesis. The first part explains the link between a managerial style of superiors in 

which following orders from the chain of command is considered essential (i.e. hierarchy). The 

‘power’ mechanism explained why these orders had a dominant impact in many ‘doing the right 

things’ and ‘doing things right’ dilemmas. This is shown in Figure 9.14. Particularly, the higher power 

and authority of supervisors, of the regional director or of a higher body explained why street-level 

bureaucrats made a hierarchical decision. 

 

Figure 9.14: Hierarchical BS explained by hierarchical managerial style of supervisor, regional 

director or higher body and ‘power’ 
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Figure 9.15: Hierarchical BS explained by ‘importance’ of supervisor despite ‘power’ of head office 

 

Hypothesis 2.2: Hierarchical relationship with judicial authorities triggers ‘power’ 

The ‘power’ mechanism also played a role in the second hypothesis. In this hypothesis, hierarchical 

decision making was explained by the hierarchical relationship with judicial authorities. This was 

relevant in decisions about starting or stopping investigations (i.e. ‘doing the right things’), both in 

the police and the labor inspection, and investigative measure decisions (i.e. ‘doing things right’), 

only in the police. Street-level bureaucrats then made a decision that was in line with judicial 

authorities’ orders and guidelines, because judicial authorities had the power to impose their will 

(see Figure 9.16). Hence, this hypothesis says: 

 

H 2.2: A hierarchical relationship with judicial authorities triggers the ‘power’ mechanism, 

leading to a hierarchical behavioral style in ‘doing the right things’ and ‘doing things right’ 

dilemmas. 

 

Figure 9.16: Hierarchical BS explained by hierarchical relationship with judicial authorities and 

‘power’ 
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way in which these investigations were conducted. This hypothesis certainly needs further testing, 

because it is based on just a few cases. 

Hypothesis 2.3: Hierarchical rules trigger ‘importance’ 

Despite the importance of supervisors and judicial authorities in explaining street-level bureaucrats’ 

decision making (see hypothesis 2.1 and 2.2 above), their influence was sometimes decreased as 

shown in hypothesis 2.3 and 2.4. Hypothesis 2.3 says: 

 

H 2.3: A hierarchical perception of rules concerning territorial and functional competence 

triggers ‘importance’ and counteracts the ‘power’ of supervisor and judicial authorities, leading 

to a hierarchical behavioral style in ‘doing the right things’, ‘doing things right’ and ‘peer 

reporting’ dilemmas. 

 

Hierarchical rules concerning territorial and functional competence were thus sometimes considered 

more important than the hierarchical role of supervisors or judicial authorities. In other words, when 

supervisors’ or judicial authorities’ orders conflicted with certain hierarchical rules, street-level 

bureaucrats preferred to follow the rules because these rules were considered too important to 

ignore. This was explained by the ‘importance’ mechanism. This hypothesis is relevant in all three 

dilemma types that were analyzed in this study. However, it only explained one peer reporting 

dilemma (i.e. a hierarchical style of reprimanding), probably because reprimanding one’s colleague 

was mostly done from individualistic motives (see 8.2.2). Hypothesis 2.3 is illustrated in Figure 9.17. 

 

Figure 9.17: Hierarchical BS explained by hierarchical rules and ‘importance’, despite ‘power’ 
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H 2.4: A hierarchical attitude towards suspects triggers the ‘importance’ mechanism, and 

counteracts the ‘power’ of supervisors and judicial authorities, leading to a hierarchical 

behavioral style in ‘doing the right things’ and ‘doing things right’ dilemmas, except when the 

‘insulation from observability’ mechanism is operating. 

 

This hypothesis – that was only relevant in ‘doing the right things’ and ‘doing things right’ dilemmas – 

explicitly mentions an exception of the general argument explained above. When the suspects who 

deserved equal treatment were not aware of potential unequal treatment (as a result of the 

‘insulation from observability’ mechanism), street-level bureaucrats more likely treated them in an 

unfair manner. This hypothesis is visualized in Figure 9.18. This figure illustrates that the ‘importance’ 

mechanism only operated when the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism was not active. 

However, when the latter mechanism was operating, the ‘importance’ mechanism became less 

important. 

 

Figure 9.18: Hierarchical BS explained by hierarchical attitude towards suspects and ‘importance’ 
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Figure 9.19: Hierarchical style of ‘keeping silent’ explained by low hierarchical status 

 

 

In the second hypothesis, a high hierarchical status, operationalized as high seniority in the 

organization, in combination with a hierarchical attitude towards suspects, was linked to a 

hierarchical style of reprimanding. Hence, the second hypothesis says: 
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This hypothesis suggests that street-level bureaucrats who had high seniority in the organization and 

who saw colleagues treating suspects unfairly or with lack of respect more likely confronted the 

misbehaving colleague with his/her misconduct than street-level bureaucrats with low seniority (see 

Figure 9.20). Hence, high hierarchical status (in GGCT terms) led to a position in which critical 

feedback on other colleagues’ work was considered more acceptable. However, it did not lead to 

misbehavior being reported to supervisors. This is only a weak hypothesis that needs to be 

complemented with additional research because it is based on a small number of cases. 

 

Figure 9.20: Hierarchical style of ‘reprimanding’ explained by hierarchical attitude towards 

suspects and low hierarchical status 
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H 2.7: A hierarchical managerial style of the supervisor or regional directors triggers the 

‘insulation from observability’ mechanism, leading to a hierarchical style of keeping silent. 

 

This hypothesis applied to situations in which supervisors or regional directors (who both have the 

hierarchical role to keep oversight on street-level bureaucrats’ actions) were unable to observe 

certain misbehavior by street-level bureaucrats. In these cases, colleagues who observed the 

misbehavior were reluctant to report the misbehavior for hierarchical reasons. Particularly, they 

considered it the role of supervisors and regional managers to be aware of what happened in their 

team and not their own role to report it. Because of the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism, 

their superiors would probably never found out that they observed the misbehavior so they 

preferred not to be the ones who ‘rock the boat’ (see Figure 9.21). In other words, street-level 

bureaucrats emphasized superiors’ hierarchical role to keep oversight (by which they would minimize 

the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism), but did not consider it their own role to help 

superiors with that. 

 

Figure 9.21: Hierarchical style of keeping silent explained by hierarchical managerial style of 

supervisor or regional directors and ‘insulation from observability’ 

 

 

However, in some cases street-level bureaucrats felt obliged to do something when confronted with 

peers’ misbehavior. Keeping silent was then considered a betrayal towards superiors. The 

‘displacement of responsibility’ mechanism then explained why they decided to report the 

misconduct to their boss. By doing so, they felt they had done their duty and displaced the 

responsibility to their boss. This leads to the following hypothesis: 

 

H 2.8: A hierarchical managerial style of the supervisor or the regional director triggers the 

‘displacement of responsibility’ mechanism, leading to a hierarchical style of peer reporting. 

 

Because both the hierarchical style of keeping silent and the hierarchical reporting style were 

explained by the same organizational patterns, it was not clear under which conditions one of both 

mechanisms would operate. Probably individual characteristics of street-level bureaucrats had an 

impact or organizational patterns that were not included in this study. Therefore this hypothesis 

needs to be complemented with empirical data in future research. 
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Figure 9.22: Hierarchical reporting style explained by hierarchical managerial style of supervisor or 

regional director and ‘displacement of responsibility’ 

 

9.2.3. Explaining a fatalistic behavioral style 

The fatalistic behavioral style was applied in 50 cases, which is approximately 12% of the total 

amount of cases. In these cases, street-level bureaucrats decided to respond to a moral dilemma 

with fatalism, in which they merely tried to survive and avoid getting into trouble. Although the total 

amount of cases for this behavioral style is quite low, six different hypotheses can be formulated to 

explain why and under which conditions a fatalistic behavioral style is applied. This variety already 

indicates that the findings concerning the fatalistic behavioral style are quite diverse. 

Hypothesis 3.1 and 3.2: A fatalistic relationship with judicial authorities triggers ‘power’ or 

‘importance’ 

The fatalistic behavioral style was in some cases explained by referring to a fatalistic relationship with 

judicial authorities. The fatalistic relationship with judicial authorities was sometimes so dominant 

that street-level bureaucrats felt they were entangled in a web of unpredictable and seemingly 

arbitrary decisions they could not question in any way. Two hypotheses link a fatalistic relationship 

with judicial authorities with a fatalistic behavioral style. The first hypothesis is: 

 

H 3.1: A fatalistic relationship with judicial authorities triggers the ‘power’ mechanism, leading 

to a fatalistic behavioral style in ‘doing the right things’ and ‘doing things right’ dilemmas, 

despite the ‘humanization’ mechanism or the formation of a ‘power coalition’ with the 

supervisor. 

 

This first hypothesis is relevant in dilemmas concerning stopping or starting an investigation (i.e. 

‘doing the right things’) and investigative measure dilemmas (i.e. ‘doing things right’). It says that the 

formal ‘power’ of judicial authorities can be so high that it is stronger than other mechanisms like 

‘humanization’ or the formation of a ‘power coalition’ with supervisors. In other words, the authority 

of judicial authorities was in some cases too high to ignore, even when judicial authorities’ decisions 

(in street-level bureaucrats’ opinion) led to certain victims or illegal persons not being treated in a 

humane or respectful way. Forming a coalition of power with the supervisor against judicial 

authorities was then not effective anymore. Figure 9.23 shows how the ‘power’ mechanism 

countered the other two mechanisms and, thereby, explained the dominant impact of the fatalistic 

relationship with judicial authorities. 
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Figure 9.23: Fatalistic BS explained by fatalistic relationship with judicial authorities and ‘power’ 

 
 

The second hypothesis confirms the dominance of judicial authorities who are perceived as fatalistic. 

Even when judicial authorities did not have the formal power to influence a decision, their informal 

power sometimes overruled the formal power of the supervisor. This was the case in certain 

dilemmas concerning starting or stopping an investigation. Even in cases in which the supervisor had 

the formal power to make decisions, the role of judicial authorities sometimes seemed to be more 

influential than the role of the supervisor. Street-level bureaucrats then made fatalistic decisions, 

because they felt dominated by high grid expectations of judicial authorities without agreeing with 

them (i.e. low ‘group’). As shown in Figure 9.24, the ‘importance’ mechanism explained in these 

cases why the formal power of the supervisor was put aside in favor of judicial authorities’ orders. 

This leads to the following hypothesis: 

 

H 3.2: A fatalistic relationship with judicial authorities triggers the ‘importance’ mechanism, 

leading to a fatalistic behavioral style in ‘doing the right things’ dilemmas, despite the ‘power’ 

of the supervisor to impact these decisions. 

 

Figure 9.24: Fatalistic BS explained by fatalistic relationship with judicial authorities and 

‘importance’ 
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judicial authorities’ explicit orders or implicit expectations. 
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Hypothesis 3.3: A fatalistic attitude towards policymakers triggers ‘power’ or ‘importance’ 

A fatalistic attitude towards policymakers sometimes also led to a fatalistic behavioral style. Although 

policymakers did not have a major impact on decision making in the studied organizations, as 

explained in chapter 5, there were four cases in which undesired political influence led to street-level 

bureaucrats fatalistically following their expectations. The third hypothesis is: 

 

H 3.3: A fatalistic attitude towards policymakers triggers the ‘power’ or ‘importance’ 

mechanism, leading to a fatalistic behavioral style in ‘doing the right things’ and ‘doing things 

right’ dilemmas. 

 

In other words, expectations from policymakers that were considered unacceptable, undesirable and 

arbitrary (i.e. fatalistic) had an impact. This was explained by policymakers’ formal or informal power 

or by the fact that respondents considered the relationship with policymakers to be more important 

than other things, like following orders from supervisors. Although based on a few ‘doing the right 

things’ and ‘doing things right’ dilemmas, this hypothesis was confirmed in all cases in which 

policymakers attempted to influence decision making even though it was not their official role to do 

so. 

 

Figure 9.25: Fatalistic BS explained by fatalistic attitude towards policymakers and ‘power’ or 

‘importance’ 
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This leads to the following hypothesis: 
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H 3.4: A fatalistic attitude towards victims triggers the ‘attribution of blame’ mechanism’, 

sometimes in combination with the ‘distortion of consequences’ mechanism, leading to a 

fatalistic behavioral style in ‘doing the right things’ and ‘doing things right’ dilemmas. 

 

The main causal mechanism that explained street-level bureaucrats’ fatalistic behavioral style was 

the ‘attribution of blame’. Street-level bureaucrats argued that victims who did not consider 

themselves a victim were solely responsible for not getting the help they needed. Sometimes the 

impact of this mechanism was strengthened by minimizing the consequences of the street-level 

bureaucrat’s decision for these victims. This mechanism was applied when the exploitation the 

victims were subjected to was not considered very severe, so the street-level bureaucrat did not feel 

guilty for not helping the victims (see Figure 9.26). 

 

Figure 9.26: Fatalistic BS explained by fatalistic attitude towards victims and ‘attribution of blame’, 

sometimes in combination with ‘distortion of consequences’ 
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In the labor inspection, a fatalistic attitude towards employers sometimes led to a fatalistic 
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to get away with breaking rules without getting caught and were not punished for not cooperating 

with labor inspectors or for being aggressive towards them. Labor inspectors then had no other 

option than fatalistically stand by without being able to take action to stop these defrauding 
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H 3.5: A fatalistic attitude of labor inspectors towards employers leads to a fatalistic behavioral 
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Although this hypothesis was in this study only relevant for labor inspectors, it is possible that it also 

applies to the police. The latter could, however, not be tested because no such cases were 

mentioned by the police officers in this study. A possible explanation could be that police officers 

who failed to get suspects convicted, blamed other factors than suspects outsmarting them. Police 

officers, for example, blamed other agencies (like DVZ and judicial authorities) for not doing their job 

or policymakers for failing to develop effective laws. Then, a fatalistic attitude towards these other 

agencies, policymakers or legal rules explained the fatalistic behavioral style. 
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Figure 9.27: Fatalistic BS in the labor inspection explained by fatalistic attitude towards employers 

 

 

On the basis of these results, the rather depressing conclusion can be drawn that defrauding 

employers who would like to avoid legal prosecution should not cooperate in labor inspectors’ 

investigations. They should not give a statement during interrogations, nor give permission for labor 

inspectors who would like to use their right to search; they should also question everything labor 

inspectors claim and even be a little aggressive, because in all of these cases labor inspectors will 

probably be powerless to take action. Employers’ displays of fatalism mostly led to labor inspectors 

making a report for hindrance of inspection. Inspectors claimed that these reports were not always 

prosecuted or only led to small fines when prosecuted. Therefore, the risk for employers of not 

cooperating with inspectors or being aggressive towards them was considered rather small. Hence, 

employers were often able to outsmart labor inspectors. 

Hypothesis 3.6: Fatalistic relationship with other agencies triggers ‘importance’ 

As was the case in the individualistic and hierarchical behavioral style, fatalistic decision making in 

peer reporting dilemmas can only be explained by specific hypotheses. Two hypotheses can be 

formulated on the basis of this study. The first hypothesis links the fatalistic style of keeping silent to 

the fatalistic relationship with other agencies and will be discussed in this section. The second 

hypothesis links fatalistic reporting to fatalistic group interaction and will be discussed in the next 

section. The first hypothesis is: 

 

H 3.6: A fatalistic relationship with other agencies triggers the ‘importance’ mechanism, 

leading to the fatalistic style of keeping silent in ‘peer reporting’ dilemmas. 
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The main reason for that was the fact that in the future they would have to cooperate with this 

colleague again. If they displeased the colleague now, they might make their own position in the 

future impossible. To save their own skin, they therefore decided to keep silent. The relationship 
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with other agencies was thus considered more important than stopping the misbehavior (see Figure 

9.28). 

 

Figure 9.28: Fatalistic style of keeping silent explained by fatalistic relationship with other agencies 

and ‘importance’ 

 

Hypothesis 3.7: Fatalistic group interaction triggers ‘attribution of blame’ 

There is another hypothesis that explained some of the fatalistic responses to peer reporting 

dilemmas. This hypothesis says: 

 

H 3.7: Fatalistic group interaction triggers the ‘attribution of blame’ mechanism, leading to the 

fatalistic reporting style when confronted with peer reporting dilemmas. 

 

It concerned a small number of cases in which misbehaving colleagues told lies to the supervisor to 

save themselves or continue the misbehavior after having being warned by a colleague. In those 

cases, street-level bureaucrats felt they did not have any other option than to report the misbehavior 

to their boss, even though they did not consider themselves a snitch and even disapproved of 

snitching. They excused for this decision by attributing blame to their colleague who kind a forced 

them to go a step further (see Figure 9.29). 

 

Figure 9.29: Fatalistic reporting style explained by fatalistic group interaction and ‘attribution of 

blame’ 

 

9.2.4. Explaining an egalitarian behavioral style 

The fourth and final behavioral style is characterized by egalitarianism. Street-level bureaucrats 

sometimes decided to do what had been mutually agreed upon when confronted with a moral 

dilemma. This behavioral style was applied in 21 cases, which is only 5% of the total amount of cases. 

Because the results for this behavioral style were quite diverse, five different hypotheses can be 
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formulated to explain why and under which conditions a moral dilemma was responded with 

egalitarianism. 

Hypothesis 4.1: Egalitarian relationship with judicial authorities explains an egalitarian behavioral 

style in the police 

This hypothesis links an egalitarian behavioral style to an egalitarian relationship with judicial 

authorities. It was only relevant in the police, probably because labor inspectors’ relationship with 

judicial authorities was not characterized by egalitarianism, but by hierarchy and fatalism (see 

5.2.1.1). It explained egalitarian decision making in ‘doing the right things’ and ‘doing things right’ 

dilemmas by linking it to an egalitarian relationship with judicial authorities. This means that police 

detectives had a trust-based relationship with judicial authorities in which the latter considered 

detectives to be the experts in doing investigations. Therefore, judicial authorities did not consider it 

essential to constantly keep hierarchical oversight on how detectives performed their job. Judicial 

authorities then often gave the advice that detectives should follow their ‘gut feeling’ and regularly 

checked whether this was in line with their mutual goals. The hypothesis says: 

 

H 4.1: An egalitarian relationship with judicial authorities triggers the ‘power’, ‘justification’ or 

‘humanization’ mechanism, leading to an egalitarian behavioral style in ‘doing the right things’ 

and ‘doing things right’ dilemmas in the police. 

 

Three mechanisms explained why an egalitarian bond with judicial authorities was dominant in some 

cases (see Figure 9.30). First, judicial authorities often had the authority and the power to impact 

decision making. Second, detectives referred to the role of judicial authorities as leaders of the 

investigation, thus justifying for following their advice, especially when it conflicted with supervisors 

who did not like the ‘ear whispering’ practices that were discussed in chapter 5, 6 and 7. Third, when 

judicial authorities agreed with a certain strategy that was – in the detectives’ opinion – the most 

beneficial for victims or illegal persons, then they additionally used the ‘humanization’ mechanism to 

account for their decision. 
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Figure 9.30: Egalitarian BS in the police explained by egalitarian relationship with judicial 

authorities 

 

Hypothesis 4.2: Egalitarian group interaction impacts egalitarian BS 

Egalitarian group interaction can also be linked with egalitarian decision making. An egalitarian and 

trust-based relationship with colleagues aimed at mutual goals explained the behavior in different 

dilemma types, namely ‘how to do the right things’ dilemmas, enforcement dilemmas and reporting 

dilemmas. Possibly it also applies to other dilemma types, but no such examples were given by the 

respondents in this study. The hypothesis says: 

 

 H 4.2: Egalitarian group interaction triggers the ‘importance’ or ‘insulation from observability’ 

mechanism, leading to an egalitarian behavioral style in ‘doing the right things’, ‘doing things 

right’ and ‘peer reporting’ dilemmas. 

 

In other words, when the interaction with peers was characterized by mutuality and looking for 

consensus, decisions were made in mutual consent or on the basis of group interest. This was 

explained by different mechanisms, like ‘importance’ in the sense that colleagues were considered 

more important than other potential influences or ‘insulation from observability’ in the sense that 

supervisors were unable to observe how decisions were made exactly (see Figure 9.31). The number 

of cases that supported this hypothesis was, however, too small to draw firm conclusions on the 

causal mechanisms that explained it. 
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Figure 9.31: Egalitarian BS explained by egalitarian group interaction and ‘importance’ or 

‘insulation from observability’ for supervisor 

 

 

Hypothesis 4.3: Egalitarian managerial style impacts egalitarian decision making 

In a limited number of cases, an egalitarian behavioral style was explained by an egalitarian 

managerial style of supervisors. When supervisors applied this type of managerial style, they wanted 

to develop a bond a trust with street-level bureaucrats and to encourage participatory decision 

making. This leads to the following hypothesis: 

 

 H 4.3: An egalitarian managerial style of the supervisor leads to an egalitarian behavioral style 

in ‘doing the right things’ dilemmas. 

 

This hypothesis only applied for decisions concerning starting or stopping an investigation (i.e. ‘doing 

the right things’). Street-level bureaucrats and supervisors sometimes decided in mutual 

understanding which investigation to start or stop. The egalitarian behavioral style in investigative 

measure dilemmas was influenced by other organizational patterns, for example an egalitarian bond 

with judicial authorities (see Figure 9.30), possibly because supervisors had more impact on decisions 

whether or not to start investigations and judicial authorities had more impact on decisions about 

how investigations are done (see also H 2.2). In some cases, decisions to start or stop an investigation 

were made in mutual consent between supervisors and street-level bureaucrats (see Figure 9.32). 

However, the limited number of such egalitarian cases indicates that the hierarchical role of the 

supervisor was more important in ‘doing the right things’ decisions (see 6.1 and 6.2). 

 

Figure 9.32: Egalitarian BS explained by supervisor’s egalitarian managerial style 
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Hypothesis 4.4: Egalitarian attitude towards victims or illegal persons triggers ‘attribution of 

blame’, ‘humanization’ or ‘justification and power’ 

An egalitarian behavioral style sometimes resulted from the impact of an egalitarian attitude towards 

victims or illegal persons. Particularly, a compassionate attitude towards victims and illegal persons 

sometimes explained why street-level bureaucrats made an egalitarian decision in ‘doing things right’ 

dilemmas, especially when street-level bureaucrats were convinced that the social system failed to 

help these victims. ‘Compassion’ is another aspect of the ‘civil service motivation’ concept 

mentioned above (Maesschalck, 2004: 323). The hypothesis says: 

 

H 4.4: An egalitarian attitude towards victims or illegal persons triggers the ‘attribution of 

blame’ mechanism, the ‘humanization’ mechanism or the combination of ‘justification’ and 

‘power’, leading to an egalitarian behavioral style in ‘doing things right’ dilemmas. 

 

Three types of situations were explained by this hypothesis (see Figure 9.33). First, this hypothesis 

explained cases in which street-level bureaucrats disregarded victims being deprived of certain rights 

when these victims agreed with that. This was particularly the case with workers who were glad to 

have a job and did not care so much about the conditions under which their boss employed them. 

These decisions were facilitated by the ‘attribution of blame’ mechanism, in the sense that the 

street-level bureaucrats considered the victims responsible for not claiming their rights. Second, this 

hypothesis applied for cases in which employers gave employees more rights than they officially had. 

Even though the rules were violated, in favor of employees, the street-level bureaucrats did not 

correct the situation because of the egalitarian attitude towards victims. These decisions were 

facilitated by the ‘justification’ mechanism and the ‘power’ mechanism. ‘Justification’ was relevant 

in the sense that helping the victims was considered a higher goal than applying formal rules. ‘Power’ 

was relevant in the sense that the street-level bureaucrat knew that (s)he was the only actor who 

could make a report for the violation of rules. Third, this hypothesis explained situations in which 

street-level bureaucrats broke rules because it was beneficial for victims. These kinds of decisions 

were facilitated by the ‘humanization’ mechanism. 

 

Figure 9.33: Egalitarian BS explained by egalitarian attitude towards victims or illegal persons 
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Hypothesis 4.5: Egalitarian relationship with other agencies triggers ‘importance’ and ‘distortion’, 

except when ‘humanization’ is operating 

The final hypothesis only explained decision making in peer reporting dilemmas. It links decision 

making in peer reporting dilemmas with an egalitarian relationship with other agencies. When street-

level bureaucrats had a trust-based relationship with colleagues from other agencies, they mostly 

refrained from reporting the misbehavior of these colleagues to superiors but used alternative 

responses like keeping silent or reprimanding the colleague. This twofold hypothesis says: 

 

H 4.5: An egalitarian relationship with other agencies triggers the ‘importance’ mechanism 

when the ‘distortion of consequences’ mechanism is operating, leading to an egalitarian type 

of keeping silent, except when the ‘humanization’ mechanism counteracts the ‘importance’ 

mechanism because the ‘distortion of consequences’ is not operating, leading to an egalitarian 

style of reprimanding. 

 

The first part of this hypothesis explained an egalitarian style of keeping silent. When the behavior 

was not considered very severe – and thus the ‘distortion of consequences’ mechanism could be 

applied – the relationship with colleagues from other agencies was mostly considered more 

important than the misbehavior being stopped. The street-level bureaucrat then mostly decided to 

keep silent to preserve the relationship. This is visualized in Figure 9.34 below. 

 

Figure 9.34: Egalitarian style of keeping silent explained by egalitarian relationship with other 

agencies and by ‘importance’ and ‘distortion of consequences’ 

 

 

The second part of this hypothesis explained an egalitarian style of reprimanding. It explained that 

when colleagues from other agencies treated an employer in too disrespectful a way, the 

‘humanization’ mechanism counteracted the ‘importance’ mechanism. ‘Humanization’ was thus 

stronger than ‘importance’ if consequences of the misbehavior could not be distorted because they 

were considered too severe. In these cases, street-level bureaucrats mostly decided to take action 

against the misbehaving colleague from other agencies (instead of keeping silent like in the previous 

hypothesis). However, because of the egalitarian relationship, reporting the misbehavior to one’s 

boss was considered too big a step, so the colleague was only reprimanded, as illustrated in Figure 

9.35. 
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Figure 9.35: Egalitarian style of reprimanding explained by egalitarian relationship with other 

agencies and ‘humanization’ 

 

9.3. Conclusion 

This chapter summarized the main findings of this study and listed the hypotheses that have been 

developed. The summary illustrated the impact of different organizational patterns for each of the 

three dilemma types separately. It also gave an overview of the causal mechanisms that were most 

relevant to explain decision making in each dilemma type. The list of hypotheses showed how each 

behavioral style in this study was explained. These hypotheses are specified versions of the general 

hypothesis in this study that is illustrated in Figure 9.2. Taken together, these hypotheses form a 

more specified theory to explain ethical decision making in the police and the labor inspection. This 

specified theory could form the basis of a more generally applicable theory, and should thus be 

tested in future research in similar and different organizational settings. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSION 
This dissertation concludes with a brief summary of the most interesting results and a number of 

theoretical and methodological reflections. It also lists a few implications for practitioners. Before 

going into the empirical findings, a short overview is given of the research question and the overall 

research design. 

 

Research design and conceptual framework 

This empirical study focused on an important issue in criminology, being the question how front-line 

officers in criminal justice organizations deal with their discretion, and particularly whether they use 

their discretionary powers with integrity. The latter is very important in a democracy and related to 

the debate of ‘who is inspecting the inspectors’. This general issue was looked at by studying two 

types of professional groups: police detectives and labor inspectors. The central interest of this study 

was to explain how organizational factors can impact decision making of police detectives and labor 

inspectors, not with a focus on dealing with discretion in general but with the related issue of dealing 

with moral dilemmas. The central research question was the following: 

 

Research question: “How do organizational patterns, as they become visible in the 

differences between various units of the Belgian Federal Police and various units of the 

Belgian Labor Inspection in a medium-sized and a large region, impact the way in which 

street-level bureaucrats within those units deal with specific moral dilemmas?” 

 

This research question was addressed with a qualitative, comparative study in different research 

settings, being two units of the Federal police and four field organizations of the Inspection of Social 

Laws in a medium-sized and a large judicial district. Police detectives in the Federal Police units 

conduct investigations concerning human trafficking, sexual exploitation, illegal employment and 

economic exploitation. The labor inspectors in the Inspection of Social Laws conduct investigations 

and inspections concerning illegal employment, social fraud violations and the application of social 

labor laws. The main data collection methods were observation, informal conversation, interviewing 

and documentary analysis. These methods enabled the researcher to gain in-depth knowledge or 

‘thick description’ concerning the three main components of the theoretical framework: the 

behavioral style (i.e. dependent variable), organizational patterns (i.e. umbrella term for the 

independent variables) and causal pathway (i.e. link between dependent and independent variables). 

This study hypothesized that organizational patterns impact the behavioral style through a specific 

causal pathway. All three components of this central hypothesis will be summarized below. 

 

First, the behavioral style refers to the way in which front-line officers deal with specific moral 

dilemmas (see 1.1.1). The moral dilemma types that this study focused on were threefold: (1) 

decisions concerning starting or stopping an investigation (‘How to do the right things?’), (2) 

decisions concerning the use of investigative measures or the application of procedural rules (‘How 

to do things right?’), and (3) decisions concerning colleagues’ misbehavior that could be reported or 

not (‘What if colleagues don’t do the right things or don’t do things right?’). Chapter 1 and 2 
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explained that the behavioral style is in this study operationalized by using grid-group cultural theory 

(GGCT). GGCT is both a typology and a theory with causal claims. The typology distinguishes between 

two dimensions (i.e. grid and group) and four types (i.e. hierarchy, egalitarianism, individualism and 

fatalism). The ‘grid’ dimension refers to the way in which individuals are bound by rules and 

stratification, while the ‘group’ dimension refers to the extent to which individual choice is 

constrained by group choice. Looking at the topic of this study from the GGCT perspective, the 

behavioral style of police officers and labor inspectors can be characterized by more or less ‘grid’ and 

more or less ‘group’. In other words, front-line officers in this study deal with moral dilemmas by 

applying one of the four behavioral styles or a combination. In the hierarchical style (i.e. high grid, 

high group), front-line officers make a decision because they want to follow rules and orders. In the 

egalitarian style (i.e. low grid, high group), they base their decision on informal agreements within 

the group they are part of. In the individualistic style (i.e. low grid, low group), decisions are made 

from an opportunistic point of view and thus aimed at personal benefits. In the fatalistic style (i.e. 

high grid, low group), front-line officers feel constrained by rules they do not endorse themselves. 

 

Second, like the behavioral style, also the organizational patterns in this study are operationalized in 

GGCT. The concept ‘organizational patterns’ forms an umbrella term for the independent variables in 

this study (see 1.1.2). These variables are grouped in five categories, representing different aspects 

of an organization (based on systems theory: see Kast & Rosenzweig, 1972): 

• Environmental suprasystem: relationship with judicial authorities, suspects and victims, other 

agencies and policymakers. 

• Managerial subsystem: managerial style of head office, regional director and supervisor. 

• Psychosocial subsystem: group interaction, status attribution and staff evaluation system. 

• Goals and values subsystem: perception of rules and perception of good leadership. 

• Structural subsystem: arrangement of offices and meeting rooms, (perceived) legal discretion 

and autonomy. 

All these organizational patterns could, in the four research settings, be characterized by more or less 

‘grid’ and more or less ‘group’. In other words, the organizational patterns could be hierarchical, 

egalitarian, individualistic or fatalistic or a mix of these four. 

 

GGCT is not only a typology, but also a theory with causal claims. It hypothesizes that the relative 

importance of the four types in the organizational patterns resembles the relative importance of the 

four types in the behavioral style. In other words, if in a certain research setting hierarchical 

organizational patterns are dominant, then one would expect the dominant behavioral style to be 

hierarchical as well. However, GGCT also emphasizes that the four types are necessarily present in all 

organizational settings, because the four types need each other to compensate for their built-in 

weakness or blind-spots (i.e. the socio-cultural viability proposition). This fundamental claim of GGCT 

complicates the explanation of specific behavior. Since the four types are always present, it is difficult 

to indicate which of the four types impacts behavior in a specific situation. To address this problem, 

the theoretical framework in this study is complemented with causal mechanisms, which form the 

most important part of the causal pathway between the independent and the dependent variables. 

Inspiration is drawn from role strain theory that explains how people deal with conflicting 
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expectations from different actors, and moral disengagement theory that explains how people 

engage in questionable behavior without remorse. These causal mechanisms operate under certain 

situational conditions: dilemma type (see above) and investigation type (see 1.1.3). 

 

Empirical findings 

By applying this theoretical framework in the four research settings, interesting results were found. 

While chapter 9 presented a detailed and analytic overview of the empirical results, only the most 

striking and significant findings will be presented in this part. In general, this study confirmed that 

front-line officers do not only implement the policy that is developed by higher authorities, but also 

‘produce’ policy, as suggested in the street-level bureaucracy literature (see 1.2.2.2). In other words, 

front-line officers are not only ‘policy implementers’, but also ‘policymakers’. This was mainly shown 

by the many examples in which street-level bureaucrats had the freedom to make their own 

decisions. A case in point is labor inspectors giving a warning for a social fraud violation while the 

head office states that a report should be made in these situations. Another example is police 

officers steering judicial authorities in a direction they wanted to follow in an investigation. However, 

the literature nuances this ‘policymaking’ role of street-level bureaucrats, in the sense that they are, 

to some extent, influenced by their environment (i.e. other organizational patterns). This was also 

illustrated in this study, particularly by the large number of cases in which supervisors, judicial 

authorities or hierarchical rules restricted street-level bureaucrats’ autonomy. For each behavioral 

style, a few striking examples will be given of organizational patterns and causal mechanisms that 

could explain cases in which street-level bureaucrats in the four research settings ‘produced’ policy 

and cases in which other actors limited this ‘policymaking’ role. 

 

As expected, judicial authorities and managers (e.g., supervisors, regional directors and head office 

managers) regularly managed to enforce their expectations on street-level bureaucrats. By giving 

orders to start/stop a specific investigation or to use a certain investigative measure, these 

hierarchical actors were quite often able to influence street-level bureaucrats’ behavior, and thus to 

limit their ‘policymaking’ role. In other words, the latter regularly applied a hierarchical behavioral 

style by following orders, because those who gave them were perceived to be in charge. In these 

cases, the ‘power’ mechanism of role strain theory explained why street-level bureaucrats followed 

orders. The ‘power’ mechanism explained that some actors were more influential than others 

because of their higher power and authority (see 2.3.1.1). However, in enforcement dilemmas in the 

labor inspection settings, the ‘power’ mechanism did not have the same impact on all street-level 

bureaucrats. Having low seniority was an additional precondition of hierarchically following 

supervisors’ orders. In other words, the ‘power’ mechanism had a stronger impact on staff members 

with low seniority than on those with high seniority. This led to the latter group of inspectors feeling 

experienced enough to make enforcement decisions on their own and thus sometimes going against 

supervisors’ or judicial authorities’ orders. 

Particularly interesting was the finding that, in the case of conflicting demands between various 

hierarchical actors, street-level bureaucrats not always chose to follow the highest actor’s demands 

(see Hypothesis 2.1 or H 2.1). A case in point is labor inspectors neglecting head office’s orders in 

favor of supervisors’ orders, because the latter were considered more important. This was mostly 
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explained by the fact that the impact of supervisors was considered more nearby and more tangible 

than the impact of the head office in Brussels (see Figure 9.15). In the labor inspection, the 

hierarchical behavioral style was more relevant in the investigative strategy phase (in the beginning 

and during an investigation) than in the enforcement phase (at the end of an investigation). This was 

explained by the fact that labor inspectors have less autonomy in the investigative strategy phase 

than in the enforcement phase. They could thus more easily use their discretionary power at the end 

of an investigation than at the beginning, which sometimes led to disregarding supervisors’ or head 

office’s instructions. It even seemed that exceeding their discretion in the enforcement phase was a 

way to compensate for the lack of freedom labor inspectors experienced in the investigative strategy 

phase. An interesting finding in the police settings was that supervisors had more impact on the kind 

of investigations street-level bureaucrats conducted, while public prosecutors had more impact on 

how these investigations were conducted (see H 2.2). This was unexpected, because public 

prosecutors have the legal power to initiate the prosecution process. However, in practice they often 

gave freedom to police officers and their supervisors to assess whether or not to start an 

investigation on the basis of information reports. 

The hierarchical behavioral style could, however, also be inspired by some kind of ‘civil service 

motivation’ (see 9.1.3). This concept refers in this study to the fact that street-level bureaucrats 

adhere to the principle of equal treatment of suspects. When supervisors’ or judicial authorities’ 

orders undermined equal treatment of suspects, street-level bureaucrats often decided to ignore the 

orders. Equal treatment of suspects was then considered more important than following orders (i.e. 

‘importance’ mechanism in role strain theory). However, when suspects who deserved equal 

treatment were not aware of potential unequal treatment, street-level bureaucrats sometimes 

treated them in an unfair manner (see H 2.4). The latter is an example of the impact of the ‘insulation 

from observability’ mechanism. 

 

However, hierarchical actors were sometimes bypassed by individualistic strategies. Street-level 

bureaucrats in this study developed creative ways to interact with actors who aim to exercise power 

over them. They thus applied an individualistic behavioral style by looking for ways to optimize their 

own interests and diminish the impact of hierarchical actors. Role strain theory is particularly 

interesting to explain this process. This theory states that staff members are sometimes confronted 

with conflicting demands of different actors in higher positions than themselves. Instead of being 

incapacitated by such conflicts, staff members deal with them by forming coalitions of power with 

those actors that formulate expectations they agree with the most. This mechanism of ‘power 

coalition’ explained some creative individualistic strategies street-level bureaucrats applied in this 

study, which could undermine hierarchical fictions. Examples are ‘judge-shopping’, in which not 

judicial authorities but street-level bureaucrats decide who leads a judicial investigation (see 7.1.2) 

and shoving aside the direct supervisor by forming a coalition with the examining magistrate (see H 

1.6).  

The individualistic behavioral style was, however, also relevant in cases in which street-level 

bureaucrats decided not to follow superiors’ orders or procedural rules, because following them was 

considered less effective or less efficient than ignoring them. As expected, this was mainly linked 

with the broad autonomy (i.e. freedom to organize one’s work) street-level bureaucrats enjoy and, 
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particularly for the labor inspection, also with the wide legal discretion they have (i.e. power to 

choose between making a report, proposing a rectification term and giving a warning). These 

individualistic organizational patterns (i.e. individualistic autonomy and individualistic discretion) 

sometimes led to individualistic behavior. Examples are breaking procedural rules to get results and 

selecting certain investigations that lead to a better evaluation by the supervisor. Mostly, the 

explanation for this was to be found in the lack of oversight and managerial control, which is also 

suggested in the street-level bureaucracy literature. In other words, because certain activities are 

insulated from observability by managers (i.e. supervisors or head office), the latter cannot influence 

decision making processes of street-level bureaucrats. Some of the cases in which street-level 

bureaucrats broke rules also showed the side effects of an individualistic staff evaluation system and 

an individualistic managerial style of the supervisor. Particularly, street-level bureaucrats sometimes 

broke rules to obtain quantifiable results on which they would be evaluated by supervisors, while 

following the rules would lead to more effective law enforcement. A case in point is labor inspectors 

aiming to inspect large construction sites as opposed to small construction sites. In large construction 

site inspections, it is more difficult to detect social fraud, because illegal and unregistered workers 

have many opportunities to flee the site. However, the number of inspections easily increases 

because different firms are active on large construction sites. Other findings in this study showed 

that an individualistic managerial style (in which supervisors encourage competition and the strive 

for quantifiable results) also had beneficial effects, such as motivating staff members to work hard. 

This study also revealed other explanations for the individualistic behavioral style. Street-level 

bureaucrats sometimes justified their individualistic behavior by referring to a higher goal (i.e. ‘moral 

justification’ in moral disengagement theory). A case in point is breaking procedural rules because it 

leads to a more effective investigation and less loss of time. Especially when the consequences of the 

rule breaking were considered harmless (i.e. ‘distortion of consequences’ in moral disengagement 

theory), some street-level bureaucrats were convinced that breaking them was not problematic (see 

H 1.1). Particularly in the labor inspections, the large autonomy led to street-level bureaucrats 

regularly misinterpreting (i.e. ‘alteration’) the procedural rules that were imposed by superiors, like 

the ‘Administrative Instructions’ (see H 1.2). Breaking these rules was, in most cases, not a deliberate 

choice labor inspectors made, but a result of their altered perception of them. In other words, as a 

result of the autonomy labor inspectors in this study experienced in organizing their work, they 

developed an altered perception of their already extensive discretionary powers or they became 

blinded for rules that limit their discretion. However, because of the difficulty for supervisors to 

inspect these inspectors (i.e. ‘insulation from observability’ in role strain theory), this altered 

perception was often not discovered and thus not corrected by managers. Such complexities of 

conditions under which autonomy impacts decision making have not yet been addressed in the 

literature on street-level bureaucracy and should thus be explored in future research. 

Not only rule breaking but also rule abidance can be done in an individualistic, and thus opportunistic 

way. Labor inspectors in this study sometimes followed the ‘Administrative Instructions’ of the head 

office, not because they valued the rules, but because following them led to better individual results. 

Following the instructions was then an opportunistic strategy, linked to the head office’s pressure for 

numbers. Although the motive behind rule abidance does not seem relevant as long as rules are 
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followed, this opportunistic strategy can be risky. If rules are changed, some opportunistic labor 

inspectors would probably not change their behavior. 

 

Although the egalitarian behavioral style was applied in the least number of cases (only 21 cases), 

some interesting findings were found concerning this type of decision making. In the egalitarian 

behavioral style, group interest and consensus are central. Street-level bureaucrats sometimes made 

decisions to start or stop an investigation or to use a specific investigative measure as a team (which 

is an egalitarian decision). This was more relevant in the police than in the labor inspection, simply 

because labor inspectors tend to work more individually than police detectives (see 5.2.3.1). This 

difference between both professional groups confirms the idea of solidarity and mutuality among 

police officers, which is emphasized in the police culture literature (see 3.2.2). Police detectives 

sometimes even made these group decisions without their supervisor knowing, which was enabled 

by the lack of direct oversight (i.e. ‘insulation from observability’ in role strain theory, see H 4.2). 

However, supervisors in the police settings sometimes deliberately chose to apply an egalitarian 

managerial style to keep hard-working detectives motivated and prevent them from going on a so-

called ‘pre-pension’, metaphorically speaking, like some of the older colleagues. This can be 

illustrated by cases in which the supervisor deliberately ignored hierarchical rules of distributing 

investigations in a fair and equal way to motivate certain staff members. Instead of applying 

hierarchical rules when distributing investigations, the supervisor decided to give the street-level 

bureaucrat who brought on specific information on certain crimes the privilege to do the 

investigation him/herself (see Figure 9.32). By doing so, the supervisor tried to stay in good terms 

with hard-working detectives (high group) by exercising little hierarchical oversight (low grid). This 

was done to prevent these detectives becoming demotivated and unproductive (which could in turn 

have led to fatalistic powerlessness of the supervisor). 

The former type of egalitarian decision making was only relevant in decisions to start or stop an 

investigation (i.e. ‘doing the right things’). Egalitarian decisions about which investigative measures 

to use were influenced by other organizational patterns, such as an egalitarian or trust-based 

relationship with judicial authorities (e.g. interaction between detectives and the public prosecutor in 

the large judicial district). This can be explained by the fact that supervisors in this study had less 

impact on decisions concerning investigative measures than on decisions to start or stop 

investigations. The egalitarian relationship with judicial authorities was in this study more relevant in 

the police than in the labor inspection, probably because detectives more often cooperate with 

judicial authorities on a face-to-face basis. When magistrates believed detectives had the same goals 

as they did, they tended to trust detectives’ ‘gut feeling’ about investigative strategies. In other 

words, magistrates sometimes intentionally expressed their authority in a more informal and less 

hierarchical way towards detectives they trusted. 

The egalitarian behavioral style was, however, sometimes also inspired by ‘civil service motivation’, 

not in the hierarchical version mentioned above, but in an egalitarian way. Particularly, a 

compassionate attitude towards victims and illegal persons sometimes explained why street-level 

bureaucrats made an egalitarian decision. This was especially the case when street-level bureaucrats 

were convinced that the social system failed to help these victims. Some street-level bureaucrats 

claimed that certain victims in their investigations had not been treated in a respectful way as a 
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result of decisions by the public prosecutor. Several detectives, for example, referred to situations in 

which victims of economic exploitation were not recognized as official ‘exploitation victims’ by the 

public prosecutor, because the latter did not consider their living conditions precarious enough to 

start an economic exploitation investigation. 

 

As expected, street-level bureaucrats sometimes also applied a fatalistic behavioral style in which 

they felt powerless to really take action against crime or exploitation. This was mostly linked to 

fatalistic attitudes towards citizens, judicial authorities and policymakers. As for citizens, fatalism was 

expressed in the relationship towards victims and suspects. Police officers were often confronted 

with victims of human exploitation or human trafficking who did not want to be ‘saved’ (see H 3.4). 

This was mostly explained by the fact that these victims considered their exploitative living 

conditions to be more favorable than the conditions in which they lived before (e.g., in a poor 

country in Eastern Europe). These victims thus did not cooperate in police investigations on human 

exploitation and human trafficking. Because these types of police investigations mainly rely on victim 

statements, their refusal to cooperate is devastating for the investigation. Labor inspectors often 

complained about suspects being able to break rules without getting caught (see H 3.5). They 

referred to the legal loopholes in social penal law and the lack of legal means to fight certain types of 

rule breaking. This became clear in a number of examples in which labor inspectors felt powerless to 

take action, for example when they were confronted with violations concerning part time 

employment and with violations concerning hiring employees as if they are independents 

(‘schijnzelfstandigheid’ in Dutch). On the basis of these results, the rather depressing conclusion can 

be made that employers can successfully avoid legal prosecution by not cooperating in labor 

inspectors’ investigations. When employers were verbally of physically aggressive, labor inspectors 

were sometimes reluctant to continue their investigation or to do a re-inspection. In these situations, 

they mostly made a hindrance of inspection report that is often dismissed by judicial authorities and 

thus only results in an administrative fine for the employer. Hence, lack of cooperation, aggressive 

behavior and resistance seem to pay off. Although police officers were also sometimes confronted 

with suspects who slipped through the net, they mostly blamed judicial authorities for not giving 

permission for certain investigative measures. 

This brings us to the second potential source of fatalism, which is an instable relationship between 

police detectives and the public prosecutor (only in the small judicial district in this study) that is 

characterized by mutual distrust and suspicion. When there is a lack of trust between judicial 

authorities and police officers, the dominance of judicial authorities becomes clear. In these cases, 

the ‘power’ mechanism of role strain theory was very strong. Many cases illustrated how judicial 

authorities autonomously decided to stop an investigation, leading to frustration among detectives 

because they did not agree with that decision (see H 3.1). The authority of judicial authorities in 

these types of decisions appeared to be so strong that even supervisors or regional directors did not 

manage to change them. Even when the formal power of magistrates was in fact lower than the 

formal power of supervisors, the latter often had to reconcile themselves with magistrates’ decisions 

for the sake of future cooperation (i.e. ‘importance’, see H 3.2). 

The third type of fatalistic decision making is the result of feeling dominated by policymakers. 

Although street-level bureaucrats in this study did not experience much political influence in specific 
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investigations, they added that if politicians want to impose their will they mostly succeed. This was 

suggested for a few decisions about keeping an investigation open that was not considered a priority 

for the police as well as in decisions to dismiss fraud by large companies (see H. 3.3). 

 

The results above only refer to dilemmas concerning starting/stopping an investigation or using an 

investigative measure. They do not refer to peer reporting dilemmas, mainly because the findings 

concerning these dilemmas were so specific that other hypotheses needed to be developed to 

explain them. This can probably be explained by the fact that decisions to start or stop an 

investigation and decisions concerning investigative measures are closely linked to specific 

investigations, whereas peer reporting dilemmas are not. In this study, the hypotheses concerning 

the blue code of silence in the traditional police culture literature were partly corroborated. Police 

officers often decided not to report colleagues’ misbehavior because they wanted to preserve the 

relationship with their colleagues (i.e. egalitarian group interaction) or because they knew that 

snitching would lead to counter-snitching (i.e. individualistic group interaction). Interestingly, this 

was not only relevant in the police settings, but also in the inspection settings. Although the police 

culture literature states that silence codes are more typical for the police than for other professions, 

this study showed that labor inspectors also often decided to keep silent for opportunistic reasons 

(i.e. individualistic behavioral style) or because they wanted to be a good colleague (i.e. egalitarian 

behavioral style). However, reality seemed to be more complex than that. Other reasons were found 

that explain the decision to keep silent. First, those with low seniority (i.e. low hierarchical status in 

GGCT terms) considered it inappropriate to blow the whistle on misbehavior by more experienced 

colleagues (i.e. hierarchical style of keeping silent). Second, some street-level bureaucrats explained 

that they did not consider it their role to report misconduct by other team members. They stated 

that it is the supervisor’s responsibility (or hierarchical role) to know what is going on in his/her team 

(i.e. hierarchical style of keeping silent). Third, the individualistic case officer system in the police and 

the ‘lone wolf’ idea in the labor inspection led street-level bureaucrats to not feel responsible for 

taking action concerning colleagues’ misbehavior (i.e. ‘displacement of responsibility’ in moral 

disengagement theory). Keeping silent when colleagues misbehave is then excused by saying: 

“His/her investigation is none of my business” (see also H 1.8) (i.e. individualistic behavioral style). 

Fourth, street-level bureaucrats sometimes feared the reaction of supervisors or regional directors 

on them reporting colleagues’ misbehavior. They feared of being accused of complicity by the latter 

because they knew about the misbehavior, and therefore decided not to report it (i.e. fatalistic style 

of keeping silent). 

 

Although street-level bureaucrats in this study protected their misbehaving colleagues in almost half 

of the cases (22 of 50 cases), they decided to take action in more than half of the cases. The decision 

to report (14 cases) was explained in a threefold way. In some cases, colleagues’ misbehavior was 

reported because the person who observed it thought the supervisor had the right to know (i.e. 

hierarchical reporting style). In other cases, the misbehaving colleague had lower seniority than the 

colleague who observed the misconduct, giving the latter the idea that it was his/her duty to report it 

(i.e. hierarchical reporting style). Finally, street-level bureaucrats also sometimes reported 

misbehavior to avoid getting into trouble themselves. They explained that the supervisor might 
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accuse them of being complicit if (s)he would find out that they knew about it and did nothing (i.e. 

fatalistic reporting style). If the step to report the misbehavior to their supervisor was considered too 

risky, street-level bureaucrats decided to reprimand their colleague (14 cases). By doing so, they had 

the feeling to have done their duty (i.e. ‘displacement of responsibility’ in moral disengagement 

theory). These insights illustrate that dealing with peer reporting dilemmas is in practice more 

complex than the police culture literature and the whistleblowing literature suggest. Moreover, this 

study went beyond the classic dichotomy of reporting versus silence in most whistleblowing studies 

by including the decision to reprimand one’s colleague. These findings illustrate that GGCT could be 

used to capture complexity of decision making in peer reporting dilemmas. Hence, the findings in this 

study would be particularly useful with an eye to developing whistleblowing policies within 

organizations (see below). 

 

Theoretical and methodological reflections 

Now a number of theoretical reflections will be made concerning four fundamental choices that have 

been made in this study. Empirical research is always a trade-off between different choices, each of 

which has advantages and disadvantages. Hence, the reflections below focus on the advantages and 

disadvantages of (1) applying GGCT, (2) combining GGCT with two middle range theories (i.e. role 

strain theory and moral disengagement theory), (3) using an exploratory design and (4) holding on to 

a neutral moral stance. 

 

First, the decision was made to apply the general GGCT framework and not the more specific models 

in the ‘ethical decision making’ or ‘dealing with discretion’ literature. This has been very interesting 

for a number of reasons. GGCT was particularly useful to describe and to compare the organizational 

patterns in the various research settings. It allowed to summarize the large amount of ethnographic 

data and to present them in a structured and well-organized way. GGCT also enabled the researcher 

to identify causal pathways by, for example, linking hierarchical organizational patterns with 

hierarchical behavioral styles. By doing so, the importance of motive in decision-making could be 

stressed. This can be illustrated by the following example. As explained above, respondents in this 

study sometimes decided to follow rules from purely opportunistic reasons (i.e. individualistic 

behavioral style). We argued that the motive behind following instructions is relevant, because when 

instructions change certain labor inspectors will decide not to follow them if breaking them is more 

profitable (see 9.1.3.3). Moreover, the socio-cultural viability proposition in GGCT added the idea of 

balancing the four types, which was particularly useful to explain excessive behavior like rule bending 

to obtain quantifiable results. 

However, GGCT also sometimes complicated data analysis in this study, particularly by phrasing 

simple and self-evident findings in highly complex and sophisticated jargon. This was, for example, 

the case with references to the role of the public prosecutor, the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ or the examining 

magistrate as leaders of the investigation. One might argue that this is simply the legal role of these 

judicial actors and that the impact of this legal role is rather obvious. However, this study referred to 

this role as ‘hierarchical’ and tried to explain why and how this hierarchical role has an impact on 

ethical decision-making of street-level bureaucrats. Although this sometimes led to self-evident 

findings (e.g., hierarchical relationship with judicial authorities leads to a hierarchical behavioral 
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style), we consider them useful because they help us understand why this hierarchical role does not 

have an impact in all situations. In other words, the hierarchical behavioral style cases might be self-

evident, but they provide information about necessary conditions under which they operate. By 

doing so, these hierarchical cases also provide insight into the conditions under which the 

hierarchical role does not have an impact. An additional disadvantage of applying the rather 

deductive GGCT is the risk of blindness to findings that cannot be captured by this theory. As 

explained in chapter 2, the researcher attempted not to use the GGCT framework in a blind and 

overly deductive way. She, however, tried to keep open the possibility that some data might not fit 

the four types. Therefore she critically sorted data in the four types during data analysis (i.e. topic 

coding, see 4.3.1.1). Nevertheless, she did not find evidence of a fifth dimension that should be 

added. 

 

Second, the decision was made to combine GGCT with two middle range theories. This added an 

extra dimension to the theoretical framework in this study. As explained in chapter 2, GGCT often 

fails to explain behavior in particular situations because its mechanisms of positive and negative 

feedback mainly operate at the macro level and not at the meso level (see 2.2.2). The causal 

mechanisms of ‘dealing with role strain’ and of ‘moral disengagement’ enriched the conceptual 

framework because they operate at the meso level and can, thus, be used to explain particular 

behavior in specific situations.
239

 The main advantage of using middle range theories is the idea that 

various causal mechanisms can strengthen each other, but can also neutralize or counteract each 

other’s effects. The ‘power’ mechanism can, for example, be neutralized by the ‘insulation from 

observability’ mechanism. If supervisors cannot observe particular behavior, it is very difficult for 

them to exercise power over them. Other examples are the cases in which expectations from the 

head office (with the highest formal power in the organization) were ignored in favor of expectations 

of the direct supervisor (with lower formal power in the organization). This was mostly explained by 

the fact that the expectations of the latter were considered more important in the sense that the 

supervisor has more direct impact on the evaluation of staff members (i.e., impact of the 

‘importance’ mechanism). Hence, the integration of GGCT with two middle range theories allowed 

explaining the complexity of ethical decision making. 

 

Using the two middle range theories was, however, not without risks. The application of moral 

disengagement theory was problematic in the sense that the researcher could not be sure whether 

the cognitive mechanisms actually explained behavior – as the theory claims – or were merely used 

as rationalizations to justify for behavior afterwards (see 2.3.2). On the spot observations of how 

street-level bureaucrats dealt with moral dilemmas, however, increased the researcher’s confidence 

that moral disengagement actually explained certain decisions. Role strain theory seemed to 

sometimes complicate explanations for behavior instead of clarifying them. This can be explained by 

the fact that role strain theory sometimes uses sophisticated phrasings when referring to simple and 

self-evident processes. A case in point is the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism that simply 

refers to the fact that street-level bureaucrats operate in an autonomous way without direct 
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supervision. Another example is the ‘differences of power’ mechanism. Because Merton (1957: 113) 

defines power as “the observed and predictable capacity to impose one’s will in a social action, even 

against the opposition of others taking part in that action”, this concept includes both legal power 

and ‘de facto’ power without legal power. This combination of meanings could be confusing for the 

reader. This confusion is partly solved by adding the concept of authority, which is more or less 

linked to legal power, because it refers to “the culturally legitimized organization of power” (Merton, 

1957: 113). Still, the use of common sense language (such as ‘power’) in a rather specific way could 

be problematic. 

 

The third fundamental decision in this study was to use an exploratory design. This decision is a 

logical consequence of the general research design in this study. In this study, an ethnographic 

research design was used with different data collection methods, such as observation, conversation 

and interviewing, among a relatively small amount of respondents and research settings (see chapter 

4). The main advantage of this research design is that it helps to capture in-depth explanations for 

behavior, which would probably not have been possible in a research design with more respondents 

and more research settings. However, the most important disadvantage of this approach is that the 

researcher had to be careful when drawing conclusions and had to avoid making strong statements 

on the basis of the empirical data. By testing the preliminary findings or hypotheses in this study in 

future research, more robust conclusions can be made. 

 

Fourth, the decision was made to hold on to a neutral moral stance. As explained in chapter 1 (see 

1.1.1.2), the researcher decided not to make any explicit value judgments regarding the correctness 

or acceptability of decisions street-level bureaucrats made. This study aimed at explaining behavior 

by looking at causation and motivation. It thus did not aim at determining whether or not certain 

behavior was ethically correct. This decision partly results from the researcher’s conviction that it is 

very difficult to determine whether certain behavior, such as rule breaking, should be considered 

unethical or ethical in a particular situation. On first sight, rule breaking seems to be unethical. 

However, one could easily imagine situations in which applying rules would not be beneficial, 

because certain rules could increase injustice. The researcher does not consider it her role as a social 

scientist to answer these types of philosophical questions. However, the decision to hold on to a 

neutral moral stance also, and mainly, results from the fact that the researcher wanted to create a 

safe environment for the respondents in which they could discuss questionable behavior without 

being judged. Therefore, the researcher explicitly communicated the decision to hold on to a neutral 

moral stance towards respondents in the four research settings. This implied the advantage that 

respondents felt comfortable and safe to discuss various types of behavior that many people would 

consider unethical, such as breaking the law or mistreating suspects. Because most respondents 

were convinced that the researcher would not judge their behavior (in addition to the agreement of 

confidential reporting about it), they mostly did not consider it necessary to disguise this type of 

behavior for the researcher. 

However, this neutral moral stance also implies some risks. These are mainly linked to the way in 

which the results are presented in chapter 6, 7 and 8. To emphasize the neutral moral stance, the 

researcher deliberately chose to structure most findings according to the various behavioral styles 
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and not according to the specific decisions street-level bureaucrats made. This implied the 

disadvantage that in the results chapters no distinction is made between behavior that most people 

would consider harmless and behavior that most people would consider very unethical. The 

presentation of findings therefore sometimes seems to be counterintuitive. An additional 

disadvantage is that the researcher can only give practice-oriented recommendations in a rather 

limited way, because she refuses to make a value judgment about the acceptability of certain 

behavior (see below). We, however, believe that the advantage of the neutral moral stance (i.e. 

creating a safe environment for the respondents) outweighs these disadvantages. 

 

Implications for practitioners 

After these theoretical reflections, a number of practice-oriented conclusions can be made. These 

will be linked to the socio-cultural viability proposition in GGCT (see 2.2.1.3). As explained above, 

GGCT claims that the four types should all be present and balanced to avoid one type becoming 

dominant. The rationale behind this proposition is that the dominance of one of the four types could 

lead to excessive behavior that could even harm the organization. The concept ‘excessive behavior’ 

does, in this study, not necessarily refer to unethical behavior, but to behavior that results from one 

of the four types being dominant in a research setting. This is suggested by the socio-cultural viability 

proposition in GGCT. Even when the overall picture of the organizational patterns is sufficiently 

balanced in the sense that the four types are all present, as was the case in this study (see chapter 5), 

excessive behavior is possible when some organizational patterns are more emphasized in certain 

situations. A case in point is the risk of differential treatment of employers when labor inspectors use 

their discretion in an individualistic way without respecting internal regulations (e.g. ‘Administrative 

Instructions’ of the head office). GGCT suggests that individualistic excesses (such as rule bending to 

get results) should not be responded to with removing all individualistic characteristics in the 

organization (such as autonomy and discretion), because this would lead to other types of excesses 

(such as rule-fetishism). The solution GGCT proposes is a balance between various types in a specific 

organization so the weaknesses of each type are compensated for by the strengths of the other three 

types. 

This final part lists various ways in which behavior of street-level bureaucrats in the police and the 

labor inspection could be excessive, and attempts to give GGCT-based advice on how to respond to 

these excesses. Some excessive behavior that is mentioned is commonly referred to as unethical 

behavior, which shows that this study is not only relevant to explain how staff members deal with 

moral dilemmas but also to explain behavior that most people would call ‘unethical’ behavior. The 

concept ‘excessive behavior’ might give the impression that the researcher abandons the neutral 

moral stance in the conclusion of this dissertation. This is, however, not the case. The concept is not 

used to denounce this kind of behavior, but to indicate that the behavior results from a lack of 

balance between the four types. The researcher will thus not argue whether or not this kind of 

behavior should be restricted. However, the empirical results of this study will be used to give advice 

concerning actions policymakers and supervisors could take to restrict this kind of behavior if they 

consider it unacceptable. 
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The empirical results in this study (see chapter 6, 7 and 8) illustrate seven different types of excessive 

behavior. Most excessive behavior is the result of the dominance of low group organizational 

patterns above high group organizational patterns. 

 

First, autonomy is strongly emphasized in the work context of both groups of street-level bureaucrats 

in this study (i.e. individualistic organizational patterns). This sometimes led to hierarchical rules 

being bent or broken because street-level bureaucrats’ autonomy made it very difficult for 

supervisors to observe whether or not rules were followed. GGCT suggests that this dominance of 

individualism could be compensated for by increasing grid. Supervisors could, for example, increase 

hierarchical oversight by introducing control systems that diminish the impact of the ‘insulation from 

observability’ mechanism (i.e. traditional bureaucratic strategy). However, increasing grid in a low 

group organizational context could also lead to fatalism in which street-level bureaucrats lose 

motivation to perform their job, thus rendering supervisors even more powerless to inspect them. 

Supervisors should therefore also attempt to increase the ‘group’ dimension or, in other words, 

attempt to increase the extent to which street-level bureaucrats feel they are part of the 

organization. This could be achieved by including street-level bureaucrats in the decision which 

oversight instruments (e.g., guidelines, inspecting case files, standard operating procedures, etc.) will 

be implemented and by explaining the goal of these oversight instruments. Particularly, supervisors 

could explain to their staff members that control systems are not aimed at inspection for inspection 

purposes only, but at improving the quality of investigations. By creating a common goal, street-level 

bureaucrats will more likely have a feeling of co-ownership of hierarchical instruments. Such high 

group measures could also increase mutualism in the interaction with colleagues leading to mutual 

feedback on each other’s behavior so rule bending or rule breaking practices could be prevented. 

 

The latter is also relevant in the second type of excessive behavior, being negative deal-making. 

When confronted with colleagues’ misbehavior, the street-level bureaucrats in this study often used 

an individualistic style of not reporting because they made negative deals not to snitch on each 

other. This resulted from the high emphasis on individualistic group interaction characterized by 

reciprocity and scratching each other’s back. Group-based interventions that emphasize group 

decision making and team spirit could lead to a shift from individualistic to egalitarian group 

interaction. Then, street-level bureaucrats might be encouraged to reprimand colleagues for 

misbehavior instead of keeping silent. This recommendation suggests that whistleblowing policies 

should be adapted to the reporting styles that are most prevalent in the organization (Loyens, 

2012a). 

 

Third, the dominance of individualistic organizational patterns sometimes led to decisions concerning 

starting or stopping investigations for individualistic motives like lack of interest and laziness. This 

was mainly linked to the autonomy street-level bureaucrats have in the performance of their job. 

Broad autonomy implies the risk that supervisor are unable to always observe when investigations 

are started or stopped and why these kinds of decisions are made. Hierarchical steering could 

diminish this type of behavior, but supervisors should look for the right balance between 

individualism and hierarchy to avoid ending up in fatalism. If, for example, supervisors focus too 
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much on hierarchical rules and fail to respect street-level bureaucrats’ autonomy, the latter could 

become demotivated and unproductive, against which supervisors in public organizations are often 

powerless (i.e. fatalism). This observation nuances the limited legal discretion police detectives have 

according to article 40 of the Law of the Police Function
240

 and article 53 of the Belgian Code of 

Criminal Proceedings
241

. Although police officers who are informed about a criminal offence should 

always report it to the public prosecutor immediately, this study showed that the ‘de facto’ 

discretion of police detectives is larger. Police detectives are often given the freedom by the public 

prosecutor to determine whether or not they will start an investigation on the basis of information 

they receive concerning a particular criminal offence. Also, the actual role of public prosecutors and 

examining magistrates in steering investigations is in practice limited because they often trust 

detectives’ ‘gut feeling’ to determine which specific investigative measures to use. 

 

The fourth type of excessive behavior, exceeding one’s discretion, was only relevant for the labor 

inspection. It is linked to the wide discretionary powers labor inspectors enjoy. Labor inspectors have 

the formal discretion to make a report, propose a rectification amount or give a warning.
242

 Their 

discretion is, however, restricted by the head office’s ‘Administrative Instructions’, as illustrated in 

Table 5.11. As a result of the individualistic work context, in which labor inspectors have great 

autonomy, the ‘insulation from observability’ mechanism also operates here. The lack of oversight 

supervisors can exercise sometimes led to labor inspectors being able to exceed their discretion by 

giving a warning or proposing a rectification amount in investigations where they should – according 

to the head office’s instructions – in fact make a report. This emphasis on individualistic 

organizational patterns could also be compensated for by hierarchical measures, such as more 

supervision and oversight. In some cases, exceeding one’s discretion was, however, not the result of 

individualistic autonomy but of a lack of clarity about the restrictions for the use of discretion 

imposed by the head office. This lack of clarity could lead to street-level bureaucrats only selecting a 

few ‘Administrative Instructions’ and neglecting others (i.e. ‘selection’ mechanism) or changing 

certain ‘Administrative Instructions’ (i.e. ‘alteration’ mechanism). This type of expansion of discretion 

could be decreased by clear communication and information from the head office of the Inspection 

of Social Laws about how street-level bureaucrats should use their formal discretion. The broad 

discretion of labor inspectors has since July 1
st
 2011 been restricted by the new Social Penal Code, 

which explicitly introduces the right of prosecution for the ‘arbeidsauditeur’.243
 While the 

relationship between labor inspectors and the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ has in the past mainly been based on 

goodwill, the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ is now given the formal right to influence labor inspectors’ discretion. 

This restriction should, however, be nuanced in the sense that labor inspectors who give a warning 

for a specific violation mostly do not inform the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ about this decision, making it 

difficult for the latter to prosecute for the violation. The question remains whether or not labor 

inspectors should follow instructions by the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ when they conflict with instructions of 

the head office. Van Hoogenbemt and Van Daele (2010) suggest that these issues should be dealt 
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with by the same goodwill that characterized the relationship between the labor inspections and the 

‘arbeidsauditeur’ under the previous law. 

 

The fifth type of excessive behavior is also related to the lack of clarity about labor inspectors’ 

discretion. This lack of clarity did not only lead to individualistically exceeding one’s discretion, as 

explained above, but also to fatalistically not using certain competences. A case in point is the 

legally sanctioned right to search.
244

 Labor inspectors in this study were regularly confronted with 

situations in which employers conceal documents or computer files in which social fraud was 

displayed. The right to search for information carriers could help labor inspectors to prove practices 

of social fraud. However, the lack of clarity concerning the consequences and risks of using this right 

to search creates anxiety among labor inspectors, which discourages them from using it at all. The 

result is that employers who manage to withhold evidence go free. This type of fatalistic excess could 

also be dealt with by clear and correct information by the head office or the ‘arbeidsauditeur’ about 

when certain competences could be used and how to avoid procedural errors when using them. 

Probably, article 28 of the new Social Penal Code will provide some clarity, because it stipulates the 

conditions under which the right to search can be used.
245

 

 

Sixth, street-level bureaucrats in the labor inspection and in the police were also in other ways 

subjected to employers or suspects who managed to escape prosecution, leading to a feeling of 

fatalistic powerlessness to dealing with social fraud or crime. This fatalistic attitude towards 

employers or suspects resulted from loopholes in legislation or legal restrictions on street-level 

bureaucrats’ discretion. Street-level bureaucrats in this study were often frustrated that they could 

not take action against openly displayed social fraud, exploitation and criminal offenses because the 

law allows employers or suspects to creatively circumvent the rules. This type of fatalistic 

powerlessness could only be diminished by tackling the loopholes in legislation and increasing 

possibilities to detect social fraud (e.g. obligation to install intelligent cash registers and electronic 

time registration systems). 

 

Finally, fatalism could also be dominant in the relationship with higher authorities, like the public 

prosecutor. This was the case in one of the police settings in this study. The relationship between 

detectives and the public prosecutor was characterized by mutual distrust and perceived 

arbitrariness. Because the public prosecutor has an important role in police investigations as leader 

of the investigation, this fatalistic relationship impacts decision making in these investigations to a 

great extent. The final type of excessive behavior is thus fatalistic decision making aimed at trying to 

avoid the impact of the public prosecutor as a result of distrust and suspicion. To diminish this kind 

of excessive behavior, the low group relationship should evolve to a high group relationship in which 

both actors respect each other’s role and trust each other’s goodwill to perform this role the best 

they can. This could be achieved by working on the ‘group’ component of the relationship, for 

example by trying to find common goals, by openly discussing issues in meetings and by formulating 

mutual expectations. Then, the relationship could evolve from fatalism to hierarchy or even to 
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egalitarianism, which is the ultimate example of two actors cooperating on the basis of trust and 

mutual consent. 

 

The recommendations mentioned above are of course easy to formulate as an outsider, but very 

difficult to implement by policymakers or supervisors. This is implied by the open systems 

perspective taken in this study (see 2.1.2.2). The organizational patterns that are analyzed in this 

study are all part of a precarious system in which changes in one subsystem have an impact on the 

system as a whole. Changes in supervisors’ managerial style could, for example, lead to drastic 

restrictions on street-level bureaucrats’ autonomy thus diminishing their professional motivation, 

but could also negatively influence group interaction between colleagues. Trying to reach a workable 

balance or a successful dosage of the four GGCT types is, therefore, very challenging. Arguably, GGCT 

offers policymakers and supervisors sufficient inspiration to construct a well-balanced organization. 

However, it only offers the necessary pieces of the puzzle, while policymakers and managers have 

the duty to combine the pieces so a nicely displayed puzzle appears. This study aimed to enrich GGCT 

with causal mechanisms from other theoretical perspectives, so policymakers and supervisors not 

only have the pieces of the puzzle, but are also given insight into how these pieces connect to each 

other. Hence, like GGCT suggests that for an organizational system to be viable, various types should 

be balanced, this study leads to the conclusion that the general GGCT theoretical framework should 

be balanced with other theoretical perspectives. Even so, like GGCT suggests that excesses of the 

four types should be avoided, the impact of GGCT should not be given excessive attention, because a 

theoretical model is only as strong as its practical applicability. 

(Loyens, 2009; Loyens et al., 2010; Loyens, 2012b; Loyens & Maesschalck, 2011; 6, 2005; Schwarz et 

al., 1990; Smith, 1776; Solomon et al., 1985) 
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APPENDIX 1: CODING FRAMEWORK CONCERNING ORGANIZATIONAL PATTERNS 
 

 

 

 

Environmental suprasystem (street level bureaucrats’ perceptions) 

 Hierarchy Egalitarianism Individualism Fatalism 

CLOSE ENVIRONMENT 

Judicial authorities     

Investigative authority 

• OM (‘parket’ & ‘AA’) 

• OR 

Each actor has his role & 

responsibility; we respect the 

role of the judicial authorities & 

they should respect our role 

Mutuality; common goals; 

consensus-oriented 

Opportunistic interaction; one-

on-one reciprocal negotiation; 

trying to ‘score’ 

Arbitrariness; distrust and 

suspicion; (perceived) unfeasible 

expectations unfeasible and lack 

of support; obey as required 

Court’s decisions Not my responsibility; I respect 

their role 

Show the world the system is 

unjust 

Use it in an opportunistic way I don’t care 

Other agencies 

• Other inspections 

• Other police 

department 

Controlled network and 

cooperation on the basis of 

rules and procedures; formal 

communication channels; 

respect each other’s 

responsibilities 

Mutuality and cooperation on 

the basis of shared goals 

Competition and opportunistic 

network; give and take; 

cooperation when it is in your 

own best interest 

Arbitrary interaction and 

occasion bound network; 

suspicion and distrust; only 

cooperate when necessary 

Citizens     

Suspect or inspectee Comply with the law, fair and 

with respect; paternalistic 

attitude 

Ally, trust-based or suspicion 

and disgust (‘us-versus-them’, 

‘they are not like us’) 

Reciprocal negotiation Arbitrary treatment or 

powerless against 

Victim or complainant     

• Definition by 

• Treatment 

System and rules 

Paternalistic 

System failure (unfair system) 

Common ally 

Front-line officer 

Reciprocity 

Chance 

Impotence to save or ‘they 

abuse the system’ 

GENERAL ENVIRONMENT 

Policymakers Legitimate rulers  Common agreement Opportunistic Arbitrary 
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Managerial subsystem 

 Hierarchy Egalitarianism Individualism Fatalism 

Managerial style 

• Supervisor 

• Management 

• Head office 

Oversight, ladder of authority, 

each person has its own role 

and responsibility 

Mutuality, stimulate group 

decision making and team 

cooperation, charismatic 

leadership 

Stimulate competition, 

judgment by performance, 

result-orientedness 

Contrived randomness, brute 

domination, lack of recognition 

and fairness 

 

     

Psychosocial subsystem 

 Hierarchy Egalitarianism Individualism Fatalism 

Group interaction Mutual interactions are 

regulated by rules and 

procedures in a system where 

each person has its own role 

and responsibilities 

Mutual interactions are based 

on trust, focused on 

cooperation and in the interest 

of the group; internal cliques 

Mutual interactions are one on 

one, competitive and focused 

on personal benefits; each acts 

to their own advantage 

If they exist at all, mutual 

interactions are unpredictable 

and dominated by 

unforeseeable constraints; 

mutual distrust 

Interaction with supervisor Interaction on the basis of a 

ladder of authority in a 

bureaucratic structure 

Participatory and team-based 

interaction aimed at mutual 

agreement and consensus 

One on one reciprocal 

interaction aimed at personal 

benefits 

- Random interaction 

- Mutual distrust 

- Powerless supervisor 

Status and reward     

Status depends on… rank, seniority and knowing the 

rules 

position in the group (all are 

equal despite differences in 

rank) 

individual skills, efforts and 

results 

Arbitrariness (ambiguity about 

role rank plays) 

Evaluation through… a formal and legitimate 

evaluation system 

mutual feedback a performance management 

system 

a powerless and ambiguous 

evaluation system (it does not 

matter if you perform good or 

bad, because evaluation is 

arbitrary) 
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Goals and values subsystem (street level bureaucrats’ perceptions) 

 Hierarchy Egalitarianism Individualism Fatalism 

Rules and regulations… should be followed because 

they are part of a legitimate 

system with a clear allocation of 

roles and responsibilities 

are legitimate when they are 

the result of deliberation and 

mutual agreement 

can be used to your own 

advantage 

- should be followed if you 

don’t want to get in trouble 

- are incoherent and arbitrary, 

so impossible to comply with 

A good leader is… a bureaucrat who is oriented 

towards following rules and 

procedures 

charismatic and oriented 

towards group interest 

entrepreneurial and result-

oriented 

nonexistent, because all leaders 

are capricious and despotic 

 

     

Structural subsystem 

 Hierarchy Egalitarianism Individualism Fatalism 

Arrangement of…     

Offices Arranged by rank and function Office landscape, 1 office per 

team 

Private offices Arbitrary arrangement of 

offices 

meeting rooms Formal meeting rules with 

written guidelines how to use 

them 

Many meetings rooms that can 

be used in a formal and informal 

way 

Small number or absence of 

meetings rooms 

Arbitrary arrangement and use 

of meeting rooms 

Formal discretion Discretion varies with formal 

status (e.g., rank, function) 

Use discretion to discuss and 

negotiate with others 

Use discretion for your own 

long-term benefits 

Discretion can only be used in a 

non-strategic, short-term way to 

protect yourself 

Autonomy     

Degree of social regulation Strong regulation Minimal regulation Minimal regulation Strong regulation 

Organization of work Individual organizes his own 

work according to rules and 

procedures 

Individual organizes his own 

work, but is constrained by 

controls in the name of the 

group 

Individual organizes his own 

work to his own benefit 

Individual organizes his work 

according to rules and 

procedures which seem 

arbitrary 
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